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OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS, Inc. ANSE 
114 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK 11, N. Y. Yeas 

== TELEPHONE: WATKINS 4-1200 

1 September, 1950 

Mrs. Estella B. Leopold 
2222 Van Hise Avenue 
Madison, Wisconsin F = 

Dear Mrs. Leopold: : 

Thank you very much for your letter of 25 Auenst. 

In the past I have discussed once or twice with Luna your husband's unpublished 

papers, and I have of course known that your son was planning to prepare them for 

ultimate publication. I have always been much interested in this possibility for 

I am sure that these papers, even though I have not myself seen them, are of real 

value and should be made available. I hope that Luna is soon going to be able 

a to get them ready for publication, and I shall look forward to hearing from him 

about this venture in due time. 

With respect to those articles which your husband published in various magazines 

and which have not before been collected in any book, I must say that we are 

favorably disposed to your proposal that they now be brought together for publica- 

tion in book form. Before we can come to any definite decision, however, we ought 

to see reprints of representative selections, and we should also have to know just 

how extensive a book you are planning, that is to say, how many articles, what kind 

of subject matter is covered, and what the approximate length in words would be. 

Perhaps your daughter, who will be working on this project, could let me have this 

information and at the same time send in some of the reprints. With this in hand sa 

we could readily come to a decision. 

With all good wishes, 

Yours sincerely, 

(Mie; bare 
Philip Vaudrin 

Trade Editor 
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OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS, Inc. (give "(NE 
114 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK 11, N.Y. Tete 

TELEPHONE: WATKINS 4-1200- 

/ 

Jamaary 18, 1950 

Mrs. Estelle B. Leopold 
2222 Van Hise Avenue 
Madison, Wisconsin ; 

Dear Mrs. Leopold: 

I am sending you clippings of reviews in two separate envelopes. The one 

marked "Duplicates" you may keep, but I shall have to ask you to return 

the others as we have no extra copies. 

You will undoubtedly be as pleased as we are with the wonderful reviews 

the book is receiving. I eam sure that A SAND COUNTY ALMANAC will have 

a long life. 

I hope that Russell Lord will send you a copy of the issue of The Land 

that announces the selection of A SAND COUNTY ALMANAC as the best nature 

book of the past season. I am sure that this recognition will stimulate 

the sale of the book considerably. 

z Sincerely yours, 

Catherine S. Scott 

CSS:ecs Publicity Manager 

OXFORD - LONDON: GLASGOW : TORONTO : BOMBAY : MADRAS : CALCUTTA : MELBOURNE - CAPE TOWN : WELLINGTON



OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS, Inc. (aacn , "| SE 
114 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK 11, N. Y. ety 

TELEPHONE: WATKINS 4-1200 

15 January, 1950 

Mrs. Estella B. Leopold 
2222 Van Hise Avenue 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mrs. Leopold: 

Thank you for your letter of 12 January. 

We too have been very mich pleased by the excellent reviews A SAND COUNE 
TY ALMANAC has been receiving, and shortly we shall see reviews in the 
Sunday editions of the NEW YORK TIMES and HERALD-TRIBUNE which so far 
have printed none! These too will, I am sure, be as favoreble as the 
rest. 

We have a considerable collection of letters and review clipoings, many 
of which you probably haven't seen, and I am asking our Publicity Depart- 
ment if they will not send you any duplicates. They might also be will- 
ing to lend you other such material of which we have only single copies, 
on the understanding of course that you would return these to us. You 
could of course make copies of them. 

Wasn't Bill Vogt's review wonderful! It should carry a good deal of weight. 

sa Four copies of the book are on the way to you. I hope they will reach 
you promptly. 

With kind regards, 

Yours ve May 

Pyemém 2. (oa 
OXFORD » LONDON -: GLASGOW - TORONTO - BOMBAY - MADRAS © CALCUTTA: MELBOURNE + CAPE TOWN -: WELLINGTON



OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS, Inc. (gin 
114 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK 11, N.Y. \ way) 

TELEPHONE: WATKINS 4-1200 

October 27, 1949 

Mrs. Aldo Leopold 
2222 Van Hise Avenue 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mrs. Leopold: 

A Sand County Almanac is published today and we have started out well 

with an excellent review from Lewis Gannett (one of the best reviewers here 
in New York) in this morning's Herald-Tribune. I enclose it herewith, as 
I kmow you will be glad to see it. 

I was very much surprised to read that Mr. Gannett had never heard of 
Aldo Leopold before. That is indeed strange, considering his frequently 
demonstrated interest in books on nature. I like to believe, and I am 
sure it will turn out to be the case, that a great many others will make 
as exciting a discovery in your husband's book as Mr. Gannett has. 

With kind regards, 

Yours very sincerely, 

9 Mit, Vou r— 
pyice 

OXFORD - LONDON: GLASGOW - TORONTO - BOMBAY - MADRAS : CALCUTTA: MELBOURNE - CAPE TOWN - WELLINGTON



OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS, Inc. (ap 
1i4 FIRE AVENUE, NEW VORK  115-NoY. Yet 

TELEPHONE: WATKINS 4-1200 

June 27, 1949 

Mrs. Aldo Leopold 
2222 Van Hise Avenue 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mrs. Leopold: 

Many thanks for your letter of 22 June. 

"Thinking Like a Mountain" is a charming phrase and I only wish 
we thought it would be suitable as the title for your husband's 
book. rom our experience, however, we feel pretty certain that 
it would not appeal to that part of the reading public not already 
familiar with your husband's great achievements and influence in the 
conservation movement. We are going to do our very best to make his 

book known to people not hitherto aware of the profound issues the 
book deals with so attractively. For this purpose we feel that 
A Sand County Almanac has the right kind of general appeal -- the word 
'Almanac' still has the power to attract the public, and the phrase 
as a whole has a quality. I do very much hope that you will not feel 
too unhappy about our choice of title. You may be sure thet our heart 
too is set on making the book a success and that we have given much 
thought to this question of title. 

I don't know how you could ever have come to think that the essay 

"Draba" was in danger of being dropped. Have no fear, it is being 2 
included. I agree with you that it is one of the most effective of 
them all. 

With all good wishes, 

2 Yours very sincerely, 

pysec 
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OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS, Inc. aE 
1i4 FEE AVENUE, NEW-YORK 11, oN2Y. wt 

TELEPHONE: WATKINS 4-1200 

January 13, 1949 

Mrs. Estella Bergere Leopold s 

2222 Van Hise 4venue 
Madison 5, Wisconsin 

Dear Mrs. Leopold: 

Very many thanks for returning the signed copies of the agreement 
for Great Possessions. We have now completed signature here, and 
I am returning one copy to you for your own records. 

We all look forward eagerly here at the Press to the dey when we shall — 

publish your husband's book. As you know, we are planning to bring it 

out in the Autumn of this year. 

Yours very sincerely, 

Pun Vewnr, 
pviec Philip Vaudrin 

Trade Lditor 

OXFORD - LONDON: GLASGOW : TORONTO - BOMBAY: MADRAS : CALCUTTA - MELBOURNE - CAPE TOWN +» WELLINGTON
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MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT made this 13thday of December 1948 

between The Estate of Aldo Leopold 

2222 Van Hise Aveme 
Madison 5, Wisconsin 

hereinafter called the Author, 
and OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS, Inc., hereinafter called the Publishers. 

AUTHOR'S GRANT 1, The Author hereby grants, assigns, and transfers to the Publishers upon the terms herein- 
after set forth, a work, tentatively entitled: 

GREAT POSSESSIONS 

and all rights therein, throughout the United States of America, Canada and elsewhere —_— 

said work to contain about - - - - - — — —75,000- - - - - - - - ~ - - ~ = words, 
gid abot — Ae  itntrations. 

PUBLICATION 2. The Publishers agree to publish the said work at their own expense. All details as to the 
manner of publication, production, and promotion, including the number and destination of free 
copies, shall be left to the sole discretion of the Publishers. 

COPYRIGHT AND 3. The Publishers shall have the exclusive right to take out copyrights for the said work in 
RENEWAL their own name in the United States of America and in such other countries as they may deem 

expedient, to hold and own all such copyrights and to publish the said work throughout the full term 
or terms thereof and of any renewals thereof on the terms and conditions herein set forth; and the 
Author hereby agrees to apply for the renewal of each such copyright prior to the expiration of the 
first term thereof, and thereupon forthwith to assign to the Publishers all of the above mentioned 

ae ights in said work for the entire term of each said renewal. 

CITIZENSHJPY) (1 4L HERE 4. The Author is a citizen of the and resides at 
ee , ( : | 2222 Van Hise Avenue, Madison 5, Wisconsin 

fee Ris notices required to be given hereunder to the Author shall be considered to have been sufficiently 
given if addressed to the Author at said address unless some other address shall be specified in 
writing for the purpose and filed with the Publisher, in which event such notices shall thereafter be 
addressed to the Author at such other address. 7 

AUTHOR'S GUARANTEE 5. The Author covenants and agrees that said work has not heretofore been published, that it 
is innocent and contains no matter which, if published, will be libellous or otherwise injurious, or 
which will infringe upon any proprietary right at common law or any statutory copyright; that said 
work is original and that he is the sole author and proprietor thereof and has full power to make this 
agreement and grant; and that he will hold harmless and defend the Publishers against any suit, 
claim, demand, or recovery, by reason of any violation of proprietary right or copyright, or any 
injurious or libellous matter in said work, actual or claimed. 

COPY FOR PRINTING 6. The Author agrees that on or before 1 March, 1949 , which date may be 
extended in writing by mutual consent, he shall deliver to the Publishers a complete copy of the 
manuscript of the said work, ready for the printer, together with all drawings, photographs, charts, 
maps, and designs which are a necessary part of the text. The Author further agrees to prepare and 
deliver to the Publishers an index as soon as possible after the proof is available for making an index. 
If, in the opinion of the Publishers, the manuscript is not properly prepared for publication, the 
Author shall have the option of revising it to the Publishers’ satisfaction or of commissioning the 
Publishers to have it properly prepared or revised at the Author's expense. If the Author fails to 
supply all necessary drawings, photographs, charts, maps, designs, and index, it is agreed that the 
Publishers shall have them made at the Author’s expense. If the Author fails to deliver within a 
reasonable time such finally revised copy, the Publishers shall have the right to terminate this agree- 
ment and to recover from the Author any and all amounts which they may have advanced to the 
Author in connection with the work which is the subject of this agreement; but until this agreement 
has been terminated and until such amounts as have been paid in advance have been repaid to the 
Publishers, the Author shall not be free to cause the publication of the said work elsewhere.



DUPLICATE COPY 7. The Author shall furnish promptly to the Publishers without charge a second copy of the 
IN EVENT OF LOSS manuscript, together with all necessary drawings, photographs, charts, maps, and designs, in case the 

first copy should be lost or destroyed by accident. 

8. The Author agrees to secure at his own expense the necessary permission to reprint 
TRAE excerpts of material which is under copyright, should any such excerpts be included in the said work, 

and will transmit such permissions in writing to the Publishers with the final manuscript. 

AUTHOR'S CORRECTIONS 9. If, after delivery of copy to the Publishers, the Author shall make or cause to be made any 
alterations in type, plates, or otherwise in the said work, which shall exceed ten percent (10%) of the 
cost of original composition, the expense of such alterations in excess of ten percent (10%) of the 
cost of original composition shall be charged to and paid by the Author. In this event the Publishers 
shall mail to the Author an invoice for said excess alterations promptly after receipt of the printer's 
bill for the same, which invoice shall be subject to review for a period of not more than thirty (30) 
days after such mailing thereof, and both Author and Publishers shall be bound by the amount of 
the printer’s bill. 

ROYALTIES 10. The Publishers agree to pay the Author the following royalties: 

(a) On regular sales in the United States ten percent (10) of the retail 
price on the first five thousand (5,000) copies sold; twelve 
and one-half percent (125% of the retail price on the next 
two thousand five hundred (2,500) copies sold; fifteen 
percent (15%) on all copies sold thereafter. (See Clause . 

19 below.) = 

(b) If said work shall be sold for export in sheets or in bound form at a reduced rate, the 
royalties shall be five percent (5%) of the list price of the regular edition in the 
United States. 

(c) If said work shall be sold in a special edition at a reduced price, or the Publishers shall 
dispose of copies of the regular edition at reduced prices for special use, or after the 
remunerative sale of the regular edition has ceased, the royalties shall be ten percent 
(10%) of the gross price obtained, if said price shall be more than the amount carried 
as the manufacturing cost price upon the Publishers’ accounts. There shall be no 
toyalties, however, if the Publishers shall dispose of copies as a remainder at or below 
said cost price. No royalties shall be payable on copies given away or accidentally lost 
or destroyed. 

(d) In the event that the Publishers shall sell to a foreign publisher the rights to manufac- 
ture his own edition of said work by setting up his own type, printing from a duplicate 
set of plates furnished by the Publishers, or reproducing it photographically, the Pub- 
lishers shall pay to the Author eighty-five percent (85%) of royalties or other fees 
received in return for the sale of such rights and shall retain for themselves an 
agent’s commission of fifteen percent (15%). 

(e) Ifan edition of said work shall be sold on a royalty basis, or for a lump sum in'lieu of 
royalty, to a recognized book club, such royalty or sum shall be divided equally 
between the Author and the Publishers. 

(£) When the sales of the said work shall have declined to five (5) copies or less per year 
for the second consecutive year the Author agrees that no further royalty accountings 
and payments are to be made. For the purpose of this clause it is understood that a 
year shall be reckoned from the first day of April. 

(g) The Publishers may without compensation to the Author or themselves publish or 
permit others to publish such selections from said work as they may deem proper to 
benefit its sale, but any revenue received by the Publishers in return for the publica- 
tion rights in such selections shall be divided equally between the Author and the 
Publishers. 

(h) All sums accruing from the sale of dramatic, motion picture (sight and sound), radio 
broadcasting, television, and recording rights, and from the sale of serialization rights, 
after publication in book form, and the rights of translation into foreign languages 
shall be divided seventy-five percentto the Author and twenty-five percent 
to the Publishers. 

ACCOUNTING ll. The Publishers shall make up an account of sales to the 31st day of March and the 30th 
day of September following publication and deliver the same to the Author with the amount shown 
to be due within ninety (90) days thereafter. 

AUTHOR'S COPIES 12. The Publishers agree to furnish to the Author free of charge six (6) copies of the said work 
on publication and the Publishers agree to supply him with additional copies for his personal use at 
the best trade discount. 

REVISION 13. If, in the opinion of the Publishers, the work needs revision at any time during the life of 
this agreement, the Author, without charge therefor, shall revise the work or supply such new matter 
as in the judgment of the Publishers may be needed to keep the work up to date. If for any reason 
the Author does not revise the work or supply the new matter required after a reasonable oppor- 
tunity has been given him to do so, the Publishers may procure some other competent person to 
revise the work and supply such new matter and may deduct the expense thereof from royalties first 
accruing on the sales of such revised edition. In the event of the publication of an abridged, expanded, 
or revised edition necessitating the resetting of fifty percent (50%) or more of the book, then the 
said revision shall be considered a new work and this agreement shall be automatically renewed on 
the same terms as for the original edition.



DISCONTINUANCE 14. It is understood and agreed that, should the Publishers find themselves with an overstock 
OF PUBLICATION of the said work and in their judgment the demand for the said work would not exhaust the stock in 

AND a reasonable time, they shall have the right, after first giving the Author an opportunity to purchase 
REVERSION OF RIGHTS the overstock at actual cost of manufacture, to sell such copies at the best price they can secure. If at 

any time after the expiration of five (5) years from the date of publication, the demand for the work 
shall not in the opinion of the Publishers be sufficient to render its further publication profitable, 
then the Publishers may cancel this agreement, giving the Author three (3) months written notice 
thereof; or, if the said work be out of print, and the Publishers do not bring out a new edition within 
six (6) months after having received written notice from the Author or his agents to do so, then all 
rights under this agreement shall revert to the Author without notice or further procedure. In either 
event, the Author shall have the option to buy from the Publishers at one-third (14) the cost of pro- 
duction, the plates, if any, of the work, should they not have been destroyed, and the stock on hand 
at the actual cost of manufacture; and if the Author fails to exercise this option the plates shall 
remain the property of the Publishers, who may then destroy them and dispose of the stock as they 
see fit, without royalty or any other compensation to the Author. Title to the plates, engravings, dies, 
type forms, printed copies, and all material used in publishing the work shall rest with the Publishers. 
If the aforesaid materials be rendered valueless by fire or any other cause, the Publishers shall have 
the option of reproducing them. If the Publishers do not do so, then, after they have sold all salable 
copies of the work on hand and have accounted for and paid any royalties due thereon, the copyright 

= and all other rights in said work shall revert to the Author, and this agreement shall terminate. 
Oe 

ry in HERE OPTION 15. Th Ss the ee an ie ee his two (2) books, and the terms, 
6. 6. a subject ta adie fall bear a reaSonable relatioh to ayes of préceding books. 

AUTHOR'S 16. The Author agrees that he will not during the continuance of this agreement, without the 
NON-PARTICIPATION IN written consent of the Publishers, write, print, publish, or cause to be written, printed, or published, 

SIMILAR PROJECT any revised, corrected, enlarged, or abridged version of the said work, or in any way assist or be inter- 
ested in any such version or in any book of a character that might interfere with or reduce the sales 
of the work covered or contemplated by this agreement. 

ASSIGNMENT 17. This agreement may be assigned by either party but only as a whole. No assignment shall 
be binding upon either of the parties hereto without the written consent of the other party. The 
provisions of this agreement shall apply to and bind the executors, administrators, successors, and 
assigns of the respective parties. 

18. This agreement shall be interpreted under the laws of the State of New York regardless 
of the place of its physical execution. 

19. It is understood and agreed that Charles W. Schwartz of 132 
= Forest Hill, Jefferson City, Missouri, shall prepare suitable pencil 

———~—). drawings for purposes of illustrating said work » said drawings not to 
exceed forty-five in number. On receipt of satisfactory originals of 

HER said drawings the Publishers shall pay to said Mr. Schwartz the amount 
x of seven hundred and fifty dollars ($750.00) and said $750.00 shall be 

einieanaes at regarded as an advance against Author's royalties as provided for in 
Clause 10(a) above and as such recoverable by the Publisher out of the 
initial sales of said work. - 

> “iil 

Executed this wat day of 

Mb srtegatdl bt anon MB, AUTHOR OR PROPRIETOR: 
WITNESS TO SIGNATURE OF AUTHOR OR PRO- 
Ben, z g , 

L[Mleste link alee leap 

OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS, Inc. 
WITNESS TO SIGNATURE OF PUBLISHERS: ) 
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BETWEEN : 

AND 

OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS, Inc. 

FOR THE PUBLICATION OF: 

% 
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Cctober 19, 1948 

Mr. Philip Vaudrin 
Oxford University Press 
One Fourteen Fifth Avenue 
New York City 11, N. Y. 

Deer Mr. Vaudrin: 

I am forwarding to you by air mail in two separate packages 
the original and first carbon of Aldo Leopold's book. In connection 
with the manuscript there are a couple of items I wish to call to ’ 
your attention. 

The typewriter on which the manuscript was typed did not 
have an asterisk. In a number of places Aldo had used a series of 
asterisks to indicate a break between paragraphs. In lieu of asterisks, 
we have substituted three lower case x's. In the final printing 
job you may be able to sugcsest an alternate symbol, indicating a 
break in thought. At least in certain cases, you would be able to use 
small tailpiece sketches prepared by Mr. Schwartz. 

I am enclosing with this letter the originals of all the 
letters granting permission for reprinting essays formerly published. 
A page acknowledging these permissions has been prepared and is 
included on page III in the prelims. You undoubtedly have a standard 
form for including such acknowledgments in the final book and will 
probably alter the sequence of these prelims. 

In your letter of September 15, you said that you would 
send me a brief list of suggestions for chames tobe included in the 
manuscript. These changes were not received, but I hope they were 
of sufficiently minor nature that they can be inserted when you or 
your readers go over the manuscript. ( 

In think I mentioned to you when I was in New York that 
Williem Vogt had offered to write a short biographical preface in 
case you thought it would be necessary. I'm of the opinion that 
the usual biographical sketches printed on the inside of the dust- 
jacket would serve satisfactorily. I do not know your procedure for 
obtaining different biographical sketches, but with the thought you 
might find some ideas of mine useful, I have written a short state- 
ment which includes the main point which might possibly be brought 
out in amy biography or prefatory sketch. In this short statement,



Mr. Philip Vaudrin ~2— October 19, 1948 

I have tried to indicate that there is an analogy between Aldo's 
thinking about the field of conservation and the actual growth of 
ideas in the field of conservation. Do not hesitate to discard my 
statement if you find it inappropriate, but possibly sane of the 
ideas might be useful to yous 

Charlie Schwartz has been ill during the late summer end 
i imagine his progress in drawings has been somewhat less than he 
had hoped. His last short note to me, however, indicated that he 
was feeling better and would be putting considerable work on the 
drawings in the very near future. 

Would you be kind enough to acknowledge receipt of the 
manuscript and do not hesitate to call on me for any help in the 
future. 5 

Very truly yours, 

luna B. Leopold 
; Department Head, Meteorology 

LBL:dW 
Ence



Ideas for prefatory biogr@ hical sketch or for inclusion inside the 
dust jacket of "Great Possessions" 

Appreciation is a direct function of perception. In each of us, our 

love for and appreciation of any form of beauty is measured and eontrolled : 

by our insight into its structure end morphology. 

But he who would create great art must transcend mere perception. His 

must be the ability not only to conjure a mental image of the music of beauty, 

but to transpose this image into the century-mocking characters of the living 

notes. 

Neither the perception nor the transposition come tailoremade. Those 

of us who find nature appealing gradually grow through definite staces of 

intellectual devel opment. We do not all progress the route equally quickly, 

and each goes his own distance during life. 

The stages of development in this attitude t oward neture are completely 

defined by the life of Aldo Leopold. He passed successively through each 

stage, beginning with the most simple. At his death he represented the 

acme of possible progress on this ladder. This book is not only the 

definition of the final destination, but is ite 

Aldo Leopold lived each stage. He grew up hunting md fishing, md 

the leisure of boyhood was spent im woods and field. As a young forester 

in New Mexico he beceme militant in the delineation and organization of 

conservation thought. At that stage he laid aside the rifle as a weapon 

not sporting enough for his fast developing ideals. 

When Leopold moved to Wisconsin in 1924 he shot less and less end 

looked more and more. 4e took up bow and arrow as a substitute for gun- 

powder. Then he laid aside the bow for a notebook, and spent all of his



20 

time on details of botanical and ecolozical interpretive studies. 

Finally as the neat pile of his technical writing grew, there appeared 

interspersed papers on the ideals, the ethics and esthetics of the treatment 

of lend and creatures by mane More and more literary pieces came from his 

pens He had not only defined and attained the highest point onthe scale of 

moral end esthetic attitudes toward nature, but hed created through his writing 

a gallery of art in the field of nature » preciatione 

This book of essays, finished only days before his death, places Aldo 

Leopold in the company of the great prose poets, and at front and center in 

the platoon of the world's great naturalists.



‘ by & " 
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EXPERIMENT STATION, aaa SUGAR PLANTERS’ ASSOCIATION 

DEPARTMENT OF METEOROLOGY 

July 19, 1948 

My, Joseph J. Hickey 
Department of Wildlife Management 
University of Wisconsin 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison 6, Wisconsn 

Dear Joe: 

I em writing to you end enclosing carbon copies of 
this letter for you to send to each of the readers who have 

seen the essay manuscript. Since I do not have all their oot : 
addresses, this might be an easy way to handle it. Would 5 Sone 
you kindly enclose a seneyet, self-addressed envelope with ow 
each carbon copy so that + may hear directly from the individuals. 4@ of" 

The question is a matter of the title for the book. fof” 
Mr. Vaudrin of Oxford “ress would like us to submit a list of 
alternate titles to see whether a better one might be found. 
His objection to Great Possessions is that when someone sees 
thet title on the bookstends he will not necessarily visualize 
the content of the book. An exemple of what Vaudrin is thinking 
about is the title of Bill Vogt's book, Road to Survival. 
The editor feels that that title conveys sense of urgency which 
would have reader appeal. 

To me Great Possessions expresses exactly the idea 
and the content of the book but I realize its disadvantage in 
expressing to the general public the content. It is appreciated 
only efter one has read portions of the book. 

As a matter of fact, I feel rather embarrassed to sub- 
mit to the readers the tentative list of titles below because 
I do not like any of them well enough to recommend it. 

Fast Losing Ground Losses Mounting 
Last Call (suggested by Vogt) Our Future Slipping Seaward 
Two Steps Backward. This We Lose 
Our Mounting Loss



Mr. Joseph J. Hickey -2e July 19, 1948 

Nevertheless, by obtaining a large list of titles we may 
be able to find combinations of phrases which we could submit to 
Vaudrin for consideration. Unless we can find something that is 
definitely an improvement over Greet Possessions, I will recanmmend 
no change in title. 

Comments of the readers on this list of titles and their 
suggestions for other titles will be appreciated. 

Sincerely yours, 

Luna B. Leopold 

IBL:JW 
Encls. 

Carbon copies have been sent tothe following: Schwartz 
Vogt 
Mrs. Leopold 

horg— t= 

Asd#- L2P—onl



June 14, 1948 

My. Tuna 3B, Leopold 

Box 3166 
Honolulu, T. H. 

Dear Lunas: 

There is a little tusiness to take up at this 
time, mt before I do I would like to say tint 

we herent the office think you are doing a 
splendid job of handling your Dad's book. If 
like very mech, your idea of the flycatcher 
and the bud, which you suggested ag a possible 
eover design. 

Pat just handed me a letter addressed to Joe 
concerning the illustrations problem and the 
possible cost of the The letter apparently 
calls for no action Hat inasmeh as Joe will be 
gone for two weeks I t you might like to 
be thinking about the things involved. A copy 
of the letter is enclosed. I hope I get a chance 
to see you before the trip to Mexico, 

Best regards, 

: RANeC tpn Robert A. MeCabe 
Instructor
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OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS LONDON + CLARENDON PRESS OXFORD 
OXFORD MEDICAL PUBLICATIONS 

NEW YORK i N. yy ONE FOURTEEN FIFTH AVENUB 

TELEPHONE; WATKINS 9-1100 

June 11, 1948 

Mr, Joseph J. Hickey 
Department of Wildlife Management 
The University of Wisconsin 
Madison 6, Wisconsin 

Dear Joe: 

Thanks for your letter of 2 June. 

I am very much embarrassed not to have replied to the earlier letter I have had 
from Mrs, Leopold and yourself, but I wanted first to have an opportunity to 
examine the illustration problem, and that of course we could only do with 
Mr. Schwartz's drawings at hand. I have them now, have had them for about 
two weeks, but there has bem such a jam here that we haven't yet been able 
to determine what the cost of the illustrations is likely to be. But we are 
working on it, and I hope we may have a little more time. I quite appreciate 

the concern of Dr. Leopold's family about design and format, but I must point 
out that the price of the book must be regarded as a function of the number 
of illustrations, and if it is to be moderately priced, say at $3.00, which 
we think is the right price, the number of pictures will have to be adjusted 
accordingly. Here we shall have to be guided by the printer's estimate, which 
I hope to have in a week or two. 

Your tip about Mr. Pettit is one that we shall certainly want to investigate. 
I will get in touch with him as soon as I am just a little bit out from under. 

Yours ever, 
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Comments by J.J.H. 

Page 2. Use Alder Fork for June. Use The Sand Counties as a kind of Intro. 

to Part I. 

Part II. Could Odyssey be separately classified? Either as an 

Introduction or as a conclusion? Part II might be re-named. 

(1) Notes for the portrait of a continent. (2) Sketches of a continent. 

Page 56. Line 5. For ornithologists use naturalists. Only in line 4 is a 

slight to mammalogists, fishermen, etc. 

Page 70 . Foot note to title needed ale lst sentence and last Par. next page- 

(2) Add less twice: less well-fed, less well-clothed. 

Page 71. Were Cro-Magnon and mammoths contemporaries? Check with Bob Elder 

(U.S. Nat. Mus.) Bill's brother. 

Pace 76. Epoch names are usually capped for emphasis. I think it would 

help here. The epoch of Gut Out and Get Out. 

Page 79. corn and soybeans. 

Page 81. Leave out Tarawa and black. They date this essay and prevent it 

from being wholly timeless. 

Page 87. Line 13 -- "storms hit, he and his" 

Page 94. Add the (as someone else suggested) -- line 6 center of the open 

96-98. Peggy and I think that names of birds should not be capitalized in 

this book. Bluejay etc. in Par. 3 here are not. Think Guacamaja 

should be italicized where it is introduced on P. 98. I think 

these Spanish titles could be printed in caps and underneath them 

in lower case and smaller type a phonetic rendering! Lots of 

. students will I hope read these essays. 

Page 100 yellow-legs (note birds' names are in lower case which is OK)
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: Wabhington Univ. Field Lab, ~ 

Brookhill Farm, Clarksville, Mo. 
June 10, 1948 

CRITICISM OF GREAT POSSESSIONS 

Foreword, page 1 : 
dine 3: "...wild things, like winds and sunsets..." 

The selection of winds and sunsets as examples here is 
unfortunate, especially since these are virtually the only. things 
which progress has not done away with. Either omit an example 
or use something more tangible. This is especially necessary 
in view of the reference made a little later to "where they come 
from, and how they live...". 

é line 4 from bottom: The use of "Shovel and age" sounds a little 
: ambiguous in connection with"building". I would prefer to omit 

“shovel and axe" for it limits the concept of building to purely 
physical things. : 

last line: “Sauk County Almanac" 
The use of Sauk County Almanac as a supertitle is debateable, 

I personnally prefer “Sand @ountry Almanac" if it must be an 
: Almanac, Sand country #s mentioned in the foreword, in connection 

with the Shack, It does not limit ones impressions to a tangible, 
little known locality such as Sauk County, which nowhere else is 
specifically mentioned, described, located or identified, 

. Index 
Part one: Sauk County Almanac" 

f This group of essays contain much repetition, and are con- 
siderably less potent than those of the second and third Parts. 
This is understandable, in part, for they are necessarily in- 
tended to set the scene and the feeling. But they occupy too 
much space and tend to shift the emphasis from keen intellect to 
vague impression. The elimanation of several is recommended 
under specific titles. : 

Almanacs are proverbially difficult, end if a particular 
month happens to be missing, any tag end is inserted to supply 
‘the missing link. There are several cases of this here. The mkk 
chain has the appearance of a chain, but is actually weakened by 
the inclusion of weak links, An almanac is in fact, a sort of 
‘tour de force' which is rarely wholly successful, though had 
he lived to see it through the Professor might very well have 
accomplished it.’ I should prefer a mere lumping of seasons 
under the title "Seasons in the Sand Country" or 88auk County 
Seasons" or something like that. This would eliminate many head-- 
aches and make a more compact introduction, The Proféssor, in fact 
in his foreword refers to these sketches being "BSeasonally"arran- 
eas 

pe z x
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Part One: Good Oak 
This is definitely of inferior quality compared to what 

the Professor could do. It is not finished, forceful, or appropo 
to his puppose, The inclusion of subject matter has subjugated 
style and judgement. I would definitely favor omitting this 
essay, especially in view of its accent on local or state history 
of debateable interest to a wide audience. A tendency to be 
flowery is not in keeping with the Professor's usual terseness. 
There are parts, especiallyi;first, which are excellent, but they 
only serve as contrast. The moral is drawn out, obviously, in 
contrast to the usual use of. mere suggestion. As a substitute in” 
The month of February, if the almanac is adhered to, possibly 
one of the three essays under December could be used without much : 

change. The obligation of a calendar is unfortunate. 

2h spelling 
2g spelling ‘ t : 

The Geese Return = 
5-* punct. 
3b In the remarks on the occurrence of geese in groups of , 

six, the assumption is made that this necessarily is a family. 
Some explanation of why six geese probably constitute a family 
should be made, especially when the average clutch is 5 or 6. 
I don't know the details on this but I feel it needs brief clarifi- 
cation. 

Come High Water : 
4 wording 

Draba i 
This is confusing in its briefness, is somewhat affected, 

and is definitély dated. Somewhere else the matter of Draba is 
covered adequately in a single excellent sentence. In short, this 
is a little too sweet. 

Bur Oak 
8 wording ‘ 

Sky Dance 
12 wording 
ll wording 

Back from the Argentine : 
I cannot agree with the criticism that this is weak. » It is 

drifting a little, perhaps, from the Shack, but is pleasantly simp 
ple. 

14 wording : 
15. spelling 

The Green Pasture 
19 spelling : ; 

Ave Maria 
20a :



Ave Maria 
I somehow have a feeling that this also suffers a little 

from insufficient revision. The use of separations between par- 
agraphs seems unnecessary. This sketch seems to be included only 
because something for September was necessary. It is not strong 
enough to suit me, and the title calls attention to the affectation 
needed to pursue the metaphor. This also is a little too sweet, 

Red Lanterns 
21 wording 
23 wording 

Smoky Gold 
One essay on grouse hunting is enough. Red Lanterns is 

more coherent and personal, I much prefer it. 

26 wording ¥ 

Too Early 
Though this is a good idea, the treatment is rather forced, 

and the.good parts contrast radically with the poor. I especially 
object to the sudden jump, in the closing paragraph from break- 
fast in the farmyard to Gabriel Heater on the radio at night. 
This is too intentional an ending. If the ending cannot be 
changed, I would prefer omitting this. 

AXEXTHXNSAR 
If I Were The Wind ; 

$1 wording 

Axe In Hand 

sla I feel that the first two paragraphs are superfluous. 
Though good Enea HO et coma forgotten through the rest 
of the essay, and 0 not recalled in the conslusion, It would 
be more effective to begin with the third paragraph. 

Sle Spelling, wording, etc. 

ld I find the use of the personal pronoun he’ for all the ire 
trees rather objectionable, altha gh I know the Professor liked 
to personnalize nature. Here, however, I find it objectionable 
and overdone for the first time. This is especially true in view 
of his use of ‘it! on the previous page, and also by the reference ; 
to a love affair with the Tamarack and the use of the masculine 
pronoun in the same sentence/ 

A Mighty Fortress 
i 53. Punct. 

55 I have the feeling that the last paragraph needs elaborat- 
ing, and the conclusions should be drawn with more reference to 

: the beginning paragraphs. The last 2 sentences are not readily 
understandable, 

Perhaps the paragraph "Many other kinds..." (p. 34) could 
be inserted following the paragraph on p. 33 ending “with oaken : 
hives." then using the good paragraph on the chickadee for a prep- 
aration for closing.



65290 
46 wording 

42 The repetition of the reaction of chickadees to newly 
split logs is not desirable in both places(previously mentioned 
in detail on Page 34). 

Pines Above The Snow 
: 43 Spelling 

44 The two beginning sentences need clarifying; the role 
of moderation is not clear, and the phrase "process of becoming 
which is a pine" is difficult to read. Also, I would leave out 
the word eternal in line 9, or use persistent. 

45 punct. ; 
46 The reference to the shading effect on pine weevils is 

a repetition from EXBA Axe in Hand. Take out lines lo, 11, 12 
47 wording and punct. 
48 Line 1, there is insufficient clarification of the word 

: tolerance, and its meaning with relation to young, old, or soil. 

The Alder Fork 
57 wording 
58 tense ; 

The Sand Counties 
Although excellent in part, the conclusions on the woodcock 

at the end is unconvincing, MAX®HKWER The subject is too compli- 
cated to be dismissed with a single paragraph or a single con- 

; clusion. Professor Leopold had learned not to seek for such 
single controlling factors, and I don't believe that he would 
like to have his readers believe that life was as simple as this, 

This essay would seem to be more properly a part of the 
first group of sketches, if it be included at all. Its integra- 
tion is not as successful as it might be. 

Odyssey 
Catkins on oaks are staminate and don't produce acorns, The 

pistillate flowers are solitary and do. Perhaps merely ‘flower! 
in place of catkin? 

Illinois Bus Ride and remaining essays 
Corrections are entered on the following pages: : 
79, 80, 81, 86, 87, 92, 93, 114, 132, 136, 144, 164, 168, 
E75 

Wilderness 
With reference to this essay, I feel strongly that it is 

not the proper piece for the ending, It is on a limited phase 
of conservation, it refers to a particular society as though the 
book were written with the intention of advertising it, and the 
convictions and hopes of the professor are not nearly so well 
infused into this work as in the Land Ethic , The Foreword refers 
Seemingly almost specifically to the concepts in this latter essay.



I cannot understand why the Professor would not have chosen this 
essay to proclaim hiS most important message to "our bigger-and- 
better society. Wilderness might very well become the first in 
the group "The Upshot", and the Land Ethic the last. 

In general, the only other remarks I might make are that 
in the first group of essays especially, the elimination of many 
commas would facilitate smooth reading. The elimination of 
dated events or references dating the essays should be ommbtted,. 
The total effect of the Professors personality would be increased 
by the elimination of flowery or delicate words which inevitablg 
find their way into writings on these subjects. 

I should have liked to have spent more time and effort on 
this criticism, but since these are supposed to be merely pre- 

: liminary efforts, they can not be in too great detail. I have 
welcomed this chance to pay a little on a great debt. 

: Alfred G, 6 
Brookhill Farm 
Clarksville, Missouri
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Mr. Imma B, Leopold 
Box 3166 
Honolulu, T. H. 

Dear Tuna: 

I would suggest that wo asic our reading conmittes 
to advise whether they think a foreword by Vogt 
is netessary. There is no real hurry in this 
matter and it can be further discussed when you 
come here in July. I shall certainly be on 
deck then and look forward to seeing you. 

sincerlby FOUTS, : 

JJH pm Joseph J. Hickey 
Assistant Professor



PINEAPPLE RESEARCH INSTITUTE 
and 

EXPERIMENT STATION, HAWAIIAN SUGAR PLANTERS’ ASSOCIATION 

DEPARTMENT OF METEOROLOGY 

dune 4, 1948 

Mr, Joseph J. Hickey 
Department of Wildlife Management 
University of Wisconsin 

424 University Farm Place 
Madison 6, Wisconsin 

Dear Joer 

In reply to your letter of May 27, you can 
tell from the manuscript whether we might care to ask 
Bill Vogt to write a foreword. I may be wrong but 
I feel that if he wrote a sales plug for the dust jacket 
it would be a big help, but I don't think a foreword 
by him is necessary; but I will leave that decision up 
to you about whether you wish to ask him. If you decide 
to do so, you can sey that we are jointly requesting the 
favore 

My present itinerary is to be in the vicinity 
, of Chicago July 1 to July 5 and again between July 10 
and 14. I hope that you will be back fram your Delta 
trip by thet time. 

Sincerely, 

Iuna B. Leopold : 

LBL: JW
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ASF EXPERIMENT STATION, HAWAIIAN SUGAR PLANTERS’ ASSOCIATION se : 

Zi DEPARTMENT OF METEOROLOGY 

TELEPHONE 90981 P.O. BOX 3166 HONOLULU 2, HAWAII! 

May 28, 1948 

Mr. Joseph J. Hickey 
Department of Wildlife Management 
University of Wisconsin 
454 University Farm Place 
Madison 6, Wisconsin 

Dear Joe: 

One of your questions I did not answer. I believe 
it would be best for you to request approval of the various 
journals which have published individual essays previously. 
You will have available in your office a more complete list 
of those essays which have been published and the journal 
in which they appeared. However, if I can be of any assist- 
ance, please let me know. 

Sincerely, 

Luna B. Leopold 

LBL:JW 
CC: A. Starker Leopold 

Mrs. Aldo Leopold
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ae PINEAPPLE RESEARCH INSTITUTE at 
and 

EXPERIMENT STATION, HAWAIIAN SUGAR PLANTERS’ ASSOCIATION 

: DEPARTMENT OF METEOROLOGY 

TELEPHONE 90981 P.O. BOX 3166 HONOLULU 2, HAWAII! 

May 25, 1948 

Mr. Joseph J. Hickey 
Department of Wildlife Menagement 
University of Wisconsin 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison 5, Wisconsin 

: Dear Joe, S 

Thenks for ell the information in your May 17 
letter. 

I think it might be well for you to inform Vaudrin 
of our ideas regarding priorities of objectives. It is with- 
out hesitency that I think a first class job is the most ime 
portent. Naturally we would like a wide sale but increased 
number of drawings and better all eround looks would pertly 
offset a slight increase in price from the $2.50. I am sure 
we cen steer a middle course without sacrificing quality. 
Royalties to Mother are far less important than the two con- 
siderations above. 

I'm not advocating recommending a higher retail 
price but only saying that high quality is uppermost in my 
mind. 

A letter from Charlie included a few possible 
suggestions about book design. I wn't discuss them in detail 
but they bring to mind a few principles I consider importent. 

tp any picture or impression is put on the outside 
cover, as for exemple your avocet tracks, such a picture should 
be clearly recognizable by its form. ine lines, as the grouse 
on the cover of Game Management, do not reproduce on a book 
binding. The avocet tracks are, in my opinion, the right kind 
of thing, while the grouse is not. 

4m overall design inside the covers is good, and 
when done effectively, dresses up a book. However, whether



My, Joseph J. Hickey == May 25, 1948 

or not such a design or picture is used inside the cover, I definitely 
went an artistic title page. It can be simple, but also can be 
slick, or appealing. 

I've sent Charlie an idea to think ebout, and maybe he 
will send us sketches. Perched on the tail of the last T, in the 
word "Great," 1 can visualize a simple sketch of a little flycatcher, 
head cocked at an engle, holding a great big bug, like a dragonfly, 
as if to say, "Well what in hell have I got here." 

The idea is that the sketch should be an alone part 
of the title page, not just filling in a blank space. + can also 
meen something in relation to the book's title. Now maybe my idea 
isn't just right but it is an exemple of a way the art work can be 
a part of the title page. 

Sincerely, 

Inna B. Leopold 

LBL: JW 
Enel.-1 (Agreement) 
CC: A. Starker Leopold 

Mrs. Aldo Leopold 
Robert McCabe 

P.S. = I just got a letter from Mother in which she 
also said that royalities should be last 
priority, and turning out a well illustrated, 
beautiful book is in her opinion the most 
important thing.



May 17, 1948 

Me. Tuna B, Leopold 
Box 3166 

: Honolulu, T. H, 

Dear lunar 

In answer to your letter of May 10, the bulk of 
these questions I took up with Joe, who in turn, 

sus lather anmdediiine Se: meetin tena a ¢ Be 

the fact that in the final analysis the publishing 
concern will choose the color of the book and the 
general layout, I do think that ‘tugeestions" will 
help keep the book in line with what is wanted by 
the editor, namely yourselZ. My only suggestion 
at this time is that it be kept in good taste mther 
than in gaudy color and arrangement so that more 
eopies might be sold. Perhaps the same color and 
stylising as Game Management might be appropriate. 
I have always felt that the mrginal drawings by 
B. T, Seton added moh to his popular works, although 
not all of hie drawings were good ones. 

In the upper right hand comer of the Game Manage~ 
nent cover was Allen Brooks! ruffed grouse budding. 
ir>/decurred to me that a similar figura such as an 3 
en ee on eee en oe 
viate. I showld imgine that this drawing be 
@ simple matter as we could furnish Charlie with 
photographs. 

We haven't heard from Charlie for quite some tine 
and hope that he will write us seon so that we can 
get his slant on these items in partioular. 

Best regarde, ’ 

BAMeCtpm Robert A, MeCabe



; PINEAPPLE RESEARCH INSTITUTE 
and 

EXPERIMENT STATION, HAWAIIAN SUGAR PLANTERS’ ASSOCIATION 

DEPARTMENT OF METEOROLOGY 

TELEPHONE 90981 PR. - Oe BOXs3.1 66 HONOLULU 2, HAWAII 

May 10, 1948 

Mr. Robert A. McCabe 
Department of Wildlife Management 
University of Wisconsin 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison 6, Wisconsin 

Dear Bob, 

I received Starker's letter of May 8 and a copy of 
a letter written May 6 by Charlie Schwartz to Oxford Press. 

By carbon copies of thi jetter I am asking for 
suggestions now on the matter of eae? choice of typography, 
end binding. To a great extent we will let Charlie have the 
final say in these matters but 1 want to corral all your ideas 
and send them to Charlie for him to be thinking about. 

Probably the easiest way to describe these things is 
this: . perhaps you have seen or know of a specific book the cover 
of which youw liked - perhaps another book had a nice page layout - 
still another might have included a nice job of laying the name 
of the book on the outside cover. If we have all the ideas put 
together in one place, I think it will help Schwartz and me when 
we go to make the final decisions with Oxford. Again I em not 
experienced in the way a publisher handles such matters. Could : 
Joe give us a short note saying how this is done? Who decides 
on the size of the book? Can a given publishing house get hold 
of binding material or does the author choose only from samples 
submitted by the publisher? Let's get your ideas into me as soon 
as possible, giving me the name of the book and what you liked 
about it. To save time send carbon copies of your letter to 
Schwartz. Obtain the ideas of other people with whom you might 
wish to discuss the matter. 

Keep in mind that everyone, including Dad, Starker, 

Charlie, and I and possibly others,favor the use of a large number 
of sketches in the margins at the end of every essay and in certain 
cases between paragraphs. Quite apart from this however, we must 
coordinate our ideas on the cover--its color, material, type of 

printing, etc. I am hoping that Charlie will submit to us a specific
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suggestion for the cover but let's provide him with our ideas now. 

If my of you know something about typography, please 
throw your ideas to mee 

Sincerely, 

Luna B. Leopold 

LBL: JW d 
cc: A. Starker Leopold 

Mrs, Aldo Leopold 
Charlie Schwartz
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ay 27, 2946 
tir. luna 3. 
Box $266 — 
Homeluim, 7. BH. 

Dear Tamas 

hie 4s te supply the note (remested in your letter to Bob) as to how details 
on binding, poner, slice of book, design of dust focket, ote. are umably settled. 

A, Bablishorte Job 
Selection of (1) binding, (2) kind of paver, and (3) else of book pages are gmemlly hnndled entirely by the publisher. Ton ttom "zeae ss She pushes" 

eatimte of how muy copies he will sli, what hie mangin of profit ahould and 
what the beck will coset te mumfacture, 

(Parenthotieally, I might add that Oxford University Peoss ie chartered as 
a noneprofit-nalcing institution. the Ofer! Uible hopsene te be ite golden age, 
galling vest musbors year after year, and foreing (or onsbliag) the reas to 
take a loge on many Dodes that 4% publishes. The Press io Sheu, oisd to get 
ast seliors ... txt 1% fraqnently publishes very emdite parely ae a 
Gontribxtion to imorwLetime. ) 

the selection of these 3 ites (above) depends on wholessle prices and muypply. 
psc e Prone ferme, puma orlen ptf Downy: ney Bose Mogg Miu gen gy 
the sublicher eet either held up the whele book for 6 months or aeleet what in 
avadlatle, | never saw the MMunding on my book until 4¢ was published. In page 
Qittwahuwathe=—-.2 = 
etameity later made then substi tute alae. 

Authors can suggest eoler of binding bet thin agein ia a mtter the publisher 
met finelly decide. Sigtablighed houses hove gouml reagone for seleoting color. 
tang of course ohoose golely that which will sell. ‘this tentenoy Lnevitably in- 
fluences Oxford —— but perhaps pride and teaditien influenss 15 even core in the 
sage ob hand, 

the printing on the cover te left t the mublisher too, tut I do samenber 
Oxford’ agcepbiag a suggestion of mine te out an avoeet's tracea on the cover of 
ny book, “ynst Mayr actually refueed te lot Colusbla Univereity Frese etamc ite 
So tee ne rh eS anne: oe eee Se ee 
the sketch wae in error, smi he forged Colusbin to get it 
correctly. (Very ameing to Mologiete since Colunbia for yoars hag been a great 
seuter of gonetias. ) 

3 Bap Jaen 
Controlled oy publigher in mny ewes (chiefly in fiction). “xford guve 

dJeques free relga past the elementary poiut of how mony eolors he could use.
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@aah primary color of course manne an oxtm plate. Gharlie oan get thie point 
atraigitenal out with Youdrin. I gave Jaques full cholen of cover dostgn. 
Chavide should therefore: (1) find out from Yravivin if he is to mike an tlius- 
Saltese So comes ) lanen Gat eaten nepee. tty seemay Oe cane CS) Lee 
what colors he can use. Dust jecket design le often the laat thing auhal tted. 
Ideas: (1) some great pines, (2) « fine oak: opening (3) a grant onl 

S. ie Zename 
Jaques wae Opan to suggestion when he Gid my book ... ani I ouggeated the 

sherehini tmcies. fe Siieok te Sten anh t smeciy Gute achestite amaieine te 
hin. ae Ges So same Meee. Same heoke do 20% lend themmelves to 
foe tek eae @wrkie, bow about fLocies of geese 
atronning the the distant sin? 

>. Site Baan 
This is designed by the publisher's steff. Oxfori A414 eed me the layout 

for approval. 

You can see f90m all thie that en author wonting to have 6 wolledeeiened, 

fan paaerecive hemes tr thee tbe'ihsaas teres aioe tees Ip ene” ia & congermntive house. (I think ee a Se 
Mined) I aay not heave s dormer on “The Fast Best » af the Year", 

peshapa because 1¢ fe not daring, “St 1t i¢ dependable and ite tastes are never 

%, Shokee of Srogmeby. 
Matirely publisher's responsibility. “adh printer hea a sunber of atyles 

none of then exclusively designsi. In Ungland, Oxford University Freee uses r 
ome printer only. In Hew Yori, I am not cure whether they use one or more than 
ont. 

-_-— &* 

tana, just fe general ertentation, I am enclosing yr capy of an Oxfowt contmet. 

You might notices that vhen Oxfomt gubcits a contmot te ua, we will ask that 
eee OF be manited Xe vente a he aed ee al eee 

those te be added. 

You wight notige article #7 regarding periesions. (will 1 axrumge to got 
: these, or wil yout 

Return 4¢ at your Leleure. 

Me. your letter to me of May 23. 

3 is a heal: of a confart te realise that you are out there 
in Honolulu about thie heel. os guemaa f sommen Gis onaieiamen 
these matters out with Charlie, but I am gled to age you mise the pointe, 1f
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Yr. Inman B, Leopold ty 17, 1948 

Uilak Charlie, Yosirin, and 1 would % from Clear etutenent of ony 
peuttp of Stat i Oe faliaihe det eae a ee 

(1) » mamifnotariag Job (typagrartey, Layout, ALusteations) dine with dnpeconble 

& lowepriged book if that fs at all possible; that te, o voles wich wilh 
oe Se. 7 

(3) adequate compensation for Cherlis. 

04) « soyalty arpangewent satiefentery to your nother. 

Pethars (2) @uald be below (1). Sart ae age ae at See one Sentatn eat 
Chavhde pugh for the let 3 objectives’ I¢ preferred s mather axpensive : layout, which the publisher found would throw the eost of the beck severely out of line, weld you recommend s dmetic reduction in author's royalties in omer to retais the layout? 

This is almost certainly an altemative that Yuudrin ny sot venkise ie possible. 
i find myaelf in ao curious position in belacing it up, bub the tine are not ones Sey tpatam citer of et aa pee eggs ded was the Ansrlo.: editer of an exomeus Jvolvs work The 20 Of Veteoleun that Oster) Prose published in Tngland before the war. It sold for 85. for the set, they made expenses, and contmeted fer Yol. ) to be published after the war. iia one voluse wuld now gout J65, 

if Omford ig aware that author royalties mic low in priorit hove, I foot 
sen give Charlie a freer hand. ‘Sis meme sve SLinetmntions ant the pessitalaty 
of « maperior layout. 

Chaside hae got te alarify with Yeudrin 

(1) the aconptability of halt-tonse 

(2) the uee of chapter heate and ted is 

(3) the use of Mull page drawings, marginal Sigures, ote. 

(4) the mumber of eadh, ond thelr approximte size when fiadly redueed. 

To are in saying that slight inientations fn the text will mlee coste 
ile ta amen, 

4g fay Ghavlie counting in omfex to goo what aren ic left on the final 
pide of ouch chapters T am inaitned to Whine that We tp ually not, donee Ag 
far as I mow, illustrator is told the ofdth of the trps bad ond Le pomnitted one feeeten in the height of the ilustection. 

is a pretty tough ‘at wonlly don't ae forsidebie an 4¢ sounde. aan Sopemttaem samiesigte coe nine keee Ge es een intl an 18 soma



tir. Tama B, Leopold “he May 27, 1946 

One meneures the musiseript that my. Incidentally I might mention 2 reference 
Decks here, lant 

san "ogee Cte Pease Oped Yorte 

A Ueswnl of Style 
University af Chicas Presa. 

Tama, I have gent a sop of your Mgr 23 Lotter to Gharkie but none to Youdrin. 
My sost important thought howe goons te be thist 

If Oxford finds 1¢ too expensive to do the Lliustrations that Gneside feele are 
necessary, should Ven@rin eulalt alters tive royalty arrangements Like 

(1) Oxfort will follow plan A if royalties are left at X 

(2) Oefowl wil follow pien B tf royalties are left at J. 

Dingersiy, 

SS pe doagsh ¢. icing 
Agsiatent Dromesser 

cc; Starker Leopold 
Charles W, Schwartz 
Mrs. Leopold



PINEAPPLE RESEARCH INSTITUTE 
and 

EXPERIMENT STATION, HAWAIIAN SUGAR PLANTERS’ ASSOCIATION 

DEPARTMENT OF METEOROLOGY 

TELEPHONE 90981 P.O. BOX 3166 HONOLULU 2, HAWAII 

May 13, 1948 

Mr. Joseph J. Hickey 

Department of Wildlife Management 
University of Wisconsin 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison 5, Wisconsin 

Dear Joe, 

I have some comments to make on the negotiations 
with Mr. Vaudrin and with Charlie Schwartz. I, of course, 
appreciate very much your handling the details of the neg- 
otiations. Since, however, I have been asked by Mother and 
Starker to speak for the Leopold fanily on editorial matters, 
I wish to make same suggestions regarding your negotiations, 
because there are a few items which cannot easily be classified 
as "financial" as against "editorial." 

I have a copy of Mr. Veudrin's letter to Aldo dated 
April 14. _ Though I do not kmow much about the publishing 
business, I think it must be true that Mr. Vaudrin has certain 
things in mind already. Certain ideas must be tentatively 
crystallized in his mind where he mentioned that he hoped the 
book could sell for $2.50, retail. He must heave ideas on 
the size of the printed page, on the approximate dimensions 
of the margins, and possibly even the number of signatures. 
He must have tentatively developed some ideas about the relative 

: number and type of illustrations. Though he specified that he 
assumed no color plates, he did not mention whether his om 
estimates of costs are based on all line drawings, or whether 
he contemplated sane halftones, which the pencil shaded sketches 
would require. 

On the other hand, Charlie Schwartz has already 
started on some of the drawings, but many are still tobe made. 
It seems to me that we ere heading for the seme possible errors 
cr oversights which have resulted in less then complete satisfaction 
in the reproduction of drawings in some books I cen think of.
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We all desire the best possible results in the illustrating. 
This camot be achieved unless there is at least some planning 
on the part of the artist to make the drawings fit the page. 

Schwartz suggestsmany marginal sketches and only a 
few full page drawings. We all agree that this is a good plm. 
But if the artist makes final drawings whhout knowing the page 
size and the margin spaces, it is unavoidable that some of his 
drawings will not fit the available spaces. Ig they are then : 
used, they may suffer from excessive reduction in the final copy. 
Excessive reduction of the drawings detracted considerably fran 
their effectiveness in the case of Aldo's book, "Geme Management." 
This we can avoid to a great extent by proper planning now. 

Charlie Schwartz has mentioned that certain sketches 
could be placed in space provided by "slight indentations” in 
the printed text. This may be desirable, but it represents 
the kind of thing which increases cost. Judging from conver- 
sations I have had recently with friends of mine in the publishing 
business here, this indentation of the text for a drawing is the 
kind of thing which a publisher tries to avoid, for the sake of 
economy. 

In any event, I would go so far as to suggest that you 
consider writing Charlie Schwartz requesting that he temporarily 
hold off working on ny more final drawings until you can ascertain 
from Mr. Veudrin the page size, marginal spaces, and approximate 
number of words per page which he has in mind. With this infor- 
mation, it seems to me the determination of size, shape, end contemplated 
reduction could be made by Schwartz with fer less possibility of. 
large error. 

As I mentioned to you before, it appears to me that 
given the page size and other data, the artist could then count the 
number of words in a given essay and determine approximately how 
large a space willbe left on the last pege of that essay. In 
this way he can determine the size and cheracter of his sketch 
and will not have to rely entirely on luck concerning how it will 
fit in the printed page. Particularly with a le ge number of small 
marginal ink sketches, one cannot assume that the publisher willbe 
able to alter the type layout on a large number of pages ands till 
stay within certain economy limits he has tentatively set up. 

These suggestions about planning the drawings to fit the 
book layout seem only logical to me. If the plaming canbe done 
by the artist, a more artistic job will be attained within the 
practical limits of publication procedures and costs, and final retail 
price. 

Sincerely, 

LBL: JW Luna B. Leopold :
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Mey 24, 1948 

Mr. Lana B, Leopold 
ao 

3s T. He 

Dear lamas 

This is to saswor your letter of Hay 7 to Bob and me. It ie my underetanding 
thet the thing that really decided your dad on accepting Oxfor! wos Vaudrio's 
pronlae of doing # superb Job on choice of paper, typography, binding material, : 
ete. 1 roncnber overhearing hin say (somewhat oxmitedly), "Yell if thet is the 

way you plan to handle it, iis « desl", At lenet these are an soproximtion 
of the words. Ae o matter of fact the inorint of Orford ay one feiand told no 
Laat your, te the best guarantee of a vel] printed book in the "helieh language. 
‘alaarietes Gab ¢h mmaeetamenny ts be the don cer ae ae 

oak ah aaa pry Gotta tan Wnekiahé. I think their staff is certainly com 
potent ami reliable. 

OF eure the Rosibans Beck we cas of tia weet prithed Jobe cat the wares 
stylised jobs I have ever seen. ‘the fault ws not Albert's, tut that of the 
WALALIfe Nenagemont Inetitate for simply shipping off the books to « printer 
aml letting hin de the job without any eupervision whateoever, T can't con~ 
eoive of anything like thie happening in the case of Orfori. 

ALL the other details in your letter are strictly up te Charlie. 

pe pena th a eying gered op tan F a een ying ony aa 
ear mumseript are om trying hanis on 

Sue ean Ok tee Sie tamnan weenie ton bein: Iam n little worried about 
gre llr yoy natleenys Bei nop Depry thag ogee vonage 

be Gonsiderble) but begause of the tine conmuned. If I can cet on extra copy 

tev metals Gap G0 an ba to peer AL Set one Ge eee ome ’ ean you. other point a 
are clear and need no further coments at this end. 

I would Like to take this gmpertunity to advise both you and Starker that I hepe 
i bn aot eameoting af eunictiaaste’ bs seeccption eblit un Maen oe 
the Boologieal Sorlety. > meatey te magamchle an aan ied to give an address 
at the onal dinner of the in Sep at College Parks, oT 

Saaeting Ghee tue Seabthy wena Na te we ake ob a ania as oe ai 
wrote Seara thet I would duvestigate your dad's mumseripte to seo if one could 
be used Zor such an address. ‘the revised copy of “the land athie” ie absolutely 
ideal Zor this purpose and it was a tremendous relief to me to see how well 
afapted it was to an audience of selentista,.
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the ie planning to ran a ayeposiun on conservation probably in dune 
Sete aber taap Biss Gusts sal toed oe ae eee a 
Qpermte pretty closely along the lines your dad wanted to see worked out. Asa 
matter of fact a letter to Mr. Bean, which he never finished, really desided 
the Gomedttee oa holding the symposiua. It is ay feeling now thet thin meeting 
will keynote and inploment your dad's ideas very closely. 

Incidentally, the press hag miged an awful howl here about the quality 
of the Gaventar*s tgystatenth of a quanaean to peur tal on tea COUMEIBEA. 

Uneerely, 

SSH tym Joseph J, Rickey 
Agaistant Profeseer
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EXPERIMENT STATION, HAWAIIAN SUGAR PLANTERS’ ASSOCIATION 

DEPARTMENT OF METEOROLOGY 

TELEPHONE 90981 P.O. -BOX 31-66 HONOLULU 2, HAWAII 

May 7, 1948 
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Mr. Joseph J. Hickey 
Department of Wildlife Management 
University of Wisconsin 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison 5, Wisconsin 

Dear Joe g Pele 

Thanks for your letters of May 3 and 4. I gather from 
your letters that with Starker's advice you have appointed me 
final editor. This is apparently confirmed by a letter from 
Mother. I will, of course, rely on you and the others for advice 
and suggestions about how you think I may handle it best. I 
think with your recent letters I am pretty well up to date on the 
situation. 

Your suggestion about the reading committee is well 
3 taken and we will, of course, go ahead as you suggest, trying to 

route copies of the manuscript to everyone in turn to best suit 
everyone's convenience. It is decided then that Charley should 
pick his own illustration committee. I will mention this to 
him directly and indicate that both Bob and I would like to serve 
on that committee, but we will leave it entirely up to Charley 
to make the final decision on whom should participate. 

There is one matter I wish to call to your attention. 
In meny conversations with Dad I pointed out the importance of 
en artistic job on the choice of paper, typography, binding 
meterial, ete. I had suggested that the artist, not picked at 
that time, consult withthe publisher on material of layout. In 
my original letter to Vaudrin, dated August 5, 1946, I said,"It 
is our hope that we can obtain an artistic job in the typography, 
the reproduction of the illustrations, end the binding. To 

: achieve this, it is my thought that the artist preparing the illus- 
trations might consult with the publisher and his staff during the time 
thet decisions concerning the layout are being made." 

In his reply, dated August 27, 1946, Vaudrin said,"should 
we find ourselves prepared to go ahead with it,(the publication) we 
should welcome consultation with the artist."
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Your experience in such matters will be a big help. We 
want to avoid, for exanple, excessive reduction in size of the 
drewings. A number of the Brooks‘ drawings in "Game Management" 
suffered from too much reduction, as did same of Hochbaum's in his 
book. Albert's book was printed on paper of a poor surface finish 
for the type of drawings, though I recognize that there were wartime 
paper restrictions to contend with. 

My thought is that, inasmuch as the drawings are not yet 
done,it might be possible to arrive at an early decision on size of 
page, type, and borders. Then, since each essay will start on a 
new page, one could roughly determine how much space there will be 
on the last page of each essay. With this known, Charlie would 
have a better idea what space he has to work in for tail pieces, 
or in what essays he has an end page space to work with. 

The determination of page size will, in my event, give 
Charlie an idea about what magnitude of reduction will be general. 

Whether Charlie would find it my help to confer with the 
: publishers, I don't know. If such a trip to New York would be 

desirable and possible, I would gladly figure out a way to finance 
such a trip for him. 

What ideas do you have on this? 

Sincerely, 

" Luna B. Leopold 

LBL:JW 
CC: Charlie Schwartz 

A. Starker Leopold 
Mrs, Aldo Leopold



May &, 1948 

Mr. Luna 2. Leopold, 
Pineapple Research Institute, 
P. O Box 3166, 
Honolulu 2, Hawaii. : 

Dear Luna: 

I have had the opportunity in the last few days to talk with 
Charlie Sehwarts, Bob MoCabe and Joe Hickey about publication of 
“Great Possessions". We have made some general agreements which per- 
haps can pass, momentarily at least, for a publication plan. Copies 
of this letter wiil go to seach of the boys. 

1. Chief Editor--Luna Leopold. Some one person must have 
ultimate say in TavoFpoFeting SUgeester Wlterations of wording, arrange- 
ment of the essays, use of illustrations, ete. I think I ean speak for 
the whole group in appointing you to this post. Much of the material 
can be sent to you sir mail. fhe illustration you can work on with 
Charlie when you return in June. We hope you can take plenty of time 
when you come to the mainland. 

2. Illustrations--Charlie Schwartz. A good stock of draw- 
ings are completed and Charlie is working on more now. He may go the 
Shack in dune to gather details. You and Charlie ean work out the 
plan for illustrations without outside help I think, other than suggestions 
that all of us may chip in. Schwarts is writing to Oxford now regarding 
ans for financing the illustrations. We figured two alternatives: 

ta) to illustrate the book profusely with many marginal sketches as well 
as full pages, and Charlie to take a share of the royalties as his com- 
pensation. We guessed that géHerous illustration would increnee sales; 
(>) to use relatively few illustrations, mostly full page, Gharlie to 
be paid a flat sum by Oxford out of initial royalties. (Both of us 
prefer a.) 

$3. Contract with Oxford--Joe Hickey. Arrangements with Ox- ford for the GOAT SEGInG SFT SuAeeAN TRA fo bending by doo, whe 
knows more about publishing a beok than we do. Clinching this will be 
contingent upon Charlie reaching an agreement with the Press on manner 
of financing illustrations and likewise upon putting together a revised, 
complete manuscript which is your first job under (1). I suggest that 

(we pages )
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an up-to-date copy of the manuscript be sext to you from Madieon, slong 
with suggested editorial changes as they como in from the several readers. 
When you have it in approximately final ferm Joe oan take over the con- 
tract details. Some final editing may be completed after the contract 
ie arranged. 

Oxferd would like the whole thing in hand, illustrations and 
finished text, by the end of October. 

Dees this sound Ok, Lana? Will you take on the main aesign- 
ment of putting the beok together? We all hope so. You hed a hand in 
getting it started and it would be appropriate that you oversee its 
publication, 

As ever, 

A. Starker Leopold. 
ASLimj 

ec. to; Charlie Schwartz 
Bob MeCabe 
Jo@ Hickey ~ 
Mother 

Prisha Ses GR ge?
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May 13, 1948 

Mr. Willian Sloane ‘ 

William Sloane Associates, Inc. ‘ 
119 West 57th Street 
New York 19, New York 

Dear Mr. Sloane 

aa sathes bee Ae ey ees ee ee 
Aldo Leopold's manuseri ; 

idch be sek to yea Inet Dest te nl vony 
mach appreciate it if you could have this retumed i 
to us as soon as possible. ; 

Many thanis. 

x 

Sinserely yours, : 

JSR ypm Joseph J. Hickey ’ 
Assistant Professor i



ee 131 Forest Hill 
Jefferson City, Mo. 
May 6, 1948 

: Ur. Fhilip Vaudrin, Trade Editor 
Oxford University Press f 
One Fourteen Fifth Avenue : 
New York, N. Y¥. 

Dear iir, Vaudrin: 

If am in receipt of your letter to me dated April 29 and a carbon of a 
-letter to you from Joseph HieWey, dated iiay 3. I want to attempt to arrive 
at a decision with you as rapidly as possible concersing the illustrations 
for Aldo Leopold's manuscript. I am specific Uf reterrivs to the number 
of illustrations, the type, the medium used, ther arrangexeént in the book, 

' and the artist's fee, When these are settled hi/ presume you\will be in a 
position to offer the final contract to lirs, rs 

ur, Aldo Leopold and I had a conference on the matter/of illustrations 
and agreed upon practically all of the-speeific on o béY/prepared. I had 
made numerous quick pencil sketches,éxpi essine eiti his ideas or my inter- 
pretation of his writing which he Sg and apphoyed. \Ip formulating many of 
these sketches, we tried to anticjyate how they Would ‘be presented on the 

final page. 

It was Mr, Leopold's gegire that many of Ae illustrations bec asual 
sketches which merely pres ond dan ‘kd or_e phrase rather than a complete 
story or finished illustratio The @ssenee of the illustrations was to be 
thought—provoking. ‘here suj*tgkle, illustrations were to be distributed 
close to the pertaining tex) Some might be used as breaks between paragraphs, 
others as marginal sketchg6/or slays indentations, Few were to take a full 
page. This layout permits/a freecemof expression that seems to me goes well 
with the type of essays c a ratyey informal style, 

Since wanted the essays’to be rather profusely illustrated wef elt 
that just ‘nian ink as a medium might become monotonous and therefore planned 
to use both il ~ Ad__nen¢ the latter perhaps to be presented either in 
straight half-tohe-or-highlicht half-tone. However, only one would be used 

_ with a given essky, Because I feel more competent in my pencil work, I had t 
‘ appreciated this| flexibility in choice of a medium, I hope this will not be 

1 out of line with|your plans to use these two techniques, : 

Within a day’ or two I will send some samples to show.what I have in mind. 
Also there will be enclosed dummy pages indicating how we had planned to present 
the illustrations. Most of these drawings have been seen by tir, Leopold and . 
his reaction is given in a letter dated January 28, 19h8: ; 

"My family, my staff, my students, and myself are all full of a 
3 admiration for your drawings. The more I study them the more ; 

I like then, In addition to their over-all merit, I like the 4 
accuracy of your details even down to the species of grasses cea 
suitable for each." | 

This brings us to the number. We had in mind that each essay should j 
be illustrated, the number per essay probably being in proportion to the 
number of printed pages, This of course is subject to your approval and it 7 
is difficult for me to give any definite number until I know your reaction : 
to these ideas, ' 3



2 

Now concerning payment, It appears that I have two alternatives, either 
to accept payment on the basis of royalties or as a flat fee. Before I can ie 
choose, I would like to know what terms the Oxford Press is considering for 

: the illustrations aside from the royalty quotations you gave in your letter 
of April 2h to Mr, Leopold, I understand that in the case I choose the ; 
royalty option, the decision on amount would lie between irs, Leopold and me. 
I have discussed this matter with her personally and I will await your 
answer before deciding. 

Sincerely, 

Charles W, Schwartz 

: C4 +e 

<a



Ph Seta atin ice ts ae Sites Valea ninth iy U0 tee 
P Il. "Skotdhes Here ani There’. if think: Aldo would have changed this mane; 4 sings he didu't, let it stand. 

"now 1¢ may get back in step" <- how to do 4t, or, how it might be done? 

p Jel. 4 lending coarse ~ landing cear 

The Geese Return ~ p Je Par. 2 below ** Byffin land - Baffle Tend? 

Sky Danee p 3 lst line below *** hundred - tandreds 

Mack Prom Arg. p 2, 1.5 find that these : 

‘ SORA BY 2. 5 Som tepten ond = anit 
Me 1 6 feom bottom greater ~ below 

Home Range p 36 1 2 dayly ~ daily 
1 5 most - mora? 

I am dubious about this one. ‘the Mi port is aepecially woal~ at least the eon- : elusien draw: fron the evidence given seena too broad, The evidence doosn't : “eomplete the story" for me by a lens shot. 

Monument to the Pigeon ~ p.71 1 7 -bove **"the last mammoth - his last...? Ag a mtter of act, I object to these 3 sentenges - they rend bomutifully, mt they won't stand eleeve inapection. How ean one say thet the soflor thought noth 
ing st ali? i an gimply registering an objection at this point - if Aldo wanted it thet way, it should stand) 

smokely 87 5 Below ee 14 ~ cot “inden” (forests & pratrios wore laden, not the 

Thinking like a Mt. p 9314 from botton ~ ineduetibie? 

Greonimgoons p 101 1 2 from botton “replete the silent" = replete oni stlent? 

Ghent p 114 line 2 from bottom “tilt at windallis” 

inet Th aoe oe | an- 

tho i 19 "It always has...” this doesn't jibe with Aldo's nany 
referentes to goolecia tine. P 1 15 from bottom = a “seminar 

Shouldn't lond Mthie be listed as a revision of Conservation thie! 

Sener RANOUNE  2OF Dine 5 Deleg O° = Tait = Meat 1 6 ditte 
Ds 14 delow *** Dnek-voint le Muck Inter (last line) te 
Pp. U5 1 2 below *** delete eorrestion in ink 
pe INS 2 5 delete also . 
>. 199 306 talk Sey be eanaadtabing ~ Waban Wilh oii ds emumple of perception) does entail consux>tion, 

. “



Wildlife in 4m. Gulture p 195 1 5 above *** "half the hunters" half! How derived? 

Wilderness p 171 1 4 (Hortheastern Sarope” on p. 134 it is "Western Burope* 

I would heve argued with Alde over sever]. points. I feel sure thet he would 
have changed sone of than - tut I don't mow which ones, and thet is the crux 
of the whole matter. ‘Therefore I think thet we should make corrections in 
spelling ete. - essentially meehanigal chances - corrections of fact (1f any 
ave needed), ani perhaps occasions] deletions, txt that we should net try to 
*“anprove" what Aldo has written unless he himself left some indic-tion thet there 
poe wee sees dunene inthe yesh aires ener ee ae See ‘This 
is a dbeemntiful thing; better to lenve in 1t = few things that might perhaps have 
been sald differently than to risk taing Liberties (no matter how well intended) 
with Aide's owm way of expressing things. 

Fomy ani Fren | : 

ws
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May 4, 1948 ; 

Box 31 
Honolulu, T. EH. 

Dear Tana? 

Your letter of April 28 was received while Ciasiene wap. inlet 2400 Bae ape F 
had) an opportunity to discuss it and come to some conclusions. It was the 
unanimous opinion that you act as finsl editor on all nat conserning | 
sore The rest of us will fill in in whatever capatibies you des: 

% wa ) agreed, thet Joe would handle 21) negotiations with Oxford up to the 
5 point where your mother signs the contract. We also thought that you were not . 

$00 far away to handle these matters. Your’ air mail letters are received alnost 
as quickly as those from Starter, ond hence very Little time whll be Lost. 

4s for the details re.the reading comiittee, you may out 1b down if\you with, 
Mat you may. recall that this committee was contacted a short while ago, and 4¢ 
may therefore require some explanation as to the omissions made, : 

Ag far as the illustrations comuittee is c¢ ncerned, we heartily agree with you 
that Charlie, himself, should pick his. committee. I an passing this on to you 
in ease you wish to advise Charite concerning this matter. 

2 It may: please you to know that the bool dontains, as you put tt, "more than just 
the literary oscays" xwexckunkuted. I am sending enclosed, a copy of the Table 
of Contents. You will see that the more factual essays are also included. Some 
of the earlier dated ones were revised end the titles ehanged, 

We will be in » position to mail you a mmuseript when one is completed. There 
i will be no risk ty seating it inasmich as re will be several revised copies. 

We will get a copy to'yoi ag soon as possible: eka! oy 

There 1s considerable, interest in» ueworial for your father. In this matter 
We are proceeding very cautiously, Joe and Starker have between them been 
winnowing ‘for the best ideas, and as sdon ag something comes up, we will let 
you Imew. Your letter to Gumbel was exceptionally well put. I hope that they 
follow your sugsestions. Your letter to Gumbel did not alter or change any 
plens here. We were delighted with the action. : 

Now for things other than tusiness, all of us st the office wish to eongratulate 
you on the azrivel of your daughter. I imgine that both you and Caroline are 
pleased ee sex ne. ‘I thought you might Like to pest alee that 
your mother is hi Up very we: Wahet Pe hele: Snes amen of returning 
to 2222, She left this morning with Staricer, for Columbia, 

Keep us posted please. ey 

; Sincerely yours, 

RAMcCipm . Robert A. McCabe
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a Dear Mr. Hopkins: ee 
Ee =e 

: : I'm“énclosing herewith a copy of the table of ss * 
; contents of Aldo Leopold's book of essays which ‘ : io ee 
Ee ; Oxford University Press (New York) plans to om 

ae ‘bring out in the fall of 1949, 2 
: - eee e “i 

2 I shall be glad to forward to you a reasonably _ ie a 
ees complete bibliography of Aldo's writings when * 

a ot Se a ee i 2 ai 
ss - Sincerely yours, ae 
Be f 7 4 ; Biedashdben ont 5: ‘ = 

a 2 ate ee eereg eee a z Oprneg a 2 

= ; Joseph J. Hickey wheat ie is 
= a cB -Asst. Professor... | wee 

re E : Bp Fare aes S ee 

Pe oe 
S ae 
ae : pean Poe SS ete a 

2S ‘ : we i 9 2 
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Ee ‘ ee vies 
‘ : me 
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May 3, 1948 

=. 5 * fom 
Box 31 
Honolulu, f, H. 

Dear Ianat ; 

These inclosures will bring you up to date. 

We mich appreciate the offer of help in a 
bibliography. I have been compiling one for the 

: past week, and a preliminary draft of this will 
be minoographed and sent out for the use of 
obituarians. When you receive your copy, would 

wplease let us imow of any additions or 
coxritections? 

We are certainly looking forward to your visit 
here in June. I believe I should mention that all 
our preliminary impressions of the mamscript lead 
us to believe that the number of editorial correc- ape 
tions or suggestions will be very few. We hope to 
be able to give these to you when you reach 

‘ and let you have a couple of months to 
. over. me , } 

Sineerely yours, 

SJE 3pm Joseph J. Hickey 
Assistant Professor



PINEAPPLE RESEARCH INSTITUTE 
; and 

; EXPERIMENT STATION, HAWAIIAN SUGAR PLANTERS’ ASSOCIATION 

DEPARTMENT OF METEOROLOGY 

TELEPHONE 90981 P.O. BOX 3166 HONOLULU 2, HAWAII ; 

April 30, 1948 

Mr. Joseph J. Hickey 
Department of Wildlife Management 
University of Wisconsin 

424 University Farm Place 

Madison 5, Wisconsin ‘ 

Dear Joe, 

be 3 i Thenk you for your letter of April 26 and enclosures. 
"3 

| a 3 x As fer as I'm concerned, it would be wisest for you 

to suggestien to Vaudrin that you will accept his royalty terms, 

: > including the 2,500 number for the first 10%. By making this 

5 2 concession at this ti we may not only indicate that we do not 

*w wish to quibble but Ze vossibly hurry the preparation of the 

3 & 2contract. I feel the small loss in royalty money unimportent. 

5 The rest of the royalty terms look allright to mee eat 
< x 3 5 \y had some discussion with Dad about a mometary agree- 

3 é s 2 ment with Charley Schwartz. Dad indicated no specific price 

‘s = but gave me the impression that he wished to have ae ee 

a - = with Charley in the form which would be simpljest the negotia= 

gx tions with the publishers! He never mentioned to me whether he 

y wished to give unt a cut out of the royalties and I do not 
H $ know whet is proper. ‘He did indicate that, if mything, he 

4 3 3 wanted a generous agreement from Charley's standpoint. I think 
4 a ~ that all of us know that would be Dad's attitude and I for one 

z 3 8 feel the same way.’ For my part, I would suggest, that you, Joey 

- take the responsibility making some suggestion edt the agreement, 
4 inasmuch, as you have had experience along those lines. Your 

xy suggestion, then, can be checked by one of the Leopolds, and then 

5 forward it to Charley. I'm sure we will have no difficulty at 

g 3 2 all in reaching an agreement among ourselves and Charley. In 

oS any event, let's straighten it out fast so as to furnish Vaudrin 

& gS with a proposition to which Schwartz end ourselves have agreed. 

Sincerely, 

LBL: JW Luna B. Leopold 
CC: Starker Leopold 

Mrs. Aldo Leopold 
Cherley Schwartz
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May 3, 1948 ; 

ir. Veudrin 
Orford versity Toes ; 

Fifth Aveme 
Hew York, Mew Yori 

Dear Hr. Yeudrin: : 

Y much approviate your letter of April 29, 196. Tor the 
present fan asking Mr. J.J, Hickey of the University of 
“Misoonsin to handle negotintions for a contract with you. 
¥e are writing Hr. Sehwarts sug<esting that he accept a 
flat fee from you as the pablicher etwely could then be 
recovered froa initial royalties. 

After this point hus been settled, { oresee you ean 
then Gomemicnte with Mr. Hickey reg rding the netunl 
Wreake-down which you intend te muke. 

| Itam math ispressed with the responsible wy that 
Professor topold's office is handling the critical 4 
reading of the man ccript that Profeasor Leopold had 
requested, Should your own edit@rial staff heve any . 
‘changes to suggest in the mnuseript, would you be ; 
goed enough to commnatieate then to Hr. Mickey, sho 
Will see that they receive considemiion. I% is cur : 
hope thet most of those editorinl detalic can ve 
@leared up by the end of June. 

Yours very sincerely, es 

oe re. Aldo Leepald 

sy, 7 

a
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OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS 
OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS LONDON - CLARENDON PRESS OXFORD : 

OXFORD MEDICAL PUBLICATIONS 

NEW YORK ONE FOURTEEN FIFTH AVENUE 
TELEPHONE: WATKINS 9-1100 

April 29, 1948 

Mrs. Aldo Leopold 
c/o Department of Wildlife Management 

i The University of Wisconsin 
Madison 6, Wisconsin 

Dear Mrs. Leopold: 2 ; 

I can't tell you how shocked I was to hear of your husband's death, 
and please accept my most sincere sympathy. I never had the pleasure 
of meeting Dr. Leopold, but I have long know about him through mutual 
friends and I have, of course, all along been aware of the extraordinary 
force that he exerted in all movements affecting the general conservation ; 
problem of our times. 

We consider it a real privilege to be able to look forward to publishing 
his book of essays, and I gather from a letter I received this morning 
from Mr. Hickey that I should now put myself in touch with you. As you 
perhaps realize, certain details concerning the publication of your 
husband's book were left unsettled: the question of how Mr. Schwartz is 
to be paid for his illustrations and the matter of royalty terms in 
general. In a recent letter to Dr. Leopold, which you wijl undoubtedly 
find in his files, I said that it would be satisfactory from our point of 
view either to pay Mr. Schwartz a flat fee which would then be recovered 
from initial royalties or, if Dr. Leopold had any preference in the matter, 
ge to allocate a suitable percentage of the all-over royalty to Mr. Schwartz. 
From our point of view, it doesn't matter which method is adopted. 

I have today written to Mr. Schwartz to inguire of him how many drawings 
he is making and at the same time I have asked him to let me see some 
samples. . 

Please don't feel under any pressure to reply to this letter. I shall 
simply wait to hear from you at your best convenience. 

Yours very sincerely, 

Pls Tae fie 
pv:ce Philip Vaudri 

Trade Editor
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Bay 3, 198 

Me. Philip Vesdrin 

Oxford University Prese 
LU: Fifth Aveme 
Hew Yorkies Sew Yoxts 

Rear Phile 

liys. Leopold has requested me te keap in tough 

with you regarding affairs connected with mblice- 
tion of her husband's essaye. Wo are suggesting ’ 

to lir, Schwarta, the illuatrater, that he aegotiate 

with you for a fee te cover his end of the book. . 

This will simplify beckkeeping matters at this end 
and of course follows the ugusl custes prevalent 
in your Wusinese, Apparently

 cur next steps ars 

for you to straighten thie owt with llr. Sehwerts, 
and then get in touch with me regerding » fomeel a 

: sontmot for lire. Leopold to sign. 

lana B, Leopold, one of Aldo's gone, sont ne the 
following notes which I would Liles you to keep in 

F 

“I had gome discussion with Dad about a monetary 

agreament with Charley Gehwarts. Ded indiented 
no specific pries ut gove mo the inpression that 
he wished to have his sgresent with Charley in wen 

the form which would be simplest for the negetia- 
on wlth Ge nlite sone [See 

ented & pid og 

fren Charley's etsaipaint, 1 dak that all of 
9 know that would be Dad's attitude and I for 

one feel the sane way.* 

Yours very einceraly, 

Jatiapa Jesenh J. Hickey
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My. Charles ¥, Schwarta 
131 Forest 111 

: Jefferson City, Miasourt 

Dear Charlie: 

While Aldo's readers feel privileged to be asked to read the essays, none of 
them apparently feols competent to pags on the fliustrations. A conference 

\ of Starker, ioCabes and I hore recently on this produted the unanimous opinions 
that: (2) the selection of things to illustrate will reat with you. Mone of us 
will mike any suggestions. (2) You will hove to choone your om eritics. Hone 
of ua feel competent. oo ee ee ee We fovl that 
you ave eclentificaliy competent to make the nge accurate, and that the gees 
artistic presentation is strictly beyond our ability to oriticice or advise on. 
Tama will be here at edison the Inst week in June and the first week in July. : 
If you wish, I could perhaps enlist the aid of Lee Jacques in this eomestion. 
This, however, ig not a suggestion, but merely an offer to act as = go batween ; 
‘Sf. you ran out of idexs. Jacqes is now in Minnesota and will presumbly pass 
through here semetine this suneer. ‘There is cne ides that [ night pass on here. 
I am not eure whether it originated with Jacques, feber or Gourtney Srandwith, 

years ago, tet it is something that you might consider. I think 1% wae Courtney . 
who said that an illustrator might reach an understanding with an author that 
one out of every ten pictures ms to be rejected. Courtney spoke on an artist. 
I have always thought this idea would mike for the highest quality in the presenta- ~ 
tion of a man's work. (3) All of us here, including Mrs. Leopold, wonder 1f the 
matter of a payment to you for the drawings can be best sottled by your obtaining 
a @irect fee fron the Oxford University Preas. This would simplify bookkesping 
at thie end, is apparently acceptable to the press and ie quite customary in 
moat arvengements for books. I am quite sure this is the arrencenent under which i 
ge dagques and Galt Seber wor ost of their illustetions with pillishers, 

Charlie, 1f 211 of this is aceeptable to you, your next steps are: (1) to fix 
the mumber of illustrations with the publisher, and (2) reach on agreement on 
the matter of compensation with Yaudrin. ‘fter your compensation hae been 
decided, Oxford will then be in a position to offer Mrs. Leopold « contmet. 

I would sugcest that you further checi: with Oxford on the deadline for your 
drewings. lot infrequently the illustrations ean be mubaitted at = different : 

| date than the mamscript. Preliminary reports from the readers indieste that 
ban Amery athe -engpln Abe Hoang dn nrekiys wags inntin wang Bagi 
will apparently have the responsibility of acting on any sugcostions which ore 

mide ty the renders. 3 

Best regaris, 

 Singerely, 

SJE spa : Joseph J. Hickey
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Mr. J. J. Hickey 
Department of Wildlife Management 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Joe: 

I was glad to get your letter and to know that you have taken up the 
problem of having the essays published. Needless to say Aldo's death was 
a shock and a great loss to us all. I feel it greatly because most of the 
pleasure in doing the illustrations was trying to communicate to him the 
same feelings in pictures that he had portrayed in words. I had an 
unmailed package of the latest illustrations lying on my desk at the 

. time that I received word of his death. 

The last letter I received from Aldo (dated April 16) said for me to 
"deal with Mr. Vaudrin direct on~all unanswered questions affecting the 
drawings... I am leaving decisions in such matters entirely to you. Ir, 
Vaudrin, of course, may have to place limits on the thought." I had 
intended to go ahead with these instructions and will procede to do so 
if that is still all right with the new committee. However I want the 
committee to review the drawings because I expected Aldo tg.have done 
this. Above everything else, we want it to be done properly. I may need 
help from time to time on information concerning some Fin material he 
described. I want to make another statement to the committee which I 
had made to Aldo. I am not a good artist and if in any of my work I 
have achieved interesting results it is because I drew those things that 
particularly interested me or that I understood well enough to do. ‘ 
Consequently some of the illustrations will not be easy for me but because 
I am interested in all of them I will do my best. 

I notice in your enclosures that you are unfamiliar with financial 
arrangements for the illustrations. Perhaps I had better explain what 
we discussed on this subject since it, like the contract with Oxford 
University Press, was more verbal than written. 

The middle of September I met Aldo in St. Louis where we spent a 
couple of days going over the essays and plans for illustrations. He 
approved the preliminary sketches I had made for all the essays written 
up to that date. It is these which I will follow as closely as I can. 
He did not know how the essays were to be published and hence we made 
alternative agreements for payment for the illustrations. If he were to 
publish them himself, I was to be paid a flat sum and there would be no 
royalty. If he had them published commercially, I was likewise to be paid 
a certain sum and then receive 50% of the royalties. The "lump sum" was 
to be dependent upon the number of illustrations and time involved. This 
understanding is the background for his letter of November 11, 1917, 
part of which I'll quote: 

"J will of course go ahead trying other publishers, and failing 
any commercial publisher, I will bring them out myself. That, 
however, would likely kill any prospect of royalties for either 
of us, 

As far as I am concerned, my offer to compensate you for your 
time still stands, you to fix the sum..."



2 

We came to no formal agreement because I wanted to make sure the 
final illustrations would meet with his approval. Also we were waiting 
until the problem of publication was settled. I feel confident the first 
drawings I submitted to him as samples were satisfactory. The next step 
would probably have followed shortly after acceptance by the publisher. 

The matter of remuneration will naturally have to be decided but right 
now I'm more concerned with getting the job under way and completed than 
anything else because I want to see Aldo's essays published as much as 
anyone does. Since I am doing these illustrations on the "side" I cannot 
calculate my time as well as I would like to because my present job with 
the Conservation Commission is constantly throwing me off of any time 
schedule and I have to work in these drawings whevere I can. Up until 
now my major spare-time obligations have been to complete two reports for 
the Hawaiian government. One has been finished and the other is practically 
done. It was understood by Aldo that when these were out of the way my 
next project was that of his illustrations. I will do my very best to 
meet the deadline of October 31 which has been tentatively set for the 
illustrations but I may be pushed. E 

Sincerely, 

} 

gt,otd 

Charles W. Schwartz 

ce: Luna Leopold
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OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS 
OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS LONDON + CLARENDON PRESS OXFORD 

OXFORD MEDICAL PUBLICATIONS 

NEW YORK Il, N. Y. ONE FOURTEEN FIFTH AVENUE 
TELEPHONE: WATKINS 9-1100 

29 April, 1948 

Mr. J. Hickey ; 
The University of Wisconsin ‘ 
Madison 6, Wisconsin 

Dear Joe: 

Thank you for your letter of 24 April. 

I am, of course, very much relieved to know that such re-writing as Leopold 
had in mind has already been taken care of, with the exception of the parti- 
cular points that are now being checked by various readers. The fact that 
+eopold asked you and Bill Vogt to go over the manuscript for him means 
to me that he got the most competent people available. I have the fullest 
confidence in this project. I note that you hope to be able to get the 
manuscript into our hands in finished condition by the end of October. That 
is perfectly suitable from our point of view and means that we shall be able 
to publish around the middle of 1949, though it might be best to hold it over 
for Autumn publication as that is naturally the most favorable publishing 
season for any kind of book. 

I had a telephone call from Bill Vogt the other day. He is coming up to 
New York today and I am hoping that he will be able to have dinner with me. 
At that time I can talk to him at length about my problems in connection 
with Leopold's manuscript that he might have in mind. Meanwhile, I am looking 
forward to seeing some of Mr. Schwartz's drawings. The last communication 
I had from Dr. Leopold was a carbon copy of a letter dated April 16 which 

: he had sent to Mr. Schwartz. He suggests in that letter that Mr. Schwartz 
get in touch with me direct on all unanswered questions pertaining to the 
drawings. I am writing to Schwartz today to ask him to send in some samples, 
and I suppose that I should now put myself in touch with Mrs. Leopold about 
the photographs and all other questions in connection with this venture. With 
respect to the question of payment to Mr. Schwartz, I left it open in my 
last letter to Dr. Leopold as to whether a flat fee (recoverable out of 
royalties) would be appropriate or whether Dr. Leopold had some previous 
understanding with Mr. Schwartz according to which the latter would receive 
a share of the royalties. I don't know whether this question was ever 
discussed by the author and the illustrator, but I have no doubt that it 
can be worked out satisfactorily. 

: With all good wishes, 

Cit. 
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April 26, 1948 

Mr. Luna 3. Leopold 
Box 3166 
Honolulu, 2 , 

Dear Tana: 

Your father left for his “aster vacation before he 
saw this enclosed letter. I have asked Charlie to 
Comment on the paragraphs which involve him, and 
would appreciate any further comments from you. 4 

The royalty terms mentioned by Vaudrin are the best 
terms that I have seen offered to many authors 

The break-down of 2500 at 10% up to 5000 at 12%, 
and 15% thereafter is exetly the type of terns 
that I received from Oxforml, I have cheeked with 
a@ good many other authors during the past five 

: years and find that this is the most preferable 
agreenent that is offered. Oxford's hesitancy 
about whether the break showld be at 2500 or at ood 
3000 is natural. : 

| Setting the first break: at 3000 instead of 2500, | 
represents a loss of $31.25 in royalties according . 
to wy arithmetic. Please cheek this ecaleulation 

and comment on it. I feel this is "small potatoes" 
in the general problem of making sure that your 

: dad's essays are printed in the fine design and ny 
format of @ book that he would wish. 

This letter of VYaudrin's was delivered to the shaiic 
the day your father died and was not retrieved until 
thie weekend, hence the delay in sending a copy of 
it to you. 

Sincerely, 

JTHtpm Joseph J, Hickey 
Agsistant Professor
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THE PAN AMERICAN UNION, PAN AMERICAN UNION ARGENTINA GUATEMALA 

FOUNDED IN 1890, IS THE INTERNATIONAL BOLIVIA HAITI 

ORGANIZATION MAINTAINED BY THE BRAZIL HONDURAS 

TWENTY-ONE AMERICAN REPUBLICS TO zs CHILE MEXICO 

PROMOTE PEACE AND FRIENDSHIP AMONG ? 

THEM BY FOSTERING CLOSER POLITICAL, ft. /, a ja =e ———— 

ECONOMIC, JURIDICAL, SOCIAL AND CUL- 7 WEN OL COSTA RICA PANAMA 

TURAL RELATIONS. IT IS THE CENTRAL O a SG. a CUBA PARAGUAY 

AGENCY OF THE INTER-AMERICAN SYS- x DOMINICAN PERU 

TEM, AND FUNCTIONS UNDER A GOVERN- ao iS ; 

ING BOARD COMPOSED OF A REPRESENT- EL SALVADOR URUGUAY 

ATIVE APPOINTED BY EACH GOVERNMENT. 
WASHINGTON 6, D.C., U.S.A. VENEZUELA 

: April 26, 1948 

Mr. Joseph Hickey 
424 University Farm Place 

Madison 6, Wisconsin 

Dear Joe: 

I have just talked by telephone with Philip Vaudrin, 

and I gather that there is little if any question about 

Oxford's going ahead with publication of Aldo's book. I 

am going to New York on Thursday and shall try to see Philip : 

to reinforce my recommendation. More about the other 

matters later. 

Sincerely, 

William Vogt, Chief 
Conservation Section 

Ene
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‘ April 24, 1948 
April 24, 1948 

Rear Iuna: : 

Since writing you this morning, I would like to 
add this nate a8 & pestaennes be year letter. 
Pat just showed me your dad's recent letter to 
you concerning the essays, and it makes me think 
more than ever that we should turn over the 
negotiations with the publisher to you. 

We expect Starker here Monday or Tuesday of this 
week, and expect to discuss this with him in 
detail. 

The memorandum entitled "“Gonfidential" was in 
the main constructed by Joe, with my OK, bt 
only in the event that this arrangement is 
agreed upon by all members of the family. 
I suggest, therefore, that you write Starker 

: _ dmnediately conveying Mg him privately your 
personal wishes and in this mtter. 

The intense feeling for your father may have 
caused the over-stepping of bounds. However, 

as you ean see, the efforts here are gemine 

and are not meant in any way to over step 
responsi bilities. 

Sincerely yours, 

RAMcC tpm Robert A. McCabe 

<



April 24, 1946 ‘ 

Mr. W. Schwartz : 
131 & Hall : 
Jefferson City, Missouri 

‘Dear Charlies 

5 pogmae Ghat SLID Meee toy aetent ome of 
Aide's tragic death from a heart at on : 
April 21. i 

I am about to take up the threads of negotiation 
between Aldo and Oxford University Press. A 
recent letter of theirs sugeested a tentative 
deadline for your drawings on October 31. 

There naturally will be e considerable problem 
here for us to edit the essays as Aldo left them. 
We will keep you informed of each step as it is 
taken. 

Sincerely yours, 

SJE tp Jeseph J. Hickey 
Agsistant Profeasor
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April a, 19hs 

Fran and Haney Goples tot 4 

Mack, Joe, and Tesay Fane 

Albert, Iyle, osc. Giarlie Schwarts 

AL Bhter Mien, Leopold 

Bill Vogt . 

Alice and Allen | 

the Prof. left your nemes on a List of yorsons whe were te read “Great 
Possessions”, %e will ¢all you collectively "the Seating Comittee". Oxford a 

a vertally sevepted the mmmseript on April 15, tot at the nomen is pretty mich 4 
a wp in the alx. Ye are taking imedinte sters to resolve thelr devvte (eur= 

: Magic and 2 thini: Lane's name wie implied on the shove list, anf we ore pre- 
: @eeding on this assumption. It is obvious that we mst olose our rents and get 
; this book inte print. Immediate steps to be talcens 

(1) BALL Vogt to phone Youdrin ot Oxford snf help convines hin thet he should 
eontinue negotiating for revised essays, 

oe (2) MeGabe omf "Mokey to lone up prosmume on Orford and get gontmet offered 
to Mra, Leopold. 

(3) MeCabe ami Fickey to net as clearing house und coordinating Genter for 
other problems comected with the booix. : 

h) Ye need to know which ef you enn eritionlly read this book 
Wiest uet wetenintn in Steen th demnines viene eavicl te eats neve 

(5) We figure thet an oditorial aibcommittes of the group wil: heve to aot on 
_ the eritictans ant ougecestions. 

(a) led us imow your avallability to sorve on this subeomdttes (aay in 
. Oetober). 

(>) let us know whom you think oudit to serve on the subsommittes. 

(@) we will then tum over your {dese on g and } to Mrs. Leopold (or her 
Genignate (2), and get the subcommittee set into action. 

(6) Tide suboome tteo will presumably have onthoity to consult with Charlie 
S¢hwarts on illustrations, but o sepamte illuetmtions subeomitter for that 
jod could be appointed. Ye gould got mpbelders Lice Lee Jaques to serve on 
this illustrations comalttee 1f Charlie wished. 

MeCabe leaves for Hexies July 1 and will be Beek in mid-September. 3111 Vogt is 
running a mid-September conference in the Yeat. his gives you an idea of avadl- ’ 
ability protlenss thet will be encountered, : as d
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Confidential 

Aprhl 2k, 196 

fren ond Hamny Gopies tet 

Meek, Joe, and Pegey Nama 

“Albert, Lyle, ote. Charlie Sohwart: 

“AL Beter Mrs. Leopold 

NLL Yost 

alice and Allen 

a fhe Prof, left your nanes on @ List of persons who wore to rend “Grent 5 
: Possessions". We will call you collectively “fhe Reading Comittes". Oxford 

: verbally agsepted the mmuseript on April 15, but at the moment te pretty mach 
< 22"" We are taking imsediate steve to resolve their debts Gump 

a Maek and I think lane's name wae implied on the shove list, and we are pre~- 
: Geeding on this asmumtion. [It is obvious thet we mst close our renke and got 

2 this book inte print. [nmediate steps to be talon: 

a. (1) BAl1 Vogt to phone Yaudrin at Oxford ami help conviaee him that he should 
a : @ontime negotiating for revised essays. 

- (2) MeGabe and Mickey to keep up vreseure on Oxford and got contret offered 
to Mrs, Leopold. : 

(3) MeGabe and Hickey to act as clearing house end ccordinating canter for 
other problems connected with the book. 

i @ Se Moet ye Sete ditt of yen cam eentiiihle yond hte Dace a 
x Oxford was contemplating an Octeber 31 deadline.) Please afivise us ¢ now. 

(5) We figure that an oditerial subcomlties of the group wil) heave to act on 

: (a) let us imow your availability to serve on this subeomdttee (say in 
: Oetober). 

(o) let us know whom you think ougit to serve on the subcommittee. 

(¢) we will then turn over your tdes om 2 and > to Mrs. Leepald (or her 
designate (a), and get the mbcommittse set inte action. 

3 (6) This sudcomuittes will presumesbdly have «uthophty to consult with Charlie 
Schwarts on illustrations, bit « separate illustrations aubeomittes for that 

¢ job could be appointed. Ye could gat opteiders Like Lee Jaques te serve on 
e this iiuctrations comulttes if Charlie wished. 

MeGabe Leaves for Hexieo July 1 and will be Dak in mid-Septeuber, Bill Vogt ts 
ruming a mid-September conference in the Yeast. This gives an idea of avail- 
ability problems that will be encountered. 3 i ig : 
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April 24, 1986 

Mir. Philip Vendrin 
Oxford University Press : 
New York, Wow Yori 

Dear Phil: ; 

After the manusoript had been sent to you, Leopold rewrote the 
foreword, re-read the book, and made minor corrections here end there, : 
He then sclected a swall number of people (including Bill Yort and me) 
to go over the manuscript for defective wording and the like. One 
copy of the revised mamscript is now going the rounds. The vartioular 
points to be checked by Leopold's readers were listed, and I am con~ 
fident that we can get the finished mamseript to you before October Ti 
of this year. 

We are going right ahead getting these criticisms, and taking steps to 
utilise them promptly. ‘%e foresee no important changes in the revised 
mamsorint. Leopold's renders include two experienced ef@itors and , 
three skillful writers. The mechinery is competent, and anxioua to 
gat the job done, 

The artist, Charles 7. Schwartz, hae been working on the illustrations 
for the post six months and has « consideratle mamber finished. T do 
not imow what financial arrangements were made with Sohwarts: ae these 
negotiations were made by Professor Leopold, 

Mra, Batella B. Leopold, the Professor's widow, has power of attomey 
to act for the estate. For the present she ean be reached in care of 
the Department of Wildlife Management here. 

Sincerely yours, re 

Joseph 7, Hickey 

4
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A April 24, 1946 

Mr. Iune 3B. Leopold 
= os 

g, i 

Dear luna: ; 

Your Dad's passing was, to put it mildly, a great tragedy. It my comfort 
you to know that your mother was spared as much mental strain as possible. 
ailing service in Madison. “he burial at Burlington was simple and 
quiet ag Aldo would have wented it. ile rests in the Starker plot under 
wo tall white pines. Hina and Bill were unable to attend. 

Your part in the publishing of the essays was well known to us here, We 
admired your attitude and appreciated your efforts. ‘The one fact that 
you apparently did not kaéw is that the essays were iene) Soiaeet 
for publication by Oxford Press. ‘he tentative date was the fall 
1949, Their acceptance was precipitated by a letter to the Oxford people 
from Joe Hickey. Sho ith a gene i 8 ee ee 
Presa which is enclosed. It appeared from this letter that they might 
“penig". To check such a possibility we have decided on a plan of 

agtion which is alse enclosed. 

At this end we thought best to clinch the seceptance as soon as possible, 
hence the imoediate action here. 

You say, “do you want me to help"? Hell, man, who has a better right 
to have a hand in publishing the ossays. By all means we will bring you z 
eS ee ee Let us kmow whet is on your mind 

+ and we will do the same. Our ultimate objeotives are, after all, the 
game.. namely to give tangible evidence of your father's greatness. 

Sincerely yours, 

RAMeC spm Robert A, MeCabe



a PINEAPPLE RESEARCH INSTITUTE 
and 

EXPERIMENT STATION, HAWAIIAN SUGAR PLANTERS’ ASSOCIATION 

DEPARTMENT OF METEOROLOGY 

TELEPHONE 90981 P.O. BOX 3166 HONOLULU 2, HAWAII 

April 19, 1948 

Mr. Robert McCabe 
Department of Game Management 

i niversity of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Bob: : 

I imagine that with Dad gone you will be even more busy than 
usual trying to pick up loose ends of varous kinds as well as keeping 2 
up the eurrent work as I know both you and Yad would want to do. 

I certainly do not want to give you any more trouble by 
bothering you at this time but I think that you may be glad to have some 

_assistance on at least one item. Perhaps Dad had mentioned to you that 
he and I had discussed in some detail ideas for the book of essays, and 
particularly while I was in Washington I did a little scouting on the 
publishing angle. Also I first discussed the matter of the illustrations 2 
with Chkrlie Schwartz while we were both here in Hawaii. 

You might find it a welcome suggestion that I relieve you of 1 
at least some of the resnonsibility of following through on the matter of 
the book. As I say, it is not my intention to horn in on things that you 
already have pretty well in hand, but there may be some of the details i 
partitularly in regard tothe correspondence with the publishers, cwhich ~ 
might be able to take over. I will assume as much of the responsibility 
as you care bo give me and in any event, I should appreciate it if I could be 
kept informed on progess of the book. 

One suggestion might be that at the wm nvenience of the office, | 
I might be sent copies of a few of the last letters writtenste and recieved 
from the publishers. I might also be sent a short summary of the present 

status of the negotiations with the publishers. Then I will handle from then 
on all further correspondence with the publishers and will be able to do much 
of the work except that concerned with detailed discussion with Charlie 
‘about the drawings, which is semething on which your technical help would be 
appreciated as well as your ideas. If you decide to turn this over to me, 
I should like to have a carwon copy of the manuscript as sent to the publishers 
for review. 

I presume that Starker is going to be in Madison with Mother 
and perhaps you might get a chance to mention this matter to him and get his 
advice. At .ny rate, if you and the others decide that you might like me 
to he@p in any way, please let me know. Your decision either way will be all 
right with me, as long as some one has the responsibilty of keeping tab on the 
book and not let it lag. 

savechy 

ce Charles Schwartz ~ Luna a4
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OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS 

OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS LONDON : CLARENDON PRESS OXFORD 
OXFORD MEDICAL PUBLICATIONS 

NEW YORK ONE FOURTEEN FIFTH AVENUE 
TELEPHONE: WATKINS Q9-I1100 

April 22, 1948 F 

Mr. J. Hickey 
The University of ‘isconsin 
42, University Farm Place 
Madison 5, “isconsin 

Dear Joe: 

I just came across the notice in today's Herald-Tribune of 
Aldo Leopold's death. What a shocking piece of news it is! 
I can well imagine the loss his death must mean to ali those 

who knew him personally. And obviously the conservation 
movement has lost one of its strongest men. 

I don't know now what happens about the book. He was going 
to spend the summer working it over and getting it into final 
shape -- a job which he alone would have been able to manage, 
I should have thought. Perhaps you could let me have your 

thoughts about this? 

With kind regards, 

Yours very sincerely, 
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Oxford University Press 
Oxford University Prase London . Glarendon Preas Oxford ; 

Oxffowl Medien! Publications : 

: New York 
One Fourteen Fifth Aveme 
Telephone: Waticlns 9-1100 

April 22, 198 

Me. J, Wiekoy 

the University of Wisconsin 
4oh Univessity Porm Pines 
Yedtieon 5, Wisconsin 

Rear Joot 
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Delta, Manitoba 

eae April 22, 1948 

Yesterday, as on all days since he touched'‘our lives, we had some 

reason to think of Aldo Leopold, once or a dozen times, In my 

own case I saw a small flock of Sandhill Cranes in Brown's Slough 

; about noon, the first I had ever seen there; and at once there 

came to mind the time at the Shack when he showed me my first 
cranes, and the half-dozen times since whei'we hed seen cranes 

Yesterday, Aldo left our world. : ; 

Grief is so very deep at the moment that we think little beyond . 

our loss; and yet there is no end to the goodness that lives after 

him. We who knew him closely are living lives patterned by his 

“Etnaness, HIS wisdom and his everlasting areas fhe lend he 
loved will be iforever a better land because of him, We now know 
what history will record: Aldo Leopold was a Great American. Few 
men loved the land so deeply as he loved America; few who have 

loved the land examined it so carefully; and few who have examined 
the land have been so articulate in deat hing their discoveries. 

. Aldo Leopold's discoveries and his philosophies are just as 
important to America as Benjamin Franklin's, 

There was a time when he thought he might live to see his ideas 

take root in the plan for America. it is true that one field of 

his interests, game management, is do deeply rooted to his precepts 

that this work will always go on in the force of his spirit. Yet 
it came to pass that even though many were fired by his spirit, 

few grasped the deep fundamentals upon which he operated. Some 
of us know of the deep, biting discouragements he suffered. Facing 

these, he realized that at best he would see only the beginning of 

his ideas taking py ig Ce From then on all he ever hoped 

he could do was to plant his seed in younger minds. For this 

reason he begame a teacher, and we are the students carrying his 
trust to go/on with a job he knew he would never finish. In 

sorrow Ist us net forget the hope he has given us. in years to 

come a never forget the lesson he «,..And in bad times 

let us. ys remember how hard he worked,to give us what we now - 

havee : ; wi? 

Few men im any walk of life at any time in history have lived 
so ¢losely\to what must have been God's pattern for mankind. 

: yy i 
‘en.



Delta, Manitoba : 
: : April #2, 1946 

Yesterday, as on all days since he touched our lives, we had some 
reason to think of Aldo Leopold, once or a dozen times. In my 

own case I saw a small flock of Sandhill Cranes in Brown's Slough : 

about noon, the first I had ever seen therej and at once there | 
came to mind the time at the Shack when he showed me my first 
cranes, and the half-dozen times since when we hed seen cranes 
Yesterday, Aldo left our world. 

Grief is so very deep at the moment that we think little beyond 
our 1s and yet aaa oe = end = = egg that lives after 
him. We who knew him closely are living lives patterned by his 
wrasse; Nis Wisdom and His everlastine ences Ths “Tent he 
loved will be seerarer a better land because of him. We now know — 
what history will record: Aldo Leopold was a Great American, Few 
men leved the land so deeply as he loved Americas few who have 
loved the land examined it.so oer. and few who have examined 
the land have been so articulate in detailing their discoveries. 
Aldo Leopold's discoveries and his duh ieomibles are just as - 
important to America as Benjamin Franklin's. 

There was a time when he thought he might live to see his ideas 
take root in the plan for America, It is true that one field of 
his interests, game management, is do deeply rooted to his a : 

that this work will always go on in the force of his spirit. Ye 
it came to pass that even though many were fired by his spirit, 
few grasped the deep fundamentals upon which he operated. ‘Some 
of us know of the deep, biting discouragements he suffered. Facing 
these, he realized that at best he would see <— the beginning of 
his ideas taking anaes in plan. From then on all he ever hoped 
he could do was to plant his seed in younger minds, For this 
reason he became a teacher, and we are the students carrying his 
trust ‘o = on with a job he knew he would never finish, In 
sorrow us net forget the hope he has given uss In years to 
come we must never forget the lesson he taught, And in bad times 
iat us always reneuber how harad he worked to give us What we now 

Ven ; 

Few men in any walk of life at any time in history have lived 
so closely to what must have been God's pattern for mankind. 

;



Delta, Manitoba 
; April 82, 1946 

Yesterday, as on all days since he touched our lives, we had some 

reason to think of Aldo Leopold, once or a dozen times. In my 

own case I saw a small fleck of Sandhill Cranes in Brown's Slough 

about noon, the first I had ever seen theres and at onee there 

came to mind the time at the Shack when he showed me my first 

cranes, and the half-dozen times since when we had seen cranes 

Yesterday, Aldo left our world. 

Grief is so very deep et the moment that we think little beyond 

our loss; and yet there is no end to the goodness that lives after ; 

Bim Le wap sagy Um COB] Are ee courage, The tant he 
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leved will be (forever a better land because him, We now know 

what history will reeord: Aldo Leopold was 4 Great Americane Few 

men loved the lend se rr as he loved America; few who have 

loved the land examined it so gry few who have examined 

: the land have beer so articulate in de aa their discoveries. 

Aldo ak daiseoveries and his philos es are just as 

important to America as Benjamin Franklin's. 

There was a time when he thought he might live to see his ideas 

take root in the plan for America. it is true that one field of 

his interests, geme management, is do deeply rooted to his preseste 

that this work will always go on in the force of his spirit. Ye 

it came to pass that even though many were fired by his spirit, 

few grasped the deep fundamentals upon which he operated. Some 

of us know of the deep, biting discouragements he suffered. Facing 

these, he realiged that at best he would see “a the beginning of 

his ideas taking aa plan. From then on ali he ever hoped 

he could do was to plant his seed in younger minds. For this 

reason he became a teacher, and we are the students earrying his 

- trust Se at din job he knew he would never finish. In 
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have. 

Few men in any walk of life at any time in history have lived 

so closely to what must have been God's pattern for mankind.



Delta, Manitoba 
: April 22, 1948 

Yesterday, as on all days since he touched our lives, we had some 
reason to think of Aldo Leopold, once or a dozen times, In my 
own case I saw a small flock of Sandhill Cranes in Brown's Slough 
about noon, the first I had ever seen theres and at once there 
came to mind the time at the Shack when he showed me my first 
cranes, and the half-dozen times since wheti we had seen cranes 
Yesterday, Aldo left our world. 

Grief is so very deep at the moment that we think little beyond 
our loss; and yet there is no end to the goodness that lives after 

him. We who knew him closely are living lives patterned by his 
kindness, his wisdom and his everlasting dourage. The land he 
loved will be forever a better land because of him. We now know 
what history will record: Aldo Leopold was a Great American. Few 
men loved the land so deeply as he loved America; few who have 
loved the land examined it so carefully; and few who have examined 
the land have been so articulate in detailing their discoveries. 

. Aldo Leopold's discoveries and his philosophies are just as 

important to America as Benjamin Franklin's. 

There was a time when he thought he might live to see his ideas 
take root in the plan for America. It is true that one field of 
his interests, game management, is do deeply rooted to his precepts 
that this work will always go on in the foree of his spirit. Yet 
it came to pass that even though many were fired by his spirit, 
few grasped the deep fundamentals upon which he operated. Some 
of us know cf the deep, biting discouragements he suffered. Facing 
these, he realized that at best he would see only the beginning of 
his ideas taking shape in plan. From then on all he ever hoped 
he could do was to plant his seed in younger minds. For this 
reasen he begame a teacher, and we are the students carrying his 
trust to go on with a job he knew he would never finish. In 
sorrow let us not forget the hope he has given us. In years to 
come we must never forget the lesson he taught. And in bad times 
let us always remember how hard he worked to give us what we now 
haves : 

Few men in any walk of life at any time in history have lived 
so closely: to what must have been God's pattern for mankind. 

— 

Al be0ay Hoc Kbavn
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: I wuld like your hel» in a critical semtiny of the osenys. If you are able to undertake this, I have a copy ready to send you with yellow gheeta 
epposite every page for eney entry of eritien] coments. 

‘What T need, of course, is the most aritica) attitude you are able to mster. Which are the wonlt ones? Yhat ia ambiguous, obseure, repetitious, 
inacourate, fatuous, highbrow? 

For the Job ae a whole I would oppresiate your opinion on the féllowing: 
1. fs there ouffieient unity? | 

2. Should there be more (or less) emphasis on cathetic devseription, 
seologionl informtion, partioular species or groups? 

3. Have I omitted some ides you think I could do, or included 
something I should better ist alone? 

By way of bagigground, I might sey thet Charlie Sehwarts do doing the dyawings, and Oxford Pfess is the publisher now interested. 

As tee 

PR 8, ‘the linnerstroms have suggested that Aldo's readers now keep in mind the impossibility of any extensive changes being mde in the mas. at this time. inan Leopold ts coming to Madison late in June and will take over the Job of oditing the finnl draft for the publisher. We hope that you ean send to us your comments by the end of that month. Many thaniea, 

FoF oly
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William Sloane Associates, Inc. Publishas 
119 WEST 57th STREET NEW YORK 1Q, N.Y. WY Cire 54217 Cable:witstoans 

April 19, 198 ~ 

nP a 

re poh 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
The University of Wisconsin 
College of Agriculture 
Madison 6, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

Well, it's our own fault; I think we've lost a good 
book, but fortunately to a good publisher, and the . 
fault is certainly not yours. 

I'd be very happy to meet you anyhow, and good luck 

with the book. 

Yours, 

William Sloane 

WS: gm
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Aprhl 16, 21948 

My. Charles W. Schwarts 
Conservation Conmission 
Jefferson City, Missourt 

Dear Charlies 

T sent you yostemiay the news that Oxford Press will publish the 
ga This of course clarifies both the writing end the dvawing 

You will be relieved to hear first of oll that the book is to cone 
oat in "49 yather than in "ig, 

in my phone talk with Mr. Philip Voudrin I mentioned thot one osuse 
for anxiety on my part was that you were doing a let of work on 
drawings without any asmurance from a publisher that the paper and ' 
other specifications for printing fitted the drawings. tow 
that if such were the ease, the paper would be selegted to T1t 
avtict's needs, “Rt ms this attitude that led me to close with ur. 
Vaudrin without further parley. ; 

My sugeestion is that you now deel with My. Yeudrin dixect on all 
wnanevered questions affeating the drewings, fie asked for « look 
at aone samples, tut I am uncertain what would best meet his needs 
at this tine, the photogmphs which I have, or the oricinmis which 
you hewe. Will you give me a miling on this? [£ photogranhe will 
do, I will send him » sat immediately. I am also sending a copy " 
of this letter to Mr. Voudrin so thet Sf he hos a preference he 
@an let us both Imex. Be 

Thia question hos been on my mind? shealdn't thera be an allocation 
which will separnte the drawings with some dagree of uniformity over 
the whole book? Ho doubt you have thoudht of the amo thing, and I 
am Lewring decisions in quéh matters entirely to you. tr. Vordrin, 
of ecurse, may have to plage Limits on the thought. 

Seefless to say, I sm much pleased to have the question of a publisher 
settled. 

Wath best regards, 

Yours ever, 

Alitpm Aldo Iwepolid 

eerPhilip Vaudrin 

(Signed in My. Leopold's absence 
to avoid delay.)
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SS STATE OF MISSOURI 

CONSERVATION COMMISSION 
JEFFERSON CITY, MISSOURI 

TELEPHONE 874 

April 12, 198 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
Department of “Wildlife Management 
University of “ consin 
Madison 6, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: es 

I received the sketches, the photographic copies and the revised 

essays plus the sketch inserts. I like your ideas for the sketches and 

think the photographic reproductions are good. I had in mind that the 

pencil sketches could be done either in straight half-tone illustrati ons 

or as high-light half-tone. For the latter I would refer you to Edgar 

Queeny's "Prairie Wings" where you can see how Dick Bishop's pencil 

sketches of ducks are reproduced. For the ink sketches, straight zinc 

cuts cauld be made and there will be no problem there. I don't know 

too much about this business but feel that the problem is not whether or 

not it can be done but whether or not the engravers or publishers want 

to do it since the high-light half-tones may cost more per cut than the 

black and white ink drawings will. My ow opinion is that just one or 

the other types might become monotonous since I hate to conform to the 

conventions of uniformity. 

I wish I could report more progress on the other sketches. I've made 

a few but my whole schedule has been thrown out of kiltdr in trying to 

catch up where I left off when I went to Hawaii _and still finish the work 

I promised to do for the Hawaiian Government. I had relied upon some other 

people helping me with parts of this latter work and they have been slow 

to Bespond which has thrown me bak. It looks like I'm alibying and 

perhaps I am but I'm still going to get your work done. 

Among the things I've been doing for the Commission, there is one 

project I think you will enjoy hearing about. Edgar Queeny and I have 

just finished a complete sound recording of a prairie chicken booming 

ground during the morning and evening performance. We've exposed a lot 

of film and hope that it turns out as well as the sound which is superb. 

Our intentions are to make a good sound movie. The sound recording not 

only gives the booming and other calls but also renders the dancing. It 

is an interesting study in itself to sit back and listen to the various 

calls detached from any visual performance. There's a lot to be learned 

about chickens from this type of study alone. 

at oalf (Ss 2 peed me / Charles “, Schwartz, 

‘THE Cc ERVATION COMMISSIO! |S SUPPORTED ENTIRELY FROM FEES FROM PERMITS ISSUED FOR USE OF WILDLIFE RESOURCES
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April 16, 198 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
2h University Farm Place, 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

First of all I want to say how glad I am to hear about the 
publisher's acceptance of the essays. That's really swell. 

The second item is that I was in error concerning the method 
of reproducing the drawings in Queeny's "Prairie Wings." The 
drawings were not high-light half-tones but were done in a roto- 
gravure sheet-fed process. I'm enclosing a sample of a high-light 
half-tone,. 

Was the oak in "The Good Oak" a black oak? You mentioned a black 
oak in the text and I wanted to make sure I drew the right kind of 
acornse 

Sincerely, 

} Jt 
i UK e AH 

Charles “. Schwartz 

THE CONSERVATION COMMISSION IS SUPPORTED ENTIRELY FROM FEES FROM PERMITS ISSUED FOR USE OF WILDLIFE RESOURCES
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‘April 27, 1948 

Mr. Charles ¥. Schwartz 
131 Porest Hall . 
Jefferson City, Missouri 

Dear Charlies 4 ; 

Yhis is to aeknowledge your letter of April 16 
‘ to Aldo. 

I cennot answer your queetion about the species 
of “Good Oak", as I do act hnve a copy of the : 
essaya here to chack. Perhaps you could got 
BALL Blader and one or two others to confirm 
your ideatifieation of it as o chedk, 

The enclosed letter was never seen hy Aldo. 
I would be glad to get your comments on the 

portions of it that concern you, and suggest 
you send 2 copy of your reply to Tamas. 

_ Sincerely, 

JIM pm Joseph J. Hickey : 
Assistant Professor 

ee One
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OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS 
OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS LONDON - CLARENDON PRESS OXFORD 

OXFORD MEDICAL PUBLICATIONS 

NEW YORK ONE FOURTEEN FIFTH AVENUE 
TELEPHONE: WATKINS 9-I100 

April 14, 1948 

Dr. Aldo Leopold 
College of Agriculture 
the University of “isconsin 
Madison 6, Wisconsin 

Dear Dr. Leopold: 

It gives me very real pleasure to write you now to confirm the substance 

of our telephone conversation of this morning, subject of course to agreement 

on royalty terms, which we did not cover in our talk. On this point, however, . 

I am certain that we shall have no trouble getting together. 

It was agreed that we are to publish your book, "Great Possessions", as illus- 
trated by Charles W. Schwartz. Assuming that the finally revised manuscript 
is in our hands by, say, October 31st of this year, we can promise to bring 
the book out well in time to take full advantage of the Fall 1949 publishing 
season, which would be in our view the right time to publish. 

As to the design and format of the book, please be assured that we shall be 
at great pains to secure the most appropriate and attractive job possible. 
When the time comes, we will submit to you sample pages showing the proposed 

layout of both the text and the illustrations (we have ail along assumed, by 

the way, that Mr. Schwartz's sketches will be black and whites, and not in 
color.) I don't know how extensive the autobiographical notes referred to 

in your Foreword are, but two points have occurred to me in thinking about 
them (without having seen them!). (1) We have envisaged a book not much 
longer than the manuscript as it now stands. This has made it possible for 
us to think of a retail price of about $2.50 — which would, I think, be the 

best price if we are to reach the wide potential audience I see for the book. 

But with the cost situation being what it is, we cannot guarantee this price. 

If the book should run much longer than it now is, the price will have to be 

increased in proportion, and we may begin to discourage buyers. (2) Just in 

principle, I feel a little hesitant about an appendix in t6&book of the kind 
you have written. An appendix seems somehow forbidding, and I am wondering 

whether there might not be some other way of fitting the autobiographical 

f notes into the framework of Part II? 

Terms. This may need some discussion since there is not only yourself but 

Mr. Schwartz to think about. In gmeral, I think the simplest procedure would 

be for us to buy the drawings outright from Mr. Schwartz, recovering this 

cost out of royalties; bat you may wish to give him a cut out of royalties.
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OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS 
OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS LONDON - CLARENDON PRESS OXFORD 

OXFORD MEDICAL PUBLICATIONS 

NEW YORK. ONE FOURTEEN FIFTH AVENUE 
TELEPHONE: WATKINS 9-I100 

Dr. Aldo Leopold -2- 4-14-48 

This is of course e@tirely up to you. Our royalty terms will have to 
be 10% of the retail price on the first 2,500 to 3,000% 124% from that 
point up to 5,000; 15% thereafter. Owing to the very high costs we are 
up against, we could scarcely manage a more favorable schedule, if we are 
to try for a retail price as low as $2.50. Perhaps you will let me have 
your thoughts about all this. 

Within the near future, we shall have some few comments on the manuscript 
itself. As I said on the phone this moming, only very minor criticisms 
have been raised, but we will assemble what we have and send them along 
for your consideration. 

For the moment that about covers things. I only want to say in closing 
that we are all extremely pleased by the prospect of publishing this book 
for you. I can't tell you how painful it would have been had we been 
obliged to turn it dow for want of room in our 1949 schedule. 

Yours very sincerely, 

pv:ice - Philip Vaudrin 
Trade Editor 
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April 14, 19he 

Mr. Williom Sloane 
William Sloane Asnociates, Inc. 
on oa 

New Yor 19, Hew York 

Dear Me. Sloane: 

when I sent you my easaya under date of December 6, : 
i mentioned that another company was already Looke- 
ing over the mamaeript at that time. fines then aes 
I have hod some pleasant corvespondense with ir. 

Heod, in which he mentioned thet the copy in your 
possession wma a dim garbon, I had an original ™ 
ready to mil you today shen 1 seasivel » talachane Ap-(¢— 

fron J maa 
Sas net pobieaiee "Teele aeaiad ok Pee 
now committed to them, tut I hasten to write you 
for your interest, and to again express may regret 
that you got an imperfect copy. ; 

BALL Vogt haa told me mach about you, and I 
hope there will be an opportunity sometime to 
a roe potent sae Thane again 
for your friendly attention to my mumeorlpt. 

Yours sincerely, 

Altpin Aldo Leopold | 

i
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April 7, 1948 

: Mr. Charles Schwartz 
131 Forest Hill 
Jefferson City, Missourt 

Dear Charlies 

The six original drawings were returned to you 
yosterday, together with printe of the photo- 

gtaphs which I had made for safety purposes. 
fo my eye, they came out partioularly well. I 
have kept @ set of the yhotographs and senf 
another to the publisher. 4 

The longer I look at the drawings, the better 
I like them. My only worry is that the publish- 

er might later deeide on some kind of paper which 
might not £1% them. I am, of course, a greenhorn 
in this field, but if you think there is a risk 
I am willing to press for 2 commitment on the 
publisher's part just as soon as he agrees to 
publish. I am sending you soon for insertion 
in your copy of the essays, certain revisions 
and substitutes which, I think, will be self 
explanatory; algo one or two additions. The 

pages are marked go that you ¢an insert then 
je : without difficulty. 

In the case of one now essay “Good Oak", I had 
visualised a series of very simple drawings 

: to separate the parts of the essay, I will 
insert » clumsy pencil oh to convey the 
thought. Se of couse in abst to yur 

With best regards to you and Libby, 

Yours ever, 

: Altpm Aldo Leopold
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COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE Ay 
THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN hh Pr 

Madison 6, Wisconsin 

March 24, 1948 

DEPARTMENT OF RURAL SOCIOLOGY 

Dear Dr. Leopold: 

I very much appreciated the opportunity for reading your 

article, "The Ecological Conscience". I realize you mst be 

somewhat of a voice in the wilderness but I hope you keep right 

on. What you say ties in so closely to the whole matter of é 

humen values that it is refreshing to read what you have to say. 

oe 

7? 
318 Aer'1 Hall . H. Kolb



February 27, 1948 

Mr, Vorman Hood 3 
William Sloane Associates, Inc. 
119 West 57th Street 
New York 19, New Yoric 

Dear Mr. Hoods 6 al 

I am very glad you wrote me about the 42! r 
that you are trying te read. 1 remember - 
out of town at the timo the mumecript was . : 
and I greatly regret that you did not get a good one. 
May I suggest thet you defer ony further. effort to 
appraise it until I can send you another one in nore 
legible shape. I will try to get this to you in ' 
the near futures. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALtpm Aldo Leopold



e e z= e . William Sloane Associates, Inc. Publishes Isr 
119 WEST 57h STREET NEW YORK 1Q, N.Y. I/@/ Clrele 54217 Cable:witsLoans 

February 24, 1948 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
College cf Agriculture 
University of Wisconsin 
42h University Farm Place 
Madison 6, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

Several of us here have read your manuscript, 
GREAT POSSESSIONS, with much interest; however, it 
did come out in editorial meeting today that 
nobody had been able to get an idea of a continuous 
script simply because the carbon copy is so blurred 
that it is very difficult to read. If it would be 
possible for you to send us the original typescript 
or an earlier carbon, I think we could do the manu- 
script much more justice. 

Sincerely, 
fe / 

Ah /, 

AV hh, SD 
Norman Hood 

NH/ah 

WILLIAM SLOANE HELEN K.TAYLOR: KEITH JENNISON> NORMAN HOOD: LEONARD BLIZARD-~
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Jomuary 28, 1946 

Mir, Charles Schmarts 
13 Forest Hill 
Jefferson City, Missourt 

Dear Oharlics 

Sbnedhed Dian soattan te beet oe ian ae 
mation a more I moire 

I like then. eanitaes te Uhoke Gnaniahl caine F'tie ae 
agcursey of your details even down to the gpecies of grasses 
mitable for exch, 

faees Oe seek She ne aah aie 9) Sn maa eels 
ldlees partioular’ wuffale sini) hates to ses 
fluttering woodeos’ against the siy relegated to second 

The thought occurs to me that these drawings are ylnersble 
to fire during this interval. Get would you think of a 
se% of photographie reprodugtions to be seathered in several 
Tapositories, not all of whieh could wn at once? Tris 

for strong wilt‘ Wn patrint Smeate of tin see at 
you axe agressble, I proceed with this. let me mow 

por Tv Os Pha eRe at 
One of these called “Good Gals” enlis for a oe of Youy 
simple sketehes to divide the suwesesive themes treated tn 
the text. I would like your reaction to this ides, of 
tepienl sketches. You of source will need to see the cxme- 
erinpt first. c 

T have not heard from the two publishers who ave now veading 
; the manurcript. 

; 

With peracnal regards and thanicing you again for the drawings, 

Yours as ever, 

Alepe Aldo Leopold j
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131 Forest Hill \7 

: Jefferson City, Mo. vf 
January 22, 19))8 om 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
2h University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

Under separate cover I am sending a few sketches for the book. 
These are illustrations for the "Sky Dance" and Upland Plover essay. 
There is still another drawing I want to make for the Sky Dance. 
You will notice these are done in two different styles which I hope 
to use if they are satisfactory. I'm sorry not to have more drawings 
done, but have been unusually busy finishing my Hawaiian report. | Lt 
is now in the mail and so I hope to start on a new program. Don t 
worry about the book, We will get it done though more time may elapse 
before it is finished than I would like. If you have any comments 
in the form of corrections or suggestions don't hesitate to make them 
for as I stated earlier I want the sketches to be accurate. 

Libby and I have had a pleasant three days with 4+rven and Kaye 
Buss as our guests. Needless to say we have spent many hours discussing 
pheasants, upland plovers, and other wildlife subjects. Irven saw the 

upland vlover pictures and seemed to like them very much. \ 

Bill and Nina are planning to visit us this coming week-end and 
we hope to make an outline for the proposed book of Missouri Mammals 
that we want to work on as part of my job with the Commission, 

We were sorry to hear of your recurrent trouble and hope that 
this letter finds you on the way to recovery. 

One more thing comes to mind - the sketches are roughly matted 
to keep them from becoming soiled. If the scotch tape comes loose, 
just stick a little more on. The scratch board is easily cracked and 
hence must be handled with care. Keep these as long as you like 
before returning them. 

Chee 

Charles W, Schwartz 

M8 

: p 4 Biba serphatn 
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Jamary 10, 1948 

Miss Phyllis Bausher : 
Charles Seribner's Sons 
597 Fafth Avenue i 
New York 17, New York 

Dear Miss Bausher: 

I have never, so far, held back on permission to 
quote oe Te a eay t seems to me that 
the request Onn is a little bit un- 
fair in relation to Figure 7 and Table 23, both 5 
of which are so badly out of date that it would a 
refledt discredit on the original work to re- 4 
publish them at this time without bringing them 2 
up to date. This is especially true of Figure 7, Z 
where better data are available from a large j 
muimber of sources. é 

I have not heard from Mr. Duguay direct. If 
suggest that permission be granted, but with the 

' specification that Figure 7, and preferably 
Table 23, be revised rather than republished 
from the original. 

Yours sincerely, 

AL gpm Alde Leopold



CHARLES SCRIBNER’S SONS 

PUBLISHERS 

597 FIFTH AVENUE NEW YORK 17, N.Y. 

Jamary 7, 198 

Mr, Aldo Leopold 
Soils Building 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

We have a request from the forestry magazine 
LA FORET QUEBECOISE of Canada to use some graphs ‘ 
from your GAME MANAGEMENT to illustrate an article 
for their magazine by Jean Duguay... Specifically, 
they want tg use Figures 3, l, 55% 9, 22 and 33 
and Table We feel that it is up to you to de- 
cide whether permission can be granted, and, if it 
is, whether a fee should be charged for their use. 
Will you please let us hear from you as soon as 
possible so that we may answer their inquiry prompt- 

ly. 

Very sincerely, 

Pl Dan 
PhyYlis Bausher 
Permissions
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Jomary 5, 1948 

Mr. Charles Schwartz 
131 Forest Hill 

d€eorson City, Missouri $ 

Dear Charlie: 

I was pleased te learn from 3111 and Mina that you are 
OO ee enon. Wh ae ene 

about the job. Ag soon as you have anything that I could 
look at, 1¢ will give me a lot of satisfaction to see it. 

I have no reply from either Oxford or Sloane as to the 
nanuseript, tut I am certain we shall find a poblisher 
somewhere. 

I my add some odds and ends in the way of essays from 
time to time. One of these, called "Prairie Birthday", ? 

will go forvard to you in a few days. Tach of these 
will be marked with the pages which they fit into the ; 
mamiseript, so please keep them in your copy and consider 
them with the others as to need for sketches, if any. 

With personal regards and best wishes for the New Year, : 

Yours as ever, 

ALspm Aldo Leopold 

Signed in Mr. Leopold's 
absence to avoid delay.
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Jamary 5, 1948 

Mr. Russell Lord 
Hditer, The Land 

. Bel Air, Maryland 

Dear Mr. Lords : 

: Thanks for your expression of interest in the - 
essays. Two publishers are now reading the 

mmuseript, and I hesitate to make any further 
: move until they have given me their opinions. 

i Should they not want the essays, you my be sure 
I will send them to you to see whether something 
can be worked out. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALipm Aldo Leopold 

Signed in Mr. Leopold's 
absence to avoid delay.
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Os OFFICE OF THE EDITOR - BEL AIR, MARYLAND | 

December 22, 1947 

Dr. Aldo Leopold 

College of Agriculture 
The University of Wisconsin 
Madison 6, Wisconsin 

Dear Dr. Leopold: 

I am eager to see those essays of yours 
end certain that we can do some good with them 
in The Land. 

All the best of the season. 

7. 
Russell Lord



es IN EB OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS 

E J | 114 Fifth Ave., New York 11, N.Y. 

To Aldo Leopold 

924 University Farm Place 

Madison, Wisconsin 

The Oxford University Press acknowledges the safe receipt 
of a manuscript entitled 

GREAT POSSESSIONS 

Date___ 19 /oa fig 

The manuscript is in the hands of our Editorial depart- 

ment from which you will hear shortly. 

While every care is exercised by us for the safekeeping and 
protection of the manuscript, we cannot be held responsible 
in the event of its loss.



December 19, 1947 

Mr, Philip Yeudrin 
Oxford University Press 
114 Fifth Aveme 
New Yoric 11, New York 

Dear Mr. Vaudrins 

I am sending you under separate cover the ame- 
eript for the essays. 

In looking these over myself I can see that 
those comprising part 1,7 Sauk County Almanac", 
does not yet conform perfectly to the almanac 
idea. ‘They were written before this particular 
arrangement was in my mind. In printing there 
should doubtless be some indication of the month 
for each individual essay. 

The manuscript does not yet contain the autoblo- : 
graphical notes referred to in the foreword, page 
Ii. I also have in mind that the volume when 

published should end up with an index, which of 
course cannot be prepared until the page proof 
etep is reached. 

The blank yellow pages are for notes by critics, 
whose advide I am now seolting. 

There are some gaps in page mubers due to changes 
in length in the process of revision, 

T might also add that Charles Schwartz of Missouri 
ig doing a serivs of illustrative sketches. le is 
the author of "fhe Prairie Chieken in Migsouri", 
and in my view is a competent artist. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALtpm Aldo Leopold 

P,S. I am uncomfortably conscious of the possibility that 
therestill remains, in cecasional spots, phrases or sentences 
that are trite or pretentious. I hope to get these out if I 
ean get my critics to spot them for me. I have never had the 
time to do the self-editing which any job of this sort needs. 
I am ready to devote next summer to this, should you decide 

there is enough solid framework to merit publication.



December 17, 1947 

Mr. Russell Lord 
Mditor, The Land 

Bel Air, Maryland 

s Dear Russell: 

_.. 1 appreciate your note and we evidently share the 
same Opinion of Hedgpeth's writings. 

After reading the last issue of The Land I meant 
. to write you to acknowledge its high quality and 

striking force. If you can keep that up you are 
getting somewhere. 

In response to your inquiry, I haven't anything 
ready except a volume of essays which are so far 
not in favor with comnariip) publishers. I have 
had it in the back of my that you might be 
interested, or would Imow where to find an interest 
in them. I realize of course that you are not yot 
in the book publishing game, but I thought you 
night have some connection with someone who is. 
Would you care to leok at then? 

Yours sincerely, 

ALtpm Aldo Leepold
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December 9, 1947 

Dr. Aldo Leopold 
Biology Department 
University of Wisconsin 

Dear Dr. Leopold: 

I'm delighted that you sent encouragement 
to Joel Hedgpeth. That young fellow is a 
comer. 

It's been a long time since we've had 
anything from you in The Land. Too long. 
Have you published anything recently that 
we could pick up? 

All good wishes, truly, 

R 11 Lord



December 19, 1947 

My. Willian Sloane . 
William Sloane Associates, Inc. 
119 West 57th Street 
Hew York 19, Hew York 

Dear Mr, Sloane? 

I am sending you under separate cover the mamis~ 
cript for the essays. 

In locking these over myself I can see that 
these comprising part I, "A Sauk County Almanec", 
does not yet conform perfectly to the almanac 
idea. They were written before this particular 
arrangement was in ay mind. In printing there 
should doubtless be some indication of the month 
for each individual essay. 

The mamecript does not yet contain the autobilo-~ 
graphical notes referred to in the foreword, page 
II. 2 also have in mind that the volume when 
published should end up with an index, which of 
course cannot be prepared until the page proof 
step is reached. 

The blank yellow vages are for notes by critics, 
whose advise I am now seeking. 

There are some gaps in page munbers due to changes 
; in length in the process of revision. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALtpn Alde Ieopold 

P.S. I am uncomfortably conscious of the possibility that 
there still remains, in oceasional spots, phrases or sentences 
that are trite or pretentious. I hope to got these out if I 
can get my critics to spot them for me. I have never had the 
time to do the self-editing which any job of this sort needs. 

: Iam ready to devote next summer to this, should you decide 
there is enough solid framework to merit publication,



William Sloane Associates, Inc. Publihas 
119 WEST 57th STREET NEW YORK 10, N.Y- WY Cirle 5-4217 Cable:witsLoans 

Ny 

December 12, ‘y947 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
University of Wisconsin 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison 6, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Thank you for your letter of December 8th 
in regard to the status of your manuscript, We 
would very much like to see it as soon as pos- 
sible and will give it a quick reading, keeping 
in mind your statement about certain weak spots 
needing revision, 

Sincerely, 

“yA 2@ 

William Sloane 

ier
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Decenber 5, 1947 

Mr. oone 
Pg gee RD 
119 West 57th Strect 
Hew York 19, lew York 

Dear Mr. Sloane? 

Yoo, I have a collection of essays ready and the 
mamseript will be sent you under sepamte cover 
in a few days. 

there are a lot of details which I hope you will 
not consider ag finn). 

Seme werk spots need revision, and there are sone 
typogmaphical errore which I failed to enteh before 
DMading. Renee Se See ee 
will, I hope, anable you te judge whether your 
sompany is interested. 

One other ¢ompany fe locking it over at present. ~ 

I might also odd that Charles Schwarts of Misecurt 
ia doing « series of illustmtive sisetchen. fie is 
the author of “The Prairie Chicken in Higsouri", 
end in my view is a competent artist. 

“Tam glad that my venture came to your attention 
through Bill Vogt, because he is certainly one of 
the people who understand what these ossays are 
about. I would be interssted to kmow when his 
ook on human ecology will become ovallable, and 
Tam glad it is in your hands. S 

Yours sincerely, 

Abrpa Aldo Leopold —



William Sl | (i tiliam Sloane Associates, Inc.Publishers AFF 
119 WEST 57h STREET NEW YORK, 1Q, N.Y. WEY Cirle §-4217 Cable:witsLoans: 

December 2, 197 

Professor Otto Leopold 
University of Wisconsin 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

Last Friday when our friend Bill Vogt was in the office discussing details 
of the publication of his forthcoming book on human ecology with us, he 
mentioned his belief that you had available for publication a book of essays 
in the field of ecology which he believed would be top-notch of their kind. 
In spite of the current depressed state of the serious book market, this 
comment of Bill's has stirred our editorial interest and enthusiasm. It 
sounds as if, assuming that you have such a book, the volume might well fit 
in with a large publishing program in this whole broad field upon which we 

Z are embarked. Would there be any possibility of our seeing your manuscript 
either now or whenever you plan to have it ready? Please let us know, at 
your convenience, and feel free to call on us for any further information 
which may be of interest to you. This is a new house and it may be that you 
have not heard of us, but I can assure you that our inquiry is based on a 
genuine interest in this field and a general enthusiasm for publishing in 

it. 

Sincerely yours, 

William Sloane 

WS: gm 

WILLIAM SLOANE: HELEN K.TAYLOR: KEITH JENNISON- NORMAN HOOD: LEONARD BLIZARD
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December 6, 1947 

Mx. John D. Guthrie 
Ville View 
Charlotte Court House, Virginia 

Dear John: 

It is good to hear from you and your sugeestiong about 
material for the essay are distinctly useable. When 
I revise it I will have seme good chances to use these 

anecdotes. : 

I failed to explain what the brands were for. My artist 
is making « drawing of one of the aspen trees on the 
eam grounds all covered with initials and brands, 
however I have enough that I can remember so that I ’ 

; will not need any additional ones. 

Ratella is well and joins me in sending Christmas 
wishes. 

With best regards, ' 

7 Yours as ever, 3 

Abana Alde Leopeld



Charlotte County Branch Wille View"  , ) 

Charlotte Court House, Virginia, Nov. 23/47. ge 
County History Board: 

AY 

JOHN D. GUTHRIE, Editor - In - Chief, Charlotte ‘y 1 

Court House z 
yw X. 

MRS. THOMAS W. FRIEND, Drakes Branch 

MRS. J. A. SCOGGIN, Drakes Branch 

MRS. A. W. H. JONES, Charlotte Court House 

MRS. H. B. CHERMSIDE, Charlotte Court House 

MRS. A. ATKINSON CHAMBERLAYNE, Historian 

Ex - Officio Member, Hampden Sydney 

Dear Leos : 

I'm mch intrigued about the proposed volume of nature essays; 

mighty glad you're doing this. Some of your nature or outdoor essays are as good 

as any that John Burroughs or Thoreau ever wrote. 
Incidentally, your letter 

of Sept. 18 to Army & Navy Club was received by me not until Nov. 20-the Club 

folks are usually pretty prompt in forwarding mail-but this time they overlook— 

-ed it-henve delay in my reply. 3 
in re " The White Mountain"-— why singuler-* 

they were always referred to locally—and on maps— as Mountains ? Would'nt it he 

well9in referring to the elevation-or high plateau- to give the average 

elevation ? Springerville is about even 7000- and khex "on top" about 8000 

at least—-not counting Old Baldy, etc. Alsg- how about "quaking aspens" 

instead of aspens ? You probably Ret did'nt mention the Blue iangey'; 

maybe that's to be a separate one- it deserves it. You have already written 

one on Escudilla (American Forests) which was exquisite. The Blue Range, as you 

know, is replete with odd and unusual place names— Salt House Trail, Honeymoon 

R.S.,Turkey Creek Hill, Ladrone Canyon (pronounced "Latherone" ), Bear Wallow, 

etc. 
You did@nt mention Mts. Ord and Thomas-as a part of "The White Mountain". 

5 Or that fine clear spring almost at the top— and the clusters of beautiful 

Bluebells growing around it- and the Indian votary beads bubbling up in the 

sand at the bottom of the spring. 
On "On Top", I'm reménded of some punches, 

after an early spring ride up there- saying that he "shivered up a sweat" , 

which always struck me as picturesque at least. Also-of the Blue and South- 

I recall back in 1909, when Homer Eaton was spending a month of so in the Office 

(then Joe Baca's old Saloon-next to Saffells) when old man Hulsey-a most 
original old pioneer— came in and gassed. Asked what in h- he was doing-making 

turkey tracks all ower that paper, etc. Eaton explained that he was making a 

a map of the country south of the Blue Range-waer so that anyone who did'nt 

know the country would get through it. Whereupon Hulsey remarked— "If folks 

dont know that country they got no business being in there !" Which had a lot 

of sense to it. Also- tho disconnected— when the Trapper Ben Lily was working 

on the Apache ( I was the first Supervisor who put him on as a"Govt. Trapper") 

and who was a great takker (as are most men who lead solitary lives), was 

working down in the Baseline Dist., and "Ulace" Casto (Ulysses S.Casto-also a 

Forest Guard), I asked him one day where Lily was working-and had he seen him 

recently, what doing, etc.— and had he (Casto) ever talked to him about his 

trapping. "Ulace's" reply was "thet he had'nt exactly talked to him but he 

had listened at him." 
I have oftern thought of that first bunch of “angers I 

had on Apache— or inherited when + went there in Nov,,1908-my first Super job-



s teed | @ $1500 per annum (and soon theresfter Bill Kobbe came to me from the Cocohino— | and before that from the “hilippines) and my Forest 4sst. (Kobbe) was getting ‘ | $1800. But the Rangers; there were Dave Rudd, Homer Eaton, Major Chapin, Billy ~— Martin, and Drayton Martin- lately demoted FS—and the wildmen- Frank Mitchell iZ Later came such notables as Billy Wheatley » Guy Rencher, gh g Pati, Ben Rogers, Harl Sizer, etc. But that first bunch was ( & Johhny Wheatley)~ certainly a collection. Of all that original bunch Billy Martin was the most reliable of all; Billy was too modest, too self-effacing,—but above all-honest, I came to know that Billy always told me the truth about a matter; Johhny Wheat- -ly was a little slick; and Frank Mitchell was the ladies man— the gay Lothario— the break“er of femenine hearts—a smooth talker and a fast worker; he and Eaton were enemies, Incidentally, Eaton was wise in leaving- for he had a lot f of office business ability— but not too mich outdoor judgment; he has done well in the commercial world and raiged (or Mrs. E. dia probably) a fine family—one- was a Col, in late War, 

But not to ramble all over the Apache map too mich: About cow brands. I have a copy of the Arizona Brand Book somewhere in my belongings here and I've looked for it but it's unlocated so far- I know I have it- and will conti nue to search for it. It would contain all the brands we knew in &pache and Greenlee Counties and then some, Did you have in mind using some brands in this White Mt. story ? Offhand, I've forgotten such brands as Gus “ecker's, Bert Colter's, Claude “Qrray's, Hank Sharpe's,—and even Charlie Thomas! and Toles Cosper's and others "down the Blue", I'll make , a thorough search for the book and extract some for you- or send you the book, just as soon as I can locate it. 
Cattle Brands themselves would make a good subject—tho it has perhaps hes been often done- think Will Barnes did, Of course you know that Cattle brands go back pretty far (See my 1920 or 21 article in Journal of Forestry on "Early English Forestry Kegulations", I ran across just the other day in local County records where Col. Clement Read back in about 1750 had his earmarks recorded here in the Court Order Book, if I'm not mistaken, the Bible (Old Testament) mentions cattle brands-or certainly earmarks for cattle, 

I still have on my mind (and in ny files) my proposed volume on what I may call "Fables for Foresters"-9 collection of mostly "tall tales" of Rangers, of the forest, etc. Did'nt I ever send you my version of the Apache Recon, party and the young forester who was persuaded (by you’ and others of that famous party) that he could obtain any kind of a dog : he wanted by requisition from theP roperty Asst. at Ogden ? I wrote it up for inclusion in my "Fables"—also "Peék's Indian Fight", as written by Bert Goaddard, also red Ames' Cougar Fight in Oregon. I have about 40 or so heavy line drawings (to imitate woodcuts) to illustrate the Fables; the drawings are —the best part of the story, I think, made by a clever young artist-draftsman who used to be in the Wash. office, 
Back to Ben Lily: J.Frank Dobie,Texas, started to write the story of Ben Lily's life-before the last Wer-when his assignment to England delayed it. Both Fred Winn and I sent him all the dope we had on Ben, Here 1 am in Texas— so I'd better stop. My best to Estella and all the family- and more power to you on those essays. And 1811 follow up with the 8rends as soon as I can locate that book, Yours— 

«. Lightening: I recall vone stigomy night c 
4d riding ton top! when the air was so, ‘ ») Be 
«) charged with electricity that the taps wr 

eq: of Darkie's ears and his mane 7 \ 5 glowed-and when 1 heppned to touch “—~ 
his mane with my bare hand, I got . 
a distinct shock. 

ae



*& , ‘ \ Abs A "Whodunit" ? Was it you or L, or Wolcott, or Fred Winn ? 4 

Ne You were on Apache in 1912, won't you ? Anyway— we must have been 

: worrying about Orders about whatnots and whosits at the time-and thus 

f relieved ourselves somewhat by this outburst. 

ond. "Bhodunit"- "Apache Show-Me Trip"- Ye gods and little minnows ! 

77 Phoenix city slickers wandering ( and getting lest) over 

the White Mts. ? AND- note also— "the Springerville, Eagar, and 

. Greer Chambers (of Commerce" ! I dont doubt that Springerville 

has by now a Rotary Club. Thank whatever gods there be that 

we saw and knew that country when... ! : 
os)



a cacchow 7 dir ateecicn aetna ie ee ee ee adaress. 
you show your practical interest in giving this belated honor to the great 

"Voice of Liberty" by acting at once? 

Very sincerely yours, 
CHARLOTTE COUNTY TRUSTEES OF THE 
PATRICK HENRY MEMORIAL FOUNDATION, — 

R.S.Chamberlayne,Jr., L.Gerald Cheney, 
Herbert B.Chermside, David K.E.Bruce, 
D. Y. Henry, John H. Daniel, 

Enclosures. John D. Guthrie. 
OFFICERS: HON. JAMES S. EASLEY, President; MAJOR JOHN D. GUTHRIE, First Vice-President; HON. ALEXANDER W. WEDDELL, Second Vice-President; THOMAS C. 
BOUSHALL, Treasurer; FIELDING L. WILLIAMS, Secretary; HENRY L. CARAVATI, Finance Director. BOARD OF TRUSTEES: Delaware: MRS. ALFRED I. DUPONT, Districe 
of Columbia: GEN. GEORGE C. MARSHALL, COL. FRANK MCCARTHY, LLOYD B. WILSON. Illinois: HON. RALPH A. BARD. Nevada: HON. PAT MCCARRAN, New Jersey: 
MRS. S. B. PENICK, New York: CAPT. E. V. RICKENBACKER, RT. REV. H. ST. GEORGE TUCKER. North Carolina: HON. JOHN J. PARKER. JULIAN PRICE. Pennsylvania: 
MICHAEL FRANCIS DOYLE, DR. WM. DRAPER LEWIS, BRIG. GEN. C. D. YOUNG. Virginia: F. H. BEDFORD, G. D. BROOKE, COL. D. K. E. BRUCE, HON. HARRY F. 
BYRD, HON. PRESTON W. CAMPBELL, ROBERT S, CHAMBERLAYNE, JR., I. GERALD CHENEY, H. B. CHERMSIDE, HON. COLGATE W. DARDEN, JR., HOMER L. FERGUSON, x JUNIUS P. FISHBURN, DR. DOUGLAS S. FREEMAN, DR. FRANCIS P. GAINES, DR. EDGAR G. GAMMON, SAM P. GOODLOE, C. O'CONOR GOOLRICK, R. M. HAZELWOOD, 
D. Y; HENRY, JOHN R_ HUTCHESON, THE MOST REV. PETER L. IRETON, MRS. H. H. SMITH, SR., HON. EDWARD R. STETTINIUS, JR., MRS. GRANVILLE G. VALENTINE, 
Lewis C. WILLIAMS, R. DOUGLAS WILLIAMS, HOMER S. WILSON. 

. s “ 7 .
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ee ass ee ADMINISTRATIVE BULLETIN, . pee a 
October:8, 1947 °°: . Region 3,.U. S, Forest ‘Service Bey Nope” 

NATIONAL FIRE PREVENTION WEEK The week of October 5-11 has been designated 
wine F me ‘ National Fire Prevention Week, .The President 
has asked the cooperation of every citizen in preventing- fires and reducing the 
losses of lives and property which result from them. We in the Department of 
‘Agriculture have a special responsibility in the'matter of fire prevention and 
also a direct responsibility for safeguarding the buildings occupied by the De- 
partment. In addition, each of us might well make,a check of his home and take 
nécessary steps to remove amy hazards that-may be discovered, = 

CARSON HAS NOVEL FLOAT Some fifteen years ago there was a small sawmill in the 
a8 . Moreno Vall y,near the Carson Forest which wound up its 

_ @tistence leaving'a single Douglas £38Ftoo large to saw, “For somé reason ft. was 
néver unloaded from the wagon which hauled. it.to the mill, and during all these 
years the wagon and-its log have stood there in the tall’ grass: which now hides 
the'scars of the old mill site, Comes now La..Fiesta, del Dia.San Geronimo, and 
the Carson Forest looking for a suitable float for the parades . Someore happened 
to think of the log, waiting on its patient wagon’in the Moreno Valley, ;and after 
considerable greasing of axles, soaking of wheels, and patching with hay-wire 
the ‘ancient vehicle and its burden were towed into towns There, with suitable 

embellishments, including pretty girls, forest greenery, and placards they rumbled 
along in the parade, .Later the fléat was parked in the Plaza, dnd“is néwW to be- 
come a permanent community exhibit. Doubtless, there. is hidden somewhere in this 
resurrection a peg on which to hang a gem of philosophical dissertation, It es— 

capes us for the moment, but of one thing we are sure = it was a darned good PR 
“ddea, 5 fer ; he = 

PERSONNEL NES : oo merge Shing See 

Leon 0, Hill, forester (DFR), from San Mateo Ranger District, Cibola, to Jemez 
River Ranger District, Santa Fe, 9/28/47. ~ Seti tates er AG ey 

Cleo J,’ Anderson, from Forester (ADR) Mountainair Ranger District to Forester 
: (DFR) San Mateo-Ranger District, Cibola,-9/28/k7 ye Th as 

Frederic A. Baker, landscape architect, RO, retirement (disability), 9/30/47 
Dorothy Baker, returned for duty filly recovered from a minor operations She 

enjoyed the flowers which were sent by the RO group-and'thanks one “and-all 
for being remembered. ne ee moe Se Tn eee) et 

Alejandro J, Roybal, formerly of Fiscal Control, RO, now with’ the Bureau’ of Ani- 
mal Industry in Mexico, married October 4, 1947¢ et neat 

INCREASE-IN AGRI~ Agriculture in the past ‘six’years has increased production 
| CULTURE PRODUCTION. of..milk by 13%; eggs 23%; chickens 33%} cattle and calves 

Uae eee eae A3%sheat. 49%} and fruit 57%. ‘American people are ‘eating 
16% more food than they did before ‘the war’ and they would like to buy and eat 
more, ie heed = 

AMBASSADORS OF-GOOD A recent bulletin of the Public Administration Service says 
of the Federal service, "It is the field people of the fed- 
eral agenciés who mect the general ‘public:and. impress it 

with the quality of service rendered or’ the fairness of controls exercised, It 
is in the field, also, that the federal government can acquire a bad reputation 
for poor performance in both service and regulatory functions," 

(Over)



WAS THE WISH FATHER F. J. Monighan, supervisor of the Sitgreaves, had an cx- 
TO THE SUGGESTION? hibit at the Navajo County Fair, illustrating a watershed 

be cman a vine simoneom nd its functions... The.exbihit bhad.a number of .treess.. 
Someone madé a suggestion that they be offered as a prize to the best kept yard 

in Holbrook, The suggestion was adopted and the trees were planted.in the . 
Navajo County court house lawn. The caretaker of the court house lawn is W, B. 
Cross, and he is the gentleman who also made the suggestion, © ; : 

JUNIOR FORESTER EXAMINATION On or about October 14, 1947 ) an dnnouritement will 

es ; be made for a Civil Service examination: for Ju- 
nior Agricultural Assistant. The announcement will provide for 20 options ,- 

and the Junior Forestér position will be included in one of the optiorisy * Two 

sub-options (a) Forest, and (b) Range, will be included, 

PHYSICALLY HANDICAPPED: The week of October 5-11, 1947, has been proclaimed by 

ARB GOCD WORKERS > President Truman, as directed by a joint resolution of 

AEN ee TE 7 Congress, as "National Employ The Physically Handicapped 

Week." Ina survey of 29,000 workers it was found that handicapped workers had 

a higher production rate than non~handicapped workers on the same jobs, Of ; 

course, handicapped workers must be ‘placéd in jobs which it is physically pos- 

sible for them'to fill, = ee 

HANDLE ‘THOSE MARKET Most farmers feed and manage their market animals with a 

ANIMALS CAREFULLY great deal of caro, Yet some turn around at market time 

BY SRS Seat t “and handle these animals carclessly, «Official figures 

show that careless handling on -the way to market is resporisible every year, for 

\ the loss of enough meat food to feed six army divisions for twelve: months. 

¥'/ THE GENTLE ART OF We do not know who was kidding whom but the following J'Order 

| THE RAZZBERRY No, 2001" published in the Apache News for February, 1912, 

f and sent to us by some unidentified contributorbears the | 

i unmistakable earmarks of the Brooklyn cheer: ee : : ( 

| "On receipt of this Order rangers will drop,all more pressing work ee 

\ and. devote their entire time. to the pursuit of young gray squirrels. : 

{ It is suggested that the work be confined as much as possible.-to the* 

\ tall timber, : On no account should the, squirrels be treated roughly — 

; -and it: is desirable that. they be caught if possible without getting. 

: them out. of’ breathe, Each ranger should be cquipped with a bottle .of 

cow's milk diluted with rice water, Bottle, nipples and ricc,may be |. 

= had on requisition. Water for this purpose may .b¢ carried in the five i 

gallon South African Water Bags.". ae ae eee 

Reminds .us of the. time when the W.05. got concerned about the house-fly -popu- 

j lation. in’ Ranger Stations .and’ asked.in. the Bylletin, for suggestions“oncon="* 

\ trolling the pests. .The low soale: of, ranger, salaries was also a hot“ issue at 

: the moment,:and some embittered squl,replied,,."Shut ‘em up in the station kit— 

chen and ict them starve to deaths" sn ie? ; 

SAFETY SAM SAYS: «+ "Justa scratch", he lightly said —., EO Romeo 5 

fr ee iale: “.. -But daisies now grow oter, his heads .. oaoes ae, 

jeirhas Siva aes Meee Bates ayy Seciay dis Eee ii eS Go a OR 3, E> el ey
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ADHINISTRATIVE BULLETIN 
October 22, 1947 -Region 3, U.S, Forest Service No. 19 

THE MOVIE AS AW A report from the WO states that. Region 3 has made 422 

EDUCATIONAL FORCE showings of motion pictures in 1946 to a total of 55,030 
. ; persons, This is a decided improvement over 1945 when 

199 showings were made to 29,879 people, The same improvement in 1946 is ; 
-shown for all Regions, with 5,007 showings to 819,965 persons, The report 
asks to please continue to encourage borrowers of films to submit reports of 
their use on Form'471 and to make sure that similar reports are submitted by 

our own people. : d : 

EXCERPTS FROM SITGREAVES Wotice vegetation is very sparse - soil loss has : 
RANGE TRAINING TRIP been tremendous - is it overgrazed? One mile further 

on - Entering Sitgreaves National Forest "For the 
next few miles note the almost pure stand of blue grama grass and the amount 

left on the ground at the end of the grazing season." And so-goeth the pam- 
phlet of the Sitgreaves ational Forest Range Training Trip, It is well 
thought out, tells about the crops raised on the forest, the number of people 
benefitting from them, It is gotten out. as a motor log and combines a 

' description of the economic values of the forest with its scenic values, 
Future motor logs would. be. much more effective along the Sitgreaves approach, 

FOREST SERVICE PICNIC About 105 people attended the RO Forest Service annual 
= : ae Fe picnic at the Boy-Scout Camp at Cedro Canyon in the. 

Cibola National Forest on Saturday, Oct, 11 at 12:00.noon until sundown, A 
beef barbecue was served, Sam Hicks as cook - the food was ably served by 

Lloyd Dahl, Mrs, Ed ancona, Crystal Allen, Frances Kaufman, Ed Perry and, Irene 
Jones, The crowd pitched horseshoes, played baseball or danced, raced on % 

foot, talked and played target shooting games, Hileen Watkins and Lloyd 

Dahl won the. foot race and although no other. champions emerged, everyone ~ 

< -returned home, hale and hearty, and pleased with the food, the outing and 

the company, a Biel tag . ; = 

CONSERVATION COMMITTEES APPOINTED .The. American Federation of Labor of New 

BY LABOR AND WOMAN'S GROUPS . . Mexico passed a resolution at.its annual 
a convention in Carlsbad on.Oct. 11 author- 

‘izing, the appointment of a conservation committee, | The purpose of this com 

‘ mittee‘is to gather facts on the condition of our natura] resources, to devise 

a program to rebuild them and to work with other conservation agencies to 

attain the objective, . : 

; The Santa Fe Archdiocesan Cotinctl:of Catholic women, at their convention 

a in Albuquerque on Oct, 15, passed a similar resolution, 

“ NEFE The Wational Federation of ‘Federal Employees is an organization that 

sponsors a truly modern, ‘progressive system of personnel administration 

for the Federal Government, Some‘call it a Union ‘and refuse to join; it has 

no affiliation with any labor organization and: there.is no radical element 

thet controls it, It ié given official cognizance 6n page 94a of Vol, 1 of 

our Manual.: It has supported every worthwhile measure for the good of the | 

federal employee since 1917. Wo pressure is used to urge membership: but if 

each of us knew how much this organization had done for the employee we would 

be deluged with applicmtions for membership, Do you desire an application 

card? ea: (Ree ~-Llew Putsch 

Re oe (Over)



—* PERSOUNEL NEWS 

Joseph Rogers, storekeeper, Div. of Operation, RO — ®ermination. 

Steve Neal, general district asst, Sierra ancha 2.D., Tonto, termination, 10/9. 
Hrs, Zelma B, Willoughv, clerk-steno, Crook, transfer to Bureau of Land 

Management, 10/3. --- : ; ; é aoe 

Robyn S, Doty, clerk, Zngineering Equipment Service, Phoenix Depot - transfer 

from SCS, 10/13. ; . 
Pred WN, Newnhaa - from forester (DFR) Tesuque 2,D,, Santa Fe to Div. of 
Timber Management, RO, 10/15; = oon 

George L, McFarland has. returned ‘to position of audit clerk, Fiscal Control, y 

HO, 10/132 oe ae : z 
Mrs, Flora li,'Jenco, temporary appointmént, cléri-steno, Crook, 10/13. 
Mrs, Vélma J, Ray, temorary appointment, clerk-steno, Crook, 10/13. 

G, Bernie Houston, automotive mechanic, from SCS to Forest Service, Div, of 

Engineering, 1o/ie, : : 

Haskell F, Wellman; auto mechanic helper, “Engineering, Equipnent Service, HO, 
resigned 10/8. 0° aia ee 2 
jlargery ti, Braden, mirried10/6, and Ys now iirs. :argéry B. Griffin, “ildlife 

Management Div., RO, . oe ; S 5 af E es 

% tad APACHE SHOW-ME TRIP On Sdpts. 27 Gordon Bade and Hugh Cassidy accompanied a 

' * group on @ trip over the high portion of the forest, 

There were a total of 77 people composed of 45 members of thé Phoenix Chenber 
of Commerce, the balance being members of the Springerville, Eagar and Greer 

* Chambers - the Phoenix group being guésts of the others. i : ts 

The trip was a circle around the Sheep Springs, Sheep Crossing, Big Lake, 

Water Canyon route, with ong stop at Grand View, Practically all the Phoenix 

people were strangers to ‘northern Arizona and enjoyed the trip immensely, 

Recreation, timber and watershed nenagenent were the main subjects of dis- 

cussion, _ : oe ; : oot eR Be wane 

FROM TONTO Miss Sue Uren, ex-Tonto'who, early in 19U5 cast her lot with the 

TO HAWAII Veterans Administration and shortly thereafter was assigned to 

duty at that Buredu's Honolulu office, tells us by recent letter 

that as of October 3, 1947 she is by resignation ex-Veterans administration, 

Miss Uren is now Secretary to the Manager of the Parker ranch (second largest 

ranch in the U.S.) on the "Big Island! - Hawaii, Sue has a five-roon cottage, 

all her own (and in this housing shortage), and all the best cuts of beef she 

can eat at 10¢ per pound (and in this time of high meat prices)!} = 
Sue wishes to be reuembered to all of her friends in R-3, Her address, 

in case anyone would like to drop her a line, is Kamuela, Hawaii, De He 
~--alma McKee 

LUMBERMEN'S PaRTY ‘The New Mexico Co,, wholesale millwork firm of Albuquerque, 

is having. a party for ell New liexico lunber dealers, their 

fanilies and employees Oct. 25, A buffet luncheon and evening barbeque are 

on the agenda, and Otto Lindh has been invited to give a talk on forest manage- 

nent, The letter of invitation came through archie Bolander of the Carson, 

personal friend of John Maynard, president of the concern, The Maynards have 

a swimer hone on the Carson, In the letter, Mr, Maynard practically out-did 

the F.S, in advocacy of sustained yield managenent, 

SAFETY Remember the National Safety Council's slogan: "The life you save 

might be your own," 

The hunting season is now on so remember 

that your wife or girl friend nay not 

be the only one who thinks you are a 

: DEER!
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December 2, 1947, . 

Mr, Philip Vaudrin 
Trade Nditer 
Oxford University Press 
11k Mirth Aveme 
New York 11 

Dear “ry, Yaudrin, 

I appreciate your interest in the essays, Yes, I have completed 
enough of them to give a general picture of what they are like, 
and I will forward the manuseript to you within a week or ten 
days. At the moment I mm writing a new foreword which I would 
like to complete before you look at them, 

Ho I am not committed elsewhere. I had a tentative offer from | 
Knopf, but his readers finally decided against mblication on 
grounds of lack of contimiuity, ‘this is why I om rewhiting the 
foreword: the better to orient the reader on why and how the 
@ssays add up to a aingle idea. 

I am pleased that H4 Graham should have called the sssaye to 
your attention, beemae he is the sort of person who would know 
what they are all about, 

You will hear from me again shortly. 

es Sinan Yours stneerely, 

Aldo Leopold 

| 
X \ ae 

Bi f \ 1 4
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OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS 
OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS LONDON * CLARENDON PRESS OXFORD 

OXFORD MEDICAL PUBLICATIONS 

114 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK 11 

Y-1200 

TELEPHONE: WATKINS Q-¥£00 

November 28, 1947 

Dr. Aldo Leopold 
Department of Wildlife Management 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Dr. Leopold: 

I have just received a letter from Luna 

Leopold informing me that you have now com- 
pleted the book of essays concerning which I 
had some correspondence with your son about a 
year ago, as you will perhaps recall. It was 
from Ed Graham, I believe, that I originally 
learned that you were at work on such a book. 

The purpose of this letter is to say that 
we should be very much interested in reading 
your manuscript with a view to making you an 
offer of publication, in the event that you are 
not already committed elsewhere. 

Yours very sincerely, 

Philip Vaudrin 
Trade Editor 

PV ldb
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* November 29, 1947 

Charles Schwartz 
‘ st Hill 
— a n City, Missouri 

Dear Charlie, 

a would heep a lot to have some sample drawings, There is time 
because I am convinced I mst rewrite the introduction before 

trying another publisher. I'm glad Knopf didn't discourage you. 

Have you seen Jaques’ latest: Canadian Spring? (Harpers) He is 
magnificent as usual, 

Yours ever, 

ea j 
At



[es CHARLES AND ELIZABETH SCHWARTZ ® ROUTE 6® COLUMBIA ® MISSOURI 

131 Forest Hill 
Jefferson City, Mo. 
Nov. 17, 19h7 

lr. Aldo Leopold 
Department of Wildlife Management 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

I am sorry to hear the discouraging news from Alfred Knopf but 
know you will be successful in placing the essays elsewhere. My 
enthusiasm hasn't dwindled a bit and I'm hoping to get more time for 
the illustrations when 197 is over. 

Perhaps it would be wise if we had several of the illustrations 
available for one or two of the essays to accompany the manuscript 
when you send it to a prospective publisher. What do you think of 
this idea? I have been working on several illustrations and when I 
have more finished will send them on to you. I intended to send - 
some other examples but have been using them for my Hawaiian report 
and just couldn't find the time to part with them. 

Sincerely, 

Cs AO



Novembor 11, 1947 

Mr. Charles Schwarts 
131 Forest Hill 
Jefferson City, Missourt 

Dear Charley: 

I am sorry to tell you that Alfred Knopf Co., who 
originally had been very encouraging about the 
essays, )ave now turned them down. 

I will of course go ahead trying other publishers, 
end failing any commercial publisher, I will bring 
“them out myself. That, however, would likely kill 
any prospect of reyalties for either of us. 

As far as I am concerned, my offer to compensate 
you for your time still stands, you to fix the 
gum. You would have to guess, though, on such 

details as kind of paper, degree of reduction, 
ete. 

With personal regards, 

Yours evor, 

ALspm Aldo Leopold
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Novenber 18, 1947 

Mr, Clinton Simpson 
Alfred A. Knopf, Inc. 
501 Madison Avenue 
New York, New York 

Dear Mr. Simpson: 

I have neglected to write you in reply to your 
letterof November 5 turning down the essays. 

‘orn 1 am disappointed, tut I thank you for 
ir taking the pains to analyze the reasons why, 

Thia will give me something to start from in go- 
ing over them again. I still think that they have = oO 
a unity es they are, but I have evidently nestertat (e000 4 

: to make clear how and why such is the case. 

T cannot at this time foresee just what I will 
try to do with thom, but in any event, if I 
decide to follow your plan, I will get in 
teuch with you again. ‘Thanks for your help. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALgpm Aldo Leopold
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vA ALFRED: A: KNOPF _ 
: INCORPORATED Cy 

“io Oxs 

5OI MADISON AVENUE 

Cablese KNOPF NEW YORK New York Telephones: PLaza 3-4761 

November 5, 1947 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

We have now had three readings of your manuscript, and have discussed it at some 

length; and the conelusion is that it is far from being satisfactorily organized as a 

book. I am sure that this will not surprise you - indeed, you yourself called it a first 

attempt at organization. Everyone agrees that there is scme first-rate writing through- 

out but that it is very uneven. 

What we like best is the nature observations, and the more objective narratives 

and essays. We like less the subjective parts - that is, the philosohpical reflections, 

which are less fresh, and which one reader finds sometimes "fatuous" The ecological 

argument everyone finds unconvincing; and as in previous drafts, it is not tied up with 

the rest of the book. 

In short, the book seems unlikely to win approval from readers or to be a 

successful publication as it now stands, and a more fundamental. kind of revision is 

needed than the detailed, page-by-page. comments you asked would suggest. 

One plan, and I think the best one, is similar to a suggestion that I made 

some time ago. It is that, instead of organizing the book according to more or less 

abstract subjects, and instead of trying to cover so much territory, you might concen=- 

trate on the 120 acres of woodland you bought. This could be s simple narrative telling 

from the beginning how and why you chopse the land, bought it, and how you and your family 

traced and developed the animal life, planted pines and fruit trees and developed the 

woodland, what you do in changing seasons and why, and what you hope to do in the futmié. 

This kind of book, which would use much of the mterial you already have, and into which 

we believe you could tie in all your general ideas, would have a natural continuity that 

the present book lacks. I understand that this involves a complete revision and rewriting, 

= but if you care to tackle it, we believe it would result in a successful book.



Since there appears to be no point in making detailed comments on the 

manuscript at present, I am returning it to you separately. I hope that you will 

consider our suggestion of a different overall plan, and will be glad to hear your 

comments on it. 

: Yours sincerely, . 

Gt ALFRED A, Pe 

Cs;i¢ Clinton Simpson 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
Department of Wildlife Management 
424 University Farm Place 

a 

a lites
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Oetober 16, 1947 

My. Olaus Murte 
Moose 

Wyoming 

Dear Olaust 

I am extremely gratified that you find the 
@ilderness essay,in general, tof good quality. 
It algo thank you for the possible designation 
of weak spots which I will work over before 
4% goes to press. Yeo, by all means retain 
the carbon copy, and if your son is interested 
in reading it, so mech the better. I want to 
send a final revision to both you and Howard 
after I have incorporated both your comments. 

With personal regards, 

Yours faithfully, 

ALiPM Aldo Leepold
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4 CHARLES G. WOODBURY 

Dr. Aldo Leopold, e 
424 University Farm Place, 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

Not until now did Ihave achance to read your 
manuscript on "Wilderness." I am a very poor one to read 
anything of yours with a view to offering criticism. I 
am so carried away by what you write, and your manner of wesent- 
ing it, that I can only feel "yes, yes" all along the line, 
and feel an elation and a desire to show it to everyone. 
I say this very sincerely. 

On page 1, Sth paragraph, I wonder if we should 
use the term ‘museum piece". I have used it also, but I now 
wonder if it does not denote in the minds of many readers 
too small an area, and thus militate against our efforts to 
maintain wilderness on an adequate scale. Also, I feel that 
adequate wilderness preservation may continue to influence 
culture. Can both ideas be included, past and continuing? 

P. 11, next to last paragraph: Did you not intend 
to say: "In Europe, where wilderness has retreated...." etc.? 

I am retaining the carbon copy. If you wish it, 
please drop me a post card. Prior to publication, I should 
like to refer to it again, possibly even let my son and his 
companions at Reed College, Portland, read it. All right? 

Zahnie and I were at Denver at meetings of Inter- 
national Association of Fish and Game Commissioners, and they 
pessed a resolution favoring wilderness without comment. 
Also endorsed Quetico-Superior program. 

ae Sincerely, 

ag | Ohana gt! ee Olaus J. Murie 7?
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131 Forest Hill iw 
Jefferson City, Missouri U 
October 1h, 197 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
Department of Wildlife Management 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

Your photographs arrived safely and I have enjoyed referring to 
them, The one showing the take-off of a pheasant is exceptionally 
good and should make a wonderful enlargement. Also the skunk tracks 
made a good shot. 

We have just moved in our new home and spent the week-end 
unpacking boxes. In the course of this undertaking, I came across 
some sketches made in Hawaii which I am planning to send you as 
samples of technique. I'll try to get to this sometime this week 

( as soon as we are a little more settled, We are quite pleased with 
our house and the prospects of being settled are quite close now. 

We had an enjoyable dinner with Nina and Bill last night = 
preceding a seminar Libby and I gave on our Hawaiian survey. 

Sincerely, 

Charles W, Schwartz
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Dr. Aldo Leopold / 

yo University Farms Oy — f 4 

Madison, Wisconsin , f 

Dear Aldo: 

The reprint on phenology has been read with considerable 

interest and I certainly wish to thank you for sending it. 

It should provide a wealth of assistance in making the 

drawings of "Great Possessions", I have continued reading 

the essays and hope to gradually accumulate additional 

reference material for the drawings so I can work on them 

at any opportunity I have. 

Very truly yours, 

CONSERVATION COMMISSION 

BY: De te 
Cc. W. Schwartz 

Technician 

THE CONSERVATION COMMISSION IS SUPPORTED ENTIRELY FROM FEES FROM PERMITS ISSUED FOR USE OF WILDLIFE RESOURCES
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September 16, 1947 

Major John D. Guthrie 
c/o Aray and Bavy Club 
Washington, D. 6. 

Dear John: 

I hope sometime within the year to publish a volume of essays, one of whieh 
enclosed, deals with our old stamping ground. First of all, I would welcome 

any suggestions which may occur to you as to content and treatment. 

T also need some coaghing from you for the benefit of the artist who will 
make several sketchos for this essay. oes would you please soribble 
down some of the cattle brands that were % in the White Mountain region 
during our day? I remember only the following: 
What I need is additions you can mke to this list. 

If you think of any incidents which might fit in, I would be grateful if you 
would remind me of thon. 

How are things going on the farm? I hope you didn't get entirely fried during 
the August heat. 

I hear Ring is up as a fellow of the 81%. I entirely approve, and I imagine 
you will. ae 

Eetella and I are still hoping that you may consent to visit us some dey. The 
family 19 doing nicely. Starker is at Berkeley and holds the same job that I 
do. una is in Hawaii working for the sugar and pineapple people, working as 
meteorologist. Mina is at Columbia, Missouri where her husband is in the 
zoology department. Carl is completing his degree in botany at Harvard. 

Estella sends her love. 

Yours as evor, 

ALaPM Alde Leopold
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September 17, 1947 

My. Charles Schwarts 
c/o Dr. ¥. 0, Schwartz 
508 North Grand 
St. Louis, Myssouri 

Dear Charlies 

I greatly enjoyed our visit and I am moh pleased 
with your interest in our common problem. 

The phenology paper is being sent you. This my 
give you some background for any sketches which 
are to pertain to certain dates in this region. 
It will apply, of course, only to part one of 
the essays. ; 

Tomorrow I will select the photographs we talked 
about and after prints have been mde they will 

be sent you. These photographs I hope will 
reach you sometine within two weeks. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALIPH Aldo Leopold
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Charlie Schwartz | 
Creorrtiant abdrcey 

Dear Charlie: ‘ 

| fh In accordance with your letter of August 20, I am sending you by i 

registered mail a copy of the essays. I am sending this to your i 
i home address at Sappington. 

; I will call you on the morning of the 14th and hope you can spend 
the rest of the day talking over the venture. It will help if you 

/ can read a considerable part of the essays in the interin. ais 

The copy sent you has inserted blank pages for notes, rough sketches, 
or any other motion you wish to make. : 

Since I eae until now to furnish you with the complete : 
; manuscript I BEA that both of us approach the job with the first ' i 

essential question in mind: does the job evoke your enthusiastic 3 

and if it does will you have time to\exécute it? In short I don't 
wnat to assume that you have made a commitment until you have seen the 

x ; full details. 

Regardless of the essays it will be a pleasure to have a visit with : 
you in person. 

‘ _ With best regards, f : ; 

Yours leas. 

} ‘i L ~ : Wr | 
9 ont) ; . 

ee ee 
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% C. We Reeder 
412 We. 9th Ave. 
Columbus 1, Ohio 
August 20, 1947 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

I am glad it will be suitable for us to get together in 
St. Louis on Sept. 14th as this will fit into my plans very 
well. Both Libby and I regret that we cannot visit you and 
Mrs. Leopold in Wisconsin at this time but we hope to do so 
later. 

I will be in Columbus until about the thirteenth of 
next month after which you can contact me in care of my father, 
Dr. F. 0. Schwartz, 508 N. Grand, St. Louis (office) or 
Kennerly Road, Sappington, Missouri (home). 

; I was very much impressed with Jaquest drawings in 
"Spring in Washington" and also by his recent work in "South 
American Zoo" by Von Haagane I have followed and admired 
his work for some time and have a collection of the books 
he illustrated for his wife. 

Sincerely, 

Charles W. Schwartz
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September 11, 1947 

i Mr, Clinton Simpson 
Alfred A. Knopf, Ine. f 
501 Madison Avenue 

: New York 22, New York 

Dear Mr. Simpson: 

It is gratifying to get your prompt and friendly 
"yes" ag to the essays. They go forward by 
registered mail. " 

I was a bit reckless in using the term "finished". 
sina eo cemented dae ein th 
ee to organize the mterial. It wil ce, 
Pp ps, to give you an overall view of the job. 
If you decide favorably, I want to go on a deliber~ 
ate hunt for criticism of the mamscript, including 
any you are willing to give me. 

This week I am interviewing a young artist - Charles 
Schwartz of Missouri - as to possible interest in 
the illustrations. If that is no go, I shall try 
Jaques, who did Halle's "Spring in Washington". 

Yours sincerely, 

ALsPM Aldo Leopold
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BOOKS 

ALFRED » Av KNOPF, Inc. 

501 MADISON AVENUE 
New York 22, N.Y. 

September 9, 1947 

Dear Professor Leopold, 

I cannot think of a nicer 

surprise than to hear that your manuscript 

is finished, and I hope you will send it to 

us right away. You may be sure that we are 

still very much interested in it, and will 

give it careful attention and thought. It 

is nice to hear from you again. ; 

Yours sincerely, 

co for ALFRED A. KNOPF, Inc. 

Clinton Simpson 

es;je 

Professor Aldo Leopold fi 

Department of Wildlife Management 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin



September 5, 1947 

to, GLanton Mgeed ts knophy i. 
iow Yoate 224 How 2 Youks 22, Hew Yorts 

Dear He. Slmpeant 

You my be surprised to hear thet I have now 

with the ee os Seabase af del’ Me your 
19M, Anguat ay 1G, onl Avril 29, 196. w a 
yeu ave interested in seeing the remit, I an 
wendy to forward the mumseript at once. 

i of course do not ascuse that any comaltment 
© tie Gaus "hc thigh beans teas coon 
my delay. I an simly looking for « pubiicher 
of whet wo may vragard os 6 new mumecript, 1 tink 

‘ it hae benefitted by your former oritiolen and ad+ 

Yours aimercly, 

Als Aldo Leap la
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August 5, 1947. i 

Mr. Charles ¥, Schwartz 
fee 

2%, Minth Avenue 
Colombus » Ohio 

Dear Charlie, 1 

I think there is some point is your letter of August 2 and I take 
4t you would be willing to run down to St. louis at the time of 
the Stephens Dinner. Accordingly, I am altering my reservations 

to get there the lth instead of the 15th, and will plan on spend- 
ing a day or mre with you, I will write you later just when I 
will arrive and at what hotel I will stay. 

What I have in mind is this, I will send you the essays within a 
week, A day's conference will suffice as a starter. There will 4 
doubtless be need for more extended conferences later, but we can ; 
worry about that when the time comes, 

If you have not done 90, I suggest you read jouis Hale's Soring 
in Mathington mainly to look at Jacques! drawings. eo 

, 7 * . 
With personal regards. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 

*% =
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St. Louis, Missouri 
August 2, 1947 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

I was glad to get your letter of July 23 addressed to 
me in Jefferson City. Libby and I are still trying to include 
a trip to Wisconsin in our plans for this month but some 

i complications have arisen which make us undertain. 

In a recent conversation with Dr. Rudolf Bennitt, he 
mentioned that you were to attend a dinner in St. Louis 
about Sept. 15 in honor of Mr. Stephens. The possibility 
occurred to me that we might arrange to spend some time 
together then and I wondered how this would fit into your 
plans. I do not know where we will be living at that time 
because of our housing problem but if I am to be in Missouri 
this might be a suitable time for our get-together. 

Please let me know your reaction to this suggestion 
(% C. We. Reeder, 412 W. Ninth Avenue, Columbus 1, Ohio). 
If it does not seem best, we will try to keep our original 
plans. We are to return to Jefferson City this coming week 
then spend the following one or so in Ohio. 

We surely had an @¥oyable visit with Starker and Betty 
in Berkeleye Wish we had their cool weather here now. 

Sincerely, 

Charles W. Schwartz
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duly 23, 1947 

My. Charles ¥. Sebwarts 
Conservation Gommiseion 
Jdegferson City, iMescurd 

Deax Chavlis: 

I was much pleased to got your letter of June 25 and 
: te iknow thet you intend to vieit us in Jugust. We 

wiki leok formrd to seelng both you and Livby. 

I have Deon working stendily on tho essnys anf hope 
to have them in orderiy form by the time you get 
here. I had heped te send you a copy before you 
get here, tet it Je unlikely that T will finish 
then in tine. ’ 

looking forward to soaing you in August, 

Youre as ever, 

ALGH Aldo Leopold
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TERRITORY OF HAWAII 

BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS 
OF AGRICULTURE AND FORESTRY 

HONOLULU 1 

June 25, 1947 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
Department of Wildlife Menagement 

University of Wisconsin 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

I was very glad to receive your recent letter and we surely 

e want to thank you and Mrs. Leopold for the invitation to visit 

with you in Madison. Our plans have been very unsettled and I 

am sorry that I can't give you more than a tentative reply about 

our intentions. 

We have reservations for July 14 via United Airlines to 
San Francisco and are looking forward to seeing Starker and Betty 

there. The next lap of our trip will take us to Columbia and 
Jefferson City, Missouri, primarily to survey the housing situation. 

Then we want to visit our families in St. Louis and Columbus, Ohio, 
after which we would like to arrange for a week to visit with you. 

This should be about the second or third week of August and we 

will probably leave the children in Ohio since their grandparents 

are begging for a visit from them. 

As I told Luna when we first discussed the possibilities of 

me undertaking the illustrations for your book, I am willing to 

try but I am conscious of so many limitations that I cannot assure 

you my work will be satisfactory. However, I would like to discuss 

it with you and then we can decide whether or not the undertaking 

would be profitable to both of use I cannot schedule this project 

until approximately December when I anticipate resuming work with 
the Conservation Commission. From September through November we 
are planning to complete certain obligetions to the Board of 

Agriculture and Forestry, part of which includes preparation of 

a popular bulletin they wish on the game birds of Hewaii. 

I feel that I have been negligent in not thanking you before 

and expressing my appreciation for recommending me for the position 

of Chief of the Division of Mformation and Education of the Wisconsin 

Conservation Department. As you no doubt know I declined the 

opportunity to take the competitive examination for this position 

principally beceuse port I did not have the time to adequately 

prepare for it.
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In case you wish to reach me, I will give you some approximate 

dates and addresses: about July 14, % Starker; until July 26, % 

Conservation Commission, Jefferson City, Missouri; after that % 

CG. W. Reeder, 412 W. Ninth Ave., Columbus 1, Ohio. Since our time 

for this trip to Wisconsin will hinge a great deal upon how our 

housing problem will be solved, robably can't let you know more 

definitely about our plans until’about the first of August. However 

we will count on this visit and I will contact you es soon as I 

know how everything is going to work out. 

Sincerely, 

Charles W. Schwartz
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June 5, 1947 

we ee Go 
c/o Starker 
eden of Tectia: Gichhen 
University of California 
Rexkeley, California 

Dear Charlies 

T hope that Tama has given you my nesange, that I : 
om hoping that you ami Libby can step here some 
tine goon after your return, te go over the essays 
at your Leleure. wt 

1 am now revieing a comlete set ond will send you 
& set as eden as I lmow your wherenbouts in this 
eountry. 

TM is hard to predict just how long 1¢ will take 
to talk things over, but I would guess that ten 
days would be ample. Mrs, Leopold and I would 
like very much to have you and Libby, including 
the youngsters, stop with us at the house while 

. you are here. 

‘Aa soon ag you have any notion nbout dates, plasse 
let mo imow, even 1f the dates are tentative, so 
that I gan clear my own schodmle acvonlingly. 1 
loott forwani with keen pleasure to the chance to 
talk with you about things in general, 

With ieind ragasle, 

Yours as ever, 

: ALwPy Aldo Leopold 

i‘ c 

7
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Jamary 3, 1947 

Mr. tuna B. Leopold 
a ae 

®.. Re 

Dear Lunas 

I think your idea of getting Charlie Schwartz for the essays 
is excellent and I wish you would go ahead with him and feel 
out the possibilities. I would be agreeable to almost any 
kind of an arrengement which meets his wishes and neeis and 
T am thoroughly convinced that he will understand the essays 
end might even improve on our idear on how they should be 
handled. The only thing I don't imow is his experience with 
and imowledge of book mke~-up and type. You know more about 
this than I do and I will leave the matter entirely in your 
hands. 

Possibly Charlie would be interested in coming here for a 
few months to wind up this job before he resumes work in 

i Missouri or wherever else he intends to work after his return 

Your account of Charlie's difficulties with the Game Commission 
ti is very illumineting and certainly far from encouraging. 
; This is the second time I heve encountered the attitude that 

& species is not worth saving if it furnishes neither nmting 
nor tourist bait. I know of no stronger evidence of ethics? 
bankraptey in wildlife administretion. ee 

Tt harily needs to be said thet Libby as well as Charlie 
should feel convinced that the esmys are a good bot. i 

Virginia and I have not made mech headway in the retyping, 
tut your mixed set will probably suffice as samples for 
Charlie's consideration, 

5 

i 
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T have made some small headway on an additional essay called 
“The White Mountain" and I am resolved to pat in next sumer 
om the essay job. 

Your mother and I are both meh pleased over your enthusiasn 
for the Islands and we have read with intense interest your 
descriptions of what you have seen, 

love to Carolyn and Bruce. Yours as ever, 

i 
a 

i 
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OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS 
OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS LONDON + CLARENDON PRESS OXFORD 

OXFORD MEDICAL PUBLICATIONS 

NEW YORK ll, N. Y. ONE FOURTEEN FIFTH AVENUB 
TELEPHONE: WATKINS 9-1100 

November 14, 1946 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison 5, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

Thank you very much for your letter of 12 November. 

I am of course delighted that we may look forward to discussing 

with you the publication of your essays. I take it that shortly 
after the turn of the year you will be in a position to send me 
the manuscript. I shall await its arrival impatiently. 

Yours very sincerely, 

Philip Vaudrin 
Trade Editor 

PV:KW
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Hovenber 12, 1946 

My. Philip Vaudrin 
ate 

i Mfth Aveme 
Bew York: 11, N. ¥. 

Deer Mr. Vaudrine 

Tuna has show me your letter of Octeber 21 expressing 
an interest in the essays. 

I am now having them typed for more convenient exemination 
end will send you. a copy within the next couple of mouths. 

ely After seving them, should you be seriously interested in 
| possible publication, I will certainly be glad to disvuss 
hea the matter further. I have a very tentative arrangement 

ag with Knopf, but he wants a larger number of essays and 
g I may lack the time to prepare thon. 

yt You will hear from me again as seon as the typing 4s 

ff Tours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 

ce Tuna Leopold 

ae
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October 31, 1946 

Mr. Luna Leopold 
2222 Van Hise Avenue 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I saw Ed Greham at the Audubon dinner the other night and 
I asked him, of course, about you and your progress on the 
volume of your father's essays. Ed tells me you are off to 
Hawaii in the very near future. I do hope you will find a 
moment's time to let me hear from you before you leave. I 
am still very much interested in the possibility of our 
publishing the book. 

Yours very sincerely, 

Philip Veudrin 
Trade Editor 

PV:KW
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2101 North Glebe Rd. 
Arlington 

Va. f Ag 
Sept .8,1946 - 

Mr. Aldo Leopold ) 
College of Agriculture 
Department of Widlife Management 
University of Wisconsin 

My dear Mr. Leovold: 

I have received your letter and the drawings.Luna 
has also discussed with me the conversations with 
you regarding the work. 

*here is no question in miy mind that the project would 
be very difficult for me to do by “remote control". 
After the news that Luna was leaving tt was more 
certain that there would be 4 tremendous problem 
with backgound and source material. 

Please feel no obligation in the matter as making 
the drawings was entirely my own offering at this 

stage,and purely exploratory.It is a shame that the 
illustrators of most of our books are called in at 
the last moment with no contact with the author-and 
no understanding and harmony of view voint.That #8 
is very important,and the reason the finest books 
are coming out of Europe-Switzerland,Netherlands, 
Belgium and even “£#' Argentina. 

I am sorry to say the suggestion that I assist in 
designing the book and ee drawings with 
the tyve would not interest me.The vrinter or 
publisher should be helpful on that problem. 

I will suggest that a good friend of mine who ts 
by the way a Wisconsin man-reinhold Gehner is one 
of the most capable in the field.He is with the 
Banta Publishing Co.on Vanderbuilt Ave.adjoining 
Grand Central Station,N.¥.He would be a person to 
discuss. the book problems with.He also might offer 
suggestions on other publishers should the Knopf 
proposition not work out to your satisfaction. 

It has been a real pleasure to read the essays and t 
make the studies.The essays are being returned 

herewith. 

Very,sincerely yours,



August 29, 1946 

Mr. Herbert J. Sanborn 
2101 HN. Glebe RA. #203 

Arlington, Virginia 

Dear tir, Sanborn: 

/ Tuma and I spent most of bis vielt tallcing esaays and drawings, and somewhat to my 
surprise, his appraisal is nearly identical with my om. 

Your drawing of pelicans “has everything" + especially the one with the cattails. 
If the rest wore of this kind, I would have no doubte at all. 

i Ph 
/ The trouble with the others is that they are too fay from reality, ‘he pines are 

{ spruces, the wolf is not a wolf, ete, ‘The two cranes come somewhere near reality, 
' bat thay are not up to the pelicans, 

( I hasten to add my complete realigation of the fact that the reason for thes short- 
comings 1 your own lack of familiarity with the plants, animals, and landscapes 
dealt with in the essays. To convey thie by mell (or even by talicing, if we had the 

i chance) would be a task too large to be undertaken. 

bs ' I gtill have the hope that you might be willing to supervise the mike-up of the ‘ 
book (assuming I can get drawings done). By “supervise” I include selection of 
drawings end thelr proper relation to the text and typography. Would this interest 
you? f realize you would need to know first what drawings you have to work with. 

Should this not be of prospective interest, then I would like to compensate you 
for the drovings.and your thought and effort. 1 shall not press this, however, 

until I know your attitude on the question of supervising the job. 

T feel as if you and Luna had clarified my thinking. My scheme 46 to ask Hochbaum 
whether he ie willing and able to go ahead. My hope is that with a proper advisor, 
like yourself, as to what will reproduce satisfactorily and what will not, that a 
few trials and errors will got the thing going. In faiyness to him I should say 
that he told me long ago that until » publisher specified paper and degree of 
reduotion he was wording in the dark. This wo wore unable to got Knopf to do. 

Knopf Yrushed it off by saying the drewings could come later. I do not agree. 

i am vpturming the drawings, regretfully, under separate cover. I thank you heartily 
for your interest, and hope to hear from you on the question of eupervision. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 

ec Hoghbaun 
Lana Leopold
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August 20, 1946 

Mr. Herbert J. Sanborn 

2101 N. Glebe Ra. #203 
Arlington, Virginia 

Dear Mr. Sanborn: 

The drawings have arrived and I have looked 
at them with intense interett. I have also 
read your letter attentively. 

luna 1s to stop over here at the end of this 
week, hence I shall withold comments until he 
has seen the drawings and until I bave talked 
with him. I wish, however, to thank you with 
out further delay for your interest. 

With personal regards, yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold



2lol N. Glebe Rd.#203 
Arlington Va. 

Aug. 15,1946 

Mr. Aldo Leopold : 
College of Agriculture 
University of Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Today I sent a package of drawings 
to you by R.R. Exoress.These have been executed on no 
systematic basis except to select subjects that seemed 
challenging for me to illustrate and typical of the 
style and subject.There are severalwhich I have been an- 
xious to attempt,but which will require the necessary | 
documentary or background oe Luna and I have disc. 
ussed these and he knows some ofytypes of material needed. 
There are matters about them I would like to talk with 
you personally about,but wateh Luna can convey to me your 
reactions.It does not seem that I will be able to come i %+« 
there this fall.There are severalhthie are experimental 
like the photostats of the drawing of the Pelicans in {"' 

flight which I am working on and refining.The style is 
based on my feeling that there should pea harmony with 
the prose and be*consious and carefuljag to tle 
technical deuracy but also to have some attisyvic 
ligcen§e in working out an effective treatment 

-. Some of the essays seem to suggest 
small drawings full page width as headings to chanters 
and others to be used as svots at the endingsof ehapt- 
ers and others as full vage illustrations in the text. 
On such matters the publishers would have some suggestior 
and ideas. 

The drawing of the cabin in the 
forest on a mountain was made originally for "Great 
Posseions but after talking with Luna it seems more 
adaptable to some other essay and interpretation.We 
talked of adding someting in place of the cottage such 
as two men on mules com¢fing along the trail .It could 
possibly be used in some of the Western subjects.The 
wolf is one idea of illustration for "Thinking like a 
Mountain".The picture of the mother wolf being met by 
her cubs appeals to m e very much,but one requiring good 
source materials.I have done nothing for Clandeboye 
but am considering the Western Grebes one with the 
two little one nestled on her back.The vignettes of 
gmall scenes or subjects indicating changes in the 
land offer one approach to a subject with a time factor 
illustrated.I am interested in showing thru a series 
subjects that treat the ecology , and will be interested 
in ideas you might have. 

It isadifficult for one to interpret 
a text with illustrations as it is for 2 produce” to 
vroduce a play and bring out th best in the work.Part



-agsignment is in setting the stage for the words, | 
and putting the reader in a receptive mood- as much ag 
it is in making the points clear and emphasized.The 
approach is a popular one to reach many of the veople 
that would not otherwise be touched by the message. 

I would be interested in the title that you 
are planning.Luna mentioned that "Great Possessions” 
was one of the possibilities.That appeals to me but 
the dealers may have their own ideas of appealing titles 

I will look forward to hearing from you thru Lun 
after you have both discussed the subject. 

If we are to work togeth«r on the vroject I 
know someone here that is a key person in page layout, 
lettering of title page to harmonize with the type and 
one who is informed on tyoography. I know this person 

will be interested to assist.She is doing work for the 

State Department and other government agencies. 
The drawing are executed in 11/2 size by the | 

way to fill the page of type. 

Very sincerely yours,



; 2101 N.Glebe rd #203 
a Arlington Va. 

yr July 5,1946 

Mr. Aldo Leopold : 
University of Wisconsin 
College of Agriculture 
Dent. of Wildlife Management 
Madison 
Wisconsin 

My dear Mr. Leopold: 

I am glad to have received the 
letter containing the copies of the dozen essays. 
Lune was here this morning and we were going over 
the material and talking about references. 

From my first impressions the 
character of them seem to me to call for illustrations 
which while correct in the matter of detail should 
lend themselves to creating the setting for literary 
and artistic unity with the type and format. 

It will be an interesting project i 
and I shall enjoy the challenge of it. 

Very sincerely yours, 

Ulf ta
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June 28, 1946 

Mr. Herbert J. Sanborn 
2101 N. Glebe Road 
Arlington, Virginia 

Dear Mr. Sanborn: 

I am pheased to have your letter and in the interim have 
had a further talk with Luna about the essays. He has 
thoroughly convinced me that the author, the artist, and 
the printer mst work in harmony, and I am anxious to 
try all possible means of bringing that about. 

I am sending you copies of the following essays: Smoky 
Gold, Pines Above the Snow, Draba, Marshland Elegy, The 
Alder Fork, Great Possessions, Clandeboye, Guacamaja, 
Song of the Gavilan, Odyssey, The Last Stand, and Escudilla. 

I would be very much interested if you could undertake 
some sample sketches, 

I have a lot of other material, but do not happen to have 
: it in printed or carbon form. Should the thing later look 

encouraging to both of us, I will of course furnish you 
with a complete set. 

} I would be more than pleased to talk things over with you 
and hope you will keep this in mind on your next western 
trip. I was in Washington last week, but only for an 
evening and barely managed to see Iuna. He can give you 
verbally some of the ideas we arrivfed at in our last talk. 

Thank you for your interest. 

Yours sincerely, 

: i Aldo Leopold 
(Signed in Mr. Leopold's absence to avoid delay). 

ce L. Leopold



2101 N.Glebe Rd. 
Arlington 
Na f 
June 23,1946 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
College of Agriculture ' 
Department of Wildlife Management 
University of Wisconsin 

, My dear Mr. Leopold: 

Please forgive me for the delay in acknowledgement of the 
receipt of your letter of May 27.In addition to my taking 

‘ a new position with the Library of Congress there have been 
a number of things come up that have distracted me from 
writing.I do not want to give the impression that I am not 
interested or too busy tn be able to do something about 
your project. 

I became very much interested as a matter of fact when Luna 
told me about your series of essays.In my free time on weekends 
and evenings I am working on illustrations and lithographs. 
Luna has seen some of my work and he suggested that he ask 
you to send some examples of the type of essay. that you are 
working on.I am planning to do more illustrating here and 
have been exverimenting with vorinting thru the facilities 
of one of the colleges here. 

If I could see a copy of one of your manuscripts I would 

like to make several sketches and send them to you as 
suggestions and for this there would be no obligation of 
course. ; 

You may not remember but several years ago,about 1936 I 
was planning caservation exhibits for the museum at Oglebay 
Park and stopped in at your office to get suggestions and 
lists of publications on wildlife . 

I feel that a well planned book comes thru the cooperation 
and suggestions of the writer ,the illustrator and the 
printer working together.lf I have time this fall when I am 
going to Rock Island,I might be able to see you,or if by 

; any chance you are planning to be in Washington it would 
be helpful to talk with you. : 

co Lo yours, 

laces fe Sanborn



The Library of Congress SPECIAL ORDER lle, 277 
Office of the Librarian May 24, 1946 

To The Uenbers of the Staff 

Fron: Luther H, Evans, Librarian of Congress 

Subject; Appointment of Consultant in Exhibits 

I en clad te announce to the staff the appointment of Herbert J, 

Sanborn as Consultant in Exhibits, effective May 13, 1946, 

From 1926 to 1929, lir, Sanborn was a student at the National 
Academy of Design in “New York City where he was awarded, in 1929, the Pulitzor 
Prize Traveling Fellowship, Through this Fellowship, he undertook study and 
travel in Soain, Italy, Franco, England, Germany and Holland for a period of 

eighteen months, 

Following his study and travel abroad, Mr, Sanborn undertook ad- 
vanced study at Teachers Collese, Columbia University, and Chicago University 
where he snecialized in education, art history, and the humanities, For two 

soasons, hc was Fellow at the Tiffany Foundation at Oyster Bay, New York, In 
1931, he was on the staff at the University of Iowa, 

During 1933 and 1934, lir, Sanborn was Director of the Davenport 
Municival Art Gallery, and in 1935 and 1936, Director and Organizer of the 
Children's liuscum, Queens, New York, From 1936 to 1943, he was Director of 

Museuns, Oglebay Institute at Wheeling, West Virginia, The Oglebay Institute 
consists of museuns of history in transportation, arts and crafts, and local 
history. Mr, Sanborn organized ond built um the collections from the inception 

of this program, including the collection of local and rezional source nate- 
rials such as manuscripts, books, maps and other library materials, He was 

also responsible for the planning of all exhibits. 

- Fron October 1943 until May 1946, Mr. Sanborn served in the United 

States Navy. During this service, he was in charge of the production and 
distribution of training aids, This work involved a broad range of dutics 
extending throughout the Navy's visual education progran, As a collateral 

duty, Mr, Sanborn arranged numerous exhibits of naval material for use in 

cooveration with the War Bond Progran of the Treasury, 

wre ae



May 27, 1946 

Mr. Herbert J. Sanborn 
2101 Glebe Road 
Arlington, Virginia 

Dear Mr. Sanborn: 

tana hag asked that I send you some of my essays, but the ones he suggested 

x are oub of print. I have only one of the type he is talking about: ‘he 

Green Iagoons. I enclose a copy. 

The other one (Last Stand) is propaganda, and of a different category. 

iidred tno aa offered to plat ny soon, Drofhding 1 wotia ‘ 
ee alee dr Witictakinnss: I don't know their 
facilities for degign and Inyout, wut I have worried about it somewhat 
Degause they seemed content to postpone the question of drawings until 
after the essays are all done. %o mo the drawings are half the job, 
and the artist and writer should works together all the way. 

The drawing in the "Green Lagoons" is of course over-enlargod. It was 
done by one of my former students. 

I realize this 4m an inadequate sample of the work, but its the best 
I cen do. I would woleome any advices you have to offer. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo 
(Signed in Mr. Leopold's absenge to avoid delay). 

¢ luna Leopold
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ALFRED » Ay KNOPF, Inc. 

501 MADISON AVENUE 

New York 22, N.Y. 

May 28, 1946 

Dear Professor Leopold, 

I have been trying to think what to say 

further about your bock and its organization, 

and I'm afraid I have no helpful suggestion. 

The only thing to do, I suppose, is to put it 

together so that it makes sense to you, and let 

t 

us see it. But I think you ought to get it done 

soon, so that you may be free to go on to something 

else. 

Yours sincerely, 

r ALFRED A, KNOPF, Ine. 

Clinton Simpson i 
CB; je 

Professor Aldo Leopold 

424 University Farm Place 
Madison 5, Wisconsin
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May 10, 1946 

Mr. Clinton Simpson 
Alfred A. Knopf, Inc. 
501 Madison Aveme 
New York City 

Dear Mr, Simpsont 

I entirely agree with you that I can see no easy way 
of getting unity between the philosophical papers and the 
descriptive essays, I think my friends who assumed that 
the two should appear together had failed to think out 
the problem. 

Should I later evolve some scheme for achieving unification 
I will send you a larger sample of the philosophical - 

pieces. f 

Sincerely, 

Alde Leopold
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5OI MADISON AVENUE 

Cables: KNOPF NEW YORK New York Telephones: PLaza 3-4761 

Caearnknteanratntn dain rarnrararnraiatarnratatararararararatatatatntntintatatntatntatatartatntatatarntrtnteatatntatatentntntatntntnrntatntatatntatniatrtaintairraintainintntninty 

April 29, 1946 

Deer Mr. Leopold, 

I'm naturally delighted that you are going to have time to write on the 

book soon. 

The essay "Conservation Esthetic" poses the same kind of problem as did some 

of the other pieces - it divides into a discussion of (1) conservation and (2) ecology 

(actually, each is touched on twice, so that the ffm becomes conservation, ecology, 

conservation, ecology). Once again, I think the ecological discussion, or at least 

most of it, belongs in a general discussion of the subject in one place in the book, 

end I think you should try to give the book a structure as clear and logical as the 

structure of some of the individual pieces — which means considerable rearranging 

of the material in the pieces, I imagine. On the other hand, the material on 

conservation seems so different from the other material that I wonder if it shouldn't 

be used as a preface or perhaps appendix. I don't remember any piece or group of 

pieces in which it would naturally fit, though perhaps you will find one. 

We certainly have no objection to "philosophical" writing, when it is as good 

as this, but I wonder if the subjects of the other pieces are going to fit in with 

wheat you have? Or do they group naturally together, so that the book might be 

organized in two parts, one descriptive and the other philosophical? I find 

whatever you write full of interest and vitality, and it seems to me our only 

problem is one of fitting together the pieces in a way that will not seem hap- 

hazard or annoying to the reader. i 

I'd suggest that you give me at least «Mee oe the philosophical pieces so 

that I can get some idea of the subjects covered - or if you want to send then, 

I'dl return them promptly. Z 

ours sincerely, . 

cB;je (a ( as.
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April 19, 1946 

Mr. Clinton Simpson 
501 Madison Aveme 
New York 22, N.Y. 

Dear Mr. Simpson: 

I am pleased to hear that you have not forgotten the book. 
Neither have I, but the post-war rush of students has 
entirely precluded my giving it any attention. 

fwo new developments are on my mind, however: 

1. Several people of excellent judgment have urged _ 
me to include some of the "philosophical essaya 
of which I enclose a couple of samples. I did not 
send you any of these, assuming that they were too 
different to qualify; but I do have an ample 
supply of them. All would need reworking, tut you : 
can catch the general drift from these samples. 

2. Several advisers with excellent judgment heve 
sided with you on the question of an explanatory 
introduction. I am now convinced that such an 
introduction is needed. I was not so convinced 

j when you first suggested it. 

Tf you have any reaction to the philosophical essays, I 
would value your impression of them. TI hope to hit this job 
hard the day after vacation begins. i 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 

ALIMW 
Enclosures
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ALFRED + Ar KNOPF, Inc. 

501 MADISON AVENUE 
New York 22, N.Y. 

April 4, 1946 

Dear Mr. Leopold, 

We have not heard from 

you for some time about your book and 

wonder if you have made any progress 

with it? 

Yours sincerely, 
for ALFRED A. KNOPF, INC. 

(OLR (KAS 
Clinton Simpson 

Aldo Leopold, Esq. 
424 University Farm Place 

Madison 5, Wisconsin 

es:je
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January 31, 1946 

Miss Virginia Kiesel 

University of Wisconsin 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison 5, Wisconsin 

Dear Miss Kiesel: 

I cannot give you any definite answer about Professor Leopold's es- 
says on the basis of the four you sent us, but I'm sure we would be in- 

terested in considering the entire manuscript when it is ready. Acceptance 
or rejection of all manuscripts submitted to us rests with a faculty com 
mittee on the Press. 

Professor Leopold's style is clear and readable, with a somewhat lyr- 

ical quality that fits his subject matter well. However, the central idea 

of the collection to be assembled does not appear in these five essays; 

they are pretty much a miscellany. I would recommend that in selecting 
the essays to be included and in revising them, the author try to achieve 
@ greater measure of unity than these samples suggest. He might choose to 

develop various aspects of a single theme, or to use a similer approach 
_»  throughout--perhaps that of "Thinking Like a Mountain." Or he may prefer 

to introduce more of himself, so that his personal experience becomes 
the thread on which the essays are strung. 

Whatever method he chooses, the completed manuscript will have more 
chance of publication if it has some sort of pattern, rather than being 
just a loose collection of essays with little or no relation to each 
other. 

I am returning the four essays with this letter, and I hope you will 
give us a chance to consider the entire collection when it is finished. 

; Sincerely yours, 

Helen ie cE 
Editor 

HC/mb 

Enclosures
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Jamary 19, 1946 

University Of Minnesota Press 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 

Gentlemen: 

I am sending you a sambe of some essays written 
by Professor Aldo Leopold of the University of 
Wis¢onsin Departmont of Wildlife Management. 
I would greatly appreciate your reaction to 
these and to learn if you would be interested in 
publishing them. 

There will be a possible selection of nearly 
twenty essays. Many of these still need some 
revising. I am enclosing five. 

If you think you would like to discuss these 
we could then talk of the matter of illustrations. 

Sincerely, 

Virginia Kiesel 

L i. ae ee
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June 2, 1945 

My, Ovid Butler 
American Porostry Ausociation 
Mec. 
Washington Be, 

Dear Ovids 

; I apologize for having overlooled jour request about 
‘The Green Lagoons", 

Attaghed 1s a revised copy in which a moye apecific 
identification of the locality has been incorporated 

on page one, I think the change 1s an improvement. 
I howe also detected a flaw on page seven which is now 
rovaired. 

I had no good eamera in those days so photographs are 
out, T am letting you use Albert fochboun's drawing 
which was prepared for this eosay, ani I wili, of ecurse, 
divide the honorarium with him. Apparently it doesn't 
hoyvt the ultinsts bock value to be used in o magazine, 

I partieularly request thet you inelude in the title 
“Drawing by H, Albert Hochbaun", 

I will want some reprints and these, too, I want to 
divide with Albert, I can use between tro Imndred and 
five tondred, depending on price, There was, cf course, 
no understanding on this question end I will accent 
whatever arrangement you are able to offer. 

With personal regards, 

Aldo Teopeld 
P.8, I am, of course, vartiowlarly anxious to recover the 
original drawing. Will you please see to it that it is 
returned to ma as soon as the out has beon made? 

@ Hoohbenm



sli, Snag 
919 SEVENTEENTH STREET, NORTHWEST 

WasHincton 6, D. C. 

June 6, 1945 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Leo: 

We had planned on publishing your manuscript "The Green 

Lagoons" in one of our summer numbers. Erle Kauffman, however, 

has just called my attention to the fact that the little revision 

I suggested in the introduction has not been forthcoming from you. 

If you will refer back to my letter of November 17th, you 

will recall the revision suggested. Perhaps you will also recall 

that when I sew you in Medison in December, we talked about this 

and you said you had overlooked it and would get at it soon. 

Under pressure of other things it probably escaped you. 

Another problem is the matter of illustrating the story. 

You suggested that we approach Albert Hochbaum for suitable 

drawings, but I am afraid that we are not in a position to make 

this additional investment in the manuscript, unless you feel 

that he would contribute his work, Thus, we must again bring 

up the question of photographs and anything you can do to help 

us alone with these will be appreciated. 

In any event, we would be grateful for such revision slong 

the lines suggested as you feel eppropriate so that we may publish 

the article in our August number. Upon receipt of this we will 

forward you promptly our check in the amount of $50, as indicated 

in previous correspondence. 

Sincerely yours, 

Ones d ih 
Editor-in-Chief i 

OB/fbv 

THE MAGAZINE OF THE AMERICAN FORESTRY ASSOCIATION



April 18, 1985 

Mr. larton Blassingame 
10 Mast 434 Street 
Rew York City 

Dear Mr. Blaseingames 

ft am afraid I caused you some needless work on the 

essays, and I appreciate your good nature in the 
matter. 

I appreciate your inquiry sbout the book. It haen't 

made any headway, beoause I am loaded up with 
teaching until dune, but after that I hope te round 
it up. As soon oa I have something to show, 

I will certainly got in touch with you. 

With best regards, 

Aldo Leopold i 

ee Hickey 
4 Hochbaum 

:



LURTON BLASSINGAME 

eee TEN EAST FORTY-THIRD STREET 

ccicte: ARR 
5 

JEANNE HALE NEW YORK 17, N. Y. MUTTON Saeed 

v 

April 11, 1945 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

I am sorry to report that i can't get you over 50 for these 

two pieces, and since you say you can get that much for each 

I am returning them to you. 

How are you coming with your book? 

Cordially, 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 

University of Wisconsin 

424 Univ. Farm Place 
Madison, 5, wise.
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Alfred A. Knopf, Ine. 
' 501 Madison Avenue 

New York 22, N. Y. 
March 27, 1945 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

About Hochbaum's drawings, it is very difficult to hazard 
even @ guess. When they were in the office I didn't show 
them to the production people who will have to decide eventually 

whether they are sutiable, and how, in what size, etc., they 

ought to be reproduced. Ordinarily, as you know, these matters 
are decided after the ms. is completed. Therefore the only 
thing I can suggest is that, if the drawings we saw are still 
available, you might send them to us and I will try to get 
some sort of an answer to the questions. I'm sorry that I!m 
not prepared to offer an opinion without going over them again. 

Best regards! 

Yours sincerely, 

Clinton Simpson 

k



March 19, 1945 

Mr. Clinton Simpson 
Alfred A, Knopf, Ine. 
501 Madison Aveme 
New York 22, H. Y. 

Dear Mr. Simpson: ; 

You will remember that I sont you some sample drawings by Hans Albert 
Hochbaum as proposed illustrations for the essays. 

fhe Aray, for some insoruteble reason, has not called Hochbaum, although 
he has been holding himself on call for a long time. This unsettled 
interval offere an extraordinarily favorable opportunity for him to do 
the drawings, bat you have never indicated whether hie work would be 
acceptable to you. : 

Assuming his work to be acceptable, he of course needs some specifications 
before he can go ahead with it. You doubtless know more about this than 
I do, mt the specifications needed doubtless include: 

(1) Probable sise of page 
(2) Probable grade of paper (sample cuts) ) 
(3) Your leanings (if any) as to full page, inserted or marginal, 

or tailpiece drewings. Your leanings as to mamber per essay. 

I realise, of course, that you can make no final commitments until after 
the essays themselves are before you, tt in order to give Hochbaum 
something to shoot at, in the event that his opportunity should contime, 
could I ask you to give me some kind of a guess? You might want to state 
this in terme of comparison with Miss Carrigher's “One Dey on Beetle Rock", 
If so, please send me a copy for Hochbaum, and bill me for it. 

; Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 

e¢ Albert Hochbaum ,



Delta, Manitoba 
March 12,1945 

Dear Acley 4 

You are quite right on the points you raised regerding my book; I was 

aware of these faults as soon as I got my copy. However, I don't think it 

, is a matter of presuading the Institute, as you sucgest, when the neat one 

comes up, You forget that paper was hard to get; at the Toronto meeting 

you werned the Inetitut2 that it might be hard to get any at all. We got 

the best available. I suppose some houses and university presses had stock 

piles, but the Institute started with books during wartime. Even some 

big house seem to be having their troubles end I have several recent books 

printed on paper that won't stand a soft eraser. 

I sent everything down to the University of Minnesota Bress before 

the Institute published, but their préce was so high that it seemed too : 

much of a chance to take on a first book. I suppose the University presses 

can afford to go in the hole on their own publications, as they admitedly 

do, but I, for one, wanted to see the Delta publication come out on top. 

Eve vthing that is wrong with the drawings is my fault. Actually the 

printer flattered some of them. I did them over a long period of time 

without knowing what the eventual publication was going to be like. You 

will remember that it was pretty late in the game when we finally decided 

what "Bulletin # 1" was to be. And when the plans were set I had so much 

to do that I never had time to redraw some of the poorer cuts . I did 

almost everything on the book from the dust cover right on through and am 

continually amazed that it came out as good as it did. 

I am in the same boet with your drawings. They are now stretched 

out over @ period of five years and your lest letter to the publisher 

still puts things in the indefinite future. In none of the correspondence 

you heve sent me have they said they wanted to use my ‘797ings or even that 

they were reproducable. I have my first supply of good paper in two years 

and em encouraged with the ~csults of the last month on my own cuts. I can 

see by these, that I must redraw some of the oldest ones of yours, just the 

same aS you mhkhmmmmhmhm ere revising the manuscript. I don't know anything 

about book publishing, but if publishers such as Knopf do give any sort 

of specifications as to time, size and number it would help a great deal. 

If knowing these I could teke a solid month to do the hhblustrations I know 

: the work would be much better than piecemeal work scattered over five years. 

This of course gives you nothing more definite on the drawings thet you 

tan give the publishers on the manuscript. Perhaps they would want to give © 

the job +3 a vrofascionel who kno7s all the ins and outs and with whom they 

csn Work {rectly once the manuscript is in order. : 

: Yours, ; 

CMA SS 
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ALFRED 7 Ay KNOPF, Inc. 
501 MADISON AVENUE 

New York 22, N.Y. 

February 13, 1945 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison 5, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

We are sorry that you have run into 

obstacles which will delay work in 
the manuscript, but our interest in 
it is as great as ever and we shall 
look forward to seeing the revised 
chapters when the time comes. 

Sincerely yours, 

(bes PA. 
Clinton Simpson 

(nen)



February 16, 1945 

Mr. Clinton Simpson 
Alfred A. Knopf, Inc. 
501 Madison Avenue : 
New York 22, New York 

Dear Mr. Simpson: 

Thanks for your sympathetic note. T particularly 
appreciate your statement that your interest 

- ...i6-as great. as.ever. You will hear from me 

as soon as I can do some serious work on the 

esseys. i 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold



February 8, 1945 

Mr. Clinton Simpson 
Alfred A. Knopf, Inc. 
501 Madison Aveme 
Hew York 22, H. ¥. 

Dear Mr. Simpsons 

Your friendly note brings me a pang of conscience because 

I should have written you long ago. 

the long and short of it is that I have again reached ! 

@ semester of heavy teaching without completing the 

revision of the essays, and they will now have to 

wait until May. After Mey, however, I hope really to 

hit them hard and to bring the matter to some sort of 

eonelusion. 

Ho doudt I am only one of many authors who have 

failed to live up to a time schedule: I have been doing 

@ lot of thinking about the essays, and I have at least 

® reasonsble hope that when I can hit them again, it 

will not take long to find out whether the plan of 

revision which you suggested can be carried out to 

your satisfaction. Meanwhile, I think Albert Hochbaum 

has made some further headway in the mtter of 
illustrations. 

I apologize for not writing you sooner. 

Yours sincerely, 

Alde Leopold 

Cehe nt 
Re bs 

ore
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BOOKS 

ALFRED » Av KNOPF, Inc. 

501 MADISON AVENUE 
New York 22, N.Y. 

. February 5, 1945 

Dear Professor Leopold, 

We have not heard from you for some 

time about the progress of your manuscript and 

hope you will let us have some word about it soon. 

If there is anything we can do to help you get it 

into shape, I hope you will let us know. 

Yours sincerely, 

Ce Be Aes, 
Clinton Simpson 

Professor Aldo Leopold 

424 University Farm Place 

Madison, Wisconsin 

rlb
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JEANNE HALE 

LURTON BLASSINGAME 

TEN EAST FORTY-THIRD STREET } 

NEW YORK 17, N. Y. Ti wv 
f es 

* Ves”, 5 
ow 

: November 7, 1944 

Dear Dr. Leopold: 

Thank you very much for your recent 
letter. 1 did not know that you had 
a@ minimum price of $50 on your nat- 
ure sketches. Your style is worth 
considerably more than that, but the 
market on these articles is limited 
and as a rule does not pay too well. 
I have withdrawn the article from 
Natural distory and if I cannot 
find a better market for it I will 
return it to you to place with one 
of the journals that will pay you 
more for it. 

I do hope there will be another art- 
icle from you soon. 

Cordially, 

fO bsinfron 

Dr. Aldo Leopole 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, 5, Wise.



44 University Farm Place | 
November 6, 1944 

Mr. Ovid Batler . 
919 17th Street, N. W. 
Washington 6, D. 0. 

Dear Ovid: 

T have been thinking a little bit about the kinds: 
of articles proposed to be reprinted in "The Reader's 
Digest" which your letter referred to. Would you be 
interested in the attached sketch, entitled "The 
Green Lagoons "? 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 

Dear Albert, 

If this were accepted, it would be a very substantial Orn pan, ame ; 
stipend, and Ovid Butler, at least, would aant sketches. tt, Wado supe 
Mr. Leopold, of course, plans on dividing the stipend, hes Cele 
if it comes about, with you. - oe 

; need Munn rapt copy of letter from Simpson, 11-3-44; . 4 jee dala Tos 

"We have no objection whatever to your publishing the essays in magazines 
before collecting them for a book. In fact, I think that publication in 
THE READER'S DIGEST, would be helpful to the book, if anything. 

I hope you are making progress with the revision! 

Rust iovokeo , 
Alvia, Bier 

2 bi ease 4. A Je
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ALFRED + A» KNOPF, Inc. 

501 MADISON AVENUE 
New York 22, N.Y. 

November 3, 1944 

Dear Professor Leopold, 

We have no objection whatever to your 

publishing the essays in magazines before collect- 

ing them for a book. In fact, I think that pub- 

lication in THE READER'S DIGEST would be helpful 

to the book, if anything. 

I hope you are making progress with the 

revision. 

Yours sincerely, 

rhs 

¢ Poifocr 

Clinton Simpson 

Aldo Leopold, Esq. 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

rib
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4oh University Farm Place 
Bovembor 6, 1944 

Mr. Ovid Butler 
919 17th Street, H. ¥. 
Washington 6, D. @. 

Dear Ovid: 

I have boon thinking « little bit about the kinds 
of articles proposed to be reprinted in "fhe Reader's 
Digest* which your letter referred to. Would you be 
interested 4a the attached siretch, entitled “The 
Green Lagoons"? 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 

Copy to Med 

| b Pe . 

_ fhe sh { i
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42h University Farm Place 
October 31, 1944 

, 

Mr. Clinton Simpson . 
Alfred A. Knopf, inc. 

-  §01 Madison Aveme 
New York 22, 4H. Y. 

Dear Mr. Simpson: 

"American Forests" has made me a very attractive 
offer, in conjunction with possible republication 
in "The Reader's Digest", for which I think my essay, 
"The Groen lagosie"s might qualify. 

I would like to find out if publication previous to 
the collection of the essays in book form would be 
any handi¢ap from your standpoint, provided it 
develops they want it. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aléo Leopold 

©



' é October 31, 194% 

Mr. Iurton Blassingane 
i 4 Ten Yast Forty-Third Street 

New York City 

4 Dear Mr. Blessingane: 

When you mentioned possible placement of individual essays in magazines, f 
aseumed you had reference to those heretofore inaceessible to me, I have 

aro standing offers of $50 for almost anything I care to send them from at least 
3} two conservation magazines roughly equivalent to “Natural History". 

: T.am not, as far ag I know, haggling sbout pennies. "Great Possessions” is 
a oe the best thing I heave done, and I would rather give it away than sell it for 

2 figures. Such an honorarium wouldn't even reimburse me for reprinte, 1.0. 
. 4 I would actually pay for getting the thing published. 

ey I'm sorry I didn't foresees your possible meaning about magazine placement, 
% I'm afraid I have put you to a lot ef needless work. In the future, f think 

. we had better just forget the conservation mgazines, for I have full access 
q ; to them already, and on mich better terms than “Natural History" offers. 

8 Besides, I am splitting any honcrariums with Hochbeum, whose drawings are certainly 
] worth more than two bits. 

5 4} As to the revieion, I approve of part of them, but in gone others it seems to ne 
8 the subtlety has been washed out. Bzampler deletion of Cee 2, page 3, 

‘ } ‘J my draft, 

© }X As to technical points: I had in mind marsh milkwoed, tut I admit I hove not 
identified which one betales actually use. I will before finally releasing 

z } this essay, for I have learned this summer that the fibremusing birds are highly 
specific in their choice of mterials. 

A } Aldo Leopold 

ec Hochbaum ~“ 
Hickey 

Olu: the appar was * 20.50 rmcluading
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Oetober 31, 194 

Mr. larton Blassingare 
fen Bast VortyeThird Street 
Hew York City 

Dear Mr. Blaseingane: 

When you mentioned possible placement of individual oseays in magazines, f 
aggumed you had reference to those heretofore inaccessible to me, I have 
standing offers of $50 for almost anything I eare to send them from at least 
two conservation magasines roughly equivalent to “Setural History". 

I am not, ao far ae I know, haggling about pennies. “Great Poswessions" is 
the best thing I heve done, and I would rather give it away than sell it for 
2 figuros. Such an honorarium wouldn't even reimburse me for reprints, 1.¢. 
I would sectually pay for getting the thing published. 

I'm sorry I didn't foresee your possible moaning about magazine placenent, 
I'm afraid I have put you to a let of needless work. In the future, I think 

we had better just forget the conservation mgazines, for I have full saecoss 
to them alrendy, and on much better terms than "Natural History" offers. : 

Besides, I am splitting any honorariums with Hochbeum, whose drawings are certeinly 

worth more than two bits. 

As to the revision, I approve of part of them, tut in some others it seome to me 

the subtlety has been washed out. Rezample:; deletion of paragraph 2, page 3, 

ny draft. 

Ag to technical points: 1 hed in mind marsh milieweed, mt I admit 1 hove not 

identified which one orloles actually use. I will before finally releasing 
this essay, for I have learned thie summer that the fibreeusing birds are highly 

specific in their choice of mterials. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 

ec Hochbaun v4 ‘ - 
Hickey f He usdal “20150 me. Sar



LURTON BLASSINGAME 
TEN EAST FORTY-THIRD STREET 

Cable: LUBLAME NEW YORK CITY MUrray Hill 6-3754 

Associate: DON CONGDON 
WwW 

October 27, 1944 

Dear Dr. Leopold: 

It is with pleasure that I report the sale of your charm- 

ing article, GREAT POSSESSIONS, to Natural History Maga~ 

gine. This publication of the American Museum of Natural 

History has an excellent reputation but unfortunately it 

does not pay much and is offering $20.50 for the article 

and the two drawings. Will you let me know if this is 

satisfactory? 

You will notice that they have cut the article a little. 

They also would like you to answer a question on page 

two of the script. In referring to "fibre-bearing milk- 

weed" they want to know if you mean Dogbane or Indian 

Hemp. The museum authorities say they do not know of 

the Orioles using milkweed fibres but they do know the 

Indian Hemp is sometimes called "Wandering Milkweed" 

and its fibres are used by the oriole. 

Unfortunately, the other article, THINKING LIKE A 

MOUNTAIN, did not win acceptance at this magazine and 

I'm trying it elsewhere. 

What progress are you making on the collection of these 

_ excellent articles for Knopf? If I ean help in any way 

toward getting them in shape for publication, please 

call on me. 

"ANG 

ah 

Dr. Aldo Leopold 

424 University Farm Place 

Madison, Wisconson
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ALFRED « Av KNOPF, Inc. 

501 MADISON AVENUE 
New York 22, N.Y. 

September 22, 1944. 

Dear Professor Leopold, 

We have no objection whatever to working 
with Mr. Lurton Blassingame as your agent. In fact, 
I know Lurton very well and have a high regard for 
his ability as an agent. Some time ago he mentioned 
to me that he had been in touch with you, when I was 
talking with him about a book by another author. 

We are glad to know that you will try 
to carry out some of our suggestions and hope that 
you will find most, if not all, of them can be utilized 
successfully. We shall be glad to do anything further 
we can, and also I think that Lurton might have some 
helpful advice to offer. 

Yours sincerely, 
(a ALFRED va INC. 

Clinton Simpson 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

r



Cable: LUBLAME Murray Hill 6-3754 

LURTON BLASSINGAME 

TEN EAST FORTY-THIRD STREET 

Ae om NEW YORK CITY 

JEANNE HALE z 

September 18, 1944 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

Thanks very much for your recent notée 

ven if Knopf does decide to take the 

series 1 would like to represent you 

and handle the argument with them over 

the terms of the congract. But nat- 

urally the decisionsthis is up to you. 

I am trying the magazine rights to a 

couple of your unsold sketches which 

I admire and hope to have good news 

on them soon. 

Cordially, 

Professor Aldo Leopold 

424 University Farm Place 

Madison, Wisconsin



parent 
Delta Duck Station 

j Delta,Manitoba 

[ i Sept.7,1944 ae 

Dear A.L.: ot 

Thank you for letting me see the enclosed; “repetition” is 

| a hard word, but I think “r. Simpson is probably right. I don't think 

hinamam their suggestions are quite as hard as xthey seem on first 

glance. For instance, with not very much change I think you could 

take you shack series as one chapter. The chapters don't have to 

carry one theme and where the thought is broken, as now by the 

individual chapters, certainly there is some, scheme for showing the 

change of pace in print -- a break of space or perieps a subtitle. 

Then the southwest can be handled in the same way, and you have 

two pieces already on marshlands. I thin* this would be much 

vetter -- that is satisfying their requirement for a chapter and 

still holding the original essay short form for the individual 

topics. 

While you are doing this you might check up on some of the 

eerseys where you seem to have left your natural history 2 bit shoddy 

to gain an effect. For instance on the first page of Clandeboye 

you leave the reader with the impression that Franklin's Gulls feed 

on minnows when their food actually is almort 100% insects. 

How long do you think it will take you to revise and complete 

the business? I have been a solid six weeks at nothing else than 

painting,mostly ironing out difficulties which I have not been able 

to overcome sandwitching,as in the past, painting between other 

affairs, With what I have learned I can now do oil paintings which 

I would be willing to reproduce and, if there is time I would like 

to do the cranes, the geese, the pelicans end the western grebe in 

oil. These of course can be reproduced as halftones. These with 

black snd white ink sketches should give a bit more life to the 

pages. You have no idea of the difficulties of being a part-time 

artist. I am improving,and thet being the case, I want the bulk 

of the drawings to be as recent as possible, hence yome estimate 

of the time you will take on revision will be helpful. 

Had four inches of rain the last of August which will hold 

the marsh up through the autumn anfili# insure a good run-off next 

spring. ‘ 

Yours, 

P.8.: I think you are wise in sticking with Knopf. Lurton Blascinghem 

sounds a bit sugar-coated.
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bok ee ee Place 
August 31, 1 

Mr. larton Blagseingane 
10 B. 43a Street 
New York Gity 

Dear My. Blasei ngame: 

I am much pleased to hear from you and to know of 
your favorable opinion of the essays. 

I agree that the total volume ts scant. I have about 
half again as many as were included in the sample which 
Peggy geve you. These additional ones are, for one reason 
or another, in need of slight revision, and I will forward 
them to you & mpidly es I cen put them in shape, I 
estimate that I ean finish the others by November 1. 
If any particular dates are important from your standpoint, 
be sure to let me know, 

The unpublished sketches, as Miss Harper has already told 
you, have been seen only by Clinton Simpson of Alfred A, 
Knopf and by Yelmer Pessels of MacMillan. Mr. Simpson 
has now expressed a tentative desire to publish these 
materials, subject to certain additions and revisions. 
Since this is a prior commitment, {t will, of course, stand, 
bat I am not sure that I can exeoute the iglastoatiote 
which he suggests. There is no binding ment between 
him and syself until they have been executed, and until 
he has passed on them. Subject only to this prior commit- 
ment to Knopf, I am glad to give you entire discretion in 

placing these materials. 

I redline, of course, that the partial commitment to Knopf 
may “shorten your rope" to an extent unacceptable to you. 
Please foel perfectly free to tell me so if this is the case. 

With best regards, 

6G Hickey Aldo Leopold
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yok Sern Place 
August 31, 1 

Mr. Clinton Simpson 
Alfred A, Knopf, Ine. 
501 Madison Aveme 
New York City, New York 

Dear Mr. Simpson: 

I am pleased to hear from you further, and I will start 

at once in an attempt to exeoute the suggestions which 

you have offered. I cannot, of course, promise that I 

will be able to execute them, either to my own satisfaction, 

or to yourse I am most in doubt about the final chapter 

sunming up the argument. Whether thie can be done without 
’ 

getting “heavy” is what I will have to prove by trial and 

error. : 

Before receiving your letter, which constitutes in effect 
a tentative but not a final agreement between us, I had 

gotten in tovch with Mr. Turton Blassingame as 4 praspective 

agent for placing my work. Since our set-up is still : 

tentative, I trust there is no impropriety in letting him 

geo what he can do. I have told him about the status of 

our arrangement. Should this be at all objectionable to 

you, please let me know, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold
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August 24, 1944 

Mr. iurton Blassingame 
Ten Hast Fortp-third Street 
New York City 

Dear Mr. Blassingame: 

Thank you kindly for your letter of August 22. I'm 
sorry that Mr. Leopold's answer will be delayed until 
after the 29th because he is out of town, tut in the 
neantime you might like to know that the unpublished 
pieces have been seen only by MacMillan and Knopf. While 
MacMillan liked the essays very mech, they do not feel 
they can take them on at this time. Knopf has not yet 
given a definite answer. 

Yours sincerely, 

Alice Harper 
Secretary to Mr. Leopold



LURTON BLASSINGAME 
TEN EAST FORTY-THIRD STREET 

Cable: LUBLAME NEW YORK CITY Murray Hill 6-3754 

Associate: DON CONGDON wr 

August 22, 1944 

Dear Professor Leopold; 

Recently I had the pleasure of lunching with Joe and Peggy 

Hickey and they, knowing that I am not only a literary agent 

but an intense, though ignorant, lover of the outdoors, let 

me read your collection of brief nature articles. They 
stirred me as good writing always does and in addition I 

found myself experiencing the satisfaction of a successful 

day afield. 

It goes without saying, therefore, that I am honored to 

represent you and hope I will succeed in securing satis- 

factory contracts for you. But from the strictly practical 

viewpoint, we must realize that the material here is ex- 

tremely brief for a book; twice as much would make it a 

better publisher's venture. onsequently, i'd like to 

know if other essays exist as outlines in your notebooks 

and, if a publisher insists on having more of your material, 

how long it would take to supply it. 

In addition, I'd like to know which markets have seen the 

unpublished sketches. It is quite possible that I'll be 

able to place the magazine rights, prior to book pub- 

lication, on some of these chapters if they have not been 

seen by all of the better markets in the outdoor field. 

Also, while speaking of markets, 1 would appreciate it if 

you'd let me know, which, if any, book publishers have 

seen this material. 

Please accept my appreciation for your very excellent work 

which I enjoyed immensely. 

Cordially; 

\ 

Prof. Aldo Leopold ieenes 

University of Wisconsin — 

424 University Farm Place 
Madison, 5, Wisconsin ;
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ALFRED: A-KNOPF 
INCORPORATED 

: A is 
BOOKS 

501 MADISON AVENUE 

Cables: KNOPF NEW YORK New York Telephones: PLaza 3-4761 

QRANMAM2AMAMARDRANAADADADMADAMMDDADAMRDrnaDaaMaMaMAmMaDrnnQnanamrdnnanrnrnanenonnannrramnanan 

August 24, 1944 

Dear Professor Leopold, 

I have delayed writing to you until we could get the reactions of 
two very capable readers of your manuscript. Rather than follow your sugges— 
tion of submitting it to a dozen lay readers, we thought it better to get the 
opinion of two professionials who would look at the manuscript from different 
points of view-~one of them the managing editor here and the other a well-known 

naturalist and writer. I am glad to say that both of them have reported very 
favorably on the manuscript and we think it likely that, with some changes, we 
will want to publish it. These changes include some, but not all, of the sug- 
gestions I made in my letter of July 24. In short, we would like you to supply 
us with as much additional material as possible; to combine the very short 
pieces with other material to make chapters of not less than, say, 2000 words 

in length (we would prefer them even longer than this); to go over the present 

essays with a view to avoiding repetition of the ecological arguments (it is 
not the argument# that we object to, but the repetition of it); and add a chap- 
ter which sums up the argument for the balance of the forces of nature and what 

you think can and should be done about it. I find that these other readers are 
not so concerned about the special regions covered; but we are agreed that the 
book would be improved if pieces could be added about other parts of the United 
States, for example the east and the far west. 

As I mentioned to you, we like your writing and the feeling for na-— 
ture which is very eloquently expressed throughout. We think a very attractive 
little book could be made of this material, and though we should not expect it 
to have a large sale, it is a kind of book we like to publish. If, therefore, 

e you feel that you can send us additional material and revise the essays slightly 
along the lines indicated, I think that I can promise you that we will want to 
publish it. I should add, however, that we would want to see a good part of the 
revised manuscript, if not all of it, before coming to a definite agreement. 

I am returning the manuscript to you separately, because I am sure 

you will want it to look over the essays. Cee, 

Yours sincerely, 

oe A. KNOPF, Inc. 

Clinton Simpson 1 

Professor Aldo Leopold 

424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

rlb
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ALFRED- A: KNOPF 
INCORPORATED 

BO Lexy 

Pe Pax 
| BOOKS 

§O0I MADISON AVENUE 

Cables: xNoPF NEW YORK New York Telephones: PLaza 3-4761 

DOME MammanrMmmrnymnamammrrarimarmrmrmrmnnnnmnn crriomramnammnmnmnmmnnamnnnmamammarmananmannnnrmrrannmarr 

August 24, 1944 

Dear Professor Leopold, 

I have delayed writing to you until we could get the reactions of 
two very capable readers of your manuscript. Rather than follow your sugges— 
tion of submitting it to a dozen lay readers, we thought it better to get the 

opinion of two professionials who would look at the manuscript from different 
points of view=-one of-them the managing editor here and the other a well-known 
naturalist and writer. I am glad to say that both of them have reported very 

U ve favorably on the manuscript and we think it likely that, with some changes, we 
will want to publish it. These changes include some, but not all, of the sug- 
gestions I made in my letter of July 24. In short, we would like you to supply 
us with as much additional material as possible; to combine the very short 
pieces with other material to make chapters of not less than, say, 2000 words 
in length (we would prefer them even longer than this); to go over the present 
essays with a view to avoiding repetition of the ecological arguments (it is 
ot the argument that we object to, but the repetition of it); and add a chap- 

ter which sums up the argument for the balance of the forces of nature and what 
you think can and should be done about it. I find that these other readers are 
not so concerned about the special regions covered; but we are agreed that the 

book would be improved if pieces could be added about other parts of the United 
States, for example the east and the far west. 

As I mentioned to you, we like your writing and the feeling for na- 
ture which is very eloquently expressed throughout. We think a very attractive 
1ittlé book could be made of this material, and though we should not expect it 
to have a large sale, it is a kind of book we like to publish. If, therefore, 

i] you feel that you can send us additional material and revise the essays slightly 
k along the lines indicated, I think that I can promise you that we will want to 

| publish it. I should add, however, that we would want to see a good part of the 
revised manuscript, if not all of it, before coming to a definite agreement. 

I am returning the manuscript to you separately, because I am sure 
you will want it to look over the essays. rune, 

Yours sincerely, 

(a A. KNOPF, Inc. 

: Clinton Simpson i 

Professor Aldo Leopold 

424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

} rlb 
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Ragast 1719 

Dear Peggy and Joe: 

I certainly feel encouraged with your news, and I appreciate 

getting in touch with a man like Iurton Blassingame. I am 

very glad to put my stuff in his hands for anything that you 

and he think worth trying. You did not give me his address, : es 

so I assume you can transmit this message to Tae er 8® nasal i Vita psd acts eccteras 

This is, ef course, subject to ee ee sok ie A va ita th bk 
should they come to anything satisfactory and acceptable.) © © <9 58 Fete 
The negotiations with MacMillan are totally off, but those 

with Knopf are still active. Since I last wrote, I had a 

; note from William Beebe, stating that Knopf had sent him the 

essays for an opinion, although they did not tell me they ; 

were going to. I take it they may be circulating them for 

opinion among several people. Beebe's letter was enthusiastic, 

which, of course, pleased me. I gather that there is 4 

chance that Knopf may think more favorably of them as a 
result of this canvass. 

Mr. Simpson of Knopf has proposed to throw out the 

geographically scattered essays and deal with the shack 

essays as a unit. Surprisingly enough, Albert thinks this 

might be a good idea, for the shack essays, I now realize, 
are of a different cast than the others. Simpson calls the 
others depressing, and Albert substantially agrees. I am 

mentioning this, thinking that you of Mr. Blassingame might 

have an opinion on this question. At this time, I am saying 

only that I am amenable to any and all advice from people é 
whose judgment I. value. ; 

You state there is no contract between the author and the 

agent, but I take it that the agent mst eventually gain ne 
something for his labors. Are the details of this agreed 
upon later? Don't get the idea that I am hanging back on 

», this account. I am just curious. 

‘ : (over)
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j DEPARTMENT OF TROPICAL RESEARCH ‘ 

WILLIAM BEEBE, Sc. D., Director 

FIELD STATIONS: JOCELYN CRANE, Research Zoologist 

een pau onan oeee HENRY FLEMING, Entomologist 

Sv. Nowa! Galapagos 2153 GEORGE SWANSON, Artist 
S. Y. Arcturus, Sargassum ; Galapagos—1925 
Sch, Lieutenant, Haiti—1927 
Tug ae Horse, Hudson Gorge—1928 LABORATORY : 

Tug Gladisfen, Nonsuch, Bda.—1929-1931 Zoological Park 
See ee eae Bronx, New York 60, N. Y. 

‘eeadom, juda—| 

Yacht Antares, Pearl Is.—1933 Tel. RAymond 9.2090 
Biological Station, Bermuda—1933 
Launch Bee pemete Srupto: 

‘ug Ready, Bermuda— 33 West 67th Street 
New N ch, Bermuda—1934-1936 
Yacht Hardi Biaou, West Indies—1936 New York 23, N. ¥. 
Yacht Zaca, Gulf of California—1936 ‘Tel. TRafalgar 7-5063 
New Nonsuch, Bermuda—1937 

Seo tt sea a -w Nonsuch, Bermuda—1 pe 
Catipio, ‘Venezuela—1942 August 5th, 1944 
Zoo Laboratory—1943 
South America—1944 

Dear Mr. Leopold;- 

I have just had the pleasure of reading 

your sixty odd pages of manuscript for Knopf and giving 

them the highest praise possible to my limited vocabulary. 

I like them from the ground up and hope the volume will soon 

appear. , 

We so need writing which does in natural history 
and science the things wkkm which the prose of Kipling, and 
Dunsany, does in other fields. 

a ee,
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| Deita Duck Station 
Delta, “anitoba 
August 2,1944 i 

Mr. d.Paul Miller 
Grandview : 

é Washington 

Dear Pauls 

How goes the farming? Nothing new or exciting here: I just 

wanted to pass along a copy of MeAtee's review in WILDLIFE REVIEW, 

which you may not have had the chance to read out there... I am 

sending it because, es you read the first eee” you will 

see that lir. MeAtee, who apparently got wind o the circumstances 

surrounding the latter part of 1942 at Delta, has felt it deeirable 

to ease things all around in public print. t thought it very nice 

of him, 

His reference to the editing impelle me, although it is all 

long ego and faraway, to recall that the hardest part of that year 

was doing a job and at the same time completing my Wisconsin 

graduate work. I suppose I rebelled mostly against a form of 

: graduate education which required one to cross the last "T" j 

properly, regardless of how many years it might take. Thus it 

was a surprise to receive, short time ago, my masters degree from 

Wisconsin, which had beep rotting away for for years in some : 

_ gharks desk. Professor eopold thought I knew I had the degree, 

and I thought all wee I couldn't satiefy the requirements for it 5 

hence it was a oterical error that made the-mede the Delta 

Station-graduate work arrangement so hard to follow. 

I was called to Minneapolis last week to take examinations 

for the Navy. What will come of it I don't know. While there I 

had the opportunity of getting some reference work completed at 

the University and had a short talk with Mr. Bell. 

None of the Minneapolis book stores had any copies of the 

: Canvasback. left, and one store told me that, although they had 

many requests for it, they couldn't get copies because it was out 

of print! : 

Everything is fine here; wish you could stop in on your way 

‘ beck east in the fall. 

: Best regards, 

i 
ae



CHICAGO - BOSTON - ATLANTA - DALLAS - SAN FRANCISCO - LONDON - TORONTO - BOMBAY - CALCUTTA- MADRAS - MELBOURNE - SHANGHAI - MANILA 

THE MACMILLAN COMPANY 

teen Publishers .aaete, 

SIXTY.) * . FIFTH AVENUE) *. NEW YORK 

GEORGE P. BRETT, UR.. PRESIDENT 

H.S. LATHAM. Vice PRESIDENT 
EL. MEAD, SECRETARY 
R.M.BRETT, TREASURER 

August 1, 1944 

Dr. Aldo Leopold 
Madison, 
Wisconsin 

Dear Dr. Leopold: 

Thank you for your letter of July 24 and your generous 

offer to underwrite the possible loss in connection with the 

publication of your book of essays. 

We have discussed this matter here at the office very 

thoroughly, and of course we should like to aave your dis- 

tinguished book on our list, but it is a question of the 

paper situation and printing and binding conditions. We are 

having to watch our paper allotment very carefully, and in 

fact, have had to declare many titles on our List out of 

print at present. The printers and binders are very busy 

and have a great deal of green help which results in delays 

‘ all along the line. In view of these facts, we do not feel 

at the present time that we can take advantage of your sug- 

gestion. 

If you do not place the book elsewhere, perhaps you 

would be willing to discuss this proposition with us at a 

more favorable time. With best wishes, 

Sincerely yours, 

TH MACMILLAN COMPANY 
Outdoor books Department 

Wellmer vessels/1t
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Delta Duck Station 
Delta,Manitoba 
duly 31,1944 

Dear A.L.: 

To begin at the beginning: I went down to Minneapolis last 
week to try out for the Navy. I will not know for some six weeks 

whether or not I'll make it. While there I spent a day at the 

museum where it was my good fortune to meet Jaques, who is doing 

the background for the new moose groupe 4. showed me the proofs 

for the black and whites in their forthcoming book "Snowshoe Country’ 
They beat all his other bleck and white illustrations by miles and 

there are Quite a few more of them than in the other books -- most 

of the designs are winter forest landscapes with, of course, 
everything from wolves to woodpeckers. Talking with him I learned 

@ good deal; and the only good feeling I had when I came beck to 

look at those of yours I hsve on hand was & his confidence that 

he hed troubles in the beginning to get what he wanted too. I 

admire his strong black and whites -- the lighting he gets by 

working with a tool on scratchboard. To work the same way and 

play on the compositions of dark and light on scratchboard gives 

ones drawings the appearance of too much Jaques influence. I used 

the paper on several drawings in my book and these have drawn 

several comments. So I feel impelled to stick to the old method; but 

with new ideas I heve been working all week, without a great deal 

of success, on your cuts, and was on one when your letters from 

the publishers came. With this indication of a possible short delay 

I am leaving them for a week or so and perhaps, after having digested 

what I learned in Minneapolis I can get some of the freshness in 

them I want. 

f I cen understand how you feel about the publisher's reaction, 

and it wae thoughtful of you to let me see the letters. 

The one from Macmillan Co. seems to be a flat rejection 

simply because they are afraid to take the gambel on essays. t 

am afraid that what you have is so new that they have no way of 

appraising ite interest. Apparently they have a gocd"forgettery" 

for didn't they publish several editions of Eltons work. I suppose 

thet “dQutdoor" literature that has become popular ehough to make it 

worthwhile from the publishers standpoint has been so light that they 

are afraid to take anything that would make the reader think. 

oc 

You speak in your Letter of them of underwriting the possible 

loss. You probably know what your Game Survey cost to publish, and 

the University of Minnesota Press wanted $2500 to back the Canvasback 

book. (My old files are packed away in amuh wy earlier anticipation 

of leaving but I will look it up). 

In an earlier letter you spoke of putting it out yourself. 
There are two sides to thet above and beyond the cost. I can see 

why, for instance, no gre but he himself would be willing to 

publish a volume of Mc“tee's pmemmm poems, Everyone thinks, when 

you do it yourself, that you can't get anybody else to do it for you 

which at the very beginning takes something away from the volume. én 

the other hend, Jaques told-me that Harold Gatty ees his 

Reft Book on his own, and that of course hae a wide distribution.
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I would te inclined to play the field before shouldering the 
expense. 

ok Re Re 

The Knopf letter is definitely encouraging. They make it clear 
in their last paragraph that they would like to publish for you. I 
must say of course, that they go a long way in telling you how they 
want it -- but that in hmm itself seems to be a good sign. 

From your reply -- that is the last paragraph of your reply -- 
- dt seems to me that you have confused the issue and that you did not 

have the MacMillan letter out of your mind. There is nothing in 
the Knopf letter which suggests that they do not anticipate a market 
for your book. It is merely a criticism, and I thought it a carefully 
worded and well-thought-out one. The fact that a dozen or a hundred or 
more of your friends, after reading your mimeographed test copies, 
approve of the manuscript,does not get around their criticism. This, 
incidentally, is exactly the same thing that you pointed out a year or 
so before my book went to press. As I see it then, the question with 
Nnopf is not whether or not there are enough readers to make the book 
worth publishing, but whether or not you wish to change the plan of 
the book to fit their picture of what it might be. 

Knopf makes two atrong points: 1) Peetwnems you amamnmphmg 
wish to drive home, together with your distrust in the “ordinary 
brand of conservationists amd government planners", all right when 
the essays are published alone, becomes monotonous when they ere 
brought together in book form. I told you last winter that this 
depressed me. The fact that theese fellows had the same reaction 
indicates how strongly you have pounded. I am not saying you are wrong, 
I agree every time -- but through the depression one feels after 
having the same dose several timee at one sitting the thing you have 
to et aoe force. 

8) Knopf speaks of a “unifying theme". You remember that I 
felt last winter that there should be BMMMMMMEMMMMETMEMMMMMNMMMM 
more of a thread. Neither Knopfs nor mine may be taken as expert 
criticisms, but it is probably more than coincidence that the same 
points should be raised from such widely separated sources. And these 
are points that probably would not be raised by your dozen test readers. 

And it is probably more than coincidence that "Great Possession# 

is mentioned as a favorite by Knopf -- it vas one of mine too. 

You know that I know how you feel about changing the original 
plan of the book. It would be a tough job. Still, if you were so 
inclined one way might be to take the sizable nucleus of essays that 
have been written with the Shack beckground - Great Possessions,the 
Chicadees,the Pines etc, and build the book wholly upon Shack bachgnow 
backgrounds. fimemembm I have no doubt that you can put everything you 
have to say in a Shack background; I believe the pieces you have 
written there are the best; all put something more than a word picture 
across; and none are depress The scene, of course,would be local, 
but eee keep you from thinking in 
continental terms. 

Chad st b-t1 ae Vege 270, vot FP a1841, Wwe phanky 
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All the foregoing is just a discussion of Knopf's letter. 
After all, what you planned to do in the beginning was to publish 
a collection of your essays under one cover. As such, the book will 
have weaknesses which Knopf's have pointed out; but tnet doran't 
mean it won't be first-rate. I,of courge, as well as many othere would 
like to have your scattered essays brought together under one cover. 
If you think that is stil] the way you want them, there still ere 
@ dozen more good publishing mmmem houses which might like to do 
them that way. 

Ce 

Thanks for youre of July 34th. I have sent the enclosed to 
Paul. 

In Minneapolis one of the book stores mmbed told me they 
could get no more of my books until the second edition wae out. : 
They may have been telking through their hate, for I have as yet 
heard nothing about it from the Institute and in May there still 
was a large supply of the original edition left. I hope, of course, 
that it is true, for if the book went into a second edition it 
would mean that the project hed gone a long way towards mm 
supporting itself --- which would be something new in wildlife research. 
I expect to hear about sales shortly and will let you know, 

Thanks for Doug's review. I pasted it in my scrap book and 
and sending for another copy of the paper for you to replace your 
torn copy. I will send you my scrap book of reviews when it is 
complete. I am not getting them all, of course, but will have most 
of the periodical reviews. Enclosed is Dr. Rowan's review which 
you may not have seen. So far, Doug's review is the only one I 
have seen objecting to the "Flowergy" style. 

As for my venture in extending bird psychology to Homo 
Bapiens, I have had the fun samimmom of working out the ideas, and 
am now at the tedious business of making sense. Whether or not I 
will is a big question, but I will send you the first chapters when 

they ere finished with the next typing. 

Yes, Art always has had the making of a "statesman" ever since 
I have known him: and I am gled thet you see it maturing. This is 
an unjust world, when some of us can stay at the old jobs and others 
have to break away. However, I suspect, since Art, no matter where 
he was, would be not far from his field interests, the Army has 
done much to develop this particular trait. For Art, when I knew him, 
was inclined to bury himself pretty much in a corner. Working with 
people who do not share his interests probably has broadened him a 
great deal. 

I shall be anxious to hear of any news of Fred. Back in 
'41, when Fred went down to the Army none of us thought this far 
ahead and, I am afraid, made rather light of Fred's prediction that 
he would be in it earlier than we thought. 

We ave looking for Bill but as yet heave had no word that he 
is in this part of the woods. h 

Fédm all oft I have heard of Van Tyne, I can see why Joe is 
pleased to go there. I can't say that I envy his curating but
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I am eure he will make the most of it. Neither Sutton nor Breckenridge 
have gone stele at it. 

Regarding financial status at Delta: Last fall mm ima 
when i got my first call, the Senator and Mr. Bell got together and 
established a fund, based upon the pex Delta year, to be set aside 
annually until the end of the war, this being the nest-egg with which 
the Station would open for business after the war was over. With 
the uncertainty of the present year, there has been no formal budget, 
the Institute merely continuing my salary($8600) and keeping a@ strong 
backlog in the Delta cash fund. If and when I go, my salary 
continues for two months after my departure and a comfortable fund 

i will be left in the Delta account to take care of any unexpected 
expenses or emergencies. Everything has been most satisfactory. 

I should have told you all this before you asked. I have been 
more or lees self-conscious, I suppose, about Station mattere and 
henceforward will keep you in closer touch. 

While no formal plans for the Ststion program have been made 
for after the war fmmmmm it is agreed that,if they are inclined to 
do so Lyle and Pete,are to receive the time and the funds to complete 
the studies they left off when they left for the service. I have 
had the time to wind up Lyle's manuscript, but I still hold with 
the beliefe that it would be much better and more satisfactory to him 
to have the facilities to finish the job if it is possible for him 
to do so.. I can't put myself in their shoes, but as close as I can 
I think they would find it easier to ease back in the field with a 
year of the comparstive freedom here, rather then stepping at once 
into some new program, That of course is for their choicem and both -— 
et least I know Pete has -- will have other openings a8 soon as they 
get out of uniform, The only thing I wish to do is to insure them 
the chance to get back into things here if they want to take it. 

This is the great raspberry year at Delta -— quarts and quarts 
have been picked between here and the lodge where othere years we have 
had only a taste. : 

Yours, 

ahix— 
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424 University Farm Place 
July 24, 1944 

Miss Wellmer Pessels 
The MacMillan Company 
Sixty Fifth Aveme 
New York City 

Dear Miss Pessels: . 

Your letter does not surprise me since I was well 
aware of the commercial limitations of essays, 
and I of course appreciate your favorable personal 
opinion of the work. 

Before dropping the matter, I would like to ask 
whether your company would consider bringing then 
out if I, in some way, underwrote the possible loss. » 
I would not, of course, want to sign a blank check, 
but I would be willing to consider putting up some 
kind of deposit which would accrue to you in the 
event the essays were a flop as to sales. I would, 
of course, Limit this suggestion to a small edition 
end an amount within my means, and I would stipulete 
that, if our prognostications proved to be wrong and 
the essays should by some chance sell, the usual royalties 

would accrue. 

If you can see the possibility of some such set-up, 
would you give me an idea of the possible terms? i 

With personal regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 

be 

$
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THE MACMILLAN COMPANY 

nettin rom Publishers  -akaittiu | 

SIR Y (2%  BIPTHOAVENUE, ¢ “NEW YORK 

GEORGE P. BRETT. UR., PRESIDENT E.L. MEAD. SECRETARY 

H.S. LATHAM Vice PRESIDENT R.M. BRETT, TREASURER 

July 20, 1944 

Dr. Aldo Leopold 
University of Wisconsin 
College of Agriculture 
Madison 5, Wisconsin 

Dear Dr. Leopold: 

It is with real regret that I write you that 
we do not feel that we can make you a publishing 
offer for your volume of essays. 

As you know, I enjoyed them very much and thought 
they were beautifully written. I asked the head of our 
frade Editorial Dept., while he was on vacation, to 
read them for I was sure he would enjoy them. He, too, 
said.that they interested him and that he thought many 
of them were exquisite. 

As you probably know, volumes of essays are dif- 
ficult to sell and we do not feel that a volume of 
essays on outdoor topics would find a wide enough? 
market to warrant our use of paper at this time. You 
are doubtless aware of the fact that publishers! allot- 
ments of paper have been cut and we are forced to forego 
many interesting projects which in normal times we 
would be interested in. 

I personally regret very much that I shall not have 
the privilege of working on this book with you. With 
best regards, I am, 

Sincerely yours, 

72> 

THE MACMILLAN COMPANY 
Outdoor Books Department | 

Wellmer Pessels/1t
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ALFRED » Av KNOPF, Inc. 

501 MADISON AVENUE 
New York 22, N.Y. 

July 24, 1944 

Dear Professor Leopold, 

We have discussed your essays here and 

find that, while we like your writing, they do not 

seem altogether suitable for’ book publication in 
their present form. One reason is that they are so 
scattered in subject matter, and it also seems to 
us that the point of view and even the style varies 

from one essay to another. Pieces of only a page 
or two in length are also rather difficult to put 

into a book. And of course the dozen articles sub- 
mitted would make a very slim volume indeed. I am 

sure you plan these as only part of a volume. 

I wonder if you would consider making 
a book purely of nature observations, with less em- 
phasis on the ecological ideas which you have in- 

corporated into your present manuscript? It seems 

to us that these ecological theories are very diffi- 
cult indeed to present successfully for the layman. 

Certainly, the rep@tition in chapter after chapter 

of a book, of the idea that the various elements and 
forces of nature should be kept in balance would end 
by becoming monotonous. Would it not be better to 

make the greater part of the book observation of wild 

life in narrative form, such as your pieces on "Great 

(Over) 
Professor Aldo Leopold 

University of Wisconsin 
College of Agriculture 
Madison 5, Wisconsin 

rlb
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ALFRED + A7KNOPF, Inc. & 

501 MADISON AVENUE 
New York 22, N.Y. 

sien 

Possessions" and the "Green Lagoons", adding a chap-— 
ter developing the ecological interpretations? 

Such a book should, we feel, be based on 
your own experiences and if possible should be limi- 

ted to one region of the country. In the present 
collection, we feel a distinct break between the 
middle-western and southwestern essays, because of 
the completely different conditions existing in the 

two regions. Some sort of unifying theme or prin- 

cipelgmust be found for a book of this sort, we 
think, and perhaps it would hold together better if 

it were limited to a single part of the cowmtry. 

One reason the ideas about the balance of 
nature, as embodied in these essays, do not seem 
successfully presented is, I feel, that the reader 

is apt to get a confused picture of what you advocate. 

Sometimes it seems that you want more intelligent 

planning, but you point out that nature's balance 
was upset with the coming of civilization, and you 

certainly do not seem to like the ordinary brand of 

conservationists and government planners. I think the 

average reader would be left somewhat uncertain as to 

what you propose. Perhaps ina single essay, all 

these ideas could be related so that your basic theme 

would become clearer. 

I should add that we are impressed with your ” 
writing, with the freshness of observation which it re-\’ 
flects,and the skill of phrase. We believe that read—- ~~“ 
ers who like nature will enjoy such writing and hope 
that we can work out with you a successful plan for a 

volume. I would appreciate hearing your reaction to : 

the above, and will hold the essays until you tell me 
what to do with them. 

Yours sincerely,
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Dear Mr. Simpson! peak Let ead 

Naturally I have read your letter with intensé intefest, 
and I appreciate your taking the pains to analyze the 
shortcomings of the job, rather than to reject it out of 
hand. I will comment on your pointe in the order in 

, which you raise them. 

Tae Yalan of material. Yes, the total bulk is small, 
wat as pointed out in my letter, I have half a dozen more 
in process of revision, and several “under construction". 
Vnless a lot are thrown out, you could count on 20 essays 

‘of the average bulk of the samples sent you, with the 
drawings for most of then. 

CRs, | Narrative Je. igomnspratize. I think you have a 
good poin' re. me oO: essays could be converted 

to narrative form. Most of those not yet sent you are 

narrative, 

3: ene BET scope. I am puzzled by your preference 

fora single regional background. I feel pretty sure 

that the people to whom these essays are addressed are 

trying to think of conservation in continental, rather 

than local, terns. 

4. General, You are undoubtedly right in thinking that 
these essays would bere “the layman". The question is: 

Who is the layman? How many people have thought their 

way far enough ahead of the rank and file to react to 

this work? 

My belief 1s that there are enough of them to promise 

@ modest sale for the work. Your opinion is quite 

properly skeptical. 

(over)
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It seems. to. me, then, that your problem is to test ve 
the possid: Hgreremenene of my belief, Supposing 
I sineeyaate for you @ dozen sete of the essays, 
and furnished you a list of names to whom you could 
write, asking each for a confidential appraisal? : 

; _ ¥ think I could give you names of people who would. 
react as readers, rather than as personal friends |... 
of mine... This would entail, om your part, only. We... 
labor of writing a circular letter and of reading 
the replies. ; iene ee ene 

uk Would. you be, willing $9. make this, test? Sed Late ak 
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5OL Madison Aveme 9 ot CRs Seale, 
New York 22, Me:-Be ad Sieh eo hie By 2 Dew EG hat 

Dear Mr. Simpson: : a : 

Naturally I hove read your letter with intense interest, 
and I appreciate your taking the pains to analyse the 
shortcomings of the job, rather than to reject it out of 

“hand, I will comment on your points in the order in © 
which you raise them. Suc 

bv a material. Yes, the totel bulk is small, 
“ wut as pointed out in my letter, I have half a dozen more 

in proeees of revision, and several “under construction". 
Unless a lot are thrown out, you could count on 20 essays 
of the average bulk of the eamples sent you, with the 
dyawings for most of them. 

26 a ere es aoe I think yeu have a 
good pol Te. of the essays could be converted 

to narrative form. Most of those not yet sent you are 
narrative. . 

3. Geogr nbhe. 2pep2 I am puszled by your preference 
for a s 2 onal background. I feel pretty sure 
that the people to whom these essays aro addressed are 
trying to think of conservation in continental, rather 
than local, terns. 

4, General, You are undoubtedly right in thinking that 
: these essays would bore “the layman*. The question is: 

Who is the layman? How many people have thought their 
way far enough ahead of the rank and file to react to 

i this work? 

‘ My belief is that there are envugh of them to promise 

Re a modest sale for the work. Your opinion is quite 
: properly skeptical. 

(over)
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THE MACMILLAN COMPANY 

eA ShenS. Manes 

SIXTY 73 FIRTH AVENUE = GNEW YORKAIN-Y. 

July 6, 1944 

Dr. Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison 5, Wisconsin 

Dear Dr. Leopold: 

I found your essays when I returned from my vacation 
and the additional photostats arrived yesterday. I have 
read your essays and I think they are beautiful. At the 

moment I have sent them to our editor-in-chief who is on 

vacation and it is a great concession on his part to do 

any reading at this time but I assured him that he would 

be more than repaid. TI know that he will enjoy them re- j 

a gardless of whether Macmillan feels that such a volume 

would have wide enough sale to warrant our offering you a 

contract. 

I shall write you as soon as I have some definite word, 

This is merely to express my own enjoyment of them. 

pong ig Ae: 

LU) pbbwsr peer 
THE MACMILLAN COMPANY 

Wellmer Pessels/1t Outdoor Books Denartment
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5 Delta Puck Station 
; Delta,Manitoba 
| J June 30,1944 

Dear A.L., 

I was glad to see that you have your pieces off and I know you will 
get news soon. What if both houses want to mmm in publisi.! 

I liked your Illinois Bus Ride very much, although it ended too soon 
for me. It seems that the idea of presentation is so original and easy to 
follow that you might let a lot of little iteme in the back of your mind 
out in this piece. I will confess that I think some of the most beautiful 
literature of our time is the occasional spart of reporting that comes out 
in TIME. I hope you won't object, then, if I compare this piece in its pattern 
to the very best in TIME. This is not an essay but a report and I namm had 
the fetling that you didn't report enough. 

Probably one of the toubles with my Army business is that every paper 
attached to me has to go through three offices here, the Consulate, the 
Army office and a Canadian something or other. Draft BMMMM Boards apparently 
are unwilling to take volunteers of my age and status until after the election. 
I have applied directly to the Navy, however, and may find something. 

I found that my avocets for the Green Lagoon piece mamambam are too 
long in the legs, and I am doing these over so that the next batch will be 
a little while yet. I got a nice bunch of avocet pictures from Tom Main 
which will help. Throw out the wolf and I will try for something better. 

One reason for my delay with the drawings is that somehow or other 
I have worked myself into an idea that is hard to get away from. When I was 
working up the Canvasback report I was constantly awed by the fact that its 
pattern of life is so much, in its essentials, like our own, That is by 
no means an original thought, but it was entirely new to me. Then ss I 
reviewed the lengthy lit#erature, particularly that on territory,I became 
all the more impressed by the fact that the whole bunch of us follow a 
common plan. This is so far from being original that in all the garbled 
talk of peace and war there are numerous references to animal behavior, most 
of them with solid foundation but none of them properly interpreted. And 
so I find myself with a hundred poorly organized pap pages and ten ideas 
a day coming in to add to the disorganization. 

It is probably foolgsh as the devil and I should be spending my time: 
at better things. But I em afraid I will stick to it until I prove to myself 

that it is not worth following. 

So far I have been able to work up a fairly decent outline in two 
parts: the background for war; the background for peace. The first part is _ 

in five sections. The first section sets forth the master plan under which 

we all live,man or animal,and shows how the plan is iamim the same in its 

essentials for both. This shows how conflict is a part of the natural 

pattern of the plan. The four following sections deal with the four 
major types of conflict -- combat for food,combat for the mate ,combat 
for the home or territory and conflict for dominance,  {n each discussion



Bs 

the behavior is traced through animals to man. The whole trouble timam is 

that it all fits together so logicelly that it is hard to leave ity in 

the face of the difficulties of building up a logical approach to the 

second section, the background for peace. However I have enough ideas so 

that if I can finish the first part I think I can build the second. 

With the world as it is it is hard to keep an even keel and keep on 

with gnorms1 program as if nothing was happening:and I suppose the main 

object tamiamkmmpminamm of tackling such a project is to keep busy and at 

the game time straighten things out in my own mind that samamnotmaheanmbonkne 
pm the papers don't help clear up.. 

We had three inches mm of rain in one day last week and this, added 

to the rest of the month's rain hes built the mareh up nicely. Redheads, 

Ruddy Bucks and Scaups MMB have been been hit, I suspect rather badly, 

by the last rise, however. 

Pete writes from Scotland of ducks and swans and the beauty of the 

country. Ed wm has been taking an unbelievable amount of ach from the 

ridge to releive the fuel shortage sround here and has done so without 

inflicting any great change. fle often speaks of you. My son, although 

he already knows a good many of the birds around the place, takes them 

as a matter of course and has his mind set on being a mechenic. I hope 

you are getting regular news from Carl, and please remember us to him when 

you write. 

¥ours, 

hbaX 

P.8.: I have just received my copy of the fimm F&WLS's "Wildlife Review" 

and was a little taken back by the first paragraph of my review. If I 

am not reading between the lines too much, whoever wrote the review felt 

impelled to make comment on what at the time I had no idea would develop 

ae it did, I am stuck away and was not eware thet the matter had got 

far beyond. And it am sorry, more than I can say, that it smmn should 

have drawn such comment -- if that is what it is. 
eke 

Upon receiving my belated degree I had intended, as you mentioned 

might be a wise thing to do, to let Paul and the Senator know how such 

2 matter of fate ran into the business it did. However, since I am 

sure that the business is now quite ofi out of their minds, I have been 

waiting an opportunity or a way of bringing up tne matter in ® eimole 

matter or fact way.
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1 4 

Miss Wellmer Pessels . 
fhe MacMillan Company 
60 Fifth Aveme 
New York City 

Dear Miss Pessels: 

Since sending you the essays I have received some 
more drawings from Hochbaum and am enclosing 
photographic prints. The prints are numbered on 
the back, and the following will convey the 
allocations: 

9. The Green Lagoons 
12. Thinking Like a Mountain 
14. The Flambeau 
15. Clandeboye 

The last two essays have not yet been sent you 
because I am revising them. 

: Yours sincerely, 

i Aldo Leopold
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June 29, 1944 

Mr. Clinton Simpson 
Alfred A, Knopf, Inc. 
501 Madison Avenue 
New York 22, N. Y. 

Dear Mr. Simpson: 

Sinee sending you the essays I have received some 
more drawings from Hochbaum and am enclosing 
photographic prints. The prints are numbered on 
the back, and the following will convey the 
allocations: 

9. The Green Lagoons 
12. Thinking Like a Mountain 

14. The Flambeau 
15. Clandeboye 

The last two essays have not yet been sent you 
because I am revising them. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 

: # 

;
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ALFRED » As KNOPF, Inc. 

501 MADISON AVENUE 
New York 22, N.Y. 

June 22, 1944 

Dear Professor Leopold, 

This is just to say that I have received 

the essays and am reading them with great interest. 

However, I will want to discuss them with my asso- 

elates here and will write you again about them 

shortly. 

Yours sincerely, 

i 
Clinton Simpson 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison 5, Wisconsin 

rlb
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ae June 6, 1944 

Mr. Glinton Simpson 
Alfred Ae Knopf, Ine. A 

“BOl Madison Aveme 
New York 22, Hew York 

Dear Mr. Simpson: 

In your note of January 19 you asked to see the essays which I had ; 
originally disaussed with Mr. Strauss. 

I promised to send them, but aid not get around to it until the 
present leteup in teaching pressure. 1 enslose thirteen as sanples, 

Ihave half a dozen others I could add by a little reworking. 

With the essays are semple drawings by Albert Hochbeum, I am hoping 

thet he can meke additional drawings if there should be noed for them, 

but he is entering the Army, and I'm not sure he could. Should you 

wish to gee more of Hochbaum's work, you ean look at his recent book, 

Phe Canvasback on a Prairie Marsh", published by the American 

Wildlife Institute. 

Doubtless the first thing is for you to say whothor these materials 

have any appeal to you from the publisher's viewpoint, ‘Thevobject, 

which should need no elaboration if the essays ere any good, is to 

convey an ecological view of lend and conservation. 

I have no fixed notions of what to gall the book, should it be published. 

I once thought to call it “Marshland Mlegy, and Other Nssays". It now 

striices me that "Thinking Like a Mountain" might be a better key to its 

contents. 

I await your opinion. 

Yours sincerely. 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 

P,
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Desr A.L.: Sa 

Enclosed aré four dreuings. I have several more in pencil or 

part done and will try to get some of these dwon within a week. I have 

been more or less held up on the whole bunch trying to do a passable 

wolf. I don't know whether this one is or not -- or whether a dead wolf 

is acceptable. 

Please return any of these with comments for changes you would like. 

At present in preparation are the following: For The Odessey -- A 
bur oak acorn, a plover and a spiderwort. For Clandeboye -- a Western 

Grebe and a mareh vista. For fhe Green Legoons ‘ellowlegs,Willets and 
Avocets on a sand bar. at Marshlaw Elegy -- a flock of cranes, -«. 4") 

yl 

I am at a loss to get a sketch for Draba ae I have never’ seen it 

i and can't find one anywhere. And I have not seen Illinois Bus Ride. 

After the above mentioned sketches are finished I will get subjects for 

the remainder of the essays and turn them out ae soon 7 I can. I will 

try to get the whole bunch within time a month; that is if what you have 

seen so far does not make you wish for someone with a bit fancier hand 

with the pen than mine. Drawing t#mmmem does not come very easy to me 

and if these look labored I would want you to get someone who could 

make illustrations of the same standard as the essays without your feeling 

that you would make me feel badlg by so doing. 

I dont know how many drawings you have in mind. I will try to 

get at leaet one for every piece,ama@ with the possible exception of 

Draba, and for some such as The Green Legoons and Clandeboys three or 

four. I don't think it necessary or even wise to illustrate every 

word picture. I would think that about 25 to 30 cuts would do the job 

nicely... 

Any ideas or suggestions for sketthes would be helpful. 

bbe



Delta Duck Station 
Delta, Manitoba 

Dear A.L., 

Under separate cover I am sending drawings for several more 
of your pieces. I had not realized you were finished with the series 
and, although I have been at it consistantly, the production is hard and 

slow. When you see these perhaps you may wish to turn the work over 
to a professional illustrator. Please judge them on their own merit. 
They are the best I can do, but dont hesitate to say if they fall short 

of your liking. 

If the drawings are not good enough or the time too ehort, I think 
it would be best to withdraw whet I have done already and let Jaques 
or Weber worl do the " work.,rather than miging two sets of illustrations 
If you do like these coming down now and the ones in your hand I can 

ar finish the series, providing there is still a bit of time to spare. A 
re king? (Geadline would help a lot. ~ 

I have been in and out of Winnipeg a good deal these last two weeks 

taking my Army exems again. The papers go through so many hands here, that 

I can find no one who can let me know where I stand. And I can't get in 

the Canadian Army until rejected by the U8, 

A.A.Allen stopped in for a few days on his way to Churchill. It 
rained the whole time he was here,hence he was unable +> expose any film. 
The rain brought the mareh back to normal but it is of course toelate 
to make the sloughe productive and there was some nesting bommam loss, 
although I don't yet know how serious it was. 

dt ne Pauk Miller is keeping a scrap book of all reviews on the book -- 

’ am too, but am missing some of the newspaper reviews. As yet I have 
nat pride mg technical reviews, but all of those in the press and 
period&cls have been good. 

Thanks for Vivians letter. : 

Thic letter is going in with one of the boys, but the drawings 

@Wvs for safety sake, will go in the mail bag which will bring them a 

day later. 

Yours , 

Mba k a
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June 6, 194 

Miss Wellmer Pessels 
Outdoors Book Department K 
The MacMillan Company 
60 Fifth Avenue 
New York City 

Dear Miss Pessels: 

I am sending you, registered, thirteen of the essays, together with prints of 
some pen-and~ink drawings by Albert Hochbaum. I have half a dozen more essays 
which I could get into shape if you are interested. / 

In order to relate the essays to the drawings, I will list both: 

Essay No., Title Drawing No. Prior Publication 
(See back of prints) 

1. Marshland Blegy ~ none yet American Forests, 1937 
2. Song of the Gavilan~ none yet Jour. Wildlife Management, 1940 
_ Guacamaja - none yet Condor, 1937 

+ Escudilla - 4, American Forests, 1940 
5. Smoky Gold none yet none — 
6. Odyssey none yet Audubon Magazine, 1942 
7. Draba none yet none 
8. Great Possessions “ 8. none 
9. The Green Lagoons none yet \ none 

10. Tllinois Bus Ride v none yet none 
11. Pines Above the Snow: none yet none 
12. Thinking Like a Mountain none none 
13. The Geese Return 13 none 

Qug 3 Pla Membebrorse (5) . 
There are four other drawings that go with essays which I am not sending now 

because they need working over. 

Doubtless the first thing is for you to say whether these materials have any appeal 
to you from the publisher's viewpoint. The object, which should need no elaboration 

if the essays are any good, is to convey an ecological view of land and conservation. 

I have no fixed notions as to the possible book. I once thought to call it 

“Warshland Elegy - And Other Essays", but "Thinking Like a Mountain - And Other Essays® 

now strikes me as better. 

I am hoping that Hochbaum can complete the drawings, once he is assured they will 

be used. You can see more of his work in "The Canvasback on a Prairio Marsh", 

recently published by the Wildlife Institute. 

I await your opinion. 
Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management
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H.S. LATHAM.VICE PRESIDENT R.M.BRETT, TREASURER 

May 1, 1944 

pr. Aldo Leopold 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Dr. Leopold: 

It was indeed a pleasure to meet you while I was 
in Chicago and I am so glad that we had a chance for a 
talk. I shall look forward to seeing some of your material 
whenever it is convenient for you to send it to me. 

Sincerely yours, 

THE MACMILLAN C OMPANY 
Wellmer Pessels/ jp Outdoor Books Department 
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ae Delta Duck Station 
f Delta, Manitoba 

, April 20,1943 

' bf 
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Dear A.L., 
f 

[ I liked "Drabat. I liked it because it made me think about 
a*‘good many things besides Draba which I have never seen. Tt certainly 
ie not too short; another line would spoil it. I can't help wondering, 

however, about the last line with its dash. You told me that a dash 
had no place in good literature. 

I had meant to write about mv pert of the venture long before : 

thie. I haven't because I always thought I would have something 

worth while at my end. If you have someone ready and able to do 

the work on this I would want to give up my ticket on it for I have 

delayed far too long already. If not I would like to hold the ticket 

K for a little longer to see if I can't get a atart at it which would 
we be worth finishing. I haven't a thine to show for my painting for the 

y/ last three years simply because in my haste to get something finished 

; I have overlooked the fact that a picture takes a lot of doing. mami 

At the beginning of the month I started in earnest to paint every day 

and have more to show for the last three weeks than for the entire 
three years. I am pretty sure now that I can paint something that is 

worth looking at and would like to give another try on the essays. 
I think that I can get something finished by the middle of June 
ad from this both of us would know whether or not it is worth the 
rest. If I cen do one good one I know I can do the wWhle thing. 

The early heavy flight of pintails was motm wes merely the 

main flight coming early. It brought a few more pintsils than last year 

but in other species there has been nothing which could be called a 
marked increase. There may be a few more redheads but even so they 
are few and far between; the spring concentrations of redheads are 

hardly greater than the breeding population. Mallards seem less abundant 
but mey have been spread by water on the wheat fields. Canvasbacke 
and lesser scaups are in good numbers but certainly not far above last 
year. The marsh is but a few inches above last year. 

I put in sna order for reprinte of the sex and age material 
which came out in the procecdings. I have the customs notice and 

they should be here next week. I will send down as many as you want. 
They did some funny things with it. 

Thanks for the reprints. Bill's paper was good. I read 

your note on Mr. Lowejoy several times; it is one of the best things 
you mMammammmmm have written and certainly the finest tribute to a 

man I have read. 

Hope you are able to get out to the shack once in @ while. 

Yours ,em
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Delta Duck Station 
Delta,Manitoba ; 

April 15,1944 

Dear A.L.3 

_ I have been away from the shack a couple of wa-cks trying to get 
cal somining,fencing etc. finished before the ducks arrived, hance my 
delay. What the Dick has bappened to my Army business I don't 
know. I can't get any Minformation except in effect to keep my hat on. 
I suppose my age and cfase has become soma sort of s political issue. 
At any rete, as soon af the flight gets by I am going to get down to 
solid business with thém to ee* if I can't land someplace. 

Thank you for oper two new pieces. I have not svant more than an 
evening with them yet, but of this I'm sure. "Thinking like a Mourtain' 
fille the bill perfectly and is, I think ae beautiful piece oasidas 
the meaning it carries. I am particularly fond of the title and your 
usa of the mountain. I have at the moment onlg ome comment. In the 
first line your use of "rimrock to rimrock" is very effective. But 

_ on page two, first line, you use "from cliff ea.’ For som? reason 
this second use of mimmm the vary effective repetion on page one detracts 
from the strength of “rimrock to rimrock" Perhaps it is because rimrock 
is such 4 besutiful word thet makes your double use of it so clean and 
neat. But to use “cliff to cliff" on the next page, takas something from 
the originality of the first.mm Then, again, “rimrock to rimrock" does L 
not carry your mind from the picture; but when you follow with "cli*f to 
cliff", my mind immediatly digreases to the old joke about "from 
precipice to precipice". : 

On the second piece there are three comments. 1) I'm not 
particularly taken by the title. I think you have chosen your titles 
well, but here is one that reminds me too much of the National Geographic. 
8) I don't agree with Bob.that warts of this are too difficult or heavy. 
I don'fthink you are obligated to predigest any of this or to write dmom 
down for any group. Many of your pieces are about distant or past places. | 
Almost eny Q* your readers have pine trees in their yasu, and here is one 
piece ohare Yeh” firink with you with the object at close hand. 3) For the 
same reason, I think this is too short., I had the faeling that you put 
your pen down too early on this pas ‘and/ that you probably have a good many 
other meaty items of the same type as you have given... This piece is 
unlike any other in your series, I liked it because I learned a good | 
deal about pines inanetedtioouteay | 21.5. wanted to keop on raading when I came | 
to the end. I think that will’ be the feeling of many readers. 

. I got a laugh out of the pine piece, recalling how Lyle used to 
busy himself with the file on the shovels when he'd s9. your ear coming 
the time we were planting at Riley. ( 

ee 

Thenk you for your comments about the book and also for fiam your 
letter to Paul and the rest and the copy your sent me. I am pleased 
thet you shovld make mention of my attempt to think thinga out in the 
book, for it gives me hope that you msy possibly recogniz> the fact, 
after now having read it all through, that without having known you,but 

still all else being the seme, I could not have done the job as it is. 

|
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Bie is eee 

Our "pickle} the details of which I have long forgotten, resulted from 
a set of circumstances which I couldn't understand when they were in my 
mind, which I do not believe are refbtcted in the book, and which have 
no place in my mind,present,past or future. 

There are some awkward sentencas, rapetitions and the like still 
in the book,but that is only me end & now that I cen see such errors in 
print I think I can do better next time. My only defenee is that there 
are few books written todsys which have gone so directly from the 
writers hand to the press; which makes me admire the oldtimers. A nanahbom 
repetition or a crude phrase is much easier to catch after a secretary 
has typed it, than when one, works every piece of paper with his own hand, 
particularly,as in my case,one can never learn to keep carbon papers 
right side down. A 

I have received some nice letters about the book and gather that it, 
is being well received. I am pleased that a fair shere of these have come 
from duck huntere, not a few of whom, I suspect, now do most of their 
duck hunting in rocking chairs. I am anxious, of course,to see the 
critical reviews; it is too much to hope that I have not somewhere 
offended someone of the cabinet crowd. 

I have been pulling everthing together thie winter eo that the 
rest of the Delta material, or at least much of it, can be put in shape. 
I am astounded at how much there is -- much more than in the Canvasback 
report. There are, of course, & lot of holes to fill in. Besides the 
material on hatchery techniquas, which I am leavine tntil it ie operating 
again, and the bending material, which is a winter joo, and the full details 
of the sex and age techniques, which I am now putting into eshepe, the main 
pile of etuff seeme to fall tmmbma under the headdinge of ecology. JI am 
beginning -to see all the things covered in the leet five years in new 
light, and fortunately have enough gathered together so that the main 
job now seems to be to try to understand it. Besides that, there is a 
mase of time-worn fects that have been kicking around for a couple of 
decades which need to be dusted off and given their proper place. It will 
be hard getting into in, but if the Army doesn't decide my cas before 
June, I think I'll have something interesting enough to show you for a 

- start. 

ek tke ee i 

Paul asked me to drop down to the Chicago meetings if I could 
get away. I would surely like to get down, but Considering the time, 
and the uncertainty of my departure with the Army, and the fact that 
the meetings come at the peak of our spring flight here, I am not 
coming down, 
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ev Delte,Manitobva 

i io March 11,1944 ale 
Dear A.L., . vs 

I have been ir quite e few tussles trying to carry the discussion of 
the essays -- then we have been ee under and digging out of more than a 
week of blizzard. Your letter of the first, wien we finally dug to town, gives 
me footing to etart again, so here goes. 

First of all, by letter of criticism was not altogether fair, since I 
did not have all of your pieces before me that evening. Of course t had read 
Conservation Esthetic before end undoubtedly what you say there, particularly 
atmbheaniiomm in the lest paragraph of page 107, was in some measure parent to 
my own thoughts. Certainly this piece cancels out several peragrachs in my 
letter. 

ji What you say in yours of the first is dead right -- that is why a 
painting ie always more pleasing( but less truthful) than a photograph. You 
heve applied this principle of selection beautifully in your essays. I am 
sure that ie the way it should be for the individual essay. 

; How far it applies to the series as a whole, however, depends upon 
how you look at it. I teke it that it started more or less to ewing free for 
the fun of it -- on a sketching trip so to speak. If this still holds, then 
it would seem to me that the principle of selection applies for the entire 
sollection just as it does for the essay. 

But, if this collection has something deeper behind the face of it, 
as it most certainly does for me, then the selection of material must be 
guided by the requirement to round out the complete picture. tounspeakmofi 
I.wish I could say what the thread running thruokk the collection is; but if 
you have put it there certainly you must see it. Nor can I say what is 
lacking, but most certainly something is. Perhaps more than anything elre, 
the series is a self portreitg@ of yourself. Let me say this by way of pointing 
to the blanks. You have told @ good deal more about yourself in this series 
than you probebly realize. But it eeems to me that ,tkamenaramtma while you 
have covered your subject well, you have left obscure two of your strongest 
characteristics. One of these is your unbounded enthusiasm(at least as it 
has impressed me) for the future. You get a good deal of this, I believe, 
in "The Flambeau", and this hope is important to recordd in your series, 
I think, regardless of which way things actually pan out for the river. As 
I recall this wes not included as one of the collection. Mgybe it shouldn't 
be, although I think it one of your strongest piecrgs. But et least there 
should be one with the same hope. The second characteristic is thet your 
miminamohmenm wey of thinking is not that of an inspired genius, but that of 
any other ordinary fellow trying to put two and two together. Pecause 
you have added up your mmmmm cums better than most of of, it is important 
that you let fall a hint that in the process of reaching the end result of 
your thinking you have sometimes followed trails like anyone else that lead 
you up the wrong alleys. That is why I suggested the wolf business. 

Now, in putting together the collection, as you say,it might well 
contain lese than is needed for ethical judgment. And quite possibly the 
two points I raise may be ones which you wish to leave out. But that is the 
closest I could come to putting my finger on what is lacking. 

Please don't feel uneasy that I should call this a self pottraite. 
doubt that you ever thought of it es sugy, fy think 1t is very important



22. 
thet it should be. If you will put yourself in perspective you might 
realize that within your realm of influence, which is probably lsrger than 
you know, Aldo Leopold is considerably more than a person: in fact he is 

: probably less a person tuan he is a Stendard.I am probably not too clear m 
thet point, but can't carry it any further. At any rate, this series of 
skedthes brings the man himself into focus. Here he is just like anyone 
else -- a fellow who likes a pot of black coffee before breakfast, who has 
a dog, who likes to lie in the sun, who doesn't like peonies along a wild 
river bank, who fusses eround with chickadees on Satruday afternoons, etc, 
etc. And it tells mimatmtintbm not what is law and order in his chosen field, 
as most of his other writings have, but shows MBM MEUM EMMY SS Ve 
the process of his thinking. Just for fun, then as you round out this membres 
collection, take a sidewise glance at this fellow and decide just how much 
of him you want to put on paper, and I think that is your best guide in 
establiching your rule of selection. 

I have often womdered as you went along, how many of your already 
published pieces you are planning to inclde in the series. For instance 
I have already mentioned "The Flambeau". How about "Odyssey"? It is one 
of my favorites and incidentally gets across what you mean much better than 
your technical paper’on the same subject. I think it might be good to remember 
thet mom meny of your published essays are scatterdd way to hell and gone, 
ang are pretty well lost in filing boxes. 2 

And then I had an idea for a new, and probably short essay which may 
or m@y not fit in. MbiivuuuE The ringneck pheasant is now older than at least 
one generation of Americans. It is already mmm established in local folklore, 
and of course has made a start through the journals and text books towards 
getting into literature. It is as American as any American. You heve hake 
looked at,shot at, sworn at,studied, and wondered about the pheasant probably 
more than any other American species. How about giving it its American 
papers in a short essay. 

I still am puzzled by what you mean by “literary effects", In my mind 
one cennot gauge your writing in degrees. a" have the ability to get the 
most out of a column of figures the same ase June morning. Admitedly one 
Sllows less freedom than the others but since you can give a lilt to the deadest 
subject it seems to me that the degree is in what you @re writing about not 
in your technique. Since the choice of material in this collection gives you 
the chance to swing more freely than you have in your other writings, IT 
wouldn't worry about one or two pieces being of slower tempo, if they are 
needed for the collection. Indeed, they might give enough contrast to make 
the others all the brighter. 

I hope that you did not gather that I had the feeling that any of the 
existing essays should be altered. Merely I meant that I thought the 
collection might be immhh more complete if the epilogues of "Bscuddlle" and 
“Marshland Elegey" had something to balance them, Perhaps I am wrong in 
thinking these epilogues stand ou€ too much. 

And about the wolf business, whatever you decide, I hope you will have 
at least one piece on wolves alone, for a collection with so much of the 
wilderness and yourself in it I think certainly would be incomplete without givéng wolves a place all eerenna 

We OK oe 

I will have some 
More POV atas down shortlyx for you to look over.



a ahs 
Tt was nice of you to show them to Curry. Do you have any idea about page 
sizetamm It would help some in making the proportions of the dravings. 

You are quite right ebout the blendnesse in my paintings; I think I 
am getting away from it through working in black and white foo a while. 

eR OR eke 

Yes we will keep as much as we can on the FGS for Lyle. Actually 
there isn't @ lot we can do except to record emergence dates, beginning of 
hibernation end fluctuations in numbers, MMEMNRMYHYMHUYEMVMNMWH ac well as 
casual observations, all of which we have and will continue to put down, 

te He ee te fe ote ee 

Here is something interesting. The other day when Pete was taking off 
in his twin-engine bomber, he noticed ea sharptail dancing and displaying at 
the end of the runway. -A couple of hours later when he landed there it 
was again at the end of the field, dancing away. Watching the bird later, 
he found that day after day it waited at the end of the runway. As soon as 
a@ plane started twords it in the take-off it sterted dencing and continued 
to do so tntil the plane was up. Then it stopped, only to dance arain when 
cnother plane took off or landed. Another sharptail, which eventually ended 
up in potpie, used to sit on the wings of the planes waiting for rides. It 
vould stey on until the wash from the propeller brushed it off, then it would 
fly back to take off @n another plahe . 

RRR R KK R 

Thanks for letting me ss5 the correspondence with Cartwright. I 
haven't seen him for quite some time but I knew he was doing a lot of thinking 
on the upland game. Bert is a keen thinker and I am not surprised that he 
should dig out a piece as meaty as this. I hope he will vut is down on 
paper as you suggested. 

I haven't kept in touch with the cycle business as much as I should 
but is seems to me that there is probably more reliable mma informatéon end 
better coverage now than there was the last tmm low. 
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Cavern 2 

Delta,Menitobe 

: Feb 4,1944 

Dear A.L., 

Thanks for yours of the 29th. But you make me wonder what you think 

of your series of sketches; are they merely a series of literary vignettes, 

or do you really have something to put across besides a group of pleasing 

pictures. Off course, ags..jn painting, theré ie a tie between subject and 

and technique;but om Sedimeer is the constent, Jt seems to me that in no 

real art can the subject be digided into thoee artistic or not artistic, 

literary or not literary. You would smile at your friend Curry,I believe, 

if he told you he was starting a series of pictures, with the intent of 

obtaining an artistic effect. If you really have, something to say, you 

cannot afford to chose and discard subject, matter, buildtex the central 

theme on the basis of the ease or difficulty with which the technique can 

draw the picture. 

I can't exactly put my finger on your central theme, although I know 

whet it is. What you write about is a state of mind,probably common to all 

men. For some, like youreelf, it is found in the wilderness; but it isn't 

the wilderness. What you may feel in the heart of the Sawtooth Mountsins may 

be found by another on lower Manhatten pefore sunrise, by another at the prow 

of a ship,or on a microscope slide, or in the melody of a song. Ae such this 

és indestructable as long as there is life on the earth, although certain 

mediums, such as the wilderness, may be destroyed. You are aware of this,of 

course; I just wanted to let you know that thie thread is grasped by others. 

I suppose the closest anyone ever came to jts expression is in music; you have 

mede @ good start in prose. yu olewtonaticks wile want of thes mtbr, 
hs . oe i Le Geel ees Coc lg, 

Since the are ig something quite intangible, it is hard to tie it 

in with further discussion. There is, however, @ secondary chord@ which is 

probably more easily grasped?: man's reaction to the American environment —- 

yours and the Bureau Chief's, the college boy's and the CCC road builders’. 

Anda in this theme there is one false note -- the reader cannot help but gather 

that you believe your reaction is alwaye the proper one and that it has been 

always so. Don't get me wrong; the lesson you wish to put across is the 

lesson thet met be taught -- preservation of the natural. ‘Yet it is not 

easily tevght if you put yourself above other men. Thet is why I mentioned 

your earlier attitude towards the wolf. The Bureau Chief had as much right 

to beliefe we should be rid of the Ecsuadilla bear, or the government crews to 

plan roads for the crane marsh, as you had a right to plen the extermination 

of wolves in New Mexico. One gathers from parts of Escuddilla and Merehlahd 

Elegy that you bear a grudge against these fellows for not thinking as you 

when, in your own writings, you show that you once followed a similar psttern 

of thought. Your lesson is much stronger,then, if you try to show how your 

own attitude towards your environment has changed. 

And I fail to find as much of hope ae of regret in your series 80 Tar... 

Your strongest pieces, I believe,breath deeply of regret. In effect:"I saw a



. x es 

“peautiful land that now is spoiled. You who are young can never find 
‘ what I have found." That is an old song that has been played in many 

tunes. Seton played it often. .,.Jt doesn't mke me sad any more than I 
regret there are no more: @imgsenee in Wyoming. What you found and what 
I can find may not be physically the same thing; still they are the same. 
But even before we have to rely on second growth wildernees there still 
are great patches that match yours, particularly between here and the 
Artic sea. And I am less sad about the cantelope farmers in your 
wilderness than I am hopeful because I know the uplands I hunted around 
Ithaca will be- wilder when I get back there again. 

Then I can find no strong hint in your series that perhaps the 
greatest unspoiled wilderness is the search for the fruth and that he 
who would seek this wilderness will find the trail just as untraveled iment 
behind a white-footed mouse as behind a desert bighorn. Isn't it more 
for us to look at these horizons than to d@wll on the mistakes we have 
made in building a great land. Petayr gor git Thins ain Ween pret gous 
tut A Ue Chicteaclier.+ 

And another of these scattered thoughts. I, for one, gather 
the impression from some of your peices that man, particularly. the poor 
brutes who work Spr the government, has spoiled the river Deltas and the 
native fauna and the crane marshes in a dumb, stubborn, deliberate effort 
to do always the wrong thing. You almost chide him for not having the 
vision you didn't have 20 years ago. After all, many of the things we 
do we do because we ere men, the same as moles do what they do because 
they are moles. True, we have thought, but thought takes time and 
maturity. We are just getting to the point where mature thought is 
guiding the manipulation of the lend. This is a hope. If we always regret 
what we have done, we must regret that we are men. It is only by 
accepting ourselves for MBMMMEMMMMMMWUMMYNNVUNMM whet we are, the best of 

us and the wort of us, that we can hold any hope for the future. 

I get most of these feelings from the last parte of Escuadilla and 
Marshland Elegy and for me the aloof sourness towards government workers, 
expressed here ,/ dominates the whole series. Perhaps I resent it because 
I worked for the government during the period considered in Marshland 
Blegy; thus I know what you say is only partly true. Perhaps this 
explains my suggestion that you balance by taking your self back to the 
time when you were of the same bréed. 

If there is anyone in the land who should have more hope for the 
future than regret for past mistakes it is you, for you have played the 
strongest hand in building that hope. I have seen it develope since I 
took my first course in Zoology 1; you must see it all the stro mer. 
Roads in crane marshes, just like your call for men who have the vision 
to see the end of the last wolf in New Mexico, are mistakes we make because 
we are men. Some of them have caused and will cause permanent losses; but 
in generel I think they are merely minor flucttetions & in a curve that 
swings strongly upward. Give your series some of thie hope. You have 
done it well in The Flambeau, but as I recall, this is not included in 
the collection. 

These are thoughts that went through my head on reading some but no 
811 of your pieces last night. They may not be worth anything and probably 
are far from reasonable; but at least you know what mbes I thought. I only 
hope that you won't overlook the real thread of the series in your 

enthusiasm for “literary effects!" 

Lyle's paper is coming down under separate cover. 
Yor,
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February 3, 1944 

Dear Professor Leopold, 

I'm glad to hear that you have been making 

such good progress with the essays and look forward to seeing some 

of them within the next month or so. You may be sure that we will 

give them careful attention. 

Very truly yours, 
ap erie Z a 

Eee UW ( 

Clinton Simpson 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
College of Agriculture 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison 6, Wisconsin 

fpr



Aldo Leopold 
Madison, Wisconsin 

: Jamary 29, 1944 

Dear Albert, 

I am much pleased with the drawings, but want to give 
them much closer study before venturing any suggestions 
for their improvement. At the present moment, all 

we need is samples to show the Knopf company, and the 
present batch, plus those you sent two years ago, . 

will suffice fof this. 

I thought the Escuadille drawing was particularly 
good. 

I was particularly pleased with your suggestion about 
the question of attitude in the essays. Your point 
is obviously well taken, and I think I can see several 

opportunities for admitting specifically that we all 
go through the wringer at one time or another, 
differing only in the date of émergence. Of course, 
the question is how to do this without spoiling 

literary effects, but I think there are several 

chances where the effect will not only be preserved, 
but perhaps improved. After all, if literary 
effect needs to distort facts, it isn't literary. 

This is the kind of criticism that I really need 

and seldom get. 

I am glad that you have a little additional respite 
from the Army. 

(over) 

Prd. Ola iy eware Uw Akokid Goblin, Cain 40 bile uf 
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Cleve Grant was here Thursday, and had his usual 
good pictures. 

Will write you more fully shortly. 

: Yours as ever, 
a “ 5 “ ‘ ak S a 

Bkdhe 
eee ee 

P.S. In your letter of December 15, you said you were 
sending the second half of Lyle's paper. It has not 
yet arrived. I do not need it right now, but when 
I hear further from Lyle, I might. If you are still 
free, would you let me know the status? Naturally, 

I am mentioning this only to know where I am when 
lyle's final comment is received. I'd also like 
to know whether a copy of the first half's revision 
went forward to Lyle.
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No. 1,191—Winter Birds Plentiful in the Benito District 

INNIPEG bird enthusiasts ar: ent the days catching insects on| 

W remarking on the unusual ae wing or souleying ne po 

scarcity of winter birds, due, sey oie emusic en 

it is presumed, to the long continued | pitted Gulls), after completing their 
spell of mild weather which has|task of scavenging along the sloughs 

permitted the winter visitors to re- and ree ene a Go rae ta~ 
3, 3 vines and meadows. UC! oOo my 

main further north than in normal surprise, 1 found. that they were 

winters. However, they will in all looking for mice and are experts 

probability reach here in due course |at catching them when one is spied. 
as A. Isfeld, Benito, Man., in the)The bill is the only weapon used,” 
Swan River valley, reports that Drouth Threatened 
Pine and Evening Grosbeaks are! yy Isfeld states that the small 
there in abundance, the Pine being} .joughs and ponds dried up in late 
exceptionally numerous and the summer, and that “unless spring 
flocks containing a great many full-|;aing come to the rescue, there is 
plumaged, crimson males. a dire threat of duck-devouring 

With the onset of winter, Blue|drouth this coming summer.” 

and Canada Jays gradually left the Frog Catches Bird 
district until now only the odd one| ©, H. Ball, 689 Mulvey avenue, 
is noted, “Bohemian Waxwings ar-| winnipeg, writes that while at his 
rive late and enjoy the apples that cottage at Victoria Beach during the 
‘have been set out for them in near-|jast week of August, he was watch- 
by trees. Black-capped Chickadees ing a flock of small birds feeding 
seem scarce except in the swamps]in the garden when he “heard a 

and brush, where they are quite! scuffle and looked down and saw 
numerous and often accompanied by]a large frog with its tongue out and 
their brown-backed cousin, the}, pirq’s tail sticking out of its 

Hudsonian Chickadee. Redpolls| mouth. I got a stick to strike it, 

and Snow Buntings are numerous|but it disappeared among some 

and food for them is plentiful, as|jeayes, Is it a common practice for 
weeds remain uncovered and many) frogs to attack birds?” 

fields are literally ‘bare of snow! It would have been interesting to 
Goshawks Exceptionally Common |}now the rest of the story—that is, 
Mr. Isfeld states that Goshawks,|qiq the frog succeed in swallowing 

the short-winged, long-tailed hawk| the bird or did it eject it as a feath- 
that visits us in winter, are excep-|ery, dry mouthful? Records of such 

tionally numerous, “and so a Tace/occurrences are not common, but 
for life by a Sharp-tailed Grouse|seyeral instances have appeared in 
and one of these blue streaks of|this column of Ruby-throated Hum- 
lightning is a common occurrence.|mingbirds having been snapped up 
Snowy Owls are to be seen naw and|py frogs, These mites, of course, 

again, but they are not as common|make a tiny mouthful for a large 
as during the past two winters. The|frog, and undoubtedly would be in- 
occasional Saw-whet Owl and)stantly swallowed, 
Northern Shrike send the English J Grotise and Situs Decline 
Sparrows into compact flocks to the “I think the Sharp-tail Grouse 

high heavens, but in spite fe all are on the decline, but it is not very 
their efforts to escape, one is always) oticeable as yet; another year will 
singled out and, eventually becom- show what is happening,” writes , A i ; 
ing exhausted, is overcome by the|/rq ‘Robinson, East Bay, Man. “The 
pursuing feathered hunter. Hungarian Partridge are definitely 
I Grouse Becoming Scarce less, in fact, I have seen no more 

|’ “Judging by the drumming in/than were present last spring. This 
spring and summer, Ruffed Grouse|decline may have been due to the 
were on the decrease,” continues}wet breeding season and not to 
Mr. Isfeld, “and this also applied to|parasites as in the case of the grouse, 
the Sharp-tailed Grouse as few| “Evening Grosbeaks are fairly, 
pairs were noted. The scarcity was|plentiful in small flocks after their) 
confirmed in fall as hunters’ bags|nearly complete absence last winter. 
showed a shortage of both species;|Pine Grosbeaks are in their usual 
in fact, there was not sign of these|}numbers, but Bohemian Waxwings 
birds in some areas. However, thejare scarce as there is no wild fruit. 
Hungarian Partridge is still fairly|The Slate-colored Junco previously 
numerous. The noticeable increase|reported is still present and in good 
in Goshawks threatens a further de-|condition after the reeent 36 degree 
pletion in the grouse and partridge| below weather.” 

| population.” First Chickadees of Season 
|Canvasback Show Marked Increase] “Two Black-capped Chickadees 

With the abundance of water last| were registered in my ‘Bird Visitors 
spring, water birds, particularly the}Book’ on January 4 for the first 

ducks, showed a great increase in|time this winter,” writes Ernest E. 

inumbers. There was a noticeable|/Reece, 637 Chalmers avenue, Win- 

increase in  Canvasbacks, and/nipeg. 
Scaups, Shovellers, Green and Blue- Natural History Society 
,winged ‘Teal, Pintails, Mallards,} On Monday, Jan. 24, the second 
|Ruddies, Golden-eyes, Buffleheads, lecture of the geological series will 
Ring-bills and Hooded, Red-breasted|be given by J. S. Richards, B.Sc., 
and American Mergansers were well] under the title of “Igneous Rocks.” 
represented throughout the district.|The meeting wil! be held in theatre 

“Franklin and Bonapart Gulls|F of the University, commencing at 
were exceptionally numerous and/8.15 p.m. 

ei fe Al awrencés Co few 
1 me Free = t i YAN | , 1/74
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mmrarnmrrorrrirrirrarea maar rartrrtearrirtrintatrtarrtrtatriatntrintatntnrntatrtatnirtatriatririntrnrtrrrntinrtrintrrrtmrmnimrammntsttrtats 

January 19, 1944 

Dear Professor Leopold, 

Mr. Bueno has left this firm to join the staff of 

Whittlesey House, and I, who have been at Whittlesey House for the past 

ten years, am taking over his work here. 

I am much interested in the project outlined in 

your correspondence with him and with Mr. Strauss, and hope that you will 

be able to report some progress on it soon. We should like to see the 

manuscript or any part of it when it is ready and will look forward to 

hearing from you one of these days. 

Clinton (Pear 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
College of Agriculture 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

fpr 
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Jamary 28, 1944 

Mr. Clinton Simpson 
Alfred A. Knopf, Inc. 
501 Madison Avenue ; 
New York 22, N. Y. 

Dear Mr. Simpson: 

I am pleased to know of your contimed interest : 
since I was about to write Mr. Strauss. I have 
been working steadily on the essays, and hope 

to send you a representative batch for inspection 

sometime within the next month or two. 

‘ Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 

Ath
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Aldo Leopold ; 

Madison, Wisconsin q 
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ol May 7, 1943 

j Mr. Albert Hochbaun 

| Delta, Manitoba 
| 

' 
i 

; ‘ i Dear Albert: ; | 

f 

; 

i I am mich pleased to learn that you are still interested H 

\ in our joint venture, and I by no means meant to convey i 

i anything even resembling a deadline. I would meh i} 

' rather work with you than anyone else, but I did not i| 

Ee want to assume that you were still enthusiastic about | 

‘ t the venture. . ; 

| My own contributions are of course still insufficient. aise, 

‘ Let's by all means reinstate the original plan and keep 

k sending each other whatever materials we manage to bring 3 

f together. 
hai 

| : ie 

: i Draba, by the way, is not sufficiently illustrated in errs 

Osis | any botany book 1 can find, so I will try to find you 

a a specimen this weekend. The simplest kind of a 

| line-drawing would suffice in that case. 

a f : 
: 

j Your remarks on duck status this spring, together with i 

f your comments on Art's letter, make me hope that \ 

: { pefore long you will begin to express yourself personally 

Z ' on duck policy. It seems to me that there is a wave 

i of over-enthusiasm which needs to have its ears knocked 

‘ : i down. I fear that many fish and wildlife "experts" 

travel from one concentretion to another and build up : 

: { a picture that is misleading. 
| 

{ 

. | (over) 
i 

. } 
' 

h j 

i : : 

y VA \
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Bide | 

| 
e 

» 
; 

: 

| 

; I am delighted that you got reprints of the Sex and 
age material. yf don't want more than my Share, but 

| 

oe 
I coula certainly use 200, 

i i Yes, we are getting to the shack: quite often now, 

: : ‘| having saved our Coupons al} winter, Trees are all 
in. 

; 
I wish I could get you and Joan back there sometime, 

2 
; 

With personal regards, 
q 

q 

| 

: ie 

ee 
; : Po (Stened in Mr, Leopold's absence to avoid delay) j goat 3 | 

be 

he | 

; } 

i 

| 

; : 

| | 

| | 
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: 
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ee 
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ALFRED + A+ KNOPF, Inc. 
501 MADISON AVENUE 

New York 

April 20, 1943 

Dear Dr. Leopold, 

Thank you very much for your note 

of the 15th. I am glad to know that we are not 

forgotten, and that there is a prospect of your 

having a manuscript to show us at some point during 

the next year or so. I certainly look forward to 

seeing it, 

Yours faithfully, 
for_ALFRED A. KNOPF, Inc. 

, ae a yy rupee, - joke de la Torre Bueno, Jr. i 
Dr. Aldo Leopold 
College of Agriculture 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

fpr
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ALFRED » Av KNOPF, Inc. 

501 MADISON AVENUE 
New York 

April 5, 1943 

Dear Mr. Leopold, 

Mr. Harold Strauss, with whom you 

had some correspondence last year, has just left us 

to go into the Army. Some of his work has been turned 

over to me, including letters which you and he exchanged. 

This note is just to tell you of that change, and to say 

that I should be very happy to hear from you about your 

work whenever you have anything to say. 

Yours faithfully, 
sin, Srna A. KNOPF, Inc. 

Sy RS 

Dr. Aldo Leopold 
College of Agriculture 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

fpr



April 15, 1943 

; Mr. J. R. de la Torre Bueno, Jr. 
Alfred A. Knopf, Inc. 
501 Madison Avenue 
New York City, New York 

Dear Mr. de la Torre Bueno: : 

I mich appreciate your renewing the former 
correspondence I had with Mr. Strauss. Your 
letter happens to come in the same mail as 
several others urging me to get my essays 
into print. 

You may be sure that when I have a manuscript, 
I will let you see it and that this will be 
sometime within the next year or two. 

Thank you for your friendly interest. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 

(Signed in Mr. Leopold's absence)
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BOOKS 

ALFRED» A» KNOPF, Inc. 

501 MADISON AVENUE 
New York 

duly 21, 1942 

Dear Dr. Leopold, 

I am glad to know that the pot 

is still boiling. Whenever you are ready to send 

me your essays I shall be very happy to see them 

i Yours sincerely, 

Harold Strauss - 

Aldo Leopold 

College of Agriculture 

University of Wisconsin 

Madison, Wisconsin 

2



42% University Farm Place 
duly 18, 1942 

Mr. Strauss 7 

Alfred A. Knopf, Inc. 
501 Madison Avenue 
Hew York City ‘ 

| Dear Mr. Stramss: 

I owe you an apology for my long silence after promising 
to send you the essays. 

On actually looking at the assembled essays, I was 
p i mP struck oy doubt as to whether my collection is as yet 
Wires t we | large enough to take seriously as a publishing project. 

: Aneel I have several additional ones in the making and will 
wt still make good on my promise, but I want to add these 

(ve fs il new ones first. 
: Hu 3 
M I greatly appreeiate your contimed interest. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold : 
Professor of Wildlife Management 

Sent in Mr. Leopold's absence. 

‘ i, 2 . Lee ee
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ALFRED’ Ay KNOPE, Inc. 

$01 MADISON AVENUE 

New York 

July 9, 1942 

Dear Dr. Leopold, 

Mr. Strauss, who is now out 

of the office on vacation, asked me before he 

left to write you and inquire if you had not 

received his letter of last January. In it he 

says, “I am still eagerly awaiting receipt of 

your own essays in accordance with your promise 

of January 12th." I wonder if you have any 

word about these for him at this time. I can 

assure you that he is still most anxious to 

see them. Won't you let us hear from you? 

Yours faithfully, 
for ALFRED A. KNOPF, INC. 

ae Klee 

Editorial Secretary 

Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

1
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ALFRED: A- KNOPF 
INCORPORATED 

BOOKS 

5OI MADISON AVENUE 

Cables: KNOPF NEW YORK New York Telephones: PLaza 3-4761 

Arrmerrmmerneratarraratrrtararriniatarrraratainiaratatrrtarrtrirratatrrinrarnratrrrrarrtrrmrrrirrrintrtrtriarrrrirrratrirrrarrrtrnrrarrrrrmrrrrmmenrments 

January 29, 1942. 

Dear Dr. Leopold, 

Mr. F. H. Kortright has sent material to me indicating 

the nature of his book on The Ducks, Geese and Swans of North America. This 

material was most impressive, not only in itself, but also in the evidence of 

the favorable reactions which it has received from eminent authorities which 

Mr. Kortright also submitted. 

Unfortunately, however, the book is not designed for the 

general reader. It is strictly a manual. This is the sort of undertaking for 

which we are not particularly well equipped. It would have been an injustice 

to Mr. Kortright for us to publish his book. Under these circumstances I had 

to return his material to him, although with many regrets. 

_I nevertheless regard the fact that you put us in communica- 

tion with each other as a very considerable favor. If the classification of 

the book had attracted us as much as its quality, it would have become a most 

attractive publishing venture for us. 

I am still eagerly avaiting receipt of your own essays in 

accordance with your promise of January 12th. 

Yours sincerely, 
for ALFRED A. KNOPF, INC. 

lea 

oe 

Dr. Aldo Leopold 
42 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wis. 

r



42h University Farm Place 
January 12, 1942 

Mr. Harold Strauss 
Alfred A. Knopf, Inc. 
501 Madison Aveme 
New York City, New York 

Dear Mr. Strauss: 

I am suggesting to Mr. Kortright that he send you 

his manuscript. 

I am delighted over your interest in the essays 

and will send you at least a representative sample 
of them with some drawings in the near future. 

I have no experience in the question of what 
will sell, and I would welcome your advice, especially 

i 4f you are interested in the possible publication. 

You will hear from me before long. 

Yours sincerely, 

2 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management



ALFRED: A-KNOPF 
INCORPORATED 

BOOKS 

5OI MADISON AVENUE 

Cables: KNOPF NEW YORK New York Telephones: PLaza 3-4761 

- BEererrrertrrrrrinrertirrsrrrdearrrtrrarriirdsrorreaiirrorratarrrarrtrnrrtrnnrnrnrntnrtmrrmrrinrirrrarnaranrnmmanrrmrarotrrdess 

January 9, 1942. 

Dear Dr. Leopold, 

Thanks for your letter of December 29th. 

Speed is not a vital factor in the preparation of the book about 

which we have been talking. I should be perfectly content to 

wait for a year or two for the kind of book I want. Meanwhile, 

however, I am most emphatically interested in seeing the series 

of ecological essays which you think might be ready for Christmas 

next year -—~- so much interested that I am not inclined to wait 

until the manuscript is altogether finished. Won't you send me 

whatever material is in shape? 

a It is hard for me to say anthing about 

I F. H. Kortright's manuscript, "The Ducks, Geese, and Swans of 

i North America" without seeing it. It's perfectly possible that we 

might want to publish such a book and therefore there is every 

reason for Mr. Kortright to show us the manuscript. We have not done ; 

much about birds, although we have published books about other forms 

of animal life from time to time. So, by all means, tell Mr. Kortright 

to send us the manuscript. And I am grateful to you for passing on 

the suggestion. 

Yours sincerely, ee 

eee 

Harold Strauss 
Dr. Aldo Leopold 

42k University Farm Place 

Madison, Wis. 

rc



42h University Farm Place 
December 29, 1941 

Mr. Harold Strauss 
Alfred A. Knopf, Inc. 
501 Madison Avenue 
New York City, New York 

Dear Mr. Strauss: 

I am out as sole author for a year or two at least. I 
am focusing my effort on a series of ecological essays, 

‘ illustrated, as a Christmas book for next year. The M.S. 
is well along. Are you interested by any chance? 

i Hickey is the best alternate I can think of. 

Are you, perhaps, on a hunt for bird books in general? 
If so, I know of a very good duck hook by F. H. Kortright, 
"The Ducks, Geese, and Swans of North America". It's 

going begging. 1 think it would sell to both ornithologists 

‘ and duck hunters. I wrote a foreword for it. 

Yours sincerely, 

: , Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management
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5OI MADISON AVENUE 0 

Cables: KNOPF NEW YORK New Yor! k Telephones: PLaza 3-4761 

Ran eahnienenrararrtarnearararara aerkntataratarnteatnratintaratntntentaratrrnratatnrrintatrtatatatatrratnirtataintrtatatrtataininirinratrnrrmrmrmirmanrrmaratmtais 

December 18, 1941, 

Dear Professor Leopold, 

Thank youfor your note of December 15th, 

You have not given me any final answer regarding your own participationg 
final 

in the preparation of the book. As I don't expect a/ answer from you 

yet, I wish you would think over the entire matter a little while longer. 

To speak quite frankly ,and withAll due respects to Mr. Hickey, it would 

be an inestimable advantage to us to have your name on the published 

booke 

If by illechance you should see yourself 

: . obliged to give me a negative answer, only then would Iwant to go into 

further details about alternate possibilities. Wontt you write me 

again in a few weeks? 

Yours sincerely, 
4 2 PGs 

Harold Strauss 

Professor Addo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
College of Agriculture 
Madison, Wis. 

r
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424 University Farm Place 
December 15, 1941 

Mr. Harold Strauss 
Alfred A. Knopf, Inc. 
501 Madison Aveme 
New York City, New York 

Dear Mr. Strauss: 

I am harboring two ideas about the book: one you have 
already inferred, but I think it extremely doubtful 
that I would ever find time to do it. The other is 
to place the job in the hands of Joe Hickey, who is 
one of my senior students. He already has an m.s. 
on observation in ornithology. I think he is much 
more likely than I to actually accomplish something. 

) Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management



ALFRED: A -RNOPF 
INCORPORATED 

BOOKS 

5OI MADISON AVENUE 

Cables: KNOPF NEW YORK New York Telephones: PLaza 3-4761 

Ranrntarnrererrntarncnrraratrerentatarntatarnratatnkatatntntrtntaiatatntatakrratntatarnrararaintatatnratatrrntnratataratntatrtnintatninrtrtarririntatatrintarrrrrrrriairtn 

December 10, 1941. 

Dear Professor Leopold, 

Thanks for your letter of December 3rd. I 

am delighted that tiy suggestion has met with a friendly reception. 

Am I correct in reading between the lines of 

your letter a willingness to become one member of the team of 

writers, provided that you are able to select the other member 

If this is the case it would please me very much for I think you 

have exactly the right slant on the book. I particularly agree 

that any modern book must go part way into ecological observa- 

tions. As you say, you should go as far as you canwithout losing 

the lay reader. I think the precise point can be left to you. 

I cannot lay down an exact formula for the book, 

We think it best to seek out the best man in his field and let him 

write the kind of book he wants to write. I think tho next move, 

therefore,is up to yous. I hope that you will write me again as soon 

as you have turned over the matter in your mind, shapéd up a rough / 

prospectus and possibly selected a colleborator. 

Yours sincerely, 
for ALFRED A. KOPF, INC. 

po Lee 
Harold Strauss 

Professor Alto Leopold 
College of Agriculture 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wise 

r
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yok University Farm Place 
December 3, 1941 

Mr. Harold Strauss 
501 Madison Avenue 
Alfred A. Knopf, Ine. 

New York City, New York f 

Dear Mr. Strauss: ; 

You have raised a good point. There is no modern book 
on wildlife observation, and even the out-of-date ones 
are not comprehensive. 

The selection of an author for such a work is rather difficult. 
Field skill and ability to write vividly seldom occur together 
in the same person. 

Moreover, there is the question of how far into ecology 
(that is, how far beyond mere natural history) such a book 
should attempt to go. The question here involved is; at 
what point would you "lose" the lay reader? 

I am convinced that the book should go part way into 
ecological observation, because if it failed to do this, it 
would not be "news" to the already experienced field men. 

I doubt if there is any one person who could cover the 
territory I have in mind. It's a job for a team. ‘The leader 
of the team should be the “vivid writer". I could select 
such a team from the wildlife profession. 

I am willing to talc this over with you, and will feel it out 
a little among some of the collaborators I have in mind. This, 
however, 19 not a commitment, as I want to know mech more 
exactly what you visualize before considering the matter 
seriously. 

I am sending Carl Welty a copy of this letter. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 

covelty
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ALFRED: A* KNOPF 
INCORPORATED 

BOOKS 

5OI MADISON AVENUE 

Cables: KNOPF NEW YORK New York Telephones: PLaza 3-4761 

emrrtarrorrtrinee narrdarrrdtrtirrrirrrmdrimrmedrtrrridiatrr rtrd irtrrm drm mtrrrmMriinnrMaemnnrtrnnrtmrartnrcrnritrInradrrrrrarrtrint 

November 26, 1941. 

Dear Dre Leopold, 

For some time I have been seeking among biologists for 

a good book on wild-life observation. I have been in touch with Carl 

Welty and he has referred me to you. I know of your more technical 

writing, especially of your book on scientific game management. I am 

looking for a rather different kind of book -- a personal book re- 

counting adventures in the field. 

A book of | this kind must be warmly,evocetively, and 

vividly written. I have no idea whether you have the least interest 

in such an undertaking. But, if you have, I wish you would let me 

know, And, if you have not, I would regard it as a great favor if you 

would suggest other individuals to whom I might write. 

Although I am thinking strictly of a personal book and a 

book for the layman, there is no reason why sucha book should not 

have room for the author's opiniont on ecology and conservation. I 

think, however, that these opinions should be worked into a framework 

of actual field experiences. 

I shall be glad to have any suggestions you care to make. 

Yours faithfully, 

for ALFRED A. PF, INC. 

Harold Strauss 
Dr. Aldo Leopold 
2222 Ven Hise Avenue 
Madiworn, Wise 

r
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42h University Farm Place 
November 27, 1941 

Mr. Phelps Wyman 
. 759 North Milwaukee Street 

Milwaukee, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Wyman: 

Thank you very much for q7v@e friendly invitation 
from you and from Mr. Doolittle. 

I would like to write something for Parks and 
Recreation, but cannot promise you when I can 

get around to it. 

' I much appreciate your interest in the whole 
question of land policy. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management



Dice i Telephone MArquette 7076 

PHELPS WYMAN 

Landscape Architect 
ESTATES, HOME GROUNDS, GARDENS 

PUBLIC PARKS AND PLAYGROUNDS 

LAYOUT, GRADING AND PLANTING PLANS 

CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING 

759 N. MILWAUKEE STREET 

MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN 

November 25, 1941 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
Ths harp of Wildlife Management 
4elk University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Dr, Leopold: 

I appreciate very much your letter of the 1l/th 

with its following enclosures which 1 enjoyed very much. 
The occasion of my writing was one of the articles which 
I had seen in the duly Living Wilderness together with 
the one in the 1941 Yearbook Park and Recreation Progress. 

- For a long time I have taken very much of an 
interest in the magazine Parks & Recreation,the organ of 

the American Institute of Park Executives. Beside fur- 
nishing a few of my own, I attempted to yd largely ar- 
ticles on landscape subjects but lately have been less 
active. However, these two articles, together with the 
pamphlet that you were so kind as to send, led me to 
renew my earlier belief that your point of view was an 

invaluable one in park development and management. 

Following your letter I wrote at once to Mr. 
Will O. Doolittle to which he made prompt reply. He says: 

"I think that your suggestion that he be re- 
quested to write his conception of the place of 
wildlife in large parks and reservations be an 
excellent one. It would probably be better if you 
would act as my intermediary in making this re- 
quest. We had an article, not so long ago, on 
the University Arboretum so it might be well to 
have Dr, Leopold treat his subject in a more gen- 

: eral way than to make it entirely applicable to 
his work there." 

This magazine reaches the most important park 

executives in the country and therefore exerts an in- 

fluence upon a very able and closely selected group. 

Fellow American Society of Landscape Architects



+ Telephone MArquette 7076 

PHELPS WYMAN 

Landscape Architect 
ESTATES, HOME GROUNDS, GARDENS: 

PUBLIC PARKS AND PLAYGROUNDS 

LAYOUT, GRADING AND PLANTING PLANS 

CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING 

759 N, MILWAUKEE STREET 

MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN 

November 25, 1941 

Professor Aldo Leopold--2 

If you would care to prepare an article for Parks 
& Recreation that would be wonderful. It can be short or 
long, even two or three chapters, each of article length, 

; should you choose. I know Mr. Doolittle will be very 
glad indeed of it. 

Should you be able to write, it can be sent to me 
or directly to 

Mr, Will 0, Doolittle, Managing Editor 
Parks & Recreation 
Box 422 
Rockford, Illinois 

We shall be delighted. © | 

Wa ss erely, 

\ Ald 

Phelps Wyian 

PW: ACK 

Fellow American Society of Landscape Architects
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; 424 University Farm Place 
November 17, 1941 

Mr. Phelps Wyman 

759 North Milwaukee Street 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Wyman: 

I am pleased to hear from you again. 

The only books I have published have been technical 
books, in which the "point of view" is reflected only 
inferentially. I hope still, however, to get out a set 
of literary essays which will more nearly meet your 
specification. 

I am sending you a couple of recent articles which, of 
course, are but fractions of the matter you are talking 
about. 

Ho, I have never written for Parks and Recreation. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management



Telephone MArquette 7076 

PHELPS WYMAN 

Landscape Architect 
ESTATES, HOME GROUNDS, GARDENS 

PUBLIC PARKS AND PLAYGROUNDS 

LAYOUT, GRADING AND PLANTING PLANS 

759 N. MILWAUKEE STREET 

MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN 

November 14, 1941 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Sir: » 

I am always interested in your 
articles and have happened upon two recent 
ly in different magazines. Some years ago 
you were kind enough to call at my office 
and I have always regretted that conditions 
were such that I could not keep in touch 
with you. 

Have you ever published a book : 
which states your general point od view, and t 
have you ever written for the magazine, 
PARKS & RECREATION, the organ of the 
American Institute of Park Executives? 

Yourgjsincere@ly, ; 

Lest 

Pw: MIM 

Fellow American Society of Landscape Architects



Delta Duck Station 
Delta Manitoba 
September 19,1941 

e 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Professor OfoWildlife Management 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear A.L.: 

I like your goose essay; it is complete as it is. I have one 
suggestion,however,which to me would make it stronger. Can't you Leave 
the lady out of this? I think it would be better to have ea firiend 
or gentleman, but not a lady. I know of men Phi Beta Kappas who have 

i never heard geese; some are even afraid of mice. But to have a lady talks 
\N some of the thrill out of this page for me. 

I haven't had a chance to read the chickadee over carefully. I 
wonder,though, if smell bird bands do not have a mhe serial number, hmal 
ie. 38-65287. I don't know for I havn't banded small birds. But if 
they do,the title should bear the ‘titimm’serial number. A small point 
but one which might bring some "tut tuting" from the bird banders. 

I feel particularly uncritical when both Miles and Arthur made 
suggestions for the duck book intwoduction. I agree with these changes. 

Yours sincerely 2 

Ua,
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a pe : \ NA \ | JANUARY THAW OKs 

ee Aldo Leopold Ga age: 

Each year, after the midwinter blizzards, there comes a thawy night ue f 

f the tinkle of dripping water is heard in the land. It brings strange stirrings, t 

not only to creatures abed for the night, but to some who oe base asleep for ean “ 

: the winter. The Hiberceti ay skunk, curled up in his deep den, uncurls himself leg 4 

and ventures forth to prowl Re, world for breakfast, dragging his belly in the .: ' : 

mel ting snow. His track marks one of the earliest datesble events in that cycle | 

; ; of beginnings and conaiues which we call a year. ? 

The events comprising the annual cycle are innumerable. Wisconsin, for ; 

example, has about 350 species of birds, ‘90 marmals , 174 fishes, 72 amphibians and ; 

reptiles, 20,000 insects, and 1500 higher piaahe The life of each of these : 

22,000 species consists of a sequence of events, each a response to the advancing j . 

season. No naturalist can Here to recognize, mach less to record, more than a 4 

\ microscopic fraction of this prealedis drama. ‘ i tf 

: Many of the events of the annual cycle recur year after year + a et i j i ne 
order. A year-to-year record of this order is a record of the rates at which ; 

solar energy flows to and through living things. They ate the arteries of the : ' 

land. 

¢ Once he learns the sequence of events, the naturalist falls easily into the 

not-very-objective ake: of successful seer and prophet. He may even, fall in 1s 

love with the plants and animals which so regularly fulfill his predictions, and 

he may harbor the aperee illusion that he is "calling shots" for the biota, rather ye 

: than vice versa. Dee, é 

For such folk, the first skunk track is New Year. 4 aa 

i * * * ‘ ; EP 

Water drips from eaves, elms, and fenders. Water gurgles in gutters; “ . 

“i i icles ses be from frozen spouts. Class-bound overshoes slosh in mushy snow; 4 

Shioy slosh happily, for the’ New Yearls Pirst cardinal is sinetne from a far tree. : ; j
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Those who hear him know that the ascending sun has melted Something thicker than : ‘ 

water. mnie Sonny 

* ie ; 

3 ‘ "A meadow-mouse darts damply between two clumps of geldenrod stalks. He } i 

‘ feels grieved that his maze of secret tunnels, half in matted grass and half in Wat 

hate >. snow, are today exposed to public view and ridicule. The mouse is a sober citizen ital 
\ 6 a 4 

who thinks that grass grows in summer in order that mice my be well-fed, well- , 

housed, and well-clad in winter. To that end he has stored his underground hay- TRG 

we i « 3 ic : Hi 

f stacks, lined his underground nests,~and connected them with subweys under the snow: . By 

. : mocked el 
supply, demand, and transport all in order. And now the:sun has marked the basic _ if 

ney \ premises of his microtine economic system! He is not aware that the sun is himself © 

a still more basic premise. } ky ea iy ie 

j Wea ‘ Cie selena 
j ’ r f ne ; ‘a 

The rough-legged hawk has no opinion on why grass grows, but he is well : f % 

z aware that snow melts in order that haiks may again catch mice. Hovering like a ii ve 

bs kingfisher over the meadows, he drops on some worried mouse-engineer ,who could not 

wait until night to inspect the damage to his well-ordered world. _. ea ee 4 
. \ : : : ah et 

; The rough-leg came down out of the arctic in the hope of thaws, for to him, : y 

4 a thaw means freedom from want and fear. To the mouse, a snow means freedom be ; ; 

‘from want and fear. To a raboit, a thaw means a vacation from hunting hawks. : ; 

f To a juniper bush, a thaw means freedom from girdling mice. Perhavs the sun ie 

is chuckling to himself that you cannot please everybody. : ms Aa : 
n i i : ’ . t ~ ™ it th 

ne ; ~ 4 iF i § “ oe 

Mit a 

5 : ‘ \ " * x ay ti Gs \ a ae 

OR ‘4 { : ‘ ; ; Nets : Lee CORR a 
Ppt ke cena Lionas ; Om, ASN NGe aR Na BGT Cae te eer cane 
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: JANUARY THAW de ie 

Aldo Leopold pet 

Bach year, after the midwinter blizzards, there comes a thawy night 

when the tinkle of dripping water is heard in the land. It brings strange 

stirrings, not only to creatures sbed for the night, but to some who have 

been asleep for the winter. The hibernating skunk, curled up in his deep 

den, uncurls himself and ventures forth to prowl the wet world for breakfast, 

dragging his belly in the melting snow. His track marks one of the earliest 

dateable events in that eyele of beginnings and ceasings which we call a year. 

fo the naturalist, the track of the first emerging skunk is New Year. 

The track is likely to display an indifference to mundane affairs uncommon 

in skunks at other seasons; it leads straight across-country, as if its mker . 

had hitched hia wagon to a star and dropped the reings. You follow, curious 

to deduce his state of mind and appetite, and destination if any. 

* * * 

The months of the year are a geometric progression in the abundance of 

distractions for the naturalist; January has few, tt nevertheless some. A 

meadow mouse, startled by your approach, darts damply across the skunk track. 

Why is he abroad in daylight? Probably because he feels grieved about whet the 

thaw has done to him. Today his maze of secret tunnels, laboriously chewed 

through the matted grass under the snow, are tunnels no nore, but only paths, 

exposed to publie view and ridicule, The mouse is a sober citizen who is sure 

that grass grows in summer in order that mice may store underground haystacks, 

and that snow falls in winter in order that mice may build subways from stack 

to stack: supply, demand, and transport all neatly organized. fo the mouse, a 

snow means freedom from want and fear. 

- Pe aed is
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Ans now the thawing sun has mocked the basic premises of the microtine 

economic systen! 

* we = 

fhe rough-legged hawic hag no opinion on why grass grows, but he is well 

aware that snow melts in order that hawks may again catch mice. Hovering like 

a kingfisher over the far meadow, he drops on some worried mouse-engineer who 

could not wait until night to inspect the damage to his well-ordered world. 

The rough-leg came down out of the arctic in the hope of thaws, for to hin, 

a thaw means freedom from want and fear. : 

* * * 

The skunk track crosses a glade where rabbits have packed down the snow : 

and mottled it with orange-colored urinations. Tufts of rabbit-hair bespeak the 

year's first battles among the bucks. Further on a bloody spot, encircled by a ; 

wide-sweeping are of owl's wings, bespeaks the dangers of preoccupation with 

promises of spring.
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: we Ste Be eee 
‘ (ee a7 Ste ) THY GEESE RETURN Ce ic : 7 
Aldo Leopold ‘ Fak copy tops d pam | 

skewer Pau 
One swallow does not make a summer, but one skew of geese, cleaving 2x “¥¥. 

the mri of a March thaw, is the authentic spring. 4 
2 3 

The thrill of returning geese has drawn ink from a thousand pens, A 

but no writer ever has, or ever can, capture its essence. It is one : ’ 
potolac.ba Ee 5 , 

of the eternal verities; it can be perceived, but only-at-first-hand. a4 

Geese are a cosmic admonition to stop, look, and listen. The a 

prophet Job aid not live under a flyway, else his rhapsody "Hast thou . 

‘ comprehended the breadth of the earth?" would have sung of geese. a 

\: ae Geese are a1 sehiidanmal reminder of the commnity of the earth; if 

nations could share ideas as they share wind, sun, and geese, there wea 

would be less need of war, and a different concept of peace. i 

“An educated lady, banded by Phi Beta Kappa, once told me she had. 4 

we never heard or seen the geese which twice a year proclaim the revolving 

s om jar’ seasons to her well-insulated roof. J@t what is education? fs it Ay i 
Ae sit scent ~ => in ainundiiennine nmi atytma a SS Smee Sn ees Bs, 

ate [ to be no longer 1114fea, ill-clad, or/111-housed, but only ille-aware? \ wage 

| It 4s perhaps no accident that/ the Arctic lands which enjoy the ) - 
ite et : f ? 7 a 

ee Pan \ | privilege of producing the world's geese should be ill-fed, ill-clad, ( _ ; i 
Ne | ¢ / : f | AS 

go hy re | and ill-housed. Perhaps this insures awareness. : i a 
i j f | ; eg 

That we who love geese should also love to hunt them is a paradox | a 
| ; / \ oe 

which puggzles logicians. That we who hunt geese should stop at no weapon,) i =o 
/ J | as 

fair or foul, is a paradex which may well puzzle even uneducated persons. cae j 

Gj te make goose shooting easy is a distinctively modern form of blaspheny. f f : 

Ae, who buys baited pit, live decoys, automatic gun, hired guide, and j ¥ ‘ 

guaranteed limit has bribed the keeper of the sacred keys, and has ; 5 . 
nothing left to live for. : 4 

x Se 

: ae
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jhe 

in THE GEESE RETURN Ue yer 

| Aldo Leopold . \: IN 

One swallow does not make a summer, but one skein of geese, cleaving 

the murk of a March thaw, is the authentic spring. 

: , . The thrill of returning geese has drawn ink from a thousand pens, 

but no-one aver has, or ever will, capture its essence, It is one of 

| the wheres verities; it can only be perceived, but not Lornbel, 

\ ' gle Grabbest March siping is only as drab as vai lithe who walks 

f init. To the geese, mch a morning is a promise, Hagerly they stake ‘ 

; i ‘their lives on it, and their survival through millenia of time attests 

the outeome, Perhaps this is why a look skyward is a necessity to men 

Pe ee a 

: Th he f An educated lady, banded by Phi Beta Kappa, once told me she had 

never heard or seen the geese which twice a year proclaim the revolving 

seasons to her well-ingulated roof, What is education? | 0 08° yf). 

Geese are a cosmic admonition to stop, look, and listen, The 

re prophet Job did not live under a flyway, else his rhapsody "Hast thou 

‘ dilettante’ the breadth of the earth?" would have sung of geese. 

Geese are an anmal reminder of the community of the earth; if nations 

f could share this idea as they share win, gun, and geese, they might 

‘ fight for the right to possess a flyway, mt mt for the right to 

plunder one, 7 

The lands whieh cradle the world's geese are spoken of as poor, but 

real poverty resides in the lands where men look at the pavement on a 

March morning, 

ir k . To meke goose shooting easy is a distinctively modern form of blasphemy, 

: He who buys baited pit, live decoys, automatic gun, hired guide, and guaranteed bag 

limit has bribed the keeper of the sacred keys, and has nothing left to live for.
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THE ONNSR REPUB oall 

Aldo Leopold 

One swallow does not mke a summer, but one skein of geese, cleaving 

the mirk of a March thaw, is the authentic spring. 

fhe thrill of returning geese has drawn ink from a thousand pene, but 

none ever has, or ever will, capture ite essence. It ig one of the eternal 

verities; it can be perceived, but not deseribed. 

the drabbest Harch morning is only as drab os he who walks in it. To 

the geese, such a morning 1s a promise. Negerly they stake their lives on it, 

and their survival through millenia of time attests the outcome. Perhaps 

this ie why « look skyward is a necessity to men of little faith. : 

An educated lady, banded by Phi Beta Kappa, ones told me she had never | 

heard or seen the geese which twice a year proclaim the revolving sesgons 

to her well-insulated roof. What is education? . 

f Geose are a cosmic admonition to stop, look, and listen. The prophet 

Job did not live under a flyway, else his rhapsody "Hast thou comprehended i 

the breadth of the earth?" would have sung of geege. Geese are an annual 

reminder of the community of the earth; if nations could share this idea 

as they share wind, sun, and geese, they might fight for the right to possess 

a flyway, but not for the right to plunder one. 

Te The lands which eradle the world's geese are spoken of as poor, but 

real poverty regides in the lands where men look at the pavement on a March j 

morning. oy 

fo make goose shooting easy is a distinetively modern form of blasphemy. 

He who tuys dDaited pit, live decoys, automatic gun, hired guide, and 

Guaranteed bag limit hae bribed the keeper of the sacred keys, and has 

nothing left to live for. : 

5
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Ly gaaytew.nyy a nr eR o 7 it : Parris 

Aldo Leopold ‘ 

During this the longest winter, of this the biggest war, 

in this the month of the big tax, it is salutary to think 

upon Draba, the smallest flower that blows. Within a few , 

woeks now Draba, oblivious of all bigness, will sprinkle 

every sandy place with small blooms. 

He who hopes for spring with upturned eye never sees so 

@mall a thing as Draba. He who despairs of spring with downeast 

eye steps on it, unknowing. He who searches for spting with 

his knees in the md finds it, in abundance. 

Draba asks, and gets, but scant allowance of warmth and 

confort, (Tt grows only on the poorest sands, and only in 

yh ‘earlioet spring. In botany books it clains only two or three 

ih \ lines, for space belongs to bigger better blooms. A 

/ f Draba plucks no heartstrings. Its perfume, if there is 

/ any, is lost in the guety winds. Its color is plain white. : 

/ Its leaves wear a sensible woolly coat. Nothing eats it; . bal 

it is too small. Wo posts sing of 1t. Some botanist once eM 
/ gave it a latin name, and then forgot it. Altogether it is ‘ igh 

/ of no importance,--just a small creature that does a small Py wr e 

Jobd quickly ana well. Ys ‘ 
\ ae a 

Ne Somifents at euler ow Os lobe ef vmrenliet Liar tonal Oe my : as 

Perr euch Rem lov weet fer tag gts GRllin Llores ang wad Pavughs 
few Mraber, OE, ate ut on ny af sony PHrrrarerr, Lat a Padded; babe



March 16, 1943 
Revised June 2, 1944 

DRABA 

Aldo Leopold 

During this the longest winter, of this the biggest war, in this 

the month of the big tax, it is salutary to think upon Draba, the smallest 

flower that blows. Within a few weeks now Draba, oblivious of all bigness, 

will sprinkle every sandy place with small blooms. 

He who hopes for spring with upturned eye never sees so small a thing 

as Draba. He who despairs of spring with downcast eye steps on it, 

unknowing. He who searches for spring with his knees in the md . 

finds it, in abundance. 

Draba asks, and gets, tut scant allowance of warmth and comfort; 

it subsists on the leavings of unwanted time and space. Botany books 

give it two or three lines, but never a plate or portrait. Sand too 

poor and sun too weak for bigger better blooms are good enough for 

Draba. After all it is no spring flower, but only a postscript to a 

hope. 

' Draba plucks no heartstrings. Its perfume, if there is any, is 

lost in the gusty winds. Its color is plain white. Its leaves wear a 

sensible woolly coat. Nothing eats it; it is too small. Wo poets 

sing of it. Some botanist once gave it a Latin name, and then forgot it. 

Altogether it is of no importance,--just a small creature that does a 

small job quickly and well.



March 16, 1943 , “a. 

Draba Py 

Aldo Leopold § 

During this the longest winter, of this the biggest war, in ; 

this the month of the big tax, it is salutary to think upon 

Draba, the smallest flower that blows. Within a few weeks now ; 

Draba, oblivious of all bigness, will sprinkle every sandy placé 4 

with small blooms. ¥ 

He who hopes for spring with upturned eye never sees 80 2 

small a thing as Draba. He who despairs of spring with downcast = 

eye steps on it, unknowing. He who searches for spring with "g 

his knees in the mud finds it, in adundance. 

Draba asks, and gets, but scant allowance of warmth and 

comfort. It grows only on the poorest sands, and only in earliest 

spring. In botany books it claims only two or three lines, for 

space belongs to bigger better blooms. 

Draba plucks no heartstrings. Its perfume, if there is 

any, ig lost in the gusty winds. Its color is plain white, 

Its leaves wear a sensible woolly coat. Nothing eats it; it is 

too small. No poets sing of it. Some botanist once gave it a 

Latin name, and then forgot it. Altogether it is of no importance, 

-- just a small creature that does a small job quickly and well.
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Draba ; ; 

Aldo Ieopold ‘ 

During this the lonvest winter, of this the biggest war, in this i 

: the month of the big tax, it is salutary to think: uron Draba, the smallest | 

flower that blows, Within a few wocks now Draba, oblivious of all a 

bigness, will sprinkle every sandy vlace with small blooms. 

He who hopes for spring with upturned eye never sees so small a ; 

thing as Draba, He who despairs of spring with downeast eye steps on i | 

it, tedniowine, He who searches for spring with his knees in the md 

finds it, in abundance, 

ane Draba asks, and gets, but scant allowance of warmth and comfort, 

It grows only on the yoorest sands, and only in earliest spring, In j ! 

botany books it claims daisy two or three lines, for inca belongs to bigver 

better blooms, : ; 

Draba plucks no heartstrings. Its perfume, if there is eny, 1s lost 

in the gusty winds, Its color is vlain white. Its leaves wear a 

sensible woolly coat, Nothing eats it; 1t is too small, No poets f 

sing of ite Some botanist once cave it a Latin name, and then forgot it. i 

Altogether it is of no importance, --just a small creature that does a 

amall job quickly and well, 4
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; ' Aldo Leopold har ea 

_ When school children vote on a state bird, flower, or tree, they are not 

making a decision; they are merely ratifying history. my ean : ; cane 
‘ NI AS te a EUR Diaee Terraces Latin. 

y  Waan Sas prairie grasses first gained pos:ession of our southern counties, sah 

they thereby decided that the characteristic tree of this region would be the ; ae 

bur oak, for the bur oak is the only tree that can stand up to a prairie tire 

and live. : ot : 

: Have you ewer wondered why that thick crust of corky bark covers the whole i 48 

: tree, even to the smallest twigs? this cork is armor. Bur oaks were-the shock Y ig 

troops sent by the invading forest to storm the prairie; fire\is what they kaa 

to fight. Enzineers didn{t discover insulation; they copied it from these old 

soldiers of the prairie war. : b fae 

Botanists can read the story of that war for twenty thousand years. The saa 

record consists partly of pollen grains embedded in peats, partly of relic plants q 

"interned" in the rear of the battle, and there forgotten. The record shows that. f 

‘ the forest front at times retreated. almost to leke Superior; at times it advanced : BS 

far to the south, Fp, at tines spruce and other "rear guard" species grew beyond: ; 

: : j Batlle tomers Gobrrinn pron omel> ‘ a 
our southern borders. But the average adveneosent—of_the orest was about what what 

it is nowy and the, outcome of the battle was a draw. % \ 

; One reason for this was that there were allies which threw their support | sa 

first to one side, then to the other. ‘Thus rabbits and nice eae, the prairie herbs = 

3 in summer and girdled the oak seedlings in winter. Squirrels planted acorns in’ * 

fall,and ate them all the year. June beetles undermined the sod in their grub 

stage, but defoliated the oaks in their adult stage. But for this geeing and a 

: hawing of allies,and hence of the victory, we should not have today that rich. ae : 

: a a clecon ete : : Be 
¥ mosifie of prairie and forest soils which looks so SeeG tno map + ; - 

\ ea ¢ f ea i se 

2 In the 1840's a new animal intervened; the settler. He didn't mean to, ay ’ ss 

* aN qe % 3 4 v pa ay * * " x é x Y st ies
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he just plowed enough fields to deprive the prairie of its Lonondiat Bae ford. wl 

; romped over the prairie in legions, and "overnight" what had been the prairie ‘ 

- a region became a region of woodlot farms. If you doubt this story, go count the ry 

4 rings on‘any set of stumps on any "ridge" woodlot in southwest Wisconsin. All ; § 

the trees except the oldest veterans date back to the 1850's and the 1860's, and i f 

; * this was when fires ceased on the prairie. j ‘ ; a ( 
: D : cm 

_ Thus, Ke who owns a veteran bur oak owns more than a tree. He owns an mt 5 

“historical library, and a reserved,seat in thé theatre of evolution. To the ‘ ‘ 

f discerning eye; his farm is labeled with the badge and symbol of Wisconsin. sae 

x J Tate 
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THE ALDER FORK 

‘ A Fishing Idyl by 

t Aldo Leopold 

We found the main stream so low that the teeter-snipe pattered 

about in what last year were trout riffles, and so warm that we could | 

duck in its deepest pool without a shout. Even after our cooling swim, \ 

waders felt like hot tar paper in the sun. 

The evening's fishing proved as disappointing as its aueuries. 

We asked thet stream for trout, and it gave us a chub. That night we sat 

under a mosquito smudge and debated the morrow's plan. ‘Two hundred 

miles of hot, dusty road we had come, to feel again the impetuous tug 

of a disillusioned brook or rainbow. Andsew—the-shee-was—on—the—other 

#eets There were no trout. } 

| But this, we now remembered, was.a stream of parts. High up near 

the headwaters we had once seen a fork, narrow,deep and fed by cold | 

springs which gurgled out under its close~hemned walls of alder. What | 

; would a self-respecting trout do in such weather? Just what we did: go 

Ups. \ 

In the fresh of the morning, when a hundred whitethroats had forgotten f 

it would ever again be anything but sweet and cool, I climbed down the : . 

dewy bank and stepped into the Alder Fork. A trout was rising just upstream. f 
. athe 

T paid out some inShishing it would always stay thus soft and dry-- and i 

measuring the distance with a false cast or two, laid down a spent gnat 

exactly a foot above his last swirl. Forgotten now were the hot miles, 

the mosquitoes, the ignominious chub. He took it with one great gulp, 

and shortly I could hear him kicking in the feeek bed of wet alder leaves 

at the bottom of the creel. Re
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Another, albeit larger fish, had meanwhile risen in the next pool, 

which lay at the very “head of navigation"; for at its upper end the alders 

closed in solid phalanx. One bush, with its brown stem laved in the 

middle current, shook with a perpetuel silent laughter, as if to mock 

at any fly which gods or men might cast one inch beyond its outermost leaf, 

For the duration of a cigarette I sit on a rock midstream--and watch 

my trout rise under his guardian bush, while my rod and Line hang drying 

on the alders of the sunny bank. Then--for prudence's itanne little 

longer. That pool is too smooth up there. A breeze is stirring and may 

shortly ruffle it for an instant, and thus make more deadly still that 

perfect cast which I will shortly lay upon its bosom. 

Here it comes--a puff strong enough to shake a brown miller off the 

laughing alder, and cast it upon the pool, where my fish meets it witha 

resounding! = (Can you spell what a trout says to a miller? I 

can't.) ? 

Ready now! Coil up the dry line and stand midstream, rod in instant 

readiness for the next puff. It's coming-~a little premonitory shiver ' 

in that aspen on the hill lets me get out half a cast, and swish it gently 

back and forth, ready for the main puff to hit the pool. No more than 

half a line, mind you! The sun is high now, and any flicking shadow 

overhead would forewarn my hyontcer of his impending fate. Now! The last 

three yards shoot out, the fly falls gracefully at the feet of the laughing 

alder--he has it!. I set hard to hold him out of the jungle beyond. He 

rushes downstream. In a few minutes, he, too, is kicking in the creel. 

I sit in happy meditation on my rock, pondering, while my line dries 

again, upon the ways of trout and men. How like fish we are: ready, nay 

eager, to seize upon whatever new thing some wind of circumstance shakes
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down upon the river of time! And how we rue our haste, finding the 

gilded morsel to contain a hook. Even so, I think there is some vitue ; 

in eagerness, whether its object prove true or false. How utterly dull 

would be a wholly prudent man, or trout, or world! Did I sey a while 

ago that I waited "for prudence's sake"? That was not so. The only 

prudence in fishermen is that designed to set the stage for taking yet 

another, and perhaps a longer, chance. 

Time to be at it now--they will soon stop rising. I wade waist . ; 

deep to head of navigation, poke my head insolently into the shaking 

alder, and look within. Jungle is right! A coal black hole above, so 

a canopied in greenness you could not wave a fern, much less a rod, above 

its rushing depths. And there, almost rubbing his’ ribs against the dark 

‘bank, a great trout rolls lazily over as he sucks down a-passing bug. 

Not a chance to stalk bin, wt enfoven) the lowly worm. But twenty 

| yards above I see bright sunshine on the water--another opening. Fish 

a dry fly downstream? It cannot, but it mst, be done. 

I retreat and climb the bank. Neck deep in jewel-weed and nettles, 

I detour through the alder thicket to the opening above. With cat-like 

care not to roil his majesty's bath, I step in, and stand stock still 

for five minutes to let things cahm down. The while, I strip out, oil, 

dry, and coil upon my left hand thirty feet of line. I am that far 

above the portal to the jungle. 

Now for the long chance! I blow upon my fly to give it one last 

fluff, lay it on the stream at my feet, and quickly pay out coil after 

coil. Then, just as the line straightens out end the fly is sucked into 

the jungle, I walk quickly downsteam, straining my eyes into the dark 

vault to follow its fortunes. A fleeting glimpse or two as it passes a
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speck of sunlight shows it still rides clear. It rounds the bend.ue 

| the-Grear In no time--long before the roil of: my walking has betrayed 

the ruse--it reaches the black pool. I hear, tather than see, the rush 

of the great fish; I set hard, and the battle is on. 

No prudent man would risk a dollar's worth of fly and leader pulling 

a trout upstreem through the giant toothbrush of alder stems comprising 

the bend of that creek. But, as I said, no prudent man is a fisherman. 

By and by, with much cautious unraveling, I got him up into open water, i 

and finally aboard the creel. 

! I will now confess to you that none of those three trout had to be 

beheaded, or folded double, to fit their casket. What was big was not 

the trout, but the chance. What was full was not my creel, but my 

memory; full of the stuff that fishermen's dreams are made of. Like the , 

whitethroats, I had forgotten it would ever again be aught but morning 

on the Fork.
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THE ALDER FORK 

A Fishing Idyl by 
Aldo Leopold 

We found the main stream so low that the teeter-snipe pattered 

- about in what last year were trout riffles, and so warm that we could 

duck in its deepest pool without a shout. Even after our cooling swin, 

waders felt like hot tar paper in the sun. 

The evening's fishing proved as disappointing as its auguries. 

We asked that stream for trout, and it gave us a chub. That night we sat 

under a mosquito smudge and debated the morrow's plan. Two hundred 

miles of hot, dusty road we had come, to feel again the impetuous tug 

of a disillusioned brook or rainbow. And now the shoe was on the other 

foot. There were no trout. 

But this, we now remembered, was a stream of parts. High up near 

the headwaters we had once seen a fork, narrow,deep and fed by cold 

springs which gurgled out under its close-hemmed walls of alder. What 

would a self-respecting trout do in such weather? Just what we did: go 

up. 

In the fresh of the morning, when a hundred whitethroats had forgotten 

it would ever again be anything but sweet and cool, I climbed down the 

dewy bank and stepped into the Alder Fork. A trout was rising just upstream. 

I paid out some line-wishing it would always stay thus soft and dry-- and 

measuring the distance with a false cast or two, laid down a spent gnat 

exactly a foot above his last swirl. Forgotten now were the hot miles, 

the mosquitoes, the ignominious chub. He took it with one great gulp, 

and shortly I could hear him kicking in the fresh bed of wet alder leaves 

at the bottom of the creel.
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knothes, albeit larger fish, had meanwhile risen in the next pool, 

which lay at the very "head of navigation", for at its upper end the alders 

closed in solid phalanx. One bush, with its brown stem laved in the 

middle current, shook with a perpetual silent laughter, as if to mock 

at any fly which gods or men might cast one inch beyond its outermost leaf. 

For the duration of a cigarette I sit on a rock midstream--and watch 

my trout rise under his guardian bush, while my rod and line hang drying 

on the alders of the sunny bank. Then--for pradence's sake--a little 

longer. That pool is too smooth up there. A breeze is stirring and may 

shortly ruffle it for an instant, and thus make more deadly still that 

perfect cast which I will shortly lay upon its bosom. 

Here it comes--a puff strong enough to shake a brown miller off the 

laughing alder, and cast it upon the pool, where my fish meets it with a 

resounding! «(Can you spell what a trout says to a miller? I 

can't.) 

Ready now! Coil up the dry line and stand midstream, rod in instant 

readiness for the next puff. It's coming--a little premonitory shiver 

in that aspen on the hill lets me get out half a cast, and swish it gently 

back and forth, ready for the main puff to hit the pool. No more than 

half a line, mind you! The sun is high now, and any flicking shadow 

overhead would forewarn my bunker of his impending fate. Now! The last 

three yards shoot out, the fly falls gracefully at the feet of the laughing 

alder--he has it!. I set hard to hold him out of the jungle beyond. He 

rushes downstream. In a few minutes. he, too, is keleking in the creel. 

I sit in happy meditation on my rock, pondering, while my line dries 

again, upon the ways of trout and men. How like fish we are: ready,nay 

eager, to seize upon whatever new thing some wind of circumstance shakes
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down upon the river of time! And how we rue our haste, finding the 

gilded morsel to contain a hook. Hven so, I think there is some virtue 

in eagerness, whether its object.prove true or false. How utterly dull 

would be a wholly prudent man, or trout, or world! Did I say a while 

ago that I waited "for prudence's sake"? That was not so. The only 

prudence in fishermen is that designed to set the stage for taking yet 

another, and perhaps a longer, chance. 

Time to be at it now--they will soon stop rising. I wade waist 

deep to head of navigation, poke my head insolently into the shaking 

alder, and look within. Jungle is right! A coal black hole above, so 

eanopied in greenness you could not wave a fern, much less a rod, above 

its rushing depths. And there, almost rubbing his ribs against the dark 

bank, a great trout rolls lazily over as he sucks down a passing bug. 

Not a chance to stalk him, with even the lowly worm. But twenty 

yards above I see bright sunshine on the water-~another opening. Fish 

a dry fly downstream? It cannot, but it mst, “ done. 

I retreat and climb the bank. Neck deep in jewel-weed and nettles, 

I detour through the alder thicket to the opening above. With cat-like 

care not to roil his mabeotatte bath, I step in, and stand stock still 

for five mimutes to let things cabm down. The while, I strip out, oil, 

dry, and coil upon my left hahd thirty feet of line. I am that far 

above the portal to the jungle. 

Now for the long chance! I blow upon my fly to give it one last 

fluff, lay it on the stream at my feet, and quickly pay out coil after 

coil. Then, just as the line straightene out and the fly is sucked into 

the jungle, I walk quickly downsteam, straining my eyes into the dark 

vault to follow its fortunes. A fleeting glimpse or two as it passes a
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speck of sunlight shows it still rides clear. It rounds the bend up 

the creek. In no time--long before the roil of: my walking has betrayed 

the ruse-~it reaches the black pool. I hear, tather than see, the rush 

of the great fish; I set hard, and the battle is on. 

No prudent man would risk a dollar's worth of fly and leader pulling 

a trout upstream through the giant toothbrush of alder stems comprising 

the bend of that creek. But, as I said, no prudent man is a fisherman. 

By and by, with mch cautious unraveling, I got him up into Open water, 

and finally aboard the creel. 

I will now confess to you that none of those three trout had to be 

beheaded, or folded double, to fit their casket. What ni big was not 

the trout, but the chance. What was full was not my creel, but my 

memory; full of the stuff that fishermen's dreams are made of. Liike the 

whitethroats, I had forgotten it would ever again be aught but morning 

on the Fork. ,
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GREAT POSSESSIONS Leh re ae & 

Aldo Leopold he pane Go, FG, 

One hundred and twenty acres, according to the County Clerk, is 

the extent of my worldly domain, But the County Clerk is a sleepy fellow, 

who never looks at his record books before nine o'clock, What they would ‘ 

. show at daybreak’ is the question here at issue. 

Books or no books, it is a fact, patent both to my dog and myself, 

that at daybreak I am the sole owner of all the acres I can walk over. 
E i oO : ti Va 
ao { It is not boundaries that disappear, but rather the thought of being 

ge 3 
ro) bounded, Expanses unknown to deed or map are known to every dawn , omels 

‘ime solitude, supposed no longer to exist in my county, extends on every 

hand as far as the dew can reach. How far that is, I've never been able 

to learn, 

Like other great landowners, I have tenants. ‘They are negligent about 

| rents, but very punctilious about tenures. Indeed at every daybreak from 

sy °. pril to July they proclaim their boundaries to each othsr, and thus. 

a acknowledge, at least by inference, their fiefdom to me. Dacie 
begin 

Sac eis eubse This daily ceremony, contrary to what you might suppose, is-eonducted ( 

sm, Math the utmost decorum, Who originally laid down its protocols I dest 

parbela avg oo On-a-July-morning it-proceeds-as-follows? » ! ; 
D yerellinennrr Mee” So Sita, ern 

° on At 3230 a.m., with such dignity as I can muster, y step from my cabin 

Ee door, bearing in either hand my emblems of sovereignty, a coffee pot and 

Ow ea? notebook, I seat myself on a bench, facing the white wake of the morning 

i . \ star, I set the pot besidd me. I extract a cup from my shirtfront, hopimg 
Po a tts i 

so oo mone will notice this informal mode of transport. I get out my watch, pour , 
Be ade <
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Whe 
RN coffee, and lay notebook on knee. This is the cue for the proclamations 

t to begin. 

At 3235 the nearest field sparrow avows, in a clear tenor chant, 

' that he holds the jackpine copse north to the riverbank, and south to the 

old wagonetrack, One by one all the other field sparrows within earshot 

recite their respective holdings, There are no disputes, at least at 

this hour, so I just listen, hoping inwardly that their womenfolk = 

acquiesce in this happy accord over the status quo ante. 

ae Before the field sparrows have quite gone the rounds, the robin in 

ss dae ~ the big elm warbles loudly his claim to the crotch where the big icestorm 

tore off a limb, and all appurtenances pertaining thereto (meaning, in 

his case, all the angleworms in the not-very-spacious subjacent lawn), : 

nih A ad The robin's noise avalens the oriole, who now tells the world (meaning 

i the world of grtelen) that the pentant breneh Of Van elm belongs to hin) q 

“ veh ("together with all fibre-bearing milloreed stalks nearby, all loose strings | 

ee 14d ton hn, tah i Gann at dk he wha howe 

of these to another, °° | 
Ue ae ( At tite juneture (about 3050) htt etn 

cveent tage to the dead eek limb left by the 1936 drouth, and to divers nearby 

bugs and bushes, He does not claim, but I think he implies, the ag 

vo © @qeusive right to out-blue sl] biusbirds,and all the spiderworts thet, turn :o( ~ 
other faces to the dem, 

| | ext the wren <= the one who discovered the Imothole in the eave of 

_ the eabin -+ explodes into song, Half a dozen
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other wrens give voice, and now all is bedlam. Grosbeaks, ousiant, yellow : 

warblers, bluebirds, vireos, towhees, cardinals -- all are at it. My 

solemn list of performers, in their order and time of first song, 

hesitates, wavers, ceases, for iy ear can no longer filter out priorities. 

Bésides the pot is empty, and the sun is about to rise, I mst inspect 

my domain before my title runs out. : 

We sally forth, the dog and I, at random, He has paid seant respect 

to all these vocal goings-on, for to him the evidence of tenantry is not 

ie i d es song, but scent, Any illiterate bunile of feathers, he says, can make 4 

‘ noise ina tree, Now he is going to translate for me the olefactory 

ee ‘poems which cho-inows-shet stent creatures have written in the sumer 

Ban pee ; : night. At the end of each poem sits the author -- if we can find him, 

"Mot we actually find is beyond predicting! @ rebbit, suddenly yearning 

to be elsewhere; a woodeock, fluttering his disclaimer; a itcaent, 
Gidtaneas out itor, tong belie aon Ue ga etey q 

° Once in a while we turn up a coon or mink, returning late from the a 

night's foray, Sometimes we rout a heron from his unfinished fishing, or : 

ae surprise a mother woodduck with her convoy of ducklings, headed full-stean 

eb _ for the shelter of the pickerelweeds, Sometimes we see Hf doer sauntering 4 

heel. back to their thickets, replete with alfalfa bioons, Veronica and wild r 

/ lettuce. More often we see only the interweaving darkened lines which 

_., swwllaay hoofs have traced on the ‘fabric of the dew, B 

Som OH I ean feel the sun now, The bird-chorus has run out of breath, ‘The 

hare. 
; Rounds. Lite o ploer Wherne. To Kicings 1h a Fan. O , : |
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: far clank of cowbells bespeaks a herd ambling to pasture, -A tractor 

roars warning that my neighbor is astir, The world has shrunk to 

those mean dimensions mown to county clerks. We turn toward hom, 

and breakfast. 

| 

“ : es
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ae GRUAT POSSESSIONS \ 

Aldo Leopold 

One hundred and twenty acres, necoriding to the County Clerk, 4s 

the extent of my wordly domin. nt the County Clerk is a sleepy 

fellow, who never loois at hig record books before nine o'clock. *hat 

they would show at daybreak is the question here at issue. 

Books or no books, it ig a fact, patent both to my dog and myself, 

that ot daybreak I am the sole ower of 11 the acres I can walk over. 

It ie not only boundaries that disappenr, but also the thought of being 

bounded. ‘cpanses unknown to deed or map aye imown to every down, and 

solitude, supposed no longer to exist in my county, extends on every 

hand as far as the dew can reach. How far that is, I've never been 

able to loarn. bene 

{dice other great landowners, I have tenants, They are negligent 

about rents, wut very punctilious about temres. Indeed at every 

daybreais from April to duly they proclaim their boundaries to each 

other, and so acknowledge, ot least by inference, their fiefdom to me, 

Rais daily ceremony, contrary to what you might suppose, begins 

with the utmost decorum. tho originally loid down ita protogols I 

do not kmow, At 3130 a.m., with guch dignity as I aan meter of a 

July morning, I step from my cabin door, bearing in either hand ny 

enblens of sovereignty, a coffee pot and notebook. I seat myself on a 

bench, facing the white wake of the moming star. 1 set the pot beside 

ne. I extract a cup from my shirtfront, hoping none will notiee ite 

informal mode of transport. I got out my watch, pour coffeo, and lay 

notebook: on mee. This is the cue for the proclamtions to begin. 

j
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At 3235 the nonrest field sparrow avows, in a clear tenor chant, 

that he holds the jackpine copse north to the riverbank, and south to 

the old wagon track. One by one all the other field sparrows within 

earshot recite their respective holdings. ‘There are nao dismutes, at 

least at this hour, eo I just listen, hoping inwardly that their wonenfolic 

agquiesse in this happy accord over the statua quo ante. 

Before the field sparrows have quite gone the rounds, the robin in 

the big elm warbles loudly his ¢lain to the crotch where the icestom 

tore off a limb, and o11 appurtenances pertaining thoreto (meaning, in 

hie case, all the angleworms in the not-very-spacious subjacent lawn). 

j The robin's insietent caroling avekeng the oriole, who now tells the 

world (moaning the world of orioles) that the pendant branch of the eln 

belongs to him, together with all fibro-bearing milicweod stele nearby, 

all loose strings in the garden, and the oxclusive right to flash Like 

& burst of fire from one of these te another. 

My watch gaye 3150. The Indigo bunting on the hill assorts title 

to the dead onk Lint left ty the 1936 drought, and to divers neasty bugs 
and bushes. He does act claim, but I thinks he implies, the right to 

out-blue all. bluebirds, ond all the spiderworts that have turned their 

fages to the dawn, 

Next the wren «- the one who discovered the kmothole in the eave of 

the cabin -~ explodes into song. alfa dozen other wrens cive voice, and 

now all is bedlam. Grosbeaks, thrashers, yellow warblers, blucbirds, 

vireos, towhees, cardinals -~ all are at it. My solemn list of performers, 

in their order and time of firet song, hesitates, wavers, ceases, for
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my eax Gan no longer filter out priorities. Bosides the pot is empty, 

and the sun ie about to rise, I mist inepect my domain before my title ; 

Funs out. PEN | See ee 

We sally forth, the dog ani I, at random. He hag pad sannt rospect 

to all these vocal goings-on, for to him the evidence of tenantry is not 

song, tut scent. Any illiterate bundle of fexthers, he says, can make a 

noise in a tree. low he is going to translate for me the olgfactory 

poems that who-knows-what silent creatures have written in the sumer 

night. At the end of each poem site the outhor -- if we oan find hin. 

What wo actually find is beyond predicting: o« rabbit, suddenly yearning 

to be elsewhere; a woodcook, fluttering his disclaimer; a codic pheasant, 

; indignant over wotting his feathers in the grass, 

Onge in a while we turn up 4 coon or mink, returning late from the 

night's foray. Sonetines we rout a heron from his unfinished fishing, or 

surprise a mother wood duck with her convoy of ducklings, headed full-atean 

for the shelter of the pickerelweods. Sometimes we see deor sauntering 

back to their thickets, replete with alfalfa blooms, veronian, ond wild 

lettuce. More often we see only the interweaving daricencd Mnes that 

lasy hoofs have traced on the aflien fabric of tho dew. 

I can feel the sun now. ‘the dird-chorus has run out of breath. the { 

far clanic of cowbelis beapenka a herd ambling to pasture. A tractor 

roura Warning that my neighbor is astir. The world has shrunic to those 

mean dimensions mown to county clerics. Yo turn toward home, and 

brealcfast.
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GREAT POSSESSIONS 

O orl out Aldo Leopold 

One hundred and twenty acres, according to the Gounty Clerk, is ? 

the extent of my worldly domain. But the County Clerk is a sleepy 

fellow, who never looks at his record books before nine o'clock. What 
another. nw 

they would show at daybreak is (the question here at issue}°-7: 

Books or no , it is a fact, patent doth to my dog and myself, ) 
corn urkick my dog ands 

Ghat) at daybreak, I am the sole owner of all the acres,I can walk, 

It 1s not only Soundaries that disappear, but also the thought of being 

bounded. Expanses unknown to deed or map are known to every dawn @na) 

solitude, supposed no longer to exist in my county, extenis on every 

hand as far as the dew ean reach. ( How far that is, I've never been ) 

Cable to learn.) 

Like other great landowners, I have tenants. They are negligent 

about rents, but very punctilious about tenures. Indeed, at every 

daybreak, from April to July, they proclain their boundaries to each 

other, and so acknowledge, at least by inference, their fiefdom to me. 
But ane mo- Ordinary Bmaile: 

@nis analy ceremony, contrary to what you might suppose, begins 

aim the utmost decorum. Who originally laid down its protocols I 

do not know.) At 3:30 a.m., with such dignity as I ean muster of a 

July morning, I step from my cabin door, bearing in either hand my 

emblems of sovereignty, a coffee pot ani notebook. I seat myself on a 

bench, facing the white wake of the morning star. I fset) the pot beside 

_meg, (I extract e cup from my shirtfront, hoping none will notice its 

informal mode of transport. 1 ged)sit my wateh, (pour coffee,) and lay TAL 

notebook on. inee. This is the cue for the proclamations to begin.
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At 3135 the nearest field sparrow avows, in a clear tenor chant, 

that he holds the jackpine copse north to the riverbank, and south to 

the old wagon track. One by one all the other field sparrows within 

earshot recite their respective holdings. There are no disputes, at 

least at this hour, so I just listen, hoping inwardly \that their womenfolk ( ,,{ 

acquiesce in this happy accord over the status quo ante. ) 

Before the field sparrows have quite gone the rounds, ‘ine robin in 

the big elm warbles loudly his claim to the crotch where the icestorn 

tore off a limby/and all appurtenances pertaining thereto (meaning, in 

his case, all aa in the not-very-spacious subjacent lawn). 

The robin's) inetstent caroling awakens the oriole, who now tells the 

world ((neaning the vorlé of ortoles)] that the pendant branch of the elm 

belongs to him, together with all fibrebearing mi likwoed stalks nearby, Logbame ? 

all loose strings in the garden, and the exclusive right to flash lke 

a burst of fire from one of these to eee, oh ‘| 

cakes mans Seah The Sehtign Weabien on the hill cosetes title 

to the dead oak limb left by the 1936 droughty and to (Givers) nearby bugs 

and bushes. He does not claim, but I think he implies, the right to 

out-dlue all, binebirdsy and @1l the) spiderworts that have turned their 

faces to the dawn. 

Next the wren{--\the one who discovered the knothole in the eave of 

the cabin,+ Gaploies into song), Wait a dozen other wrens cive voice, anil 

(now) att is bedlam, Grosbeaks, thrashers, yellow warblers, bluebirds, 

vireos, towhoes,, cardinals ai are at ity (ity sotemn list of performers, 

in their o@der and time of first song, hesitates, wavers, conses, for |
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any earvean no longer filter out priorities. the, ‘Hot is empty; 

Saige me ara) Fea ew before ny title 

runs out. ee 
yma oy 

(We sally forth,) the dog and If at random.) [He has paid scant respect” 

to all these voeal goings-on, for to him the evidence of tenantry is not } 

song, but scent. Any illiterate bundle of feathers, he says, can make a ‘ i 

noise ins tree. Now he is going to translate for me the olefactory 

poems that who-knows-what silent creatures have written in the summer 

night. At the end of cach poem sits the author -- if we can find him.] 

and Woot we Getually find is beyond predicting#--a rabbit teeny gitataat 

to be elsewhere; [a woodeock, fluttering his disclainers)a cock pheasant, 

indignant over wetting his Ce ine 

COnce in a while we turn uj)’ coon or mink, returning late from the 

night's foray. Sometimes we rout a heron from his unfinished fishing, or 

surprise a mother wood duck with her convoy of duckies, (headed #ii-bteam ) ; 

for the shelter of the pickerelweeds. Sometimes we see deer sauntering 

back to their thickets;{replete with alfalfa blooms, Véronica, and wild 

Lettuce. | More often,we see only the interweaving darkened linesCthat> 

(Gylaay hoofs) favs) traced, on the silken fabric of the dew. 

I can feel the sum now. The bird-chorus has run out of breath. The 

far clank of cowbells bespeaks a herd ambling to pasture, A tractor 

roars warning that my neighbor is astir. The world has shrunk to those 

mean dimensions mown to county clerks. We turn toward homes and 

breakfast.
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‘ : THE GREEN PASTURE Ms 

| ‘ Aldo Leopold : 

Ts Gene? fermoue ; pas 
Some paintings achieve greatness because, being durable, they are viewed by i 

‘ j successive generations, in each of which are likely to be found a few appreciative 

eyes? : ! : 

: I imow a painting so evanescent that it is seldom viewed at all, except by 

some wandering deer. It is a river who wields the brush, and it is the same i Pe 

river who, before I can bring my friends to view his work, erases it forever 

from human view. After that it ‘exists only in my ‘minate eye. 

Like other artists, my river is tempermental: there is a predicting when i 

the mood to paint will come upon has, or how long it will last. But in mia- . oa 

summer, when the great white fleets cruise the wat for day after flawless day, 

it is worth strolling down to the sandbars Age to see whether he has been at Hed 

work. Hee a 

i The work begins with a broad wibbon of silt brushed thinly. on the sand of 

@ receding shore. As this dries slowly in the sun, goldfinches bathe in tte : 

beg pools, and tee deer, herons, killdeers, raccoons, and turtles cover it with 

a lacework of tracks. There is no telling, at this stage, whether any thing 

. further will happen. eur 2 ale 

. But when I see the silt ribbon turning green with Oleacharis, I wateh : 

closely thereafter, for this is the sign that the river is in a painting mood. e 

Almost overnight the Oleacharis becomes a thick turf, so lueh and so dense that f 

the meadow mice from the adjoining upland cannot resist the temptation. They move 

wee én masse to the green pasture, and apparently spend the nights rubbing their ribs 

in its velvety depths; a maze of neatly tended mouse-trails bespeaks their enthus- 

iasn. The deer walk up and down in it, apparently just for the pleasure of feel- : Me 

‘ ing it underfoot. Even a stay-at-home mole has tunneled his way across the dry 7 

‘bar to the Oleacharis ribbon, where he can heave and hump the Leeda sod So MnTS ay ‘ if 

: heart's iodvant. ; : : a : :
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: At this stage the seedlings of plants too numerous to count and too young Bey 

to recognize x spring to life from the damp warm sand under the green ribbon. 

To view the painting, give the river three more weeks of solitude, and 

i then visit the bar on some bright morning just after the sun has melted the day- 

break fog. The artist has now laid his colors, _nd sprayed them with dew. The 

Oleacharis sod, greener than ever, is now spangled with blue mimlus, pink dragon- ne 

: head, and the milk-white blooms of Sagpttarga. Here ad there a cardinal flower : 

thrusts a red spear skyward. At the head of the bar, purple iron weeds and pale : 

. pink Joepyes stand tall against the wall of willows. And if you have come i 

quietly and humbly, as you should to any spot that can be beautiful only once, i ah 

‘you may surprise-a fox-red deer, standing kmee-high in the garden of his delight. Ae 

; Do not return for a second view of the green cape for there is none. 

Hither falling water has dried it out, or rising water ne scoured the bar to 4 - 

its original austerity of clean sand. ‘Sut in your mind you may hang up your ‘ ; 

picture, end also the hope that in some other or the mood to p@int may ed 

Na come ugon the river. : 

‘ a “ 

\ 

. 5 + \ i
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AVE MARIA RodBH 

: Aldo Leopold ‘ 

After I have heard the daybreak chorus of « quail covey, I always wonder 

what is the difference between ordinary and extroordinary choral music. 1 have 

never quite solved the problem, and am sure only of this: that hearing it once i 

is worth half-a-dozen risings in the dark, ‘ 

A chorus that gives voice because it is told to, or because the listener 

i has turned a tutton, imparts at least a doubt about how deeply the singers 

feel their msic, There is no such doubt about the spontancous outburst of an 

awakening covey, completely unaware of being listened to. 

A chorus that must outeing a score of coupeting noises can hardly be aa r 

: dmpressive as one that breake the silence of an October dawn, and that lapses, 

: after a brief nimite or two, into a silence oqually profound, At that season t 

@ song sparrow may sing a single half-hearted song before the quail give volees ' 

. a woodootk my twitter overhead on route to his daytine thicket; a barred onl 
ty tay Serminate the night’s argunent with ona inet wavering call, tt few other 

birds have anything to say or sing about. ‘the bedlam of birds to be heard at 

daybreak in June has, Ww ite very disappearances through the summer, set the 

stage for the October chorus of the quail. ‘he eflenve of the night, changing 

tlowly to the silence of a misty daybrenk, is broken suddenly by the throaty 

Gontralto voices of a dozen birds, no longer able to restrain their praises -~ 

of what? 

: It is this anbignity of motive and meaning thet still puczles me, The 
motive of summer song in all birds 4s obviously amorous, but here is an ecstasy 

over something nameless, kmown only to quail. What is it? Con I deduce a 

: meaning from the music slone? Could I, lacking language, deduce from the msie 

| alone the meaning of Bach's Ave Marie? Perhaps the answer is that in both cases 

the meaning rises far above the words, and that both bespeak the same rapture
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over something-to-come; the sane triumph of dawn over night. 

' » * = 

In June it is completely predictable that the robin will give voice when the 

Might intensity reaches 0.010 eandle-power, and that the cock quail will whistle 

bobwhite a few minutes later at about 0.015. In Oetober, on the other hand, the 

robin is silent, and it 19 quite unpredictable whether the covey-chore will 

oceur at all. The disappointment thet I feel on these mornings of silence perhaps 

shows that something hoped for has a higher value than something aseured. 

There is a peculier virtue in music that omanstes fron elusive birds. 

Songsters that sing from topmost boughs are easily seen and as easily forgotten; 

no matter how melodious, they have the modicerity of the obvious. hat one re- 

Hes) menbers is the invisible hermit thrash pouring silver chords from impenetrable 

shadows; the sandhill crane trumeting from behind a ¢lond; the prairie chicken ‘ 

booming from the mists of nowhere, the quail covey so easily heard calling, 

Wut so difficult to see calling. In summor it is a daily privilege to see a 

cock bobwhiting from a fencepost, but few naturalists heve ever seon an October 

covey~chorus, for it occurs on the ground, at the roosting spot, and any attempt 

to approach it automatically induces silonce. What we know about the choral act 

is therefore based entirely on audition and inference. I have heard a chorus 

@manate from a copse of seedling white pines, and an hour later flushed the 

covey from the same copse. vidently it had waited for the dew to dry before 

starting ite search for breakfast. 

Senchow the blue needles on those pines became thenceforth bluer, and the 

; red dewberry carset redder, for weeks to follow. I have scores of pine copses, 

wat this one is still the Choral Gopse. 

, 

Sie as oi,
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SMOKY GOLD 

Aldo Leopold 

There are two kinds of hunting, ordinary hunting, and ruffed grouse. 

There are two places to hunt grouse, ordinary places, and Adams County. 

There are two times to hunt in Adams, ordinary times, and when the tamaracks are 

smoky gold. 

This is an attempt to tell of this best of #11 possible times and places. It is 

written for those unlucky ones who have never seen a brown rocket knock the needles 

off, and who have never stood, gun empty and mouth agape, to watch the projectile in 

feathers sail unscathed into the jack-oaks. 

It is the first weekend fully and unmistakably fall, the first weather cool enough 

to keep the dog and his nose in high fettle. The first woodeock are down from the north; 

they keep you guessing whether a point is to be followed by a twitter or a roar. The 

leafless creek bank gives you a first eyeful of scarlet holly. The dogwood thickets 

flush pink against the brown hill; troops of robins are noisily stripping the remeining 

fruits. Only the brambles have any leaves left; each leaf is a red lantern in the sun. 

Brown ferns bespeak repeated frosts, and cool greon Lycopodium stands up as if to say: 

"Bring on your snow!"., Perhaps to a shrew or a deermouse the Lycopodium rates as a : 

tall pine; perhaps some swift-)inged moth hides in its branches, and rates as a ruffed 

grouse among the hunters of the forest floor. 

aoe * ' 

Hunts differ in flavor, but the reasons are subtle. ‘The sweetest hunts are stolen. 

There are two ways to steal a hunt; either go far into the wilderness where no one has 

been, or else find some undiscovered place under everybody's ucss. 

Adams County is under everybody's nose. In the solitude of my tamaracks I hear 

the hunters! cars roaring up the highway, hell-bent for the crowded counties to the 

north. I chuckle as I picture strained faces, dancing speedometers, new checkered
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shirts. A cock grouse drums his defiance at the noise of their passing. My dog grins 

as we note the direction of the drumming. That old boy, we agree, needs some oxercise. 

We shall look him up presently. : 

se hh ® 

It took a little applied geology to guess this was grouse country; a little 

applied botany to explain its peculiar makeup. The northbound highway was built across 

. the Pe gO the creeks, where there are no swamps to cross. Hence the checkered 

shirts, hurrying northward, roar through « seemingly grouseless waste of jackpine and 

scrub oak. But just above the highway every creeklet expands into a swamp; each swamp 

is a sure haven for birds. | 

The tamaracks grow not in the swamp, but km at the foot of the bordering hills 

where springs break forth. ach spring has become choked with moss, which forms a 

terrace. ‘I call tirkaximxexxex these Suriones the hanging gardens, for out of their 

sodden muck the fringed gentians hrve milt blue jewels. Such an October gentian, 

dusted with tamarack gold, is worth a full stop and a long look. 

Between the hanging gardens and the ereekside alders is a moss-paved doer trail ; 

which the flushed birds often cross--in a split second. The question is mulktkxx: 

whether the bird ett his second the same way I do. If not, the next deer finds 

a pair of empty shells, but no feathers. : | 

Higher up the creeklet I encounter an abandoned farm. I try to read, from the 

age of the young jackpines marching across an old field, how long ago the luckless 

farmer gsve up his Stipanhe ghost. dJackpines tell tall tales to the unwary, for 

they put on several whorls of branches each year, instead of only one. I find a 

better chronometer in an elm sprout blocking the barn door. Its rings date beck to 

/yotne arouth of 1920. sae \ 

| I wonder what that family thought about on that morning of final eviction. “Dia 

( they hear a grouse drum from the creekside alders? Did they leave the gate open? : 

“7. piare ‘avn gtmen bein Mendis inte abtant Soden eee the old spring
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| is @ washboard, its surface worn thin with many Mondays. But somebody also planted 

, this lilac, now rumning riot over the yard. Did anybody see it bloom, that last spring? 

Here by the sagging barn is a rusty plowshare, its point stubbed off in “unforgotten 

autumns gone too soon, in unforgotten springs." Does its abandonment bespeak a fare- 

well to farming? 

Musing on such questions, I become aware of the dog down by the spring, pointing 

patiently these many minutes. I walk up, apologizing for my Smmxx inattention. Up 

twitters a woodcock, batlike, his salmon breast soaked in October sun. Thus goes the hunt. 

i se ee 

‘ It's hard on such a day to keep one's mind on grouse, for the brown rockets are far 

between, and separated by distractions. I cross a wasiceraek in the sand, and follow. _ 

It leads straight from one Jersey Tea bush to another, with nipped twigs showing why. 

This reminds me of my own lunch, but before I get my wateh pulled, I see a circling 

hawk, high skyward, needing identity. I wait till he banks and shows his red tail. 

Reaching for the watch, my eye catehes a peeled popple, Bebarked by a buck rubbing off 

his itehy velvet. The exposed wood is already brown; horns therefore are clean by now. 

I reach again for the watch, but am interrupted by an excited yawp from the dog, and 

‘ crash of bushes in the swamp. O,¢ comes a buck, horns shining, his coat of summer 

red now replaced by sleek blue. Yes, this is fall indeed! 

This time I get the watch all the way out. It's noon, so I sit down to eat. 

A late whitethroat sings about poor, poor Canada. A chickadee watehes me, and grows 

confidential about his lunch. He doesn't say what he ate; doubtless it was cool xmx 

maxx turgid ant eggs, or some avian equivalent of cold roast grouse. 

Iunch over, I regard a phalanx 6f young tamaracks, their golden lances thrusting 

ukicx skyward. At the base of each is the possibility of a bursting grouse; at thle top 

of each is the certainty of a bursting bud. Zach is today and tomorrow growing out 

? of the amkiatx soil of yesterday. So am I, and so is the chiekadee, and the dog. \Bven 

: the tmtxx dead grouse in my coat has his tomorrow, for he shall never be forgotten. 

(He had knocked the golden needles into my eyes, and I am glad again. ) ia ay
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‘ SMOKY GOLD Sipe ee 

Aldo Leopold thie pee nes b 19 ee, 

; There are two kinds of hunting, ordinary hunting, and ruffed grouse. 

There are two ‘pinces to hunt grouse, ordinary places, and ia? ‘ 

: County. : : 

There are two times to hunt in De. ordinary times, and when the 

tamaracks are smoky gold. : 

This is written for those luckless ones who have never stood, gun 

empty and mouth agape, to watch the golden needles come sifting down, 

while the feathery rocket that knocked them off sails unscathed into the 

jackpines. 

The tamaracks change from green to yellow when the first frosts 

: have brought woodcock, fox sparrows, and juncos out of the north. Troops 

of robins are stripping ie last white berries from the dogwood thickets, 

‘ leaving the empty stems as a pink haze egainst the brown hill. The 

creekside alders have shed their leaves, exposing here and there an 5 

‘ eyeful of holly. Brambles are now in color; between you and the sun 

each leaf is a oie lantern, lighting your footsteps grouseward. 

The dog however} knows what is grouseward better than the brambles 

do. You will do well to follow him closely, reading from the cock of 

his ears the story the breeze is telling. When at last he stops stock- 

still, and says with a sideward glance, "Well, get ready," the question is, 

ready for what?; A twittering woodcock, which,-much +o the.dog'!s disgust, Y 

we seldom shoot? Or the rising roar of grouse, wings? Or perhaps only 

a rabbit? In this moment of uncertainty is condensed wa virtue of 

all Meaubec? i th eae eee a: to get ready for,ewe should probably 

coase-buntings gy i Aont pas Kb peinde, : 

RM AE
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Hunts differ in flavor, but the reasons are subtle. The sweetest 

hunts are stolen. There are two ways to steal a hunt; either go far 

. into the wilderness where no one has been, or else find some undiscovered ‘ 

j place under everybody's nose. 

eo Aas! cont is Sea everybody's nose. In the solitude of ny ~ 

tamaracks I hear the hunters! cars roaring up the highway, hell-bent for Cs 

: the crowded counties to tad aoridly I chuckle as I picture their a . a 
\ \ ay 

dancing speedometers, eteaiand faces, eyes glued on ‘northward horizon. 

vag A cock grouse drums his defiance at the noise of their passing. My | 

\ dog grins as we note the di rectioh;of-the-arumming, That fellow, we 

agree, needs some exercise. We shall look him up presently. | 

dal ae took a little applied geology ee detect the fact that grouse 

country\lay behind) the wastes of jackpine and scruboak thatLine the 

| highway, heeds nse aa use a the. engineers selected “— easiest 7 

/ route for a northbound highway to cross them)\ This easiest route, lay \ 

i | near their ee the creeks pitch tied wrseply to the river, | 

| hence the terrain is swompless. But just above the highway, and behinds | 

| the screen of dry sen. ree creeklet enters the flat plain of a 

glacial ae where it expands into a broad ribbon of swamp. | 

Each swamp i8.a sure hinkn for grouse, and come October, ‘every grouse 

has his choice of a hundred golden spires to strut under. : ace 

The tamaracks grow not only in the swamp, but at the foot of the 

bordering upland, where springs break forth. Tach spring has become 

choked with moss, which forms a boggy terrace. I call these terraces 

the hanging gardens, for out of their sodden muck the fingea gentians q
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have lifted blue jewels. Such an October gentian, dusted with tamarck 

gold, is worth a full stop and a long look, even when the dog signals 

grouse ahead. 

Between each hanging garden and the creekside is ueuaky a moss-paved 

deer-trail, handy for the hunter to follow, and for the flushed grouse 

to cross, -—- ina split second. The question is whether the bird and 

the gun agree on how a second should be split. If they do not, the 

next deer that passes finds a pair of empty shells to sniff at, but no 

feathers. 

; ee 

Higher up the creeklet I encounter an abandoned farm. I try to read, 

from the age of the young jackpines marching across an old field, how 

long ago the luckless farmer found out that sand plains were meant to 

grow solitude, not corn. Jackpines tell tall tales to the unwary, for ‘ 

they put on several whorls of branches each year, instead of only one. 

I find a better chronometer in haute seedling which now blocks the barn 

door. Its rings date back to the drouth of 1930. Since that year no 

man has carried milk out of this barn. 

I wonder what this family thought ebout when their mortgage finally 

outgrew their crops, and thus gave the signal for their eviction. Most 

thoughts, like flying grouse, leave no trace of their passing, but some 

thoughts leave clues which outlast the decades. Ped a) in some unforgotten 

April, planted this lilac, mst have Te essa ceae blooms = «/ 

im all the Aprils to come. Pr gh this washboard, its corrugations 

worn thin with many Mondays, may have wished for a cessation of all 

Mondays, and soon.
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Musing on such questions, I become aware of the dog down by the spring, 

pointing patiently these many minutes. I walk up, apologizing for my . 

inattention. Up twitters a woodcock, batlike, his salmon breast soaked 

in October sun. Thus goes the hunt. 

ke 

It's hard on such a day to keep one's mind on grouse, for they are 

far—between;~end separated by many distractions. I sakes a bucktrack 

in the sand, and follow in idle curiosity. The track leads straight from 

one Jersey Tea bush to another, with nipped twigs showing why. This 

: reminds me of my own lunch, but before I get it pulled out of my game 

pocket, I see a circling hawk, high skyward, needing identity. I wait 

till he banks and shows his red sede Reaching for the ie ae 

catches a peeled popple. “Here a buck has rubbed off his nt vent: 

How long ago? The exposed wood is already brown; I.conclude that horns \ 

must therefore be clean by ion I reach again for the lunch, but am ; 

interrupted by an excited yawp from the dog, and a crash of bushes in 

the swamp. Out springs a buck, flag aloft, horns shining, his coat a 

: sleek blue. Yes, the popple told the truth. 

This time I get the lunch all the wey out and sit down to eat. A 

late whitethroat laments his eae. ce ata A chickadee watches me, 

and grows confidential about his lunch. He doesn't say what he ate, i 

perhaps it was cool turgid ant eggs, or some other avian equivalent of 

cold roast grouse. 

Iunch over, I regard a phalanx of young tamaracks, their golden 

lances thrusting skyward. Under each the needles of yesterday fall to }
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earth; at the top of each the bud of tomorrow, preformed, poised, 

awaits the-promise20f another spring. Even the dead grouse in my hunting 

coat has his tomorrow, for he shall be remembered after all his generation 

have passed to their happy drumming grounds. This is because, in his 

_ last burst for freedom, he dusted my eyes with smoky gold.
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“ SMOKY GOLD 

Aldo Leopold 

fhere are two kinds of hunting, ordinary hunting, and ruffed grouse. h anti m 

There are two kinis o! places to hunt grouse, ordinary places, and 

Adoms County. 

There are two times to hunt in Adam, ordinary times, and when the 

tamaracks are smoky gold. ' 

This is written for those luckless ones who have never stood, gun 

empty and mouth agape, to watch the golden needles come sifting down, 

while the feathery rocket that knocked them off sails unscathed into the 

jackpines. 

fhe tamaracks change from green to yellow when the first frosts 

have brought woodcock, fox sparrows, and juncos out of the north. 

Troops of robins are stripping the last white berries from the dogwood 

4 thickets, leaving the empty stems as a pink haze against the hill. The 

? creekside alders have shed their leaves, exposing here and there an 

eyeful of holly. Brambles are in color; between you and the sun each 

, leaf is a red lantern, lighting your footsteps grouseward. 

The dog knows what is grouseward better than ¢ Yyoorl-s do. 

You will do well to follow him closely, reading from the cock of his 

ears the story the breeze is telling. When at last he stops stock-still, 

and says with a sideward glance, "Well, get ready," the question is, 5 

ready for what; A twittering woodcock, or the rising roar of a grouse, 

or perhaps only a rabbit? In this moment of uncertainty is coniensed 

mach of the virtue of grouse hunting. He whee must know what to get ready 

for should go and hunt pheasants. 

som
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Hunts differ in flavor, but the reasons are subtle. The sweetest 

‘ hunts are stolen. There are two ways to steal a hunt; either go far 

‘ into the wilderness where no one has been, or else fini some undiscovered 

place under everybody's nose. 

Few hunters know that grouse exist in Adams County, for when they 

drive through it, they see only a waste of jackpines and serub oaks. This ‘ 

is because the highway intersects a series of west-running creeks, each 

of which heads in a swamp, but drops to the river through dry sand-barrens. 

Haturally the northbound highway intersects these swampless barrens, 

but just above the highway, and behind the screen of dry scrub, every 

creeklet expands into a broad ribbon of swamp, a sure haven for grouse. 

Here, come October, I sit in the solitude of my tamaracks and hear 

the hunters' cars roaring up the highway, hell-bent for the crowded 

counties to the north. I chuckle as I pieture their dancing speedometers, 

their strained faces, their eager eyes glued on the northward horizon. 

A cock grouse drums his defiance at the noise of their passing. My dog 

grins as we note his direction. That fellow, we agree, needs some 

exercise; we shall look him up presently. 

The tamaracks grow not only in the swamp, but at the foot of the 

: bordering upland, where springs break forth. iach spring has become 

' choked with moss, which forms a boggy terrace. I call these terraces 

the hanging gardens, for out of their sodden muck the fringed gentians 

have lifted blue jewels. Such an October gentian, dusted with tamarack 

gold, is worth a full stop and a long lock, even when the dog signals 

grouse ahead. 

Between each hanging garden and the creekside is a moss-paved 

deer trail, handy for the hunter to follow, and for the flushed grouse 

to cross, -- ina split second. The question is whether the bird and
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the gun agree on how a second should be split. If they do not, the next 

deer that passes finds a pair of empty shells to sniff at, but no feathers. 

eee 

Higher up the creeklet I encounter an abandoned farm. I try to read, 

from the age of the young jackpines marching across an old field, how 

long ago the luckless farmer found out that sand plains were meant to ‘ 

' grow solitude, not corn. Jackpines tell tall tales to the unwary, for 

they put on several whorls of branches each year, instead of only one. 

I find a better chronometer in an elm seedling which now blocks the barn 

door. Its rings date back to the drouth of 1930. Since that year no 

man has carried milk out of this barn. 

I wonder what this family thought about when their mortgage finally 

outgrew their crops, and thus gave the signal for their eviction. Most 

thoughts, like flying grouse, leave no trace of their passing, but some 

leave clues thal outlast the decades. He who, in some unforgotten 

April, planted this lilac, mst have thought pleasantly of blooms for 

all the Aprils to come. She who used this washboard, its corrugations 

worn thin with many Mondays, may have wished for a cessation of all 

Mondays, and soon. 

Musing on such questions, I become aware of the dog down by the 

spring, pointing patiently these many minutes. I walk up, apologizing 

for my inattention. Up twitters a woodcock, batlike, his salmon breast 

soaked in October sun. ‘Thus goes the hunt. 

THe Y R ; 

It's hard on such a day to keep one's mind on grouse, for they are
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separated by many distractions. I cross a buck track in the sand, and 

follow in idle curiosity. ‘The track leads straight from one Jersey tea 

bush to another, with nipped twigs showing why. i 

This reminds me of my own lunch, but before I get it pulled out of 

my game pocket, I see @ circling haat, high skyward, needing identification: 

I wait till he banks and shows his red tail. 

I reach again for the lunch, but my eye catches @ peeled popple. 

Here a buck has rubbed off his itchy velvet. How long ago? The exposed 

wood is already brown; I conclude that horns mst therefore be clean by 

now. 

I reach again for the lunch, but am inte rupted by an excited yawp 

from the dog, and a crash of bushes in the swamp. Out springs a buck, 

flag aloft, horns shining, his coat a sleek blue. Yes, the popple told 

the truth. 

This time I get the lunch all the way out and sit down to eat. 

A late whitethroat laments something which transpired in poor, poor Canada. 

A chickadees watches me, and grows confidential about his lunch. He 

doesn't say what he ate, perhaps it was cool turgid ant eges, or some 

other avian equivalent of cold roast grouse. 

lwach over, I regard a phalanx of young tamaracks, their golden 

lances thrusting skyward. Under each the needles of yesterday fall to i 

earth; at the tip of each the bud of tomorrow, preformed, poised, awaits 

another spring. Ewen the dead grouse in my hunting coat hes his tomorrow, 

for he shall be remembered after all his generation have passed to their 

happy drumming grounds. This is because, in his last burst for freedom, 

he dusted my eyes with smoky gold.
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700 EARLY oe 

Aldo Leopold Yu 

Getting up too early is a vice habitual in horned owls, geese, and 

freight trains, and sometimes acauiees. by duck hunters. 

It is strange that of the mltitude of creatures who mst rise in 

the morning, so few should have discovered the most pleasant and least 

useful time for doing it. 

Orion mast have been the original mentor of the too-early company, 

for it is he who signals the time for rising. It is time when Orion has 

passed west of the zenith about the distance one should lead a teal. 

| Early risers feel at ease with each other, perhaps because most of 

them are given to understatement. The coffee pot, from its first soft 

gurgle, underclaims what simmers within. The owl, in his trisyllabic 

commentary, Hagte Norte the story of the night's mrders. The goose on 

the bar, rising briefly to a point of order, lets fall no hint that he 

speaks with the authority of all the far hills and the sea. 

The freight, I admit, is hardly reticent, yet even he has a kind 

of modesty: his eye is single to his own w@Ray business; he never comes ; ; 

roaring into somebody else's camp. I feel a deep security in this 

: single-mindedness of freight trains. , 

To arrive too early in the marsh is an adventure in pure listening; 

the ear roams at will among the noises of the night, without let or 

hindrance from hand or eye. When you hear one mallard enthusing audibly 

over his soup, you are free to picture a score guzzling among the duckweeds.
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When one widgeon squeals, you may postulate a squadron without fear of 

visual contradiction. And when a flock of bluebills, pitching pondward, 

tears the dark silk of heaven in one long rending nose-dive, you catch 

your breath at the sound, but there is nothing to see except the milky ; 

way. This same performance, in daytime, would have to be looked at, shot at, 

missed, and then hurriedly fitted with an alibi. Nor could daylight add 

anything to your mind's-eye picture of quivering wings, ripping the firmament 

neatly into halves. i 

eae 

Like many another treaty of restraint, the pre-dawn pact lasts only 

as long as darkness humbles the arrogant. By the time the mists are 7 

white against the east, every cornshock on the hill pretends to be twice 

as high as any corn that ever grew, and ever rooster is bragging ad lib. 

By sun-up every squirrel is exaggerating some fancied indignity to his 

person, and every jay y emoting falsely about suppositious dangers, about 

to be discevered by him. It seems as if the sun, or the hope of sitting 

in it, were responsible for this daily retreat of reticence from the 

; world. f 

At any rate by breakfast-time we have honks, horns, and whistles, f 

and by evening Gabriel Heater. Then we go to bed to relearn the lessons 

of the night. 

Ce Pogay
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: Ne Re RED LANTERNS fe 

Aldo Leopola ; 

: There are ‘two ways to hunt partridges. 

| One way is to make a plan, based on logic and probabilities, of the 

; terrain to be hunted. ‘his will take you over the ground where the birds 

ought to de. : ; 

The other way is to wander, quite aimlessly, from one red lantern é ‘ 

to another. This will likely take you where the birds actually are. The 

lanterns are blackberry leaves, red in Qctober sun. i : 

Red lanterns have lighted my way on many a pleasant hunt in many a 

region, but I think that blackberries mst first have learned how to glow ; 

in the sand counties of ‘contral Wisconsin. Along the little Gacek streams . 

of these friendly wastes, called poor by those whose own lights barely j 

flicker, the blackberries burn i why red on every sunny day from first ’ 

Hs haat ding of Ths 0d rr 
frost to first-snowfall. Every woodcock and every partridge has his 

private solarium under these briars. Most hunters, not imowing this, wear 

themselves out in the briarless scrub, and returning home birdless, leave 

i the rest of us in peace. : 

By "us" I mean the birds, the stream, the dog, and myself. ‘The stream 

*ds a lazy one; he winds through the alders as if he would rather stay here 

than reach the var So would I. Every ade of his hairpin hesitations 

means that much more stream bank where hillside briars adjoin dank beds ; 

of frozen ferns and jewelweeds on the bogey bottom. Wo partridge can long i 

absent himself from such a place, nor can I. Partridge hunting, then, is 

a creekside stroll, upwind, from one briar patch to another. eg : 

The dog, when he approaches one, looks around to make sure I am within 

i gunshot. Reassured, he advances with stealthy caution, his wet nose : ; i 

} ) ies
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testing the air, screening a hundred scents for that one scent, the tekenbead 

opresence of which gives life and meaning to the whole landscape. He is the 

prospector of the air, perpetually searching its strata for olefactory gold. 

Partridge scent is the gold standard which relates his world to mine. 4 

My dog, by the way, thinks I have mech to learn about vartridges, and 

being a professional naturalist, I agree. He persists in tutoring me, with 

; ' the calm patience of a professor of logic, in the art of drawing deductions 

from olefactory evidence. I delight in seeing him deduce a Saatceton in 

the form of a point, from data which are obvious to his nose, but speculative 

to my unaided eye. Perhaps he hopes his. dull pupil will one day learn to 

smell. ‘ ch 

Like other dull pupils, I know when the professor is right, even though 

. I do not know why. I check my gun and walk ins Like any good professor, 

the dog never laughs when I miss, whieh is often. He gives me just one 

look, and proceéds up the stream in quest of another grouse. : 

y * * 

: Following one of these banks, one walks Batriae of two landscapes, the 

4 hillside one hunts from, and the bottom the dog hunts in. There is a special 

f charm in treading soft dry carpets of Lycopodium to flush birds out of the 

bog, and the first test of a partridge dog is his willingness to do the 

wet work while you parallel him on the dry bank. Ma \ 

A special problem arises where the belt of alders widens, and the dog 

disappears from view. Hurry at once to a lmoll or point, where you stand 

‘ stock=still, straining eye and ear to follow the dog. A sudden scattering 

of white throats may reveal his whereabouts. Again you may hear him ‘ 

breaking a twig, or splashing in a wet spot, or plopping into the creek. : 

ae coe
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3 But when all sound ceases, be ready for instant ack oan, for he is likely i 

on point. Listen now for the premonitory elucks which a frightened p 

partridge gives just before flushing. Then follows the hurtling bird, or 

; perhaps two of them, or I have known as many as six, clucking and flushing 4 

; one by one, each sailing high for his own destination in the uplands. 

Whether one passes within gunshot is of course a matter of chance, and you 

can compute the chance if you have time: 360 degrees divided vy((30, or 

whatever segment of the circle your gun covers. Divide again “a three or 

four, which is your chance of missing, and you have the probability of 

actual feathers in the hunting coat. ‘ 

The second test of a good partridge dog is whether he, reports for orders . X 

after such an episode. sit down and talk it over with him while he pants. : 

Then look for the next red lantern, and proceed with the hunt. 

* oe gies 

My dog is the prospector of October air, and it brings him ae 3 

scents other than grouse, each of which may lead to its own peculiar : a 

@pisode. When he points with a certain humorous expression of the ears, 

I know he hing itt veda rabbit. Once a dead-serious point yielded no ’ ; 

bird, but still the dog stood frozen;_ in a tuft of sedge under his very Z 

nose was a fat sleepy coon, getting his share of October sun. At least ‘ 

"ence on each hunt the dog bays a skunk, usually in some denser than- : 

ordinary thicket of blackberries. Once the dog pointed in midstream; 

a whir of isis eae var: followed by three musical screams, told at he : 

: had interrupted a woodduck's dinner. Not infrequently he finds jacksnipe 

a in heavily pastured alders, and lastly he may put out a deer, bedded for — 

the day on a high streambank flanked by alder bog. Has the deer a bobbie:
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weakness for singing waters, or a practical liking for a bed that cannot be 

: ’ approached without making a noise? Judging by the indignant flick of his 

great white flag it might be either, or both. 

Almost anything may happen between one red lantern and another. 

xe & 

} At sunset on the last day of the grouse season, every blackberry blows : 

out his light. I do not understand how a mere bush can be thus infallibly _ 

informed about the Wisconsin statutes, nor have I ever gone back next : 

day to find out. For the ensuing eleven months the lanterns glow only : 

in my mind's eye.. I sometimes think that the other months were constituted 

A mainly as a fitting interlude between Octobers, and I suspect that dogs, 

and perhaps grouse, share the same view. 

Y 4 , 

4
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: IF I WERE THE WIND an 

' é The wind that makes music in November corn is in a hurry. ‘The stalks hun, 

é the loose husks whisk skyward in hal f-—pliayful swirls, end the wind hurries on. _ 

é In the marsh long windy waves surge across the grassy sloughs, beat : 

against the far willows. A tree tries to argue, bare limbs waving, but there is 4 r 

no detaining the wind. ; 2 we 

On the sandbar there is only wind, and the river sliding seaward. very ; j 

, i wisp of grass is drawing circles on the sand. I wander over the bar to a drift- | 

[CU eok Ides where To ett abd’ Linton (86 ‘Gimuctyerabl tear) und to the tinkle of a | 

wavelets on the Buoves The river is lifeless: not a duck, heron, merahbawics : 4 

or gull bat has sought refuge from wind. ; 

4 aie ae oe ‘ f i : ' 

Out of the clouds T hear a faint bark, as of ie far-away dog. It is strange ; 

how the world cocks its ears at that sound, wondering. Soon it is louder; the ; 

honk of geese, invisible, but coming on. ; 

The flock emerges ae the low clouds, a tattered banner of birds, dipping 

se and rising, blown up and hides down, blown together and blown apart, but advanc- q 

\ ing, the wind wrestling Levies with each winnowing wing. When, the flock isa 4 

blur in the far sky-I hear the last honk, sounding taps for summer. ! 

aye ‘ ee eae : F + é 

: It is warm behind the driftwood now, for the wind has gone with his geese. i 4 

. So would I - if I were the wind. en ( ce 4 

: i , | 

: SE ae
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Every farm woodland, in addition to yielding lumber, fuel and posts, should { 

. provide its owner a liberal education. ‘This crop of wisdom never fails, but it ae 

a is not always harvested, > am 

Corr ae ae exe of the many lessons I lave learned in my own woods» : am 
; tebe 2 z weede xxA } 4 

Soon after I bought the tend a decade ago, I realized that I hed bought i 

almost as many tree diseases as I had trees. The place is riddled by all the us 

ailments wood is heir to. I began to wish that Noah, when he loaded up the, a 

/— * Ark, had left the tree diseases behind. ie ; 

My woods is headquarters for a family of coons; few of my neighbors have oes 

any. One snowy Sunday I learned why. ‘The fresh track of a coon hunter and his 

‘ _ hound led up to a halfsuprooted maple, ander which one of my coons had teken ye i 
\ \ ‘ Sat 

* refuge. The frozen snarl of roots and-earth was too rocky to chop and too tough ; 

to dig; ‘too—rociey—tbe—ehop—and—bee—toveh—to-—digy the’ holes under the roots too ; u 

-mjmerous to smoke out. ‘The hunter had cuit coonless because a fungus disease a 

f _ had weakened the roots ofthe, maple. ‘The tree, half-tipped-over by a storm, aaa 

: offers an impregnable fortress for coondom. Without this "bombproof" shelter, : 

my seed stock of coons would be cleanéd out by hunters each year. 4 j ee a 

f x¥x ye ft re oe 
My woods houses a dozen ruffed grouse, but pik ij ndbinie Sen tee ecaa oie : eae 

neke Gover, bence tn deep e. my grouse shift to my neighbor's woods, where eg 

ao belle, Cevienr ; ‘ f HM 

there eave_several pinethickets. However, 4 always retain as many grouse as Fa 

" c_have oaks windthrown by summer storms. These summer windfalls keep their ; Ce 

dried leaves, and during snows each such vindfall harbors a grouse. The droppings a Fy 

‘ show that the grouse roost, feed, and loaf for \the duration of the storm within GR 

the narrow confines of their leafy camoufaage, safe from wind, owl, fox and ao ee 

: hunter. The cured oak leaves not only serve as gover, but for some curious hae mee el 

3 z 1 Ma oN 

reason are relished »s food by the grouse. ; ‘ ron ma 

i \ 7 . Sige ay 
a These oak windfalls are, of course, diseased trees. Without disesse, few ae | 

: t : . FO iS OR i } una ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ae SA id 
te t a es ‘3 x ; ° ; ne Ast SaaS SUA a
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‘ oaks would breale eff, and hence few grouse would have down tops to hide in. a 

; ‘ During Oasober, my grouse often stuff themselves with oak galls, a 4 

diseased growth caused by the sting of a.gall-wasp. ° Na ; 

f j Bach year as wild bees load up’ one of my hollow oaks with combs, and each . i J 

year trespassing honey-hunters harvest the honey before I do. This is partly wp a 

ke because they are more skillful than I am in "lining up" the bee eeekee and ‘ | 

ran partly because they. use nets, and. hence ae able to work before the bees foal i 

vecome dormant se eat 4 oN a 

Cie bee Hskige rote, there would be no hollow oaks to furnish wild bees i : ee i 

i _ with hives. f <a ‘ e es i 
_ eeK ; at 

a During high years of the cycle, there is a. plague of rpbbits in ny moons, SAE . 

x They eat the bari and twigs off of ainda every kind of tree or bush Tam trying, ; ce | 

to encourage, and ignore almost every kind I would like to have less of. (When | 7 

Rs tke hunter plants himself a grove of pines or an orchard, the rabbit sonehow \ ; : 

‘ ha ceases to be @ game animal, and becones a bone instead. ) ie . vee ‘ oe 

d oe The rabbit, despite his scant ee. ‘is an ilk ce ushad x : Ts a i 

uae sabon in Sbue Shucente:, ie alhaes ‘ aterecn inouisee inde piaeia pire, maple, a ; 

ot apple, or wahoo’ to a wild ons He also insists that certain satis ‘be pre- a a 

: conditioned before He deigns to at toms ‘Thus he spurns red ieeedoa ent Ble o i ee 

ab attacked by oyster-shell sual: after nee the bark becomes a delicacy, “ 

‘to be eagerly devoured by all the rabbits in the neighborhood. ee. a 

i a A Pléck of @ dozen chickadees ipteats ts jens in ny woods. In winter, : : = ae 

‘ : when we are harvesting diseased’ or dead hes for our fuelwood, the ring of ‘the : ee 

, axeyis dinner one for the chickadee tribe. They fang in the offing weithng for "I a 

ee ee a a i.
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the tree to fall, offering pert commentary on the slowness of our labor. When fh 

i the tree at last is down, and the wedges begin to open up its contents, the 

chickhdees draw up their white napkins and fall to. Ivery wiey of dead bark is, a 

to them, a treasury of Saas, larvae, and cocoons. For them every spié+-eerb-—or 4 

ant-tunneled heartwood tuieen with milk and honey. We often stand a fresh split ~ | 
; 4 

aE ageinst @ nearby tree just to see the greedy chicks mop up the’ant-eggs. It ; 

ne i lightens our labor.to kmow that they, as well as we, derive aid and comfort from i 4 

the fragrant riches of nowy split oak. . Me Asie j oS 

But for tree diseases and insect pests, there would likely be no food in f a 

. these trees, and hence no chickadees o add cheer to winter woods. : | 

: Many other nae of wildlife Pa ea me tree diseases. My pileated woodpeckers 

chisel living pines, to extract fot ibs from the diseased heartwood. My barred 

: owls find surcease from crows and jays in the hollow heart of dan old basswood; but ; 4 

for this He peaneh tree their dundown serendde would probably be pilenbad. My 4 

eat ducks doubtless eat in hollow trees; at least they do not nest in the 

artificial oe I have put te eos June brings its brood of downy duck- - ~ 

lings to my woodland slough. A111 squirrels depend, for aieaeed dens, on a : 

” delicately balanced equilibrium between a rotting cavity and ee sear tissue - 5 ; 

with which the tree attempts to close the wound. The squirrels referee the : 4 

contest by gnawing out the sone tissue when it begins unduly tobhrinic the 

; amplitude of their front door. = f i r 

Pana The real jewel of my disease-ridden woodlot is. the prothonotary warbler. He : 

nests in an old woodpecker hole, or other small mee: in a déad snag overhanging | 

ane The flash of his gold-and-blue plumage amid the dank decay of the Sane 2 : : 

upon te in itself proof that dead trees are icansmted into living animals, and ‘ : ‘ 

vice versa. When you doubt the wisdom of this arrangement, take a look at the Gs ee 

: previoueaey: ‘ ‘ ; : -
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PINES ABOVE THE SNOW 

Aldo Leopold 

Acts of creation are ordinarily reserved for gods and poets, but 

humbler folk may circumvent this restriction if they know how. To plant 

a pine, for example, one need be neither god nor poet; one need only ow 

a shovel. 3y virtue of this curious loophole in rales, any clodhopper 

may say: let there be a tree, and there will be one. 

If his back be strong and his shovel sharp, there may eventually 

be ten thousand. And in the seventh year he may lean upon his shovel, 

end look upon his trees, and find them good. 

God passed on his handiwork as early as the seventh day, but I notice 

| he has since been rather non-conni ttal "on its merits. I gather either 

that he spoke too soon, or that trees stand more looking upon than do 

figleaves and firmaments. 

wee 

Why is the shovel regarded as a symbol of drudgery? Perhaps 

because most shovels are dull. Certainly all drudges have dull shovels, 

but I am uncertain which of these two facts is cause, and which effect. 

I only kmow that a good file, vigorously wielded, makes my shovel sing 

} as it sluices the mellow loam. I am told there is music in the sharp 

plane, the sharp chisel, and the sharp scalpel, but I hear +4 tee 

| shovel; it hums in my wrists as I plant a pine. I! suspect that the fellow 

who tried so hard to strike one clear note upon the harp of time chose too 

difficult an instrument. 

so
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It is well that the planting season comes only in spring, for 

moderation is best in all things, even shovels. Doping the other months 

you may watch the process of becoming which is a pine. 

The pine's new year begins in Mey, when the terminal bud becomes "the 

candle". Whoever coined that name for the new growth had subtlety in 

his soul. "The candle" sounds like a platitudinous reference to obvious 

facts: the new shoot is waxy, upright, brittle. But he who lives with 

pines knows that candle has a deeper meaning, for at its tip burns the 

eternal flame that lights a path into the future. May after May my pines 

follow their candles skyward, each headed straight for the zenith, and 

each meaning to get there if only there be years enough before the last 

trumpet blows. It is a very old pine who at last forgets which of his 

| many ee is the most importent, and thus flattens his crown 

against the sky. You may forget, but your jae" tat ae Be a your 

lifetime. eee I, lig Voss) 

ieee en pv) pw a ; 

If you are thriftily inclined, you will find pines congenial company, 

| for unlike the hand-to-mouth hardwoods, they“Live solely on their savings 

of the year before. In fact every pine carries an open bankbook, in 

which his cash balance is recorded by June 30 of each year. If, on that 

date, his completed candle has developed a terminal cluster of ten or 

twelve buds, it means that he has salted away enough rain and sun for a 

two-foot or even a three-foot thrust skyward next spring. If there are 

only four or six buds, his thrust will be a lesser one, but he will 

nevertheless wear that peculiar air that goes with solvency.
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Hard years of course come to pines, as they do to men, and these 

are. recorded as shorter thrusts, i.e. shorter spaces between the successive 

whorls of branches. These spaces, then, are an autobiography which he who 

walks with trees may read at will. In order to date a hard year correctly, 

you must always subtract one from the year of lesser growth. Thus the 

1937 growth was short in all pines; this records the universal drouth 

of 1936. On the other hand the 1941 growth was long in all pines; perhaps 

they saw the shadow of things to come, and made a special effort to show the 

world that pines still know where they are going, even though men do not. , 

When one pine shows a short year but a neighbors do not, you may 

safely interpolate some purely local” edversitys a fire scar, a gnawing 

meadowmouse, a windburn, or anny, Vatbienaen in that dark laboratory 

we call the soil. 

; ae 

There is mich small-talk and neighborhood gossip among pines; by paying 

heed to this chatter, I learn what has transpired during the week when I am ‘ 

| absent in town, and see pines only in my mind's eye. Thus in March, when 

the deer frequently browse white pines, the height of the browsings tells 

me how hungry they are. A deer full of corn is too lazy to nip branches 

more than four feet above the ground; a really hungry deer rises on his hind 

legs and nips as high as eight feet. Thus I learn the gastronomic status : 

of the deer without seeing them, and I learn, without visiting his field, 

whether my neighbor has hauled in his cornshocks. r 

YD atant ry In October my pines tell me, by their rubbed-off bari, when the bucks 

are beginning to "feel their oats". A jackpine about eight feet high, 

and standing alone, seems especially to incite in a buck the idea that the
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world needs prodding. Such a tree must perforce turn the other cheek 

also, and emerges much the worse for wear. The only element of justice 

in such combats is that the more the tree is punished, the more pitch the 

buck carries away on his not-so-shiny antlers. 

The chit-chat of the woods is sometimes hard to translate. Once 

in midwinter I found, in the droppings under a grouse roost, some half-digested 

structures that I could not identify. They resembled miniature corn-cobs 

about half an inch long. I examined samples of every local grouse food 

I could think of, but without finding any clue to the origin of the "cobs". 

Finally I cut open the terminal bud of a jackpine, and in its core I found 

the answer. The grouse had eaten the buds, digested the piven, rubbed off 

the scales in his gizzard, and left the cob, which was, in effect, the 

forthcoming candle. One might say that this grouse had been speculating 

in jackpine "futures". 

ak 
pot ® 7 ae 

ng pines usually thrive best in the absence of their parents. 

I know of whole woodlots in which the younger generation, even when 

provided with a place in the sun, is dwarfed and spindled by its elders. 

Again there are woodlots in which no such inhibition obtains. I wish 
Auchy 5 aw Denner 

I knew whether the difference, liex in the young, in the old, or in the 

soil. 

Pines, like people, are choosy about their associates, and do not 

succeed in suppressing their likes and dislikes. Thus there is an 

affinity between white pines and dewberries, between red pines and 

flowering spurge, between jackpines and sweet fern. When I plant a white
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pine in a dewberry patch, I can safely predict that within a year he will 

develop a husky cluster of buds, and that his new needles will show that 

bluish bloom which bespeaks health and congenial company. He will 

outgrow and outbloom his fellows planted on the same day, with the same 

care, in the same soil, but in the company of grass. 

In October I like to walk among these blue plumes, rising straight 

and stalwart from the red carpet of dewberry leaves. I wonder whether 

they are aware of their state of well-being. I know only that I am. 

Pines have earned the reputation of being "evergreen" by the same. 

device that governments use to achieve the appearance of perpetuity: 

overlapping terms of office. By taking on new needles on the new 

growth of each year, and discarding old needles at longer intervals, the 

casual onlooker is led to believe that ubedleg Mee teteoe 

wow ou 
Each species of pine has its constitution, which prescribes the term 

of ettiailagptopcishs to its way of life. Thus the white pine retains 

its needles for a year and a half; the red and jackpines for two years 

and a half. Incoming needles take office in June, and outgoing needles 

write farewell addresses in October. All write the same thing, in the 

same tawny yellow ink, which by November, turns brown. Then the needles 

fall, and are filed in the duff to enrich the wisdom of the stand. It . 

is this accumlated wisdom which hushes the footsteps of whoever walks 

under pines. 

eee 

It is in midwinter that I sometimes glean from my pines something 

more important than woodlot politics, and the news of wind and weather. 

This is especially likely to happen on some gloomy evening when the snow 

has buried all irrelevant detail, and the hush of elemental sadness 

lies heavy upon every living thing. Nevertheless, my pines, each with
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his burden of snow, are standing ramrod-straight, rank upon rank, and in 

the dusk beyond I sense the presence of hundreds more. At such times 

I feel a curious transfusion of courage.
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‘A PINES ABOVE TH SNOW 

Aldo Leopold 

Acts of creation are ordinarily reserved for gods and poets, but 

husibler folk may circumvent this restriction if they know how. To plant 

a@ pine, for example, one need be neither god nor poet; one need only own 

a shovel. By virtue of this curious loophole in rules, any clodhonper 

may say: let there be a tree, and there will be one. 

If his back be strong and his shovel sharp, there may eventually 

be ten thousand. And in the seventh year he may lean upon his shovel, 

and look upon his trees, and find them good. 

God paSsed on his handiwork as early as the seventh day, but I notice 

he has since been rather non-committal on the question, I gather either 

that he spoke too soon,or that trees stand more looking upon than do 

figleaves and firmaments. 

mie 

Why is the shovel regarded as a symbol of drudgery? Perhaps 

“$e because most shovels are dull. Certainly all drudges have dull shovels, _ 

but I am unticertain which of these two facts is cause, and which effect. . 

; I only imow that a good file, vigorously wielded, makes my shovel sing 

as it gta the mellow loam. I am told there is msic in the sharp - 

plane, the sharp chisel, and the sharp scalpel, but I hear it in my : 

shovel; it huns in my wrists as I plant a pine. I suspect that the fellow ; 

who tried so hara to strike one cisar note upon the harp of time chose too 

: difficult an instrument. ; 4 

eam
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It is well that the planting season comes only in spring, for 

. moderation ig best in all things, even shovels. During the other months . 

you may wateh the process of becoming which is a pine. ' | 

The pine's new year begins in May, when the terminal bud becomes "the 

candle", - Whoever coined that name for the new growth had subtlety in 

his soul. "The candle" sounds like a platitudinous reference to obvious 

factes the new shoct 16 waxy, upright, brittle. But he who lives with _ 

pines knows that candle has a deeper meaning, atet at ite tip burns the — 4 

eternal flame that lights a path into the future, tay after May my pines ‘ 

follow their candles skyward, each headed straight for tho senith, and é 

each meaning to got there 4f only thore be years enough before tho last 

ye trumpet blows, It 49 @ very old pine who at last forgets which of his 

many unlertakings is the most important, and thus fla‘tens his crown 

‘against the sky. You may forget, mt your pines will not do so in your 

lifetime, ’ 

7 ; on 

If eee are thriftily inclined, you will find pines congenial company» “ 

: for unlike the handete-mouth hardwoods, they live solely on their savings ; 

of the year before, In fact every pine carries an open bankbook, in 

which his eash balance is deietich ‘tw dean Sh 08 eau pours If, on that 

date, his completed candle has developed a terminal eluster often or 

twelve buds, it means that he hag salted away encwch rein and sun for a 

two-foot or oven a three=foot thr.st skywari next spring. If there are ‘ 

only four or six bude, his thrust will be a lesser ono, but he will : 

nevertheless wear that peouldar alr that goes with solvency. i
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: Hard years of course come to pines, as they do to men, an! these 

f are recoried a9 shorter thrusts, 4.6. shorter spaces betwoon the succesvive : 

whotls of branches, These spaces, ‘then, are an autobiography which he vho 

walke with trees my read at will. In order to date ghard year correctly, 

you must always subtract one from the year of losser growth, Thus the. 

1937 growth wan short in all pines; this records the univereal drowth 

of 1936. On the other hand the 1941 growth was long in all pines; perhaps 

they saw the shadow of things to cone, and mide a special effort to show Us werd 
that pines still ‘mow where they are going, even though mon do not.’ 

- When one pine shows a short yoar but his neighbors de not, you my 

safely interpolate some purely local adversity: a fire sear, a gnswing 

meadownouse, & windburn, or some kamal bottleneck in that dark laboratory 

"we en the soft. | 
one ‘ 

; There is mich small-talk and noi chborhood goseip among pines; by paying 

heed to this chatter, I learn what has transpired otemtatty-amé during the 

week when I passewes an adsonty and ‘see pines only in my mind's ayes 
Time in March, when the deer frequently browse white pines, the haight 

of the browsings tells me how hungry they are. A door full of comis =~ 
_ too lazy to mip branches more than four fect above the ground; a really 

hungry deer rises on hie hind legs and nips as high as otght foot. Thus ans: 

I learn the gastronomic status of the deer without seeing sons ae 

whether ny neighbor hag hauled in his cornshocke/without visiting en 
Ym Oatober my pines tell mo, by their mbbedqoff bark, when the bucke 

are beginning to "feel their oaté", A jacicpine about eight feet high, : 

and standing alone, seems especially to incite in a buele the idea that the 

OU ay ia Sa Wechies ie



world noods prodding. Such a tree mst perforce dec the other cheek a 

algo, and emerges mich the vorse tor wear. ‘The only clement of justice = 

in such combats 4s that the more the tree ie punished, the nore pitch the 

buck carries away on his not-so-shiny ontlers. 

Yhe chitechat of the woods is sometimes hard to translate. Once : ( 

in midwinter I found, in the droppings under a grouse reost, some halfedigested 

structures that I could not identify. They seeeennse ninieture corn-cobs 

: about half an inch long. I oxamined samples of every local grouse food 

T could think of, tut without finding any clue to the origin of the "cobs". 4 

: Finally I cut open the terninal bud of a jackpine, and in its core I found 

the anewer, ‘The grouse had eaten the buds, digested the pitch, rubbed off . 

the sesles in his gissard, and left the n>, which was, in effect, the 

forthcoming candle, a might say thet this grouse head been speculating 4 

in Jackpine "futures", : : 
ane | 

_ Young pines usually thrive best in the absenee of their parents. 

I know of whole woodlots in wich the younger generation, even when 

provided with a place in the sun, is dwarfed and spindled by ite olders, | 

_ Again thore are woodlote in which ao ouch inhibition seeme-te obtains. I ( 

wish I lmew whether the difference lies in the young, the old, or the 
! soll, 

Pines, like people, are choosy about their asseclates, and do not ae 

succeed in euppressing their likes end dislikes. Thms there is oa i 

affinity between white pines and dewberries, between red pines and 

flowering spurge, detweon Jackpines and sweet fern. when I plant a white 

(
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pine in a dewberry pateh, I ean safely predict that within » yoor he will 

‘ develop a husky cluster of buds, and that his new needles will show that 

bluish bloom which bespeaks health and congenial company, He will 

' outgrow and outbloom his fellows planted on the same day, with the same 

Care, in the same soil, but in the company of grass. 

; In October I like to walk among these blue plumes, rising straight 

and stalwart from the red carpot of dewberry leaves. I wonder whethor : 

they are aware of their state of well-being, I know only that I am 

Pines have inna the reputation of being "evergreen" by the same 

device that governments use to achieve the appearance of perpetuity: 

} overlapping terns of office, By taking on new needles on the new 

"growth of ench yoar, and discarding old needles at longer intervals, the 

‘ casual onlooker is led to believe that needles are evergreen, 

Bach species of pine has its constituion, which preseribes the tem 

of office acpropriate to its way of life. Thus the white pine retains 

its needles for a year and a half; the red and jackpinos for two years 

and a half, Incoming needles take office in Juno, and outgoing neodles : 

write farewell addresses in October. All write tho same thing, in the 

game tawny yellew ink, which by November, turns brown. Then tho necdies 

‘ fall, and are filed in the duff to onrich the wisdom of the stend. It ; 

4g thie aceumilated wisdom which hushes the footsteps of whoever wallcs 

unier pines. ; 

one : 

It is in midwinter that I sometimes glean from my pines somethin: 

more important than woodlot polities, and the news of wind and weather. 

This is especially likely to haySpen on some gloomy evening when the snow ‘ 

has buricd all irrolevant detail, and the hush of olemental sadness ; 

lies heavy upon every living thing. Nevertheless, my pines, each with :
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his turden of snow, are staniing ramrodestraight, renk upon renk, and in 

A the duel beyond, I sense the presence of hundreds nore, At such times 

I foel a curious transfusion of courage. 

; 6 i" 
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fo band a bird is to hold a ticket in a great lottery. Most of 

us hold tickets on our own survival, but we buy ‘oun from the insurance 

company, which knows too mch t6 Se°really sporting, It is a salutary 

exercise in objectivity to hold a ticket on the banded sparrow that 

falleth, or on the banded chickadee that may enter your trap, and thus 

prove that he is still alive. 

fhe tyro gets his thrill from banding new birds; he plays “a kind 

ot game against himself, striving to break his previous score for 

total mumbers. But to the old-timer the banding of new birds becomes 

merely pleasant routine. The real thrill lies in the recapture of 

some bird banded long ago, some bird whose age, adventures, and previous 

condition of appetite are perhaps. better known to you than to the bird 

himself. 

fms in our family the question of whether chickadee 65287 will 

survive until next winter is somehow a more sporting question than 

whether Hitler will. For one thing, 65287 uses no bombs in his battle 

for lebensraum; he depends solely on his own savoir faire and on his - 

good right sine. 

RRS 

Beginning four years ago, we have trapped and banded all the chick- 

adees on our farm each winter. In early winter, the traps yield mostly 

unbanded birds. These are the young of the year, which, once banded, 

can thereafter be "dated". As the winter wears on, unbanded birds cease 

to appear in the trap; we then know that the entire local population is
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marked. We can tell from the band numbers how many are present, how 

many are young of the year, and how many survive from each previous 

year of banding. : 

65287 was one of ten young chickadees constituting the "class 

of 1937". When he first entered our trap on damuary 29, he showed 

ne visible evidence of genius. [Like his classmates his valor for 

suet was greater than his discretion. Like his classmates he bit ny 

finger while being taken out of the trap. When banded and released 

he fluttered up to a limb, pecked his new aluminum anklet in mild 

annoyance, shook his mussed feathers, cursed gently, and hurried 

away to catch up with the gang. It is doubtful whether he drew any 

é philosophical deductions from his experience (all is not ants' eggs 

that glitters, ‘or the like) for he was caught again three times that 

same winter. 

: By the second winter our recaptures showed that the class of ten ; 

youngsters had shrunk to three, and by the third winter to two. By 

the fourth winter 65287 was the sole survivor of his generation. Signs 

of genius were still lacking, but of his extraordinary capacity for 

living there was now historical proof. 

We know little about birds; we can only speculate on why this bird 

outlived his fellows. Was he more clever in dodging his enemies? 

Hardly, for the chickadee is almost too small to have enemies. That 

whimsical fellow called Evolution, having enlarged the dinosaur 

until he tripped over his own toes, tried shrinking the chickadee 

until he was just too big to be snapped up by flycatchers as an insect,
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and just too little to be pursued by hawks and owls as meat. Then 

he regarded his handiwork, and laughed. Everyone laughs at so small 

@ bundle of large enthusiasms. 

The sparrow hawk, the screech owl, the shrike, and especially 

the midget saw-whet owl might find it worthwhile to kill a chickadee, 

but I've never found evidence of actual mrder. Perhaps they have 

a fellow-fecling for midgets. 

It seens Likely that weather is the only killer so devoid of 

both humor and dimension as to kill a chickadee. [ suspect that in 

the chickadee Sunday School, two deadly sins are taught: thou shalt 

not venture into windy places in winter, thou shalt not get wet 

before a blizzard. 

I first learned thegé commandment one drizzly winter dusk 

while watching a band of chicks going to roost in my woods. The : 

drizzle came out of the south, but I could tell it would turn 

northwest and bitter cold before morning. ‘The chicks went to bed 

in a dead oak, the bark of which had peeled and warped into curls, 

cups, and hollows of various sizes, shapes, and exposures. ‘The bird 

selecting a roost dry against a south drizzle, but vulnerable to a 

north one, would surely be frozen by morning. The bird selecting a 

roost dry from all sides would awaken safe. This, I think, is the 

kind of wisdom which spells survival in chickdom, and accounts for 

65287 and his like. 

The chickadee's fear of windy places is easily deduced from his 

; behevior. In winter he ventures away from woods only on calm days, 

and the distance ventured varies inversely as the breeze. I know
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several windswept woodlots which are chickless all winter, but are 

freely used at all other seasons. ‘They are windswept because cows 

have browsed out the undergrowth. To the steam-heated banker who 

mortgages the farmer who needs more cows who need more pasture, wind 

is a minor misance, except perhaps at the Flatiron corner. To the 

chickadee, wind is the boundary of the habitable world. If the 

: chickadee had an office, the maxim over his desk would say: “keep 

calm", 

His behavior at the trap discloses the reason. Turn your trap 

so he must enter with even a moderate wind at his tail, and all the 

King's horses cannot drag him to the bait. Turn it the other way, — 

and your score may be good. Wind from behind blows cold and wet 

under the feathers, which are his portable roof and air-conditioner. 

Wothatches, juncos, tree sparrows, and woodpeckers likewise fear winds 

from behind, but their heating-plants and hence their wind-tolerance 

are larger in the order named. Books on nature seldom mention wind; 

they are written behind stoves. 

I suspect there is a third commandment in chickdom: thou shalt 

investigate every loud noise. When we start chopping in our woods, 

the chicks at once appear, and stay until the felled tfee or riven 

log has exposed new insect eggs or pupae for their delectation. When 

we split into an especially juicy aggregation of ants' eggs or wood- 

borers, we always set the piece up for the chicks to clean before 

piling it on the sled. 

‘the discharge of a gun will likewise summon chicks, but with less 

satisfactory dividends.
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What served as their dinner-bell before the day of axes, mauls, 

and guns? Presumably the crash of falling trees. In December, 1940, 

an ice-storm felled an extraordinary number of dead snags and living 

limbs in our woods. Ghicks scoffed at the trap for a month, being 

replete with the dividends of the storm. ; 

: : mie 

Iwery actuary should band chickadees; it would disclose to him a 

topsy-turvy world in which the premiums on life insurance for young- 

sters are high, and grow lower for each year up to the bird-equivelent 

of throe-score and ten. The actuarial graph dishes upward in chicka- 3 

: dees; the older the bird, within the limits of longevity, the better 

the chanee he will survive and pay another premium; the less the chance ~ 

the company will owe his widew a check. Most chickadees die early; 

if they survive et all, they survive, like 65287, for a long time. 

Banding records show the same to be true of pheasants, and I : 

suspect it is true of all birds, and for the same reason: youth is 

inexperience, and inexperience is danger; only wise birda grow old, 

and all old birds are wise. Age is distinguishable from youth neither 

by appearance nor by appetite for living, but only by wisdom, and by 

band number. Hence ail diisters may well emulate, and envy, 65287.
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The Sand Counties 

Aldo Leopold 

Every vrofession keeps a small herd of epithets, and needs a pasture 5 

where they may run at large. Thus economists mst find free range 

somewhere for their pet aspersions, such as submarginality, regression, 

and institutional rigidity. Within the ample reaches of the Sand 

Counties these economic terms-of-reproach find beneficial exercise, 

free vasturage, and immunity from the gadflies of critical rebuttal. 

Soil experts, likewise, would have a hard life without the Sand 

Counties. Where else would their nodzols, gleys, and ansaerobics 

find a living? (1t might—be-remried,—parenthetically,.that.any— 

vocation-afflieted-with-the..binomtal—"expert..has..special.._need..of— 

vigorous..professional’épithets.” “Without them-an~inferiority~com= 

prex iitgnt-readity"ensieryr™” 

Social planners have, of late years, come to use the Sand Counties 

for a different, albeit somewhat parallel, purpose. ‘he sandy region 

serves as a pale area, of pleasing shape and size, on those polka- 

dot maps where each dot represents ten bath-tubs, or five womens! 

auxiliaries, or one mile of tlack-top, or a share in a blooded tll. 

Such maps would become monotonous if stippled uniformly. 

Die RR a i ee oe 

In short, the Sand Counties are poor.
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OW A MONUMENT TO THE PIGEON 

\ Aldo Leopold 

We meet here to commemorate the funeral of a species. This monument 

symbolizes our sorrow. We grieve because no living man will see again 

the onrushing phalanx of victorious birds, sweeping a path for spring 

' across the March skies, chasing the defeated winter from all the woods 

and prairies of Wisconsin, 

Men still Live who, in their youth, remember pigeons, Trees still 

live who, in their youth, were shaken by a living wind. Sut a decade 

henee only the oldest oaks will remember, and at long last only the hills 

will know. 

There will always be pigeons in books and in mseuns, but these are 

effigies and images, dead to all hardships and to all delights. Book-pigeons 

eannot dive out of a cloud to mike the deer run for cover, nor clap their 

wings in thunderous applause of mast~laden woods. Boolepigeons cannot 

breakfast on new-mown vheat in Minnesota, and dine on blueberries in 

Cannda. They imow no urge of seasons; they feel no kiss of sun, no 

lash of wind and weather. ‘They live forever by not living at all. 

sme 

Qur grandfathers, who saw the glory of the fluttering hosts, were 

less well~housed, well-fed, well-clothed than we are. The strivings by 

which they bettered their lot ,re also those which deprived us of pigeons, 

Perhaps we now grieve because we are not sure, in our hearts, that we “ 

have gained by the exchange. ‘The gadzets of industry bring us more comforts 

than the pigeons did, but do they «dd as meh to the glory of the spring? 

It is a century now since Darwin gave us the first glimpse of the 

origin of iniian. We know now what was unknown to all the preceding
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caravan of generations: that men are only fellow-voyagersa with other 

creatures in the odyssey of evolution. This new imowledge should have 

given us, by this time, « sense of kinship with fellow-crestures; a 

wish to live and let live; a sense of wonder over the magnitude and 

duration of the biotic enterprise. 

Above all we should, in the centaur) eins Darwin, have come to kmow 

thet man, while now captain of the adventuring ship, is hardly the sole 

object of its quest, and that his prior asswaptions to this effect arose 

from the simple neceasity of whistling in the dari. 

These things, I say, should have come to us. 1! fear they have not 

come td many, 

Yor one species to mourn tho death of another is a now thing under 

‘the sun. ‘he Cro-lagnon who slew the last mamoth thought only of steaks, 

The sporteman who shot the lest pigeon thought only of his prowess, 

fhe gallor who elubbed the last auk thought of nothing at all. But we, 

who have lest our pigeons, mourn the loss. Had the funcral been ours, 

the pigeons would hardly have mourned us. In this fact, rather than in 

Mr. Vandevar Bush's bombs, or Mr. DuPont's nylons, lies objective evidence 

of our superiority over the beasts, 

we eee 

This monument, perched like a duckhawk on this cliff, will sean 

this wide valley, watching through the days and years. For many a Mar¢h 

it will wateh the geese go by, telling the river about clearer, colder, 

lonelier waters on the tundra. Yor many an April it will see the redtds 

come and go, and for many a May the flush of oak-blooms on a thousand 

hills. Questing woodducks will search these basswoods for hollow limbs;
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golden prothonotaries will shake golden pellen from the river-willows. 

Rgrete will pose on these sloughs in August; plovers will whistle from 

September skies. Hickory nuts will plop into October leaves, and hail 

will rattle in November woods, But no pigeons will pass, for there are 

no pigeons, save only this flightless one, graven in bronze on this rock, 

Tourists will read this inseription, bet their thoughts, like the bronge 

pigeon, will have no wings. 

iene 

We are told by economic moralists that to mourn the pigeon is mere 

nostalgia; that if the pigeoners had not done away with hin, the farmers 

would ultimately have been obliged, in self-defense, to do so. 

This is one of those peculiar truths which are valid, tub not for 

the reasons alleged. 

The pigeon was a biological storm. He was the lightning that 

played between two opposing potentials of intolerable intensity: the fat 

of the land and the oxygen of the air. Yearly the feathered tempest 

roared up, down, and across the continent, sucking up the laden fruite 

; of forest and prairie, burning them in a travelling blast of life. Like 

any other chain-reaction, the pigeon could survive no dimimtion of his 

own furious intensity. When the pigeoners subtracted from his numbers, 

and the plonsera chopped gaps in the continuity of his fuel, his flame 

guttered out with hardly a sputter or even a wisp of smoke, 

Today the laden oaks still flaunt their burden at tho aky, but the 

feathered lightning is no more. ‘orm and weevil mat now perform 

slowly and silently the biolosical task which ente drew thunder from the 

firmament. 

The wonder is not that the pigeon went out, mt that he over survived



| 
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Uy u 

dives @ll the millennia of pre-Babbigian time. 

nie oi mk ae 

The pigeon loved his land: he lived by the intensity of his desire 

for clustered grape and bursting beechmut, and by his contempt of miles 

and seasons. Whatever Wisconsin did not offer him gratis today, he 

sought and found tomorrow in Michigan, or Labrador, or Tennessee, His 

love was for present things, and these things were present somewhere; 

to find them required only the free sky, and the will to ply his wings. 

To love what was is a new thing under the sun, unlmown to most 

people, and to all pigeons. History did not begin with Plymouth Rock. 

fo see America in time, to smell her hickory trees through the still 

lapse of ages,....sueh things are possible for us, given only a free 

sky, and the will to ply our wings.
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$ ps ye ON A MONUMENT TO THE PIGSON 

ae Aldo Leopold 

We meet here to commemorate the death of a species, This monument sym- 

bolizes our sorrow, We grieve because no living man will see again the 

onrushing phalanx of victorious birds, sweeping a path for spring scross _ 

the March skies, chasing the defeated wihter from all the wods and 

prairies of Wisconsin. 

Men still live who, in their youth, remember pigeons; trees still live 

j that, in thetr youth, were shaken by a living wind. But a few decades 

hence,only the oldest oaks will remember, and at long last only the hills 

will know. ; 

theve wil) alvays be pletine in books ant tn museums, bub these ate effin . 

gies and images, dead to all hardships and to all delights, Book-pigeons 

cannot dive out of a cloud to make the deer run for cover, nor clan their ro | 

wings in thunderous applause of mast-laden woods, They know no urge of 

seasons; they fhel no kiss of sun, no lash of wind and weather; they live 4, 

forever by not living at all, 

f nae 

Our grandfathers, who saw the glory of the fluttering hosts, were less ; 

well~Housed, well-fed, well-clothed than we are. ‘he strivings by which ‘ 

they bettered our lot are also those which devel a of pigeons, Per= ) 

haps we now grieve because we are not sure, in our hearts, that we have i 

gained by the exchange. 4 

It is a century now since Darwin gave us the first glimpse of the origin a 

of tite. We know now what was unkmown to all the preceeding caravan ! 

of gimetestonna that man is only a fellow-voyager with other creatures in f 

the Odyssey of evolution, and that his captaincy of the adventuring ship , 
: , 

¢
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conveys the power, but not necessarily the right, to discard at will among 

the crew. We should, in the enibiiiy casee Dewi, have achieved a sense 

of comic with living things, and of wonder over the magnitude and dure 

whtinns Wk: Vion aot: aiintion. 

For one species to mourn the death of another is a new thing under the sum, aor 

The Cpo-Magnon who slew the last mammoth thought oly of steaks, ‘The sports= ue as 

man who shot the last pigeon thonght only of his prowess, . Bh@@asdekowho 

elubbed the last avk thought of nothing at all, Bub we, who have lost our 

pigeons, movirn the loss, Had the funeral been ours, the pigeons would hard= 

/ ly have mourned us, In this fact, rather then in Mr, Vandever Bush's bombs, | 

i ih or Mr. DuPont's nylons, lies objective evidence of our superiority over 

/ the beasts, 

| ene Hh 

We who erect this momunent are performing a dangerous act. Because our ) 

sorrow is gemine; we are tempted to believe that we had no part in the. 

demise of the pigeon, ‘The truth is that our grandfathers, who did the 

actual killing, were our agents, ‘They were our agents in the sense that , 

they shared the conviction, which we have only now Begun to doubt, that 

4t is more important to miltiply peonle and comforts than to cherish the 

beauty of the land in which they live, What we are doing here today is 

mublicly to conteinal sition whether this is true, : 

This, then, is a monument to a bird we have lost, and to a doubt we have fi 

Gained, Perched like a duckhawk on this cliff, it will sean this wide : 

valley, watching through the days and years, Yor many a March it will 

watch the geese go by, telling the river about clearer, colder, loslier / 

waters on the tundra. For many an April it will see the redbads come and 

go, and for many a May the flush of oak-blooms on 2 thousand hills, j 

Questing woodducks will search these basswoods for hollow limbs; golden
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t prothonotaries will shale golden pollen from the river-willows, Rgrets 

will pose on these sloughs in Augusts, plovers will whistle from September 

skies, hickory nuts will plop into October leaves, and hail will rattle in 

November woods, But no pigeons will pass, for there are no pigeons, save 

only this flightless one, graven in bronze on this rock, ‘Tourists will , 

read this inscription, but their thoughts, like the bronze pigeon, will 

have no wines, 

Se ot 

We are told by economic moralists that to mourn the pigeon is mere nos~ 

telgias that if the pigeoners had not done away with him, the farmers | 

would ultimately have been obliged, in selfedefende, to do 806 | 

Perhaps this is true, but perhaps it is also true that we did away with . 

an idea, as well as a bird, It is one of the ironies of science that it 

discovers, ex post facto, a philosophical significance in what it hag vre= 

- Wiously tossed into the dustbin. 

The pigeon was no mere bird, he was a biological storm, He was the light- 

ning that played between two biotie noles of intolerable intensity: the 

fat of the land and his ow zest dor living, Yearly the feathered temveat 

Toared up, down, and across the continent, sucking up the laden fruits of 

Bibi, forest and prairie, burning them in a travelling blast of life. Like any . 

Bey other chainereaction, the pigeon could survive no dimimtion of his own 
furious intensity. Once the pigeoners had subbracted from his mumbers, 

{ and once the settlers had chowped gaps in the continuity of his fuel, his 

flame guttered out wih hardly a spatter or even a wisp of smoke, ‘ 

Today the laden oakw still flaunt their burden at the sky, but the feathered 

lightning is no mre, Worm and weevil mst now perform slewly and silently yr 

the biological task which onee drew thunder from the firmament. The won- 

der is not that the pigeon passed out, but that he ever survived through 
so]



‘ all the millennia of pre-Babbitian time, 
af te oh 

The pigeon lived by his desire for clustered grape and bursting beechmt, 

and by his contempt of miles end seasons, Things that Wiseonsin a4 not | 

offer him today he sought and found tommrrow in Michigan, or labrador, or 

Tennessee; to find them required only the free sky, and the will to ply 

his wings, 

But there are fruits in this land unknown to pigeons, and as yet to most 

men, Perhaps we too can live by our desire to find them, and by a con= 

tempt for (elles and seasons, a love of free sky, and a will to pl our wings. 
{ 

{ 
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ILLINOIS BUS RIDE 

Aldo Leopold ‘ 

A farmer and his boy are out in the yard, pulling a cross-cut saw i 

through the innards of an ancient cottonwood, ‘The tree is so large and ‘ 

old that only a foot of blade is left to pull on. At each stroke the saw 

is spewing history; a damp fragrant pile of years accumulates at each end of the cut. 

Time was when that tree was a buoy in the prairie sea. George Rogers 

Clark may have camped under it. Buffalo nooned in its shade, switching flies. 

Prairie fires bit into its buttresses. Every spring it wick @ halo of 

fluttering pigeons. 

the tree is the best historical library short of the State College, 

but once a year it sheds cotton on the farmer's screens. Of these two f 

facts, only the second is important. 

The State College tells farners that Chinese elms do not clog screens, 

and hence are preferable, “ET Taortae pontificates on -apronstrings,, cherry 

preserves, Bang's disease, hybrid corn, and beautifying the farm home. The 

only thing it does not know about farms is where they came from, It=hag=- 

—ho-enchor-in=histety. Its job is to make Illinois safe for soybeans. 

ae ; 

The sign says "You are entering the ——_— —.S0i1 Conservation District". 

In smaller type is a List of who is cooperating. “The List-istoo-iong-to— 

read froma moving-bus. It mst be a roster of who's who in conservation. 

The sign is neatly painted. It stands in a ereekbottom pasture so 

short you could play golf on it. Nearby is the graceful loop of an old 

<onbowing creekbed. The new creshped is ditched straight as a ruler; it has 

deen “uncurled" by the county engineer to hurry the run-off. On the hill ‘ 

ae
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in the sthelebaeh are countoured strip=-crops; they have been "curled" 

: by the erosion engineer to retard the run-off. The water mst be confumd 

by so much advice. 

: me / 

Everything on this farm spells money in the bank. The farmstead 

abounds in fresh paint, steel, and concrete. A date on the barn 

commemorates the founding fathers. ‘The roof mated with lightning rods, 

the weather cock is proud with new gilt. Even the pigs Looks solvent. ‘ 

The old oaks in the woodlot are without issue, for -tit=tseused=bdy._ 

-<@teee. There are no hedges, brush patches, fencerows, or other signs 

of shiftless husbandry. The cornfield has fat steers but probably no 

quails; the dry stalks are thriftily bare. ~ 

“fhe fences stand on narrow ribbons of sods; Whoever plowed that 

close to barbed wires mst wend vondioule. hensihe not, want not", 

In the .¢reekbottom ‘pasture, flood-trash is lodged high in the bushes. 

The creek banks are raw. Patches of giant ragweed mark where freshets 

have thrown down silt. Just who is solvent? For how long? 

cry 

\
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L TRLINOIS BUS RID 

Aldo Leopold 

A faxmer ond his boy are out in the yan, mulling a cross-cut 
@ew through the innanis of an encient cottomood. The tree ia so 

large and old thet only a foot of blade in left to pull on. At each 

stroke the saw is spewing histozy; a danp fragrant pile of yoars 

acoumlstes at cack ond of the out. 

Time was when that treo wae a buoy in the prairie sea. Geonge 

Rogera Glarit my have camped under 4t; tuffalo nooned in its hiade, 

switching flies. Uvery apring it wore a halo of fluttering pigeons. 

it is the best historical livmry short of the State College, but once 

a year 14 sheds gotten on the famer's soreens. Of these two facts, 

only the second is important. : 

The State College telle farmers that Chinese elms do not elog 

sereens, and, hence are preferable to ¢ottonwoois. It likewise ponti- 

fieates on cherry preserves, Bang's dise,ss, hybrid corn, and beauti- 

fying the fam home. The only thing it does not know about fams is 

where they came from. Its job is to make Illinois safe for soybeans. 

sree ota 

The sign saya "You are entering the Sof Conservation District. * 

In smeller type is a list of who is cooperating; the letters are too amall 

to be read from a moving bus. It mat be a roster of who's who in con~ 

servation. 

The sign is neatly painted. 1% stands in a eretkbotten pasture 

so short you could play golf on it. Nearby is the graceful loop of an 

old dry ereokbed. he new ereckbed is ditched straight ad o miler; it has 
been “uneurled* by the county engineer te hurry the run-off. On the hill
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if 
in the background sre contoured strip-crops; they have been "ourled" by 

the erosion engineer to retard the run-off. The mtor mst be confused 

by so meh advice. 

SG 

Wverything on this farm spells money in the bank. ‘The fametead 

abounds in fregh paint, stecl, and conerete. A date on the barn 

comenorates the founding fathers. The roof bristles with Lightning 

rods, the weather cock is prowl with new gilt. Mven the pigs Look 

solvent. 

The old oka in the woodlot are without isme. ‘There -re no hedges, 

brush patches, fencerows, or other signs of shiftless husbandry. ‘the 

cornfield has fat steers, but probably mo quail; the dry stole are 

thriftily bare. ‘The fences stand on narrow ribbons of sed; whoever 

plowed thet close to barbed wires mst have been saying ‘Naste not, want 
not". 

In the Greekbottem pasture, floed~tragh is lodged high in the bushes. 

The cxeck beanie are raw; chunks of Illinois have sloughed off and moved 

seaward. Fatches of glant ragweed mark where frashete have thrown down 

the silt they could not carry. Just who is solvent? For how Long? 

atone 

The highway stretches like a tout tape aerose the corn, oats, and 

clover; the ms ticks offthe opulent miles; the passengers tall: and talk 

and talk. About what? About Torawn, baseball, taxes, son-in~laws, black 

markets, novies, motors, and fimerale, but never about the hesving ground- 

swell of Illinois that washed the windows of the speeding bus. Illinois 

has no genesis, no history, no botten, no tides of life end desth. Tllinois 

is only the sea on which they sail to ports unknown.
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ILLINOIS BUS RIDE 

Aldo Leopold 

° 

A farmer and his boy are out in the yard, pulling a cross-cut 

saw through the innards of an ancient cottonwood. The tree is so 

| large and old that only a foot of blade is left to pull on. At each 

stroke the saw is spewing history; a demp fragrant pile of years 

accumulates at each end of the cut. 

Time was when that tree was a buoy in the prairie sea. George 

wa oag breve 
Rogers Clarix may have camped under it; buffalo nooned in its thhade, 

switching flies. Every spring it wore a halo of fluttering pigeons. 

‘ It is the best historical library short of the State College, but once 

weudeure 
@ year it sheds cotton on the farmer's screens. Of these two facts, 

only the second is important. 

The State College tells farmers that Chinese elms do not clog 

screens, and hence are preferable to cottonwoods. It likewise ponti- 

ficates on cherry preserves, Bang's disegse, hybrid corn, and beauti- 

fying the farm home. The only thing it does not know about farms is 

where they came from. Its job is to make Illinois safe for soybeans. 

ee seo ROK 2 

wat Pe The sign says "You are entering the oom Conservation District." 

In smiller type is a list of who is cooperating; the letters are too small 

to be read from a moving bus. It mst be a roster of who's who in con- 

servation. 

The sign is neatly painted. It stands in a creekbottom pasture 

so short you could play golf on it. Nearby is the graceful loop of an 

old dry creekbed. The new creekbed is ditched straight as a ruler; it has 

been "uncurled" by the county engineer to hurry the run-off. On the hill
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in the background are contoured strip-crops; they have been "curled" by 

the erosion engineer to retard the run-off. The water must be confused 

by so much advice. 

sea te 

Everything on this farm spells money in the bank. The farmstead 

abounds in fresh paint,-steel, and concrete. A date on the barn 

commemorates the founding fathers. The roof peisbles with lightning 

| rods, the weather cock is proud with new gilt. Even the pigs look 

solvent. 

The old oaks in the woodlot are without issue. ‘There are no hedges, 

brush patches, fencerows, or other signs of shiftless husbandry. The 

cornfield has fat steers, but probably no quail; the ary, stalks are 

thriftily bare. The fences stand on narrow #1 bheke of sod; whoever 

plowed that close to barbed wires mst heve been saying "Waste not, want 

not". 

In the creekbottom pasture, flood-trash is lodged high in the bushes. 

The creek banks are raw; chunks of Illinois have-sloughed off and moved ‘ 

seaward. Patches of giant ragweed mark where freshets have thrown down 

the silt they could not carry. Just who is solvent? For how long? 

seen 

The highway stretches like a taut tape across the corn, oats, and 

; eleven poll bus ticks offthe opulent miles; the passengers talk and talk 

: and talk. About what? About Tarawa, baseball, taxes, son-in-laws, black 

markets, movies, motors, and funerals, but never about the heaving ground- 

swell of Illinois that washed the windows of the speeding bus. Illinois 
Y hooks rudiepv, 

has no genesis, no history, no bottom, no tides of life and death. Illinois 

is only the sea on which they sail to ports unknown.
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in the background are contoured strip-crops; they have been “curled” by 

the erosion engineer to retard the run-off, The water mst be confused 

by so mich advice. 

wee 

Everything on this farm spells money in the bank. ‘The farmstead 

abounds in fresh paint, steel, and conerete. A date on the barn 

commemorates the founding fathers. The roof bristles with lightning 

rods, the weather cock is proud with new gilt. Even the pigs look 

solvent. 

The old oaks in the woodlot are without issue. There are no hedges, 

brush patches, fencerows, or other signs of shiftless husbandry. The 

cornfield has fat steers, but probably no quail; the dry stalks are 

thriftily bare. The fences stand on narrow ribbons of sod; whoever plowed 

that elose to barbed wires mst have been saying “Waste not, want not", 

In the creekbottom pasture, flood-trash is lodged high in the bushes. 

The creek banks are raw; chunks of Illinois have sloughed off and moved 

seaward. Patches of giant ragweed mark where freshets have thrown down 

the silt they could not carry. Just who is solvent? For how long? . 
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5 ‘ RED LEGS KICKING Le ols a 

. Aldo Leopold 
i ‘ 3 

When I call to mind my earliest ah epi site of this aes tears, I 

wonder whether the process ordinarily referred to as growing up is not actually 5 i ; 

a process ge aeenioe Koo whether experience, so much touted among adultgy as 

the thing hail avon. taok is not actually a progressive dilution of the essentials. is 

by the trivialities of living. This much at least is sure: my earliest impres- 

sions of wildlife and its pursuit sateta a vivid sharpness of form, color, and 

atmosphere which half a century of professional wildlife experience has ‘failed ( 

" to obliterate, or to improve upon. 

Like most aspiring hunters, I was given, at an early age, a single-barreled ' 

‘ shotgun and permission to hunt rabbits. One winter Saturday, en route: to my 

favorite rabbit patch, I noticed tube the lake, then covered with ice and anne) ‘ ; 

*. had developed a small "airhole" at a point where a windmill discharged warm water : 

from the shore.. All ducks had long since departed southward, but I then and there ig 

A formulated my, first ornithological hypothes4s: if there were a duck left in the ; : 

region, he (or she) would inevitably, sooner.or eien, drop dn at this airhole. 

I suppressed ay appetite for rabbits (then no mean feat), sat down in the cold | 
: ; 

smartweeds on the frozen mad, and waited. | 

I waited all afternoon, growing colder with each passing crow, and with BAI 

each rheumatic groan of the laboring windmill. Finally, at sunset, a lone black i. 

ij ' duck came out of the west, and without even a preliminary circling of the airhole, 

; set his wings,and pitched downward. ' 

.I cannot remember the shot; I remember only my unsneakable delight when my ; 2 

first’ duck hit the snowy ice with a thud and lay there, pelly-up, vate ea las ; a 

kicking. : i : f . 4 

. a ee ne os



. ; : 4 ere « 

When my father gave me the shotguh, he ‘said I might hunt partridges with ; 

it, but that I might not shoot them from trees. rE was old enough, he said, ; 

to learn wing-shooting. h i a | 

kK My dog was good at treeing partridge, and to forego a-sure shot in the tree 2 

in favor of a hopeless one at the. fleeing bird ¥as my first exercise in ethical . Le 

i codes. Compared with a ‘spend partridge, the adie and his seven Jingdons Was ‘Le 

a mild temptation. : 

At the end of my second season of featherless iMetelane hunting I was Yas atom oe 

walking, one day, through an cdpeh thicicet Hoa a big phetyides. tone with ie : . 

roar at my left, and towering over the aspens, crossed behind ae hell-bent : 

for the nearest cedar swamp. It was a swinging shot (of the sort the partridge- : ay 

hunter dreams about, and the bird tumbled dead in a Snover of feathers and golden f Wa 

f leaves. A : a : 

: I could he a@ map today of each clump of red bunchberry and each blue : 

aster which adorned the Spot’ phove he lay, belly up, my first partridge on the ‘ 

wing... 1 suspect my present affection for bunchberries and asters dates fron ee 

that moment, f \ ‘ ; 

| fe 

. { . , 

( i : aN
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| THE WHITE MOUNTAIN 

ay Alao Leopold ¥ 

When I first lived in Arizona, the White Mountain was a horseman's world. 

(ft ws) Except along a few main aneat too rough for wagons, There were no 

He It was too big for foot travel; even sheepherders rode, "elimination, 

therefore; the county-sized plateau known as "on top"! became the exclusive domain 

of the mounted man: mounted cowman, mounted sheepman, mounted forest officer, 

mounted trapper, and those unclassi sea ‘ponsone of seine origin and uncertain ; 

destination always found on frontiers,>) iene ; 

’ Cit te aifticult for this genekatiod to understand this aristocracy of space 

d ue TD nv amrodis trrany ty anlict Shee 
based me a Z im the des ata towns two days to the aenth 7a had your 

choice of shoeleather, burro, cowhorse, bucKboard, freight wagon, caboose, or pullman, 

Each of these modes of movement corresvonded to a social caste, the members of which i 

spoke a distinctive vernacular, wore distinctive clothes, ate re. food, and 

patronized different saléons. ‘Their only common denominator was a democracy of 

debt to the general store, and a commnal wealth of Arizona dust and Arizona _ i 

Gi Booms oy trend Cla ttle Mervlasn 
sunshine, Proceeding southward across the plains and mesas, these castes dropped - 

out, one by one as their respective modes of travel became impossible, until 

finally, "on top"; the horseman ruled the world. oe 

Henry Ford's revolution has of course abolished all this. Today the plane i 

has given even the sky to Tom, Dick, and Harrye 

In winter the top of the mountain oe hickos even to horsemen, for the snow 

piled deep on fe teades, and the little canyons up which trad! ls ascended drifted 

full to the brime In May every canyon roared with an icy torrent, but soon 

thereafter you could "top out"--if your horse had the heart to climb half a day through 

knee-deep mde j
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Qa Ui LAle a Magee at Hs fet of Fla rmorrnbinn Mit ba talidl, Lathe aprons, 0 ged igs Dte 
Trere-was.a-special feeling about being the first rider to invade the high 

solitudes, in—sprine. Many of us tried Mey vou reasons we did not stop to analyze. 

Aurobrrrcute 
Rumor ran fast. Whoever did it first wore a kind of halo. He was "man-of-the~year," 

The mountain spring, story. books to the contrary not withstanding, did not 

come with a rush. Balmy days alternated with bitter winds, even after the sheep 

had gone up. I have seen few colder sights than a drab be cee, sprinkled 

with complaining ewes and half-frozen lembs, pelted by hail and snowe Even the 

gay nutcrackers humped their backs to these spring storms, 

, se Oe 

: The mountain in summer had as many moods as there were wave and weathers; the 

dullest rider, as well as his horse, felt these moods to the marrow of his bones. 

On a fair morning The Mountain invited you to get down and roll in its new : 

grass and flowers (your less-inhibited horse did just this if you failed to keep ‘ 

a tight rein). Every living thing sang, chirped, and burgeoned. Massive pines - | 

and firs, storm-tossed these many months, soaked up the sun in towering dignity. 

7 Tassel-eared squirrels, poker-faced but emoting with voice and tail, told you 

insistently what you already knew full well: that never had there been so rare 

a day, or so rich a solitude to spend it in. 

9 An hour later, thunderheads may have plotted out the sun, while your erst” ; 

: while paradise doeeed cisher the impending lash of lightning, SENG and haile , - i 

Black gloom Par poised,as over a bomb with the fuse lighted. Your ee 

lure! ar er Raddhe te 3 

at every rolling pebble, every crackling twig. When you unlash your slicker, vA 

he shied, snorté¢, and trembled as if you wore, autism the scrolls of ae Apocalapany 

When 1 ba anyone say he deen not fear ticusuine, ‘I stall vemark Veraneiyee 

he has-never. ridden Fhe Mountain in July." The ivan ban are fearsome enough, 

‘ pe i
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abv crurhte aude 
but more so are the smoking (Stone ¥ that sing past your ear when the bolt shatters 

4 @ a rimrock, Still more so are the splinters that fly when a bolt expledes a pine. 
e * See Fae 

I remember one gleaming white one, fifteen feet long, that stabbed deep into the 

earth at my feet and stood there humming like a tuning-fork. 

It must be poor life that achieves freedom from fear. j 

* ke ke 

The top of the mountain was a great meadow, half a day's ride across, but do 

cat ow 
not an yourself a single ampitheatre of grass, hedged in by a wall of pines. 

if The edges of that meadow were scrolled, curled, and crendiated with an infinity of 

. ? bays and coves, points and stringers, peninsulas and parks, each one of which i 

differed from all the rest. No man kmew them all, and every day's ride offered a ’ 

; gambler's chance of finding a new one . 
; aren . —— oe naling Sera (ewer. ap wag lol Cotes, 

I say "new" because one often had the feeling, that if anyone had ever been here 
epee 

o before, he must i ve sung @ song, or written a poem, 

This feeling of having this day discovered the incredible accounts, perhaps, 

for the profusion of initials, dates, and cattle brands inscribed on the patient 

bark of aspens at every mountain camp-site. In these inscriptions one could, «~ 74") 

anus . * 
anv?” read the history of Homo texams and his culture, not in the cold categories of 

xerF i ‘ 
anthropology, but in-terms of the individual career of some founding father whose ; 
adam yew Akcograagea Oe Te mow whowte : i 

4 SOngestast=yegm perhaps bested you at horse-trading, or whose daughter you once 

we . 

danced with, Here, dated in the 90's, ie his simple initial, without brand, K 

inscribed no doubt when he first arrived alone on the mountain as an itinerant cay- 
bey Coed Corns te hal Lr ouwes 

-puncher, Next, a decade later, his initial -plus brand; ie WaS mow a solid citizen 

with an Hout fit", acquired by thrift, natural increase, and perhaps a nimble rope. : 

Yow frrsete enamored 
Next, only a few acu old, his daughter's initial, inscribed by some eneumered 

a
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sie eae ae 
youth then aspiring to the, succession. ' The old man #@ dead now; fer years en 

enn his heart tirt 116 ae bank account and eo the tally of his flocks s s 

and herdsg but the aspen tedis yey that in his youth he too had felt the glory of a 

the mountain eiprcnp ia ae ee : i ; « a 

1 hd Wf Ua rrvnaal ain eed XX | wb a 

| ,Aistory, ‘was written not only in aspen bark, but in aa rae Cow-country 

_ place-names are lewd, humorous, ironic, or sentimental, put never trite. Usually i ; 
. ' they are subtle enough to pilicit inquiry from new arriveie, whereby hangs that " 

i web of tales which, full spun, mnstitutes the local folk-lore. 

! For example, there was “the Boneyard, a lovely meadow where pinedfils arched i 

ae over the half-buried skulls sa aetavent of come long since dead. Here sn’ igs0 6 ; : 

a foolish cowman, newly arrived from the warm valleys of Texas, had trusted the + 

allurements of the mountain summer and essayed to winter his Pia on mountain hay. 

When iia agra ote he and his horse iad floundered out, but not his COWS. i 

Cpt, Uae wns The Comicplall ha” ay Aa ndvvnten of, oa Bluse Reser & verte ie ‘ 

cn Stn evtamnnne Hast Lomiplat emsall we bnobe, The lacy, ering ofr vets male 
bide, Ainalh pinntel for or fheman ie i flaend ena Minky, fedadaeh Chen dane 17 

brily bre miele ar iL Cry onfrbe'praehuny whe cunt vty ie prcturcupsble, of ‘ 

| Te shenrnt anil nom inh of heblnnring naact. ve bone, Bub a forme | 
fiat E delg Colin tract; Oh laoky olen conn fees j mit clans” Mes alonry tone Wk 

a rae, Ue Le regs bah eee rbreacts aa rian wh 0ag gry Lugo, te : a 

ot [ote mbna,’ tees woman Frugobe Coast's, as mmvtheg rauinelaum waleel ae be 

frre, vole wolaoh elie, 23 mia lls dg Ombre seal bo cing, pprauin= by mom 8 

Citrurgtt cups Dtwer Ua rrntlir Lowe Prilbaiwmernte rug antl, a 
: Atnl taleli te hrowts [oun, bind, nuct Lemar, one for tho pany aby T rapbmah 

Rate alah af te cota (Bat rma, devokloas binblnr, hnffed Has fiw dee hae 

rete by Alene, hue brrnsl maby Leane, Thu bunch of heapulabad, eather 

ey taffy taal welelte Ty be hendeel bene K basbiong parte (pio Weenies |) eee 

ie “ Fcaantly WBiis ane Povpeslian Riesling canes plotter ikiics ea
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F : Liebe mum 6 “ j 
oe tla tatel of ee deunet onl, Rt age rn To ff tire te off a2 aye eed y eae 

ty ffi praceclree oh weabol, Tn wenger ole antr clit” trata closers | pad pune elaaias |) ee 

te tamper, Dont abirnann Qi rey byt for ne naevth vere Mors ter eob enter 

: i wll ssc teeta eal taped av fat Met anew swabs gabled aun p ~ 

AN tty fara cama te Pan molear Leman ete i Amati & royal 3 deh et hee 

eR in ee ee 

Dicer et th diel iddintellncttpsbirecnry ey lt cre et 

ale aeenecl ff rebirth theo, 3 berene renin recbearansel le Hee 

ll IM crt nD pilin neck Tease tliat bocarande, antral, A narrraretle, Las 

ai A fpcfilee pure yet divin iorbine J ferrt aude rut sell ee febigaa todd 

OA te sna aberfeerl plece Pr.the. pea af de: bk A Z Q gut
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THE WHIT MOUNTAIN 

Aldo Leopold. 

When I first Lived in Arizona, the Waite Mountain ws a horseman's world. 

Bxeept along o few main. routes, 4t was too rough for wagons, Thare were no 

cars. It was too big for foot travel; even sheepherders rode. ‘Thus by elimina~ 

tion, the county-siaed plateau imown as "on top" wes the exclusive domain of 

the mounted mant mounted cowmn, mounted sheepman, mounted foreat officer, 

nounted trapper, and those unclassified mounted men of unknowm origin and uncer- 

tain destination always found on frontiers. It 1s difficult for this generation 

to understand this aristocracy of space based upon transport, 

No guch thing existed in the railrif\d toms tro days to the north where 

you had your choice of travel by shodLeather, burro, cowhorse, buckboard, freight 

wagon, caboose, or pullman. ach of these modes of movement corresponded to a ' 

social caste, the members of which spoke a distinetive vernacular, wore distinctive 

clothes, ate distinctive food, and patronized digfermt saloons. “heir only 

common denominator was a democracy of debt to the general store, and a communal 

wealth of Arisona dust ond Arizona sunshine, 

Ag one proceeded southward across the pleing and mesas toward the Yhite 

Mountain these castes dropped out one by one as their respective modes of travel j 

became impossible, until finally, “on top", the horseman ruled the world, 

Henry Ford's revolution has cfccourse abolished all this. ‘Vodey the plane 

has given even the sky to Tom, Dick, and Harry. 

* * * 

ln winter the top of the mountain was denied even to horsemen, for the snow 

piled deep on the high meadows, and the little canyons up which the only trails 

ascended drifted full to the brim. In May every canyon roared with an dey 

torrent, but soon thereafter you could "top-out™-if your horse had the heart. 

to climb half a day through knee-deep mad.
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In the little village at the foot of the mountain there existed, each 

spring, a tacit gompetition to be the first rider to invade the high solitudes. 

i Many of us tried it, for reasona we did not stop to analyse. “amor ran fast. 

| Whoever did it first wore « kind of horpomen's halo. He was "man-of~the-year. 

The mountain spring, storybooks to the contrary notwithstanding, did not 

cone with a rush. Baluy days alternsted with bitter winds, even after the sheep 

had gone up, I havo seen few colder sights than a drab gray mountain meadow, 

: sprinkled with compleining ewes and half-frozen lambs, pelted by hail and snow. 

Even the gay matcrackers humped their backs to these spring storns. 

* a * 

The mountain in summer had as many moods as there were days and weathers; the 

dullest rider, as well as his horse, felt these moods to the mrrow of his bones. 

On a fairy morning The Mountain invited you to get down and roll in ite new 

grass and flowers (your less-inhibited horse d4d just thie if you failed to keep 

a tight rein). very living thing sang, chirped, and burgooned, Magsive pines 

and firs, storm-tossed these many months, soaked up the gun in towering dignity. 

Taesel-eared scuirrels, pokerfaced but enoting with voice and tail, told you 

insistently what you already knew full well: that never had there been so rare 

a day, Or so rich a solitude to spend it in. 

An hour later, thunderheads may have blotted out the sun, while your erst- 

while pardise covered under the impending lash of Lightning, rein, and had. 
Blask gloom mng poised, as over « bomb with the fuse lighted. Your horse jusped 

at every volling pebble, every crackling twigs “hen you turned in the saddle to 

unlash your slicker, he shied, snorted, and trembled as if you were about to 

unfurl the serolis of an Apocalypse. When I hear anyone say he doos not fear 

lightning, I st111 remark inwardly: he has never ridden The Mountain in July. 

The explosions are fearsome enough, tut more so are the smoking slivers of
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stone that sing past your oar when the bolt crashes inte « rimrock., Still more 

s0 are the splinters that fly when « bolt explodes a pine. I! remember one 

Gleaming white one, fifteen feet long, thot stabbed deep into the earth at ny 

fest and stood there humming like a tuning~fork. 

It mst be poor Life that achieves freedom from fear, 

ca * we 

The top of the mountain was a great meadow, half o day's ride across, bt do 

not picture 1% aa a single ampltheatre of gress, hedged in by a wall of pines. 

The edges of thet meadow were serolled, curled, and crenulated with an infinity 

of bays and coves, points and stringers, peningulas and parice, each one of whigh 

differed from all the rest. No mon imow thom all, ané every day's ride offered 

a gembler's chance of finding a new one. I say "new" because one often had the 

feeling, riding into sone flower-spangled cove, that if anyone had ever been here 

vefore, he met of necessity have sung a song, or written a poon. 

This fooling of having this day diecovered the incredible accounts, perhaps, 

for the pyofusion of initials, dates, and cattle brands insoribed on the patient 

bark of aspens et every mountain camp-site. In these inscriptions one could, 

in any day, read the history of Homo texame and his culture, not in the cold 

categories of anthropology, but in terms of the individual career of some founding 

father whose initials you recognised os the man whose son, bested you at horse= 

trading, or whose daughter you onee danced with. Here, dated in the 90's, we 

hie simple initial, without brand, inceribed no doubt when he first arrived 

alone on the mountain as an itinerant cow-puncher, Next, a decade later, his 

initial plus brand; by that time he had become a solid cifizen with an "outfit", 

acquired by thrift, natural increase, and perhaps a nimble rope. Next, only a 

few years old, you found his daughter's initial, inseribed by some onsmored
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youth aspiring not only to the lady's hand, but to the economic sugcession. 

The old man wag dead now; in his later years his heart had thrilled only 

to his bank account and to the tally of his flocks and herds, but the aspen 

revealed that in his youth he too had felt the glory of the mountain spring. 

the history of the mountain was written not only in aspen bark, but in its 

plase-nanes. Cow-country place-names are Lewd, humorous, ironic, or sentimental, 

but seldom trite. Usually they are subtle enough to draw inquiry from new arrivals, 

whereby hangs thet web of tales which, full spun, constitutes the local folimlore. 

For exemple, there was “The Boneyard", a lovely meadow where bluebills 

arched over the half-buried skulls and scattered vertebrae of cows Long since 

dead. Here in the 1880's a foolish cowman, newly arrived from the warm valleys 

of Texas, had tzusted the allurenents of the mountain sumer and ossayed to 

winter his herd on mountain hay. “hen the Novenber storms hit he and his hore 

had floundered out, but not his dows. : 

Agnin, there was "The Campbell Blue", a headwater of the Blue Miver to which 

an early cowmen had brought himself a bride. ‘The lady, tiring of roeke and trees, 

had yearaed for a piehojeand a plano wag duly fetched. There me only one mle 

in the county espeble of paeking it, and only one packer capable of the almost 

superhuman task of balancing such a load. ut the piano failed to bring content- 

ment; the lady deeamped: and when the story was told me, the ranch cabin waa 

already a ruin of sagging logs. 

Again, there was Fryole Cienega, a marshy meadow walled in by pines, under 

which stood,in my day, a small log enbin used by any passer-by as an overnight 

camp. It was the unwritten lew for the owner of such real estate to Leave flour, 

lard, and beans, and for the passer-by to replenish such stoele if he could. But 

one luckless traveller, trapped there for a week by storms, had foumd only beans. 

This breath of hospitality wes sufficiently notable to be handed down to history 

as a place-nane,
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Finally, there was “Pamdise Ranch", an obvious platitude when read fron. 

anmap, but something quite different when you arrived there at the ond of a 

hard ride. It lay tucked amy @ the far side of a high peak, as any proper 

| paradise should, ‘Through its veined nendows meandered a singing trout stroam. 

| A horse left for a month on this meadow waxed so fat that rain-water gathered 

| in a pool on his back. After my first visit to Paradise Ranch 1 remarked to 

myself; what else could you call it? 

“ * 

; Despite several opportunities to do so, I have never returned te the 

White Mountain. I prefer not to see what tourists, roads, aawailis, and 

logging milroads have done for it, or to it. I hear young people, not yet 

born when I first rode out "on top", entiuse about 1t as a wonderful place, 

To this, with an uuspoiten mental reservation, I agrac.
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: THINKING LIKE A MOUNTAIN — oo sa op 

Aldo Leopold Pei es Ne f 
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A deep chesty bawl echoes from rimrock to rimrock,é 4% rolls down’ - M 

the mountain,and fades into the far blackness of the night. I is an } 

outburst of wild defiant sorrow, and of contempt for all the adversities 

of the world. i ‘ 

Bvery living thing (and perhaps many a dead one as well) pays heed 

to that call. To the deer it is a reminder of the way of all flesh, 

to the pi\c a forecast of midnight scuffles and of blood upon the snow, 

to the cogote a promise of gleanings to come, to the cowman a threat of 

red ink at the bank, to the hunter a challenge of fang against bullet. 

Yet behind these obvious and immediate hopes and fears there lies a 

wadeon meaning, known only to the mountain itself. Only the mountain has 

lived long enough to listen objectively to the howl of a wolf. Pe 

Byen those unable to decipher the hidden meaning know fuldowell 

that it is there, for it is felt in all wolf country, and distinguishes 

that country from all other land. It tingles in the spine of all who 

hear wolves by night, or who sean their tracks by day. Even without 

sight or sound of wolf, it is implicit in a hundred small events: the 

midnight whinny of a packhorse, the rattle of rolling rocks, the bound of 

a fleeing deer, the way the shadows lie under the spruces. Only the i 

< " ee tyro can fail to sense the presence or absisence of wolves, 

or the fact that mountains have a secret opinion about them. 

: aaa 

a My own conviction on this score dates from the day I saw a wolf die. 

We were eating lunch on a high rimrock’ at the foot of which a turbulent
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river elbowed its way. from-cliff to cliff. We saw what we thought was | 

- a doe fording the Peeraet her breast awash in white water. When she 

elimbed the bank toward us and shook out her tail, we realized our error: 

it was a wolf. A half dozen other wolves, evidently grown pups, sprang 

from the willows and all joined in a welcoming melee of wagging tails and 

playful maulings. What was literally a pile of wolves writhed and tumbled 

in the center of open flat at the foot of our rimrock, : 

In those days we had never heard of passing up a chance to kill 

awolf. Ina second we were pumping lead inte the pack, but with more 

excitement than accurecy: “a Ro downhill shot is always confusing. 

When our rifles were empty, the old wolf was down, and a pup was dragging 

a leg into impassable sliderocks. 

We reached the old wolf in time to watch a fierce green fire dying 

in her eyes. I visi thie then, and have kmown ever since, that there was 

something new to me in those eyes--gomething known only to her and to the 

mountain. I was young then, and full of trigger-itch; I thought that 

because fewer wolves meant more deer, that no wolves would mean hunters! 

paradise. But after seeing the green fire die, I sensed that neither the 

wolf nor the mountain agreed with such a view. 

wae 

Since then I have lived to see state after state extirpate its wolves, 

I have watched the face of many a newly-wolfless mountain, and seen the 

south-facing slopes wrinkle with a maze of new deer traile.. I have seen 

every edible bush iad: seedling browsed, first to anaemic desuetude, and
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then to death. I have seen every edible tree defoliated to the height 

of a saddlehorn. Such a mountain looks as if someone had given God a new 

pruning shears, and forbidden Him all other exercise. Pevimpanwedtd, 

i In the end the starved bones of the hoped-for deer herd, dead of 

its own Nivea. bleach with the bones of the dead sage, or molder under 

the high-lined junipers. 

I now suspect that just as a deer herd lives in mortal fear of its 

wolves, so does @ mountain live in mortal fear of its deer. And perhaps 

with better cause, for while a buck pulled down by wolves can be replaced 

in two or three years, a range pulled down by too many deer may fail 

of replacement in as many decades. : 

So also with cows. The cowman who cleans his range of wolves does 

r not realize that he is taking over the wolf's job of trimming the herd to 

fit the range. He has not learned to think like a mountain. Hence we 

have dustbowls, and rivers washing the future into the sea 

t wei c 

We all strive for safety, prosperity, comfort, long life, and dullness. 

The deer strives with his supple legs, the cowman with trap and poison, 

the statesman with pen, the most of us with machines, votes, and dollars, 

but it all comes to the same thing: peace in our time. A measure of 

success in this is all well enough, and perhaps is a requisite to objective 

thinking, bat too mch safety seems to yield only danger in the long run. 

: Perhaps this is behind Thoreau's dictum; In wildness is the salvation 

of the world. Perhaps this is the hidden meaning in the howl of the 

wolf, long known among mountains, but seldom perceived among men. 

a yee 
| Bie ae 7
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THINKING LIKE A MOUNTAIN 

Aldo Leopold 

A deep chesty bawl echoes from rimrock to rimrock ee~tt rolls down 

the mountain, and fades into the far blackness of the night. It 4s an 

outburst of wild defiant sorrow, aad of contempt for all the adversities 

of the world. n 

Every devine thing (and perhaps many a dead one as well) pays heed 

to that ¢all. To the deer it is a reminder of the way of all flesh, 

to the ;iw a forecast of midnight scuffles and of blood upon the snow, 

' to the coyote a promise of gleanings to come, to the cowman a threat of i 

red ink at the bank, to the hunter a challenge of fang against bullet. i 

_ Yet behind those obvious and immediate hopes and fears there lies a ; 

Suacen meaning, known only to the mountain itself. Only the mountain has ‘ 

lived long enough to listen objectively to the howl of a wolf. ‘ 

Iwen those unable to decipher the hidden meaning know full well : 

that it is there, for it is felt in all wolf country, and distinguishes 

that country from all other land. It tingles in the spine of a11 who 

hear wolves by night, or who scan their tracks by day. liven without 

: sight or sound of wolf, it is implicit ton hundred small events; the 

midnicht whinny of a packhorse, the rattle of rolling rocks, the bound of 

a fleeing deer, the way the shadows lie under the spruces. Only the 

~hevedesitie tyro oan fail to sense the presence or abfsence of wolves, { 

or the fact that mountains have a secret opinion about them. 

ane : 

: My own conviction on this score dates from the day I saw a wolf die. 

We were eating luneh on a high rimrock, at the foot of which a turvulent ‘
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river elbowed its way from cliff to cliff. We saw what we thought was 

a doe fording the torrent, her breast awash is white water. When she 

elimbed the bank toward us and shook out her tail, we realized our error: 

: it was a wolf. A half dozen other wolves, evidently grown pups, sprang 

from the willows and all joined in a welcoming melee of wagging tails and 

playful meulings. What was literally a pile of wolves writhed and tumbled 

in the center of open flat at the foot of our rimrock, ‘ 

In those days we had never heard of passing up a chance to kill i 

awolf, In a second we were pumping lead into the pack, but with more 

excitement than accuracy! ai steep downhill shot is always confusing. 

When our rifles were empty, the old wolf was down, and a pup was dragging 

a leg into impassable sliderocks. 

We reached the old wolf in time to watch a fierce green fire dying 

in her eyes. I realized then, and have known ever since, that there was 

something new to me in those eyes--something known only to her and to the 

ne mountain. I was young then, and full of trigger-itch; I thought that 

because fewer wolves meant more deer, that no wolves would mean hunters! 

paradise. But after seeing the green fire die, I sensed that neither the 

wolf nor the mountain agreed with such a view. 

a em 

Since then I have lived to see state after state extirpate its wolves. 

I have watched the face of many a newly wolfless mountain, and seen the 

south-facing slopes wrinkle with a maze of new deer tate. I have seen 

every edible bush and seedling browsed, first to anaemic desuetude, and
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then to death. I have seen every edible tree defolfated to the height 

of a saddlehorn. Such 2 mountain looks as if someone had given God a new 

pruning shears, ik Deh dlen Him all other exercise. #evkuss-remtias- 

In thé ond the starved bones of the hoped-for deer herd, dead of 

' its own too-nmuch, bleach with the bones of the dead sage, or molder under 

the high-lined junipers. : 

I now suspect that just as a deor herd lives in mortal fear of its . 

wolves, so does a mountain live in mortal fear of its deer. And perhaps 

with better cause, for while a bucic pulled down by wolves can be replaced 

in two or three years, a range pulled down by too many deer may fail 

of replacement in as many decades. 

So also with cows. The cowman who cleans his range of wolves does 

not realise that he is wikes over the wolf's job of trimming the herd to 

fit the range. He has not learned to think like a mountain. Hence we 

have dustbowls, and rivers washing the future into the sea. 

nee 

We all strive for safety, prosperity, comfort, long life, and dullness. 

The deer strives with his supple legs, the cowman with trap and poison, 

the statesman with pen, the most of us with saskisen, votes, and dollars, 

but it all comes to the same things peace in our time. A measure of 

success in this is all well en ugh, and perhaps is a requisite to objective 

thinking, but too mch safety seems to yiold only danger in the long run. . 

Perhaps this is behind Thoreau's dictums In wildness is tho salvation 

of the world. Perhaps this is the hidden meaning in the howl of the 

wolf, long known among mountains, tut seldom perceived among men.
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| THINKING LIKR A MOUNTAIN 

Aldo Leopold 

A deep chesty bawl echoes from rimrock to rimrock, rolls down the 

mountain, and fades into the far blackness of the night. It is an 

outburst of wild defiant sorrow, and of contempt for all the adversities 

of the world. 

Bvery living thing (and perhaps many a dead one as well) pays heed 

to that call. fo the deer it is a reminder of the way of all flesh, 

to the pine a forecast of midnight scuffles and of blood upon the snow, 

to the coyote a promise of gleanings to come, to the cowman a threat of 

red ink at the bank, to the hunter a challenge of fang against bulict. 

Yet behind these obvious and immediate hopes and fears there lies a 

deeper meaning, known only to the mountain itself. Only the mountain 

has Lived long enough to listen objectively to the howl of a wolf. | 

Those unable to decipher the hidden meaning know nevertheless that 

it io there, for it is felt in all wolf country, and distinguishes that 

country from all other land. It tingles in the spine of all who hear 

wolves by night, or who sean their tracks by day. Even without sight or 

sound of wolf, it is implicit in a hundred small events: the midnight 

whinny of a packhorse, the rattle of rolling rocks, the bound of a 

fleeing deer, the way the shadows lie under the spruces. Only the 

ineductible tyro can fail to sense the presence or absence of wolves, 

or the fact that mountains have a secret opinion about them. f 

ee 

My own conviction on this score dates from the day I saw a wolf die. 

We were eating lunch on a high rimrock, at the foot of which a turbulent
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river elbowed its way . We saw what we thoucht was a doe fording the 

torrent, her breast awash in white water. When she climbed the bank toward 

us and shook out her tail, we realized our errors it was a wolf, A half 

dozen others, evidently grown pups, sprang from the willows and all 

joined in a welcoming melee of wagging tails and playful maulings. What 

was literally a pile of wolves writhed and tumbled in the center of open 

flat at the foot of our rimrock. 

In those days we had never heard of passing up a chance to kill a 

wolf. In a second we were pumping lead into the peck, but with more 

excitement than accuracy: how to aim a steep downhill shot is always . 

confusing, When our rifles were empty, the old wolf was down, and a pup 

was dragging 2 leg into impassable sliderocks. 

We reached the old wolf in time to watch a fierce green fire dying in 

_ her eyes. I realized then, and have known ever since, that there was 

something new to me in those eyes=--something known only to her and to 

the mountain. I was young then, and full of trigger-itch; I thought that 

because fewer wolves meant more deer, that no wolves would mean hunters! 

paradise, But after seeing tho green fire die, I sensed that neither the 

wolf nor the mountain agreed with such a view. 

on 

Sinee then I have lived to see state after state extirpate its wolves. 

I have watehed the face of many a newlyewolfless mountain, and seen the 

south-fac ng slopes wrinkle with a maze of now deer trails, I have seen 

every edible bush and seedling browsed, first to anaemic desuctude, and 

then to death. I have seen every edible tree defoliated to the height 

of a saddichorn, Such a mountain looks as if someone had given God a new
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pruning shears, and forbidden Him 411 other exercise. In the end the 

starved bones of the hoped-for deer herd, dead of its own too-much, 

Dleach with the bones of the dead sage, or molder under the high-lined 

junipers. 

I now suspect that just as a deer herd lives in mortel fear of its 

wolves, ao does a mountain live in mortal fear of its deer. And perhaps 

with better cause, for while « buck pulled down by wolves can be replaced 

in two or three years, a range pulled down by too many deer may fail of 

replacement in as many decades. 

80 also with cowe. ‘The cowman who cleans his range of wolves does 

not realize that he is taking over the wolf's job of trimming the herd to 

fit the range. He has not learned to think like a mountain, Hence we 

have dustbowls, and rivers washing the future into the sea, 

oon 

We all strive for safety, prosperity, comfort, long life, and dullness. 

The deer strives with his supple legs, the cowman with trap and poison, 

the statesman with pen, the most of us with machines, votes, and dollars, 

tut it 211 comes to the same thing: peace in our time, A measure of 

guecess in this 46 all well enough, and perhaps is a requisite to objective 

thinking, but too mch safety seems to yield only danger in the long run. 

Perhaps this is behind Thoreau's dictum: In wildness is the salvation 

of the world. Perhaps this is the hidden meaning in the howl of the wolf, 

long icnown among mountoins, but seldom perceived among men.
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Always in the distance lay the far, blue mountain—Escudilla BUM OWEADH DB y-AzaTy Use tee 

LIFE IN ARIZONA was bounded under foot by grama green sea of pines, blew his doubts away. On the far 

grass, overhead by sky, and on the horizon by Escudilla. shore hung Eseudilla. 
To the north of the mountain you rode on honey-col- The mountain bounded not only our work and our play, 

ored plains. Look up anywhere, any time, and you saw but even our attempts to get a good dinner. On winter 

Eseudilla. evenings we often tried to ambush a mallard on the river 

To the east you rode over a confusion of wooded mesas. flats. The wary flocks circled the rosy west, the steel blue 
Each hollow seemed its own small world, soaked in sun, north, and then disappeared into the inky black of Es- 

fragrant with juniper, and cozy with the chatter of pinon cudilla. If they reappeared on set wings, we had a fat 

jays. But top out on a ridge and you at once became a drake for the dutch oven. If they failed to reappear, it 
speck in an immensity. On its edge hung Eseudilla. was bacon and beans again. 

To the south lay the tangled canyons of Blue River, There was, in fact, only one place from which you did 

full of whitetails, wild turkeys, and wilder cattle. When not see Escudilla on the skyline; that was the top of 
you missed a saucy buck waving his goodbye over the Eseudilla itself. Up there you could not see the moun- 
skyline, and looked down your sights to wonder why, you tain, but you could feel it. The reason was the big bear. 

looked at a far blue mountain: Eseudilla. Sr ese 
To the west billowed the outliers of the Apache Na- Old Bigfoot was a robber-baron, and Eseudilla was his 

tional Forest. We cruised timber there, converting the castle. Each spring, when the warm winds had softened 

tall pines, forty by forty, into notebook figures represent- the shadows on the snow, the old grizzly crawled out of 

ing hypothetical lumber piles. Panting up a canyon, the his hibernation den in the rock slides and, descending the 

cruiser felt a curious incongruity between the remoteness mountain, bashed in the head of a cow. Eating his fill, 

of his notebook symbols and the immediacy of sweaty he climbed back to his crags, and there summered peace- 
fingers, locust thorns, deer fly bites, and scolding squir- ably on marmots, conies, berries, and roots. 

rels. But on the next ridge a cold wind, roaring across a I once saw one of his kills. The cow’s skull and neck 

Reprinted from AMERICAN FORESTS, December, 1940, The 
Magazine of The American Forestry Association, Washington, D. C.



were pulp, as if she had collided head-on with a fast grizzly the chance to leave a good pelt as a memorial to 

freight. his race. All he left was a skull in the National Museum, 

No one ever saw the old bear, but in the muddy springs and a quarrel among scientists over the Latin, name of 

about the base of the cliffs you saw his incredible tracks. the skull. : 

Seeing them made the most hard-bitten cowboys aware of It was only after we pondered on these things that we 

bear. Wherever they rode they saw the mountain, and began to wonder who wrote the rules for progress.*, A 

when they saw the mountain they thought of bear. Camp- pe Ae dandy Sa 

fire conversation ran to beef, bailles, and bear. Bigfoot ) 

claimed for his own only a cow a year, and a few square Since the beginning, time had gnawed at the basaltic 

miles of useless rocks, but his personality pervaded the hulk of Escudilla, wasting, waiting, and building. Time 

county. ok ok built three things on the old mountain: a venerable as- 

7 Those were the days when progress first came to the pect, a community of minor animals and plants, and a 

cow country. Progress had various emissaries. grizzly. 

One was the first transcontinental automobilist. The The government trapper who took the grizzly knew he 

cowboys understood this breaker of roads; he talked the had made Eseudilla safe for cows. He did not know he ‘ 

same breezy bravado as any breaker of bronchos. had toppled the spire off an edifice abuilding since the 

They did not understand (but they listened to and morning stars sang together. 

looked at) the pretty lady in black velvet who came to The bureau chief who sent the trapper was a biologist 

enlighten them, in a Boston accent, about woman suffrage. versed in the architecture of evolution, but he did not 

They marvelled, too, at the telephone engineer who know that spires might be as important as cows. He did 

strung wires on the junipers and brought instantaneous not foresee that within two decades the cow country 

messages from town. An old man asked whether the wire would become tourist country, and as such have greater 

could bring him a side of bacon. need of bears than of beefsteaks. 

One spring progress sent still another emissary, a gov- The Congressmen who voted money to clear the ranges 

ernment trapper, a sort of St. George in overalls, seek- of bears were the sons of pioneers. They acclaimed the 

ing dragons to slay at government expense. Were there superior virtues of the frontiersman, but they strove 

any destructive animals in need of slaying? Yes, there with might and main to make an end of the frontier. 

was the big bear. We forest officers, who acquiesced in the extinguish- 

The trapper packed his mule and headed for Eseudilla. ment of the bear, knew a local rancher who had plowed 

In a month he was back, his mule staggering under a up a dagger engraved with the name of one of Coro- 

heavy hide. There was only one barn in town big enough nado’s captains. We spoke harshly of the Spaniards who, 

to dry it on. He had tried traps, poison, and all his usual in their zeal for gold and converts, had needlessly extin- 

wiles to no avail. ‘Then he had erected a set-gun in a de- guished the native Indians. It did not occur to us that 

file through which only the bear could pass, and waited. we, too, were the captains of an invasion too sure of its 

The last grizzly walked into the string and shot himself. own righteousness. 

It was June. The pelt was foul, patchy, and worth- Eseudilla still hangs on the horizon, but when you see 

less. It seemed to us rather an insult to deny the last it you no longer think of bear. It’s only a mountain now 
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THE-THICK-BIELED PARROT IN-CHIHUAHUA— 

By ALDO LEOPOLD 

The physics of beauty is one department of natural science still in the Dark Ages. 
Not even the manipulators of bent space have tried to solve its equations. Everybody 

knows, for example, that the autumn landscape in the north woods is the land, plus 
a red maple, plus a ruffed grouse. In terms of conventional physics, the grouse repre- 
sents only a millionth of either the mass or the energy of an acre, Yet subtract the 

grouse and the whole thing is dead. An enormous amount of some kind of motive power 
has been lost. 

It is easy to say that the loss is all in our mind’s eye, but is there any sober 
ecologist who will agree? He knows full well that there has been an ecological death, 
the significance of which is inexpressible in terms of contemporary science. A Russian 
philosopher, Ouspensky, has called this imponderable essence the nwmenon of material 
things. It stands in contradistinction to phenomenon which is ponderable and pre- 

dictable, even to the tossings and turnings of the remotest star. 
The grouse is the numenon of the north woods, the bluejay of the hickory groves, 

the whisky-jack of the muskegs, the pifionero of the juniper foothills. Ornithological 
texts do not record these facts. I suppose they are new to science, however obvious to 
the discerning scientist. Be that as it may, I here record the discovery of the numenon 

of the Sierra Madre: the Thick-billed Parrot (Rksnchopsitta-pachyrhynche) . 
He is a discovery only because so few have visited his haunts, Once there, only 

the deaf and blind could fail to perceive his role in the mountain life and landscape. 
Indeed you have hardly finished breakfast before the chattering flocks leave their 

roost on the rim rocks and perform a sort of morning drill in the high reaches of the 
dawn. Like squadrons of cranes they wheel and spiral, loudly debating with each other 
the question (which also puzzles you) of whether this new day which creeps slowly 

over the canyons is bluer and golder than its predecessors, or less so. The vote 
being a draw, they repair by separate companies to the high mesas, for their breakfast 

of pine-seed-on-the-half-shell. They have not yet seen you. 
But a little later, as you begin the steep ascent out of the canyon, some sharp-eyed 

parrot, perhaps a mile away, espies this strange creature puffing up the trail where 
only deer or lion, bear or turkey, are licensed to travel. Breakfast is forgotten. With 

a whoop and a shout the whole gang is awing and coming at you. As they circle over- 
head you wish fervently for a parrot dictionary. Are they demanding, what-the-devil 
business have you in these parts? Or are they, like an avian chamber-of-commerce, 
merely making sure you appreciate the glories of their home town, its weather, its 
citizens, and its glorious future as compared with any and all other times and places 

whatsoever? It might be either or both. And there flashes through your mind the sad 
premonition of what will happen when the road is built, and this riotous reception 
committee first greets the tourist-with-a-gun. 

It is soon clear that you are a dull inarticulate fellow, unable to respond by so 
much as a whistle to the standard amenities of the Sierra morn. And after all, there 
are more pine cones in the woods than have yet been opened, so let’s finish breakfast! 
This time they may settle upon some tree below the rim@¥ock, giving you the chance 

to sneak out to the edge and look down. There for the first time you see color; velvet 
green uniforms with scarlet and yellow epaulets and black helmets, sweeping noisily from
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pine to pine, but always in formation and always in even numbers. Only once did I see 

a gang of five, or any other number not comprised of pairs. 
~~ In spring, I am told, the pair hunts up a woodpecker hole in some tall dead pine 

/ and performs its racial duty in temporary isolation. But what woodpecker excavates 
| a hole large enough? The Guacamaja (as the natives euphoniously call the parrot) is : 

| ° big as a pigeon, and hardly to be squeezed into a flicker-loft. Does he, with his own 
| powerful beak, perform the necessary enlargement? Or is he dependent on the holes of 

| the Imperial Woodpecker, which is said to occur in these parts? To some future orni- 

\ thological visitor I bequeath the pleasant task of discovering the answer. 
\ —T do not know whether the nesting pairs are as noisy as these roistering flocks which 
\ | greeted me in September. I do know that in September, if there are parrots on the 

mountain, you will soon know it. As a proper ornithologist, I should doubtless try to 

describe the call. It superficially resembles that of the Pifion Jay, but the music of 
| the pifioneros is soft and nostalgic as the haze hanging in their native canyons, 

\_while that of the Guacamaja is louder and full of the salty enthusiasm of -high_comedy. 
Tam told that after the acorns ripen, they are attacked by the parrots with as | 
much Zest as the pine seeds are earlier. The occasional wanderings of parrots across 
the border, recorded by Florence Bailey (Birds/of New Mexico, pp. 306-307), are \ 

doubtless motivated by the search for mast. \ : s 
One cannot*help but wonder what the good roads program now impending through- | Sr) 

out Mexico will dovfor, or to, this species,1t does not have a largé range; Bailey says | 
only the northern Sierras. I can only hope that Mexico will find ways so far unfound i 

| by us to use these mountains without/destroying them. ay / 

\ Division of Game Managemen}, University of es Madison, Wisconsin, 

October 6, 1936. ere
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i 1h | THE GREEN LAGOONS his haa been charged slightly 

Aldo Leopold 

It is the part of wisdom never to revisit a wilderness, for the more 

golden the lily, the more certain that someone has gilded it. To return 

not only spoils a trip, but tarnishes a memory. It is only in the mind 

that shining adventure remains forever bright. 

aoe 

For all we could téli, thé Delta had lain forgotten since Hernando 

de Alarcon landed there in 1540. When we camped on the estuary which 

4s said to have harbored his ships, we had not for weeks seen 4 man or 

@ Cow, an axe~cut or a fence. Once we crossed an old wagon track, its 

maker unknown, and ite errand probebly sinister. Once we found a tin 

ean; it was pounced upon as a valuable utensil. ( 

Dawn on the Delta was whistled in by Gambel quail, which roosted in 

: the mesquites overhanging camp. When the sun peeped over the Sierra Madre, 

“4¢ planted across a hundred miles of lovely desolation, a vast flat bowl 

of wilderness rimmed by jagged peaks. On the map, the Delta was bisected 

by the river, tut in fect the river ies ical aA lh he 

Gould not decide which of a hundred green lagoons offered the most pleasant ant Gadf 

ay path to the Gulf. So he travelled them all, and so did we. He divided 

and rejoined, he twisted and turned, he meandered in awesome jungles, he 

dallied with lovely groves, he all tut ran in circles, he got lost and 

was glad of it, and so were we. Yor the last word in procrastination, 

go travel with a river reluctant to lose his freedom in the sea. 

eee
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"He leadeth me by still waters* was only a phrase in a book until 

we had nosed our canoe through the green lagoons. If David had not written 

the psalm, we would have felt constrained to write our own. ‘The still 

waters were of a deep emerald hue, colored by algae, I suppose, but no 

less green for all that. A verdant wall of mesquite and willow separated 

the channel from the thorny desert beyond. At each beni we saw egrets 

standing in the pools ahead, each white statue matched by ite white reflection. 

Fleets of cormorants drove their black prows in quest of skittering millets; 
mallards, widgeons, and teal sprang skyward in alarm. 

avocets, willets, and yellowlegs dosed one-legged on the bars; , As the 

birds took the air they accumlated in a small cloud ahead, there to 

settle, or to break back to our rear. When the troop of egrets settled 

on a far green willow, they looked like a premature snowstorm. 

All this wealth of fowl and fish was not for our delettation alone. 

Often we came upon & bobeat, flattened to some half-immersed driftwood 

he log, paw poised for millet. Families of raccoons waded the shallows, 

manehing water-beetles. Coyotes watched us from inland knolle, waiting 

to resume their breakfast of mesquite deans, varied I suppose by an 

oceasional crippled shorebird, duck, or quail. At every shallow ford 

were tracks of burro deer. We always examined these deer trails, hoping 

to find sign of the despot of the Delta, the great mottled jaguar, ol tigre. 

We saw neither hide nor hair of him, but hie personality pervaded 

the wilderness; no living beast forgot his potential presence, for the 

price of umwariness was death. No deer rounded a bush, or stopped to 

nibble ipods under a mesquite tree, without @ premonitory sniff for 

el tigre. No campfire died without talk of him. Mo dog curled up for the 

night, save at his master's feet. He needed no telling that the king of
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cats till ruled the night; that those massive paws could fell an ox, 

those jaws shear off bones like a guillotine. 

By this time the Delta has probably been made safe for cows, and 

forever dull for adventuring hunters. Freedom from fear has arrived, but 

a glory has departed from the green lagoons. 

eee ; 

; When Kipling smelled the supper smokes of Amritsar, he should have 

elaborated, for no other poet has sung, or smelled, this green earth's 

firewoods. Most «peets mat have subsisted on anthracite. 

On the Delta one burns only one, the ultimate in fragrant fuels: 

mesquite. Brittle with a hundred frosts and floods, baked by a thousand 

suns, the gnarled imperishable bones of these ancient trees lie ready to 

hand at every camp, ready to slant blue smoke across the twilight, sing 

a song of teapots, bake a loaf, brown a kettle of quail, and warm the 

shins of man and beast. when you have ladled a shovelful of mesquite coals 

under the Dutch oven, take care not to sit down in that spot before bedtime, 

lest you rise with a yelp that seares the quail roosting overhead. 

Mesquite co2ls have seven lives. 

We had cooked with whiteoak coals in the cornbelt, we had sumdged 

our pots with pine in the north woods, we had browned venison ribs over 

Arizona juniper, bat we had not seen perfection until we roasted @ young 

goose with Delta mesquite. 

fhose geese deserved the best of brownings, for they had bested us for 

@ week. livery morning we watched the cackling phalanx head inland from 

the Gulf, shortly to return, replete and silent. What rare provender in
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what green lagoon was the object of their quest? Again and again we 

moved camp gooseward, hoping to seo them settle, to find their banquet 

board. One day at about $ a.m. we saw the phalanx circle, break ranks, 

sideslip, and fall to earth like maple leaves, Flock after flock followed. 

At long last we had found their rendezvous. 

Next morning at the same hour we lay in walt beside an ordinary-looking 

slough, its bars covered with yesterdays goosetracks. We were already 

hungry, for it had been a long tramp from camp. Carl was eating a cold 

roast quail. The quail was half-way to his mouth when a eackle from the 

sky froze us to immobility. ‘That quail hung in mid-air while the flock 

cireled at leisure, debated, hesitated, and finally came in, That quail 

fell in the sand when the guns spoke, and all the geese we could est lay 

) kicking on the bar, 

More came, and settled. The dog lay trembling, We ate quail at 

leisure, peering through the blind, listening to the small-talk. Those 

geese were gobbling gravel. As one flock filled up and left, another 

arrived, eager for their delectable stones. Of all the millions of pebbles 

in the green lagoona, thoee on this particular bar euited them best. The 

difference, to a snow goose, was worth forty miles of flying. It was 

worth a long hike to us. 

ea 

Most small gamo on the Delta was too abundant te hunt, At every camp — 

we hung up, in a few minutes shooting, enough quail for tomorrow's use. 

Good gastronomy demanded at least one frosty night on the stringer as the 

necessary interlude between roosting in a mesquite and roasting over mesquite.
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i ALL gu was of incredible fatness. Avery deer laid down so moh tallow 

thet the dimple along his backbone would have held 4 small pail of water, 

had he allowed us to pour it. He didn't. 

The origin of all thie opulence was not far to seek. Every mesquite and 

every tornillo wae loaded with pods. The dried-up md flats bore an anmal 

grass, the grain-like seeds of which could be scooped up by the cupful. There 

were great patches of a legume resembling coffee-woed; if one walked through 
these, one's pockets filled up with shelled beans. 

I remember one patch of wild melons, or ¢alabasias, covering several 

acres of mdflat. The deer ani coons had opened the frozen fruits, exposing 

the seeds. Doves ani quail fluttered over this banquet like fruit-flies over 

@ ripe banana. 

Wo could not, or at least did not, eat what the quail and deer did, but 

we shared their evident delight in this mili-and-honey wilderness. Their 

: ' festival mood became our mood; we all revelled in a common abundance and in 

eath other's well-being. I cannot recall feeling, in settled country, a 

like sensitivity to the mood of the land. 

: Os 

Camp-keoping in the Delt» was not all beer and skittles. ‘The problem was 

water. ‘he lagoons wore saline and the river, where we could find it, mas too 

maddy to drink. At ench new camp we dug = now well. Most welle, however, 

yielded only brine from the Gif. We learned, the hard way, where to dig ’ 

for sweet water. When in doubt about « new well, we Lowered the dog by his 

hind legs. If he drank freely, 1t wae the signal for us to beach the cance, 

kindle the fire, and pitch the tent. Then we sat at peace with the world while 

the quail sizzled in the Dutch oven, and the sum sank in glory behind the San 

Pedro Martir. Later, dishes washed, we rehearsed the day, and Metened to 

| the noises of the night. 
Never did we plen the morrow, for we had learned that in the wilderness 

some new. and irresietible distraction is sure to turn up each day before
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breakfast. Like the river, we were free to wander. 

fo travel by plan in the Delta is no light matter; we were reminded 

of this whenever we climbed a cottonwood for a wider view. The view was 

80 wide as to discourage prolonged serutiny, especially toward the 

northwest, where a white streak at the foot of the Sierras hung in 

perpetual mirage. This was the great salt desert on which, in 1829, Alexander 

Pattie died of thirst, exhaustion, and mosquitoes. Pattie had a plan: 

to arose the Delta to Galiformie. - 

Once wo had a plan to portage from one green lagoon to a greener 

one. We knew it was there by the waterfowl hovering over it. the 

distance was 300 yards through a jungle of eachinilla, a tall spear-like 

shrub which grows in thickets of incredible density. ‘The floods had 

bent down the spears, which opposed our passage in the manner of a 

Macedonian phalanx. We discreetly withtves, persuaded that our lagoon 

was the prettier anyhow. ‘ 

Getting caught in a mage of cachinilla phalanzes was a real danger 

which no one had mentioned, whereas the danger we had been warned against 

failed to materialize. When we had launched our canoe above the border, 

there were dire predictions of sudden death. Yar huskier craft, we were 

told, had been overwhelmed by the tidal bore, a wall of water which rages 

up the river from the gulf with certain incoming tides. We talked about 

the bore, we spun elaborate schemes to circumvent it, we even saw it in 

our dreams, with dolphins riding its crest and an aerial escort of screaming 

galls. When we reached the mouth of the river, we hung our canoe in a 

tree and waited for two days, but the dore(let us down. It dia not 

come. 

eee
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The Delta heaving no plateenames, we had to devise our own as we went. 

It wae at the Rillito lagoon that we saw pearle in the sky. We wore 

lying flat on our backs, soaking up Movember sun, staring idly at a soaring 

bussard overhead. Far beyond him the sky suddenly exhibited a rotating 

circle of white spots, alternately visible and invisible. A faint bugle 

5 now soon told ua they were cranes, inspecting their Delta and finding it 

good. At the time my ornithology was home-made, and I was pleased to think 

them whooping cranes because they were eo white. Doubtless they were 

sandhill cranes, tut it doesn't matter. What matters is that we were 

sharing our wilderness with the wildest of living fowl. We, and they, 

had found a common home in the remote fastnesses of space and time; 

we were both back in the Pleistocene. Had we been able to, we would have 

bugled back their greeting. Mow, from the far reaches of the yoars, 

I see them wheeling still. y 

oem 

All this was far away and long ago. I am told the green lagoons 

now raise canteloupes. If so, they should not lack flavor. 

Man always kille the thing he loves, and so we the pioneers have 

killed our wilderness. Some say we had to. Bo thet as it may, I am 

@ied I shall never be young without wild country to be young in. Of 

what avail are forty freedoms without « blank spot on the mapT
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It is the part of wisdom never to revisit a wilderness, for the more 

golden the lily, the more certain that someone has gilded it. To return 

not only spoils a trip, but tarnishes a memory. It is only in the mind 

that shining adventure remains forever bright. For this reason, I have never 
gone back to the Fe lta of the Colorado since my brother and I explored it,by 
canoe, in 1922. ome 

Re 

For all we could tell, the Delta had lain forgotten since Hernando 

de Alarcon landed there in 1540. When we camped on the estuary which 

is said to have harbored his ships, we had not for weeks seen a man or 

@ cow, an axe-cut or a fence. Once we crossed an old wagon track, its 

maker unknown, and its errand probably sinister. Once we found a tin 

can; it was pounced upon as a valuable utensil. 

Dawn on the Delta was whistled in by Gambel quail, which roosted in 

the mesquites overhanging camp. When the sun peeped over the Sierra Madre, 

it slanted across a hundred miles of lovely desolation, a vast flat bowl 

of wilderness rimmed by jagged peaks. On the map, the Delta was bisected 

by the river, tut in fect the river was weet for he 

could not decide which of a hundred green lagoons offered the most pleasant 2nd Gat 

apedey path to the Gulf. So he travelled them all, and so did we. He divided 

and rejoined, he twisted and turned, he meandered in awesome jungles, he 

@allied with lovely groves, he all but ran in circles, he got lost and 

was glad of it, and so were we. For the last word in procrastination, | 

go travel with a river reluctant to lose his freedom in the sea. 3 

eee i 

|
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"He leadeth me by still waters" was only a phrase in a book until 

we had nosed our canoe through the green lagoons. If David had not written 

the psalm, we would have felt constrained to write our own. The still 

waters were of a deep emerald hme, colored by algae, I suppose, but no 

less green for all that. A verdant wall of mesquite and willow separated 

the channel from the thorny desert beyond. At each bend we saw egrets 

standing in the pools ahead, each white statue matched by its white reflection. 

Fleets of cormorants drove their black prows in quest of skittering mllets; 
mallards, widgeons, and teal sprang skyward in alarm. 

avocets, willets, and yellowlegs dosed one-legged on the vars;, As the 

birds took the alr they accumlated in a small cloud ahead, there to 

‘settle, or to break back to our rear. When the troop of egrets settled | 

on a far green willow, they looked like a premature snowstorn. 

all this wealth of fowl and fish was not for our delectation alone. 

Often we came upon a bobeat, flattened to some half-immersed driftwood 

log, paw poised for millet. Families of raccoons waded the shallows, 

munching water-beetles. Coyotes inhinal us from inland knolls, waiting 

to resume their breakfast of mesquite beans, varied I suppose by an 

occasional crippled shorebird, duck, or quail. At every shallow ford 

were tracks of burro deer. We always examined these deer trails, hoping 

to find sign of the despot of the Delta, the great mottled jaguar, el tigre. 

We saw neither hide nor hair of him, but his personality pervaded 

the wilderness; no living beast forgot his potential presence, for the 

price of unwariness was death. Wo deer rounded a bush, or stopped to 

nibble peds under a mesquite tree, without a premonitory sniff for 

el tigre. No campfire died without talk of him. Wo dog curled up for the 

night, save at his master's fect; fo needed no telling that the king of |
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cats still ruled the night; that those massive paws could fell on ox, 

those jaws shear off bones like a guillotine. 

By this time the Delta has probably been made safe for cows, and 

forever dull for adventuring hunters. Freedom from fear has arrived, but 

@ glory has departed from the green lagoons. 

eee 

When Kipling smelled the supper smokes of Amritsar, he should have 

elaborated, for no other poet has sung, or smelled, this green earth's 

firewoods. Most poets: mst have subsisted on anthracite. 

On the Delta one burns only one, the ultimate in fragrant fuels: 

mesquite. Brittle with a hundred frosts and floods, baked by @ thousand 

suns, the gnarled imperishable bones of these ancient trees lie ready-to- | 

hand at every camp, ready to slant blue smoke across the twilight, sing 

' @ gong of teapots, bake a loaf, brown a kettle of quail, and warm the 

shins of man and beast. When you have ladled a shovelful of mesquite coals 

under the Dutch oven, take care not to sit down in that spot before bedtime, 

lest you rise with a yelp that seares the quail roosting overhead. 

Mesquite coals have seven lives. 

We had cooked with whiteoak coals in the cornbelt, we had smudged 

our pots with pine in the north woods, we had browned venison ribs over 

Arizona juniper, but we had not seen perfection until we roasted a young 

goose with Delta mesquite. 

Those geese deserved the best of brownings, for they had bested us for 

a week. “very morning we watched the cackling phalanx head inland from 

the Gulf, shortly to return, replete and silent. What rare provender in
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what green lagoon was the object of their quest? Again and again we 

moved camp gooseward, hoping to see them settle, to find their banquet 

board. One day at about $ a.m. we saw the phalanx circle, break ranks, 

sideslip, and fall to earth like maple leaves. Flock after flock followed. 

At long last we had found their rendezvous. 

Next morning at the same hour we lay in wait beside an ordinary-looking 

slough, its bars covered with yesterdays goosetracks. We were already 

hungry, for it had been a long tramp from camp, Carl was eating a cold 

roast quail. ‘The quail was half-way to his mouth when a cackle from the 

sky froze us to immobility. ‘That quail hung in mid-air while the flock 

circled at leisure, debated, hesitated, and finally came in. That quail 

fell in the sand when the guns spoke, and all the geese we could eat lay 

kicking on the bar. 

More came, and settled. ‘The dog lay trembling. We ate quail at 

leisure, peering through the blind, listening to the small-talk. ‘Those 

geese were gobbling gravel. As one flock filled up and left, another 

arrived, eager for their delectable stones. Of all the millions of pebbles 

in the green lagoons, those on this particular bar suited them best. The 

difference, to a snow goose, was worth forty miles of flying. It was 

worth a long hike to us. 

wee n 

Most small game on the Delta was too abundant to hunt. At every camp 

we hung up, in a few mimates shooting, enough queil for tomorrow's use. 

Good gastronomy demanded at least one frosty night on the stringer as the 

necessary interlude between roosting in a mesquite and roasting over mesquite.
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All game was of incredible fatness. Every deer laid down so much tallow 

that the dimple along his backbone would have held a small pail of water, 

had he allowed us to pour it. He didn't. 

The origin of all this opulence was not far to seek. Every mesquite and 

every tornillo was loaded with pods. The dried-up md flats bore an annual 

grass, the grain-like seeds of which could be scooped up by the cupful. There 

were great patches of a legume resembling coffee-weed; if one walked through 

these, one's pockets filled up with shelled beans. 

I remember one patch of wild melons, or ealabasias, covering several { 

acres of mdflat. The deer and coons had opened the frozen fruits, exposing 

the seeds. Doves and quail fluttered over this banquet like fruit-flies over 

: @ ripe banana. 

We could not, or at least did not, eat what the quail and deer did, but 

we shared their evident delight in this milk-and-honey wilderness. Their 

festival mood became our mood; we all revelled in a comnon abundance and in 

eath other's well-being. I cannot recall feeling, in settled country, @ 

like sensitivity to the mood of the land. 

mem 

Camp-keeping in the Delta was not all beer and skittles. The problem was 

water. The lagoons were saline; ama the river, where wo gould find it, was too \ 

middy to drink. At each new camp we dug a new well. Most wells, however, 

yielded only brine from the Gulf. We learned, the hard way, where to dig 

for sweet water. When in doubt about a new well, we lowered the dog by his 

hind legs. If he drank freely, it was the signal for us to beach the canoe, 

kindle the fire, and pitch the tent. ‘Then we sat at peace with the world while 

the quail sizzled in the Dutch oven, and the sun sank in glory behind the San 

Pedro Martir. Later, dishes washed, we rehearsed the day, and listened to 

the noises of the night. 

Never did we plan the morrow, for we had learned that in the wilderness 

‘gome new and irresistible distraction is sure to turn up each day before
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breskfast. Like the river, we were free to wander. 

: fo travel by plan in the Delta is no light matter; we were reminded 

of this whenever we climbed a cottonwood for a wider view. The view was 

so wide as te discourage prolonged vibintitea) especially towaré the 

northwest, where a white streak at the foot of the Sierras hung in 

perpetual mirage. This was the great salt desert on which, in 1829, Alexander 

Pattie died of thirst, exhaustion, and mosquitoes. Pattie had a plan: 

to cross the Delta to California. 

‘Once wo had a plan to portage from one green lagoon to a greener 

one. We knew it was there by the waterfowl hovering over it. The 

distance was 300 yards through a jungle of cachinilla, a tall spear-like | 

shrub which grows in thickets of incredible density. ‘The floods had 

bent down the spears, which opposed our passage in the manner of a 

Macedonian phalanx. We discreetly withdrew, persuaded that our lagoon 

was the prettier anyhow. 

Getting caught in a maze of cachinilla phalanzes was a real danger 

which no one had mentioned, whereas the danger we had been warned against 

failed to materialize. When weis@ launched our canoe above the border, | 

there were dire predictions of sudden death. Far huskier craft, we were 

told, had been overwhelmed by the tidal bore, a wall of water which rages 

up the river from the gulf with certain incoming tides. We talked about 

the bore, we spun elaborate schemes to circumvent it, we even saw it in 

our dreams, with dolphins riding its crest and an aerial escort of screaming 

gulls. When we reached the mouth of the river, we hung our canoe in a 

tree and waited for two days, but the bore let us down. It did not 

come. 

ae
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The Delta having no place-names, we had to devise our own as we went. 

One \agoon vise called aud X is here 
it-uss—eb—tim Rillito, begeon that we saw pearls in the sky. We were 

lying flat on our backs, soaking up November sun, staring idly at @ soaring 

bugzard overhead. Far beyond him the sky suddenly exhibited a rotating 

circle of white spots, alternately visible and invisible. A faint bugle 

now soon told us they were cranes, inspecting their Delta and finding it 

good. At the time my ornithology was home-made, and I was pleased to think 

them whooping cranes because they were so white. Doubtless they were 

sandhill cranes, but it doesn't matter. What matters is that we were 

sharing our wilderness with the wildest of living fowl. We, and they, 

had found a common home in the remote fastnesses of space and time; 

we were both back in the Pleistocene. Had we been able to, we would have 

bugled back their greeting. Now, from the far reaches of the years, 

I see them wheeling still. 

een 

. All this was far away and long ago. I am told the green lagoons 

now raise canteloupes. If so, they should not lack flavor. 

Man always kills the thing he loves, and so we the pionsers have ' 

killed our wilderness. Some say we had to. Be that as it may, I am 

glad I shall never be young without wild country to be young in. Of 

what avail are forty freedoms without » blank spot on the map? 

Gel Ck 
Wowaw 
Sank 
LAA 

Paceeteoue Senuc
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CHEAT TAKES OVER 

Aldo Leopold 

Just as there is honor among thieves, so there is solidarity and cooper- 

ation among plant and animal pests. Where one pest is stopped by natural 

} barriers, another arrives to Corts seme wall by a new approach. In 

the end every region and every resource gets its quota of uninvited 

ecological guests. 

Thus the English sparrow, rendered innocuous by the shrinkage in 

horses, was succeeded by the starling, who thrives in the wake of tractors. 

The chestnut blight, which had no passport beyond the west boundary of 

chestnuts, is being followed by the Dutch elm disease, with every chance 

of spreading to the west boundary of elms. ‘The white pine blister rust, # 

stopped in its westward march by the treeless plains, effected a new 

landing via the back door, and is now romping down the Rockes from Idaho 

toward California. 

Ecological stowaways began to arrive with the earliest settlements., 

The Swedish botanist, Peter Kalm, found most of the Buropean weeds establish- 

ed in New Jersey and New York as early as 1750. They spread as rapidly 

as the settler's plow could prepare a suitable seedbed. 

Others arrived later, from the West, and found thousands of square miles 

of ready-made seedbed prepared by the trampling hoofs of range livestock. 

In such cases the spread was often so rapid as to escape recording; one 

simply woke up one fine spring to find the range dominated by a new weed. 

A notable instance was the invasion of the intermountain and northwestern 

| foothills by downy chess or cheat grass (Broms tectorum). 

xn |
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Lest you gain too optimistic an impression of this new ingredient of 

the melting pot, let me say that cheat is not a grass in the sense of 

forming a live sod. : It is an annual weed of the grass family, like foxtail 

or crabgrass, dying each fall and reseeding that fall or the next spring. 

In Evrope its habitat is the dacaying straw of thatched roofs. The letin 

word for roof is tectum, hence the label "Brome of the roofs", A plant 

that can make a living on the roof of a house can also thrive on this rich 

but arid roof of the continent. | 

Today the honey-colored hills which flank the horthwestern mountains 

derive their hue, not from the rich and useful bunchgrass and wheatgrass 

which once covered them, but from the inferior cheat which has replaced 

these native grasses. The motorist who enthuses about the flowing contours 

which lead his eye upward to far summits is unaware of this substitution. 

‘ It does not occur to him that hills, sil Miapinths cover ruined complexions 

with ecological facepowder. 

The cause of the substitution is overgrazing. When the too-great herds 

and flocks chewed and trampled the hide off the foothills, something had 

to cover the raw eroding earth. Cheat did. 

Cheat grows in dense stands, va Ra stem bears a mass of prickly 

ayns which render the mature plant inedible to stock. To appreciate the 

predicament of a cow trying to eat mature cheat, try walking through it 

in low shoes. All field workers in cheat country wear high boots. Nylons 

Oe. here relegated to running boards and concrete sidewalks. 

These prickly awns cover the autumn hills with a yellow blanket as 

inflammable as cotton-wool. It is impossible fully to protejct cheat 

country from fire. As a consequence, the remants of good browse plants, 

such as sagebrush and bitterbrush, are being burned back to higher 

altitudes, where they are less nsetutf as winter forage. The lower fringes
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of pine timber, needed as winter cover for deer and birds, are likewise 

being singed back to higher levels. 

The-more—one--burns-cheat,—the—thieker-it+’grows’next-yeary-for-the-seeds 

shatier early..and-herbor tir tratksin-the-grounte- 

: To a summer tourist, the burning of a few bushes off the foothills may 

seem a minor loss. He is unaware that, in winter, snow excludes both 

livestock and game from the higher mountains. Livestock can be fed on 

valley ranches, but deer and elk mst find food in the foothills or starve. 

The habitable wintering belt is narrow, and the further north one goes, 

the greater is the disparity between the area of habitable winter range 

and the area of summer range. Hence these scattering foothill clumps of 

bitterbrush, sage, and oak, now fast shrinking under the onslaught of 

cheat fires, are the key to wildlife survivel in the whole region. Besides, 

these scattered bushes often harbor, under their mechanical protection, 

remnants of native perennial grasses. When the bushes are burned off, 

these grass remnants succumb to livestock. While sportsmen and stockmen 

wrangle over who should move first in easing the burden on the winter 

range, cheat grass is leaving less and less winter renge to wrangle about. 

Cheat gives rise to many ties \ ieibeh ites: most of them less important, 

pisheuepbhal starving deer or cheat-sores in a cow's mouth, but still 

worth mentioning. Cheat invades old alfalfa fields and degrades the 

; hay. It blockades newly~hatched ducklings from making the vital trek 

from upland nest to lowland water. It invades the lower fringe of lumbered 

areas, where it chokes out seedling pines and threatens older reproduction 

with the danger of quick fire. 

I experienced a minor irritation myself when I arrived at a "port of 

entry" on the northern California border, where my car and baggage were
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searched by a quarantine officer. He explained politely that California 

welcomes tourists, i. that she mst make sure their baggage harbors no 

plant or animal pests. I asked him what pests. He recited a long list 

of prospective garden and orchard afflictions, but he did not mention the 

‘yellow blanket of cheat which already extended from his feet to the far 

hills in every direction. Binses 

As is true of the carp, the starling, and the Russian thistle, the 

cheat-afflicted regions make a virtue of necessity and find the invader 

useful. Newly-sprouted cheat is good forage while it lasts; like as not 

the lamb-chop you ate for lunch wes nurtured on cheat during the tender 

days of spring. Cheat cheesty reduces the erosion which would otherwise 

follow the overgrazing which admitted cheat. (This ecological ring-around- 

the-rosy merits long thoughts). 

) I listened carefully for clues on whether the West has accepted cheat 

as a necessary evil, to be lived with until kingdom come, or whether it 

regards cheat as a challenge to rectify its past errors in land-use. 

I found the hopeless attitude almost universal, ‘There sanal bikes of 

pride in aiee husbendry of wild plants and omele) no ss of shame 

' in the proprietorship of a sick landscape. We tilt windmills in behalf 

t of conservation in convention halls and editorial offices, but on the 

back forty we disclaim even owning a lance.
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CLANDMBOYR , 

Aldo Leopold 

Education, I fear, is learning to see one thing by going blind to another. 

One thing most of us have gone blind to is the quality of marshes. I am reminded 

of this when, as a special favor, I take a visitor to Olandeboye, only to find that, 

to him, it is merely lonelier to Look upon, and etickter to navigate, than other bogey 

places. sw papers © eAlicnemnnacess t 

This is strange, for any pelican, duckhawk, godwit, {sing grebe is aware that 

Clandeboye is a marsh apart. Why else do they seek it out? Why else do they so resent 

(iQ) intrusion? 

The secret is thet Clandeboye is remote, not only in space, but in time, Only the 

uncritical consumers of hand-me-down history suppose that 1941 arrived simultaneously 

in all marshes, The birds know better. Let a squadron of southbound pelicans but feel 

@ lift of prairie breeze over Clandeboye, and they sense at once that here is a landing 

in the geological past, a relic not of their homeland but of their home time, a refuge 

from that most ped aggressors, the future. With queer antediluvien grunts they set 

wing, descending in majestic spirals to the welcoming wastes of a bygone age. — 
Pave Ha mann che of ous 

Other refugees are already there, each Monnating, Ste ORROR ia his own fashion.) 

Forster's terns, like troops of happy children, pretend to-have-set—back—the-clock;—they 

m" / scream over the md-flats just as if she Hirst ‘neit from the sdveneing ice-sheet were 

' shivering the spines of their minnowy prey. 4 file of sandhill cranes bugles defiance 
of whatever it is that cranes distrust and fear. A flotilla of swans rides the bay in 

quiet dignity, bemoaning the evanescence of swanly things. From the tip of a storm 

wracked cottonwood, where the marsh discharges into the big lake, a peregrine stoops 

playfully at passing fowl. He is replete with duck-meat, but it amuses him to terrorize 

the squealing teals. ~Like-any—sporteman, -he—thinks—1+!s_good_for—them,—and—for_ him.
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It is easy to classify the attitudes of these wildlings, for each wears his heart 

on his sleeve. But there is one refugee in Clandeboye whose mind I cannot read, for he 

tolerates no truck with human intruders. Let other ae spill easy confidences to 

upstarts in overalls, but not the western grebe! Stalk carefully as I will to the 

bordering reeds; all I get to see is a flash of silver as he sinks | soundlese pinto the 

bay. And then, from behind the reedy curtain of the far shore, he tinkles a little 

bell, warning all his kind of something. Of what? 

x ay I've never been able to guess, for there is some barrier between this bird and all 

nS mankind, One ‘guest dismissed the grebe by checking off his name in the bird list, and 

1 = jotting down a syllabic paraphrase of the tinkling bell; erick-crick, or some such 

Y 4 dinanity. The man failed to sense that here me secret message, calling not for ren- 

dition in counterfeit syllables, but for Sanebicbliae ak saheviteuaniiil Alas, I was, 

j and still am, as helpless to translate or ‘understand it as he. F-esew-cxly_that—in 

sh Oh teri sccedl 
; kee 

As the spring advances, the bell grows persistent; at dawn and at dusk it tinkles 

Seon aaesy-epen: weber: % Auier-trew-thed that. the young greben.are gow lemnihek 40 

their ae career, and are receiving parental instruction in the grebe philosophy. 

But to see this schoolroom scene, that is not so easy. 

One day I buried myself, prone, in the mck of a mskrat house. While my clothes 

absorbed local color, my eyes absorbed the lore of the marsh. A hen redhead cruised by 

with her convoy of ducklings; pink-billed fluffs of greenish-golden dom. A Virginia 

rail nearly brushed my nose, The shadow of a pelican sailed over a pool, in which a 

yellowleg alighted with warbling whistle; it occurred to me that I write a poem by dint 

of mighty cerebration, the yellowleg walks a better one by just lifting his foot. 

A mink slithered up the shore behind me, nose in air, trailing. Marsh wrens made 

trip after trip to a knot in the bulrushes, whence came the clamor of nestlings. I was
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starting to/ done in the sun when there emerged from the open pool a wild red eye, as i 

ta the head of a bird. Finding all quiet, the silver rotpit Sta on goose, with the 

lines of d Alin torpedo, enargee-ant-maved-ovletig-apabe-ahone, Before I vas aware 

of when or whence, a second grebe was there, and om her broad back rode two pearly-silver 

sings” 280 rounded a bend before I recovered my breath. And now I heard the bell, clear 

and derisive, behind the curtain of the reeds. 

** Ree 

A sense of history should be the most precious gift of science and of the arts, 

but I suspect that the grebe, who has neither, knows more history than we do. His dim 

primordial brain knows nothing of who won the Battle of Hastings, but it seems to sense 

who won the battle of time. If the race of men were as old as the race of grebes, we 

might better grasp the import of his call. ae et traditions, prides, disdains, and 

wisdoms even a few self-conscious generations bring to us! What pride of continuity, 

Ne then, impels this bird, who was a grebe éans Before man-was-e-fouretoad horselett 

Be that as it may, the call of the grebe is, by some peculiar authority, the 

sound which dominates and unifies the marshland chorus. What the grebe is saying no 

man can know, but my guess is that he is the commentator of the prairie symphony. This 

much is sure: all the diverse sounds, colors, and smells of a June morning are announced 

and interpreted by his insistent bell. It is the grebe who relates the tang of sun on 

growing wheat to the tang of sun on rotting bulrush; the scream of the Franklin Gull 

to the cheeping of cootlets; the thud of the surf on the big lake to the tune that 

wavelets pley on shores of pools. By authority of his voice, all these are made one, 

~~ and become Clandeboye. 

« ** ee & 

rhaps the grebevis something more than commentator} perhaps by tacit consent, 
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| | et err ete: 
( CLANDEBOYE 

Aldo Leopold ; 

Miveation, I fear, is learning to see one thing by going blind to 

another. 

One thing most of us have gone blind to is the quality of marshes. 

I am reminded of this when, as a special favor, I take a visitor to Clandeboye, 

only to find that, to him, 1t is merely lonelier to lock upon, and stickier 

to navigate, than other boggy places. 

This is strange, for any pelican, duckhavk, godwit, or western grebe 

ie aware that Clandeboye 1s 4 marsh apart, Why else do they seek it out in 

preference to other marshes? Why elee do they so resent intrusion? 

The seeret is that Clandeboye is remote, not only in space, but in 

time. Only the uncritical consumers of hanteme-down history suppose that 

1941 arrived simltaneously in all marshes. ‘The birds know better. Let 

@ squadron of southbound pelicans but foel a lift of prairie breese over 

Clandeboye, and they sense at onte that hore is a landing in the 

geological past, «—reite-not-of—ihetr-homoland—but—of theie-homctigidy & 

refuge frow that most relentless of aggressors, the future. With queer 

antediluvien grunts they set wing, descending in majestic spirals to the 

welcoming wastes of a bygone age. ‘ 

Other refugees are already there, each accepting in his own fashion 

his respite from the march of time. Forster's terns, like troops of happy : 

children, seream over the md-flate just ee if the first cold melt from 

the retreating ice-sheet wore shivering the spines of their minnowy pray. 

A file of sandhill cranes tugles defiance of whatever it is that cranes
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distrust and fear. A flotilla of swans rides the bay in quiet dignity, 

benoaning the evanescence of swanly things. From the tip of a stormwracked 

cottonwood, where the marsh discharges into the big lake, & peregrine stoops 

playfully at passing fowl, He is replete with duckemeat, but it amuses hin 

to terrorize the squealing teals. 

It ie easy to clacaify the attitudes of these wildlings, for each 

wears his heart on bis sleeve. But there ie one refuges in Clandeboye whose 

mind I cannot read, for he tolerates no track with human intruders, let 

other birds spill easy confidences to upstarts in overalls, mt not the 

western grebe! Stalk carefully as I will to the bordering reeds, ali 1 

get to see is a flash of silver as he sinks, soundless, inte the hay. 

And then, from behind the reedy curtain of the far shore, he tinkles a 

little bell, warming all his kind of something. Of what? 

I've never been able to guess, for there is some barrier betwoon this 

bird and all mukind. One of my guests dismissed the grebe ty checking 

off his name in the bird Uist, and jotting down 4 syllabic paraphrase of the 

tinkling bell: “eriek-erick", or some such inanity. The man failed to 

sense that here was something more than a sew bird-oall, that here was 

& seoret message, calling not for rendition in counterfeit syllables, but 

for translation and understanding. Alas, I was, and still am, as helpless 

to translate it or to understand it os he. 

Ree 

Ag the spring advances, the bell crows persistent; at dawn and at dusk 

4t tinkles from every open water. I infer that the young grebes are now 

launched in their watery career, and are receiving parental instruction in 

the grebo philosophy. But to see this schoolroom scene, that is not so easy.
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One day I buried myself, prone, in the mok of 4 mskrat house, 

While my clothes absorbed local color, my eyes absorbed the lore of the 

maroh, A sen anders ervised by with her convoy of ducklings; pink-billed 

fluffe of greenish-golden down. A Virginia rail nearly brushed my nose. 

The shadow of a pelican sailed over & pool, in which # yellowleg alighted 

with warbling whistle; it occurred to me that I write a poem by dint of 

mighty cerebration, the yellowleg walks a better one by Just lifting his 

foot. 

A mink slithered up the shore behind me, nose in air, trailing. Marsh 

wrens made trip after trip to a Imot in the bulrushes, henbe came the 

elamor of nestlings. I was starting to doze in the sun when there enevgel 

from the pen pool a wild red eye, glaring from the head of a bird. Winding 

all quiet, the silver body emerged: big aa a goose, with the lines of a 

slim torpeio. Before I was aware of when or whence, a second grebe was 

there, and on her broad back rode two pearly+silver young, neatly enclosed 

in a correl of humped-up wings. All rounded a bend before I recovered my 

breath. And now I heard the bell, clear and derisive, behind the curtain 

of the reeds. 

eee 

A sense of history should be the most precious gift of science and 

of the arts, tut I smspect that the grebe, who has neither, knows more 

history than we do, His dim primordial brain knows nothing of who won 

the Battle of Hastings, tut it seems to sense who won the battle of time, 

If the race of men were as old as the race of grebes, we might better 

grasp the import of his call, Think what traditions, prides, disdains, 

and wisdoms even a few self-conscious generations bring to us! What pride of 

continuity, then, impels this bird, who was a grebe eons before there was a man,
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Be that as it may, the eall of the grebe is, by some peculiar authority, 

the sound which dominates and unifies the marshland chorus, What the 

grebe is saying no man ¢an know, but my guess is that he is the commentator 

: of the prairie symphony. This mch is eure: all the diverse sounds, 

eclors, and smells of a Jyne morning are announced and interpreted wy his 

insistent bell. It is the grebe who relates the tang of sun on growing 

wheat to the tang of sun on rotting bulrush; the scream of the Franklin 

Gull to the cheeping of sootlets; the thud of the surf on the big lake to 

the tune that wavelets play on shores of pools. Ay authority of his voice, 

all these are mde one, and become Clandeboye. 

See 

Perhaps the grebe is something more than commentator; perhaps, by ; 

some immemorial authority, he wields the baton for the whole biota. Who 

dente tHe measure for the lakeshore rollers as they build reef after 

reef for warsh after marsh, as age after age the waters recede to lower 

levels? Who holds sago and tullrush to their task of sueicing oun and 

air, lest in winter the mskrats starve, and the canes engulf the ot 

4 in lifeless jungle? Who counsels pationce to broeding ducke by day, and 

incites bloodthirst in marauding minke by night? Who exhorts precision 

for the heron's spear, and speed for the faleon's fist? We assume, because 

all these creatures perform their diverse tasks without admonition audible 

to us, that they receive none, that their skills are inborn and their indugtry 

automatic, that weariness is unknown to the wild, Perhaps weariness is 

unknown only to grebes; perhaps it is the yrebe who reminds them that if all . 

are to survive, each must ceaselessly feed and fight, breed and die, 

oe
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ee ae ' 
The marshlands which once sprawled over the prairie from the 

Tllinsis to the Athabasea are shrinking northward, Men cannot live by 

marsh alone, therefore he mst necdo live marshless. Progress cannot 

abide that farmland and marshland, wild and tame, exist side by side in 

mtual toleration and harmony. 

So with dredge and dyke, tile and torch, we sucked the corsbelt 

ary, and now the wheatbelt. Blue leks becemes green bog, green bog 

becomes caked wud, caked md becomes a wheatfield. 

Some day my marsh, dyked and pumped, will lie forgotten under the 

wheat, jist ae today and yesterday will lie forgotten under the years. 

Before the lest md-minnow mikes his last wiggle in the last pool, the 

; terns will seream goodbye to Clandeboye; the swans will circle skyward 

in snowy dignity; the cranes will blow their trumpets in farewell. . 

I, too, will depart, and forget, if I can, the Little bell that tinkles. 

on and «on, behind the ree@y curtain of a dream,
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we WILDERNESS 

Aldo Leopold 

Wilderness is the raw material out of which man has hammered the artifact 

called civilization. 

Wilderness was never a homogeneous raw material. It was very diverse, and 

the ste sting artifacts are very diverse. These differences in the end-product 

are known as cultures. ‘The rich diversity of the world's cultures reflects a 

corresponding diversity in the wilds which gave them birth. 

Yor the first time in the history of the human species, two changes are now 

impending. One is the exhaustion of wilderness in the more habitable portions 

of the globe. ‘he other is the worldwide hybridization of cultures through modern 

transport and industrialization. Neither can be prevented, and perhaps should 

not be, but the question arises whether, by some slight amelioration of the 

impending changes, certain values can be preserved which would otherwise be lost. 

To the laborer in the sweat of his labor, the raw stuff on his anvil is an 

adversary to be conquered. So was wilderness an adversary to the pioneer. 

But to the laborer in repose, able for the moment to cast a philosophical 

“we on his world, that same raw stuff is something to be loved and cherished, be- 

cause it gives definition and meaning to his life. This is a plea for the preser- 

vation of some tag-ends of wilderness, as museum pieces, for the edification 

those who may one day wish to see, feel, or study the origins of their cultural 

inheritance. 

The Remnants 

Many of the diverse wildernesses out of which we have hammered America are 

already gone, hence in Mak practical program the unit areas to be preserved mst 

vary greatly in size, and in degree of wildness. 

No living man will see again the long-grass prairie, where a sea of prairie
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“flowers lapped at the stirrups of the pioneer. ‘Ve shall do well to find a forty 

here and there on which the prairie plants can be kept alive as species. There 

were a hundred such plants, many of exceptional beauty. Most of them are quite 

unknown to those who have inherited their domain. . 

But the short-grass prairie, where Cabeza de Baca saw the horizon under the 

bellies of the buffalo, is still extant in a few spots of 10,000-acre size, albeit 

severely chewed up by sheep, cattle, and dry-farmers. If the fortyminers are 

worth commemorating on the walls of state capitols, is not the scene of their 

mighty hegire worth commemorating in severel national prairie reservations? 

Of the coastal prairie there is one block in Florida, and one in Texas, but 

oil-wells, onion fields, and citrus-groves are dlesiak in, armed to the teeth 

with drills and bulldozers. It is last call. 

No living man will see again the virgin pineries of the lake States, or the 

flatwoods of the coastal plain, or the giant hardwoods of the dark and bloody 

ground; of these, samples of a few acres each will have to suffice. Sut there 

are still several blocks of maple-hemlock of thousand-acre size; there are similar 

blocks of Appalachian hardwoods, of southern hardwood swamp, of cypress swamp, ; 

and of Adirondack spruce. Few of these tag-ends are secure from prospective 

cuttings, and fewer still from prospective tourist roads. 

One of the fastest-shrinking categories of wilderness is coastlines. Cottages 

and tourist roads have all but annihilated wild coasts on both oceans, and Lake 

Superior is now losing the last large remnant of wild shoreline on the Great 

Lakes. No single kind of wilderness is more intimately interwoven with history, 

and none nearer the point of complete disappearance. 

In all of North America east of the Rockies, there is only one large area 

formally reserved as a wilderness: the Quetico-Superior International Park in 

Minnesota end Ontario. This mgnificent block of canoe-country, a mosaic of lakes 

and rivers, lies mostly in Canada, and can be about as large as Canada chooses
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to make it, but its integrity is threatened by two recent developments: the growth 

of fishing skadube served by hydroplanes, and a jurisdictional dispute as to 

whether the Minnesota end of the area shall be all National Forest, or partly 

State Forest. The whole region is in danger of power impoundments, and this 

regrettable cleavage among proponents of wilderness may end in giving power the 

whip-hand. 

In the Rocky Mountain states, a score of areas in the National Forests, 

_ varying in size from a hundred thousand to half a million acres, are with- 

drawn as wilderness, and closed to roads, hotels, and other inimical uses. In 

the National Parks the same principal is recognized, but no specific boundaries Y 

are delimited. Collectively, these federal areas are the backbone of the wilder- 

ness program, but they are not as secure as the paper record might lead one to 

believe. Local pressures for new tourist roads Imock off a chip here and a 

slab there. ‘There is perennial pressure for extension of roads for forest fire 

control, and these by slow degrees, become public highways. Idle CCC camps pre- 

“sented a widespread temptation to build new and often needless roads. LIumber 

shortages during the war gave the impetus of military necessity to many road 

extensions, legitimate and otherwise. At the present moment, ski-tows end ski- 

hotels are being promoted in many mountain areas, often without regard to their 

prior designation as wilderness. 

One of the most insidious invasions of wilderness is via predator-control. 

It works thus: wolves and lions are cleaned out of a wilderness area in the 

interest of big game management. The big game herds (usually deer or elk) then 

increase to the point of overbrowsing the range. Hunters must then be encouraged 

to harvest the surplus, but modern hunters refuse to operate far from a car, 

hence a road must be built to provide access to the surplus game. Again and 

again, wilderness areas have been split by this process, but it still continues. 

The Rocky Mountain system of wilderness areas covers a wide gamit of forest
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types, from the juniper breaks of the southwest to "the illimitable woods where 

rolls the Oregon". It is lacking, however, in desert areas, probably because of 

that under-aged brand of esthetics which limits the definition of "scenery" to 

lakes and pine trees. 

In Canada and Alaska there are still large expanses of virgin country- 

“Where nameless men by nameless rivers wander 
and in strange valleys die strange deaths alone." 

A representative series of these areas can, and should, be kept. Many are 

of negligible or negative value for economic use. It will be contended, of course, 

thet no deliberate planning to this end is necessary; that adecuate areas will 

survive anyhow. All recent history belies so comforting an assumption. ven if 

wild spots do survive, what of their fauna? The Woodland Caribou, the several 

races of mountain sheep, the pure form of Woods Buffalo, the Barren Ground Grizzly, 

the freshwater seals, and the whales are even now threatened. Of what use are wild 

areas destitute of their distinctive faunas? The recently organized Arctic 

Institute has embarked on the industrialization of the Arctic wastes, with 

excellent chances of enough success to ruin them as wilderness. It is last call, 

even in the far North. 

To what extent Cenada and Alaska will be able to see and grasp their oppor- 

tunities is anybody's guess. Pioneers usually scoff at any effort to perpetuate | 

pioneering. 

Wilderness for Recreation 

Physical combat for the means of subsistence was, for unnumbered centuries, 

an economic fact. When it disappeared as such, a sound instinct led us to pre- 

serve it in the form of athletic sports and games. 

Physical combat between men and beasts was, in like manner an economic fact, 

now preserved as hinting and fishing for sport. 

Public wilderness areas are, first of all, a means of perpetuating, in sport
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form, the more virile and primitive skills in pioneering travel and subsistence. 

Some of these skills are of generalized distribution; the details have been 

adapted to the American scene, but the skill is worldwide. Hunting, fishing, and 

foot-travel by pack are examples. 

Two of them, however, are as American as a hickory tree; they have been 

copied elsewhere, but they were developed to their full perfection only on this 

continent. One of these is canoe-travel, and the other is travel by pack-train. 

Both are shrinking rapidly. Your Hudson Bay Indian now has a put-put, and your 

mountaineer a Ford. If I had to make a living by canoe or packhorse, I should 

likely do likewise, for both are gruelling labor: But we who seek wilderness 

travel for sport are foiled when we are forced to compete with mechanized sub- 

stitutes. It is footless to execute a portage to the tune of motor-launches, or 

to turn out your bell-mare in the pasture of a summer hotel. It is better to 

stay home. 

Wilderness areas are first of all a series of sanctuaries for the primitive 

arts of wilderness travel, especially canoeing and packing. 

I suppose some will wish to debate whether it is important to keep these 

primitive arts alive. I shall not debate it. Either you know it in your bones, 

or you are very, very old. 

European hunting and fishing are largely devoid of the thing that wilderness 

areas might be the means of preserving in this country. Europeans do not camp, 

- cook, or do their own work in the woods if they can avoid doing so. Work chores 

are delegated to beaters and servants, and a hunt carries the atmosphere of a 

picnic, rather than of pioneering. The test skill is confined largely to the 

actual taking of game or fish. 

There are those who decry wilderness sports as "undemocratic" beceuse the 

recreational carrying capacity of a wilderness is small, as compared with a golf 

links or a tourist camp. The basic error in such argument is that it applies the
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philosophy of mass production to what is intended to counteract mass production. 

The value of recreation is not a matter of ciphers. Recreation is valuable in 

proportion to the intensity of its experiences, and to the degree to which it 

differs from and contrasts with workaday life. By these criteria, mechanized 

outings are at best a milk-and-water affair. 

Mechanized recreation already has seized nine tenths of the woods and moun- 

tains; a decent respect for minorities should dedicate the other tenth to wilder- 

ness. 

Wilderness for Science 

The most important characteristic of an organism is that capacity for internal 

self-renewal kmown as health. 

There are an organisms whose processes of self-renewal have been subjected 

to human interference and control. One of these is man himself (medicine and 

public health). The other is land (agriculture and conservation). 

The effort to control the health of land has not been very successful. It is 

now generally understood that when soil loses fertility, or washes away faster 

than it forms, and when water systems exhibit abnormal floods and shortages, the 

land is sick. 

Other derangements are known as facts, but are not yet thought of as symptoms 

of land-sicimess. The disappearance of plants and animal species without visible 

cause, despite efforts to protect them, and the irruption of others as pests des- 

pite efforts to control them, must, in the absence of simpler explanations, be 

regarded symptoms of sicimess in the land-organism. Both are occurring too 

frequently to be dismissed as normal evolutionary events. 

The status of thought on these ailments of the land is reflected in the 

fact that our treatments for them are still prevailingly local. Thus when a 

soil loses fertility we pour on fertilizer, or at best alter its tame flora and
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fauna, without considering the fact that its wild flora and fauna, which built 

: the soil to begin with, may likewise be important to its maintenance. It was 

recently discovered, for example, that good tobacco crops depend, for some 

unimown reason, on the pre-conditioning of the soil by wild ragweed. It does not 

occur to us that such unexpected chains of dependency may have wide prevalence 

in nature. 

When prairie dogs, ground souirrels, or mice increase to pest levels we 

poison them, but we do not look beyond the animal to find the cause of the irrup- 

tion. We assume that animal troubles must have animal causes. The latest : 

scientific evidence points to derangements of the plant community as the real 

seat of rodent irruptions, but few explorations of this clue are being made. 

Many forest plantations are producing one-log or two-log trees on soil 

which originally grew three-log and four-log trees. Why? Thinking foresters 

know that the cause probably lies not in the tree, but in the micro-flora of 

the soil, and that it may take more years to restore the soil flora than it 

took to destroy it. 

Many conservation treatments are obviously superficial. Flood control dans 

have no relation to the cause of floods. Check dams and terraces do not touch 

the cause of erosion. Refuges and hatcheries to maintain the supply of game and 

fish do not explain why the supply fails to maintain itself. 

In general, the trend of the evidence indicates that in land, just as in 

the human body, the symptom may lie in one organ and the cause in another. ‘The 

practices we now call conservation are, to a large extent, local alleviations of 

biotic pain. They are necessary, but they mst not be confused with cures. The 

art of land-doctoring is being practiced with vigor, but the science of land- 

health is yet to be born. 

A science of land health needs, first of all, a base-datum of normality, a
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picture of how healthy land maintains itself as an organism. 

We have two available norms. One is found where land physiology remains 

largely normal despite centuries of human occupation. I know of only one such 

place: northeastern Europe. It is not likely that we shall fail to study it. 

The other and most perfect norm is wilderness. Paleontology offers abundant 

evidence that wilderness maintained itself for immensely long periods; that its 

component species were rarely lost, neither did they get out of hand; that 

weather and water built soil as fast or faster than it was carried away. Wilder- 

ness, then, assumes unexpected importance as a laboratory for the study of land- 

health. 

One cannot study the physiology of Montana in the Amazon; each biotic 

province needs its own wilderness for comparative studies of used and unused 

land. It is of course too late to salvage more than a lop-sided system of wilder- 

ness study areas, and most of these remnants are far too small to retain their 

normality in all respects. Hven the National Parks, which run up to a million 

acres each in size, have not been large enough to retain their natural predators, 

or to exclude animal diseases carried by livestock. Thus the Yellowstone has 

lost its wolves and cougars with the result that elk are ruining the flora, 

particularly on the winter range. At the same time the grizzly bear and the 

mountain sheep are shrinking, the latter by reason of disease. 

While even the largest wilderness areas become partially deranged, it required 

only a few wild acres for J. E. Weaver to discover why the prairie flora is more 

drouth-resistant than the agronomic flora which has supplented it. Weaver found 

that the prairie species practice "team work" underground by distributing their 

root-systems to cover all levels, whereas the species comprising the agronomic 

rotation overdraw one level and neglect another, thus building up cumletive 

deficits. An important agronomic principle emerged from Weaver's peasanehes
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Again, it required only a few wild acres for Togrediak to ° 

discover why pines on old fields never achieve the size or wind-firmess of pines 

on uncleared forest soils. In the latter case, the roots follow old ecob-enaarele: 

and thus strike deeper. 

In many cases we literally do not know how good a performance to expect of 

healthy land unless we have a wild area for comparison with sick ones. Thus 

most of the early travellers in the Southwest describe the mountain rivers as 

originally clear, but a doubt remains, for they may, by accident, have seen them 

at favorable seasons. Erosion engineers had no base-datum until it was discovered 

that exactly similar rivers in the Sierra Madre of Chihuahua, never grazed or 

used for fear of Indians, show at their worst a milky hue, not too cloudy for a 

trout fly. Moss grows to the water's edge on their banks. Most of the corres- 

ponding rivers in Arizona and New Mexico are ribbons of boulders, mossless, soil- 

less, and all but treeless. The preservation and study of the Sierra Madre wild- 

erness, by an international experiment station, as a norm for the cure of sick : 

lands on both sides of the border, would be a good-neighborly enterprise well 

worthy of consideration. 

In short all available wild areas, large or small, are likely to have value 

as norms for land-science. Recreation is not their only, or even their principal, ; 

utility. 

Wilderness for Wildlife 

The National Parks do not suffice as a means of perpetuating the larger 

carnivores; witness the precarious status of the grizzly bear, and the fact 

that the park system is already wolfless. Neither do they suffice for o 

mountain sheep; most sheep herds are shrinking. 

The reasons for this are clear in some cases and obscure in others. The 

parks are certainly too small for such a far-ranging species as the wolf. Many
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animal species, for reasons unimown, do not seem to thrive as detached islands of 

population. } 

The most feasible way to enlarge the area available for wilderness fauna is 

for the wilder parts of the National Forests, which usually surround the Parks, 

to function as parks in respect of threatened species. That they have not so 

functioned is tragically illustrated in the case of the grizzly bear. 

In 1909, when I first saw the West, there were grizzlies in every major 

mountain mass, but you could travel for months without meeting a conservation 

officer. Today there is some kind of conservation officer "behind every bush", 

yet as wildlife bureaus grow, our most magnificent mammal retreats steadily 

toward the Canadian border. Of the 6,000 grizzlies officially reported as 

remaining in the continental United States, 5,000 are in Alasim. Only five 

states have any at all. There seems to be a tacit assumption that if grizzlies 

survive in Canada and Alaska, that is good enough. It is not good enough for 

me. The Alaskan bears are a distinct species. Relegating grizzlies to Alaska 

is about like relegating happiness to heaven; one may never get there. 

Saving the grizzly requires a series of large areas from which roads and live- 

stock are excluded, or in which livestock damage is compensated. Buying out 

scattered livestock ranches is the only way to create such areas, but despite 

large authofrity to buy and exchange lands, the conservation bureaus have accom- 

plished virtually nothing toward this end. The Forest Service has, I am told, 

established one grizzly range in Montana, but I kmow of a mountain range in Utah 

in which the Forest Service actually promoted a sheep industry, despite the fact 

that it harbored the sole remnant of grizzlies in that state. 

Permanent grizzly ranges and permanent wilderness areas are of course two 

names for one problem. ‘To enthuse about either recuires a long view of conserva- 

tion, and an historical perspective. Only thane able to see the pageant of 

evolution can be expected to value its theatre, the wilderness, or its outstanding
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achievement: the grizzly. But if education really educates, there will, in time, 

be more and more citizens who understand that relics of the old West add meaning 

and value to the new. Youth yet unborn will pole up the Missouri with lewis and 

Clarke, or climb the sleek with James Capen Adams, and each generation in turn 

will ask: where is the big white bear? It will be a sorry answer to say he 

went under while conservationists weren't looking. 

Defenders of Wilderness 

Wilderness is a resource which can shrink but not grow. Invasions can be 

arrested or modified in a manner to keep an area useable either for recreation, 

or for science, or for wildlife, but the creation of new viuianiess in the full 

sdnse of the word is impossible. 

It follows, then, that any wilderness program is a rear-guard action, 

through which retreats are reduced to a minimum. ‘he Wilderness Society was 

organized in 1935 "for the one purpose of saving the wilderness remnants in Amer- 

ica", 

It does not suffice, however, to have such a society. Unless there be wilder- f 

ness-minded men scattered through all the conservation bureaus, the society may 

never learn of new invasions until the time for action has passed. Furthermore 

a militant minority of wilderness-minded citizens must be on watch throughout 

the nation, and available for action in a pinch. 

In 4yrope, where wilderness has not retreated to the Carpathians and Siberia, 

every thinicing conservationist bemoans its loss. Even in Britain, which has 

‘less room for land-luxuries than almost any other civilized country, there is 

a vigorous if belated movement for saving a few small spots of semi-wild land. 

Ability to see the cultural value of wilderness boils down, in the last 

analyses, to a question of intellectual humility. The shallow-minded modern 

( “ who has lost his rootage in the land assumes that he has already discovered what
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is important; it is such who prate of empires, political or economic, that will 

last a thousand years. It is only the scholar who appreciates that all history 

consists of successive excursions from single starting-point, to which man 

returns again and again to organize yet another search for a durable scale of 

values. It is only the scholar who understands why the raw wilderness gives 

definition and meaning to the human enterprise.
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FOREWORD 

There are some who can live without wild thines, and some who cannot, 

These esaays are the delights and dilemmas of one who cannot, - 

W11d things, Lite winds and sunsets, were taken for granted until progress 

began to do away with them, Now we face the question of whether a still higher 

“standard of living” is worth its cost in things naftiral, wild and free. Yor 

us of the minority, the opvortunity to see geese is more important than tele- 

vision, and the chance to find a pasque flower is a right as inalienable as 

free speech. 

These wild things, I ddmit, had little human value until mechanization 

assured us of a good breakfast, and until selence disclosed the drama of where 

they come from, and how they live, ‘The whole conflict thus boils down to a 

question of degree, We of the minority see a law of diminishing returns in ‘ 

progress; our opvonents do not, 

oe ® 

One mst make shift with things as they are, These essays are my shifts, 

They are grouped in three parts, 

Part I tells what my family sees and does at its week-end refuge from 

too mech modernity: "the shack, On this sand farm, first worn out and then 

abandoned by our bigger-and-better society, we try to retuild, with shovel 

and axe, what we are losing elsewhere, It is here that we seek =~ and till 

find =~ our meat from God, 

These shack sketches are arranged seasonally as a "Sauk County Almanac", 

s # &@



aoe | 

Part IT, “Sketches Here and There", recounts some of the episodes in my 

life that tought ie, gradually and sometines peizfuily, that the company te 

cut’ of step, These episddes, scattered over the continent and through forty 

years of time, present a fair sample of the issues which bear the collective 

label: conservation, ‘ ee 

Part III, “the Upshot", sets forth, in more logical terms, some of the 

{dens whereby we diesenters rationalise ous dissect... Only’ the very sympathetic Ce a 

roader will wish to wrestle with these phtlosophtond essays. I supoose it my 

be said that they tell the ecomainy how it may get back in step, 
=e ® 4 ‘ = 

Conservation is getting nowhere Negation it tp {sopmpasiote with our 

Abrehante concept of lund, 0 abuse land because we regard it as 9 commodity 

Delongine to us. then’ wo see land as a eommntily to wich we belong, we may begin 

begin to use it with love and respect. There is uo other aoe for land te sur- : 

vive the impact of mechanized man, nor for us to reap from it the esthetic 

harvest 4t is cepable, under science, of douchebag to culture, : 

That land is @ commnity ie the basic concent of ecology, but that land 

1s to be loved and respected is an extension of ethics, ‘That lend yields a 

cultural harvest is a fact long know, but laterly often forgotten, “ 

These @esays attempt to weld these three concepts, 

Such a view of land andjoople is, of course, subject to the, blurs oat 

distortions of personal experience and personal bias, Dut wherever the truth 

may lfe, this mch is crystal-clear: our bigger~and=better cociety is now 

like a hypochondriae, so obsessed with its om economic health as to have
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lost the capacity to remain healthy, ‘The whole world is so greedy for more 

bathtubs that it has lost the stability necessary to build them, or even to 

insert the cork, Nothing could be more salutary at this stage than a little 

healthy contempt for a vlethora of material blessings. 

Perhaps such a shift of values can be achieved by reappraising things 

unnatural, tame, and confined in terms of things natural, wild, and free, : 

Aldo Leovold 
Madison, Wisconsin 
March 4, 1948
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| JANUARY THAW Bs 

i Mach year, after the nidwinter blissards, there cones a thany night when 

: the tinkle of dripping water 4g heard in the land. It brings strange etirrinaty 

| not only to crentures bed for the night, tut to some who have been asleop for 

| the vinter, The hidernnting simnix, ourled up in hie deep den, uncurls himelf 

and ventures forth to prank the wet world, dragging his ‘belly in the snow, His 

i tmek marie one Of the sarliost dateable events in that cycle of beginnings ant — 

f seasings which we eall @ year. : rs ae é ; 

‘ Tho trai fe Likely to display an indifference to mundane affaire uncommon 
E at other seasons} At loads atraight across-country, as if ite maker had nity a 

| hie wagon to a star and droped the rein. I follow, carious to deduce his 

f state of mind and appetite, and destination if any. 

: ° * * : ¥ q F a) 

The nonths of the year, fron Janungy wp to Juno, are a goonobrie pragresaion | 
| in the abundanee of distmetions, In Jnmaxy one my follow a slunic tragk, or 

search for bands on the chiclmdees, or seo what young pines the door have browsed, 

| oF what maslemt houses the mink have dug, with only an eeeasional a mild ai 
gression inte other doings. January observation can be almost as aimple ah 

| peageful ag snow, and alnost a6 continous as cold. There is tine not only to _ 

: see who has done what, but to speculate why, 

a 2 8 ® : : 

A meatiow nouse, startled by my approach, darte damply across the slounk 

_ track, “Why is he abroad in daylight? Protadly because he feels erieved about 

| the thaw. Today hie mse of secret tunnels, laboriously chewed through the matted 

@mss unfer the snow, are tunnels no more, bat only ~atha exposed to public view 

| and ridieule, dregs the asia, gen bas modked tho basic premises of the miaro- 

} tine economic system! : 

:
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| | | < . ae 

| - Te nose ig a sober citisen who Inows that gmes grove in orter that mice bo 

nf — my store it as underground haystacks, and that soe falls in onder that mice A : 

| may build submys fron stack to stacks supply, demund, and trensport all neatly 

EL omganized. fo the mouse, snow sonne frecion from want and fear. ae 
e « ® . : 

F A rough-legged hawk cones sailing over the meadow shead. Now he stops, == | 

(| hovers Ike @ Ieingfishor, and thon drops Like a feathered bow into the marsh, 
: | fie does not rise agoin, se I am mure he hes ‘ennaieh, and 1e now onting, sone a : a 

: vorried mouse~engineer who could not walt until might to inspect the damge to 

of | hte well-ontered world, Sey he 

sf The rough=leg has no opinion on why grass grows, but he to well aware : oe -s 

| that snow nolts tn ortor that haw: my again eateh mice, Ho cane Gown out of . 
| the aretie in the hope of thaws, for to hima thaw meane froedos fos want and . A 

§ fear, ae 
J oe be. . ere 

The sian track enters the woods, and crosses a glade where the mbbits = 

| have packed down the snow with their tacks, ond mottled 4t with pinkish = 
_  urinations. Newly exposed oak seedlings have »aid for the thaw with their aewly- ; 

| arte stoma. Tufts of mbbit-hatr bospeal the your's first battles anong the 

f anorous bucks. Yurther on I find a bloody spot, oneinoled by m wide-eweeping 

| are of owls! wings. To this rabbit, the thaw browght freedon from want, but _ 

| also a reckless abandonment of fear. The owl hae rasinied hin that thoughts . 
: of spring are no mbstitute for caution, ‘ 

q » 8 @ : 

4 The slunk track leads on, showing no interest in possible fod, and no ae 
| @oneern over the rompings or retrilutions of hig neighbors. 1 wonder what he 

| bag on his mindy what got hin out of bed? Gan one immute rormntia natives to
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(|) this corpulent fellow, dragging his ample beltline through the slush? Finally 

 — the track ontere a pile of driftwood, and does not emerge, Ihear the tide = => 

4. of dripping water among the loge, and I fancy the skunk heare it too. Ttum 

© honeward, a¢i11 wondering. ae a ae JO 
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p there are two spiritual dangers in not owning a farm, One is the danger 

| of supposing that breakfast coma from the grocery, and the other that heat eu 

: i coma from the furnace, : bce ; ee 

4 To avoid the first denger, one should plant a garden, preferably where 

| there is no gro@er to confuse the issue. ie Ps = 

; fo avoid the second, one should ley a aplit of good an on the andirons, 

5 preferably where there is no. furnace, and let it warm one's ching while a 

"| February blizzard tosses the trees outeide, Tf one has cut, split, hauled ant 

ft piled ones own good oak, and let one's mind work the while, one will remember — 

q mach stout where the heat comes from, and with a wealth of detail denied to 

| those who spend the weekend in town astride a radiator. 

q . 8 ® 

a me particular oak now aglow on uy andirons grew on the bank of the old 

| emigrant road where it climbs the sandhill. ‘The stuap, which I measured upon : 

q felling the tree, has a diameter of 30 indbess It shows 80 growth rings, henee 

| | the aeedling from which it originnted mst have laid ite first ring of wood in 

1865, at the end of the Civil War, But I know from the history of present : 

: j seedlings that no oak grows above the reach of rabbits without a degade or more 

: 4 of getting girdled each winter, and re-sprouting during the following sumer. 

3 Indeed, it is all too clear that every surviving oak ia the product either of 

‘ rabbit negligence, or of rabbit-scarcity. Some day some pationt botanist will 

draw a frequency-ourve of oak birth-years, and show that the curve humps every 

4 ten years, each humoriginating from a low in the 10-year rabbit cycle. (It 

| is a warming thought that a fauna and flora, by thie very process of pervetual 

| battle, within and among specien, achieves collective imortality.)
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4 It 1s likely, then, that a low im rabbits ocmurred in the middle sixties, 

: : when my oak began to lay on annual rings, but that the acorn which produced ‘t 

|) foll during the preceding decade, shen the covered wagons were still Pe a 

i : over uy road ‘into the Great Northwest. fadeed It may have been the wash and 

I weary of the emigrant traffic which bared this roadbank, ami thus enabled this 

q : particular acorn to spread ite first leaves to the gun. Only ons acorn in a 

s thousend ever grew large enough to fight rabbits; the rest were drowned at 

| birth 4n the prairie sea. 

f It 1s a warming thought that this one wasn't, and thus lived to garner 
| eighty years of June sun. It is this sunlight, gasueved—these et ehty—summm, 

| that is now being released, through the intervention of my axe and saw, to 

| warm my shack and my spirit through eighty gusts of Dliszard. And with each 

R gust a wisp of smwke from my chimmey bears witness, to whomeoover it may ne 

a concern, that the sun did not shine in vain. 

f a eee 

, My dog does not care where heat comes from, vat he cares ardently that 

f it come, and soone Indeed he considers my ability to males it come as something 

Gg magical for when I rise in the eold black pre-dam and kmeel shivering by the 

| hearth making a fire, he pushes himself blandly between me ani the kindling 

E splits I have laid on the ashes, and I met touch a mateh to them by poking it 

DS \etoum nha legs. Such fais teen; tee that moves mountains, 

» * © 

| It was a bolt of lightning that put an end to woodmaking by this narticular 

-— Oake We were all awakened, one night in July, by the thunderous qrashy we 

|) Pealized that the bolt must have hit nearby, but since it had not hit us, we 

[all wont back to dleep. Mon brings oli things to the test of himelf, end this 

; is notably true of lightning.
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. 4 Hoxt morning, as we strolled over the sandhill rejoicing with the cone~ : 

: flowers snd the prairie clovers over their fresh acceasion of rain, we came 

a : unon @ great slab of bark freshly tora from the trunk of the roadeide oak. ‘The ee 

| trunk showed a long epival scar of darkless saywood, a foofl wide and not yet e 

yellowed by the sun. By the next dag te leaves had wilted, ond we knew that the 

© ttghtatng haa Doqueathed to us thres cords of prospective fuelwood, eee 

|e mowed the loss of the old tree, but 1t was a warming thought that a = 

| dor of its vrogeny, stanting stratght and stalwart on the sonty, haf already 

4 taken over its Job of wood~malcing. a 

| a Sak Wns tant Veladin sénaun toe 6 yu 10 Ue ee ts ieee 

q _ and then on a crisp winter's day we laid a newly-filed saw to its bastioned 

© base, yragrant Little chips of history spewed from the sanqut, and aommlated = 

3 F on the onow before each Imeecling sawyer. We sensed that these two pilesef = 

3 | sedust wore somthing more than wood; that they wore the integrated transect oo 

| of a century; that our saw was biting its way, stroke by stroke, deonde by decade, 

: q E into the chronology of | life~tima, written in concentric anmel rings of good . ee ‘ 

j oat Xe 

i It took only a dozen walls of the saw to transect the few yeara of our 

| ownership, during «hich we had learned to love and cherish this farm, Abruptly i 

ff we began to cut the years of our predecessor the bootlegger, sho hated this a 

4 F fara, skinned it of residual fertility, burned ita farmhouse, threw it back : 

, | inte the lap of the Gountyy (with delinquent taxes to boot), and then disappeared — 

f among the landless anonyuities of the Grest Depression. Yet the ook had lata : 

q down good wood for him; his sardust was an fragrant, aa sound, and as pink as 

| our om. An oak is no respecter of persons. : 

| The reign of the bootlegger ended eeentint during the dustbowl drouth of 

| 1936, 193, 1933, and 1930: oak smoke from his otil1 and peak sake from burning
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| “ 
ny t marshlands must have clouded the sun in those years, and alphabetical conserve 

: z tion was sbroad in the land, but the sawdust shows no change ; 

| Rest! cries the chief sawyer, anid we pause for breath. 7 

Pe * ow * 

- Now our saw bites inte the 1920's, the Babbitian decade when everything 

B grow Digger and better 1m heedlessness ani arrogance --~ until 1929, when banks 

a crumled, If the oak heard them fall, its wood given no signe Mor aid it 

| heed the legislature's several protestations of love for treest a National — 

| yorest and « forest crop law in 1927, a great refuge on the Usper Miasiesipnt 

| vottowlands in 1924, and a new forest policy in 1921, Neither did it notice the — B 

f demine of the state's last marten in 1925, nor the arrival of ita first starling 

; E in 1923. oe 

' In March, 1922, the “Big Sleet* tore the neighboring elms limb from limb, 

f wut there is no sign of damage to our tree. What is a ton of ice, more or legs, 

5 to a good oak? : 

| Rest! cries the chief sawyer, and we pause for breathe 

| *_ * @ 

| Now the saw bites into 1910-1920, the decade of the Drainage Dream, yhen 

{ steam shovels sucked dry the mrshes of central Wisconsin to make farms, and 

| nade asheheaps instead. (2 mrsh escaped, not because of any caution or for- 

f bearance among engineers, wut Because the river floods it each April, and did so 

] with a vengeance - perhaps a defensive vengeance ~ in the years 1913-16. The oak 

| laid on wood just the same, even in 1935 when the Supreme Court abolished the 

| state forests, and Governor PAillip pontificated that “state morestry is not a 

3 food tusinese proposition.” (It did not oomr to the Governor that there might 

i be more than one definition of what is goods and even of what ie business. It : 

| @4d not oecur to him that while the courte wore writing one definition of goodness 

4 on lawbooks, fires were writing quite another one on the face of the land. Per-



: vag Ee ad Be 

haps, to be a governor, one mot be free from doubt on such matters.) af 

unite forestry receded during thie decate, gane conservation afvanced, In 

1926 pheasants became successfully established in Waukesha County; in 1915 a eC 

| federal Law prohibited spring shootings in 1913 a state game farm was started; io 

in 1912 a “mek law’ protected female deer; in 1912 an epidemic of refuges 4 

: spread over the state, "Refuge" became a holy word, but the oak took no heed. . 

: Rest! eries the chief sawyer, ani we pause for breath. as 

: * * 6 3G 

3 How we cut 1910, when « great university presi‘ent published a book on — . 

conservation, « great sawfly epidente killed millions of tampacke, a great es 

| drouth burned the nineries, and a great dredge drained Horicon Marah. - 

| We cut 1909, when smelt were first planted in the Great Iakes, and when 3S 

aq wot sumer infueed the Legislature to cut the forest fire appropriations. = ie 

: Yo cut 1908, o ary year when the forests burned fiercely, and Wisconsin . 

parted with its last cougar. ~ 

: Ye cut 1907, when a wandering lynx, looking in the wrong direction for the : 

 promtged land, ended his saseedl's tak alles, . 

A Te cut 1906, when the first state forester took office, end fires bumed ® 

; 17,000 acres in these sand counties; we cut 1905 when a great flight of goshawks . 

: cane out of the North and ate up the local grouse (they no doubt perched in this 

4 tree to eat some of mine). We cut 1902-3, a winter of bitter cold; 1901, which : 

| browht the most Antense drouth of record (rainfall only 17 inches); 1900, oe 

3 centennial year of hope, of prayer, md the usual annual ring of good oak. 3 

2 Rest! cries the chief sawyer, and we pause for breath. o 

2 * n * ee 

3 Wow our saw bites into the 1690's, called gay by those whose eyes turn < 

_—ottyward rather than lantward, We gut 1699, shen the last mesenger pigeon . 

i collided with a charge of shot near Babcock, two counties to the northt we =



| 2 t 7 

gut 1698 when a dry fall, follorel by a snowless winter, froze the sot] seven 

tect deep and killed the apple trees; 1897, another drouth year, when another pe 

Ss forestry commission came into being; 1896, when 25,000 ‘prairie chickens’ were = 

: shipred to mrket from the village of Spooner alone; 1895, another year of E : 

fires; 189%, another drouth year, and 1893, the year of me ‘Bluebird Stora”, : 

 vhon a March blizzard reduced the migrating blusbirds to near~sero. (the 

first vinedirds always alight in this oak, but in the middie nineties 1t mst % 

have gone without.) We cut 1892, another year of fires; 1891, a low in the 

| grouse cycle, and 1690, the year of the Babeook Milk Teter, which enabled we 

: Governor Heil to toast, half a century later, that Wisconsin ie America's 5 , 

| maltyland. the motor licenses which now parade that boast were then not : 

foreseen, even by Profeasor Babcock. 

4 It was likewise in 1890 that the largest pine rafts in history slipped 

2 down the Wisconsin River in full view of my oak, to build an empire of red 

 varns for the cows of the prairie states. Thus it 1s that good pine now 

“ stande detwoon the cow and the blizzard, Just as good oak stands between the 

: blizzard ani ma. 

7. Rest! eries the chief sawyer, and we muse for breath. 

se 

| Yow our saw bites into the 1680's; into 1889, a drouth year in which Arbor 

| Day wan firat proclaimed; into 1887, when Wisconsin appointed ite first gane 

wardens; into 1886, whon the College of Agriculture held its first short course = 

4 for farmers; into 1885, preceded by a winter “of unprecedented length ani : 

‘ severity"; into 1883, when Dean W. H. Henry reported that the spring flowers at 

; Madison bloomed 13 days later than average; into 1882, the year when Lake Mendota 

opened month late following the historic "Big Snow" and bitter cold of 1S8l-~2. 

q It wan likewkse in 1861 that the Wisconsin Agricultural Society debated the = 

| question “how do you account for the second growth of black oak timber that has . 

svrung up al) ever the country in the Last thirty years?” My oak was omsef
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these. 9, debater claimed spontaneous generation, another claimed regurgitation . 

of acorns by southbound pigeons. 
i ‘ 

: Rest! erties the chief sawyer, and we pause for breath. o 
* * * 

Yow our saw bites the 1870's, the decate of Wisconsin's carousel in wheat. 

Monday morning came in 1679, when chinch bugs, grabs, rust, and soil-exhaustion ; 

| finally convinced Wisconsin farmers that they could not compete with the virgin 

prairies further west in the game of vheating land to death. 1 suspect that this 

farm played ite share in this gme, and that the sandblow just north of my oak 

had its origin in over-wheating. 

4 This same year of 1879 saw the first planting of carp in Wisconsin, and 

: also the first arrival of quack-grass as a atowaway from Burope. On October 27, : 

| 1879, sx migrating prairie chickens jerched on the rooftree of the German = 

Methodist Church in Madivon, an took = lock wt the growing etty. On November 6, 

| the markets at Madison were reported,es elutted with ducks at 10 cents each, ‘ 

In 1878 a deer inter from Souk Rapids, remarked prophetically, “the hunters ~~ — 

: Promise to outmunber the deer", 5 

Z On September 20/ 1877 two brothers, shooting Muskego Lake, bagged 210 blue gery 

2 winged teal in one gs 

. In 1876 came the wettest year of record; the rainfall piled up 50 inches. 

Prairie chickens declined, perhaps ‘ue to hard rains. 

In 1875 four hunters killed 153 prairie chickens at York Prairie, one ; 

: county to the eastward. In the same year the US Fish Comission planted Atlantic = 

: salmon in Devil's Jake, 10 miles south of my oa. 

: In 1874 the firat factory-mede barbed wire was stapled to oak treess I hope 

no guch artifacts are turied in the oak now under saw} 

In 1273 one Chicago firm received and marketed 25,000 prairie chickens. 

The Chicago trade collectively bought 600,000 at $3.25 per dozen. =
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In 1872 the last wild Wisconsin turkey was killed, two counties to the a 

osha : 
It te aporopriate that the decade ending the pioneer earousal in wheat 7 

should likewise have enfed the pioneer carousal in pigeon blood, Oye hunired and o 

thirty six million pigeons are estimted to have nested, in 1671, within a fifty « 

mile triangle spreating northwestward from my oak, and some may have nested init, 

for it was then « thrifty sapling twenty feot tall, Pigeon hunters by scores - 

plied their trade with net and gun, club ant galt-lick, and trainloads of pro- 0 

spective pigeon ple move’ southward and eastward toward the cities, : It was the ss 

last big nesting in Wisconsin, and nearly the last in any state. a8 : 

This sane your 1871 brought other evidence of the march of eunird}, the s 

Peshtigo Fire, which cleared a couple of counties of trees and soil, and the | ie 

Chicago Fire, sata to have started from the protesting Iick of a cow. _ 

In 1870 the meadow mice had already staged their march of empire; they ate a 

up the young orchards of the young state, and then died. ‘they did not est ay a 

Oak, whose bark was already too tough and thick for mice. = 

It was likewise in 1870, market qunner boasted, in the American Sportsman, ‘ 

of Killing 6,000 ducks 4m one season near Chicago. : 

Restt erties the chief sawyer, and we pause for breath. ‘ . 

* * oJ 3 

Our saw now cute the 1860's, when thousands died te settle the question: is 7 

 man-man community Lightly to be dismembered? ‘They settled it, tut they aid mot 

see, nor do we yet see, that the seme question applies to the man~land community. a 

This decade was not without its gropings toward the larger issue. In 1867 . 

Increase A. Lapham induced the State Mortioultural Society to offer prizes for i 

forest vlantations. In 1866 the last native Wisconsin elk was killed. In 1865, | 

the pith-year of our oak which the saw now severs, John Moir offered to buy from " 

his brother, who then owned the home fara thirty miles east of my oak, @ sano- ae 

tuary for the wildflowere that had clatdened his youth, ie brother declined to 
WECBSR LS y Reagents thay



r ee PO SES ee ee oer ee 

part with the land, but he could not suppress the idea; 1665 still stands in aa 

Wisconsin history as the birth-year of merey for things natural, wild, and frees 

We have pow out the core, Gur dem mow reverses ite otentation in history; 

we cut backward cerose the years, and outward toward the far aide of the stumps = 

At last there is a tremor in the great trunk; the saw-kerf suddenly widens; the = 

saw is quickly willed as the sawyers spring backward to safety; all hands ery < : 

TMimbert; my oak leens, groans, and crashes with earth~shaling thunder, to lie 

prostrate seross the enigrant road which gave it birth. x 

\ *. 8 * 

Now coms the Jod of making wood, ‘The maul rings on steel wedges as the 2 

sections of trunk are upended one by one, only to fall apart in fragrant slabs = 

to be corded by the roadside. we 

There is an allegory for historians in the diverse functions of saw, ii x 

and axe. 

The saw works only across the years, which it met ‘eal with one by one, 

in sequence. From each year the razor tooth pall little chips of fact, which 

atqumlate in little piles, called sawdust by woodamen and archives by histor= 

fans; both judge the character of what lies within by the character of the 

samples thus made visible without. It is not until the transect is completed 

that the tree falls, and the stump yields » collective view of « century. 2y , 

ite fell the tree attests the unity of the hodge~poige called history. 

the wedge, on the other hand, works only in rafial splits; such a split 

yields 2 collective view of silithe years at once, or no view at all, depend- 

ing on the ski21 with which the plane of the split fe chosen. (If in doubt, 

let the section season for a year until « crack develops. Many a hastily- 

driverwedge lies rusting in the woods, imbedded in unsplittable cross~grain.)



‘he axe functions only at an angle diagonal to the years, ani this only a 
ae Sa E, 

for the peripheral ringa of the recent past.” Its special fimetion 2 to lop Cx be 

limbs, for which both saw ant wedge are useless. ; : ae 

The three tools are requisite to good oak, and to good history. p a 

oe 
These things I ponder as the kettle sings, and the good oak burns te red i 

a 
coals on white ashes. Those ashes, come springst wil) return to the orchard me . 

at the foot of the sanfhill, ‘Thay will come back to me again, perhaps as red oe 

apples, or perhaps aa a spirit of enterprise in some fat October squirrel, who, — = 
ee 

for reasons unmown to himself, is bent on planting acorns, ae ee 
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lov over the now gunloss points and islands, and gavbling to ench sund bar an 
to a long-lost friend. ‘They wonve low over tho morshes and mendows, greeting a8 

cath newiyfncl ted puddle and pool. Minally, after a few profform cirolings ! 
of our march, they sot wing and glide silently. to the pend, black landing-geare 
lowered and mumps white against the far hill, Ones touching water, our nowly# 

ayeived gieate vet up 0 hensing anf Oplaching WAU dain the lant thawkt of 

winter out of the brittle oottaile, Our goose are home ageint 8 

Tt io ab this moment of ench your that I wish I wore a musket, aye-deep 
in the mareh. 

‘ , a ‘ 

Ones the first geese are in, they honk a clamorous invitation to each 5 

nigrating flock, and in a few days the marsh fe full of ‘them, We monmure the = 

amplitude of our spring ty two yarieticks: the munder of pines planted and 
the munber of geese that stop. cur siciait to ie quite wuisl te teuddt ts 

196. a 
Ag in fall, our apring geese mke daily trips to corn, tut these are no se 

surreptitious onenicings-out by night; the flooke move notedly to and from com : 
stubbles through the day. Zach departure is preceded by lowd gustatory debate, = 
and each retum ly an even louder one, ‘he returning flocks, once thoroughly a 
at home, omit their pro-forma cirelings of the marche Phey tumtie out of the a 

tly Like mple leaves, side-slipping right and left to l0se altitude, fect 
spraddled toward the shouts of watson Stew, I muppose the ensuing gabble : 

deale with the neyite of the day's dinner, They are now eating the mate 

com which the snowfblanicet has protested over winter from comn~sedking Grows, © 
Cottontails, mendow migo, and pheasants. ; 

It is a conspicuous fact that the corn stubbles selected by goose for fending 

are usually those egoupying former prairies, No nan knows vhether this Bins for



aaa ; Tye oo 

+3 6 é = 
prairie corn refleat sone superior mtritionnl value, or sone ancestral tmaition 
transmitted from genomtion to gmemtion sinee the prairie days. Perhaps tt 
reflects the simpler fact that prairie comficlds tend to be lange. If I could sate 

understand the tunderous debates that precede end follow these daily extursions = 
to com, I might soon learn the reason for the praiyie-biav. But 1 eannot, and = 

Tan well content that At chould remain « mystery. ‘hat » dull world Af wo a 
now all about goosele . 

ee =e 

Tn tins watching the @aily routine of = spring goose convention, one | 
notices the prevalence of singles - lone geese that do moh flying stout and - 

mich tailings Ono te apt to inmute a Aisconsolate tone to their honkings, and 
to Jum to the conclusion that they axe brokerhenrted widowers or mothers : 
munting Lost children, The seasoned omithologist knows, howaver, that sushi’ a 

mdjeotive interprotation of bird behavior 49 risky. I long tried to keep an 
open mind on the question, a 

Finally the accumlated flock counts of half a degen yours ent come une 
expected Light on the meaning of lone geese, It was found ty mathematical = 
anilyois thet flecks of aix or mitiples of six were far nore frequent than o 
change alone would di¢tate. In other words, goose flécke are fontlies, or : 
axgregntions of families, and lone geese in spring are probably Just what our - 
fond imaginings had firet auggesteds “hoy nro bereaved survivors af the winter's 
shooting, searching in vain for thelr kin. Now Ian free to grieve with and 
for the lone honkers> ¥ = 

It fe not often that cold~-potato mathematics thus gonfisms the sentinental : 
B¥Yo=ptings of the bird-lover, ; 

Om April nights when 1t has begome warm enough to wit outdoors, we love a 
to Listen to the proceedings of the convention dn the marwh. There are long s



pe ee ee 

periods of silence vhen one hears only the winnowing of entpe, the hoot ofa 
(stant owl, oF the nasal eluskting of sone amorous eoot. then, of s gudden, = 
4 strident honk resunds, and in an instont pandemonium echoes. ‘there is a 2 
beating of pinions on water, a rushing of dark prows propelled by churning 

paddles, and a general shouting by the onlockers of a vehement eontroversy. a 
Finally some deep honkor has his last word, and the noise subsides to that half = 
audible emall~tal which seldom eenses anong geese. One again, I would I were 

By the tine the pasques are in full bloom our goose-convention dwindles, = 
and before May our marsh 19 once again & nore grassy wetness, enlivened only = 

ty redwings and mils. : 
; * » * ea 

it i@ an dyony of history that the great powers should have Aiscoverad the 

untty of nations at Cairo in 19%}. the goose of the world have had that notion 
for a Longer time, and each March they stake their Lives on ite essential truth. | 

In the beginning there was only the uxity of the Iee Sheet. ‘then followed 
the unity of the March thaw, and the northward hegira of the intomational ‘ 
geese. very March aince the Pleistocene the geese have honked unity from Pe 

China Sea to Siberian Steppe, from Maphrates to Volga, fron Mile to Munmnsle, os 
fron Lingainchine to Spitsbergen. wory March since the Plekstessne, the = 
geese have honieed unity from Currituck to Labrador, Matamskeot to Ungavay = 

Horseshoe Lake to Hudson's Bay, Avery Ielend to Baffin Land, Panhandle to 3 

Masicensie, Soermante to Tulon. Soneone-atcotre-mrst-have-heart-thetr-honitry, 
ty this international commerce of goose, the waste corn of Miinois is 

Carried through the clouds to the Aretic tundms, thers to gombine with the 
vaste sunlight of a nightless June te grow goslings for all the lands dbetwoon, 

And in this anmial barter of food for Light, and winter warmth for sumer ee 
solitude, the whale continent receives, ne not profit, a wild poan droped
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fhe same logic which causes big rivera always to flow past big cities a 

causes cheap farmg sometimes to be marooned by spring floods. Ours is a cheap = = 
ete. 

farm, and sonetines when we visit it in april, we got marooned. ee 

Not intentionally, of course, but one can, toe a degree, guess from weather = 

orts when the snows up north will melt, and one can estimate how many days oe 

it takes for the flood to run the gauntlet of upriver cities. Thus, come Sunday aS 

vening, one mist go back to town and work, tut one can't. How sweetly the os 

spreading waters mrmr condolence for the wreckage they have inflicted on Monday = 
ste ee orning dates! How deep and chesty the honkings of the goose as they cmise = 

. tae z ChX Stet ene an gees 

ver comfield after cornfield in process of becoutng « lake. livery Inindrea \—~ _ = 

rdg some new gose flails the air as he struggles to lead the echelon in its : = 

morning survey of this new and watery world. ce = — 

The enthusiasm of geese for high water is a subtle thing, and might be ~~ S 23 
Suc Senta: CH SS ' ——— 

overlooked by those unfamiliar with goose-gossip, but the ontiusiaga ef carp 6.) mee a 

1s obvious and unnistakable. Ho sooner has the rising flo0a wetted the gmas = Df fanaa Ey : : a 
roots than here they come, —_ wa ee es = = 

igs turned out to pasture, flashing red tails and yellow bellies, cruising eke. = 

the wagon tracks and cow-paths, atid shaking the reede and bushes in their hante = to explore what, to them, 4s an expanding universe. : <a 

Unlike the geese and the earp, the terrestrial birds and mammls accept ee 

igh water with philosophical detachment. A cardinal atop a river birch whistles = 
loudly his claim to a territory which, wat for the trees, can not be seen to SS 

exist. 4 ruffed grouse drums from the flooded woods; he must be perched on the == 

high end of his highest d@ruming log. Meadow-mice paddle ridgeward with the 5
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from his usual daytime bed in the willow thickets. lverywhere are mabbits, — a 

calmly accepting quarters on sy hill which serves, in Noah's absence, for an Arik. a 

The spring flood brings us more than high adventure; it brings Mkewise = as 

an unpredictable miscellany of floatable objects pilfered fron ugrapyer farma. we 

An old board stranded on our meadow has, to us, twice the value of the sane — Se = i 

piece new from the lusbesyard. Tach old board has its own Andividual history, — Ss 

always unknown, but always to some degree guessable from the kind of wood, a = 

@inousions, its naile, sorews or paint, ite finish or the lnek of 4t, ite wear 

cr decay. One Gan even guese, fren She abesien of ite sigek aad wale @ aa. a 

bars, how many floods have carried it in years past. | 2S = 

Our lunber pile, rearuited entirely fron the river, is thus not only a = 

collection of pefsonalities, tut an anthology of Imman etrivings in umegiver \—~ oo 

farns and forests. The sutoblography of an old board is a kind of literature SI 

not yet taught on campuses, but any riveg-bpnit farm is a Afveasy where he who i < 

hammers or saws may read at will. Come high water, there is always an accession as 

of new books. : <7 s zs 

* * * : : : : 

| Mere are degrees and kinds of solitude, An dalané in a lake nag one Kind, <a 

Wut lakes heve boats, and there is always the change that one might land to pay” = 

yous visit. 4 peak in the clouds haa another Ieind, but nowt peaks have tile, 
and trails have tourists. I imow of no solitude 80 secure as one guarded by a — — 

Spring flood; nor do the geese, who have econ more kinds and degrees of alone- Teer = 

ness than I have. : : : = = 

So T ait on my hill beside a new-blown pasque, and watch the goose go by. < 

I see my road dipping gently into the waters, and I cone lude| (with, taner glee J = 

but exterior detachment) that the question of traffic, in or out, i¢ for this = 

ctfieasts debevente ealy cans. Gum = SSS ee
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During this the longest winter, of this the biggest war, in this = 
the month of the big tax, it 4 sclutary to think upon Draba, the smallest a 
flower thet blows. Within @ few wesks now Dba, oblivious of all bigness, = 
will sprinkle every sandy place with small blooms. Re 

He who hopes for spring with upturned eye never sees so small a thing s a 

as Drabe. He who despaire of spring with domeagt eye staps.onilt, (95 
unimowing. He who searches for_spring with hie-inees in the wd finad- a 
it, ‘.< atupihngs. nh ie tg en ie ie ca caS oe SES ERE . 

Drabe aske, and gets, but seant allowance of warmth and comfort; it ee ee 

subsists on the leavings of unwanted time and space. Botany boolta give oe 
{t two or three lines, but never a plate or portrait. Sand too poor and = : = 

ff sun too weak for bigger better blooms are good enough for Draba. after all 23 ne 

it 4s no spring flower, but only a posteeript to a hope. = = 

Draba plueks no heartstrings. Ite perfuse, if there ig any, 46 lost Sue 
in the gusty winde. Its color is plain white. Its leaves wear a sengible | = 

Woolly coat. Nothing eats it; it is too small. No poets sing of 1t. Some = 

Sotanist once gave 1t a Latin name, and then forgot it. Altogether it ts of = 
no inportance,=-Just @ sm1l creature that doog a small Job quickly and well. =
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BUR OAK 2 

when echeol, children vote ona state bird, flower, or tree, they are not 

making a decision; they are merely ratifying history. Thue history aet2hSea se) ee 

thatthe bur oak should-be the characteristic tree of southem Wisconsin when : 

the prairie grasses first gained possession of the region, tor @r oak is the 

only tree that ean atand up to a prairie fire and live. 

Have you ever wondered why a thick crust of corky bark covers the whole 5 

tree, even to the smallest twigs? This cork is armor. Sur oaks were the shock : 

troops sent by the invading forest to storm the prairie; fire is what they had é 

to fight. Mach April, before the new grasses had covered the prairie with e 

unournable greenery, fires ran at will over the land, sparing only such old 2S 

oske as had grown bark too thick to scorch. Most of these groves of scattd#ed es 

veterans, known to the pioneers as “oak openings", consisted of bur oaks. 2 

Wngineers did not discover insulation; they copied it from these old 

soldiers of the prairie war. Botanists can read the story of that war for : % 

twenty/thousand years. ‘The record consists partly of pollen grains enbedded F 

in peats, partly of relic plants interned in the rear of the battle, and there 

forgotten. The record shows that the forest front at times retreated almost to s 

lake Superior; at times it advanced far to the south. At one period it advanced 

so far southward that spruce and other “rear guard" species grew to and beyond : 

the southern border of Wisconsin; spruce pollen appears at a certain level in : | 

all peat boge of the region. But the average battle-line between prairie and 

forest was about where it is now, and the net outcome of the battle was a draw. 

One reason for this was that there were allies which threw their support 

first to one side, then to the other. ‘Thus rabbits and mice mowed down the
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prairie herbs in summer, and in winter girdled any oak seedlings that survived ae 
the fires. Squirrels planted acorns in fall, and ate them all the rest of me 

year. dune beetles undermined the prairie sod in their grub stage, but defo: nt a 

the oaks in their adult stage. But for this geoing and hawing of allies, and ce 
hence of the victory, we should not have today that rich mosaic of prairie and a 

forest soils which looks so decorative on a mp. - 
Jonathan Carver has left us a vivid word-picture of the prairie border in ae 

Pre-settlonent days. On Oetober 10, 1763, he visited Blue Mounds, a group of - 
high hills (now wooded) near the southwestern corner of Dane County. He says: aa é 

5 I ascended one of the highest of these, and had an extensive view of = 8 the country. Yor many miles nothing was to be seen tut lesser moun- a tains, which appeared at a distance like haycocks, they being free ee from trees. Only ‘a few groves of hickory, and stunted oaks, covered a some of the vallies. | : : an 
im the 1540's a new animal, the settler, intervened in the prairie Dattle, = 

He didn't mean to, he just plowed enough fields to deprive the prairie of its i 
‘menoriel allyt fire, Seedling oaks forthwith romped over the grasslands in 
legions, and what had been the prairie region became a region of woodlot farms. oo 
If you doubt this story, go count the rings on any set of stumpe on any "ridge" 
woodlot in southwest Wisconsin. All the trees except the oldest veterans date ——o 
back to the 1850's and the 1860's, and thie was when fires ceased on the prairie. = 

John Muir grew up in Marquette County during this period when new woods -S 
s 

* = <= a overrode the old prairies and engulfed the oak openings in thickets of saplings, — os 
In his ABaynood and Youtn he recalls that: 3 

a 

_ The untformly rich soil of the Illinois and Wisconsin Prairies produced 80 close and tall a growth of grasses for fires that no tree could live 3 ; on it. Had there been no fires, these fine prairies, so marked a feat- : = ure of the country, would have been covered by the heaviest forests. As Ss s00n as the oak openings were settled, and the farmers had prevented ees vunning grass-fires, the grubs (roots) grew up into trees and formed ee tall thickets so dense that it was difficult to walk through them, and ae | @very trace of the sunny (oak) "openings" vanished. SS 

E : 2.1 SSSA SH 2 SS Se Sr ae ee
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{ omed my famm for tw yours bafots Leaming Yt the aky dance in ¥0 be 
seen over uy woods every evening in April and May. Sure we discovered it, may Bec 

family and Par ge ad ee to miss even a single performance. 22 a“ 

The show begins on the firet warn evening 4n April at emectly 6150 pm the 
curtain goes up one mimite later each day until June l. when the time is 7:50. 4 

This sliding scale ie dictated by vanity, the dancer demanding « ronantié 
Light intensity of exactly 0.05 foot-candles, Do not ve late, and sit quiotly, ao 
Lest. he. fly away in a huff. = 

The stage props, like the opening hour, reflect the tempermental demands +: 

the performer. The stage must be an oven anpitheatre in woods or brush, and in 
its center there must be a mossy spot, a atreak of sterile sand, a bare outerop e = 

of rock, or a bare roadway. Why the male woodeock should be such o stickler for = 

@ Dare duuce~fleor puszled me at fret, but I now think Atte a matter of lege, 
the woodcock's legs are short, and his struttings cannot be exeauted to advantage 2 

in dense grass er weeds, nor could his lady see them there. I have more. weodeosks = 

then most farmers because I have more mossy sand, $60 poor to support gmes. 

Knowing the place and the hour, you seat yourself under « bush to the east = 

of the dance~floor and wait, watching against the sunset for the Woodeoekts arrival. 

He flies in Low from sone neighboring thicket, alights on the tere moge, and at — 

ones degins the overture: a series of queer throaty peents Spaced about two 4 = 

seconds apart, and sounding much like the swamer @ell of the nighthawic. : x 

Suddenly the peenting ceases and the vira bie skymrd ina sores of SS 

vide spirals, emitting a musical twitter, Up and up he goes, the spimls steoper 

“nd smaller, the twittering louder and louder, until the performer te only © peak - = 
in the sky. Then, without warming, he tumbles like a erippled plane, giving : = Ss
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yoice in a soft Liquid warble which @ March bluebird might envy. At a forte 

from the ground he levels off and returns to his peenting ground, usually to the 

exact spot where the performance began, and there resumes his peenting. a 

Tt 49 soon too dark to eee the bind on the ground, tut you gan geo hie 
flights against the sky for an hour, which ie the usual duration of the show, a 

wreest Gn moonlight nights, YEsk'EE may continue, at intervals as long as the a 

At daybvesk the whole show is repeated, In onrly April the fim) qurtain 
falls at 5:15 a-m.1 the ine-ndvances two nimtes a day unti2 June, vhen the a 
pertommauns closes for the year at 3115. Why the disparity in sliding soolet 

Alas, I fear that even romance tires, for it takes only a fifth as meh Mee 

to stop the sky dance at daw as suffices to start it at sunset. <4 = 

It is fortunate, perhaps, that no matter how intently one studies the ae 

hundred Little dramas of the woods and meadows, one Gan never learn all of we 58 

salient facts about any one of them. What Tf do not yet know about the sky fence 

ist where de the lady, and juet what part, &f any, does she play? f often seo 

two woodcocks on a peenting ground, and the two sometimes fly together, but ~ 

never peont together. Is the second bird the hon, or a rival nele? ae 
Another unknownt i@ the twitter voeal, or ig it mechanical? My friend, = 

Bill Feeney, once clapped a net over a peenting bird and removed his outer z << 

vrinnry wing feathere; thereafter the bird peented and varbied, but twittered — =e 

no more. But one such experiment is hardly conclusive. an Se a 

Another uninowns up to what stage of nesting doas the male contime the SS 

sky dance? My daughter onee saw a bird peenting within twenty yards of a a 

Containing hatched eggshells, but was this his lady's nest? Or is this sooretive 

fellow possibly bigamous without our ever having found 16 out? these, and many = 
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The drama of the sky dance is enseted nightly on hundredsof farms, the — a 
; ‘ k Ge a EES oA Mars eee 

owners of which sigh for entertainment, tut harbor the {llusion that itisto = 

be sought in theatres. They live on the lend, but not by the land. — ee ee 
v pes een 

- ee es See The woodcock ig a living refutation of the theory that the utility of = game 

bird is to serve as a target, or to pose gracefully on a slice of to: * ee 

would rather hunt woodeook in October than I, but since learning'the sky | 

dance, I find myself calling one or two birds enough. I mst be eure thet, & 
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ion dandelions have set the mark of lay on Wisconsin pastures, it is time 
to listen for the final proof of spring. Sit down on a tussock, cock your ears s 
at the sky, dial out the dedlan of mesdowLnries and redwings, and soon you my 

hear itt the flight-song of the uplend plover, just now back from the Amgentine, 

If your eyes are strong, you may search the sky and see hin, wings equiver, z : 

circling among the woolly clouds. If your eyes are weak, don't try it; just : : 

watch the fence poste. Soon s flash of silver will tell you on which post the ane 

plover hag alighted and folded his long wings, Whoever invented the werd "grace 

mst have just seen the wing-folding of the plover. ae = 

There he site; his whole being says it's your next move to me 

from hia domein. ‘he ounty records may allege that you own this paéture, but 
the plover airily rules out such trivisl logalities. He hae juat flown 4,000 : 5 
miles to reassert the title he got from the Indians, and until the young plovers. 

are a-wing, thie pasture ia hig, and none may trespass without his swoteet. = oe = 

Somewhere nearty the hen plover te brooding the four large pointed eggs, = 
Which will shortly hatch four precoct@le chicks. From the monent their down te a 

dry, thoy eoamer through the grass like mies on stilts, quite able to elude 
our clumsy efforts to catchone. At thirty deys the chicks are full-grown; no eS - 

other fowl jen. with siieets apeed. By August they have graduated from flying — 

School, aml on cool August nights you can hear their whistled signals ae they sot =< 

Wing for the pampas, to prove again the age-old unity of the Americas. Hemig~ = 

Phere solidarity is new among statesmen, but not among the feathered navies to — 

the acy. 2 - 

The upland plover fits easily into the agricultural countryside. He follows —— 

the black-and-white buffalo which now pasture his prairies, ond fiids them an =
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tadle substitute for brow ones. No nests in hayfields ae well as pastures, 

¢ unlike the elunsy pheasant, does not get caught in hay mowers; well oe Be 

the hey is ready to cut, the young plovers are sowing a ae ae oe 

re & Rh Ee oh SS ee nih Seapee So Be ee) ag ae 

ee a. b took Se Fly iQ?) Rep Rs ee Bem 

There was a time, in the early 1900's, when Wisconsin farms nearly Lost - ; 2 
ee ne er ee a 

thotr inimemorial tiuepiece; when lay pastures greened in silence, a aot ee 

nights brought no whistled reminder of impendi
ng foll. Universal gunpowder, | = ae 

plus the*luré-of plover-oartoast for post-Vietorian anceps, hea. wee tet ; = 

great a toll. ‘The Belated protection of the federal migratory bird laws came ; 4 

just in tine. 
: S 

Today the plover again whistles from nearly every wet pasture which once ——— 

vas prairie. Where once the buffalo were, there also the plovers are om 

le 
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the extent of my worldly domin. But the County Glerk is a slemy = 8 8 

fellow, who never looks at his record books before nine otcloak. Mhat . i 
they would show at daybreak ig the question here at teque, — Ss cen 

Books or no books, it 19 a fact, patent doth te my dog ond myself, = — 

that at daybreak I om the sole owner of all the acres I oan walle over. = po 

It is not only boundaries that dissppear, but also the thought of being ~ le 

bounded. RBxpanses unknown to deed or map are known to every dom, and m x : a 

solitude, suposed no longer to exist in my county, extends on @very = 
hand os far ag the dew can reach. How far that is) I've never boen z 5 a 

able to learn. : : - Be 

Lice other great landowners, I have tenants. They are negligent = 3 

about rents, but Very punetilious about tenures. Indeed at every ci — 
daybreak from April to July they proclaim their boundaries to each eno = 

other, and go acknowledge, at least by inference, their fiefdom to ma. gat at 

This daily ceremony, contrary to what you might suppose, begins =< = 
with the utmost decorum. Who originally laid down its protocols f — 
do not imow. At 3130 a.m., with such dignity as I can muster of a ae oe 
July morning, I step fron my cabin door, bearing in either hand my : — 
enblems of sovereignty, a coffee pot and notebook. I seat myself on m = — 

bench, facing the white wake of the morning star. I sot the pot beside = = 

me. I extract 2 cup from my ahirtfront, hoping none will notice its Ss 
inform.1 mode of transport. I get out ay wateh, pour coffee, and lay = 
notebook on knee. This is the cue for the proclam tions to begin. 2S



At 3:35 the nearest field sparrow avows, in» clear tenor chant, ae 

thot he holds the jeckpine copes north to the riverbank. and south to ee 

ola wagon track. One by one all the other field sparzows within : 1 

sarshot recite theiy respective holdings. There are no disputes, at : a 

veast at this hour, so I just listen, hoping inwardly that their wonenfolkx 2 

cquiesae in this happy accord over the status quo ante. a 

Before the field sparrows have quite gone the rounds, the robin in = ae 

the big elm warbles loudly his claim to the erotch where the icestorm S ee 

tore off a limb, and all appurtenances pertaining thereto (meanthg, in — 

is case, all the angleworms in the not-very-spacious subjacent lawn). as 

Te robin's insistent caroling awakens the oriole, who now tells the a 

rid (meaning the world ef orloles) that the pendant branch of the elm = = 

velongs to him, together with all fibre-bearing miliqweed stelie nearby, ae 2 

ali loose strings in the garden, and the exclusive right to flash like = 

a wurst of fire from one of these to enother. = = 

wy wateh says 3:50. The Indigo bunting on the hill asserts title : : xs 

to the dead oak limb left by the 1936 drought, and to divers nearby tugs — iS = 

and wushos. He does not claim, but I think he implies, the right te : — 

out~blue all blusbirds, and all the spidervorts that have tumed their 2 
faces to the dawn. : < 

Hext the wron == the one who discovered the imothole in the save of = 

the cabin == explodes into song. Half s dozen other wrons give voice, end = = 

now all 4s bedlam. Grosbeaks, thrashors, yellow warblers, bluebirds, ’ = 

Vireos, towhees, cardinals ~~ nll are ot it. My solemn list of performers, = 

in their order and time of first song, hesitates, wavers, ceases, for =



j : SESS e Ge aS eee 
: : ee 

ear can no longer filter out priorities. Besides the pot is emty, ae 

the sun is about to rise. I mst inspect my domain defore my title 2 

We sally forth, the dog and I, at rendom. He has paid scant respect cee 

to all these voeal goings-on, for to him the evidence of tonantry is not a 

song, but scent. Any Alliterate bundle of feathers, he says, can uke a — 

too ine tres. Now he ts going to tmaslate for ne the olfsetory = 
poems that who-lnows-what silent creatures have written in the summer 2 

night. At the and of each poom sits the author == if we oan find him, = = 

t we actually find ie boyond oredicting: a rabbit, euddenly yearning — 

be elsewhere; a woodcock, fluttering his discleiwer; a cock pheasant, — es oy 

indignant over wetting his feathers in the grass. : oes Bee & 

Oace in a while we turn up a coon or mink, returning late from the . - oo. 

night's foray. Sometines we yout a heron from hig unfinished fishiag, or ss Soe 

surprise a mother wood dueak with her convoy of ducklings, headed fuli-steam . = 

for the shelter of the pickereirecds. Sometines we see deer sountering = —— 

dack to their thickets, replete with alfalfa blooms, yeronies, and wild = = 
[a lettuce. Nare often we see only the interweaving darkened lines that 3 ae 

lazy hoofs have traced on the silken fabric of the dew. peels : —— 

T oan feel the sun now. ‘the bird-chorus has run out of breath. The = = = 

far clenk of cowbells bespenks a herd anbling to pasture. A tractor : ® — 

Tears warning that my neighbor is astir. he world has shrunk to these — 

mean dimensions known to county clerks. Ye turn toward hone, anf : : ~ oS 
Sopa a 

breakfast. = oe 

je



PRAIRIE BIRTHDAY ; ag 

During every week from April to September there aregian ste vista fa the 4 

average, coming into firet bloom, In June as many as a dozen species may burst ; a 

their buds on a single day, Wo mn can heed all of these anniversaries; no mn : i 

can ignore all of them, He who steps unseeing on May dandelions my be hauled a 

up short by August ragweed pollen; he who fgnoves the ruddy hae of April lus 
may skid hie ear on the fallen corollas of June catalpas, {ell me of what plant- i 

virthdays a man takes notice, ant I will tell you a good deal about his vocation, — a 
his hobbies, his hay fever, and the general level of his ecological edusation, 2 

Bvery July I watch eagerly « certain country graveyard that I pass in ; o 

driving to and from ny farm, It 19 time for a prairie birthday, and in one corner “ 
of this graveyard lives a surviving celebrant of that once imyortant ovals 4 

Tt 1s an ordinary graveyard, bordered by the usual spruces, and stuidedywith a 

the usual pink-granite or whitefmrble headstones, each with the usual Sunday o 

bouquet of red or pink geraniums, It is extraordimry only in being triangaler ‘a 
tnstoat of square, and in harboring, within the sharp angle of Ate fenee, a pin 
pint remnant of the native prairie on which the graveyard was established in : 4 

the 1840's, Heretofore unreachable by saythe or wower, this yard-sqare relic ». 

of original Wisconsin gives birth, each July, to a manehigh stall of compass . . 

plant or Outleaf Siiphium, spangled with sauoer-sized yellow blooms resembling a 
wunflowers, It 19 the sole remnant of this plant along this highway, and pers ~ 

haps the sole remant in the western half of our county, What a thousand acres . | 

Of Stiphiuse looked Like when they tickled the bellies of the buffalo 4s a “ 
Question never again to be answered, and perhaps not even asked. : a 

oe ae



This year I found the Stiphium in first bloom on duly 2 8 woek later than — ye 
usualy during the last six years the “a date van Waly 5. a 

| thon I passed the graveyard agath on amgust™3, the fence had been removed by 
a read Oven, ant the Silphtue oat, 28 Se easy now be peedied ths Sutures Goh a oe 

few years my Stiphiua will try in vain to #ie above the mowing mechine, and then oa 

it will die, With it will die the prairie epoch, a 

The Highway Department says that 100,000 cars pass yearly over this route a 

during the three sumer months when the Silphium is in bloom, In them mst ride A 

at least 100,000 people who have "taken" what is called history, and perhaps a 

25,000 who have “taken” what is called botany, Yet I doubt whether a dozen huve a 

soon the Silphium, and of these hardly one will notice its demise, If I were to oe 

tell the preacher of the adjoining church that the read crew has been turning 4 

history books in his cemetery, under the guise of mowing weeds, he would be amazed 

and uncomprehending, How could a weed be a book? - 

This is one little episode in the funeral of the mative flora, which in turn a 

ig one episode in the funeral of the floras of the world, Mechanized man, oblivi- a 

ous of floras, ig proud of his progress in cleaning up the landscape on which, a 

willyentlly, he must live out his days, It might be wise to prohibit at once all oe 

teaching of real botany an‘ real history, lest some future citizen suffer qualms aE 

about the floristic price of his good lif, y s 

+ a 
Thus it comes to pass that farm neighborhoods are good in proportion to the 4 

poverty of their floras, My own farm was selected for its lack of goodness and “a 

its lack of highways} indeed my whole neighborhood Ifes. in a backwash of the “ . 

River Progress, My road is the original wagon-track of the phoneers, innocent of a 

grades or gravel, brushings or bull dozers, My neighbors bring a sigh to the a 
oe 

a a



County Agents Thetr fencerows go unchaven for years on end} their mrshes are vo 

netthor dyked nor drainds As vetwoon going Aehing and goine forward, they are ie 
prone to prefer fishing, Thus on weekends my floristic standard of living is = ee 

that of the beckwods, while on weelfays I subsist as best I can on the flora of ie 

the university farms, the university comms, and the edjotning muburba, Fora 

decode I have kept, for pastine, a record of the wild plant species in first a 

bloom on these two diverse areast 2 oe 

April 4 26 ae 

w, 8 e 
July § 56 a 
dugast us ae 

He seg dh hic chssce ocncy Mc . a 

It is aprerent that the backward farmer's eye is nearly twice as well fed | 3 ag 

as the eye of the university student or business mn, Of course neither sees “a 

hie flora as yet, so we are confronted by the two alternatives already mentioneds ua 

either inoure the continued blindness of the pomlace, or examine the question of a 

whether we cannot have both progress and plants, a 

The shrinkage 4n the flora is due to 9 coubination of clean-farming, wood- — 

lot grazing, and good roads, Each of these necessary changes of course requires AN 

a large reduction in the acreage available for wild plents, but none of them 

requires, nor benefits by, the erasure of svecies from whole farms, townships, or ce 

counties, There are idle spots on every farm, and every highway is bordered by ts 4 

an {dle strip as long as it is; keep cow, plowk and mower out of these idle spots an 

and the {ull native flora, plus dozens of interesting stowaways from foreigh a 

parts, emld be mrt of the normal environment of every citizen, = 

ae



e eS re a ee 

ae : — 

the outstanding conservator of the prairie flora, ironically enough, kiows om 

little and cares less about such frivolities: 4t is the railroad with ite fenced a a 

right-of-way, Many of these railroad fences were erected before the prairie had a 

plowed. ‘Within these linear reservations, oblivious of cinders, soot, and ae 

cleamp fires, the prairie flora still splashes ite calendar of colors, i? 

from pink shooting-star in May to blue aster in October. I have long wished to = 

nfront some hard=boilea railway president with the physteal evidence of his oe 

soft-heartedness, I have not done so because I haven't mt one. : us a 

Te railroads of course uso flame~throwers and chemical surays to clear the : 2 

track of weeds, but the cost of much necessary clearance is still too high to 

nd At meh beyond the actual rails, Ferhape further iuproveumnts are in the a 

iggaes ag 
Tee | 

the erasure of a huuan subspecies is largely painless = to us = if we kor 

little enough about it, A dead Chinaman is of little import to us whose aware — 

ness of things Chinese is bounded by an oncasional dish of chow mein, We grieve a 

only for what we kmow, ‘The erasure of Silphius from western Dane County is no ss 

mse for grief if xm one knows it only a8 @ neme in a botany book, ‘ “ 

‘ Stiphium first became a personality to me when I tried to aig one up to as 
move to uy farm, It was Ile Ageing an ook sapling, After half an hour of hot a 

ériny labor the root was still enlarging, like a great vertical eweet=potate, As a 
far as I iow, that Silphinm root went clear through to bedrock, I got no Sil- a 

thium, but I learned dycthet elaborate underground strategens it dontrives to ae 

Weather the prairie drouths. ~~ 

I next planted Silphiun seeds, which are lange, meaty, and taste 1ike eum = 

flower seeds, ‘They came up promptly, but after five years of waiting the seed- oo . 

; ot 

Fe $58 kee eee 2S



lings are still juventie, ani have not yet borne a flowerestalk, Perhaps it — 

tokes a decade for a Silphium to reach flowering age; how old, thon, was my = a 

yet plant in the cemetery? It may hove been older than the oldest tombstone, == 

vinioh 19 dated 1850, Perhaps 4t watched the fugitive Bleckhawk retreat from the a 

Madison lakes to the Wisconsin River; it stood on the route of that famous marche a 

Certainly it saw the suecessive funerals of the local pioneers as they retired, 

one by one, to their repose beneath the bluestem, u a 

I once saw a powersshovel, while digsing a Foadside ditch, sever the “awe Q 
potato" root of a Silphiua plant. ‘he root soon sprouted new leaves, and eventually — 

it again produced a Zlower-stalk, This explains why thio plant, which never ie 

vades new ground, is nevertheless somtimes seen on peseutty~gintinl roadsides, 

Ome established, it apparently withstands aluost any kind of mutilation exoont 

contimed grazing, mowing, or plowing. nee i. 

‘hy does StIphiua dLeaypear from grazed areas? 1 onee saw a faruer tura nig 
cors into a virgin prairie meadow previously used only sporadically for moing 

wild hay. Tho cows cropped the Stiphius to the ground before any other plent vas 
visibly eaten at all, One can imagine that the buffalo once had the same prefers 

euve for SLiphiua, vut he brooked no fences to oonfiue his atbblincs all sumer ie 

long to one ueatow, In short, the Waffalo's pasturing was Giscontimous, and a | 
therefore tolerable to Stiphium, nt se 

It is a kit providence that hus withheld a sense of history from the = — 

thousands of apeetos of plants ant animus that have exterminated each other e 

build the present world, the suse kind providenge now withholdstt from ue, Few 
grieved when the laat buffalo left Wisconsin, and few will grieve when the last a 
S{iphiwa follows him to the lush far ptairies of the neverenever land. — 
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THY GREEN PASTURE 

Aise Lesvele- : 

Some paintings become famous because, being durable, they are viewed by 

successive generations, in each of which are likely to be found a few apprecia- 

tive eyes. 

I know a painting so evanescent that it is seldom viewed at all, except by 

some wandering deer. 1% 1s a river who wields the brush, and it is the sane 

river who, before I can bring my friends to view his work, erases it forever 

fron mmumn view. After that it exists only in my mind's eye. 

Like other artists, my river ia pe there is no predicting when 

the mood to paint will come upon him, or how long it will last. But in mid- 

sumer, when the great white fleets cruise the sky for day after flawless day, 

it is worth strolling down to the sandbars just to see whether he has been at 

worl, i! 

The work begins with a broad ribbon of silt brushed thinly on the sand of 

a receding shore. As this dries slowly in the sun, goldfinches bathe in its | 

pools, and deer, herons, killdeers, raccoons, and turtles cover it with a 

lacework of tracks. There is no telling, at this stage, whether any thing 

further will happen. 

But when I see the silt ribbon turning green with Giensharis, I wateh 
Closely thereafter, for this is the sign that the river 4s in a palaiting mood. 

Almost overnight the Oleacharis eviniek & thick turf, so lush and so dense that 

the meadow mice from the adjoining upland cannot resist the temptation. They move 

en masse to the green pasture, and apparently spend the nights rubbing their ribs 

in its velvety depths; A naze of neatly tended mouse-trails bespeaks their enthus- 

jasm. The deer walk up and com in it, apparently gust for the pleasure of feel- 

ing it underfoot. ven a stay-at-home mole has tunneled his way across the dry
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2 

yar to the Oleacharis ribbon, where he can heave and hunp the verdant sod to his 

heart's content. 

At this stage the seedlings of plants too numerous to count and too young — 

to recognize spring to life from the damp warm sand under the green ribbon, é 

fo view the painting, give the river three more weeks of solitude, and 

then vielt the bar on sone bright morning just after the sun has melted the day- 

preak fog. The artist has now laid his colors, and sprayed then with dew. The 

Oleacharis sod, greener than ever, is now spangled with blue mimlus, pink dragon~ 

head, and the milk-white blooms of Sagittaria. Here and there a cardinal flower 

thrusts a red spear skyward. At the head of the bar, purple iron weeds and pale 

pink Joepyes stand tall against the wall of willows, And if you have come 

quietly and humbly, as you should to any spot that can be beautiful only once, 

you may surprise o fox-red deer, standing Imee-high in the garden of his delight. 

Do not return for a second view of the green pasture, for there is none. 

Wither falling water has dried it out, or rising water has scoured the bar to ; 

its original austerity of clean sand. Sut in your mind you my hang up your 

picture, and siese=tiee hope that in some other summery the mood to paint may 

Come upon the river.



arama Ceinad Cogos 4 

By September, the day breaks with little help from birds. A song sparrow a 

nay give & aingle half-hearted song, a woodeodk may twitter overhead en route Me o 

to his daytime thicket, a barred owl my terminate the night's argument with one a e 

last wavering Gall, but few other birds have anything to say or sing about. % ae 

It 18 on some, but not all, of these misty autum daybreaks that one may a 

hear the chorus of the quail. ‘he silence is suddenly broken by a dosen contrite = 
voices, no longer able to restrain their p¥aise of the day to come.” After » it >a 

Wetef mimte or two, the mise closes ae widdenly de ttbega: 

Mere {9 9 peculiar virtue ia the mite of elusive binds, Sengeters arg tes o 
that sing from top-nost boughs are easily seen and as easily forgotten; they — a 
have the medtibars ty of {he phebene.s.thed ene renénbers is the invisible hermit ae . os 

ing fron behind a cloud; the préirte chicken booming from the mists of nowhere; aa 
the quail's Ave Marte in the hush of dam, Wo naturalist has over seek the chorah 
act, for the covey 4@ still on its invisible xyoat in the gmes, and any attempt a 
to approach automatically induees silence, ee ed ee ee . 

In June 4 18 completely preaiotatie that the robin will give voice when 4 

the light intensity reaches 0.01 eandle-power, and that the bedlan of other a 
ingers will follow in predictable seqienes. In autum, on the other hand, the * 

robin is silent, and it is quite unpredictable whether the Govey~chorus will 4 

Cour at all. The diaappointment I feel on these mornings of silence perhaps q 
ows that things hoped-for have a higher value than things assured. ‘the hope 7 

f hearing quail 4s worth half a dozen rigings-in-the-dark. = 
a: =. 46 a
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c | OR GES ee 

os oe 
My farm always has one or more coveys in eutum, but the daybreak chorus i ee 

is usually distant. I think this 4s because the coveys prefer to roost as far a as possible from the dog, whose interest in quail is even more ardent than ay 

om. One October dawn, however, as I sat Sipping coffee by the outdoor fire, a : eA 

choms burst into song hardly a stone's throw away, They had roosted under a ae 

white pine Gopse, possibly to stay dry during the heavy dews. a 

We felt honored vy this daybreak hyn sung almost at our doorstep. Some- a 

how the blue autumnal needles on those pines beenme thenceforth bluer, and the a 
ae 

red dewberry Garpet redder. We have scores of pine copses, but this one is a 

still the Ghomal Copse. 4 

ie 

at



Aido—teovek re 

ours Rieke <a 
One way 46 wept SE a on logiciand probabilities, of the a 

terrain to be hunted. ‘This will take you over the ground where the birds a 

The other way bs to wander, auite asinlesely, fron one red lantern to ; = 

another, This will Likely take you whére the birds actually are. the lanterns Se 
are blackberry leaves, red in October mn, oo, 

Rea lantorme have Lighted ‘ay Woy on many a pleasant hunt in mony a region, i 
mut T think that Mackberrion mat fret have Leamed how to glow in the sand 
ovation. of: baskan ‘Wiacenstn. | ahesig ie 300i vogey streans of these friendly 
wastes, Gnlled poor by those whose own lights barely flicker, the Vindkberstos bum 

richly red on every sumny day fron first frost to the last day of the season. — 

ost luntere, not knowing this, wear thengolves out in the briarless scrub, and SS 
returaing home birdless, leave the rest of us in peace. ae = 

By “us" I mean the birds, the stream, the dog, and myself. ‘The stream is —— 

@ lagy one; he winds through the alders as if he would rather stay here than _ = 
Teach the river. So would I. Zvexy one of his hairpin hesitations means that moh 

nore stream panic where hillside briars adjoin dank beds of frogen ferns and jewel 

weeds on the boggy bottom. No partridge can long absent himelf from such a place, — 
nor can I, Partridge hunting, then, is a creekeide stroll, upwind, from one <—s 
briarpatch to another. = S 

The dog, when he approaches _ leoks round to make sure Iam within _ = 

Gunshot. Reaseured, he advance’ with stealthy caution, his wat nose testing — 
theociz, sereoning a hundred scents for that one scent, the potential presence = 

of which gives life and meaning to the whole landseape. He is the prospector —
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; : SE Se a ee 

pore 
of the air, perpetually searching its strata for olfactory gold. Partridge a 

scent ie the gold standard which relates his world to mine, : : 

My dog, “ty the way, thinke I have meh to learn about partridges, and = 

being a professional naturalist, I agree. He persists in tutoring me, with 

the calm pationee of @ professor of logic, in the art of drawing deductions : 

fron olfgaetory“evidenes. T delight in seeing hin deduce = conclusion, in oe 

the form of a point, from data which are obvious sa aie but speculative ae 

to my unaided eye. Perhaps he hopes his dull pupil will one day loan to amell. 
Like other dull pupils, I imow when the professor is right, even though “7 

I do not Imow why. I check my gun and walk in, Tike any good professor, the = 
dog never laughs when I mise, which is often. He gives me just one look, and = 
proceeds up the stream in quest of another grouse. é - 

"Following one of these banica, one walks astride of two landscapes, the s 

hillside one hunts from, and the bottom the dog hunts in. ‘There is a special 

cham in treading soft dry enrpete of Lycopodium to flush binds out of the bog, 
and the first test of a partridge dog is his willingness to do the wet work while 

you parallel him on the dry bani. rae 

A special problem arises where the belt of alders widens, and the dog a 

disappears from view, furry at once to a imoll or point, where you stand stock- = 
still, straining eye ond ear to follow the dog. A sudden scattering of white = 
throats may revesl hig whereabouts, Again you may hear hin breaking a twig, or — : 

splashing in a wet spot, or plopping into the eresk. Bat when all sound ceases, = 

be ready for instant action, for he is likely on point. Listen now for the pré- ace 

wonitory clueks which a frightened partridge gives just before flushing. Then 
follows the murtling bird, Of perhaps two of them, or I have known as many as : 

tix, cluoking and flushing one by one, each sailing high for his own destination —_ 
in the uplands. Whether one passes within gunshot is of course a matter of = 
chance, and you can comute the chance if you have time: 360 degrees divided —



30, or whatever segment of the circle your gun covers. Divide again by three or a 

four, which 4s your chance of missing, and you have the probability of actual Ee 

feathers in the hunting coat. = 

The second test of a good partridge dog is whether he reports for orders = 

after euch an episode. Sit down and talk it over with hin while he pents. Then 

look for the next red lanterm, and proceed with the unt. a 
. a * * S 4 4 

itr-ti Kio semnstonn tb eeaina ae eke brings ve a scents = 

other than grouse, each of which my lead to its om peculiar episode. When 

he points with a certain humorous expresaion of the ears, I kmow he has found a = = 

dedded rabbit. Once o dead-serious point yielded no bird, tut still the dog : : 

stood frogen; in a tuft of sedge under his very nose was a fat sleepy coon, —— 

getting his share of October sun. At least ones on ench hunt the dogs bays a . = 

mnk, usually in sone Genser-thasvovdinasy thishe) of Wedteewion. Gants 

dog pointed in midstream; a vhir of wings up-river, followed by three msical = 

tebdaka, told ue he had intormpted a woodduek'# dinner, Not infrequently he - 

finds Jackenipe in heavily pastured alders, and lastly he may put oatadeer, = 

bedded for the day on » high streambank flaniced by alder bog. Has the deer a a 

poetical weakness for singing waters, or a practical liking for e bed that cannot = 

de approached without making a noise? Judging by the indignant flick of his <a 

great white fing it might be either, or both. : : 

Almost anything may happen between one red lantern and another. = 

* * * . 

At sunset on the last day of the grouse season, every blackberry blows out ‘ 

hie ight, 1 do not understand how a nore tush oan be thus infallibly informa = 
About the Wisconsin etatutes, nor have I ever gone back next day to find out. For = 

the ensuing oleven ied the lanterns glow only in my mind's eye. Tf ecnetiies = 

think that the other months were constituted mainly as a fitting interlude detwoon =
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Revised dee hy 19th, 

SMOKY GOLD 

Abdo co sel 

There are two kinds of hunting, ordinary hunting, and ruffed grouse. hunting. 

There are two places to hunt grouse, ordinary places, ani Adams county. 

There are two times to hunt in Adams, ordinary times, and when the 
temaracks are smoky gold, 

This is written for those Iuckless ones who have never stood, gun empty 

and mouth agane, to wateh the golden needles com sifting down, while the 

feathery rocket that kmocked tham off sails uscathed into the Jjackpines. 

The temarecks change from green to yellow when the first frosts have 

brought woodeock, fox sparrows, and juncos out of the nofiiis Troops of robins 

are stripping the last white berries from the dogwood thickets, leaving the : 

empty stems as a pink haze against the hill. The oreekside aldérs have shed 

their leaves, exrosing here ant there an eyeful of holly. Branbles are £¥)°; 
Goler;—hetween_you 

and the gin-each_leafis a red_tlentess, lighting your fot- 

steps grouseward. 

The dog knows what is grouseward better than you do. You will do well 

to Sllow him closely, reading from the cock of his gars the story the breeze 

is telling, When at last he stops stock-still, and says with a sideward glence, 

“Well, get ready," the question is, ready for what: A twittering woodcock, or 

the rising roar of a grouse, or perhaps only a pabbit? In this moment of un- 

Certainty 1s condensed much of the virtue of grouse hunting, He who mst know 

That to get ready for should go and hunt pheasants. : 

wee
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fants @iffer in flavor, wut the reasons are subtle, ‘the sweetest hunts 

are stolen, ‘There-are-two-wmys Yo steal a hunt, either go far into the wilder= 

ness where no one has been, or else find some undiscovered place under every~ 

vody's nose. 

Yew hunters know that grouse exist in Adams County, for when they drive 

through it, they see only a waste of jackpines and serub oaks. This is i 

because the highway intersects a series of west-runhing creeks, each of which 

heade in a swamp, but drops to the river through dry sand barrens. Naturally 

the northbound highway intersects these swampless barrens, but just above the 

highway, and behind the screen of dry scrub, every creeklet expands into a ; 

broad ribbon of swamp, a sure haven for grouse. 

Here, come October, I sit in the solitude of my tameracke and hear the 

hunters’ cars rearing up the highway, hell-bent for the crowded counties to 

the noth, I chuckle as I pleture their dancing specdometers, their strained 

faces, their eager eyes glued on the northward horizo: é cock grouse drums 

his defiance At the noise of their ak wa as we note his 

@irection, That fellow, we agree, needs some exercise; we \yshall look him ; 

up presently, 

The tamaracks grow not only in the swamp, but at the foot of the border- 

ing upland, where springs break forth, Hach spring has become hood with : 

moss, which forms a bogey terrace. I call these terrages the hanging gardens, 

for out of their sodden mek the fringed gentians have lifted blue jewels. 

Suth an October gentian, dusted with tamarack gold, is wrth a fall stop and 

a long leok, even when the dog signals grouse ahead. 

Between each hanging garden and the ereekeide is a moss-paved deer trail, 

handy for the hunter to follow, and for the flushed grouse to cross,-~in a 

SOULt second. ‘The question is whether the bird and the gun agree on how
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a second should be split. If they do not, the next deer that passes finds | 

a pair of empty shelis to sniff at, but no feathers. 

wr. ‘ 

Higher up the creeklet I encounter an abandoned farm. I try to read, 

from the age of the young jackpines marching scross an old field, how long | 

ago the luckless farmer found out that sand plains were meant to grow soli- 

tude, not corn. Jackpines tell tall tales to the umrary, for they put on 

several whorls of branches each year, instead of only one. I find a better 

chronometer in an elm seedling which now blocks the barn door. Its rings 

date back to the drouth of 1930. Sime that year no man has carried mili 

at of this barn, ; 

I wnder what this family thaght about shen their mortgage finally : 

outgrew their crops, and thus gave the signal for their eviction, Most 

thoughts, 1ile flying grouse, leave no trace of thelr passing, tut some 

leave clues that outlast the decates, He who, in some unforgotten April, 

planted this lilac, met have theught pleasantly of blooms for all the Aprils 

to come, She iho used this washboard, its corrugations worn thin with many 

Montays, may have wished for a cessation of all Mondays, and soon. 

Musing on mch qmestions, I beeome aware of the dog wm by the spring, 

pointing patiently these many mimtes. I walk up, apologizing for my inat- 

tention. Up twitters a wodeock, batlike, his salmon breast souked in October 

gan, Tims goes the hunt. 

It's hard, on such a day to keep one’s mind on grouse, for they are ‘ Eee 5 

separated by many distractions, I cross a buck track in the sand, and feilow | 

in tale eurtoatty. ‘he trek iaid straight fron one Javeay ten vans to 

smother, with nipped twigs showing why.
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This reminds me of my own lunch, but before I get it milled out of my 

gam pocket, I see a circling hawk, high skyward, needing idenbification. 

I wait ti11 he banks and shows his red tail, 

I reach again for the lunch, but my eye catches a peeled popple. Here 

a busk has rubbed off his itchy velvet. How long ago? The exposed wod is 8 

already brown; I conecinde that horns mst therefore be clean by now, 

I reach again for the lumbh, tut am interrupted by an excited yawp from 

tha dog, and @ crash of bushed in the swamp] Ont springs a buck, flag aloft, 

horns shining, his coat a sleek blue. Yes, the poyple told the truth. 

This time I get the lunch all the way out and sit down to eat, 4 late . 

whitethroat laments something which transpired in poor, poor Canada. A 

chickadee watches me, and grows confidantial and his lunch. He deosn't 

say what he ate, perhaps it was cool turgid ant eges, or some other avian 

equivalent of dold roast grouse. 

Zanch over, 1 regard a phalanx of young tameracks, their golden lances 

thrusting skyward, Under each the neeilles of yesterday fall to earkh; at the 

tip of each the bud of tomorrow, preformed, poised, awaits another spring. 

Rven the dead grouse in my lmnting coat has his tomorrow, for he shall be 

reneubered after all his generation have passed to their hapry driumiing grounds. 

This is because, in his last wurst for freedom, he dusted my eyes with smoky 

gold.
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Getting up too early is a vice habitual in horned owls, stars, geese, = = 

and froight trains. Some hunters acquire it fron geese, and some coffee pote 

fron hunters. It is strange that of all the mititude of creatures who mst : oS 

rise in the morning at some time, only these few should have discovered the — = 

nost pleasant and least useful time for doing it. : =e s 

Orion mst have beon the original mentor of the too-early company, for <3 

it is he who signals the time for too-early rising. It is time when Orion hag 2 

passed west of the zenith about as far as ons should lead a teal. oa 2 

Marly risers feel at ease with each other, perhaps because, unlike those 2 

vho sleep late, they are given to understatement of their own achievements. ws Me 

Orion, the most travelled, says literally nothing. The coffee pot, fron its eS 

first soft gungle, underelains the virtues of what einers within. The owl, = 
in his trisyllabie commentary, plays down the story of the night's murders. j ae 

The goose on the bar, rising briefly to a point of order in some inandible = 3 

anserine debate, lets fall no hint that he speaks with the authority of ali the = 

far hills and the sea. = 

The freight, I admit, is hardly reticent about hia own importance, yet = = 

even he has a kind of modesty: his eye is single to his own noisy business, = 

‘nd he never comes roaring into somebody else's camp. I feel a deep security ; = 

Bin this single-mindednese of freight trains. : 

ee eee See = 

To arrive too early in the marsh is an adventure in pure listening; the | ee 

@ar roams at will among the noises of the night, without let or hindrance from — = 

moa or eye. when you hear a mallard enthusing audibly over his soup, you are = = : 

Tee to picture a score guesling anong the duckweeds. When one widgeon squeals, 

: eters ee ae Se
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you nay postulate a squadron without fear of visual contradiction, And when a Z 

flock of bluebills, pitching pondwanl, tears the dark ati of heaven in one < 

to see oxcopt stars. This sime perfornsiee, in daytime, would have tobe locked = 

at, shot at, missed; and then hurriedly fitted with an alibi. Nor could tage 

light add snything te your mind's-eye picture of quivering wings, ipping the | 

firmament neatly into halves. 

The hour of listening ends when the fowl depart, on mted wings, for 

wider safer waters, each flock a blur against the graying Bast. 

* * * 

Like many another treaty of restraint, the pre-dawa pact lasts only as = 

long as darkness husbles the arrogant. Tt seons as if the sun, omtheshope— : 

of-sitting-im-it; were responsible for the daily retreat of reticence from Pa 

the worlay At any rate, by the time the mists are white over the lowlands, : 

every rooster is bragging g4 lib, and every corn shock protending to be twice — : . 

as tall as any corn that ever grew. By sug-up every squirrel is exggorating 

some fancied indignity to his person, and ony jay emoting falsely about supposi- 

tious dangers to society, at this very moment discovered by him. Distant crows 

are berating an hypothetical owl, just to tell the world how vigilant crows aro, 

anda pheasant cock, musing perhaps on his philanderings of byegone days, beats 

the air with his wings ond tells the world, in raucous warning, that he owns 

this marsh and all the hens in it. 

Nor are all these illusions of grandeur confined to the birds and beasts, — = 

hoy by breakfast~time come the honks, home, shouts, and whistles of the awakened 

faryard, and finally, at evening, the radio with Gabriel Heater. Then every- 

body goes to bed to relearn the lessons of the night.
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If I Ware THe WIND 

The wind thet makes msic in November corn is in a hurry. The stalks hun, 4 

the loose husks whisk skyward in half-playful swifls, and the wind hurries on. f 

In the marsh long windy waves surge across the grassy sloughs, beat: 

against the far willows. A tree tries to argue, bare limbs waving, but there is 

no detaining the wind. 

On thé sandbar there is only wind, and the river sliding seaward. Every 

wisp of grass is drawing cireles on the sand. 1 wander over the bar to a drift+ 

wood log, where ‘I sit and listen to thé universal rar, and to the tinkle of 

wavelets on the hore. The river is lifeless: not a duck, heron, marshhawk, 

o gill tat has sought refuge from wind, 

_* * * 

Oyt of the clouds I hear a faint bark, as of a far-away dog. 1 is strange 

how the world cocks its ears at that sound, wondering. Soon it is louder: the 
honk of geese, invisible, but coming on. : ; 

*he flock energes from the low clouds, » tattered bamor of binis, dipping 
ad rising, blown up and dlown down, blow together and blown apart, but advane= 
ing, the wind wrestling lovingly with each winnowing wing. When the flock is a 

lur in the far sky I hear the last henie, sounding taps for summer, Ven (a ea 

It is warm behind the driftwood now, for the wind has gone with his geese. 

would I= 4f I were the wind,
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the Lord giveth, and the Lord taketh away, but He ds no longer the only ee 

to do 90, then sone remote axcostor of ours Anvented the shovel, he beomse 
givert he could plant a tree. And when the axe was invented, ho became a aa 

1 he could chop it down. ‘hoover ows land has thus asmuned, whether he 
it or not, the divine functions of creating and destroying plants. Le 

Other ancestors, loss remote, have since invented other tools, tut each ee 

{ these, upon close serutiny, proves to be ofther an elaboration of, or an = S 

ory to, the original pair of basic inplenents. We classify ourselves ‘ ay 

to vocations, cadh of which etther wislds some partiqular too} or eelis it, Z o 

Y repaire it, ox sharpens it, or dispenses advice on how to do so; by suoh 2 is 

vielen of indore we swold responsibility for the misuse of any tool save our = ma 

. But there {9 one voeation ~ philosophy = which knows that oll men, by hah x 

think about ond wish for, in effect wield all tools, ond that they thie a 

stermine, by their nannor of thinidng end wishing, whether it is worthwhile to is 

we - - ‘ : s 

Novenber ia, for many reasons, the month for the axe. 1% is warm enough : 3 

grind an axe without froosing, tut Gold enough to fell a tree in comfort. The 
eaves are off the hardwoods, so that one enn see just how the branches inter- aS 

ne, ond what growth occurred last swear. Without this clear view of treetops, = 
cannot be sure which tres, if any, neste felling for the goot of the land, 

T have vend many definitions of vhat te 0 conservationist, and written mot 
fow myself, tut I suspect that the deat one 4s written nob with « pen, but a 

thon axe. It {9 a matter of shat o man thinks about while chopping, or a 

le deciding what to chop. A conservationist 4s one who ie iuubly aware a 
* with each atroke he is writing his sigaature on the gage of his land. : —



POAT eS ee DET gi ee ener ee re 71 an 

Signtures of course differ, whether written with axe or pen, and this is as it ae 

I find it disconcerting to anslyse. 9x post fagte, the rensons behind my = 

om axe~in-hand @hotoions. % find, first of oll, that not all treos ave created — ae 

free and equal. Where a white pine and a red birch are crowding ench other, f a 

have an g priogi bine; I always cut the birch to favor the pine. why? 3 a 

Well, firet of 031, I planted the pine with my shovel, whereas the birch 

craved in under the fence and planted itself. My bins is thus to some extent — ie 

paternal, but this cannot be the whole story, for if the pine were a metural . 

secdiing like the birch, I would value it even more, So I mst aig decper for 3 

marae avemusrsae | a 
Well, the birch is an abundent tree in my township and becoming more #05 > e. 

thereas pine is searce and becoming scarcer; perhaps my bine is for the under oe 

tog. But what would I do 4¢ ny fam wore further north, here pine is abundant — 

and red birch ds scarce? 1 confess I don't know. My farm is here. eS 

Yell, the pine will live for a contusy, the birch for half that; do I fear a 

that uy signature will fade? My neighbors have planted no pines but all have = a 

may birches; am I snobbish about having a woodlot of distinction? The pine = 

stays groon all winter, the diseh punches the Glock in Ostoder; do I favor the aa 

tree that, Like myself, braves the winter wind? The pine will shelter a grouse oo 

Ach SHR IR oud ahs. onan Sad gaan Alen See Pa Ee 
ine will ultimately bring $10. a thousand, the bimth $2) hove I an aye on the = 

donk? All of those possible reasona for my bias seem to carry some weight, mh os 

Go I tay again, anf here perhays {2 somethings unter this pine will ultimately 

grow 4 trailing arvutue, an Indian pipe, » pyrola, or a twin flower, wherens a 

© the birch a bottle gontian is about the best to be hoped for, In this pine |. 

Pileated woodpecker will ultimately chisel out e nest; in the birch o hairy will a
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ere to suffice, In this pine the wild will ing for me fm April, ob whieh time 

the birch is only rattling naked twigs. These possitle reasons for my bias Carry — s 

weight, tut why? Does the pine stimlate my imgination and my hopes more deeply oS 

than the birch doos? If so, is the difference in the trees, or in ne? = 

te only conclusion T have ever reoched {8 that I Love all trees, Ut Tan 
in love with pines, : a 

oe J oe 
he T sald, Hovenber 4s the nonth for the axe, and.eg in other leversffairy 

there 19 skill in the exeroive of bins, If the birch, stands gquth of the pine, ioe 

and to taller, it will shade io pinote Léeder in epwing, and time iscoursgs the 

pine weevil from laying/ner wage there Biren competition toa nine MiiGim = | 

tmpared with this woovll, whose progemy idl) the pine’s leader and time deform a 

fhe tree, fb is salutary to meditate tat this insest's preferese for squatting = 

in the eun.dotemmines not only her own contimnity an « species, tut eine the. - See 

future figure of my pine, and my om success as a wielder Of axe and shovel. ¥ Ree ee 

Again, Af a drouthy sumer follows my remem of the Dizeh!p shade. the — 

hotter soil may offeet the lessor competition for water, and my pine be none the ee a 

detter for my bins. ee iw 4 

lastly, if the birch's Limbs tisrestay to" nib the pine's tomainal tude during a 

A vind, the pine will sively be deformed, snd the Sieh must either delsinoved = a 

regandiees of other odnstterations, oF also it mist be pruned of Linbe each = 

vinter to a height greater than the pine's prospestive summer growth. ae a 

Such are the pros and cone which the wielder of an axe must foresee, compare, = 

tad deoide upon with the calm aseurence that hie Mae will, on the avemge, prove 

*“ * * ae 

The wielder of an axe has as many biases as there are species of treas on o 

Me fam, aul Iu the course of the yours he imputes to each species, from his oo 

: = eee ae
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sovinat thom, s setts of attettnten which cinetitate « chamoter, Tan annted 

Mus to ne the aspen is in good repute deconse he glorifies Yetoher and he foe 

foods ny grouse in winter, but to some of wy neighbors he is @ mere weed, perhaps a 

attempting to clear, (I camot sneer at this, for I find mywolf disliking the = 

Again, the taxermck is to ne a love-affair second only to white pine, perhaps — a 

because he is nearly oxtinet in my towiship (undertog bias), or because he sorinktce 

gold on Oatoder grouse (gunpowder bins), or beemse he sours tho soil and enables = 

it to grow the loveliest of orchids: the showy ladyslipper, On the other hand, as 

foresters have oxcommnicated the taxol beonuse he grows too sloviy to pay 

tompound interest. In onler to olinch this @lemute, they also mention that he se 

mecunbs periodically to epizootics of saw-fly, tut this is fifty years henee for " 

wy tamracks, so I will let my grandson worn about it. Meanshile ny ‘tamareka “a 

ane growing so lvetily that my spirit sony with them, skyward. ; 

To me an ansiont cottonwood is the grestest of ome bedeuse in his youth he - 

shaded the buffalo and vore a hale of pigeons, and I Like a young éottonwaed ber “ 

cause he may someday become ancient. “ut tho farmer's wife (and hence the farmer) ae 

lesptees ali costonvoods Decmias tn June the femle tree clogs the goreene with = 

Cotton. ‘The moder dogma is comfort at any coat. : oo 
I find ay Biases more merous than those of my neighbors becuse have 

individual Likkings for muy species which they luap under one aspersive category: oe 

rush, ‘Mme 1 ike the Wahoo, partly because door, mbbite,unl mice are so arid 
Wo sot his square twigs and green dari and marty deomse his eertseoolored 
Verries Glow so warmly against Novenber anov, I 2ike the red dogwood becuse he = 
feeds Ootoder vobina, and the pricidy ash because iy woodgock take thelr daily = 

— 
Reng et bees
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sudath under the shelter of his thomas. 1 like the hazel becuse his October = 

} like the bitterawest beanuse my father did, and Deoause the deer, on July 2 a 

of exch yon, dagin suddenly to eat the now Leaves, and I have leamed to pre x 

professor, to Blossom forth anmually s9 a successful seer ani prophet. Aa 

It 19 evident that our plant binses are in part traditional; Br gece sili a 

father liked hickory nuts, you will like the hickory tree because your father told 

you to. If, on the other hand, your grandfather 
burned a leg carrying a petesn — 

iv vine and recklessly atood in the smoke, you will dislike the species, no a 

mtter with what crimson glories it worms your eyes each fal. | 

It 4a also evident that our plant Dinses reflect not only voeations wut ee 

cations, with a delicate allocation of priority as between inductzy end indolenes.. . co 

The farmer whe would rather hunt grouse then milk cows wild not dialike hawthorn, a 

m matter Af {t does Lomde his pasture, The coon-hunter will aot Gielike tame 
wood, and I lmow of quail Iuaters who banr no emdge against meweed, ovine ih 

annual dout with hayfever. Our dDinses are indesd a sensitive index to our affer- a 

tions, our tastes, ouw loyalties, our gmerosities, and our manner of wasting 3 

Vookends. 
. 23 

Be that as it may, I an content to waste mine, in November, with an axe. _ 

: 

a 

s
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Bvery farm woodland, in addition to yielding lumber, fuel and posts, should 2 

provide its ower a liberal education. This crop of wisdon never fails, mt it - 

is not always harvested. I here record some of the many lessons I have learned ss 

in ny own woods, 
S — 

Soon after I bought the woods a decade ago, I realized that I had bought a 

almost as many tree diseases as I had trees. My woodlot is riddled by all the — a 

ailments wood is heir to. I began to wish that Noah, when he loaded up the 2 a 

Ark, had left the tree diseases behind. a 

My woods is headquarters for a family of coons; few of my neighbors have i = 

any. One Sunday in November, after a new snow, I learned why. The fresh track = 

of a coon hunter and his hound led up to 4 half-uprooted maple, under which one —- 

of my coons hed taken refuge. ‘The frozen snarl of roots and earth was too rocky os 

to chop and too tough to dig; the holes under the roots were too numerous to 2 =e 

snoke out. ‘the hunter had quit coonless because a fungus disease had weakened ~ 3 

the roots of the maple. The tree, half-tipped-over by a storm, offers an impreg- = 

nadle fortress for coondom. Without this "bombproof” shelter, my seed stock of = a 

coons would be cleaned out by hunters each year. s s 

My woods houses a dozen muffed grouse, mt during periods of deep snow my =< = 

grouse shift to my neighbor's woods, where there is better cover. However, I = < SS 

always retain as many grouse as I have oaks windthrown by sumer storms. “hese 2 

funner windfalls keep their dried leaves, and during snows each such windfall =< 

harbors a grouse. ‘The droppings show that each grouse roosts, feeds, and loafs = : 

=
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for the duration of the storm within the narrow confines of his leafy eanou- | 

‘flage, safe from wind, owl, fox and hunter. ‘The cured oal leaves not only serve a 

as cover, but for some curious reason, are relished as food by the grouse. — a 

These oak windfalls are, of course, diseased trees. Without disease, few Ss 

oaks would break off, and henee few grouse would have down tops to hide in. oe 
Diseased oaks also provide another apparently delectable grouse food: oak = 

galls. A gall is a diseased growth of new twigs which have been stung by a : < 

gall-wasp while tender and succulent. In October my grouse are often stuffed — ~~ 

Yach year the wild bees load up one of my hollow oake with combs, and - 

each year trespassing honey-hunters harvest the honey before I ao. This is a a 

partly because they are more skillful than I am in “Lining up" the bee trees, oo 

and partly because they use nets, and henee are able to work before the bees “ 

vecome dormant in fall. But for heart-rots, there would be no hollow oake to = 

furnish wild bees with oaken hives. ae 3 

During high years of the cycle, there is a plague of wave te fa my woods. — 

They eat the bark and twigs off of almost every kind of tree or bush I és : . 

trying to encourage, and ignore almost every kind I would like to have less of. __ ; = 

Yhon the rabbit hunter plants himself a grove of pines or an orchard, the oe ee 

rab. it somehow ceases to be a game animal, and becomes a pest instead) oe 3 

The rabbit, despite his omnivorous appetite, is an epicure in some respects. " : 

He always prefers a hand-planted pine, maple, apple, or wahoo to a wild one. He Ss 

also insists that certain salads be preconditioned before he deigns to eat them. = 

Ths he spurns red dogwood until it is attacked by oyster~shell seale, after . = 

Which the bari becomes a delicacy, to be eaerly devoured by all the mbbite in 

the neighborhood, = 

Or =
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A flock of a dozen chickadess spents the year in my woods. Ta winter, when = 

we are harvesting diseased or dead trees for our fuelwood, the ring of the axe_ ag 

is dinner gong for the chickadees tribe, They hang in the offing waiting for a 

the tree to fall, offering pert commentary on the slowness of our labor. When a 

the tree at last is down, and the wedges begin to open up its contents, the chicka 

dees draw up their white napkins and fall to. very slab of dead bark is, to then, 

a treasury of eggs, larvae, and cocoons. For them every ant-tunneled heartwood = 

tulges with milk and honey. We often stand a fresh split against a nearby tree s 

just to see the greedy chicks mop up the ant-eggs. It lightens our labor ?. _ 

know that they, as well as we, derive ald and comfort from the fragrant riches se 

of newly eplit oak. : oe 

But for diseases and insect pests, there would likely be no food in these = 

trees, and hence no chickadees to add cheer to winter woods. = 

Many other kinds of wildlife depend on tree diseases. My pileated wood- * eh 

peckers chisel living pines, to extract fat grubs from the diseased heartwood. . a 

W darred owls find surcease from crows and jays in the hollow heart of an old : : ae 

basswood; but for this diseased tree their sundown serenade would probably be x Ss 

silenced. My wood ducks nest in hollow trees; every June brings ite brood of 3 

downy ducklings to my woodland slough. All scuirrels depend, for permanent — Ss 

dens, on a delicately balanced equilibrium between a rotting cavity and the sear =< 

tissue with which the tree attempts to close the wound. ‘The squirrels referee — = = 

the contest by gnawing out the sear tissue when it begins unduly to shrink the = 

amlitude of their front door. : ae 

The veal jewel of my disease-ridden woodlot is the prothonotary warbler. He ~ — 

Rests in an old woodpecker hole, or other small eavity, in a dead snag overhanging <=
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a a 

Atto teovott ee 

fhe wild things that live on my farm are reluctent to tell me, in so many S 

yords, how mch of my township is included within their dayly or nightly Dent. 1 

an curious about this, for it gives mo the ratio betweon the sixe of their universe S 

«ad tho size of mine, and 4t conveniently begs the much nore important qfestion = 

of who is the nost thoroughly acquainted with the world in which he Lives. 2 

Like people, my enimls frequently disclose by their actions what they = 
decline to divulge in words. It is difficult to predict when and how one of these a 

disclosures will come to light. oy 

: — a 

The dog, being no hand with an axe, 1s free to hunt while the rest of us are 

making weed. A outten Zip-yio-yip gives us notice that a rabbit, flushed from Ss 

his bed in the grass, 1¢ headed elsewhere ina hurry. He makes a bee-line for = 

8 woodpile a quarter-mile distant, where he ducks between two corded stacks, a = : 

cafe gunshot ahead of hie parenen. he dng, after leaving 6 tvs qanelis Wa 

harke on the hard osk, gives it up ond resumes his search for some less esnny s 

cottontail, and we resume our chopping. = 

This Little episode tells me thet this mbbit is familiar with all of the = 

ground between his bed in the meadow and his blite-eellar under the woodpiie. = 

liow else the bec-line? This rabbit's homo range is at least a quarter-mile = 

in oxtent. . 

* « & . = 

The chickadees that visit our feeding station are trapped and banded each = 

vinter. Soue of our neighbors also feed chickadees, but nono band them. By S 
ticing the furthest points from my feeder at which banded chickadees are seen, s
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= 
we have learned that the home range of our flock is half-a-mile across in winter, — 

wut that it ineludes only areas protected from wind. 2 

In summer, when the flock has dispersed for nesting, banded birde are seen a 

at grecter distances, often uated with unbanded birds. At this season the chicka- 
docs pay no heed to wind, often being found in open wind-swept places. < 

> * @ aa 

The fresh treks of threo deer, clear in yesterday's enow, pass through our 

woods. I follow the tracks backward and find a cluster of three beds, clear of 2 

snow, in the big willow-thicket on the sandbar. S 

I then follow the tracks forward; they lead to ny neighbor's cornfield, Ee 

where the deer have pawed waste corn out of the snow, end alse tousled one of . 

the shocks. he tracke thon lead back, by ancther route, to the sandbar. mn a 

route the deer have pawed at some grasé-tufts, nugeling for the tender green S 

sprouts within, and they have also drunk at a spring. My picture of the night's rs x 

routine is complete. ‘The overall distance from bed to breakfast is a mile, = 

e + 3 - = 

Our woods always harbors grouse, but one day last winter, after a deep = 
and soft snow, I could find neither @ grouse or a track of one. I had sbout = 

concluded that my birds had moved out, when my dog cane to a point in the leafy = 
top of an oak blown dom last summer. Three grouse flushed out, ono by one. S 

There were no tracks under or neag the down top. Obviously these birds << 

mad flown in, tut from where? Grouse mst eat, especially in sero weather, so 
I examined the droppings for a clue. Among much unrecognizable debris I fount = 

wud-seales, and also the tough yellow skins of frozen nightshade berries. = 

In a thicket of young soft maple I had noticed, in sumer, an abundant = 

growth of nightshade. I went there, and after a search, found grouse tracks on — = 

® log. The Vinds had not waded the soft snow; they hed waliced the logs and pleked 2 

E a



oS Spee oe i # Se IEE RY ec oh EON cae re! 
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That evening, at sunset, I saws grouse budding in a popple-thicket e = 
ee ee 

qarter-aile west. There were no tracks. This completed the story. These birds, — 

for the duration of the soft snow, were covering their home range awing, nob 

Science kmows little about home range: how big it is at various seasome, = 

vhat food and cover it mst include, when and how 1% is defended against trespe ~~ 

«mt vhother ownership fs -m individual, family, or group affair, These are the = 

fundamentals of animal economics, or ecology. very farm is o textbook on animal a 

ecology; woodsmanship is the translation of the bool. a 
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To band a bird is to hold a ticket in = great lottery. Most of us hold = 

tlekets on our own survival, but we buy them from the insurance company, which : a 

jmows too mich to sell us a really sporting chance. It is a salutary exercise =o 

in objectivity to hold a: ticket on the banded sparrow that falleth, or on the a 

panded chickadee that may some day reenter your trap, and thus prove thet he is Soe 

still alive. oa 

The tyro gets his thrill from bending new birds; he plays a kind of game = 

against himself, striving to break his previous score for total numbers. Bat = 

to the old-timer the banding of new birds becomes merely pleasant routine; the = 

real thrill lies in the recapture of some bird banded long ago, some bird whose 2 

age, adventures, and previous condition of appetite are perhaps better kmown to ae 

you than to the bird hinself. : = 

Tus in our family, the question of whether chickadee 65290 would survive ~ = 

for still another winter was, for five years, a sporting question of the first ae 

» * & , 82 

. os: 
Beginning a decade ago, we have trapped and banded most of the chickadees on = 

our farm enctlwinter. In early winter, the traps yield mostly unbanded birds; : = 

these presumbly are mostly the young of the year, which, once banéed, can = 

thereafter be "dated". As the winter wears on, unbanded birds cease to appear in = 

the trap; we then know that the local population consists largely of marked birds. = 

Ye can tell from the band numbers how many birds are present, and how many of = 

these are survivors from each previous year of banding. : — 

65290 was one of seven chickadees constituting the “clase of 1937". = 

Yhen he first entered our trap, he showed no visible evidence of genius. Like =" = 

his classmates, his ee for suet was greater than his discretion. like his =
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classmtes he bit my finger while being taken out of the trap. When banded and — he 

released he fluttered up to a limb, pecked his new aluminum anklet in mild annoy~ Be 

ce, shook his mssed feathers, cursed gently, and hurried away to cateh up with = 

the gong. It is doubtful whether he drew any philosophical fotantions trem Ma a 

experience (such 96 all is not ante! ogge-that glitters), for he was caught again — z 

three times that same winter. _ a 

By the second winter our recaptures showed that the class of seven had : : 

shrunk to three, and by the third winter to two. By the fifth winter 65290 was 

the sole survivor of his generation. Signs of genius’ were still lacking, tut of 2 = 

his extraordinary capacity for living there was now historical proof. = 

During his sixth winter 65290 failed to reappear, and the verdict of "miesing = 

in action" is now confirmed by his absence during four subsequent trappings. ee . 

At that, of 97 chicks banded during the decade, 65290 was one of two contriv= 

ing to survive for five winters. ___ reached four years, ____ reached three I 

yoars, ___ reached two years, and _____ disappeared after their first winter. = 

the median of this regression is __ years; honce if I were selling ingurance to 

chicks, I could compute the premium with assurence. But. this would reise the ‘ = 

problem; in what currency wou I pay the widows? I suppose in ants! eggs. oa 

I know so Little about birds that I can only speculnte on why 65290 survived 3 

his fellows. Was he more clever in dodging his enemies? What enemies? A : > 

chickadse ig almost too small to have any. That whimeieal fellow called Evolution, — = 

having enlarged the dinosaur until he tripped over his own toes, tried shrinking — << 

the chickadees until he was just too big to be snapped up by flycatchers as an = 

insect, and just too Little to be pursued by hawks and owls a6 meat. Then he : =~ 

Tegarded hig handiwork, and laughed, lveryone laughs at so small a bundle of = 

large enthusiasms. = . 

The sparrow hawk, the screech owl, the shrike, and especially the midget — 

ss < a= oe
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se as aie 

sav-vhet owl might find it worthwhile to kill a chickadees, but I?ve only once ag 

found evidence of actual mrder: a screech owl pellet containing one of my = 

yands. Perhaps these small bandits have a fellow-fecling for midgets. — ee - 

It seems likely that weather is the only killer so devold of both humor and = 

{imension as to kill a chickadees. I suspect that in the chickadee Sunday School, - 

two nortal sins are taught: thou shalt not venture into windy places in winter, Ss 

thou shalt not get wet before a bliszard. oS a 

I first Learned the second comnndnent one driasly winter dusk while watching — a8 

a band of. chicks going to roost in my woods. The driasle came out of the south, = — 

wit T oould tell 4¢ would tum northwest and bitter cold before morming. The 8 

chicks went to bed in a dead oak, the bark of which had peeled and warped into — 

curls, cups, and hollows of various sizes, shapes, and exposures. The bird ag 

selecting a roost dry against a south drizsle, but vulnerable to a north one, = : a 

a surely be frozen by morning. ‘The bird selecting a roost dry from all sides . 3 

would awaken safe. This, I think, 4s the kind of wisdom which spelle survival in — 

chickdon, and aecounts for 65290 and his Like. sg 

Me chickadoe's fear of windy places is casily dedueot fron his behavior, = 
In winter he ventures away from woods only on calm days, and the distance varies : = 

inversely as the breeze. I know several windswept woodlots which are chickless = 

11 winter, tut are freely used at all other seasons. They are windswept because = 

ws have browsed out the undergrowth. fo the steam-heated banker who mortgages = = 

the farmer who needs more cows who need more pasture, wind ie a minor miisance, = 

exeept perhaps at the Flatiron corner. ‘To the chickadee, winter wind is the - 

ry of the habitable world. If the chickadese had an office, the maxim — =< 
over his desk would say: “keep calm". 5 

Hig behavior at the trap discloses the reason. Turn your trap so that he —— 

st enter with even a moderate wind at his tail, and all the king's horses : =



1 ae 
cannot drag hin to the bait. Turn it the other way, and your score may be good. a 

Wind from behind blows cold and wet under the feathers, which are his portable ee 

roof and alr-conditioner. MWuthatches, juncos, tree sparrows, and woodpeckers 

Likewise fear winds from behind, tub their heating-plants and hence their wind= = 
a 

tolerance are larger in the order named. Books on nature seldom mention wind; - 

are written behind stoves. : ; a 

I suspect there is a third commandment in chickiom; thou shalt investigate a 

every loud noise. When we start chopping in our woods, the chicks at once appear, 7 
aes 

stay until the felled tree or riven log has exposed new insect eggs or pupae = 

‘or their delectation. When we split a log and discover an especially jutey — 

regation of ants’ eggs or woodborers, we always set the piece up for the 2 = 

ieks to clean before piling it on the sled. ‘the discharge of a gun will like- = 
5 Ree oe 

se summon chicks, but with less satisfactory dividends. ce 
= She = 

What served as their dinner-bell before the day of axes, mauls, and guns? a 

sumably the erash of falling trees. In December, 1940, an ice~storm felled oe 
: Se 

extraordinary number of dead snags and living limbs in our woods. Our chicks = 

offed at the trap for a month, being replete with the dividends of the storm = = 

s * # oe 

65290 has long since gone to his reward. I hope that in his new woods, as 
es 

t oaks full of ants' eggs keep falling all day long, with never a wind to = ae 
fle his composure or take the edge off his appetite. And I hope that he still se 

a 
= 

— 

. —
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2 

Acts of creation are ordinarily reserved for gods and poots, tut hunbler : 2 

folk my circumvent this restriction if they imow how. fo plant a pine, : = 

for example one need be neither god nor poet; one need only own a ae a 

shovel. By virtue of this curious loophole in the rules, any clodhopper 5; — 

my say} let there be a tree, and there will be one. ; oe 
oe 

If his back be strong and his shovel sharp, there may eventually Ls = 

be ten thousand. And in the seventh year he may lean upon his shovel, oo 

and Look uvon his trees, end find them good. oe 

God passed on his handiwork as early as the seventh day, but I notice ae 

he has since been rather non~committal as to ite merits. I gether either : 5 = 
ee 

thet he spoke too soon, or that trees stand more looking upon then do = 

figleaves and firmamenta. — 
os =e 

Why is the shovel regarded as a synbol of drudgery? Perhaps because ae 

most shovels are dull. Gertatnly all drudges have dull shovels, but See 
Tam uncertain which of these two facts is cause, and which effect. 1 — 
only know that a good file, vigorously wielded, maken my shovel sing as a 

it alhicos the mellow loam. 1 am told there is msic in the sharp plene, = 
é i 

the sharp chisel, and the sharo soalpel, but I hear 1t best in my shovel; : = 

it huns in my wrists ae I plant a pine. I suspect that the fellow who = = 

tried so hard to strike one clear note upon the herp of time chose too : — 
es difficult an instrument. a 

; : = Sock oe SSS
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1t ig well that the planting season comes only in ering, for noderation z : ae 

is dest in all things, even shovels. During the other months you may : oe 

toh the process of becoming which is @ pine. a - 

Te pine's new year begins in May, when the terminal bud beoones "the ae 

le". ¥hoever coined that nane for the new growth had subtlety in 3 

his soul. “The gandle” sounds like a platitudinous reference to obvious | ; e 

facts: the now shoot is waxy, upright, Brittle. But he who lives with S 

pines knows that enndle hs a deeper meaning, for at its tip bums the as a 

sternal flame thet lighte a path inte the future. May after May ny pines 2 

follow their candies skyward, each headed straight for the senith, and = 

each meaning to get there if only there be years enough before the last . 

tru-pet blows. It ie a very old pine who at last forgets which of his = a 

neny candles i the most important, and thus flattens his crow ageinst <<’ 
the sky. You may forget, tat no pine of your own planting will do so in : os 

your lifetime. —— 

If you are thriftily inolined, you will find pines congenial comvany, = 7 

for unlike the hand-to-mouth herdwoods, they never pay current bills out a 

of current earnings; they live solely on thelr savings of the year vefore. = 

In fact every pine carries an open banibook, in which his onsh bvelanee ia = —— 

recorded by June 30 of each year. If, on that date, his completed candle s =e 

has developed a terminal eluster of ten or twelve buds, it means that he SS 

has salted away enough rain and sun for a two-foot or even a three-foot = 

thrust skyward next spring. If there are only four or six buds, his thrust =e 

Will be @ lesser one, but he will nevertheleso wear that peculiar air that “ : = 

008 with solvency. = 4
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Hard years of course come to pines, as they do to men, and these 3 oe 

are recorded as shorter thrusts, i.e. shorter spaces between the successive = 

yhoris of branches. ‘These spaces, then, are an sutoblography which he who Ae 

valks with trees may read at will. In omler to date o hard year correctly, SS 

you met always subtract one from the year of lesser growth. Thus the 1937 . fo 

grovth was short in all pinos; this resonds the universal dmouth of 1936, 
Om the other hand the 1941 growth was long in all pines; perheps they saw = ee 

the shadow of thinge to come, and made @ speckal effort to show the world ae 

that pines still know where thoy are going, even though men do not. ae 

then ene pine shove a chert your tah his neighters Go meh, FMM 8m 

tafely interpolate sone purely local or individual adversity: a fire sear, se 

a gnawing meadowmouse, a windburn, or some local bottleneck in that dark : — 

laboratory we gall the soil. _ 

Tore 1s mich emll-talit and nelghboshood gossip asong pines; by paying 

heed to this chatter, I leam what has transpired during the weeic when Zan = 

absent in town, and see pines only in my mind's eye. Thus in March, when — 

the door frequently browse white pines, the height of the browsings tells ae 

te how hungry they are. A deor full of corn is too lazy to nip branches a 
nore than four fect above the ground; a really hungry deer rises on his hind _ — 

legs and nips as high as eight fect. Thos I learn the gastronomic statue of — 

the deer without seoing thon, and I leam, without visiting his field, whether 26 

Wy neighbor has hauled in his cornshocks. ae 

In May, when the new candle is tender and brittle as on asparague shoot, = 

8 bird alighting on it will often break it off. very spring I find a few —— 

fuph deaspitated trees, each with its wilted candle lying in the grass, te —— 

{8 easy to infer what has happened, but in a decade of watching I have never —
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once seen 2 bird break a candle. It is an object-lesson: one need not 2 

doubt the unseen. e ee 

In June of each year a fow white pines suddenly show wilted candles, = 

shich next turn brown and die. A pine weevil has bored into the terminal — aS 

wd-cluster and deposited eggs; the grubs, when hatched, bore down along — 

the pith and kill the shoot. Such a leaderless pine is doomed to frustre- aS 

tion, for the surviving branches disagree among themselves as to who heade as 

the skyward march. ‘They all do, and as a consequence the tree remains a - . 

mush. nage . 

It ip an allogory, often seen, but seldon undensteet. ” yee = 

A davloue ciroustanes is thist only pines in full sunlight are bitten & 

W weevils; shaded pines are ignored. Such are the hidden uses of adversity. — 

tn covaven SgSities tela ahs Sinks mimeo Sia: ie See = 
are beginning to “feel their oats". A jackpine about eight feet high, and = 2 

standing alone, seems especially te {noite in © tuck the idea that the world = 

needs prodding. “uch a tree must perforce turn the other cheteck also, and 3 = 

onerges mich the worse for wear. ‘The only element of justi¢e in such cou es 2 

ete ie that the more the tree is punished, the mre piteh the tuck carries = 
avay on his not-so=shiny ontlers. — 

The chit-chat of the woods is sometimes hard to translate. Onee in — 

Mavinter I found, 1m the droppings under « grouse reost, some half-digested 

stmctures thet I could not identify. They resembled miniature corm-cobs = — 

shout half an inch long. I oxamined samples of every local grouse food I : 

ould think of, tut without finding any clue to the origin of tho "cobs". = 

Mnelly I cut open the terminal bud of » jackpine, and in ite core I found ~ 

the answer. ‘The grouse had eaten the bude. digested the pitch, rubbed off = 

the soales in his gissard, and left the cob, which was, in effect, the = = 

fortheoming candle. One might say that this grouse had been specubting in : = 

z eas es GS ee
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fhe three species of pine native to Wisconsin (white, red, and jack) i 

diffor radically in their opinions about marriagesble age. The precocious : — 

jack pine sometizies blooms and bears cones a year or ten ufies hewvisg Ge’ — 

mrsory, and a few of my 13-year-old jacks already boast of grand-children. es 

ily 13-year-old reds first bloomed this year, but my whites have not yet = 2a 

Diooned; they adhore closely to the Anglo-Saxon doctrine of free, vhite, and 

Wore it not for this wide diversity in social outlook, ny red squirrels —- 

vould be meh curtailed in their bill-of-fare. wach year in midsummer they S Ss 

stort tearing up jackpine cones for the seeds, and no labor-Day plenic ever a 

scattered more bnlis and rinds over the landsoape than they do: under each —— 

‘tree the remins of their anmual feast lie in piles and heaps. Yet there ae 

ceang tam wm oe W tty memionteaene 
the geldenrete. ae \% TIA Oe ee 

_ Few people know that pines bear flowers, sat most of those who @o are => 

too prosy to gee in this festival of bleom anything more than a routine ~~ <a . 

ological function. AL1 @istiustoned foli: should spend the second weck in 
Way in a oime woods, and such as wear glasses should take along an extra = 

handkerchief. ‘The prodigality of pine pollen should convince anyone of the = 

Teckless exuberance of the season, even when the song of the Ieinglet has = 
failed to do so. — = 

: * * * : a 

Young white pines usually thrive best in the absence of their parents. = —— 

Iinow of whole woodlots in which the younger generation, even when pro- = 

Vided vith a plage in the oun, is dwarfed and apindled by ite elders. Again = 

there are woodlote in which no such inhibition obtains. I wish I know a
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yhother such differences lie in tolerance in the young, in the old, or in oe a 

the soil. 
| = 

Pines, Like people, are choosy about their associates, and do not — 

moceed in suppreseing their Likes and diglikes. Thus there is an = = 
affinity between white pines and dewberries, between red pines and flower- - 
ing spurge. between jackpines and sweet fern. When I plent a white pine : 8 

ina dewberry patoh, I can safely predict that within a year he will de~ a 

yelep a Imsky cluster of bude, ané that his new nectles ili show that : 
bluish bloom which Bespeaks health and congenial compariy. He will out- I 
grow and outbdloom his fellows planted on the same day, with the same care, | a | 
in the same soll, but in the company of grasa. Ss 

In Ogtober I like to walk anong these blue plumes, rising straight : 
andpstalwert from the red carpet of dowberry Leaves, I wonder a = a 
they are aware of their state of well-being. I imow only that I am. 2 i 

Pines have eared the reyutation of being "evergreen" by the same de- : a 
vico that governments use to achieve the appearance of perpetuity: over 4 
lapping terms of offiee. By talking on new needles on the new growth of = = 
each yoar, and discarding old needles at longer intervals, the casual on~ ss 
looker is led to believe that neodles renain forever aqrecn. = - 

Bach specics of pine has its om constitution, which preseribes a : == 
tern of office for needles appropriate to tte way of life, Tus the wits = 
pine retains its needles for a year and a half; the red and jockpines for : s = 

two years and a half. Incoming needles take office in June, and outgoing - ae 

Reodles write farewell addresses in October. All write the sane thing, in. — 
the some tamy yellow ink, which by Novenber, tums brown. ‘hen the needles = = 
fall, and ave filed in the cuff to earch the widen of the stand. Ttie 9” 
this accumlated wisdom which mshes the fancies of whoever walics under = =
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It ie in midwinter that I sometimes glean from my pines something : ae : 
ere io gas 

pe Bee 
nore important than woodlot polities, and the news of wind and weather. 

Thie is especially likely to happen on some gloomy evening when the snow oe 

a ; 2 2 ceed 

has mried all] irrelevant detail, and the hush of elemental sadness lies <a = 

heavy upon every living thing. Nevertheless, my pines, each with his eee 

burden of snow, are standing ramrod-straight, rank upon rank, and in the a 

dusk beyond I sense the presence of hundreds more. At such times I feel ae 
ae 

a curious transfusion of courage, a 
; a 

oe 
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ee ee eee. ee ame D ee ee ee 

A dawn-wind stirs on the great marsh. With almost imperceptible SS 

flomess it olle « bank of fog across the wide morass. like the white ee a 

gost of a glacier the mists advance, riding over phalanxes of tamerack, a3 a 

sliding acrogs hog-meadows heavy with dew. A single silence hangs from ee 

vison to horizon. : c a oe : 

Out of some far recone of the shy a tinidling of little belle falls a . 

sft upon the listening lend. ‘hen again silence. Wow comes a baying of = = a 

sone swoot-throated hound, soon the ¢lamor of = responding pack. Then <a 

4s far clear blast of hunting horns, ont of the sky into the fog. : = a 

Righ horns, low horns, silence, and finally a pandemonium of trumpets, <a 

mattles, croake and cries that almost shakes the bog with its nearness, See 
. ee 

wt without yet disclosing whence it cones. At iast a glint of sun revenle a 

the approach of & great echelon of binis. On motionless wing they emerge 
2 : : : = heen ee 

from the lifting mists, sweep a final are of sky, and settle in clangoroug a 

ending spirals toe their feeding grounds. A now day has begun.on the a 3 

. * * : lee 

A sense of time lies thick and heavy on quch a place. Yearly since = = 

he ice~age it has awakened each spring to the clangor of erenes. ‘the ae — 

peat layers which coupriee the bog are laid down in the basin of an ancient 
take, The cranes stand, as it were, upon the sodden pages of their ow a 

istory. These peats are the compressed remins of the mosses which a 

logged the pools, of the tamaracks which spread over the moss, of the = 

: Re oS 
© SoS 
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yenes which Wugled over the tamarcks since the retreat of the ico shest. ; 

endless caravan of generations has built of its own bones this bridge = 

to the future, this habitat where the oncoming host again may Live and = 

and die. : ; 

fo what end? Out on the bog a crane, gulping some luckless frog, 

prings his ungainly hulk into the air and flails the morning sun with ; 

ty wings. ‘whe tamrncke re-echo with his tugled certitude. He seoms ; 

know. <s 

* ae * : eS 

Our ability to perceive quality in nature begins, as in art, with : 

pretty. It expands through successive etages of the beautiful to : 

lues as yet uncaptured by language. ‘The quelity of crane lies, I * = 

think,in this higher gamt, as yet beyond the reach of words. oe z 

This mach, though, can be said: Our appreciation of the crane : 

3 with the slow unravelling of earth history. His tribe, we now know, ; 3 

tons out of the remote Hocene. ‘he other members of the feuna in which = 

originated are long since entombed within the hills. ‘hen we hear his : ‘ 

1 we hear no mere bird. We hear the trumet in the orchestra’ of : 

lution, He is the symbol of our untamable past, of that ineredible : 

of millenia which underlies and conditions the daily affaires of = 

Ts and men. ao 

And 90 they live end have their being--these cranes--not in the 

tricted present, but in the wider reaches of evolutionary time. Their a 

1 return fe the tleking of the geological clesk. Upon the place of = 

vt return they confer a peculiar distinction. Amid the endless :



nodioerity " spaee, a crane marsh holds a paleontological patent of a 

godility, von im the mrch of aeons, and revocable only by shotgun. the ES 

‘gadness discernible in some marshes arises, perhaps, from their once having - 

tarbored cranes. Xow they stand hunbled, adrift in history. = 

Some sense of this quality in eranes seoms to have been felt by 4 

qportenen and omithologists of all ages. Upon such quarry as this the oo 

Holy Boman Zuperor Vrederiek loosed his gyrfalcons. Upon such quarry as a 

this once stooped the hawis of Kublai Khan. Mareo Polo tells ust "He z = 

terives the highest amusement from sporting with gyrfaloons and hawke. re 

Mt Changanor the Khan has @ great Palace surrounded by fine plain where = 

are found cranes in great mumbers. He causes millet and other grails to _ 

be sown in order that the birds may not want." a 

the ornithologist Bengt Berg, seeing cranes as a boy upon the Swedish a a 

heaths, forthwith made them hie life work. He followed then to Africa - = 

ma discovered their winter retreat on the White Nile. Ke saya of his ee 

firet encounter: “It was a spectasle which eoldpsed the flight of the : a 

feo in the Thousand and One Wights.” S 

When the glacier came down out of the north, crunching hills and — 

ing valleys, sone adventuring ranvart of the ie climbed the Baraboo — 

ills and fell into the outlet-gorge of the Wisconsin River. the swollen ms = 

voters backed up and formed a lake half as long as the state, bordered on == 

the east by cliffs of ice, and fed by the torrents that fell from nelting == 

tains. ‘The shorelines of this old lake are still visible; its botton — 

{s the bottom of the great marsh: = = 3 

The lake rose through the centuries, finally spilling over east of S 3 

the Baraboo range. ‘There if cut a new channel for the river, and thus —— 

Wmained itself. To the residual lagoons camo the cranes, bugling the defeat 08 5 = 

E = Ss ee
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: os et ee 

of the retreating winter, summoning the on-creeping host of living things to ; ee 

thir collective task of marsh-building. Floating bogs of sphagmm moss . e 
logged the lowered waters, filled them. Sedge and leatherleaf, tanarack oe 
and spruce suecessively advanced over the bog, anchoring it ty their 
root fabric, sucking out its water, making peat. ‘The Lagoons disappeared, = 

mt not the cranes. To the moss-mendows which replaced the ancient waterways : te 

they roturned each spring to dance and tugle and rear their gangling ee 
wrrel-colored young. These, albeit binis, are not properly called chicks, 28 = 

wut golte. T cannot explain why. On some dewy June morning watch then oe 
gabol over their ancestral pastures at the heels of the roan maze, and 3 
yo will see for yourself. : : = 

One year not long ago a French trapper in bueksikins pushed hig canoe : = 

w one of the moss-clogged erecke thet thread the great marsh. At this = 
tttemt to invade thelr miny stronghold the oranes gave vent to ld and 
ribald laughter. A century or two later lnglishmen ame in covered wagons. : = 

ey chopped clearings in the timbered moraines which border the marsh, x 

in them planted corn and buckwheat. ‘Thay did not intend, Like the = 

at Khan at Changanor, to feed the cranes. But the cranes do not question ; e 

intent either of glacters, emperors, or pioneers. they ate the grain, a 

when some irate farmer failed to concede their usufruct in his corn, & 
they trumpeted @ warning and sailed across the marsh to another farm. : oo 

There wag no alfalfa in those days, and the hill-farns mde poor = 

land, espeeially in dry years. One dry year someone set a fire in . 

tamaracke. ‘The burn grew up quickly to bluejoint grass, which, when = 

tared of dead trees, mde a dependable hay meadow. After that, each = 
t, men appeared to cut hay. In winter, after the cranes had gone . 

th, they drove wagons over the frozen boga and hauled the hay to their =



in the hills. Yearly they plied the mrsh with fire and ax, and = a 

n two short decades hay meadows dotted the whole expanse. 3 

Bach August when the haymekers camo to pitch their camps, singing a 

aviniing and lashing theiy teams with whip and tongue, the eranes a 

inated to thetr colts and retreated to the far festnesses. "Rod shitepokes* = 
haynekers called then, from the musty hue which at that season often a 

tains the Dattleship-eray of rane plumage. After the hay was stacked so 
the marsh again their own the cranes returned, to call down out of . 

tober skies the migrant flocks from Caneda. Together they wheeled 5 3 

er the new-out studvles and raided the com until froste gave the signal a 

for the winter exodus. 3 a 

These haymeadow days were the Aresdian age for marsh dwellers. tian - 
boast, plant and soil Lived on and with each other in mtual toleration, 3 

the mtual benefit of all. The marsh might have kept on producing hay = 

prairie chickens, deer and muskrat, orane~muste and cranberries forever. = 
The new overlords aid not understand this. They dia not include ae “4 

11, plants, or birds in their ideas of mutuality. The dividends of such = 

balanced econony were too modest. They onvieaged farns not only around, a 

tin the marsh. 4m epidemie of ditch~digeing ond land~booming set in. = 

marsh was gridironed with drainage canals, speckled with new fields 3 

farmsteads. = 

But crops were poor and beset by frosts, to which the expensive ; — 

itches added on aftormth of debt. Famers moved out. Pont beds dried, aS 

Yank, caught fire. Sun-enorgy out of the Pleistocene shrouded the = s 

tryside in acrid smoke. No mn raised his volee against the waste, 2



- his nose against the smell, After a avy sumer not even the winter = ‘ = 

snows could extinguish the smoldering marsh. Great pockmarks were bumed = a 
into field and meadow, the scars reaching down to the sands of the ola ——- 

lake, peat-aovered these hundred centurtos. Rank woods wprang out of he 
athes, to be followed after a year or two by aspen serub. ‘The cranes S oe 

re hard put, their mumbers shrinking with the romants of unburned — 
noadow. Vor them, the song of the power shovel esme near being an elegy. oe : 

the high priests of progress imew nothing of erancs, and eared less. < —— 

That is a species more or less among engineers? What good is an undrained = = 

Yor ® decade or two crops grew poorer, fires deeper, weedsfields a 

larger and cranes scarcer year by year. Only reflooding, it appeared oe 

lemld keep the peat from burning. Meanvhile cranberry growers had, by . — 

plugging drainage ditches, reflooded a few spots ond obtained good yields, a 

stent politicians bugled about marginal Land, overproduction, scninteneit = 

telief, conservation. Heononiste and, planner ease to look at the nestibh. a — 

eyors, technicians, COC's, buszed about. A counter-epidemic of = 

Nflooding set in. Government bought land, resettled farmers, plugged — 
itches wholesale. Slowly the old begs are rewetting. ‘The fire-pocks = 

one ponds. Grass fires still bum, but they ean no Longer burn the = 

ll this, once the GCC camps were gone, was good for cranes, tt not a 8 

40 the thickete of serub pepple which spread inexorably over the old = 

hums, and still less the mize of new roads which inevitably follow 3 — 

Werumental consesvation. fo build s road ig s0 much simpler than to ——



Gt th 2 Oe ee eee oe 

a 

think of what the country really needs. A vondless mrsh is seemingly 

worthless to the alphabetical conservationist as an undrained one ae: a - 

ms to the empire-builders. Solitude, the one natural resouree still -- 

niowored of alphabets, is so far recognized as valuable only by Se 

ymithologists end cranes. ae 

mus always does history, whether of uarsh or marketplace, nice or oe 

nen, ond in paradox. The ultimate value in these marshes is wildness, and ee 

ho crane is wildness inearnate. But all conservation of wildness is a 

f-defoating, for to cherish we met see and fondle, and when enough - 

seen and fondled, there is no wilderness left to cherigh. ; Se 

7 eee a 
Some day, perhaps in the very procoss of our benefactions, perhaps 

1 the fullness of geologic tine, the last crane will trumpet his farewell ao 

wd spiral skyward from the great marsh. High out of the clouds will fall = 

ho sound of hunting horns, the baying of the phantom pack, the tinkle of —— 

; ; ay 
ittle bella, and then a silence never to be broken, unless perchance : 4 2 

sone far pasture of the Milky Way. ee 
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wae een 

THS ALDER FORK 

A Fishing Tay] ay-Atdeteopott- | 

We found the main stream so low that the teeter-snipe pattered about in 

what last year were trout riffles, and so warm that we could duck in its deep- 

eat pool without a shat. liven after our cooling swim, waders felt like hot 

tar paper in the sun. rae 

The evening's fishing proved as disanpointing as its mguries, We asked 

that stream for trout, and it gave us a club, ‘That night we sat under « mog~ 

quite suudge and debated the mrrow's plan, fwo hundred miles of hot, dusty 

road we had come, to feel egain the impetuous tug of a disillusioned brook or 

rainbow. There were no trout. 

But this, we now remembered, was a stream of parts. High up mar the 

headwaters we had once seen a fork, narrow, deep and fed by cold springs 

which gurgled out under its closo~hemmed walls of alder. What wold a self- 

respecting trout do in such weather? Just what we did? go upe 

In the fresh of the morning, when a hundred whitethroats had forgotten 

it would ever again be anything but sweet and cool, I elimbed down the dewy 

bank and stepped into the Alder Fork, A trot was rising just upstream, I 

paid out some line - wishing it woild always stay tims soft and dry =~ and 

measuring the distance with a false cast or two, laid down a spent gnat exact=- 

ly a foot above his last swirl. Forgotten now were the hot miles, the mos- 

quitoes, the ignominious club, He took it with one great gulp, and shortly 

I could hear him kicking in the bed of wet alder leaves at the bottom of the : 

creel. 

Another, albeit larger fish, had meanwhile risen in the next pool, which
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jay at the very “head of navigation", for at its upper end the alders closed 

in solid phalanx, One bush, with its brown stem laved in the middle currant, 

shook with a perpetual silent laughter, as if to mock at my fly whieh gods 

or mon might cast one inclbeyond its outermost leat, 

Yor the duration of a éigarette I sit on a rock midstream and wateh my 

trout rise wler his guardian bush, white my rod and line hang drying on the 

alders of the sumy bank, ‘Then--for prudence's sake--a little longer. That .- 

yol 18 too amoth up there, A breeze is stirring andmy shortly rugfie it for 

an instent, and tlus make more deadly still that perfect cast which I will 

shortly lay upon its bosom, 

Here it coms--a puff stwong enough to sheke a brown miller off the laugh- 

ing alder, and cast it avon the pool, where my fish meets it with a resuniing 

_______} (Can you spell whet a trout says to a miller? I can't.) 

Ready now! Coil up the dry line and stand midstream, rod in instant 

readiness for the next paff, It's coming--a little premonitory shiver in that 

aspen on the hill lets me get ot half a cast, and swish it gently baer and 

forth, ready for the min puff to hit the pool, No more than half a line, © 

mind yout ‘The sun is high now, and any flicking shadow overhead wuld forewarn 

ny hunker of his impending fate, Mowt The last three yerds shoot out, the fly 

falle gracefully at the feet of the laughing alder=-he hes itt I set hard to 

hold him out of the jungle beyond, He rushes domstream, In a few mimtes 

he too, is kideing in the creel, 7 

I sit in happy meditation on my rock, pondering, while my line dries 

again, upon the ways of trout and men. How like fish we aret ready, nay 

eager, to seize upon whatever new thing some wind of elreumstence shakes 

down upon the river of time! And how we rue our haste, finding the gilded
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morsel to contain a hook, Even so, I think there is some virtue in eager= 

ness, whether its object prove true or false, How utterly dull would be a 

wholly prudent man, or trout, or world! Did I say a while ago that I waited 

‘for pradence's sake"? ‘That was not so, The only prudence in fishermen is 

that designed to set the staze for taking yet another, and perhaps a longer, ‘ 

chance, 

Time to be at it now=-they will soon stop rising, I wade waist deep to 

head of navigation, poke my head insolently into the shaking alder, and look 

within, Jungle is right’ A coal black hole above, ao eanopied in greenness 

you could not wave a fermp amch less a rod, above its rushing depths, And 

there, almost rubbing his ribs ageinst the dark bank, a great trmt rolls 

lazily over as he sucks down a passihg bug, 

Not a chence to stalk him, even with the lowly worm, But twenty yards 

above I gee bright sunshine on the water=--snother opening, Fish a dry fly 

downstream? It cannot, but it must, be done, 

I retreat and climb the bank. Neck deep in jewel-weed and nettles, I 

detour through the alder thicket to the opening above, With cat-like care 

not to roil his majesty's bath, I step in, ani stand stock stil1 for five 

minutes to let things calm dom, ‘The while, I strip out, ofl, dry, and coil 

upon my left hand thirty fost of line. I am that far above the portal to the 

jungle, 

Now for the long chanee{ I blow upon my fly to give it one last fluff, 

lay it on the stream at my feet, ami qickly pay out collpafter coil. Then, 

just as the line straightens out and the fly is suckéd into the jungle, I 

walk quickly downstream, straining my eyes into the dark vault to follow its 

fortunes, A fleeting glimpse or two as it passes a speck of sunlight shows 

it still rides clear, It rounds the bent. In no times-long before the roil



of my walking has betrayed the ruse--it reaches the black pool, I hear, rather 

than see, the rush of the great filsh; I set hard, and the battle is on, 

No prudent mon wuld risk a dollar's worth of fly and leader polling a. > 

trout upstream through the giant toothbrush of alder stems comprising the 

pend of that ereek, But, as I said, no prudent man is a fisherman, By and 

by, with meh eatious unraveling, I got him up into open water, and finally 

aboard the creel, 

I will now confess to you that none of those three trout had to be: a 

beheaded, or folded double, to fit their casket, What was big was not the 

trout, but the chance, What was full was not my creel, but my memory; full 

of the stuff that fishermen's dreams are wade of, like the whitethroats, 

Thad forgotten it wuld ever again be aught but morning on the Fork.
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Rvery profession keeps a small herd of epithets, end needs a pasture 

where they my run at large. ‘Thus economists mst find free range eee 
Fae 

sonewhere for their pet aspersions, such as submarginality, regression, = 

and institutional rigidity. Within the ample reaches of the Sand rnd os 

Counties thesetecononie tems-of-reproach find beneficial exercise, ae 
‘ : eo. 

free pasturage, and immunity from the gadflies of eritical rebuttal. 2 — 

Soil experts, Likewise, would have a hand life without the Sant 

Counties. Where else would their podsols, gleys, and anaerobics ue aay 

find a Living? | ei a 

Social planners have, of late years, ome to use the Sand Counties ee 
eee See 

for a different, albeit somewhat parallel, purpose, ‘The sandy region = 

serves as & waneteae @f pleasing shape and size, on those polim- 4 a 

A eS 
dot maps where each dot represents ton dath-tubs, or five wonenlé ee 

auxiliaries, or one mile of Dlack-top, or @ share in a blooded bull. ae 

Such maps would become monotonous if stippled uniformly. : oF 

‘ee A 

In short, the Sand Jounties are poor. . 
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Tot tn the 1930%2, when the alphatetionl wplifts galloped ike forty 
horsenen aevoss the Bg Flats, exhorting the sand famors to resettle po 
sinerhares theve Yelnlahted S6lNi M16 Ret weal gn, atm hie Deeh 
with three percent at the federal lend bank. I began to wonder why, e ay 

Sometines in June, when I see unenbast dividends of dew hung on ee 2 

every lupine, I have doubts about the real poverty of the sands, a 
On solvent farmlands Iupines do not even grow, mich less collect a oe: 

daily rainbow of jewels, If they did, the weed-eontrol officer, By o 
who seldom sees & dewy dawn, would doubtless insist that they be ' a 
cut. Do economists know about lupines? 5 : a 

Perhaps the farmers who did nob want to move out of the Sand Coune eae 
ties had some deep reason, rooted far back in history, for prefer- oS 
ring to stay. I am reminded of this every April when the pasque ie 
flowers bloom on every gravelly ridge. Pasques do not say mch, Le 
wut I infer that their preference harks back to tHe glacier which a = 
yut the gravel there. Only gravel ridges are poor enough to offer S 
pasques full elbow-room in April sun. ‘They endure snows, sleets, - aa 

and bitter winds for the privilege of Mooming alone, oo 
There are other plante who seem to ask of thie world not riches, no 

bat room, Such is the little Sandwort that ‘throws a white lace cap over ; o 
the poorest hilltops just before the lupines splash then with blue. aS 

Sandworts simply refuse to live on a good fasiy even on @ very good 3 a 
- 

oe



j a ee eet ee 

farm complete with rock-garden and begonias. And then there is the = 

little Linaria, so small, 60 slender, and so blue that you don't 2 

even see it until directly underfoot; who ever saw 8 Lineria except = a 

on a sandblow? Be 

Finally there ie Draba, besides whon even Minaria is tall and | oF 
amle. I have never uot an egononist who knows Draba, but if I were a 

one I would do all my economie pondering lying prone om the sand, with a 

Draba at nose~length. . 4 

oo - 
There are birds that are found only in the sand-counties, for rea= a 

sons sometimes easy, sometimes difficult, to guess. ‘The Olay-colored : = 

Sparrow 1s there, for the clear reason thet he 4s enemored of jack- 4 SS 

pines, and jackpines of sand. ‘The Sendhill Grane is there, for the . ae 
Clear reason that he ig enamored of solitude, and there is none left ; 

elsewhere. But why do woodeocks prefer to nest in the sandy regions? “4 

Their preference is rooted in no such mundane matter as food, for aS 4 

earthworms are far more sbundgAt on better soils. After years of eS 

study, I now think I know the reason, The male woodeock, while doing a 
his peenting prologue to the sky dence, is Like @ short lady in high ae 

heelss he does not show up to advantage in dense tangled ground-cov- : 

er. But on the poorest sand-streak of the poorest pasture or meadow : a 

ef the Sand Counties, there 1s, in April at least, no ground cover = 

at all, save only moss, Draba, cardamine, gheop-sorrel, and Antennaria, ~ 

all negligible impediments to a bird with short legs. Were the male . a 

woodecek can puff and stmt and mince, not only without let or hin~ | @ 
drance, tut in full view of his audience, real or hoped-for, This — 

oes
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, ay ee 

X had marked tine in the limestone ledge since the Paleozoic seas a 

govered the land. Time, to an atom locked in = reek, does not pass. 3 

The break came when « bur oak root nosed dowm a crack and began = 

prying and sucking. In the flash of a contury the roek decayed, and X = 

vas pulled out and up into the world of living things. He helped tuild a = 

satin, which Deanne an corm, which fattened s door, which fod an Indian, = 
all ina single year. : - 

Fron hig dorth in the Indian's bonos, X Joined senin tn chage and flighty = 
foast and famine, hope and fear. He folt these things as changes in the a 

little chemical pushes and pulls which tug timelessly at every atom. When = 

the Indian took his leave of the prairie, X moldered briefly undenground, = = 
only to onbaric on a second trip through the bloodstream of the land. a 

This tin At was a rootlet of bluesten which sucked hin up and lodged ee 

lim in a leaf, which Yode the green billows of the prairie June, sharing = 

the comon task of hoarding sunlight. {To this leaf also fell an uncommon = 

task: flicking shadows across a plover's oggs. The ecstatic plover, hover- = 

ing overhead, poured praises on something perfect; perhaps the eggs, perhaps 3 

the shadows, ox perhaps the have of pink phlox which lay on the preirie. <= 

when the departing plovers set wing for the Argentine, all the blue- = 

stens waved farewell with tall new tassels. When the first geese came out = = 

of the north and all the Dluestems glowed wine-red, a forshanded deermouse = — 

cut the leaf in which X lay, and buried it in an eateongicel nest, ag if to 3 

hide a bit of Indian sumer from the thieving frosts. But e fox detained the = 

Wuse, nolds and fungi took the nest apart, and X lay in the soil agin, foot = 

loose and fancy-frea. : =
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Next he entered a tuft of side-onts gram, 8 buffalo, a buffalo chip, _ a 

woh again the soil. Hext a epidervort, » rabbit, and en owl. Thence a 

tuft of sporobolus. ; = 

All routines come to an end. ‘This one ended with a prairie fire, which ae i= 

yotuced the prairie plants to smoke, ges, and ashes. Phosphorus and potash = a 

atoms stayed in the ash, but the hitrogen atoms were gone with the wind. A = 

gpectator might, at this point, have predicted an early end of the biotic : = 

a for with fires exhausting the nitrogen, the aoil might well have lost 3 — 

ites plants and blown away. : 4 

Bat the prairie had two strings to its bow. Wires thinned its grasses, : = 

wit they thickened its stand of Leguninous herbs: prairie clover, bush = 

slover, wild bean, veteh, Lead~plant, ¢refotl, and Deptiaia, exch Sipmying = 

its om bacteria housed in nodules on its rootlets. Sach nodule pumped = : as 3 

nitrogen o¥t of the air into the plent, and then ultimately into the gol. a 

Nine the prairie savings bank took in more nitrogen from ite legumes than —e 

it pela out to ite fires. That the prairie is rich is known to the huae = 

blest deexrmouse; why the prairie is rich is a question seldom asked in all : = 

the still lapse of ages. = 

Between each of his excursions through the biota, X lay in the soil, = os 

and was carried by the mains, inch by inch, downhill. Living plants re~ =a 

tarded the wash by impounding atoms; dead ones, by locking them to their = 

fecayod tineues. Animals ate the plants and carried them briefly uphill = 

or downhill, depending on whether they died or defecated higher or lower 3S 

then they fed. Ho animal was aware that the altitude of his death was nore — 

important than hie manner of dying. ‘hus a fox caught a gopher in o meadow, = 

tarrying X uphill to his bed on the brow of a ledge, where an eagle mid = 

hin low, ‘The dying fox sensed the end of his chapter in foxdon, but not ‘ a
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: oe oS 
the new beginning in the odyssey of an atom. a 

Am Indian eventually inherited the eagle's plumes, and with then 
propitiated the Yates, whom he assumed had a special interest in Indians. | = 
It did not occur to him that they might be busy casting dice againat i 8 

gravity; that mice and mon, soils and songs might be merely ways to retard — 
the march of atoms to the sea, a 

One year, while X lay in & cottonwood ty the Fiver, he was eaten by « 3 

Yeaver, an animal which always feeds higher than he dies. The desver ——- 
starved when hie pond @ried up during a bitter frost. X rode the carcass S —— 

tom the spring freshet, losing more altitude each hour than heretofore in = 
acentury. He ended up in the silt of & backwater bayou, where he fed a ae 

tmyfish, @ coon, and then an Indian, who laid him down to his last sleep — 
ins mound on the riverbank. One spring an oxbow caved the bank, and efter — 
one short weelt of freshet, X lay again in his aneient prigon, the sea. s & 

An atom at lange in the biota is too free to know freedom; an atom . — 

eck in the sea has forgotten it. For every atom lost to the sea, the = = 

prmirie pulls another out of the decaying rocks. ‘The only certain truth : = 

1s that its creatures mat suck hard, live fast, and die often, lest its = = 

losses exceed ita gains. : = 

It is the nature of roots to nose into cracks. hen Y was thus released — 

fron the parent ledge, a new animal had arrived and begun redding up the = 
Prairie to fit his own notions of law and order, An oxteam turned the —— 

Mairie sod, and Y began a guecession of dizzy anmal trips through a new : = 

ass called wheat. = = 
The old prairie lived by the diversity of its plants and animals, all ‘ =



which wore useful because the sum total of their cooperstions and com = 

{tions achieved contimity. Bat the wheat farmer was @ butlder of = 

tegories; to hin only vheat and oxen wore useful. Me saw the useless — 

ms settle in clouds upon his whent, and shortly cleared the sites of ee 
, He saw the chinch buge take over the stealing job, and fumed bosause = 

was a useless thing too small to kill. He failed to see the downward 3 

sf over-whonted loam, laid bare in spring against the pelting rains. 5 = 

soll~wish ond chinch bugs finally put an end to wheat forming, Y and : a 
slike hind alveady traveled far down the watershed, —— 

then the empire of vheat collavsed, the settler took = leaf from the =e ag 

14 preirie bookt he dipounded his fertility in livestock, he augmented ‘i 3 

{t with nltrogen~susping alfalfa, and he tapped the lower layers of the — : — 

loan with deep-rooted corn. With these he built the expire of red barns. = 

Bat he used his alfalfa, and every other new weapon against wash, _ = =o 

t only to hold his old plewings, but aleo to exploit new ones which, in = = 

hum, nosded holding. —— 
So, despite alfalfa, the black loom grew gradually thinner. @rosion : = 

neers tuilt dams ond terraces to hold it. Army engineers built levees : = 

wing-dams to flush 4t from the rivers: ‘he rivers would not flush, but — 

ised their beds instead, thus choking novigation. So the engineers Ae 

it pools like gigantic beaver ponds, and ¥ landed in one of these, his : — 

trip fron roak to river completed in one short century. : a 

On first readhing the pool, Y mde several trips through wter-plants, = = 

3
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, and waterfowl. Sut engineers build sewers as well ae dams, and dom 
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the loot of all the far ink ae ee ee ee 
cones of hille and the sea. "he atoms which once 

pasque-flowers to greet the returning plovers now lie inert, confused, = 
ie Se 

mrisoned in oily sludge. : ie ee Se 

Roots still nose among the rooks. Rains still pelt the fields. Doom = = = 

co still hide their souvenirs of Indian summer. O14 men who helped destroy = = 

aa at : : le LS ee 
pigeons st111 recount the glory of the fluttering hosts. Black and = = a 
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ON A MOMNGMT TO THR PIGHON — 

We meet here to commemorate the funerel of a species. This monument : 

grbolizes our sorrow. We grieve because no living mn will gee again z 

the onrushing phalanx of victorious bird:, sweeping a path for spring 2 

seross the March skies, chasing the defeated winter fron all the woods = 

od prairies of Wisconsin. - 

Men still live who, in their youth, remember pigeons. Trees still . 

live who, 4n their youth, were shaken by a living wind. But a decade ie 

hence only the oldest oaks will renenber, and at long last only the hille 

vill know. 

Thore will always be pigeons in books and in museums, but these are = 

effigies and images, dead to all hardships and to all delights. Book-pigeons = 

cannot dive out of a cloud to make the deer run for cover, nor clap their = 

wings in tmaderous applause of mst-laden woods. Book-pigeons cannot = 

vreakfast on new-mown wheat in Minnesota, and dine on blueberries in : 

(gnada. They know no urge of seasons; they feel no kiss of sun, no 2 

lngh of wind and weather. They live forever by not living at all. = 
” * * = 

Our grandfathers, who saw the glory of the fluttering hosts, were ; 

less well-housed, well-fed, well-clothed than we are. The strivings by s 

which they bettered their lot are also those which deprived us of pigeons. = 

Perhaps we now grieve because we are not sure, in our hearts, that we = 

lave gained by the exchange. The gadgets of industry bring us more couforts = 

Yn the pigeons aid, wut do they add as much to the glory of the spring? 2 

It 49 a century now since Darwin gave us the first glimpse of the : : 

vigin of species. We know now what was unimown to all the preceding =



a E ena es 3. ie ee: = = ne ee SS Se 

caravan of generations; that men are only fellow-voyagers with other = 2 

creatures in the odyssey of evolution. This new imowledge should have = “ 3 

_ Given us, by this tine, a sense of wonder over the magnitude and = 

duration of the biotic enterprise. : a 

Above oll we should, in the century singe Darwin, have come to know ee 
that man, while now captain of the adventuring ship, is hardly the sole 2 

object of its quest, and that his prior assumptions to this effect arose | _ 

from the simple necessity of whistling in the dark. = 

These things, I say, should have cone tous, I fear they ave not 2 

For one species to noum the denth of another ie « new thing under 2 = 

the sun. The ero-Magnon who slew the last minmoth thought only of steaks. — 

The sporteman who shot the last pigeon thought only of his prowess. e 

The sailor who clubbed the last aul thought of nothing at all. But we, =. 
who have lost our pigeons, mourn the loss. led the funerel been ours, = 

the pigeons would hardly hve mourned us. In this fact, rather than in : = 

yp Mr. Vandever Bush's bombs, or Mr. DuPont's nylons, Lies objeative evidence S 

of our guperiority overthe beasts. = 

* * * ne a 

This monument, perched like a duckhawk-on this cliff, will sean : = 3 

this wide valley, watching through the days and years. Yor many a March a3 

it will watch the geese go by, tolling the river about clearer, colder, — 

lonelier waters on the tundra. For many an April it will see the redimds = 

cone and go, and for many a May the flush of oak-bloons on a thousand = 

hille, Questing wooddueks will search these basswoods for hollow limbs =
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golden prothonotaries will shake golden pollen from the river-willows. : ioe 

Bgreta will pose on these sloughs in August; plovers will whistle from 
eae 

Septenber skies. Hickory nuts will plop into October leaves, and hail = 

will rattle in November woods. But no pigeons will pass, for there are a 

no pigeons, gave only this flightlese one, graven in bronze on this rock, a 

Tourists will read thie inseription, but their thoughts y dtce-the~brenze = 

pheethy Wil] lexc ne wingg. ra 2 

We ave told by economic moralists that to mourn the pigeon is mere a 

nostalgia that if the pigeoners had not done away with hin, the ferners = 
would ultimately have been obliged, in self-defense, to do se. 

This is one of those peculiar truths which are valid, but not for : Se 

the yeagons alleged. eee 

fhe pigeon was a biological storm. Ye was the lightning that ee 

playeé between two opposing potentials of intolersble intensity: the fat a 

of the land and the oxygen of the air. Yearly the feathered tempest — 

roared up, down, and across the continent, sucking up the laden fruits a 

of forest and prairie, burning then in a travelling blast of life. Like = 
: ae 

any other chain-reaction, the pigeon could gurvive no diminution of his —s 

own furious intensity. “hen the pigeoners subtracted from his nusbers, = 

and the ploneere chopped gaps in the continuity of his fuel, his flame es << 

guttered out with hardly « sputter or even a wisp of smoke. — 

foday the laden onks still flaunt their burden at the sig, but the = 

feathered Lightning is no more. Worm and weevil must now perform : = 

Slowly and silently the bielogies! tack which once drew thunder from the a4 

firmament. oS 
ta 

The wonder ia not that the pigeon went out, but that he ever survived = 

1a eg) pea S20 ee ee. Lae
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through all the millennia of pre~Babbitian time. ee 

The pigeon loved his lend: he lived by the intensity of his desire a 

for few clustered grape and bursting beechmt, and by his contemt of wiles = 

and seasons. Whatever Wisconsin did not offer hin gratis today, he ae 

sought and found tomorrow in Michigan, or labrador, or Tennessee. His = 2 aa 

love was for present things, and these things were present somewhere; ae a 

to find then required only the free sky, and the will to ply his wings, 
To love what wag isa new thing under the sun, unknom to mot 8 

people and to all pigeons. fo see America as history, to conceive of Sie ae 

destiny ag a becoming, to smell a hickory tree through the still lapse a: 

of ages, == these things are possible for us, and to achteve then takes = 

only the free sky, and the will to ply our wings. In thes things, and =e 

not in Kr. Bush's tonds and Mr. DiPont's nylons, Lies objective evidence 3 
of our superiority over the beasts, o 
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x Vorests, W9:l:12~14 (Jan. 1943) 00 
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People who have never canoed a wild river, or who have done so only with a4 

ngoide in the stern, aro apt to assume that novelty, plus healthful exercise, = 

weount for the value of the trip. I thought so too, until I met the tro = 
lege boys on the Plaxbeau, SS 

Supper dishes washed, we aat on the bank watching a buck dunking for water- SS 

plants on the fur shore. Soon the buck reised his head, cocied his ears upstream, = 

md then bounded for cover. A 

Avound the bend now cane the couse of his alam: two boys in a cance. S 

ying us, they edged in to pass the time of day. = 

“hat time is 4t?* vas their first question. They explained that their — 
mtchos hd run down, ond for the first time in their Lives thore was no elock, a8 
thistle, or madio to set watches by, For two days they had Lived by "gut-tine,® = 
md were getting @ thrill out of it. Mo servent brought thom mena: they got S 

their meat out of the river, or went without. No traffic cop wiistled them off = = 

@ hidden rock fn the next mpids. Mo friendly roof kept them dry when they = 

Msguessed whether to pitch the tent. No guide showed them which camping spots = 

tfered a nightlong breese, and which a nightlong misery of mosquitoes; which a 
firewood mode @lean coals, and which only suoke. oS 

Sefore our young adventurers pushed off downstream, we learned that both : = 

* slated for the Arey upon the conclusion of their trip. Mow tho motif wan 
ar. This trip was their first and last taste of freedom, an interlude be- = 

meen two veginentations: the caupus and the barracks. he elensntal simpli- 
ties of wilderness travel were thrills, not only because of their novelty, tut — 

“ttuse they represented comlete freedom to mke mistakes. ‘The wilderness gave - =



tun their fives taste of those rewaris and penalties for wise and foolish acts = 

wich every woodsman faces daily, but against which civilization has built a thou- 3 

wad tuffers. These boys were “on their ow" in thia particular sense. . 

Perhaps every youth needs an occasional wilderness trip, in onler to learn a 

the meaning of this particular freedom, : a 

When I wae a gmall doy, my father used to describe all choles camps, fish - 

waters, and woods as “nearly as good as the Flambeau". When I finally a 

lunghed my own eanoe in thie legendary stream, I found it up to expectations as = 

ariver, but as s wilderness it was on its Inst legs. New cottages, resorts, = 

wd highway bridges were chopping up the wild stretches into shorter and shorte °F : : 

gente. fo run down the Planbenu wos to de mentally whip~sowed between alter= 

mting impressions} no sooner had you built up the mental illusion of being in = 

the wilds than you sighted o boat-lan@ing, and soon you were consting past some = 

wttager's peonies. Ss 

Safely past the peonies, a buek bounding up the Dank helped to restore the - 

Wldernesa flavor, and the next rapide finished the job. But staring at you = 

ventde the pool below was a synthetic log-cabin, complete with composition roof, 5 

Sido A Weo" signboard, and rustic pergola for afternoon bridge. = 

Paul Banyan was too wsy © man bo think about posterity, tut if he had been = 
Uked to reserve a spot for posterity to see whet the old north woods looked Like, = 

he likely would have chosen the Flambeau, for here the cream of the white pine = : 

grew on the same acres with the cream of the sugar maple, yellow birch and hen~ = 

lock, Tate rich intermixture of pine and hardwoods was and is uncomon, The =e 

Nandeau pinos, growing on a hardwood soil richer than pines were ordinarily Ss 

Sle to oecupy, were so large and valuable, angbo close to a good log-driving : =



er * 2 ee eee pe eee ee ie 

} 2 
van, that they were cut at an early day, as evidenced by the decayed eondi- = 

m of their giant stumps. Only defective pines were spared, tut there are - 

mgh of these alive today to punctuate the skyline of the Flanbemi with many 2 

green nomument to bygone days. = ao 

The hardwood logging came moh later; in fact, the last big hardwood company 

willed steel” on its last logging railyoad only a decade ago. All that remins 5 SS 

{ that company today ig a “landvoffice" in ite ghost-town, selling off ite 2 é 

utovers to hopeful settlers. Thus died an epoch in anovkean history! the x 

poch of cut out and got out. = 

Like a coyote rummaging in the offal of a deserted camp, the post-Logging = 

onomy of the Flambeau subsists on the leavings of its own past. “Gypo” - — 

pwood cutters nose arcund in the slashings for the occasional small hemlock =< 

rlooked in the min legging. A portable sawmill erew dredges the riverbed for eS 

neon “deadhoads", many of which drowned during the hell-for-lonther log-drives = 

the glory daya. Rows of these midstained corpses are drawn up on shore at = 

he old Landings; all in perfect condition, and sone have grest yalue, for no = 

wh pine exists in the north woods today. Post and pole cutters strip the : a 

8 of white cedar) the deer follow then around and strip the felled teye = 

if their foliage. lverybody and everything subsists on leavings. : = 

So complete are all these scavengings that when the modera cottager builds == = 

W log cabin, he uses imitation loga sawed out of slabpiles in Idaho or Oregon, = 

and hauled to Wisconsin woode in a freight-car. The proverbial coals te New & = 

tastle seem a mild irony compared with this. : . = 

* * . a 

Yet there remains the river, in = few spots hardly changed since Paul ee = 

Mayan’ day; at early dam, before the motor-boate awaken, one can still hear = 

\t singing in the wilderness. “here are 2 few sections of uncut timber, luckily <=
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E : =e 
statewowned. And there is a considerable remnant of wildlife: muskellunge, : — 

Ses 
ss, and sturgeon in the rivery mergansers, black ducks, and wood ducks breeding 3 

S oe 
in the sloughs; ospreys, eagles, and ravens eruising overhead. Sverywhere are 4 Q 

wer, perhaps too many I counted 52 in two days Moat. A wolf or two etillL = 4 

joons the upper Flambeom, and there is « trapper who clains he saw a marten, = 

though no marten sicin has come out of the Flambem since 1900. : 

Using these remmants of the wilderness as a molous, the State Conservation xe 

Dypartnont began, An 1943, to rebuild a fifty-nile stretch of river as a wild .. 

area for the use ond enjoyment of young Wisconsin. ‘This wild stretch is set : = 

na mtrix of state forest, tut there 4s to be no forestry on the river Danke, = 

mdas few road crossings as possible. Slowly, petiently, and sometimes expen ——_ Ss 

tively the Conservation Department hag been buying land, removing cotteges, ward- oe 

ing off unnecessary ronds, and in gmoral pushing the clock beck, as far ag poss- = 
aoe 

ible, toward the original wilderness. a 

* * «* : a = 

fhe good goil which enabled the Flambeen ts grow the best cork pine for = 

Yul Bunyen Likewise enabled Rusk County, during recent decades, to sprout a = 

airy industry. These dairy farmera wanted chenper electric power than that = 

fered by local power companies, hence they orgenized a cooperative REA and = 

in 1997 sppliea for » pover dam which, when built, would clip off the lower = 

Teaches of a fifty-mile stretch in process of restoration as eanoe-water. oa 

Thore me a sharp and bitter political fight. the legislature, sensitive == 
{0 farner~pressure but oblivious of wilderness values, not only approved the 2 = 

MA dan, but deprived the Conservation Commission of any future voice in the : =a 

Usposition of pover sites. It thus soos Likely that the vemining eance~ =a 

Ee. ‘ eS PN ee oa eee
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ILLINOIS BUS RIDB = 

Riis _toopelt S 

through the innards of an ancient cottonwood. The tree is so large and so = 

(lA that only a foot of binds te left to ull on. At_oaeh-strekethe-saw— a 

ts spewing history; a damp fragrant pile of years secum lates at oach end 2 

ime wae when that tree was a buoy in the prairie sea. George Rogers > 

(lave may have camped under it; buffalo may have nooned in its shade, awiteh- : a 

ing flies. Bvery spring it wore a halo of fluttering pigeons. 1s is the 2 

bost historical Library stort of the State College, tut onge e year it sheds = 

cotton on the farmer's windew-soreens. Of thesettwo facts, only the second - 

the State College tella farmers that Shinese elms do not clog screens, : se 

and henes are preferable to cottonwoods. It likewiee pontificates on sherry = 

preserves, Bang’s disease, hybrid corm, and beautifying the fara home. The es 

my Wine it eae ow Ook hae Gs hotly one a 

to mie ILlinois safe for soybeans. ; 

This 60-nile-an-hour bue sails along over a highway originally laid 3 

mt for hove ant ggr. the vibben of conevete ins bees widened and widened 

wtil the field fences threaten to topple into the road cuts. In the narrow : = 

thread of sod betwoen the shaved banks and the toppling fences grow the relica = 

of vhat onee was TLldnoie: the prairie. S = 

lo one in the bus sees thess relics. A worried farner, his fertilizer = 

Wl projecting from his shirt-pocket, locke blankly at the lupines, lespedesas, =
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. = a 
op Beptisias that originally pumped nitrogen out of the prairie alr and into : @ 

his black: loamy acres. He does not distinguish then from the parvem quack = 

gmss in which they grow. Were 1 to ask him why his corn makes a hundred bushels, 4 

while that of non~preirie states does well to mke thirty, he would probably § ae 

saver that I1linoie wotl as better, Were I to ask him the name of that white a 

tke of pea-like flowers Imgging the fence, he would shake his head. A weed, = 2 

«A cemetery flashes by, ite borders slight with prairie puccoons. There So 

are no puceoons elsewhere; dog-fennels snd sowthistles supply the yellow potif a 

for the 1944 landeceye. Pueeoons converse only with the dead. - 

Through the open window I hear the heart-etirring whistle of an upland : a 

plover; time was when his forbears followed the wffalo as they trudged shoulder- o 

teep through an illimitable garden of forgotten bloows. A boy-scout, wearing = 

ne sort of merit-badge, spies the bint ond remrim to hig father: there goes se 
4 snipe. os = 

The sign says "You are entering the Green River Soil Conservation Distriet.¢ = 

hh snaller type is a List of who 4s cooperating; the letters are too snall to = = 

Ye rend fron a moving tus. It must be a roster of who's who in conservation. = 

The sign is neatly painted. I+ stands in » creekbottom pasture so short <3 

could play golf on it. Nearvy is the graceful leop of an oldidry ereckbved, = 

the new creckbed ie ditched straight as a ruler; it has been “unourled” by = 
the county engineer to hurry the run-off. On the hill in the background are = 

Contoured strip-exeps; they have been “curled” by the erosion engineer to re- = 

hint the run-off, he water mast be confused by so mich advice. so 
~_ * © . = 

Yerything on this farm spells money in the bank. The farmstend abounds =
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in fresh paint, steel, and concrete. 4 date on the barn commoners 

funding fathers. ‘he roof bristles with lightning reds, the weatheroodk >. a 

proud with new gilt, ven the pigs Look solvent. ee 

The 014 oake in the wodlot are without issue. There are no hedges, : 2 

sh patches, fencerows, or other signs of shiftiess husbandry. The corn- — 

field bas fat steors, tat probably no quail. The fences stand on narrow ribbons 5 

of s04; whoever plowed that close to barbed wires must have been saying "Waste = 3 

t, want not", . a 

In the ereckbotton pasture, flood-trash is lodged high in the bushes. - 

ne crv uukd'are yori cae of Tiles how Caael ofa ake 

ward. Patehes of giant ragweed mark where freshets have thrown down the silt ES 

they could not carry. Just who is solvent? For how long? = . 

Tho highway stretches like a taut tape across the com, onts, and clover = 

fields; the tue ticks off the opulent miles; the passengers talk and tale and = 

talk, About what? About Tazawa, Baseball, taxes, son-in-lawe, black markets, = 

novies, motors, and funerale, tut never about the heaving groundewell of T11dnois = 

that washos tho windows of the spesding bus. Illinois tas no genesis, so his= = 

tory, no shoals oF deeps, no tides of life and death. I1linois is only the = 

wa on which they satl te porte unmom, = a —- 

; a ; ms i « neh ian ag
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| | 
C When I call to mind my earliest impressions of this vale of tears, I = 

p yonder whether the process ordinarily referred te as growing up is not actually S 

i s process of growing down; whether experience, so much touted among adults as : 

: te thing children lack, is not actually a progressive dilution of the essentials 

“Hy the trivitities of Living. ‘this moh at least is sure: my carlicst impres- te 

’ sions of wildlife and its pursuit retain a vivid sharpness of form, color, and : 

: atwosphere which half a century of professional wildlife experience has failed : 

. to obliterate, or to improve upon. : 

. Like most aspiring hunters, I was given, at an early age, a single~barreled : ¥ 

7 thotgun and@ permission to hunt rabbits, One winter Satuf@ay, en route to my | 

a favorite rabbit patch, I noticed that the lake, then covered with ice and snow, 

Pout developed o small “airhole" at a point where a windmill discharged warn water 

a fron the shore. All ducks had long since departed southward, but I then and there 

. formlated my first ornithological hypothesis: if there were a duck left in the 

‘- region, he (er she) would inevitably, sooner or later, drop in at this airhole. 

4 I suppressed \wy appetite for rabbits (then no mean feat), sat down in the cold ’ 

- imartweeds on the frozen md, and waited. i 

PM malted all afternoon, growing colder with each passing orew, anf with 

Jo reunatic groan of the laboring windmill. Finally, at sunset, lone black 

i: tuck came out of the west, and without even a preliminary circling of the airhole, 

Pot nis wings, and pitched downward. 
i] cannot remember the shot; I veuenbor only my unepeskable delight shen my 

: first duck hit the snowy ice with a thud and lay there, belly-up, red legs 
PB ting,
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when fty father gave mo the shot gun, he said I might hunt partridges with a 

tt, bot that I might not shoot them from trees. I was old enough, he said, a 

4o learn wing-shooting. : 

My dog was pilek 08 tresing partridge, and to forego a sure shot in the tree ; 

in favor of a hopeless one at the fleeing bird was my first oxercise in ethical, 

gies. Comared with a treed partridge, the devil and his seven kingdoms was 

a mild temptation. ; : 

At the end of my second season of featherless partridge hunting I was o 

milking, one day, through an aspen thicket when a big partridge rose with a 

oar at my left, and towering over the aspens, crossed behind me, hell-bent f 

for the nearest cedar swamp. It was a swinging shot of the sort the partridge- 

hunter dreams about, and the bird tumbled dead in a shower of feathers and golden e 

leaves. 

I could draw a map today of each clump of red bunchberry and each blue : 

aster which adorned the mossy spot where he lay, belly up, my first partridge 

om the wing. I suspect my present affection for bunchberries and asters dates 

from that moment. ;
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THY WHIT2 MOUNTAIN 

dkte-beopeié 

When I first lived in Arizona, the White Mountain was a horseman's world. 

meept along a few main routes, it was too rough for wagons. There were no 

rs. It was too big for foot travel; even sheepherders rode. Thus by elimina- 

Hon, the county-sized plateau known as “on top" was the exclusive domain of 

the mounted man: mounted cowman, mounted sheepman, mounted forest officer, 

nunted trapper, and those unclassified mounted men of unknown origin and uncer 

tin destination always found on frontiers. It is difficult for this generation 

to understand this aristocracy of space based upon transport. 

No such thing existed in the railroad towns two days to the north where 

you had your choice of travel by shoe leather, burro, cowhorse, tuckboard, freight 

wgon, caboose, or pullman. ach of these modes of movement corresponded to a 

focial caste, the members of which spoke a distinctive vernacular, wore distinctive 

tlothes, ate distinctive food, and patronized different saloons. ‘Their only 

tonnon denominator was a democracy of debt to the general store, and a communal 

wealth of Arizona dust and Arizona sunshine. 

As one proceeded suthward across the plains and mesas toward the White 

Yountain these ¢astes dropped out one by one as their respective modes of travel 

Yecane impossible, until finally, “on top", the horseman muled the world. 

Henry Ford's revolution has ofccourse abolished all this. ‘Today the plane 

has given even the sky to Tom, Dick, and Harry. 

* ” = ss 

In winter the top of the mountain was denied even to horsemen, for the snow 

piled deep on the high meadows, and the little canyons up which the only trails 

®Sscended drifted full to the brim. In May every canyon roared with an icy 

torrent, tut soon thereafter you could "top-out"--if your horse had the heart 

to climb half a day through knee~deep mid.
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In the Little village at the foot of the mountain there existed, each 

ring, @ tacit competition to be the first rider to invade the high solitudes. 

of us tried it, for reasons we did not stop to analyze. Humor ran fast. 

ever did it first wore a kind of horseman's halo. He was ®nan-of-the-year.* 

fhe mountain spring, storybooks to the contrary notwithstanding, aid not 

with a rush, Balmy days alternated with bitter winds, even after the sheep 

gone up. I have seen few colder sights than a drab gray mountain meadow, 

nklea with complaining ewes and half-frozen lambs, pelted by hail and snow. 

en the gay nutcrackers humped their backs to these spring storms. 

* * * 

The mountain in summer had as many moods as there wore days and weathers; the 

lest rider, as well as his horse, felt these moods to the marrow of his bones. 

On a fair morning The Mountain invited you to get down and roll in its new 

s and flowers (your less-inhibited horse did just this if you failed to keep 

tight rein). Zvery living thing sang, chirped, and burgeoned. Massive pines 

firs, storm-tossed these many months, soaked up the sun in towering dignity. 

seleeared squirrels, poker-faced but emoting with voice and tail, told you 

istently what you already mew full well: that never had there been so rare 

day, or so rich a solitude to spend it in. 

An hour later, thunderheads may have blotted out the sun, while your erst~ 

while paradise cowered under the impending lash of lightning, rain, and hail. 

Mack gloom hung poised, as over a bomb with the fuse lighted. ‘Your horse jumped 

tt every rolling pebble, every crackling twig. When you turned in the saddle to 

sh your slicker, he shied, snorted, and trembled as if you were about to 

furl the scrolls of an Apocalypse. When I hear anyone say he does not fear 

Ughtning, I still remarx inwardly: he has never ridden The Mountain in July. 

The explosions are fearsome enough, wat more so are the smoking ditvers of
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jone that sing past your ear when the bolt crashes into a rimroek, Still more ie 

o are the splinters that fly when a bolt explodes # pine. I remember one He 

eaming white one, fifteen feet long, that stabbed deep into the earth at my Sah 

set and stood there humming like a tuning-fork. 

It mst be poor life that achieves freedom fron fear. ; 

* * * 

The top of the mountain was a great meadow, half a day's ride across, mt do 

+ picture it as a single ampitheatre of grass, hedged in by a wall of pines. 

e edges of that meadow were scrolled, curled, and crenulated with an infinity z 

of bays and coves, points and stringers, peninsulas and parks, each one of which 

lifferea from all the rest. No man kmew them all, and every day's ride offered 

‘a geubler's chance of finding a new one. I say "new" because one often had the 

feeling, riding into some flower-spangled cove, that if anyone had ever been here 

before, he mast of necessity have sung & song, or written a poem. 

This feeling of having this day discovered the incredible accounts, perhaps, 

for the profusion of initials, dates, and cattle brands inscribed on the patient 

bark of aspens at every mountain camp-site. In these inscriptions one could, 

in any day, read the history of Homo texamus and his culture; not in the cold 

categories of anthropology, but in terms of the individual career of some founding 

father whose initials you recognized as the man whose son, bested you at horse- 

trading, or whose daughter you once dmced with. Here, dated in the 90's, was 

his simple initiel, without brand, inseribed no doubt when he first arrived 

‘lone on the mountain as en itinerant cow-puncher. Next, a decade later, his 

initial plus brand; by that time he had become a solid citizen with an “outfit", 

acquired by thrift, natural inerease, and perhaps a nimble rope. Next, only a 

fev years old, you found his daughter's initial, inscribed by some enamored
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youth aspiring not only to the lady's hand, but to the economic succession. ; 

The old man was dead now; in his later years his heart had thrilled only 

to his bank account and to the tally of his flocks and herds, but the aspen 

ealed that in his youth he too had felt the glory of the mountain spring. 

The history of the mountain was written not only in aspen bark, but in its 

lace-names. Cow-country place-names are lewd, humorous, ironic, or sentimental, 

+ seldom trite. Usually they are subtle nh to draw inquiry from new arrivals, 

reby hangs that web of tales which, full spun, constitutes the local folilore. 

For example, there was “The Boneyard", a lovely meadow where biuebilis rime 

rehed over the half-buried skulls and scattered vertebrae of cows long since 

. Here in the 1880's a foolish cowman, newly arrived from the warm valleys 

Texas, had trusted the allurements of the mountain summer and essayed to 

ter his herd on mountain hay. When the November storms hit he and his horse 

floundered out, but not his cows. 

Again, there was "The Campbell Blue", a headwater of the Blue River to which 

early cowman had brought himself a bride. ‘the lady, tiring of rocks and trees, 

yearned for a piano, and a piano was duly fetched. ‘There was only one mile 

the county capable of packing it, and only one packer capable of the almost 

perhuman task of balaneing such a lead. But the piano failed to bring content- 

it; the lady decamped; and when the story was told me, the ranch cabin was : 

ready a min of sagging logs. 

Again, there was Fryole Ghnuegn: @ marshy meadow walled in by pines, under 

ch stood, in my day, a small log cabin used by any passer-by as an overnight 

+ It was the unwritten law for the owner of such real estate to leave flour, 

ari, and beans, and for the passer-by to replenish such stock if he could. But 

luckless traveller, trapped there for a week by storms, had found only deans. 

£ breach of hospitality was sufficiently notable to be handed down to history 

4 place-name.
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Finally, there was "Paradise Ranch", an obvious platitude when read from 2 

mp, vat something quite different when you arrived there at the end of ° 

ride. It lay tucked away on the far side of a high peal, as any proper 

se should. Through its verdant meadows meandered a singing trout stream. 

horse left for a month on this meadow waxed so fat that rain-water gathered 

a pool on his back. After my first visit to Paradise Ranch I remarked to : 

elf: what elee gould you call it? | a Pe... 

* we * 

Despite several opportunities ra ao so, I have never returned to the 2 

hite Mountain. I prefer not to see what tourists, roads, sawmills, and 

logging railroads have done for it, or to it. I near young people, not yet 

torn when I first rode out “on top", enthuse about it as a wonderful place. 

fo this, with an unspoken mental reservation, I agree.



life 4n Arisona was bounded under foot by gram grass, overhead by a 

, and on the horison by Recudilla, a 

fo the north of the mountain you rode on honey-colored plaine. Look = 

anywhere, any time, and you saw Necudilla. re = 

fo the east you rode over a confusion of wooded mesns. Bach hollow Ss 

jeened ite own emall world, soaked in oun, fragrant with juniper, 2s 

and cozy with the chatter of pinon jays. ut top out on a ridge and = 

you at once beeame a speck in an immensity. On ite edge hung “squdilla. = 

fo the south lay the tangled canyons of Blue River, full of white- 2 

falls, wild turkeys, and wilder cattle, When you missed a smey tek — 
nving his goodbye over the skyline, and locked down your sights to = 

wonder why, you looked at a far blue mountain; Secudilla. = 

fo the west billowed the outliers of the Apache National Forest. =a 
Yo cruised timber there, converting the tall pines, forty by forty, into = 

notebook figures representing hypothetical lumber piles. Panting up & : = 

tanyon, the cruiser felt a curious incongruity between the remoteness oe 

of his notebook symbols end the immediacy of sweaty fingers, locust . = 

thoms, deer fly bites, and scolding aquirrels. 3xt on the noxt ridge 23 

a cold wind, roaring eoross a green sea of pines, blew his doubts = 

amy, On the far shore hung Recudilla. = 

The mountain bounded nob only our work and our play, but oven our = 

attemts to get a good dinner. On winter evenings we often tried to : <= 

sntush a mallard on the river flats, The wary flogks circled the rosy = 

"est, the stesl blue north, and then disappeared into the inky blade = 

f Yscudilla. If they reappeared on set wings, we bad a fat drake for —



the dutch oven. If they failed to reappear, it wae bacon and beane a 

There was, in fact, only one place from which you dia not see Bscu~ ao 
ee 

- dilla on the skyline; that was the top of Escudille itself. Up there ee 

you could not see the mountain, but you could feel it. The reason was — 

*“ * * 2 =o 

— 
: O14 Bigfoot was a robber-baron, and Hscudilla was his castle. Mach — 

spring, when the warn winds had softened the shadows on the snow, the — 

old grizzly crawled out of his hibernation den im the rock slides end, 
é oe 

descending the mountain, bashed in the head of a cow. Mating his fill, ae 
. es 

he eldmbed back to his crags, and there summered peageably on marmote, 2 

conies, verries, and roots, : = 

I onge sawjone of his kills. ‘The cow's skull and neck were pulps 

as if she had collided head-on with a fast freight. — 2 

Ho one ever saw the old bear, but in the muddy springs about the a 

base of the cliffs you saw his incredible tracks. Seeing then made : se 

the most hard-bitten cowboys aware of bear. Wherever they rode they ie 

saw the mountain, and when they saw the mountain they thought of bear, ~~ 

Campfire conversation ran to beef, dotlios, ond bear. Bigfoot elained — 

for his own only a cow a year, and a few squave miles of useless rocke, : — 

wut his personality pervaded the county. ‘ pea 

Those were the days when progressfiret came to the cow country. ——— 
a 

Progresa had various emissaries. : aes 

One was the first transcontinental automobilist. The cowboys = 

understood this breaker of roads; he talleed the same brecay bravado SS 
- eee 

«a any breaker of brenchos. : = = 

: : SS ee ee



They did nob understand (but they Listened to and looked at) the — 

pretty lady im black velvet who came to enlighten them, in a Boston s 

They marvelled, too, at the telephone engineer who strung wires on La 

the junipers and brought instantaneous messages from town. An 01d man 

-—— qgkod whether the wire dould bring hin a side of bacon. Ss 
One spring progress sent still another emissary, a governnent a 

trapper, a sort of St. George in overalls, seeking dragons to slay at S 

| government expense. Were there, he asked, any destructive animals in need of 2 

slaying? Yes, there was the big bear. : 4 

The trapper packed hig mle and-hended for Becuai2la. a 

In 2 month he was back, hie mle staggering under a heavy hide. — 3 = 

There was only one barn in town big enough to dry it on. He had tried = 

traps, poison, and all his usual wiles to no avail. Then he hed erected = 

a sot-gun in a defile through which only the dear could pass, and waited. 
The last grigaly walked into the string and shot himself. ra = 

Tt was June. he pelt was foul, patchy, and worthless. It seened a 
to us rather an ingult to deny the last grigsly the chance to leave a = 

good pelt as a memorial to his race. All he left was « skull in the = 

National Museum, and a quarrel among scientists over the Latin name of = 

It was only after we pondered on these things that we began to < — 

wonder who wrote the rules for progress, = = 
= 

Since the beginning, time had gnawed at the basaltic bulk of Bs- es 

cudilla, wasting, waiting, and building. ‘Mme built throe things on ~ a 

the old mountain, # venerable aspect, 8 conmnity of minor animals and a =



pe # Fr Saree i Re Be EEO TATE SSPE so te ee OC eS 

: eo a 

j The government trapper who took the griszly knew he had made is- — 

| wits safe for.cows, He did not know he had toppled the spire off = 

an edifice aluilding since the morning stars sang tgether. 2 ee 

The bureau chief who sent the trepper was a biologist versed in 2 

the architecture of evolution, tut he aid not imow that spires might — 

‘be as important as cows. He aid not foreseo that within two decades - 

the cow country would become tourist country, and as such have greater 2 ; 

need of bears than of beefateaks. =. 

The Congressmen who voted money to clear the ranges of bears were S = 

the sone of pioneers. They agclained the superior virtues of the fron~ oo 

tiersman, but they strove with might and main to make an end of the a 

frontier. 5 Se 

We forest officers, who sequieseed in the extinguishment of the = i S q 
———— co 

bear, knew | local rancher who had plowed up a dagger engraved with oe 

the name of one of Coronado's onptains. We spoke harshly of the Spaniards = 

who, in their seal for gold and converts, had needlessly extinguished = 

the native Indians, 1% did not coour to us that ve, too, ware the = — 

captains of an invasion too sure of ite own righteousness. : 2 

Recudilla still hangs on the horison, but when you see it you no = 
longer think of bear. It's only a mountain now. = = 
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Sg TF Ete ee AE SI I aes a aang a ee 3 

; THINKING LIRA MOUNTATH a 

A deep chesty bawl echoes fron rimrock to rimrock, rolle down the i 

wantain, and fades into the far blackness of the night. It is an = 

ntturet of wild defiant sorrow, and of contenyt for all the adversitics : S 

of the world. a 

Every living thing (and perhaps many a dead one as well) pays heed 

to that call. fo the door it ie a reminder of the way of all flesh, 3 

fo the pine a forecast of midnight soufflos and of blood upon the snow, = a 

to the coyote. promise of glenmings to come, to the cowmn a threat of = 

yd ink at the bank, to the hunter a challenge of fang agninst bullet. = 

Yet behind these obvious and imnedinte hopes and fears there lies a — 

deeper meaning, known only to the mountain iteelf. Only the mountain a 

has Lived long enough to listen objectively to the hovl of = wolf, — . 

Those unable to decipher the hidden meaning know nevertheless that =e 

ih is there, for it is felt in all wolf country, and @ietinguishes that = 

country from all other land, /t tingles in the spine of all who hear = 

wlves by night, or who sean their tmeks by day. Tven without sight or a 

sound of wolf, it i implicit in a hundred small events: the midnight = 

vhinny of 9 psckhorse, the mttle of rolling rocks, the bound of a 3 

fleoing deor, the way the shadows lie under the spruces. Only the =a 

ineductible tyro can fail to sense the prosance or absence of wolves, — 

or the fact that mountains have a secret opinion about then. : = 

iy own convietion on this score dates from the day I saw m wolf die. = 

Ye were eating lunch on a high rimrock, at the foot of which a turbulent a = 

: {o> 3
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ver elbowed its way. We saw what we thought was a doe fording the £ oe 

pent, her breast ewash in white water. When she @limbed the bank toward a2 

and hook out her tail, we realised our error: it was a wolf. A half = a 

gen others, evidently grown pups, sprang from the willows ond all - 

nod in a welcoming melee of wgging tails and playful muulings. What / ae 

5 Mterelly a pile of wolves writhed and tumbled in the center of open — 

flat at the foot of our rimroolc. 
Ss a 

In those days we had never heard of passing up chance to kill 6 = 

lf. Ina second ve wore pumping lead into the pack, but with more : a 

excitement than accuracy: how top in &@ steep downhill shot is always a 

eonfusing. When our rifles were emty, the old wolf was down, and 8 pup : oS 

me dragging a leg into impessabdle sliderocks. : aS 

fe venched the old wolf in time to watch a fierce grecn fire dying in a 

her eyes. 1 realized then, and have known ever eines, that there was = 

sonething new to me in those eyes--something known only to her and to : = — 

the mountain. I was young then, and full of trigger-iteh; I thought that = 

becouse fewer wolves meant more deer, that no wolves would mean hunters! << 

paradise. Sat efter seeing the green fire die, I sensed that neither the = =: 

wif nor the mountain agreed with such @ view. a 

* 7 & = 

Sinee then I have lived to see state after state extirpate ite wolves. = 

Ihave watched the face of many a nowly-wolfless mountain, and seen the = 

touth-facing slopes wrinkle with a maze of new deer trails. I have seen = = 

wvory edible bush and seedling browsed, fizet to anaemic desustude, and = 

then to death. I have seen every edible tree defoliated to the height : as 

of a sad@lehorn. Such a mountain looks ae if someone had given God « new 3 = 

s:



graing shears, and forbidden Hin all other exercise. In the end the a 

starved bones of the hoped-for decor herd, dead of its own too~meh, SS 

teach with the bones of the dod wage, or molder under the high-Lined = 

= = 
t now wuspect that just ae a deor herd lives in mertal fer efite == | 

rlves, 90 doca a mountain live in mortal fear of its deer. And perhaps = 

With better cause, for while a buck pulled down by wolves ean be replaced = 

in tvo or three yoars, a range pulled dow by too many deor may fea of —— 

‘yeclacenent in as many decades. ss ie 2 

| fe ales with cows. The cownan who cleans hie sunge of wolves does 

not realize that he is taking over the wolf's job of trimming the herd to 5 

fit the range. He has not learmed to think like a mountain, Hence we = 

have dustbowls, and rivers washing the future into the sea. ; = = 

ge: = 
——s 

We all strive for safety, prosperity, comfort, long life, and dullness. a 

the door strives with hie supple legs, the gomnn with trap and poison, = 

the statesnan with pen, the most of us with mehines, votes, and dollers, = = 

‘wt it all comes to the same thing! peace in our tins. A measure of @ SS 

‘mecess in this tg all well enough, and perhaps ty a requisite to objective — 

‘thinking, tut toe much safety seams to yield only danger in the long run: = 

Perhaps thie is behind fThoreauts dictum; In wildness is the salvation — 

tf We woyld, Povinps thio te the hiddes menitg te he be af te wy 

long known among uountains, dut seldom perceived among mens : a 

: z —— 

=



GUACAIASA —— 

The physics of beanty is one department of natural science still = 

in the Dark Ages. Mot oven the manipulstora of bent space have tried 3 

to solve its equations. Zverybody knows, for example, that the autumn a 

landseape in the north woods is the land, plus a red mple, plus a ruffed oe 

grouse. In terms of conventional physics, the grouse representa only . ei = 

millionth of either the msa or the onergy of an acre. Yet subtract the — 

grouse and the whole thing is dead. An enormous amount of some ind of — = 

| motive power haa been lost. ae 3 = 

It 4s easy to say that the lose is all in our mind's eye, tutis a 

there any sober ecologist who will agreet He imows full well that there — 

has been an ecological death, the significance of whieh is inexpressible = 

| in terms of contemporary science. A Bussian philosopher, Quspensky, has : ‘ = 

| galled this imonderable essence the numenon of mterial things. It stands — * = 

fn contwadistinetion to phenowsnea which ta pondemble and predictable, — = 

even to the tossings ond turnings of the romotest star. = a 

The grouse is the mumenon of the north woods, the bluejay of the : = 

hiekory groves, the whisky-jack of the mekegs, the pinonere of the juniper = 

 foothtdie. Ornithological texts do not record these facts. f suppose ; = 

they are new te solence, however obvious to the discering actentast. Be <— 

that as At my, I hore regord the discovery of the mmenon of the Sierme = 

inde} the Thick-dilled Parrot. = Ss 

le is s @iscovery only because so few have visited his haunte. Onee = 

there, only the deaf and blind could fail to perceive his role in the = 

hountain life and landscape. Indeed you have hardly finished breakfast vefore
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the chattering flocks leave their soost on the rinrocke and perforn.a sort 

of moming drill in the high reaches of the dawn. like squadrons of eranes 

they wheel and spiral, loudly debating with each other the question (which 3 

also gugzles you) of whether this new day which creeps slowly over the = | 

canyons 19 bluer and golder than ite predecessors, or less so. The vote S 

being a draw, they repair by separate companies to the high nesas, for their 

breakfast of pine-seed-on-the-half-shell. They have not yet seen you. ; ee 

But a little later, as you begin the steep ascent out of the canyon, ; a3 

. gome sharp-eyed parrot, perhaps a milo away, espies this strange creature : — 

poffing up the trail where only deer or lion, bear or turkey, are licensed — 

to travel. Breakfast ie forgotten. With a whoop and a shout the whole = 

geng is awing and coming at you. ‘As they cirele overhead you wish fervently = 

for a parrot dictionary. Are they demanding, what-the-devil business have = a 

you in these parts? Or are they, like an avian chauber-of-conmerea, nerelg: = = 

making sure you appreciate the glories of theiy home town, its weather, ite — = 

citigens, and its glorious future as coupared with any and all other tines — = 

and places whatsoever? It might be either or beth. And there flashes ee 

through your mind the sad premonition of what will happen when the road is 3 

tilt, and this riotous reception committee firet greets the tourist-with- — 3 

It is soon clear that you are a dull inarticulate fellow, uneble to = 

respond by so mech ag @ whistle to the standard smenities of the Sierra = 

worn. And after all, there are naxe pine conés in the woods than have yet <== 

been opened, so let's finish breakfast! hie time they my settle upon eS 

sone tree below the rimrock, giving you the change to aneak out to the : = 

edge and lock down. There for the first time you eee golor; velvet green 3S 

uniforma with searlet and yellow epaulets and black helmets, sweeping =



a. oo 2 eos ame eee ae ees le Soe SS Oe ee 

- neigily from pine to pine, but always in formation and always in even = 

—- Compriged of pairs. ee : ae 

these when P I do not 2 the nesting pairs are as noisy as tho roistering 

fl which greeted ne in September, I do know that in September, if there = 

are parrots on the mountain, you will 1ow it. AS a proper ormithol=~ = 

- ogiat, I should doubtless try to describe the call. it superficially : = 

 reseubles that of the Pifion Jay, but the muesie of the pifioneres is soft | “2 

nostalgit as the hage hanging in their native canyons, while thet of the = 

Quacamaja is louder and full of the salty enthusiasm of high comedy. oe 

veodpecke 
ae 

In spring, I om told, the pair hunta up a sor hole in some tall — es 

dead pine and performs its racial duty in temorary inolation. But what : Se 

woodpecker excnvates « hole lange 1 The Guacamaja (as the natives = 

eaphoniously call the parrot) 1s big as a pigeon, anf hardly to be « <— : 

into a flicker-loft. Does he, with his own parerful beak, perform ~~ SS 

: oS 
ry enlargement? Or is he dependent on the holes of the Imperial == = 

, which is said to occur in these parta? To some future ommi= = 
: ological visitor I bequeath the pleasant task of discovering the - oS = 

| | 
ee SSS 

ae Feo Se ge FS SR AS ge ames eo ugg 2S ms ele a ee ce eS =



j : oe ee 
E ge ee 

hhie-iaepeth ae 

: Tt is the part of wisdom never to revisit a wilderness, for the a 

more golden the lily, the more certain that someone has gilded it. fo - 2 

return not only spoils a trip, but tarnishes a memory. It is only in 

the mind thet shining adventure reusins forever bright. Tor this reason, = 
[have never gone back to the Delta of the Colorado since my brother and 

‘| explored it, by canoo, in 1922. : = 

For all we could tell, the Delte had Lain forgotten since Hernando z = 

| do Atarod Landed there in 1940. whoa we sanped on the estuary whieh f@ 
| gaia to have harbored his hips, we had not for weeks seen a man ore = : = 

| gow, an ax~cut or @ fence. Once we crossed an old wagon track, ite = = 

mker unknown, and its errand probably ginister. Ones we found a tin — = 

ean; it was pounced upon as a valuable utensil. : = as 

Dawn on the Delta wae whistled in by Gasbel quail, which reosted — 

in the mesquites overhanging camp. When the sun peeped over the Sierra =a 

Madre, it slonted across a mundred miles of lovely desolation, a vant 

flat bowl of wilderness rimmed by jagged peake. On the map the Delta a 

was bisected by the river, but in fact the river was nowhere and every=- — 

. where, for he could not decide which of a hundred green lsgoons offered <s = 

the most pleasant and least speody path to the Gulf. So he traveled — — = 
| thom all, and 90 Gia we. Me divided ond rejoined, he twisted and tumel, — = 
| he meandered in awesome jungles, he all mut ren tnpirelos, he allied = = 

with lovely groves, he got lost and was glad of it, and go were we. Yor — 

the last word in procrastination, go travel with a river reluctant to —— 

lose his freedom in the sea, < : _ ——



eae ee 

; Me leadeth me by still waters" was only » phrase in a book until we 

the psalu, we would have felt constrained to write our own. The still wae —— 

tors were of a deep emexald hue, colored by algae, I suppose, wat no <2 

‘lees green for all that. A verdant wall of mesquite and willow separated a. 

the channel from the thomy desert beyond. At each bend we saw ogrete a 

standing in the pools ahead, each white statue matched by its white i 

reflection. Fleets of cormorants drove their black prows in quest = 

of skittering mllets; avocets, willets, and yellowlegs dozed one- a 

legged on the dara; mallards, widgeons, and teal sprang skywami tn > 

alara. Ag the binds tock the air they accumlated in s email cloud ahead, a 

there to settle, or to break back to our rear. “hen a troop of egrets  . 

settled on a far groen willow, they looked like a premature snowstorm. = 

ALL this wealth of fowl and fish was not for our delectation alone, a 

Often we cane upon a bodcat, flattened to some half-iunersed drift- a = = 

woud log, paw poised for mullet. Vamilies of raccoons waded the : = 

shallows, munching water-beetles. Coyotes watched us fron inland = 

knolls, waiting to resume thoir breakfast of mesquite beans, varied, Sn — 

. 4 suppose, by an oceasional rippled shorebird, duck, or quail. At “— 

every shollow ford were tracks of burro deer. Ne aluays oxamined : = 

these deer trails, hoping to find sign of the despot of the Delta, — — 

Wo saw neither hide nor hair of him, but hie personality pervaded = = 

the wildemess; no Living beast forgot his potential presence, for the — = 

—s-ppries of unwariness was death. Mo deer rounded a veh, or stopped to = 

nibble vods under a mesquite tree, without ® prenonitory sniff for 9] = 

tigre. Mo campfire died without tall of hin. No dog curled up for the a=



aight, save at his meterts foot; he neoded no telling that the king 2 : = 

F of cate still ruled the night; that those massive paws cajld fel) ae a 

an ox, those jaws shear off bones like a guillotine. es 2 = 

By this time tha Delta has probably been made safe for cows, = =. 

and forever @:21 for adventuring hunters. Freedom fron fear has 

arrived, bat a glory has departed frou the green lagoons. 7 - 

/ When Kipling smelled the super anokes of Amritaar, he should — = SS 

have elaborated, for no other poet has sung, or smelled, this green - : = 

earth's firewoods.. Most poets must have subsisted on anthracite. : : 3 

On the Delta one turns only mesquite, the ultimate in fragrant a 3 

«fuels. Brittle with a hundred -frosts and floods, baled by a thougand . os = 

suns, the gnarled imperishable bones of these ancient trees lie ready~ - : : = 

— toxtand at ovory eamp, ready to slant blue encke serosa the twilight, — = — 

sing a song of teapots, dake lost, brown a kettle of quail, and ae 

waa the shine of mn and beast. When you have ladled a shovelfMl = = 

of mesquite coale under the Dutch ovan. take care not to sit down = = 

in that spot before bedtime, lest you rise with a yelp that searcs sone = 

the quail roosting overhead. Mesquite coals have seven Lives. a 

Wo had cooked with whiteonk coals in the cornbelt, wo had —— 

 gmuaged our pots with pine in the north woods, we hed browned —— 

venison ribs over Arizona juniper, but we had not seen perfection = — 

until we roasted a young goose with Delta mesquite. : : = SS 

Those geese deserved the best of bromings, for they had dented : <= 

us for a week. livery morning we watched the cackling shalenx head = 

—tatand fron the Gulf, shortly to return, replete Ye atlent. Wt 
pave provender in what grean lagoon was the object of their quest? - =



Bot Oe : ee, ee 

find thety banquet board. One day at about § A.M. we saw the phates 5 = 

_ - eirele, Break ranks, sideslip, and fall to earth Like mple Leaves. Floek a ss 

after flock followed. At long last we had found their rende avous. — 

| Next morning at the sane hour ve lay in wait beside an ordinary~ SS 

. looking slough, ite bars covered with yesterday's goosetracks. We were ; = 

already hungry, for it hed been a long tramp from camp. My brother we : 

eating a cold roast quail. The quail was half-way to his mouth ete e — 

 @ eackle fron the sky froze us to immobility. “het quail hung in seule 

while the flock circled et leisure, debated, hesitated, and fimlly —__ = 

came in. Phot quail fell in the sand when the guns spoke, and all the : — 

geese we could eat lay kicking on the bar. . : —— “ 

| Yore cans, and settled. Tho dog lay trembling. Wo ate quail at — = 

— —— a 
small~talley Those SS 

geene were gobbling gravel. As one flock filled up and left, anether = 
arrived, eager for their delectable stones. Of all the millions of peb- — Ss 

dles in the green Lngeaia those on this partioular bar suited ten best. Ss 

‘The difference, to a snow goose, was worth forty miles of flying. 1% : —— 

was worth @ long hike to us. : Se 

Mvt ath gute on th Ste ton shunt to ks A wary op 
We hung up, in a few mimutes shooting, enowgh quail for touorrow's use. ee s 

Good gastronony demanded at least one frosty night on the stringer as the — 
necessary interlude between roosting in a mesquite and roasting over = 

nesquite. 
= | 

All game was of incredible fatness. very decor laid down so mech — 

tallow that the dimple along his backbone would have held a small pail ; : : SS 

Of water, had he allowed us to pour it. He didn't. - —
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The origin of all this opulence we not far to sock. very mesquite = 
and every tormillo was loaded with pods. ‘the dried~up md flats tore ee - 
an anmal grass, the grain-like seeds of which could be scooped up by a 

the qupful. ‘There were great patches of a legume resembling coffee- es a 

weed; if you walked through these, your pockets filled up with shelled ae 

beans. oe 

I romenber one patch of wild melons, or galabasias, covering seve ao 

eral acres of mdflat. ‘The deer and coone had epened the frozen fruits, = a 

. exposing the seeds. Doves and quail fluttered over this banquet like — =] 

fruit-flies over a ripe banana. : Sete: =e 

te could not, or at least did not, eat what the quail and deer aid, a 

but we shared their evident delight in this mili-and-honoy wilderness. = a 

Their festival mood became our mood; we all revelled in a common abun- SS = 

dance end in each other's well-being. I comot recall feeling, im 
settled country, a like sensitivity to the mood of the land. ae — 

Camp-keeping in the Delta was not all beer and skittles. The pro-  — a 

blew was water. The lagoons were saline; the river, where wo could find e : =e 

it, was too mddy to drink. At exch new camp we dug a new well, Most — 

wells, however, yielded only brine from the Gulf. We learned, the hard <= 

way, where to dig for aweet water. ‘hen in doubt about a new well, we 3 

‘lowered the dog vy his hind lege. If he dronk: freely, it was the signal SS 

for us to beach the canoe, kindle the fire, and pitch the tent. then we — 

fat at peace with the world while the qusil sigzled in the Dutch oven, = [5 

and the gun sank in glesy behind the San Pero Maytir. ‘ater, dishes = 

washed, we rehearsed the day, and listened to the noises of tho night. —



i Never aid we plan the morrow, for we had learned that in'the wilder ; a 

noss sone now and irresistible distmction te sure to tum up each day before 

-— preaiefast. Like the river, we were free to wander. So 
Yo travel by plan in the Delta is no light matter! we were reminded of 

this whenever we climbed a cottonwood for s wider view. he view was 20 “ie 

ag to discourage prolonged scrutiny, especially toward the Northwest, where & = 

white streak at the foot of the Sierra hung in perpetual mimge. tis ms me 

great galt desert on which, in 1829, Alexender Pattie died of thirst, exhaus- 

| t4on, and mosquitess. Pattie had 2 plant to Gross the Delta to California. = 

Once we had a plan to portage from one green lagoon to a gvees -_ = 

We knew it was there by the waterfowl hovering over it. The distance was we 

yards through a jungle of cachinills, « tall spear-like shrub which grows = 

in thickets of incredible density. The floods had bent down the spears, — 

which opposed our passage in the manner of a Mecedontan phalanx. We die= = 

creetly withdrey, persuaded that our lagoon was the prettier anyhow. = == 

Getting cought in e mage of chchinilla phalanxes was © real danger SS 

which no one had mentioned, whereas the danger we hed been warned against — = 

failed to mterialize. When we launched our canoe above the border, there = 

Were dire predictions of sudden death. Var huskier craft, we were told, = 

had been overvhelmed by the tidal bore, s wll of water which rages up the — 

river from the Gulf with certain incoming tides. We talked about the bore, = 

we spun elaborate schemes to eircurvent it, we even saw it in our dreams, —_ 

with dolphins riding its crest and an acrial escort of screaming gulls. — 

When we reached the mouth of the river, we hung our canoe in a tree and a 

waited two days, but the bore let us down. It aid not cone, = 

The Delta h-ving no place-names, we had to devise our own a8 we wont. = 

Que Lagoon we called the Hillito, and it 4s here that we saw pearls in the a 

Be esa eS ST te RRR 5 SS ea ele ng ne



sky. We were lying flat on our backs, soaking up November sun, staring idly = 
at a soaring tussard overhead. Yar beyond him the sky suddenly exhibited == 

a rotating cirele of white spots, altermetely visible and invisible. A Ss 

faint bugle note soon told us they were cranes, inspecting their Delta oe 

and finding it good. At the tine my orithology was home-made, and I was oi 
a 

pleased to thinic then whooping cranes because they were o white. Doubtless = 

they were sandhill cranes, but it doesn't matter, What mtters is thatwe = 
; ct eee 

were sharing our wilderness with the wildest @ living fowl. We, and they, = 

had found « common home in the remote fastnesses of space and time; we were ae 

both back in the Pleistoeenc. Had we been able to, we would have tgled 

best their greeting. Now, from the far reaches of the years, I see them ee 
: ae 

wheeling still, oe 7 

*_ * * : oo 
4 

All this was for away and long ago. I am told the green lagoons now a 

oe 
raise canteloupes. If so, they should not lack flavor. 2a 

Wen always kills the thing he loves, and so we the pioneers have killed — a 

our wilderness. Some aay wo had to. Bo that ae it my, Tam glad I shall = 

never ve young without wild country to be young in. Of what avail are forty Say 

a Sa 
freedoms without a blank spot on the map? ee 

“ae 

ee 

—- 
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Be Te 

| Soo OF "HS GAVELAN a 
3 

fhe song of a river ordinarily means the tune that waters pley on rock, . 

root and rapid. a 

fhe Rio Gavilan has such a song. It is a pleasant msic, bespeaking 2 

dancing riffles and fat rainbows laired under mossy roots of sycamore, oak, > 

end pine. It is also useful, for the tinkle of waters so fills the narrow — 

canyon that deer and turkey, cone down out of the hills to drink, hear no a 

footfall of man or horse. Look sharp as you round the next bend, for it may q ‘ 

yield you a shot, and thus save a heart-breaking climb in the high mesas. . 

This song of the waters is eudible to every ear, but there is other < 

imate in these hills, by no meang audible to all. ‘fo hear even « few notes = 

of it you mst first live here for a long tine, and you mst know the speech on 

of hille and rivers. Then on a still night, when the campfire is low and a 

the Pleiades have climbed over the rimrocks, sit quiet and listen for a wolf i: . 

to howl, and think hard of everything you have seen anf tried to undorstant, = 

Then you may hear it - a vast pulsing harmony - ite score inseribed on 6 o 

thousand hille, its notes the lives and deaths of plants and animals, its . 

rhythms spanning the seconds ond the centuries, x 

The life of every river sings its own song, but in most the song is 3 

long since marred by the discords of misuse. Overgrazing first mare the . 

plants ond then the soil, Rifle, trap, and poison next deplete the larger : 

birds and mammale; then comes a park or forest with roads and tourists. : 

Parica are mde to bring the msic to the many, tut by the time many are | 

attuned to hear it there is little left tut noise, ‘



: : Le pet 

9 = 

There once were men capable of inhabiting a river without disrupting the - 

harmony of its life. They must have lived in thousands on the Gavilan, for ? 

their works are everywhere. Ascend any draw debouching on any canyon and 

you find yourself climbing little rock terraces or check dems, the crest of 

one level with the base of the next. Behind each dam is a Little plot of 

soil that was once a field or garden, sub-irrigated by the showers which — 

fell on the ateep adjoining slopes. On the crest of the ridges you may find 

the stone foundations of a watch tower; here thé hillside farmer probably 

stood guard over his polimdot acrelets. Household water he must have carried . 

from the river. Of domestic animals he evidently had none, What crops aid 

he raise? How long ago? The only fragment of an answer lies in the 300- 

year-old pines, oaks, or junipers which now find rootage in his little fields. 

Bvidently it was longer ago than the age of the oldest trees. 

The deer love to lie on these little terraces. They afford a level 

bed, free of rocks, upholstered with oak leaves, and curtained by shrubs. 

One bound over the dam and the deer is out of sight of an intruder. 2 

One day, by aid of a roaring wind, I crept down upon a buck bedded on 

a dam. He lay in the shade of a great oak whose roots grasped the ancient 

nasonty. His horns and cars were silhouetted against the golden gram be- 

yond, in which grew the green rosette of a mescal. The whole scene had the age 

valance of a well~leid centrepiece. I overshot, my arrow splintering on the B 

rocks the old Indian had 1Ai@. As the buck bounded dom the mountein with : 

a goodbye wave of his snowy flag, I realised that he and I were actors in 

an allegory. Dust to dust, stone age to stone age, but always the eternal : : 

chase! It was appropriate that I missed, for when a great oak grows in 

what is now my garden, I hope there will be bucks to bed in ites fallen 

leaves, and hunters to stalk, and miss, and wonder who built the garden wall.



Some day ny buck will get a 30930 in his glossy ribs. A clumsy steer ag 

will appropriate his bed under the oak, and will munch the golden grass until a 

it is replaced by weeds, hen a freshet will tear out the old dam, and pile q 

tte rocks against a tourist read slong the river below, Trucks will olaya : 

the dust of the old trail on which I saw wolf tracks yesterday, : 

* * # 
= 

fo the superficial eye the Gavilan is a bard and stony land, full of 2 : 

cruel slopes and cliffs, its trees too gnarled for post or sawlog, its ranges . 

too steep for pasturage. But the old terrace-tuilders wore not deceived; 2 

they knew it by experience to be e land of mil and honey. These twisted 5 

saa und jumipere wear onch year a orop of mast so be had hy wildlings £07 

the pewing. The deor, turkeys, and Javelinas spend their days, Like steers 4 

in e cornfield, converting this mst into guoculent meat. These golden * a 

grasses conceal, under their waving plumes. 4 subterranean garden of bulblets < 

and tubers, including wild potatoes. Open the crop of a fat little Mearns a 

quail and you find an hertariun of subsurface foods scratched from the rocky a 

ground you thought verren. These foods are the motive power which plants 2 

yam through that grest organ called the fauna. - 

avery region has a human food symbolic of its fatness. the hilis of the — . 

Gavilan find their gastronomic epitome in thie wiser Kill e nast-fea buck, = 

not earlier than November, not leter than Jamary. Hang him in s liveoak 2 

tree for seven frosts and seven suns. Then cut out the half~frogen "straps" x 

from their bed of tallow under the saddle, and slice them transversely into 3 

steaks. Bub each steak with salt, pepper, and flour. Throw into # Duteh x 

oven ¢ontaining deep smoking-hot bear fat and standing on live oak coals, ae 

Fish out the steake at the first eign of browning. Throw a little flour s 

. a ae ee Pe aaa Oe
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into the fat, then ice-cold water, then milk, Lay a steak on the summit of 4 

a steaming sourdough bisceult and drown both in gravy. ae 

This structure is symbolic. The buck lies on his mountain, and the a 

golden gravy is the sunshine which floods his days, even unto the end. a 

Food te the contimmn in the Song of the Gavilan. I moan, of course, mob 

caly your fool, Wut food for the enk shih feck the teak vho fests the am 

gar who dies under an oak and goes back into acorns for his erstwhile prey. 

This is one of many food cycles starting from and returning to oaks, for the 4 

oak alse feeds the Jay who feeds the goshawk who named your river, the bear 

whose grease made your gravy, the quail who taught you » Lesson in botany, ae 

and the turkey who daily gives you the slip. And the common ond of all is 

to hélp the headwater trickles of the Gavilan split one more grain of soil 2 

off the broad hulk of the Sierra Madre to mike another oak, : : 

cm * * : 

‘There are men charged with the duty of examining the construction of the : 

plants, animals, and soils which are the instruments of the great orchestra. 2 

These men are called professors. Nach selects one instrument and spends his : ‘ 

life taking it apart and describing ite strings and sounding boards. This : < 

process of disuemberment is called research. ‘The place for Aigmenboment 1s 

called a university. : 

A professor may pluck the strings of his own instrument, bat never a 

that of another, and if he listens for music he mst never admit it to his 8 

fellows or to his students. For all are restrained by an ironbound taboo = 

which decrees that the construction of instruments is the domain of selenee, ; 3 

while the detection of harmony is the domain of poets, = 

Professors serve science and science serves progress. It serves progress : 

80 well thet many of the more intricate instruments are stepped upon and 

Velen, ia the mt Great progress to all backward lands. One by one the 

{ See iS oe ee oe / a See < ae



, 

parts are thus stricken from the song of songs. If the professor is able ve 

to classify each instrument before it is broken, he is well content. = 

Selence contributes moral as well ag material blessings to the world. 5 2 

Ite great moral contribution 1s objectivity, or the scientific point-of-view. 

This means doubting everything except facts; it heans hewing to the facts, — 2 

ot the chips fall where they may. One of the facts hewn to by selence is 

that every river needs more people, and all people need more inventions, — - 

and henee more science; the good life depends on the indefinite extension a 

of thie chain of logic. That the good life on any river may likewise de- . 

pend on the perception of its msic, and the preservation of some msic to = 

perceive, is a form of doubt not yet entertained by science. + 

Seience hag not yet arrived on the Gavilan, so the otter plays tag in = 

its pools and riffles snd chases the fat reinbows from under its mossy banks, — : 

with never a thought for the fleod that one dap W101 soons the task inte the 

Pacific, or for the sportsman who will one day dispute his title to the : = 

trout. Like the snlentint, he hee no doubts shout his own design for living. 

He assumes that for hin the Gavilan sunsptne forever. <— 

oe 

a 

i : ee
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Aldo Leopold 2 

Just as there 4s honor among thieves, so there ie solidarity and coopers 

ation among plant and animal peste. Where one pest is stopped by natural 

pareiere, another arrives to breach the same wall by a new approach. In ee 

the end every region and every resource gets its quota of uninvited ecolog~ eo 

ioal guests. : 

Phus the Inglish sparrow, rétidered innocuous ty the shrinkage in horses, BS 

mas succeeded by the starling, who thrives in the wmke of tractors. The chest=- = 

mt blight, which had no passport beyond the west boundary of chostmte, is being 

followed by the Dutch elm disease, with every chanceli@f spreeding to the west = 

boundary of elms. ‘he white pine dDlister rust, stopped in ite westward march . : 

wy the tresless plains, effected a now landing via the back door, and is now cE 

romping down the Rockies fron Idaho toward California. . =e 

Reological stowaways eas to arrive with the earliest settlements. The . 

Swedish Botanist, Peter Kala, found most of the Suropean weeds established in Oa 

lew Jersey and New York as early as 1750. hey spread as rapidly as the settler's 

plow could preps a suitadle seedbed. 

Others arrived later, from the West, and found thousands of square miles a 

of ready-made seodbed prepared by the trampling hoofs of range Livestock. In 3 

such eases the spread was often so rapid as to escape recording; one simply : 

woke up one fine spring to find the range dominated by a new weed. A notable : < 

instance was the invesion of the intermountain and northwestern foothills by ae 

downy chess or cheat grass (Broms tectorun). < 

* = * =



Lest you gain too optimistic an impression of this new ingredient of ag 

the melting pot, let me say that cheat is not a grass in the sense of forming os 

live sod. Tt 40 on anmal weed of the grass fantly, Like foxtail or ersb- 

grass, dying each fall and reseeding that fall or the next spring: In Zurope a 

its habitat is the decaying straw of thatched roofs. The Iatin word for roof a 

is tectum, hence the label “Brome of the roofs", A plant that can make « be 

living on the roof of a house can also thrive on this rich but arid roof of the - 

continent. se 

Today the honeyeeolored hills which flank the northwestern mountains ee 

derive their hue, not from the rich and useful bunchgrass and wheatgrass a 

vhich once covered then, but frou the inferior cheat which has replaced these = . 

native grasses. fhe motorist who enthuses about the flowing contours which lead 2 

hig eye upward to far summits is unaware of this substitution. It does not = 

occur to him that hills, too, cover ruined complexions with ecologieal facepowder. a 

The cause of the substitution is overgrazing. When the too-great herds ae 

and flocks chewed «nd trampled the hide off the foothills, something had to cover 

the raw eroding earth. GSheat did. 

Cheat grows in dense stands, and each stem bears a mass of prickly awne a 

vhich render the meture plant inedible to stock. fo eppresiate the predicament = 

of a cow trying to eat mature cheat, try walking throuch it in low shoes. All 

field workers in cheat country wear high Boots. Hylone are here relegated to 
running boards and conerete sidewalks. coat 

These prickly ane cover the sutum hills with a yellow blanket as inflem- ‘ : 

mble ag cotton-wool. It is impossible fully to protect cheat country from fire. 

4g a consequence, the rewnants of good browse plants, such as sagebrush and . 

ditterdbmsh, are being burned back to higher altitudes, where they are less useful =



us vinter forage. The lover fringes of pine timber, needed as winter cover for 

deor and birds, are likewise being singed back to higher levels. a - 

To @ guamer tourist, the burning of a few tushos off the foothills may 2 

geom & minor loss He is unaware that, in winter, snow excludes both livestock — : 

and game from the higher mountains. Livestock can be fed on valley ranches, a 

but deer and elic must find food in the foothills or starve. The habitable winter+ : 

ing belt is narrow, and the further north one goes, the greater is the disparity 

vetweon the aren of habitable winter range and the ares of summer rnge. Hence a 

these scattering foothill clus of bitterbrush, sago, and oak, now fast shrink- 

ing under the onelanght of cheat fies, are the kay to wildlife survival i the 

whole region. Besides, these scattered bushes often harbor, under their mechani- 

cal protection, remnants of native perennial grasses. When the bushes are ; : 

turned off, these grass remnants su@cumb to livestodk. While sportsmen and stock- 

nen wrangle over who should move first in easing the burden on the winter range, 

cheat grass is leaving less and less winter range to wrangle about. = 

*. * ES 

Cheat gives rise to many minor irritations, most of them less important, ae 

perhaps, than starving deer or cheat-gores in a cow's mouth, but still worth : 

tentioning. Cheat invades old alfalfa fields and degrades the hay. It blockades 

tevly-hatehed ducklings from making the vital trek from upland nest to lowland : 
water. It invades the lower fringe of lumbered areas, where it eaten out seed~ : * 

ling pines and threatens older reproduction with the danger of quick fire. es 

I experienced a minor irritation myself when I arrived at a "port of ms 

entry" on the northern California border, where my ear and baggage were searched ‘ 

Wa quarantine officer. He explained politely that California welcomes tourists, — * 

ies



EE 

wut that she mst make sure thetr Dgsage harbors no plant or aninal peste, 1 ae 

sskod hin what pests, He reetted a long List of prospective garden and orehard 3 

afflictions, tut he dia not mention the yellow blaniet of chent which elrendy = 

extended fron his fest to the far hills in every direction. : ee 

te 

Ag is true of the carp, the starling, and the Russian thistle, the gheat- = 

afflicted regions make a virtue of necessity and find the invader uscful. New a 

ly-sprouted cheat is good forage while it lasts; Like as not the lamb-chop you oe 

ate for lunch was nurtured on cheat during the tender days of spring. Cheat 2 

reduees the erosion which would otherwise follow the overgrazing which admitted — 2 

cheat. (This ecological ring-around-the-rosy uorits long thoughts.) ¥ 

I listened carefully for clues on whether the Yost has accepted cheat as : 

a necessary evil, to be lived with until kingdom come, or whether it regarte. a 

cheat ag a challenge to rectify its past errors in land-use, 1. found the hope- . oe 

less attitude almost universal. There is, as yet, no sense of pride in the — = 

husbandry of wild plants and animals, no sense of shame in the proprietorship - 

of a sick landscape. We tilt windmills in behalf of conservation fn convention s 

halle ahd editorial offices, but on the back forty we disclain even owning @ a 

lance, : oe 

; Soeeats Ao cer Sk
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Po CE an 

CLANDSROYR ee 

Raucation, I fear, is learning to see one thing by going blind to Se 

another, : ’ 

One thing most of us have gone blind to is the quality of marshes. I G 

am reminded of this when, as a special favor, I take a visitor to Clandevoye, 

only to find that, to him, it is merely lonelier to look upon, and stickier — ee 

to navigate, than other bogay places. bes A @ 

This is strange, for any pelican, duekhawk, godwit, or wentern grebe ¢ on 

is aware that Clandeboye ie a marsh apart. Why else do they seck it out z 

in preference to other marshes? Why else do they resent my intrusion with f 7 

in its precincts not as nore trespass, but as some kind of commie imropricty? — 

I think the secret is thist Clandeboye is a marsh apart, not only in Ss 

apace, but in time, Only the uncritical consumers of hand=me-down Nee iS 

suppose that 1941 arrived simltansously in all marshes. ‘he birds now debtor. : 

at @ eqeadven of couthhound pelisens Wet fool 6 11f1 af penile esas aie 

Clandeboye, and they sense at once that hore is a landing in the geological . 

past, a refuge from that most relentless of aggressors, the future. With = fa 

queer antediluvian grunts they set wing, descending in majestic spirals — 

to the welcoming wastes of a bygone age. . = 

Other refugees are already there, each agcepting in his own fashion = 

his respite from the march of time. Y¥Yorster's terns, like troops of es 

happy childen, serean over the md-flats just as if the first cold melt a 

from the retreating ice-sheet were shivering the spines of their minnowy ; 

prey. A file of sandhill cranes bugles defiance of whatevor it is that ; 

cranes distrust and foar. A flotilla of swans rides the bay in quiet 

dignity, bemoaning the evanescence of swanly things. From the tlp of a .



. fc Posy apie —. = ee ETC ee 

a storm cottonwood, where the mrsh discharges into the big lake, a 

a peregrine stoops playfully at passing fowl. He is replete with duck-mest, 

but it amses him to terrorige the squealing teals. This, too, was his after: 

dinner sport in the days when lake Aggasis covered the prairies. 

It is easy to classify the attitudes of these wildlings, for each 2 

wears hie heart on his sleeve. Sut there is one refugee in Clandeboye eee : 

whose mind I cannot read, for he tolerates no truck with human intruders, 

Let other birds spill easy confidences to upstarts in overalls, but not vie 

the western grebef Stel carefully as I will to the bordering reeds, 

all I get to see is a flash of silver as he sinks, soundless, into S 

the bay. And then, from behind the reedy curtain of the far shore, he % 

tinkles a little bell, warming all his kind of something. Of vhat? o 

I've never been able to guess, for there is some barrier between 

this bird and al) mankind. One of my guests @ismissed the grebe by 

checking off his name in the bird list, and jotting down o syllabic 2 

paraphrase of the tinkling bell: “grigk-erick", or some such inanity. : 

The man failed to sense that here was something more then a bird-call, ; 

that here wae a sectet message, calling not for rendition in counter~ | . 

feit syllables, but for translation and understanding. Alas, I was, ane 

and still am, as helpless to translate it or to understand it as he. : 

As the spring advances, the bell grows persistent; at dawn and at - 

dusic it tinkles from every open water. I! infer that the young grebes * 

are now launched in their watery career, and are receiving parental . 

instruction in the grebe philosophy. But to see this schoolroon scene, . 

that is not so easy. : 5 

One day I buried myself, prone, in the muck of a miskrat house. - 

While my clothes absorbed local color, my eyes absorbed the lore of a 

the marsh, A hen redhead cruised by with her convoy of ducklings; = — 

| ae 
Spee ae Peay ieee eae oie ee RR



rip Se ee 

-— pink-Dilled fluffs of @reentsh-golden down. A Virginia rail nearly = ss 
brushed my nose. The shadow of @ pelican sailed over a pool, in which ; = 

® yollowleg alighted with warbling whistle; 1t occurred tomo that T = 
write a poem by dint of mighty cerebration, the yellowleg walks a better : a 

one by just Lifting his foot. | | a 
\ mink slithered up the shore behind me, nose in air, trafling. a 2 

Marsh wrens mde trip after trip to a knot in the tulrushes, whence — 
cane the clanor of nestlings. 1 ws starting to dose in the oun when 2 
there emerged from the open pool a wild red aye, glaring from the head ~ 
of a bird. Finding all quiet, the silver body energed; big os a goose, ae 

with the lines of a slin torpedo, Before I was ome of when or whence, a 

a gecond grebe was there, and on her broad back rode two poarly-silver : 2 3 

young, neatly enclosed in a corral of humped-up wings. 411 rounded a a 

bend before I recovered my breath. And now I heard the bell, clear and a = 

derisive, behind the curtain of the reeds, 3 oa 
* * me : 

A sense of history @hould be the most precious gift of seience and . : 

of the arts, but I suspect that the grebe, who has neither, knows nore - 
history than we do. His dim primordial brain knows nothing of who won a 

the Battle of Hastings, tut it seoms to sense who won the battle of tine. S 

If the race of men were as old as the race of grebea, we might better = 

grasp the import of his call. Think what traditions, prides, disdains, — 

and wisdous even a few self-conscious generations bring to us! What ae 

pride of continuity, then. impels this bird, who was a grebe eons before a 

there was a man. A 3 

Se that as 40 may, the call of the grebe is, Wy som pecnblar . 

authority, the sound which dominates and unifies the marshland chorus. a 

: 

; oo te Ss ee ee
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PO 
What the grebe is saying no man can know, but my guess is thathe ig a 

the comentator of the prairie symphony. his mich is ures all the = 
diverse sounds, colors, and smells of a June morning are announced and é oo 

interpreted by his insistent bell. It is the grebe who relates the ae 

tang of sun on growing wheat to the tang of gun on rotting bulrush; the oa 

serean of the Freniclin Gull to the choeping of cootlets; the thud of the = 
surf on the big lake to the tune that mvelete play on shores of poole, ” 
By suthority of his voice, all these are nade ans, end booone Clandeboye. a4 

Perhaps the grobe is sonething more than commentator; perhaps, by _ . ae 

sone inuenorial authority, he wields the baton for the vhole biota, who — 
veats the measure for the lakeshore rollers as they build reef efter ap a 

reef for marsh after marsh, as age after age the waters recede to lower ee — 

levels? ho holds sage and bullrush to their task of sucking sun end a 

ely, lost in winter the muskrats starve, and the canos engulf the mrsh a 

im Lifeless jungle? Who eounsele >tionge to bivoding dois by day, and 
ineites bloodthirst in marauding minks by aight? Who oxhorts precision = 3 
for the heron's spear, and speed for the falcon's fist? We assumc, because — 

all these creatures perform their diverse tasks without admonition audible Se “oe 

to us, that they receive none, that their skills are inborn and their = se 

industry automatic, that weariness ig unimown to the wild. Perhaps wearl- a 

ness is unimown omly to grebos; perhaps it is the grebe who reminds them a 
that if all are to survive, each must ceaselessly feed and fight, breed 4 

* # * = ‘
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The marshlands which sprawled over the prairie from the 

there: 

cannot 
ees 

Illinois to the Atha’ are shr’ northward. Man ob live by = 

marsh alone, fore he mist live mrshless. so = Cee : 

abide that familend and marshland, wild and tame, exist side ty side 

in mtual toleration and haraony, . a 

So with dredge and dyke, tile and torch, we sucked the cornbelt ¢ 4 

dry, and now the wheatbelt. Blue lake becomes green bog, groom bog = : 

oday 
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win 
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+, just as t and yesterday will lie forgotten under the years. 2 a 

Before the lost md-minnow makes his lnct wiggle in the last pool, the 

terns will serean goodbye to Clandeboye: the ewans will circle siyward 

; in snowy dignity: the cranes will blow thelr trumpets in farewell. 1 : : . 
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THR LAND BTHIC 3 

MNdeteoneld 

When god-like Odysseus returned from the wars in Troy, he hanged all on 

a rope a dozen slnve-girle of hig household whom he suspected of misbehavior : 

turing his absence. 

. This hanging involved no question of propriety. The girls were property. | 

the @isposal of property was then, as now, a matter of expediency, not of right , 

a wrong, 
- Goneepts of right and wrong were not lacking fron Odysdeus! Greece: wit- = 

toss the fidelity of his wife through the long years before at last his black- : 

prowed galleys clove the wine-dark seas for home. ‘The ethical structure of that 

aay covered wives, but had not yet been extended to husan chattels. During the : 

three thousand years which have since elapsed, ethical criteria have been extended — ] 

ts tiaay fields of condust, with corresponding shrinimges in those Judged by oe 

: : : fhe Mthical Sequence £ A 

This extension of ethics, so far studicd only by philosophers, is setu- a 

aly a process in ecological evolution. Its sequences may be described in a 

100! deal as well as in philosophical terms. An ethic, ecologically, is a - 

ut it on on freedom of action in the struggle for existence. An ethic, < 

thtLosophicaliy, ide differentiation of social from anti-social conduct. ‘These s 

are two definitions of one thing. The thing hes its origin in the tendency of e 

Interdependent individuals or groups to evolve modes of coopemtion. The ecologiet : 

calle thane syubioses. Polities and economics are advanced symbioses in which 2 ie 

the original free-for-all competition has been replaced, in part, by coopera- : 

tive mechaniens with an ethical content. : 

a eS es a ee
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- fhe complexity of cooperative mechanisms has increased with population : 

” ty, and with the efficiency of tools. It was simpler, for example, to 

f1 the anti-social uses of sticks end stones in the days of the mastodons s 

" of bullets and billboards in the age of motors. 

The firet othics dealt with the relationship between individuals; the 

. te Decalogue is an example. Later accretions dealt with the relstionship . 

c on the individual and society. “he Golden Mule tries to integrate the 

m viduel to society; democracy to integrate social orgenisation to the 

dividual. 

S «-e-s aS 

there is as yet no ethic dealing with man's relationship te land and to = 

0 animale and plante which grow upon it. Land, like Odysseus! slave-girls, 

| still property. ‘The land-relation ie still strictly economic, entailing = | 

rivileges but not obligations. 2 

. fhe extension of ethics to this third element in human environment is, S 

[1 read the evidence correctly, an evolutionary povsibility and an ecologieal a 

ponssity. ft io the third step in a sequence, he first two have alrendy been . 

sken. Individuel thinkers since the days of Zscktal end Ieaish have asserted — 

ts t the despoliation of land is not only inexpediont but wrong. Societys a 

owover, has not yet affirmed their belief, 1 regard the present conservation s 

x nt ae the embryo of such an affirmetion. | 

: An ethic may be regarded as a mode of guidance for neoting ecological 4 

tuations 90 new or intricate, or involving such deferred resetions, that = 

the path of social expediency is not discernible to the averace individual. ms 

ininel instincts are modes of guidance for the individual in necting such - 

sit tions. Bthics are possibly a kind of commnity instinct in-the~malcing. 2 

4 as ony oe
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. The Community Concept 

aS All ethies so far evolved rest upon a single premise: that the individual 

iss member of a comminity of interdependent parts. His instincts prompt him 

to compete for his place in that aebinitler, mt his ethics prompt him also to 

oc jerate (perhaps in order that there may be a place to compete for). 

4 fhe land ethic simply enlarges the boundaries of the community to include 

otis, waters, plants, and animals, or collectively: the land, 

: This sounds simple: do we not already sing our love for and obligation to 

ye Land of the free and the hone of the brave? ‘Yes, but just what and whom do we 

vet Certainly not the soil, which we are sending helter-skelter down-river. 

r nly not the waters, which wo assume have no function except to turn turbines, 

on Darges, and carry off sewage. Certainly not the plants, of which we exter- eo 

nate whole commnitios without batting an eye. Cortainly not the animals, of a 

; h wo have already extirpated many of the largest and most beautiful species. 3 

A da ethic of course cannot prevent the alteration, management, and use of these 3 

resources", but Lt does affirm their right to contimed existence, and et least 

in spots, their continued existence in a natural state. - 

- In short, a land ethic changes the role of Home sapiens from conqueror of 

he land-commnity to plain meuber and citizen of it, It implies respect for : 

Wn fellow-nenbers, and also respect for the commmity as such. 

- Tn human history, we have learned (I hope) that the conqueror-role is 

wentually self-defeating. Way! Because it is implieit in such = role that 4 

he conqueror mows, 9x gathedra, just what mikes the commnity clock tick, and : 

mat what and who is valuable, and what and who is worthless, in commnity life. 

1 always rarne out that he knows neither, and thie ie why his conquests eventually 

a 4 themselves. 

es the biotic community, a parallel situation exists. Abraham knew exactly



. - 
at the land is for: it was to drip milk and honey into Abraham's mouth. At : 

ne present moment, the essurance with which we regard this assumption is inverse : 
, ‘ degree of our education, | 

’ The ordinary citisen today agcunes that science knows what mikes the commnity : 
0 ie tick; the scientist is equally sure that he does not. He lmows that the : 
0 i¢ mechanism is so complex that ite workings may never be fully understood. : : 

4 That man is, in fact, only a nomber of a biotic team is shown by an ecological 
te rotation of history. Many historical evente, hitherto explained solely ia 2 

" of human enterprise, were actually biotic interactions between people and 

0 . The characteristics of the land detormined the facte quite as potently : 
.t e characteristics of the wen who lived on it. | 

pe nsider, for example, the settlement of the Mississippi valley. In the : : 
4 B fetroving the Revolution, three groups were contending for ite control: : : 

0 native Indians, the French end Mnglish traders, and the Aneri¢en settlers. 4 
storians wonder what would have hayponed if the English at Detroit bad thrown = 

litte nore weight into the Indian side of those tipsy scales which decided | : 

6 outcone of the colonial migration into the cane-lends of Kentucky. It is 2 

Co now to ponder the fact that the cane-lands, when subjected to the particular a3 

tn) of forces represented by the cow, plow, fire, and axe of the pioneer, a 

ane bluegrass. hat 1f the plant succession inherent in this dark and Voody 3 

ru mad, under the imact of these forces, given us sone worthless sedge, shrub, ; 

rm t Would Boone and Kenton hve held out? Would there have boon any overflow — : 
to Ohio, Indiana, TLinols, and Missouri? Any Loutstana Purchase? Any trans 

ent tal union ef new states? Any Civil Yar? | x 

_ Kentucky was one sentence in the drama of history. Vo aro commonly told what = 

be ion netors in this drama tried to do, but wo are seldom told that their 7 

goss, or the lack of it, hung in large degree on the reaction of particular =



a ; 5 : 

1 to the impact of the particular forces exerted by their occupancy. In the 

a of Kentucky, we do not even know where the bluegrass came from -~ whether it 

s hative species, or a stowaway from Burope. 2 

. Contrast the cane-lands with what hindsight tells us about the Southwest, 2 

he: the pioneers were equally brave, resourceful, and persevering. The impact : 

| oeoupancy here drought no bluegrass, nor other plant fitted to withetand the 

- and wuffetings of hard use. This region, when grazed by livestock, reverted 2 

0% +h a series of more and more worthless grasses, shrubs, and weeds to a con~ : 

c on of unstable equilibrium. theh recession of plant types bred erosion; each ; 

en ment to erosion bred a further recession of plants. The result today is a 

ne eeive and mtual deterioration, not only of plants end soils, bat of the 

‘0 : conmmity subsisting thereon. “he early settlers did not expect this: on a 

i donogas of New Mexico some even cut ditches to hasten it. So subtle has deen 2 

is progress that fow residents of the region are aware of it. It is mite in- 2 

istic to the tourist who finds this wrecked landscare colorful and charming . 

 indosd it is, but it dears scant resemblance to what it wos in 186), 3 

| his anne lendscape was "developed" once vefote, but with quite different = 

multe. The Pueblo Indians settled the Southwest in pre-Columbian times, but . 

ne) Tceduaiih not to be equipped with range livestock. Their civilization ex- = 

red, tut not because their land expired. S 

2 “In India, regions devoid of any sod-forming grass have been settled, appar “ 

tl; without wrecking the land, by the eimple expedient of carrying the grass to : 

@ cow, rather than vice versa. (Vas this the result of some deep wifon, or = 

Sit just good luck? I do not imov.) . 

. In short, the plant succession steered the course of history; the pioneer = 

imly demonstrated, for good or 111, what evecessions inhered in the land. Is : 

a y tought in this spirit? It will be, once the concept of land as a commn-~ 5 

rn ly penetrates our intellectual life. = F 

a siege ee = a
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. fhe Geological Conscience 

a Conservation is a state of harmony betwoon men and land. Despite nearly a 

aie of propaganda, conservation still proceeds at a snail's pace; progress . 

ve 1 consists largely of letterhead picties and convention oratory. On the : 

we forty we still slip two steps backward for each forward stride. 

: Phe usual answer to this d@ilems is "more conservation education". No one 

n debate this, but is it certain that only the volume of education needs 

- sing up? Is something lacking in the content ss well? 

: It is difficult to give a fair summry of its content in brief form, but 

I understand it, the content is substantially this: obey the law, vote right, 

jt some organizations, and practice what conservation is profitable on your own | 

and the government will do the rest. 

: Ig not this forma too easy to adcomplish anything worthwhile? It defines 

1 right and wrong, assigns no obligation, calls for no sacrifice, implies no 

change in the current philosophy of values. In respect of land-use, it urges 

mly enlightened self-interest. Just how far will such eduention take us? An 

" mple will perhaps yield a partial answer. 

By 1930 Ab had decome clear to all except the ecologieslly blind thet south- | 

stern Wieconsin's topsoil was slipping seaward. In 1933 the farmers were told 

hn if they would adopt certain remedial practices for five years, the public : 

m @ donate COG labor to install then, plus the necessary mechinery and materials. 

he offer was widely accepted, tut the practices were widely forgotten vhen the 

tv contract period was up. The farmers continued only those practices : 

ts t yielded an innediate and visible economic gain for themselves. : 

"This 10d to the iden that maybe farmers would learn more quickly if they 

thenselves wrote the rules. Accordingly the Wisconsin Legislature in 1937 

ae the Soil Conservation District Lew, This said to farmers, in effect: We, |
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. 1 | 
- nory, if you will wri rour own rules for land-use. Hach coun may write 

“ wn xu and these will have the foree of law. Nearly all the counties 

' mbly organized to accept the proferred help, but after a decade of opemtion, : 

a ounty ha ritten a sin mie. There has been visible progress in such 

meticos as strip-cropping, pasture renovation, and soil liming, but none in 

em ing woodlots against grating, and none in excluding plow and cow from steep 

» s. The farmers, in short, have selected out those remedial practices which 

on profitable anyhow, and ignored those which were profitable to the community, 

ut not clearly profitable to thenselves. 

. When one asks why no rules have been written, one is told that the commnity 

not yet ready to support them; education must precede rules. But the educa- 

101 actually in progress makes no mention of obligations to land over and above 

tos , dictated by self-interest. The net result is that we have more education 

ut logs soil, fowor healthy woods, and worse floods than in 1937. : 

fhe pusaling aspect of such situations is that the existence of obligations 

ove and above self-interest is taken for granted in such rural community enter- 

: as the betterment of roads, schools, churches, and baseball teams. “heir j 

rie ene is not taken for granted, nor as yet seriously discussed, in bettering 3 

1° Dehevior ef the water that falls on the land, or in the preserving the beauty 

oF diversity of the farn landscape. land-use ethics are still governed wholly by : 

tc omic self-interest, just as social ethics were a century ago. 

aq fo sum upt we asked the farmer to do what he conveniently could to save his 

W011, and he hos done just that, and only that. The farmer vho clears the woods 

ff a 75 percent slope, turns his cows into the clearing, and dumps its rainfall, 7 

0 ks, and soil into the conmmity creek, is still (if otherwise decent) a re~ S 

' pa ea member of society. If he puts lime on his fields and plants his ¢ rope 

contour, he is still entitled to all the privileges and emoluments of his 2
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ui Conscrvation District. The District ts « beautiful piece of socal machinery, 

At te coughing along on two cylinders Because we have been too timid, and too 

wc for quick gucsees, to tell the farmer the true magnitude of his obliga- 

on . Obligations have no meaning without conscience, and the problem we face 

1 the extension of the social conscience from people to land. 

4 No important change in ethics was ever accomplished without an internal 

na @ in our intellectual emphasis, loyalties, affections, and convictions. 

ne proof that conservation has not yet touched these founiations of conduct lies 

the fact that philosophy and religion have not yet heard of it. In our attempt 

ake conservation easy, we have made it trivial. 

. Substitutes for a Land ™thic 

- When the logic of history hungers for bread and we hand out a stone, we are 

t pains to explain how much the stone resembles bread. I now deseribe sone of 

¢ stones which serve in lieu of a land ethic. | 

One deste weakness in a conservation system based wholly on economic motives 

th 4% nost members of the land community have no economic value. Wildflowers 

d songbirds are examples. Of the 22,000 higher plants and aninals native to 

80 sin, At 1e/doudtful whether nore then five percent can be sold, fed, eaten, = 

t otherwise put to economic use. Yet these creatures are members of the biotic 

on sity, and if (ao I believe) ite stability depends on ite integrity, they are 

a led to continuance. 

j ‘When one of these non-economic categories is threatened, and if we happen : 

6 love it, we invent subterfuges to give it economic importance. At the beginning 

of the century songbirds were supposed to be disappearing. Ornithologists jumped 

0 the rescue with sone distinctly shaky evidence to the effect that insects 

vou eat us up if birds failed to control them. The evidence had to be economic : 

in order to bo valid. 

eS oa



- It is painful to read these cireumlocutions today. We have no land ethic e 

yeh, ut wo have at Lonet dram nearer tho point of adn tting thet birds should . 

- time as a matter of biotic right, regardless of the presence or absence of = 

a onic advantage to us. 2 

. A parallel situation oxists in respect of predatory mammals, raptorial : y 

tr » and fish-eating birds. ‘Time wos when biologists somewhat overworked the = 

vf lence that these creatures preserve the health of gamo by killing weaklLings, - 

p that they control rodents for the farmer, or that they prey only on "worthless" 

. ies. Here again, the evidence had to be economic in order to be valid. It is c 

mt in recent years that we hear the more honest argument that predators are a 

esbers of the community, and that no special interest has the right to exterin- a 

6 them for the sake of a benefit, real or fancied, to itself. Unfortunately 2 

nie enlightened view is still in the talk stage. On the back forty the extermina- 4 

ou of predators goes merrily on; witness the impending erasure of the timber a r 

olf by fiat of Congress, The Conservation Bureaus, and many state legislatures. 2 

S Ber 

: Some species of trees have been "read out of the party" by economics- 2 = 

inded foresters because they grow too slowly, or have too low a sale value a 

» pay as tinber crops} white cedar, tamrack, cypress, beech and hemlock are = 

= ales. In Surope, where forestry is ecologically more advanced, the non- a 

mercial tree species are recognised as members of the native forest conmnity, 3 

0 bo preserved as such, within reason. Moreover sane (like Dooch) have been found 
0 have @ valuable function in building up soil fertility. The interdependence a 

t the forest and its constituent tree species, ground flora, and faune ie taken 3
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. Lack of economic value is sometimes a character not only of species or i 

rou » Dut of entire biotic communities: mrshes, bogs, dunes, and “deserts” : 

sro examples. Our formila in such cases is to relegate their conservation to 

on ranent os refuges, monunents, or varks. ‘the diffiowlty is thet these comuni- 

te are usually interspersed with more valuable private lands; the government = 

- possibly own or control such scattered parcels. The net effect is that 

. relegated some of them to ultimate extinction over large areas. If the : 

nt pate omer wore eoologically-minded, he would be proud to be the custodian . ae 

to reasonable proportion of such areas, which add diversity and beauty to his z 

arm and to his community. sets 

a In some instances, the assumed nck of profit in these "waste" areas has 

goved to be wrong, but only after nost of then bad been done amy with, the = 

re nt scramble to reflood muskrat marshes is a case in point. oe - 

E * * * 5 

. There 1¢ a clear tendency in Anorican conservation to folegate to govern- 

nt all necessary jobs which private landomers fail to perform. Governnent - Z 

mershio, operation, subsidy, or regulation is now widely prevalent in forestry, = 3 

ne ) menagenen ane %, 9041 and watershed mangement, park and wilderness conservetion, | 

shores management, and migratory bird management, with more to come, Most of a 

Ms growth in govormnontal conservation 1 proper and logical, sone of At is a 

heritable. That I imply no @isapproval of 4t te implicit in the fact that T BS 

ave spent nost of my Life working for it. Hevortheless the question arisest = 2 

bat 1s the ultinate mgattudo of the enterprise? Will the tox base carry ite ‘ 

vent venificotionst A4 whet point will govermental conservation, Like the =~ 

at | become handicapped by its om dimensions? ‘The answor, if there is any, » 

00 to ve in a land ehtie, or some other force which assigns more obligation ae 

: @ the private landowner. 

ip as ae ne 6 er RE eta Sg a one Ct re eg se ett ae
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 tafustrtal landowners and users, especially lumbermen and stockmen, are : 

sel ned to wail long and loudly about the extension of government ownership : 

aA regulation to land, bat (with notable exceptions) they show little disposi~ 

be to develop the only visible alternative: the voluntary practice of conserva~ 

on their own lends. / 

‘When the private landomer is asked to perform some unprofitable act for : 

_— of the comunity, he today assents only with outstretched palm. If the 

+ costes him eash this % foir and proper, but when it casts only forethought, 

: mindedness, or time the iesue is at least debatable. ‘The overwhelming 3 

n of land-use subsidies in recent years mst be aseribed, in large part, to : 

10 governinent's own agencies for conservation education: the lend bureaus, 

e agricultural colleges, and the extension services. As far as I can detect, s 

» ethical obligation toward land is taught in these inetitutions. : 

4 fo sum upt a system of conservstion based solely on economic self-interest S 

p hopelessly lop-sided. It tends to ignore, and thus eventually to eliminate, aj 

oo elements in the Isnd community which lack commercial value, but which are . 

99 far ag we know) essential to its healthy functioning. It assumes, (falsely, - 

than ), that the eeonomie parts of the biotic clock will function without the os 

nao omic parts. It tends to relegate to government functions eventually too a 

o , too complex, or too widely dispersed to be verformed by governnent. a 

An ethical obligation on tho part of the private owner is the only visible : : 

snk ly for these situations. : 

.. The Land Pyramid : 
An ethte to mupplonent and guide the economic relation to land presupposes ¢ 

the existences of some mental image of land as a biotic mechanism. We can be : 

th al only in relation to something we can see, feel, understand love, or 

oth se have faith in. 3 

a eg ag
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: The image coumonly employed in conservation education is “the balance of S 

ture", Tor reasons too lougthy to dotoil hore, this figure of speech fails to | 

wecribe accurately what Little we know about the land mechanism. A mech truer 

ymgo 18 the one euployed in eoology: “the biotic pyramié. 1 will first sketch 

he pyramid as # synbol of land, and Later develop some of ite implications in 

a 3 of lend-use. s 

4 Plants absorb energy from the sun. This onergy flows through a sirouit ee 

sled the biota, which my be represented by a pyramid consisting of layers. 3 

6 botton layer is the soil. A plant layer rests on the soil, an insect layer ; 

, the plants, a bird and rodent layer on the insects, and so on up through = 

- 18 animal groups to the apex layer, which consists of the larger carnivores. _ 

a fhe species of a layer are alike not in where they came from, nor in what : 

; ne Look like, tat rather in what they eat. Bach successive layer depends on : 

hose below it for food and often for other services, and exch in turn furnishes a e 

c0 i and services to those above. Proceeding upward, each successive layer de~ : 

re s in mumerieal abundance. Thus, for every carnivore there are hundreds os 

thie prey, thousands of their prey, millions of insects, uncountable plants. 5 

he pyramidal form of the systen reflects this munerical progression from apex 2 

0 tase. Man shares an intermediate layer with the bears, raccoons, and squirrels : 

hich oat both ment and vegetables. . 

_ The Limes of dependency for food and other services are called food chains, = 

fms sotl-oakrdeor-Indien is a chain which has now been langoly converted to s 

ot wn~cow-farmer. Zach species, including ourselves, 4s a link in many 2 

na . The deer cats a hundred plants other than oak, and the Gow @ hundred S 

plan e other than corn. Both, then, are links in » hundred chains. The pyramid a 

ise tangle of chains so complex as to seem disorderly, yet the stability of ie 

Be ay ae S ae ce eee 2 * 
Bi Sons eed Ss og Re oes Se ei ee er ee
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bo syston proves it to be 9 highly orgenized structure. Its functioning depends a 

in the cooperation and competition of its diverse parts. ms 

4 In the beginning, the pyramid of life was low ané squat; the food chains 

ho and simple. Bvolution has added layer after layer, Link after Link. Man : 

4 one of thousends of accretions to the height and complexity of the pyramid. 

stonce has given us many doubte, but it has given us at least one certainty; = 

, trend of ovolution is to elaborate and diversify the biota, 

| Tana, then, As not merely soil; 1% iso fountain of energy flowing through = 

re rouit of soile, plants, and animals. Food chains are the living channels = 

1 h conduct energy upward; death and decay return it to the soll. The cireuit = 

| not closed; some energy is dissipated in decay, some is ,dded by absorption : 

. the air, some is stored in soils, pents, and long-lived forests, but ib is 3 x 

mu nined circuit, like a slowly augmented revolving fund of life. There is 2 

ways a net loss by dowshi11 wash, tut this normlly small, and offset by the a 

ce of rocks. It is deposited in the ocean, ond in the course of geological = 

i , raised to form new lands and new pyramids. as 

| Me volooity ond character of the upward flow of energy depends on the complex a 

weture of the plant snd aninal comunity, much as the upmart flow of sap in 

cr depends on its complex cellular organization. Without this complexity, a 

1 ¢eirculation would presungably not occur. Structure means the character- 2 

tie munbers, as well as the charncteristic icints and functions, of the component a 

poctes. This interdependence between the complex structure of the lend ond tte = 

m0 funetioning as en onergy circuit is one of ite basic attributes, a 

3 . * # s 

. Yhen a change ocours in one part of the cireuit, many other varte must S . 

dju themselves to it. Onange does not necessarily obstruct or divert the s 

los of energy; evolution is a long series of self-induced changes, the net - 

Bee vo -
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" ¢ of which has been to elaborate the flow mechanism and to lengthen the = 

ay wit. Bvolutionary changes, however, are usually slow ond locel. Man's : 

.” ntion of tools has enabled hin to make changes of unprecedented violence, = 

0 aity, and scope. : 

3 One change ie in the composition of flores «nd faunas. The larger predators s 
, lopped off the apex of the pyramid; food chains, for the first tine in history, 2 

J shorter rather than longer. Domesticated species from other lands are — : 

r tituted for wild ones, and wild ones are moved to new heditsts. In this world- 3 

ide pooling of fenaae and floras, some species get out of bounds as peste and 2 

1. ases, others are extinguished. Such effects are seldon intended or fore- x 

gon; they represent unpredicted and ofte: untraceable rend justnents in the s 

. cture. Agricultural science is largely = race between the emergence of new = 

ne and the emergence of new techniques for their control. 5 

E another change touches the flow of energy through plants and aninels and = 

te return to the soil. Yertility is the ability of soll to reesive, store, snd > s 

el use energy. Agriculture, by overdrafts on the soil, or by too yodieal a x 

nb Atution of domestic for native species in the superstrusture, my derange = 

he chennels of flow or deplete storage. Soils depleted of their storage, or 2 

the oxganic matter which anchors it, wash away faster than they form. This a 

Haters, teleosts, are part of the energy circuit. Industry, by polluting = 

" ers or obstructing them with dams, may exclude the plants and animals necessary : é 

tc keep energy in cireuletion. : = 

| Pranaportation brings sbout another baste change: the plants or antuels 5 

- m in one region are now consused and returned to the soil in another. a 

Tronsportation taps the energy stored in rocks, and tn the sir, and uses it i 

Be A ae
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RE inst tence oo Tov4dLine Vis qaabin tik Miiveges Glenna tg: Nhe gues beds 

" the fishes of ge 1 a localised and self- 

nt circuits are pooled on a world-wide scale. 

. fne process of altering the pyramid for humen oecupation releases stored 

ere: + and this often gives rise, during the pioneering pertod, to a deceptive 

. erance of plant and animl life, both wild and tame. These releases of : 

Z ic capital tend to becloud or postpone the penalties of violence. 

i . = oR : 

. This thumbnail sketch of land as sn energy eiroult conveys three basic ideas: 

1) Mat Land is not merery eet. 

 @) That the native plants and animals kept the energy cireuit open; others 

v8 ‘may not. 

0) That man-made changes are of a different order than evolutionary changes, * 

4 have effects more comprehensive than is intended or foreseen. — 

3 “These ideas, collectively, raise two basic issues: Can the land adjust oa 

00 to the new order? Can the desired alterations be accomplished with less . 

elenco? os 
¥ Blotas seen to differ in their eapaeity to sustain violent conversion, y 
ate Burope, for example, carries a far different pyramid than Caesar found < 

re. Some large animels are lost; swampy forests have become meadows omplow 

7 many new plants and animale are introduced, some of whieh escape as pests; a 

p renaining natives are greatly changed in distrilmtion and abundance. Yet : 

@ goil is still there, and with the help of imported nutrients, still fertile; : 
9 waters flow normally; the now structure seoms to function and to persist. 

wore is no visible stoppage or derangenent of the eirouit. 

 Mestera EBurope, then, has « resistant biota. Its inner processes are tough, 

ee ee SEA ee ee
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ps ic, resistant to strain. Mo matter how violent the alterations, the pyra~ 

ta. so far, has developed some now modus yivends which preserves its habita- : 

rt ty for wan, and for most of the other natives. 

Japan seems to present another instance of radical conversion without die- 

7 ization. 

» Most other civilized regione, and some as yet barely touched by civilization, 

r lay various stages of Aisongenication, varying fron initial symtoms to ‘ 

vanced wastage. In Asia Minor and North Africa diagnosis is confused by : 

Mmtic changes which my have Yeon either the cause or the effect of advanced . 

tage. In the United States the degree of Aisonganization varies locally; it 

| worst in the Southwest, the Ozarks, and parthpr the South, snd least in New 

aeland ond the Northwest. Dotter lant-use ney still arrest it in the less advanced 

” ons. In parts of Mexico, South Amorica, South Afries, snd Australia a violent = 

na accelerating wastage ie in progress, tut I cannot assoss the prospects. a 

Made almost worldwide dleplay of ateorguntantion An the Land seems to be J 

fmtlar to disease in an animl, except that 1% never culminates in complete 2 

n rganization or death. The land recovers, tut st some reduced level of : : 

; plexity; and with a reduced carrying eapscity for people, plents and animals. 

- biotes currently regarded as “lands of opportunity" are in fact already : 

midsisting on sxploitative agriculture, 1.0. they have already exeeeted their us 

x 4 carrying capacity. Host of South Anorica 1s overpomulated in this = 

. In arid tegions we attempt to offset the process of wastage by reclamation, — : 

m & it te only too ovident that the prospective longevity of reclamtion projects j 

4 often short. In our ow West, the best of them my not Inst a century. ey 

3 The combined evidence of history and ecology seems to support one general : 

ae motion: the less violent the man-made changes, the greater the probability 2
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of successful readjustment in the pyramid. Violenes, in turn, varies with human 

j ' sulation density; a dense population requires a more violent conversion. In 

‘ his-respect, North America has a better chance for permanence than Burope, if “ 

she oan contrive to linit her density. 

; This deduction runs counter to our current mee assumes that 

ecause a small increase in density enriched human life, seen an indefinite 2 

\ ‘rease will enrich it indefinitely. ecology knows of no density relationship ; 

. ch holds for indefinitely wide limits, All gains from density are subject 

: }a& law of diminishing returns. s 

4 Whatever may be the equation for men and land, it is improbable that we 

byes imow all ite tems. scent discoveries in mineral and vitamin mtrition 

. al unsuspected dependencies in the up-cirouwit: ineredibly minute quantities 

f cortnin substances determine the value of soils to plants, of plants to 2 

Afimis. What of the dom~cirouit? What of the ventshing species, the preserva= 

ton of which we now regard as an esthetic lumry? They helped build the soil; ; 

in what unsuspected ways may they be essential to its maintenance? Professor ae 

; ver proposes that we use prairie flowers to reflocoulate the wasting soils of 2 

he dust bowl; who Imows for what purpose cranes andeondore, otters and griz#lies a 

a: some day be used? = 

: Land Health and the A=B Cleavage : 

A land ethic, then, reflects the existence of an scological consetence, . 

x this in turn reflects a conviction of individual reepensibility for the : 

health of the land, Health 4s the capacity of the land for self-renewal. Gon- ‘ 

801 tion is our effort to understand and preserve thie eapacity. 

Conservationists are notorious for their dissensions. Superficially these : 

te to 244 up to mere confusion, but a more careful scrutiny reveals a single >
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i ol of ehenvess Gommon to many specialized fields. In each fiela on group | 

tl E sepente the lend es soil, and its function as connodi ty~produetion; another 

Seep (3) regards the land a9 8 vote: and its function as eonething broader. 

. ‘mals breader ie adzittedly in a state ef doubt ant confusion, 

4 3 ‘te + ‘own field, forestzy, group A ie quite content to grow trees like 

adbages, with cellulose as the basic forest commodity. It feels no inhibition 

Ranad vislenect 160 Sdewlegy 0 ngpeanee, Sedep 3, on tke clue teks wlan 

ore uy, 90, fundamentally different from agronomy because 18 euploys nefurel | 

gectea, and manages @ natural environment rather than creating an artificial 
D,  Geokp B prefeve mataral veprotestion on primatple. 16 sourdes on bheude 

| well de grounds about the loss of species like chestmt, and the 

n ie toned loss of the white pines. It worries about a whole series of secondary 

fo: et functions: wildlife, recreation, caledanehe. wilderness ovens. To wy t 

tna , Group B feels the stirrings of an ecological conséience. * 

"In the wildlife field, a parallel cleavage exists. For Group A the basic Z 
0d shed Ke apa? and mati the yardaticks of produation are ciphers of take 

lu pheasants ‘a we, Aptificial propagation is ueoptable aa 6 permanent as s 

i ink Ssobeny weocupen < Mi Ate wat Gidbe pomtae Clea Ae a Ga char 

and, worries about « whole cethon side-temues. ‘What is the cost in preda- 
ors of/ producing a game crop? Should we have further recourse to exotics? How 

ea management restore the shrinking species, like prairie grouse, already hopeless : 

te shootable ganet How ean management restore the threatened rarities, like | 

tt . ghee oun wad whooping crane? Can cams ‘principles ‘be extended to 

mas qworet Here agaia 10 1s clear tome Sind ve have the sane A-D Glenvege” 
‘ts in forester. Sieobis wie Miia, tetinnt ty Wiwtren near walt 

7 "Mim Ghe Langer field of agrisilWaxe T Wi Less Gekpetent to speni, at dhave 
= a 

Bi ie 

a 3 Se ae AE ae ee ee NE GE a oe
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geom to de somewhat parallel cleavages. Scientific agriculture was actively 

ED veleping vefore ecology was born, hence a slower penetration of ecological 

: concepts might be expected. Moreover the farmer, by the very nature of his 

"S Tisehniques, must modify the dicta more radically than the forester or the 

' aldiite manager. Nevertheless, there are many discontents in agriculture 

thich seem to add up to o new vision of “biotic farming”. 

z Perhaps the most inportant of these is the uew evidence that poundage or 

r tonnage is no measure of the food-value of farm crops; the products of fertile 

x ‘0 1 ag oacEstatsvery as well as quantitatively superior. We can bolster 

e ve dage from depleted soils by pouring an imported fertility, wut we are not 

i necessarily bolstering food-value, The possible ultimate ramifications of 

‘ thie idea are so imvense that I mst leave their exposition to abler pens. 

. fhe discontent which labels itself “organie farming", while bearing some 

“ [Pit the carmaris of a cult, 19 nevertheless biotic in its direction, partioulenly = 

"Bip 8% instevence on the importance of soi) flora and fauna. 

F The ecological fundamentals of agriculture are just as poorly mown to ee 

: ‘the public as in other fields of land-use. Yor example, few educated people : 

: ealize that the marvelous advances in technique made during recent decades are 5 

J imrovenents tn tndpunp. rather than the woll, Acre for acre, they have barely 

mfficed to offset the sinking level of fertility. es 

. Z ” me * ‘ 

: | In all of these cleavages, wo seo repeated the same basie paradoxes? , 

” the conqueror versus man the biotic citigen; science the sharpemr of his 

. f ford versus science the can aah ligit on his aren land the slave and servant fe 

‘Versus land the collective organism, Millag's injunction to Tristram may well 

. be applied, at this juncture, to Homo sapiens as a spepies in geological time: |
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e ‘Whether you will or not, : 

a You are a King, Tristram, for you are one 

a Of the time-tested few that leave the world, : 

i: When they are gone, not the same place it was. a 

at Maric what you leave," 

i: The Ontlooic 3 

: It is inconceivable to me that an ethical relation to land ean exist without 

ove, respect, and admiration for land, and a high regard for its value. By : 

x , 1 of course mean something far broader than mere economic values I mean mt 

. e in the philosophical sense. 
A 

. Yoriape the most serious obstacle impeding the evolution of a land ethic : 

' the fact that our educational and economic system is headed away from, rather 2 

be toward, an intense consciousness of land. Your true modern is separated 2 

yo the land by many middlemen, and by innumerable physical gadgets. He ‘has e 

9 vital relation to it; to him it is the space between cities on which crops ; 

: . ‘urn him loose for a day on the land, and if the spot does aot happen 3 

5 be a golf links or a “scenic” area, he is bored stiff. If crops sould be 2 

a ed by hydroponics instead of farming, it would suit him very well. Synthetic : 

ut titutes for wood, leather, wool and other natural land products suit hin = 

ettor than the originals. In short, land ie something he has “outgrow". = a 

Almost equally serious as an obstacle to a land ethic is the attitude of — 

i farmer for whom land ie still an adversary, or a taskwaster that keeps him a 

re slavery. Theoretically, the mechanization of farming ought to out the < 

farmer's chains, Wut vhether it really does is debatable. a 

One of the requisites for an cenlecheninneyectoniton of inna is an under- . 

standing of ecology, and this te vy no means co-extensive with "emontion"; An a 

fact, mech higher education scons deliberately to avoid eeologieal concepts. 4 

dn understanding of ecology does not necessarily originate in courses bearing a : 

. 3 

Be cag Ry i ae ie eee =e as So oes ae Ss ae
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logical Lsbels; it is quite as likely to be labelled geography, botany, 

gronc y, history, or economics. This is as it should be, tut whatever the ? 

“ » ecological training is scarce. 

. The ease for a land ethic would appear hopeless but for the minority which 

gin obvious revolt against these "modern" trends. 

te Mcey-log" which mst be moved to release the evolutionary process for 

| ethic is simply thier quit thinking sbout/decent land-use as solely on 7 

soni problem, Jxamine each question in terns of what is ethically and esthet- 

. lly right, es well as what is economically expedient. A thing is right when 

| tends to preserve the integrity, stability, and beauty of the biotic 

: unity. It is wrong when it tends otherwise. 

: It of course goes without saying that economic feasibility linits the 

eth of what can or cannot be done for land. It always has and it always will. 

th fallacy which the economic determinists have tied around our collective neck, 

BA which we now need to cast off, Ae the belief that economics determines alk : 

mnd-uac, his is simply not true. Ay inmwerable host of actions and attitudes, é 

0 wising perhaps the tlic of all land relations, are determined by the land- | 

. ve tastes and predilections, rather than by his purse. The bulk of all land AS 

. tions hinges on investments of time, forethought, skill, and faith rather A 

ban on investments of cash, As a land-user thinketh, so is he. A 

E I have purposely presented the land ethic as a product of social evolur ; 3 

z pecatise nothing so important as an ethic is ever “written”. Only the most . 

" rficial student of history supposes that Moses "wrote" the Deealogue; it : 

ev lved in the minds of a thinking commnity, and Moses wrote » tentative summary 

of it for "seminar". I say tentative because evolution never stops. 

P the evolution of « land ethic is an intellectual as well as emotional 

De s. Conservetion 4s paved. with good intentions which prove te be futile, 

ir even dangerous, vecause they are devoid of oritionl understanding either of - & 

he land, or & economic land-use. 1 think it ie a troiem that as the othical = 

2 pee LE a eet ss ae hone hn PION ee a ae



. ee 
. fer advances from the individual to the commnity, its intellectual content 

. fhe mechaniam of operation is the same for any ethic: social approbation 

; _ right actions: social disapproval for wrong actions. 

By and large, our present problem is one of attitudes and implements. We 

@ renodel ling the Alhambra with a stesm-shovel, and we are proud of our yardage. 

shall hardly relinquish the shovel, which after all has many good pointe, 

| we are in need of gentler and more objective criteria for its successful use, 

F 
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. CONSERVATION RSTHRPIC re 

: Barring love and war, few enterprises are undertaken with such Y 

. abandon, or by such diverse individuals, or with so paradoxical a - 

. mixture of appetite and altruism, as that group of avocations known as = 

. outdoor recreation. It is, by common consent, a good thing for people oo 

_ to got back to nature. But wherein lies the goodness, and what cen be : 

. fone to encourage its pursuit? On these questions there is confusion ie 

| of counsel, and only the most uncritical minds are free from doubt. ’ 

4 \ oes : 

. Recreation became a problem with a name in the days of the elder : Ss 

E Roosevelt, when the railroads which had banished the countryside from 

the city began to earry the city-dveller, on masse, to the countryside. | 

Tb Dogan to be noticed that the greater the exodus, the smaller the per : 

: capita ration of peace, solitude, wild life, and scenery, and the longer . 

_ the migmtion to reach then. ee 

. THe automobile has spread this once mild and local predicament to 2 

1 the outermost limits of good roads~-it has made scarce in the hinterlands 4 

something once abundant on the back forty. But that something mst never- . : 

theless be found. Like tons shot from the sun, the week-endere radiate 3 

from every town, generating heat and friction as they go. A tourist . 

3 industry purveys bed and board to bait mre ions faster, further. 4é- a 

_ vertisenents on rock and rill confide to all and sundry the whereabouts a 

; of new retreats, landscapes, hunting-grounds, and fishing-lakes just - : 

F beyond those recently overrun. uresus build roads into new hinter~ ‘ 

Landa, then buy nore hinterlands to absorb the exodus agoclemted by the 3 

roads. A gadget industry padsithe bumps against nature-in-the-raw; wood~ = 

raft decones the art of using gadgets. And now, to énp the pyramid 2



} : | 
F of banalities, the trailer. To him who seeks in the woods and moun- 

: tains only those things obtainable from travel or golf, the present : 

4 situation is tolerable. But to him who seeks something sore, recreation 

. has become a self-destructive process of seeking but never quite finding; 

q a mjor frustration of mechanized society. 

The tetreat of the wilderness under the barrage of motorized tour- 

Aste 4s no Loco] things Hudson Bay, Alasice, Mexico, South Afrieg are 

: giving way, South Anerica and Siberia are next. Drums along the Mohawic 

i. are now honks along the rivers of the world. Homo sapiens putters no : 

: nore under his om vine and fig tres} he has poured inte his gas~tank 

the etored notivity of countless creatures aspiring through the ages to 

_ wiggle their way to pastures new. Ant-like he swarms the continents. 

. This is Outdoor Recreation, Model 1947. . 

m * *« : 

g Who now is the recreationist, and what does he seek? A fow samples | 

will vomina us. ‘ 

E Moke 2 look, first, at any Dock marsh 4 cordon of parked cars : 

; surrounds it. Crouched on each point of its reedy margin is some 

pillar of scchety, automatic ready. trigger finger itching to break, . 

: if need be, every law of commonwealth or commonweal to Ieill a Duck. : 

4 That he is already overfed in no way dampens his avidity for gathering 3 

, hie meat from God. ‘ 

; Wandering in the near-by woods is another pillar, hunting rare = 

E ferns or now Warblers. Because his kindoof hunting seldom calls for — 

| theft or pillage, he disdains the killer. Yet, Like as not, in his | 

; youth he was one. ; : 

; Ab gome nearby resort is still another nature-Lover--the Icind who : 

| writes bed verse on DMirchbark. Gverywhere is the unepectaliged motorist Ce 

Ri ig ae) ae SS = tea 7 . as oe eae i ee ie. oe



whose recreation is mileage, who hae mun the gnmut of the National & 

3 Parks in one gumer, and now is headed for Mexico City and points south. < 

j Lastly, there is the professional, striving through countless 2 

4 conservation orgenizations to give the ns ture-sesking public what it as 

_ wants, or to make 1t want what he has to give. = 

. my, it nay be asked, should such « diversity of folk be bracketed : z 

Ams single category? Beomso each, in his om way, ts @ unter, And . 

: why does each eall hinself a conservationist? Because the wild things = 

he bunts for have eluded hie grasp end he hopes by some necromency of 2 

: laws, appropriations, regional plans, reorgenigation of departments, = 

4 or other form of mass-wishing, to meke them stay put. ie 

: ‘es x 
i Recreation te commonly spoken of as an economic resource. Senate 3 

: committees tell us, in reverent ciphers, how many millions the public = 

. spends in ite pursuit. It has indeed an economic aspect~-a cottage on 2 

E . fishing-leke, or even o Kerstin on a marsh, maypcost as much as Le 2 

- the ontire adjacent fern. = 

; It has also an effMical aspect. In the serauble for unspoiled — 

: places, codes and decalogues evolve. We hear of “outdoor manners". We ae 

indoctrinate youth. We print definitions of "What 1s = sportenan?" and = 

q hang s copy on the well of whosoever will pay a dollar for the propage~ 3 a 

thon of the faith. i = 

It is clear, though, that these economic and ethical manifesta- : 2 

tions are results, not causes, of the motive force. We seelt contacts 2 

; with nature becouse we derive pleasure from them. As in opers, economic : Ss 

machinery is employed to crente and mintain facilities. As in oper, A e 

E professionals make a living out of creating snd maintaining. thea, bat Spas a 

_ 48 would be fatee to cay es-sbther that the basic votive, ths mtson a 

there, ts economic, the duGie-hunter-ta his blind and the operatic Ding
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| . singer on the stage, despite the disparity of their accoutrements, are | 

r  @oing the same thing. Zach is reviving, in play, a drama formerly in- a 

, herent in daily life. Both are, in the last analysis, esthetic exercises, 

e * * «© S 

. Public policies for outdoor recreation ian controversial. Equally 

conscientious citizens hold opposite views on what it 1s being and what S 

 ghould be done to conserve its resource-base. Thus the Wilderness Soci ety 

geeks to exelude ronds from the hinterlands, and the chanber of comerce es 

to extend them, doth in the name of recreation. The game-farmer kills vo 

hawks and the bird-lover protects then in tho name of shotgun and field~ os 

: glass hunting respectively. Such factions commonly inbel each other . 

: with short and ugly names, when, in fact,each is considering 2 diff- es 

erent component of the recreational process. As I shall show shortly, : 

these conponents gifter widely in their chameteristios or properties. = 
4 A given policy my be true for one but false for another. = 2 

7 It seems timely, therefore, to segregate the components, and to i 

. examine the distinetive characteristies or properties of each. 2 

I Ye Yegin with the simplest and most obvious: the physical objects : = 

: which the outdoorsmen my seek, find, capture, and carry away. In this ‘ 

_ Category are wild exeps such as game and fish, and the symbols or tokens = 

2 of achievement mich as heads, hides, photographs, and specimens. = 

, \21 these things rest upon the idea of trophy. ‘the pleasure they ‘ 

give fs, oF should be, in the socking as well as in the getting. ‘the : 

2 trophy, whether it be a bird's ogg, a mess of trout, a basket of mshrooms, - 

the photogmrh of © bear, the pressed specimen of a wild flower, or a a 
note tasked nto the cairn on s mountain peak, is a gertificate. It 7 

q attests that its omer has deen somewhere and done something--that he : =



, 5 fe 

4 . hae exercised skill, persistence, or discrimination in the age-old 

font of overcoming, cutwitting, of reducing-to-postession, Those 

- eonnotations which attach to the trophy usually far exceed its physical 

‘ value. ; e 

: But trophies differ in their reactions to mase-pursuit. ‘The yield * 

4 of gane and fish can, by moans of propagation or management, be increased 

: go ag to give each mater more, or to give more hunters the sane amount. : 

uring the past decade a profession of wild~Life managenent has sprung 

: : intowexistence. A score of universities teach its techniques, conduct re- = 

| search for bigger and better wild animal crops. However, when carried 

F too far, this stepping-up of yields is eubject to a law of diminishing 

: returns. Very intensive managenent of game- or fish- lowers the unit value : 

4 of the trophy by artificialising it. : 

; Consider, for example, a trout, raised in a hatchery and newly 

j Liberated in an over-fished stream. ‘he stream is no longer capable of : | 

natural trout production. Pollution has foaled ite waters, or deforesta- @ 

; tion and trampling have warmed or silted them. No one would claim that 

4 this trout has the same value as a wholly wild one caught out of sone ; 

unmanaged stream in the high Rockles. Its esthetic connotations are 7 

F inferior, even though its cavture may require skill. (Its liver, one ; 

; authority says, is also so degenerated by hatchery feeding as to fore~ ; 

bode an early death.) Yet several over-fished states now depend almost : 

4 entirely on such man-made trout. : 

1 All intergrades of artificiality exist, but as wasa-use increases 

; At tends to push the whole gamt of conservation techniques tonard the e 

3 artificial end, and the whole scale of trophy-values downward. ; 

4 fo safeguard this expensive, artificial, and more or less helpless : 

_ trout, the Conservation Comission focls impelled to Kill oll herons



. [ = 
os terns visiting the hatchery vhere it was raised, and all mergansers and : ; 

r vo inhabiting the stream in which it 1s released. Tho fisherman perhaps : a 

to 1s no loss in this sacrifice of one kind of wild life for another, but the c 

ymitholociet is ready to bite off ten~penay nails. artirifi.ted ee s 
" » in effect, bought fishing at the expense of another and perhaps higher : 

eorention; it has paid dividends to one citizen out of carital stock belonging 2 

0 all. The same kind of diolegieal wildeatting prevails in game management. In a 

. "rate of exchange” of game for predators. ‘Thus, in Saxony one hawk is killed tor - 

a hh seven gane~birds tagged, and one predator of some kind ie oh Vue ent of 2 

. Damage to plant-Life usually follows artificialined management of aninals-- s ; 

lor example, damge to forests by deer. One may see this in north Germany, in = = 

. rtheast Ponnsylvania, in the Kaibab, and in dozens of other less publicized = 

; pions. In each case over-atundant doer, when deprived of their natural enemies, - s 

2 mate it impossible for deer food-plants to survive or reproduce. oven, roe 2 

" yow in Surope; ground hemlock and white cedar in the eastern states; mountain a 
: pogany and cliff-roge in the West; are desr-foods threatened by artifictalized — 2 

i t. The composition of the flora, from wild flowers to forest trees, is gradmally - 

impoverished, ond the deer in tum ars dmrfed by mlmtrition. There are no stage a 
“ the woods today like those on the walls of feudal castles. = 

On the “nglish heaths reproduetion of trees is inhibited by mbbite a 

Wer-protected in the progess of cropping partridges and phensants. On a 
: res of tropical islands both flora ond fauna have been destroyed by | - 

fonts introduced for moat and sport. It would be hard to ealoulate the — 
mtual injuries by and between manale deprived of their natural predators, a 
nd ranges stripped of their natural food-plants. Agricultural eropa ao: a 

ee ee ee
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ie 
_ caught betwoen these upper and nether millstones of ecological mie- 

3 management are saved only at the cost of endless indemnities and z 

_ parbed wire. : 

: We generalize, then, by saying that mass-use tends to dilute the z 

quality of organic erop trophies Like game and fish, and to induee : 

E damage to other resources such as non~game animals, natural vegetation, 

j and farm crops. : 

i The some @ilution end danage is not epyarent in the yield of . 

4 ‘indirect’ trophies, euch as photograrhs. Broadly speaking, e piece : 

4 of scenery snapped by » dozen tourist cameras daily is not physically : 

7 impaired thereby, nor does any other resource suffer when the rate 

increases to a tindred. The camera industry is one of the few innocuous 3 

_ pamoites on wild nature. Z 

: Wo have, then, a baie difforence in reaction to mage-use as be~ 2 

tween two entegories of physical objects purmed as trophies. . 

F Let us now consider another component of recreation which is more = 

| gubtie and complext the feeling of isolation in nature. That this te e 

1 acquiring a searcity-value which is very high to some persons is attested 2 

q ty the wilderness controversy. The proponents of wilderness heve achiev~ = 

; ed 6 compromise with the road-boilding bureaus which have the custody of - 

. our National Parke and Forests. Thoy have agreed on the formal reserva- “ 

: tion of roadless areas. Out of every dogen wild areas opened up, one = 

may be officially proclaimed 'wilderness', and roads Wwiit only to its : 

edge. It is then atvortised as unio, as indeed it te. Before long : a 

. its trails are congested, it is being dolled up to nakelroric for COCs, = 

or an unexpected fire necessitates aplitting it in two with a road to = 

"haul firefighters. Or the congestion induesd by advertising my whip :
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: ORE SEE 
: up the price of guides and paccers, whereupon somebody discovers that . 

’ the wilderness policy is undemocratic. Or the local chamber of commerce, 

j at first quiescent at the novelty of a hinterland officially labeled as 

4 ‘wild,' tastes ite first blood of tourist-money. It then wants more, . 

7 wilderness or no wilderness. : 

4 In short, the very scarcity of wild places, reacting with the 

. mores of advertising and promotion, tends to defeat any deliberate effort 

: to prevent their growing still sore scarce. 

q It is clear without further discussion that mass-use involves a : 

; direst dilution of the opportunity for solitude; that when we speak of 

: roads, camp-grounds, trails, and toilets ag (development' of recreational s 

_ resources, we speak falsely in respect of this component. Such aecom- : 

E modations for the crowd are not developing (in the sense of adding or | 

: creating) anything. On the contrary, they are merely water poured inte | 

: the already-thin soup. | 

a = % * : : 

: We now contrast with the isolation-component that very distinct : s 

: 4f simple one which we may label 'fresh-air and change-of-scene’. Mase- : 

| wee neither destroys nor dilutes this value. The thousandth tourist whe = 
clicks the gate of the National Park breathes approximetely the sane 

: air, and experiences the same contrast with Monday-at-the-office, as does = 

_ the first. One might even believe that the gregarious aseult on the out : 
E doors enhances the contrast. We may say, then, that the fresh-air and < 

| change~of-scene component is like the photographie trophy-~it withetands 

D mersse vitheut tmp, : 

E We @ome now to another component; the perception of the natural 2 

| processes by which the land and the living things upon it have achieved ie 

. their characteristic forms (evolution) end by which they maintain their = 2 

eh



existence (ecology). That thing called 'nature atudy!, despite the 

| shiver it brings to the spines of the elect, constitutes the first ex 

4 bryonic groving of the mass-mind toward perception. 

= The outstandingecharacteristic of perception is that it entails 

3 no consumption and no dilution of any resource. The swoop of a hawk, 

for example, is perceived by one as the dram of evolution, by another 

as a threat to the full frying-pan. he dram may thrill « hundred 

| qaceessive witnesses; the threat only one--for he responds with a & 

; shot-gun. 

| Yo promote perception is the only truly creative part of recrea- s 

tonal enginsering. 

1 This fact is important, and its potential power for bettering ‘the 

: good life’ only dimly understood. When Daniel Boone first entered into 

the forests and prairies of “the dark and bloody ground", he reduced = 

to hie possession the yure essence of ‘outdoor America’. He didn't 2 

eal it that, but what ho found is the thing we now seok, and we here : 

deal with things, not names. : aE 

: : Recreation, however, is not the outdoors, tut our reaction to it. 

Daniel “Boone!'s reaction depended not only on the quality of what he sam, 3 

| wat on the quality of the mental eye with which he saw it. Ecological : 

: science has wrought a change in the mental eye. It has disclosed origins 

and functions for what to Boone wore only facts. It has disclosed = 

| mechanisns for what te Boone were only attributes. fe have no yardstick : 

: to measure this change, but we may safely say that, as compered with the - 

| eometent ccologiat of the present day, Boone saw only the surface.of ‘ 

7 things. The incredible intricacies of the plant and animal commnity-- 7 

] the intrinsic beauty of the organien called America, then in the full ; 

 Yloom of her maidenhood--were as invisible and incomprehensible to “4 

| Daniel Boone as they are today to lr. Babbitt. The only tme development =



. ae 
_ in American recreational resources is the development of the perceptive 

j 4 faculty in Americans. All of the other acts we grace by thet name are, 

at dest, attempts to retard or msk the process of dilution. 

4 Let no man jump to the conclysion that Babbitt mst take his 

, Ph.D. in ecology before he can ‘see his country. On the contrary, 

F the Ph.D. my become as callous as an undertaker to the mysteries at 

: which he officlates. Idke all real treasures of the mind, perception 

gan be split into tufiattely small fmotions without losing its quality. 

| The weeds in a city lot convey the some lesson as the redwoods; the 

_ farmer may oe in his cow-pasture what my not be vouchsafed to the 

- eeientist adventuring in the South Seas. Perception, in short, cannot 

. de purchased with olther learned degrees or dollars; 1t grows at home 

. ag well as abroad, and he vho has little may vse it to as good advant- 

. age as ho who has mch. As a search for perception, the recreational 3 

; stampede is footless and unnecessary. : 

3 : There is, lastly, a fifth component: the sense of husbandry. It : 3 

] is unknown to the outdoorsman who works for conservation with his vote 

_ rather than with hie hands. It te realised only when some art of 

r managoment is apolied to land by some person of perception. That is to . 

4 say, its enjoyment is reserved for landholders too poor to tuy their = 

| aport, and land administrators with @ sharp eye and an seological mind. 

P The tourist who buys access to his scenery misses it altogether; so a 

also the sportsman who hires the state, or some underling, to be his : 

E gamekeeper. The Government, which essays to substitute public for oS 

«private operation of recreational lands, is unwittingly giving away to = 

Ate field officers a large share of what it secks to offer its citisens. 2 

4 We foresters and game mangers might logieally pay for, instead of being Z 

| paid for, our Job as Imsbandnen of wild arops. ae 
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: fat a sense of husbandry exercised in the production of erope z 

may be quite as important as the crops themselves is realized to sone S 

3 extent in agrioulture, but not in conservation. American sportsmen : 2 

; nhol@ in email esteem the intensive gome-eropping of the Scottish moors & 

‘ and the German forests, and in some respects rightly. Bat they overlook a 

entirely the sonse of husbandry Aeveloped by the Buropean lendholder in — 

: the process of cropping. We have no such thing as yet. It is important. = 

; When we conclude that we mst bait the farmer with subsidies to induce #4 a 

hin to raise a forest, or with gate recette to induee hin to raise gane, A 

we are merely admitting that the pleasures:of husbandry-in-the-wild are 4 

E as yet unimown both to the farmer ani to ourselves. os 

Selentists have an epigram: ontogeny repeate phylogeny. What they “a 

oan ig that the development of each infividual repeats the evolution = 

’ ary history of the race. This is true of mental as woll ss physical 4 

| things. ‘The trophy-munter Ls the cavemn rebom. Trophy-hunting 4s a 

, the prerogativeyof youth, moial or individual, and nothing to apolo~ & 

gize for. a 

: The Aiequieting thing in the nodom picture is the trophy-lmnter a 

4 who never grows up, in whom the capacity for isolation, perception, and : a 

3 “husbandry is undeveloped, or perhaps lost. He is the motorized ant : - 

q who gwarns the continents before learning to see his own back yard, a 

t who, consumes but never craates outdoor antisfactions. For hin the a 

| pecreational engineer dilutes the wilderness and artificializes ite i = 

] trophies in the fond belief that he 1s rendering = public service. oS 

. The trophy-recreationist has peculiarities which contribute in “a 

: gabtle ways to his own undoing. To enjoy he must possess, invade, cs 

Ee ey ee er Sa ne ee ere ee
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appropriate. Hence the wilderness which he cannot personally see has ae 

no value to him, Henee the universal assumtion that an unused hinter- = 

. land is rendering no service to society. To those devoid of imagi- ; ~ 

nation, a blank place on the map is a useless waste; to others, the ae 

moet valuable part. (Is my share in Alaska worthless to me because — 
E ae 

I shall never go there? Do 1 need a road to show me the avctie prairies, o 
Lis 

the goose pastures of the Yukon, the Kodiak bear, the sheep meadows be~ = 

hind MoKintey?) = ; 

. It would apsear, in short, that the rudimentary grades of outdoor = 

3 | Yecreation consume their resource-base; the higher grades, at least = 

to a degres, ereate their om satisfactions with little or no ettri- aS 
E tion of land or life. It is the expansion of transport without a — 

- @orregponding growth of perception which threatens us with qualitative 

E  ‘bankruptey of the recreational process, Recreational development is a : oe 

fob, not of building roade into lovely country, wut of building re- Se a 
bi fe 

so Geptivity into the still unlovely human mind. A i 

. = 
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; WILULIV It WERTOA COUTURE fa 
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| fhe oulture of primitive peoplos is often based on wildlife, Tus 
the plains Indian not only ate buffalo, tut buffalo largely determined his 

4 hitecture, dross, language, arts, and religion. : 

: In civilized peoples the cultural base shifts elsewhere, tut the culture f 

0 ertheless retains part of its wild roots. I here discuss the value of a 

is wild rootage. 

: Mo one can weigh or measure culture, hence I will waste no time trying a 

do so. Suffice it to sey that by common consent of thinking people, there 

: cultural values in the sports, customs, and experiences which renew contacts 

“ th wild things. I venture the opinion that these values are of three kinds. s 

. Firat, there is value in any experience which reminds us of our distinctive = 

Postional origins and evolution, i.e., which stimlates awarencss of history. Se 

ich awareness is "nationalism® in its best sense. Yor lack of any other short s 

ee, K will eal this, Sa our ence, the "gplit-rail value", For example: a S 

oy scout has tanned a coonskin cap, and goos Daniel-Booneing in the willow = 

Msebket below the tracks. le te re-enecting American history. He is, to that ; @ 

tent, culturally prepared to face the dark and bloody realities of the present. 

r nt a farmer boy arrives in the echoolroon recking of muskrat; he has tended a 

his traps before breakfast. He is reenacting the romance of the fur trade. : 

; egeny repeats phylogeny in society, as well as in the individual. a : 

Second, there is value in any experience which reminds us of our dependency 4 

tn the sofi-plant-aninal-non food chain, and of the fundamental ongantastion of fg 
the biota, Civilisation has so cluttered this elemental man-earth relation with a 
Pagets and middle-nen that awareness of it is growing dim. We fancy that industry e 

7 porte us, forgetting what supports industry. Time was when education moved a



° 4 soil, not away from it. The nursery jingle about bringing home a : 

» bit skin to wrap the baby bunting in is one of many reminders in folk- : : 

1 thet man once hunted to feed and clothe his fomily. 

TS  Ghted, hase Re valine An any cxpastenne Ya’ eoevetnen these stbiesl : 

straints collectively called “sportsmanship”. Our tools for the pursuit of wild- 5 

life improve faster than we do, and sportenanshiy 1s a voluntary Limitation in 
‘ use of these armaments. It is aimed to eugment the role of siill and shrink : 

the role of gadgets in the pursuit of wild things. = 

. A peculiar virtue in wildlife ethics is that the hunter ordinarily has no : 

lery to applaud or disapprove his conduct. “hatever his acts, they are dic- j 

tated by his om conscienes, rather than by nob of onlookers. It is difficult 
jo exnggerate the importance of this fact. : 

Voluntary adherence to an ethienl code elevates the self-respect of the Jag 

portemn, but it should not be forgotten that voluntary disregard of the code . 

egenerates and depraves him, Yor example: a common denominator of all sporting is 

odes is not to wiste good meat. Yet it is now » demonstrable fact that Wisconsin es 

jor untors, in their pursuit of a legal buck, Kill and abandon in the woods at . 

least one 400, fawn, or opike buck for every two. legal Yuske taken out. ‘In ether d 

rds, half the hunters shoot any deer until s legal deer is killed. The illegal 

mroasees sre left where they fell. Such deer hunting is not only without social = 

: us, mut constitutes we training for ethical depravity elsewhere. 

: It seems, then, that split-rail and man~earth experiences have zero or plus o 

flues, tut that ethical experiences my have minus values as well. afte 

| Male, then, defines roughly three Kinds of cultural mtrinont available 
0 our outdoor roots. It does not follow that culture is fed. The extrac- <i 

to of value is never automtic; only a healthy culture can feed and grow, S



| joe 
: 3 ? 

2 culture fed by our present forms of outdoor recreation? 

Me pioneer period gave birth to two ideas which are the essence of 

" it-rail value in outdoor sports. One is the "go-light" ides, the other 

i tone«ballet-one-buck" idea. The pioneer went light of necessity. He shot 

with econony and precision because he lacked the transport, the cash, and the 

pons requisite for machine-gun tactics. Let it be clear, then, that in their 

‘ eption, both of these ideas were forced on us; we mde a virtue of necessity. 

s-'_In theiy later evolution, however, they became a code of sportsmanship, 4 

f-imposed limitation on sport. On them is based a distinctively American : 

tradition of self-reliance, hardihood,woodemft, and markemanship, These are 

/ agibles, wut they are not abstractions. Theodore Roosevelt was a great 

' ortsman, not because he hung up many trophies, but because he expressed this 

intangible American tradition in words any schoolboy could understand. A more subtle 

and agcurate expression is found in the early writings of Stewart Edward White. It 

not far amiss to say that such men created cultural value by being aware of it, ‘ 

: i by creating a pattern for its growth. < 

: Then came the gadgetesr, otherwise known as the sporting-goods dealer. . 

' has draved the Amerienn outdoorsman with an infinity of contraptions, all Se 

offered ag aids to self-reliance, hardihood, wooderaft, or marksmanship, but too = 

often functioning as substitutes for them. Gadgets f111 the pockets, they dangle : 

‘from neck and belt. The overflow fills the auto-trunk, and also the trailer. 3 

Bach item of outdoor equipment grows lighter and often better, but the aggregate 

‘poundage becones tonnage. The traffic in gadgets adds up to astronomical sums, 8 

‘which are soberly published as representing "the economic value of wildlife". . 2 

‘Bat what of cultural values? a 

Ag an ond~ease consider the duck hunter, sitting in a steel boat behind = 

eomposition decoys. A put-put motor has brought hin to the blind without & 

4 ee
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‘GJ exercise. Canned heat stands by to warm him in case of a chilling wind. He 3 

r ke to the passing flocks on a factory caller, in what he hopes are seductive 
“fones; hone lessons from a phonograyh record have taught him how. the decoys 2 
_ ork, despite the caller; a flock circles in. It mst be shot at before it 

r reles twice, for the marsh bristles with other Sportsmen, similarly aecoutred, 

' © might shoot first. He opens up at 70 yards, for his polychoke is set for . 

infinity, and the advertisenents have told hin that Super-% shells, and plenty 
4 them, have a long reach. The flock flares. A couple of cripples stale off . 

t die elsewhere. Is this sportsman absorbing cultural value? Or is he just e 

feeding minks? The next blind opens up at 75 yards; how else is a fellow to get 
Jono shooting? This is duck shooting, model 1947. It te typical of ell public = 
: ounds, and of many clubs. Where is the go-light ides, the one-bullet tradition? 

: The answer is not a simple one. Roosevelt aid not disdain the modern rifle; 
Pirite used frooly the aluminun pot, the silk tent, dehydrated foods. Somehow 2 

they used mechanical aids, in moderation, without doing used by them 
[3 de wed pretend te low vin’ ie moderation, or shore the line to between ; 
jogitinate and Allegitimte gadgets. It scons clear, though, that the origin of | 
. ets has much to do with their cultural effects. Homemade aide to sport or me 

mtdoor life often enhance, rather than destroy, the man-earth avema; he whe kille 
tr * with his own fly has scored two coups; not one. I use many factory-made 
» myself. Yet there mst be some limit beyond which noney-bought aids to % 
por destroy the cultural value of sport. = 

: “_ * * ae : 

| Mot all eporte have degensrated to the ane extent as duok Imnting. Defenders 
t the American tradition still exist. Perhays the bow-and-arrow movement and the 

co val of falconry mark the beginnings of = resection. ‘The net trend, however, is : 
te rly toward more and more mechanization, with  correspondingshrininge in a9 . 

a De See ee eee ee : seas eciaaces io. oe ene ee
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‘ tural values, especially split-rail values and éthical restraints. ; 

‘TF have the impression that the American sportsman is puzzled; he doesn't 

u eratend what is happening to him. Bigger and better gadgets are good for 

industry, so why not for outdoor recreation? It has not dawned on hin that a 

‘ tdoor recreations are essentially primitive, atavistic; that their value is a 

contrast-valuo; that oxceseive mechanization destroys contrasts by moving the 

f etory to the woods or to the marsh. 

r The sportsmn has no leaders to tell hin what is wrong. The sporting : 

4 8 no longer represents sport, it has turned billboard for the gadgeteer. 

Wildlife administrators are too busy producing something to shoot at to worry = 

2 sh about the cultural value of the shooting. Because everybody from Xenophon : 

> Teddy Roosevelt said sport has valuo, it is assumed that this value met be - 

indestructible. 

: : » * * ; 

E Among non-gunpowder sports, the imact of mechanization has had diverse ee 

‘effects. ‘The modern field glass, camera, and aluminum bird-band have certainly a 

‘Rot deteriorated the oultuml value of omithology. Fishing, tut for outboard - 

' tors and aluminum canoes, seems less severely mechanized than hunting. On the ee 

other hand, motorised transport has nearly destroyed the sport of wilderness 2 

4 ravel by leaving only fly-specks of wilderness to travel in, es 

| - Fox-hunting with hounds, backwoods style, presents a dramtic instance = 

‘of partial and perhaps harnless mechanized invasion. ‘This is one of the purest 

‘of sports; it has real split-rail flavor; it has mn-earth dram of the first S 

water. The fox is deliberately left unshot, hence ethical restraint 0 sleo a 

“present. But we now follow the chase in Fords! ‘The voice of Bugle-Anne mingles ae 

“with the honk of the flivvert However, no one 1¢ Likely to invent @ nechanteal 3 

‘fox-hound, nor to screw  polychoke on the hounds nose. Wo one is likely to aa 

' h dog+training by phonograph, or by other painless shortcuts. I think the 3 

gadgetecr has resched the end of his tether in dogdon, = jah im
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' 4 It ig not quite accurate to ascribe all the ills of sport to the inventor 

‘ physical alde-to-sport. ‘The advertiser invents ideas, and ideas are seldom 

’ honest as physical objects, even though they my be equally useless. One 

; bh deserves special mention; the "where-to-go" department. Knowledge of the 

whereabouts of good bunting or fishing is a very personal form of property. It 

4 like rod, dog, or gun: a thing to be loaned or given as a personal courtesy. 

3 % to hawk i% in the marketplace of the sports colum as an aid-to-circulation 4 

to me another matter. fo hand it to all and sundry as free public "service" 

to me distinetly another matter. ven "conservation" departments now teil 

fom, Dick, and Harry where the fish are biting, and where a flock of ducks has 

jontared to alight for « neal, 

ALL of these organized promiscuities tend to depersonalize one of the 

os entially personal elements in outdoor sports, I do not kmow where the line 

es betwoon legitimate and illegitimate practice; I am convinced, though, that 

tyhere-to~go" service has broken all bounds of reason. : 
: If the hunting or fishing is good, the where-to-go service suffices to 

attract the desired excess of sportsmen. ut if it is no good, the advertiser 

2 st resort to more forcible means. One such is the fishing lottery, in which a 

ew hatchery fish are tagged, and a prize is offered for the fisherman catching 5 

‘the winning mumber. This curious hybrid between the techniques of science and of : 

the pool hall insures the overfishing of many an already exhausted lake, and 

; nge a glow of civic pride to many a village Chamber of Commerce. 

3 It is idle for the professional wildlife managers to consider themselves 

Aloof fron these affaire. he production engineer and the salesman belong to A 
, game Company; both are tarred with the same stick. | 

4 > 8 * E 

“WAAL Afe mangers are trying to raise game in the wild by maniyulating its 
2 ronment, and thus to convert hunting from exploitation to cropping. If the => :
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conversion takes place, how will it affect cultural values? It must be ednitted | 

that split-ratl flavor and free-for-all exploitation are historically associated. | 

2 iel Boone had scant patience with agricultural cropping, let alone wildlife 

‘ ropping. Perhaps the stubborn reluctance of the “one-gallus" sportsman to be 

‘converted to the cropping ides is an expréesion of his spliterail inheritances. 

‘Probably cropping is resisted because it is incomatible with one component of 

the split-rsil tradition: free lmnting. 

: Mechanization offers no cultural substitute for the split-rail values it 

‘ troys; at least none visible to me, Cropping or manzgement does offer a ; 

gubstitute, which to me has at least equal value: wild husbandry. The 

[experience of managing land for wildlife crops has the sane Yalue as any other 

form of farming; it is a reminder of the man-earth relation. Moreover ethical 
“reotrainte are involved; thug managing game without resorting to predator-control 

‘alls for othical puumaad of a high order. It may be concluded, then, that game | 

eropping shrinks one value (split-rail) but enhances both of the others. 
E » * © ; 

E Tf we regard outdoor sports as a field of conflict between an immensely 4 

Vigorous process of mechanization and a wholly statie tradition, then the outlook = 
, ‘oy cultural values is indeed dark. But why cannot our concept of sport grow ; 

with the sane vigor as our list of gadgets? Porhaps the salvation of cultural sl 
: lies in seizing the offensive. I, for one, believe that the tine is ripe. 4 

& ortemen can determine for themselves hdphape of things to come, xs 

| The last decade, for example, has disclosed a totally new fom of sport x 
ich does not destroy wildlife, which uses gadgets without being used by then, as 

‘ ich outflanks the problem of posted land, and which greatly increases the human = 
e Capacity of a unit area. This sport knows no bog Limit, no closed . 

‘season. It needs teachors, but not wardens. It calls for a now wooderaft of the a 

4 a 
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n est cultural value. The sport I refer to is wildlife research. = 

| wiarizo research started as a professions] priesteraft. The nore diffiolt 

ana laborious research problens mst doubtless remain in professional hands, but 

a re are plenty of problems suitable for all grades of amateurs. In the field 7 

of mechanical invention research has long since spread to am teurs. In the : 

biological field the sport-value of amateur research is just beginning to be 

beni ined. 

: Thus Margaret Morse Wice, a housewife, studied song sparrows in her back 

yard. She has become a world-nuthority on bird-behavior, and has outthought and 

cutworked many a professional student of social organisation in birds. Charles 1, 

3 ‘ley, a banker, banded eagles for fun. He discovered a hitherto unknown fact: 

. st some eagles nest in the South in winter, and then go vacationing to the 2 

a th woods. Morman ond Stuart Griddle, wheat ranchers on the Manitoba prairies, a 

E stad ed the fauna and flora of their farm, and are recognized authorities on 

everything from local botany to wildlife cycles. Slliott 8. Barker, a cowman in 

Hew Mexico Mountains, has written ondof the(tvo fost) books on that elusive ase 

@att the mountain lion. Jo not let anyone tell you that those people made work 

out of ploy. They simply realised that the moet fun lies in seeing and studying 

Ornithology, mammalogy and botany, as now imown to most amateurs, are but : 

kindergarten games compared withwhat is possible for {and open to) amateurs in 

‘those ficlds, One reason for this is that the whole structure of biological =e 

‘education (including education in wildlife) 1s ained to perpetuate the professional 

’ poly on research. Yo the autour is allotted only mkesbelieve voyages of Gis- — 

covery, to verify what professional suthority already knows. What the youth nesds — Z 

‘to be told te that o ship te a-building in his own mental dry-dock, a ship with = 

freedom of the seas, = 

oe ae 
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‘In wy opinion, the promotion of wildlife geuearch sponte ie he meat 

— Pgmortant jod confronting the profession of wildlife managenent. 

: 2 Roe ow : 

. WiLAL4Fe has still another value, now visible only to a fow ecologists, 

t t of potential importance to the whole human enterprise, 

We now kmow that animal populations have behavior patterns of which the ; 

{ndividus] oninal is unaware, but which he nevertheless helps to exeoute. Thus . 

o mebbit As unawmre of cycles, but ho is the vehicle for cycles. 

. We cannot discern these behavior patterns in the individual, or in short 

riods of tine. The most intense scrutiny of an individual mbbit tells us : 

nothir of cycles. ‘The cycle concept springs from = scrutiny of tho nase through 

idee: es of history. 

; This raises the disquieting question: do humsn populations have behavior 

pattome of which we are unaware, tut which we help to execute? Are mobs ond 

w rs. unrests and revolutions, cut of such cloth? oS 

ss Many historians and philosophers porsist in interpreting our mass behaviors 2 

the collective remlt of individual acts of volition, ‘he whole subject-matter 

of diplomey assumes that the politics! group ‘has the properties of an honorable e 

: eon. On the other hand, some economists see the whole ofhoctety age plaything 

: ‘or processes, our knowledge of which is largely ex~post=facto, | 

| It is reasonable to suppose that our secial processes heave a higher volitional 

‘eontent than those of the rabbit, but it is also reasonable to suppose that we, as 

: species, contain population behavior patterns of which nothing is known because 

Circunstance has never evoked then. Wo my have others the meaning of which we : 

h ve misread. ‘ 

This state of doubt about the fundamentals of human population Dehavior 2 

Lends excertionsl interest, and exceptional value, to the only available analogue! - 

Bs Pe ee
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‘ higher animals. Errington, among others, has pointed out the cultural value 

: ¢ these animal analogues. Yor centuries this rich library of imowledge has been 

1 gible to us because we did not kmow where or how to look for it. 4Mcology 

ae now teaching us to search in animal populations for analogies to our own 

eroblens. By learning how some smll part of the biota ticks, wo can guess how ‘ 

the whole meshantem tieks. ‘The ability to perceive these deeper meanings, and to 

appraise them critically, 4s the wooderaft of the future. 

0 sum up, wildlife once fed us and shaped our culture. It still yields 

pleasure for leisure hours, but we try to reap that pleasure by modern mehinery 

und thue destroy part of ite value. Reaping it by modern mentality would yield 

only pleasure, but wisdom as well. . 

P ‘.
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j WILDERNESS / | 

. Wilderness is the rew material out of which man has hammered the artifact 

@alled civilisation. 

: Wilderness was never a homogeneous raw material. It was very diverse, and 

the reeulting artifacts are very diverse. “hese differences in the end-product 

are imown as cultures. “he rich diversity of the world's cultures reflects a 

corresponding diversity in the wilds which gave them birth. 

‘ For the first time in the history of the humn species, two changes are now 

Lapending. One is the exhaustion of wilderness in the more habitable portions 

of the globe. The other is the worldwide hybridization of cultures through nodern 

vaneport and industrialisation. Neither can be prevented, and perhaps should 

not be, ‘mt the question arises whether, by some slight amelioration of the 

impending changes, certain values can be preserved which would otherwise be lost. 

: fo the lnborer in the aweat of his labor, the raw stuff on his anvil is an 

adversary to be conquered. So was wilderness an adversary to the pioneer. 

‘Bat to the ladorer in repose, able for the moment to cast a vhtlosophical 

eye on his world, that sundraw stuff 18 something to be loved and cherished, be- 

cause it gives definition and meaning to his life. This is a plea for the preser- 

tion of some tag-ends of wilderness, as museum pieces, for the edification, : 

Those who my one day wish to see, fecl, ox ovety ten ovhgies of Gall mabe 

Anhori tance. 

} ; The Remants 

3 Many of the diverse wildernesses out of which we have hamered Ancrica are 

. voady gone, hence in any practical program the unit areas to be preserved mst 

’ greatly in size, and in degree of wildness. 

Me Living man will seo again the long-grass prairie, where a sea of pmirte
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ere lapped at the stirrups of the pioneer. We shall do well to find a forty 

s pre and there on which the prairie plants can be kept alive as species. There 

Tee: a Imndved such plants, many of exceptional beauty, Host of them are quite 

sa own to those who have inherited their domain. > 

: But the short-grass prairie, where Cabeza de Mea saw the horizon under the V as 

‘ Les of the tuffalo, 4s still extant in a few spots of 10,000-acre size, albeit 

be rely Ghewed up by sheep, cattle, and dry-farmers., If the forty niners are 

3 rth commemorating on the walls of state capitols, is not the scene of their 

hty hegira worth commemorating in several national prairie yeuervations? : 

| Of the coastal prairie there is one Block in Florida, and ono in Texap,itut 

: lewells, onion fields, and citrus-groves are closing in, armed to the teeth 

with drills and bulldozers. It is last call. 

Mo 2iving man will see agein the virgin pineries of the lake States, or the 

Jf Matwoods of the coastal plain, or Uae giant havdvecds of the dadti and bleely 

ground; of these, samples of a few acres each will have to suffice. But there | 

a still several blocks of maple-hemlock of thousand-acre size; there are similar 

Plocks of Appalachian hardwoods, of southern hardwood swamp, of cypress swamp, 

‘and of Adirondack spruce. Few of these tag-ends are secure from prospective 

things, and fewer still from prospective tourist roads. : 

Que of the fastest~shrinking categories of wilderness is coastlines. Cottages 

and tourist roads have all but annihileted wild coasts on both oeeans, and Lele 

Superior Ae now losing the last lange remant of wild shoreline @@ the Great - 

+ No single kind of wilderness is nore intimately interwoven with history, es 

{ d none nearer the point of complete disappearance. 

In all of North Anorica oast of the Rookies, there is only one large area . 

formally reserved ag a wilderness: the Quetico-Superior Intemational Park in : 

Minnesota and Ontario. This mgnificent block of cance-country, a mosaic of lakes = ‘ 

* rivers, lies mostly in Canada, and can be about as large as Canada chooses ¢
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to make it, tat ite integrity is threatened by two recent developments: the growth 

. fishing resorts served by poet etree lemahaieals dispute as to : 

hether the Minnesota end of the area shall be all National Forest, or partly 

‘State Forest. The whole region is in danger of power impoundments, and this 

regrettable cleavage among proponents of wildemess my end in giving power the 

hip-hand. - s 

: In the Rocky Mountain states, a score of areas in the National Forests, 

. rying in size from a hundred thoussnd to half a million acres, are with- 

p as wilderness, and closed to roads, hotels, ond other inimical uses. In 

te National Parks the same principal is recognized, but no specific boundaries 

/ delimited. Collectively, these federal areas are the backbone of the wilder~- 

i 6 program, but they are not as secure as the paper record might lead one to a 

Pelieve, Local presmures for now tourist rosds imock off a chip here and a 

‘slab there. There is perennial pressure for extension of roads for forest fire 

‘eontrel, and these by slow degrees, become public highways. Idle COO camps pre- = 

“sented a widespread temptation te wuild new and often needless roails. Inuber 

‘shortages @uring the war gave the impetus of military necessity to mny road 

‘extensions, legitimate and otherwise. At the present moment, ski-tows and ski a 

hotels are being promoted in may mountain areas, often without regard to their = 

prior designation as wildemess. E 

One of the most insidious invasions of wilderness is via prodater-control, | 

“It works thust wolves and lions are cleaned out of a wildemess area in the 2 

Anterest of big game management. ‘The big game herds (usually deer or elie) then : 

“Anerease to the point of overbrowsing the range. Hunters aust then ve encouraged e 

to harvest the surplus, but modern hunters refuse to operate far from a car, 

“henee & road tuet be Wilt to provide access to the surplus game. Again and 5 

‘again, wilderness areas have been split by this process, but it still contimes, : 

, The Rocky Mountain ayston of wilderness areas covers » wide gamit of forest ee
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types, from the Juniper breaks of the southwest to "the illinitable woods where 

; 7 9lls the Oregon". It is lacking, however, in desert areas, probably because of 

: that under-aged brand of esthetics which limits the definition of “scenery” to 

Jakes and pine trees. 

In Canada and Alaska there are still large expanses of virgin country- 

rc "Where nameless mon by nameless rivers wander 

4 and in strange valleys die strange deaths alone." 

; A vepresentative series of these areas can, and should, be kept. Meany are : 

of negligible or negative value for economic use. It will be contended, of course, 

hat no deliberate planning to this end is necessary; that adequate areas-will 

urvive anyhow. All recent history belies so comforting an assumption, ven if 

wild spots do survive, what of their fauna? The Woodland Caribou, the several 

races of mountain sheep, the pure form of Woods Buffalo, tho Barren Ground Griszly, ; 

‘the freshwater seals, and the whales are oven now threatened. Of what use are wild 

‘areas destitute of their distinctive faunas? The recently omganized Arctic 

Institute has embarked on the industrialization of the Arctic wastes, with 

‘excellent chances of enough success to ruin them as wilderness It is last call, : 

“even ia the far North. : 

fo what extent Canada and Alasia will be able te seo and grasp thelr opper~ 

1 tunities is anybody's guess. Pioneers usually scoff at any effort to perpetuate ; 

ploneering. 7 

5 Wilderness for Recreation a 

Physical combat for the means of subsistence was, for unnumbered omterian, 

“an economic fact. When it @isapreared as such, # sound instinet led us to pre~ ; 

] serve it in the form of athletic sports and games. 

4 Physical combat between men and beasts was, in like manner an economic fact, - 

“now preserved as mmnting and fishing for sport. 

. Public wilderness afoas are, first of all, a means of perpetuating, in sport eae
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4 f , the more virile and primitive skilis in pioneering travel and subsistence. 

| Sone of these stills are of generalized distribution: the details have been 

J npted to the Anefican scone, tut the skill is worldwide. Hunting, fishing, and = 

fi, 3 ‘oot-travel by pack are examples. 

; fwo of them, however, are as American as a hickory tree; they have been ¢ 

r ypied elsewhere, but they were developed to their full perfection omly on this 

‘ tinent. One of these is canoe-travel, and the other is travel by pacic-train. / 

th ave shrinking rapidly. Your Hudson Bay Indian now has a put-sut, and your S 

yunteineer a Ford. If I hd to mike a living by cance or packhorse, I should 

‘Likely do likewise, for both re gruelling labor. Sut we who seek wildemess 

“travel for sport are foiled when we are forced to compete with mechanized sub- : 

‘stitutes. tt is footless to ‘execute a portage to the tune of motor-leunches, Or 

‘to tum out your bell-mare in the pasture of = sumer hotel. It is better to = 

T) atay none. : 

; Wilderness areas are first of all a walle of sanctuaries for the primitive 2 

arts of wilderness travel, especially canoeing and pacicing. " 

; I surpose some will wish to debate whether it is important to keep these s 

primitive arte elive. 1 shall not debate it. Wither you know it in your bones, : 

or you are very, very old. i 

-——--Maropenn Imnting and fishing ave largely devoid of the thing that wildemess x 

“areas might be the means of preserving in this country. Buropeane do not camp, z 

ook, or do their own work in the woods if they can avoid doing so. Work chores | 

: are delegated to beaters and servants, and a bunt carries the atnosphere of a 

_ pienic, rather then of ploncering. Tho teat of skill is confined largely to the ae 

_ setual taking of game or fish. = 

| There are those who deery wilderness sports as "undemocratic" because the : 

“recreational carrying capacity of a a aml, a6 SOqaTE A ogee a 

links or a tourist camp. The basic error in such argument is that it applies the = 

2 sgl nS Ge Rocke eee esa teehee ho . oes ja ae
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TF gaitosopny of mass production to what is intended to counteract mass production, 

: ‘The value of recreation is not a matter of ciphers. Recreation is valuable in 

proportion to the intensity of ite experiences, and to the degree to which it 

‘ifters fron and contrasts with worknday life. By these criteria, mechanised ; 

outings are at best a milk-and-water affair. = 

Ee Mechanized recreation already has seized nine thnths of the woods snd moun~ : 

‘tains; a decent respect for minorities should dedicate the other tenth to wilder- 

‘ness. 
Wilderness for Science 

The most important characteristic of an organism is that capacity for internal | 

bet f-reneval known as health. 

4 There are two organisms whose processes of self-renewal have been subjected 

Feo hama interference and control. One of these is man himself (medicine and S 

‘public health). ‘The other is land (agriculture and conservation). : 

ty The effort to control the health of land has not been very successful. It ts ; 

. generally understood that when soil loses fertility, or washes away faster e 

“than it forms, and when water systems exhibit abnormal floods and shortages, the 5 

‘land is sick. = 

; Other derangements are known as facts, but are not yet thought of as symptoms 3 

(of land-sickness. The disappearance of plants and anim) species without visible eS 

“eauae, despite efforte to protect them, and the irruntion of others as pests des- : 

pite efforts to control thom, mst, in the absence of simpler explanations, be - 

“regarded symptons of sickness in the land-organiem. Both are occurring too ; 

frequently to be dismissed as normal evolutionary events. 

Phe stotus of thought on these ailnents of the land is refleated in the 3 

fact that our treatments for then are still prevailingly local. ‘hus when a 

‘oll loses fertility we pour on fertilizer, or at best alter its tame flora and =:
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fonna, without considering the fact that ite wild flora and fauna, which built “ 

‘ tn e011 to begin with, my likewise be importent to ite maintenance. It was : 

‘ cently discovered, for example, that good tobacco crops depend, for some es 

tunimown reason, on the pre-conditioning of the soil by wild mgweed. It does not : 

occur to us that guch unexpected chains of dependency may have wide prevalence | 

fn nature. : : 

TS Minh pietuhn Gents queens cusheiile; on bine inetene be yes babs 00 

Epelleen them, Wat we do not leck beyond the aninal to find the aause of the irrup- ‘ 

tion. We assume that animl troubles imst have aninal causes. Tho latest : 

scientific evidence points to derangements of the plant community as the real : 

seat of rodent irruptions, tt fow explorations of this clue are being mde. ; 

Many forest plantations are producing one-log or two-log trees on soil ou 

which originally grow three-log and four-log trees. Why? Thinking foresters ; : | 

know that the cause probably lies not in the tree, but in the micro-flom of : 

—@} the soil, and that it may take more years to restore the soil flom than it 

‘took to destroy it. 

Many conservation treatments are obviously superficial. Flood control dams a 

have no relation to the cause of floods, Check dans and terraces do not touch : 

the cause of erosion. Refuges and hatcheries to maintain the supply of game and 3 : 

fish do not explain why the supply fails to maintain iteelf. : q 

| Ym general, the trend of the evidence indicates that in land, just se in ee 

the human body, the symtom may lie in one organ and the cause in another. ‘the : 

practices we now call conservation are, to a large extent, local alleviations of Z ; 

biotic pain. They are necessary, but they mst not be confused with cures. ‘The 3 

of land-doctoring is being practiced with vigor, but the science of land~ s 

health is yot to be bom. a 

; A gclence of land health needs, first of all, a base-datun of normlity, a s 

e fae : 4 os ote = 3 oe . PEGs sg 
eer Ris Ree ys te ee ea oe Piao Slips OP oe So Gs BN a ee GI = Ie. ea ane mee gs Oe oe fae ee
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| feture of how healthy lend mintaine itself as an organisn. 

| We have two aveilable norms. One is found where land physiology remins 

me | sely normal despite conturies of human occupation. I know of only one such 

place: northeastern Murope. It is not likely that we shall fail to study it. 

E fhe other and most perfect norm is wilderness. Paleontology offere abundant = 

: dence that wilderness maintained itself for immensely long periods; that ite 

‘gomponent species vere rarely lost, neither did they get out of hand; that 

, ther and water wilt soil as fast or faster than it was carried away. Wilder- 

eee, then, assumes unexpected importance as a laboratory for the study of land- 

health. 

P One cannot study the physiology of Montana in the Amazon; each biotic: ; 

[prevines needs its own wilderness for comparative studies of used and umeed = 

land. It 42 of course teo late to salvage more than a lep-sided system of wilder: = 

Bl ness study areas, and most of these remants are’far too small to retain their : 

‘normality in all respects. ven the Notional Paris, which run up to a million Oe 

‘aeres each in sige, have not been large enough to retain their natural predators, : 

‘or to oxclude aninal diseases carried by Livestock. Thus the Yellowstone has a 

‘lost its wolves and cougars with the result that eli are ruining the flora, ae 

particularly on the winter range. At the sane tine the grissly boar and the > 

‘mountain sheep are shrinking, the latter by resson of disease. = 

Walle oven the Lexgest wildemess areas becone partially demnged, it required . 

“only a few wild acres for J, %. Weaver to discover why the prairie florea is more | 

“@routh-resistant than the agronomic flora which has supplanted it. Weaver found : 

“that the prairie species pmotice “team work" underground by distributing their 2 

“ root-ayatens to cover all levels, whereas the species comprising the agronomic 2 

_ rotation overdraw one level and neglect another, thus duilding up cumlative + 

“deficits. An important agronomic principle emerged from Weaver's researches, s a 

3 a: 

Rae A a eee Be a a ats BSI ah ait he ae = op Spee SE a a Sete BS Sea



BH santn, 14 required only 0 fow wild sores for Togrotiak to discorer wey oo 

i 1 eg on old fields never aoldeve the size or wind-firmess of pines on un~ as 

eared forest aoile.. In the latter caso, the roots follow old root-chennels, a 

snd thus strike dooper. ' : : 

: ‘In many cases we literally do not know how good a performance to expect of a 

Ithy lend unless we have a wild area for comparison with sick ones, Thus ss 

ost of the cathy travellers in the Bainiivest doseribe the mountain rivers as i 

priginally clear, but'a doubt vemins, for they may, by accident, have seen them . 

at favorable ‘seasons. Brosion engineers had no yades tein until it das discovered Z 

that sw aiuin? rivera in the Slorm Madre of Chilusima, never erased. or : 

eui/hor fear of ‘Indians, show at their worst a milky hue, not too cloudy for & . 

cout fly. Moss grows to the water's adge on their ‘banks Most! of the corres- 5 

ve ng rivers in Arizona and Now Mexico are ribbons of pouidors, poseless, soil- e 

Loss, and all mt treeless. The preservation and study of the Sierta Uadre wika~ oy 

emoss, by an international experiment station, as a nom for she itneh of sick %¢ 

lands on toth sides of the bonter, would be 9 goodenei ghborly enterprise well - 

worthy of consideretion. — ss oo “ ee x 

a short all evetlable wild ares, large or sunll, are Lindt tn nee, 

‘norms for nnd-setence. Recreation ig not thelr only, or even their principal, = : 

utility. | ae x 

e. . Wildemess for Wildlife a ‘< 

[ "The Mations! Parks do not suffice os a noans of perpetuating the larger S 

carnivores; wteoes the preearious status of the griasly Dear, said the fact 3 

that the par ‘eyaten is already wolfless. Weither @o they suffice for a 

‘mountain sheop; nost shoes herts are shrinking, _ 

7 The reasons for this are clear in some cases and obscure in others. The a 

P “os are cortainly too smi) for such a far-ranging species ag the wolf. Many . 

Bas 
wee
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i mal species, for reasons unknown, do not seem to thrive as detached islands of : 

: population. 

: The most feasible wy to enlarge the area available for wilderness fauna is 

for the wilder parts of the Matfonal Torests, which usually surround the Parks, 

"te function as parks in respect of threatened species. That they have not se : 

3 functioned is tragically illustrated in the case of the grisaly bear. g 

. In 1909, when I first saw the West, there were grisslies in every major 2 

aon mage, wat you could travel for months without neeting = conservation 

officer. Today there is some kind of conservation officer “dehind every bush", 

yet as wildlife bureaus grow, our most magnificent manu] retreats steadily 

toward the Canadian border. Of the 6,000 griszlies officially reported as 

remaining in the continental United States, 5,000 ere in Alaske. Only five : 

- ptates have any at all. There seems to be a tacit assumption that if grisslies 

 aurvive in Canada and Alaska, that is good enough. It is not good enough for 

me. ‘The Alaskan bears are a distinct species. Relegating grizalies to «laska ; 

is about like relegating happiness to heaven; one may never get there. 3 

E Saving the grizely requires a series of large areas fron which roads and live~ 

: stock are excluded, or in which livestock damge is compensated. Buying out 

: senttered livestock ranches is the only way to create such areas, bot despite 

4 large authority to ty and exchange lands, the conservation bureaus have accom~ ee 

plished virtually nothing toward this end. ‘The Forest Service has, I am told, 

"established one grizzly range in Montana, but I know of a snininia yoke in Sick : 

4m whieh the Forest Service actually pronoted a sheep iniustry, despite the fact 

| that it harbored the sole rennant of grigzlics in that state. : 

| Permanent grisly ranges and permanent wildemens «reas are of course two | 

: names for one problem. To enthuse sbout either requires a long view of conserva~ : 

Hon, and an historical perspective. Only those able to see the vageant, of 

| evolution ean be exmected to value ite theatre, the wildemess, or ite outstanding



| i? ¢ 
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achievement: the griazly. But if education really edugates, there will, in time, 

| : be more and more citizens who understand that relics of the old West add meaning 

‘and value to the new. Youth yet unborn will pole up the Missourt with Lewis and 

: Clarke, or clinb the Sierras with James Capen Adams, and each generation in turn 

“will asicr whore is the dig white bear? It will be a sorry answer to say he : 

went under while conservationists weren't Looicing. . 

F Defenders of Wilderness 

Wilderness is a resource which can shrink wut not grow. Invasions can be : 

; arrested or modified in a manner to keen si area useable either for recreation, “S 

or for science, or for wildlife, but the creation of new wilderness in the fall 

sense of the werd is impossible. | 

It follows, then, that any wildermess program is a rear-guard action, 2 

_ through which retineate are reduced to a minimum. The Wilderness Society was { 

organized in 1935 "for the one purposeitf edtlagkthe wilderness remnants in Aner- = 

tea", : 2 

; It does not suffice, however, to have such a society. Unless there be wilder = 

 ness-mindod men scattered through all the conservation turesus, the society may 2 

; never learn of new invasions until the time for action has passed. Furthermore me 

a militant minority of wildemese-minded citizens mat be on watch throughout i 

| the nstion, and available for action tn a pineh, fas 

3 In Burope, where wilderness has now retreated to the Carpathians and Siberia, 2 

every thinking conservationist bemoans its loss, ven in Britain, which has = 
less roon for land-lumuries than alnost any other civilized country, there 4s = 

| a vigorous if belated movement for saving a fow small spots of semi-wild land. is 

: Ability to see the cultuml value of wilderness boils down, in the last 5 “ 

: analyega, “to a question of intellectual hunility The shallow-minded modern € s 

F who has lost his rootage!in the land assumes that he has already @iscovered what :
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: : is important; it is such who prate of empires, political or economic, that will 

J] rast 2 thousand years, 1 ts only the scholar who appreciates that all history 

- gonsists of successive excursions frow'single starting-point, to which nan 

| returns again and again to organize yet another search for a durable scale of 

yalues. It is only the scholar who understands why the raw wilderness gives 

: definition and meaning to the humen enterprise. 

Be a a ee
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FOREWORD | 

There are some who can live without wild things, and some who cannot. 

these essays are the delights and dilemmas of one who cannot, . 

(ia tatnesp, Tike winde and sunseta,, were taken for granted until progress LBL 

began to do away with them, as a tae the question of whether a still higher 

“standard of living" is worth its cost in things natural, wild, and free. For 

us of the minority, the ovportunity to see geese is more important than tele- 

vision, and the chance to find a pasque flower is a right as inalienable as 

free speech, ‘ 

These wild things, I admit, had little human value until mechanization i 

assured us of a good breakfast, and until science disclosed the drama of where — 

’) they come from, and how they live. {The whole-confitet tims botis-aown-to-é = {cl i) | 

question-of-degresy| We of the wtnority see a lav of diminishing returns in “Phe | 

progress; our opponents do not. 4 

ss. * * 4 

One mst make shift with things as they are. ‘These essays are my shifts. a 

They are grouped in three parts. 

Part I tells what my family sees and does at its week-end refuge from ‘ 

too meh modernity: “the shagle”. On this sand tat saok wad out and then 

abandoned by our bigzer-and-better society, we try / rebuild, with shovel 

and axe, what we are losing aionmare, It is here that we seek <- and still on 

find -- our meat from God. 
; , “ Sand Sol Ee. y 

These shack sketches are arranged seasonally as a “Wertke-County A + : 

AYN) e) 
2 

}
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| Part TI, “Sketehee Here and There", recounts some of the episodes in my 

life that tought me, gradmally and sometimes painfully, that the company is 

ont of stern, These episodes, scattered over the continent and through forty 

years of time, vresent a fair aample of the dames which bear the collective \ 

label! conservation. 

Part I2I, “the Upshot", sets forth, in more logical terms, some of the 

ideas whereby we dissenters rationalize our dissent, Only the very sympathetic 

reader will wish to wrestle with thedf rt osophtont,‘eaasg: | ledpees ap ME 

be raid thet, they tell the company hor it may get back in atep. 

eo” @ i 

Conservation 1s getting nowhers becense 1% {8 incompatible with our 

' Abrshantc concept of lend, Ye abuse lend boomse we regard it as a commodity 

; belonging to us. Then we see land as a commnity to which we belong, we may 

begin to use it with love and respect, There is ne other way for land to 

survive the impact of mechanized man, nor fay us to reap from it the esthetic | 

harvest {t 1s capable, under selence, of contributing to culture, 

That rent fe» community is the basic concept of ecology, but that lant 

ig to be loved snd respected is an extension of ethics, That lend yields a 

cmultural hervest 4¢ a feet long Imown, but tahsety often forgotten. loreal | 

These sasays attempt te weld these three concents, 

Such a vier of land and peonle is, of emree, sabject te the blura end ; 

@igtortions of persons] experience and personal bias. But wherever the truth may 

: lie, this much {9 cryatal<cleart oar bigrer-and-hetter society is now Mie a 

hyvochondrise, ao obsessed with its own econowte health as to have lost the 

\ 
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capasity to remain hoaltiy. he whole world is so greedy for more bathtubs o 
tur th faue + 

that it has lout the stability necessary to build them, or even to tant a " 

-serk, Nothing could be more salutary at this stage than a little healthy 

contempt for a vlethora of mterial blessings. 

Perhaps such a shift of values can be achieved by reavpraising things 

unnataral, tame, ani confined in terms of things natural, wild, and free. 

Aldo Leonold 
Madiocon, Wisconsin 
March 4, 19h 
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| Seytod 12/3/47 el 
TAMUARY THAW. ‘% 

Mach your, after the midwinter bligeorie, there Gomes o tammy night oy yi 

the tinkle of dripoing water ig heard in the land, It brings atrange stirrings, ‘fa 

not only to crentures abed for the night, but to nome who have ben asleep for a 

the winter. ‘the hibernating siank, curled up in his deop den, uncurle himself 

and ventures forth to prowl the wot world, dragging hig Belly im the snow. His i 

track marie one of the earliest deteadle events in that cycle of baginnings and aa 

seasings which we call a year, ' a 

The track 1g likely to display an indifference to mundane affairs uncommon 1 

at other gensona; £6. Leake! Gtantght seveed-eduata, ae 42 Ube malees Ned Nidendl bi 

his wagon to a star and dropped the roing. 1 follow, curious to deduce his : WW 

state of mind and appetite, and destination if any. \ . 

* = * i ij 

0 the months of the year, fron January up to June, ore goonetric progression 

in the abundamee of dietractions. In Jomary one my follow a sinmic track, or — it 

; senreh for tania on the chickedess, or see vhat young pines the deer have browsed, { 

or want muskrnt houses the mink have dug, with only an oceasional and mild ai- ids WRT 

gression into other doings. Jamary observation can be almost as simole and q 

peaceful og snow, and almont ag continuous as cold. ‘There ie tine not only te i 
see who has done what, tut to speculate why, ¥ 

* * -* ' 1 

A madow muse, startled by my approach, darte damply seross the slomic | 

trad. Why ie he abrond in daylight? Probably because he feels grieved «bout rit 

the thew, Today his maze of secret tunsels, laboriously chewed through the mntted — 

; grasa under the snow, are tunnels no move, mat only paths exmosed te public view 

end ridieule. AAs tis eens ean: tins Gant ‘the Neath selhede aor ane wheel it 

th es " |
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the mouse 19 & sober eltisen who Imows that gmee grows in onder thet mice i 
: may store it ae unterground hayatacks, and that snow falls in onder that mice 

may Yulld culvtays from stack to tack: @unply, demund, and tremeport all neatly — ¥ 

orgenized. To the mouse, snow moans freedon from want and fear. ‘ 

* * * 1 

i A Pough~ Legged hawit comes gniling over the meadow ahead. How ho stopa, 

hovers like a kingfigher, and then drops Lilo o feathered doch dnto the marsh. es | 

He does not rise egain, so T am gure he bas caught, and ie now eating, sone ; 

worried mouse-snginear who could not mit until might to inspect the domge to | 

his well-ordered world, 1 

The rough-leg has no Opinion on wy grass grows, Bat ho is well aware | 

that anow melts in order that howe mny again entch mice. He game down out of . 

. the aretie in the hope of thave, for to him @ thaw mecns frosdon fron want and 

| ees 

f The slamk track enters the woods, and croseea a glade where the rabbits ier 

have pagited down the gnow with their tracks, and mottled 4¢ with pindish Poe, 

urtastions. ds chi ssl lad le asda su lic el 

Rarkead stems. Tufts of rabbit-hair bespeak the yoarts first battles among the ‘ 

anorous tucks. Further on I find = bloody spot, encircled ty a wide-swerying 9 
are of onlet/ wings. To this rabbit, the thaw brought freedon fron went, tat 

also 6 reditless abandonment of fear, The owl hee reminded him thet thougits 

of spring are no mubstitute for esntion. i 

: * » LJ ; , 

‘Tho glunk track leads on, showing no interest in possible food, and no 1 

con¢ern over the rompings or retributions of his neighbors. 1 wonder what he 

bag on hie mindy what got him out of bad? tas ane Seipntio vemnibgtg nottven v0 : 

if Bos ; : 

fi Pose tS Sagi BE 1 il eae ae sao



this coxgulont follow, dmmgging his ample deltLine through the slush? Finally \ 

| the timel: onters a pile of driftwood, and dons not enenge. I hint the tinkle iM 

of Avipwing water among the logs, and I fancy the simnk heara 4¢ too, 1 turn 

homeward, a%411 wondering. 

: | 
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o0uD oak sow 

hte teopord 

There are two epiritual dangers in not owning a farm. One fa the danger 

of supposing that breakfast comes from the grocery, and the other that heat 

couse from the furnace, 

fo avoid the first danger, one should plant « garden, preferably where 

there is no grocer to confuse the iague. 

fo erecta the sonst, ohh shomld lay a opli8 of vod cok om the andrea, ' 

seetabditin Vessied Stews Ae eb iati and et th tone: eases ae tn fe Se 

February blizzard tosses the trees outaldes Tf one has cut, split, hauled and 

eiihsicidy- nt nlind dedi, ie. 06% exate-cieh eats as Gln, MA HAND sacle | 

muh owt vine Tie leh comme fam, pall ohh o waakth of Aytehl dented te 

these who spend te sconlema in town astride a radiator. L words ‘ 

o * a | 

The partioular oak now aglow on my andironas grew on the bank of the old i; 

emigrant road where it climbs the sandhill. ‘he stwap, which I measured upon \ 

felling the tres, has a diameter of 30 inghese It shows 80 growth rings, hence 

the seedling from which it originated mast have leid ite first ring of wo in 

1865, at the ond of the Civil Yar, Sut I lmow from the history of present 

seedlings that no oa: grows above the reach of rabbits without a decade or more | 

of getting girdled each winter, and re-aprouting turing the following sumer. 

Indeed, 4¢ 1s all too clear that every surviving oak ig the product etther of wi 

Fabbit negligence, or of rabbitfcarcity. Some day some patient botanist will ~ -t | 

draw a froqueneypourve of oak virthyears, and show that the curve huaps every © | 

ten years, each humo rt ginatiine from a low in the 10-year rabbit cyelee ft j 

Le-w-vanwin-thonat tnt fmm and flora, by this very process of perpetual g | 

ss Dabtile, within and among species, achieve] collective tomortality.) 

! ‘
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’ - Th da Miely, then, that a low in rabbite ocourred in the middle sixties, 

whith tay cade degen to Lay ou emumal vines, tnt thad the atom vitelp protnsed 48 

fell during the preceding decode, shen the covered wagons were still passing 

over my road into the Great Northwest. iadesd It may have been the wash and 

woar of the omigrant traffic which vared this roadbank, and thus enabled thie 

partioular acorn to spread ite first leaves t© the gun. Only one acorn in a 

thousend ever grew large enough to Might rabbite; the rest were drowned at 

birth in the prairie sea. 

It 49 « warming thought that this one wagn't, end thus lived to garner 

eighty yeare of June mum. It is this sunlight, garnered those-eietty oomess, j 

that is now being released, through the intervention of my axe and saw, to 

warm my ghaok and wy spirit through eighty gusts of blizzard. Ani with each 

gust « wisp of suolke from my chimey beara witness, to whomsoover it may 

concern, that the min did not chine in vaine 

May | 
My dog does not care where heat comes from, but he cares ardently that | 

4t come, ond goone Indeed he considers my ability to male it come as something : 

mugleal,for when I rise tn the cold black pre-dam and Imeel shivering by the | 

hearth making a fire, he pushes himelf blandly between me and the kindling 

splits 1 have lata on the aehon, and I must touch a match to then Wy poking 48 hati 

between hia legs. Suh Os iyo Non apg nop tiagthge ay Romans moves mountains, a ; 
SMF Ww 

It was a bolt of lightning that pat an end to woodmaking by thie particular 

oake We were all awalened, one ufight in July, by the thunderous @Pashy we 

realized that the bolt inst have hit heaiyy,lut since 1t had not hit nus, ve 

| all went back to sleep. Man brings all things to the test of himself, and this 

is notably tme of lightning. 

. 
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It took only a dozen rulle of the saw to traunect the few yeara of our 

ownership, daring which we hed learned to love ani cherish this fam. Abruptly 

we began to cut the years of our predecessor the bootlegeer, who hated this | 
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into the lap of the Gount{y (with delinquent taxes to boot), ami then disappeared ie 
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our own, An oak ie no reapecter of persons. 
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marshlamis mast have clouded the sun in those years, and alvhabetical conserves 

tion wae abrood in the land, bat the sawinst shows no change. 

Rest! cries the chief saxyer, avi we pause for breath. 

* 0 * 

Now our saw Mites into the 1920's, the Dabbitian decade when everything Bee 

sella aatie Wit tervece tn menaueen sh eaten we ill Vaiss shan eet ae 
: crumpled, If the onk heard them fall, {te wood give no signe or aid it : 

_ heed the legiclature’s several protestations of love for trees! a Hattonal o 

‘ forest and « foreat crop law in 1927, a great refuge on the Upper Miegiest pot of 

bottonlands tn 1924, and « new forest policy in 1921, Neither did 1t notice the ‘va 

dewine of the state's last marten in 1925, nor the arrival of ites first starling i 

in 1923. ‘ 

In Mareiy/1922, the “Big Sleet® tore the neighboring elas lish from Limb, : 

but there ia no sign of damage te our tree, What ie a ton of ice, more or lesa, 

to a ond oak? ty 
Reat! cries the chief sawyer, and we muse for breathe ona 

* * ” ; 

a a 
How the saw bites into 1910-1920, the decade of the Jratnage Broom, when = {C- 

steam shovels gutked dry the murshes of central Wisconsin to mike farus, and s4 

made agh-heaps imtead, OP mrsh escaped, not becmse of any cantion or for~ ' 

bearance among engineers, bat because the river fleods 1t each April, and did so 

with a venguaase + pishagea Gefemstve vengeante = tn the yours 1813416. ‘the cok : 
Laid on wood just the same, oven in 1925 when the Supreme Court abolished the é 

state forents, ani Governor Phillip pontificated that ‘state forestry fa not a 

good Wsiness proposition.” (It did not oamr to the Governor that there might 

be more than one definition of what is good, and even of what ie tusiness. It ‘ 

aia not oemur to him that while the courts wore writing one definition of goodness 

+3) on lawwooles, fires wore writing quite another one on the face of the land, Par i 

ae ey Wea i ee
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haps, to be « governor, one mat be free from doubt on such matters.) 

While forestry receded curing this deca‘e, gase conservation advanced, In 

1916 pheasants became mecessfully established in Youkkewha Gounty; im 1915 a 

federal Law prohibited apring shooting; in 1913 4 state game farm was started; 

in 1912 a “yack law’ orotected female deer; im 1911 an epidemic of refuges 

spread over the state. “Refuge* became o holy word, but the oak took no heed. 

Rest! cries the chief sawyer, ani we pause for breath. 

* * a 

How wea out 1910, when « ereat university presiient mbiiched a book on 

conservation, a areat savfly epidemte killed millions of tamaracka, a creat 

drouth burned the piueries, ond a great dredge drained Horicon March. a 

fd oud 2900, ve Sant weve Stvet planted in the Gren teleee, ond Veen 

a wot summer induced the Legislature to cat the forest fire aporopriations. f 

Ye out 1905, a dry year when the forests burned fiercely, and Wisconsin 

parted with ite last cougar. 

We mt 1907, when a a. locking tn the wrong (rection for the 

prowtaed land, ended hia career sur Dane Countye 

Ye out 1906, when the first state forester took office, and Tres bumed : 

17,000 aeres fin thesa sand counties: we cut 1905 when o gvent flight of goshowks : 

ame out of the North and ate up the local grouse (they no doubt perched in thie ) 

tree to eat some of mine). %e cut wee, a winter of bitter cold; 1901, which 

brought the most intense drouth of record (rainfall only 17 inenes); 1900, a : 

centenuisl year of hope, of srayer, wi the usuel aumus] ring of geet oak. Y 

i Reat? ories the chief savyer, and we pause for breath. 

* * * 

Now our saw bites into the 1890's, called gay by thowe whose eyes turn : 

eityward rather than lantward. We out 1899, when the last passenger piceon 

collided with a charge of shot near Baboock, te counties to the north; we ;
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cut 1898 when o dry fall, followel by a snowlese winter, froze the soil seven 

fect deep and killed the apple trees; 1697, another drouth year, vhen another 

forestry commisaion came into being; 1896, when 25,000 ‘prairie chickens" were 

shipred to mrket from the village of Bpooner alone; 1895, another year of 

fires; 189%, another drouth year, and 1893, the year of "the Bluebird Storm”, 

shen a March bligzard reduced the migrating bluebirds to near-zero. (‘the 

firat dluebirds always alight in this oak, but in the middie nineties 1t must 

have gone without.) Ye out 1892, another year of fires; 1891, a low in the 

grouse eydle, and 1690, the yoar of the Babeock Milk Tester, which enabled 7 

Governor Meil to boast, half a century later, that Wisconsin ts Amorioa's 

Dairy Land The moter licengis: which now psarate that boast were then not 

foreseen, even by Professor Babcock. 

It was lilcowise in 1890 that the largest pine rafte in history slipped : 

down the Tiaconsin River in full view of my oak, to build an empire of red 

barns for the cowa of the prairie states. Thus it is that good pine now : 

stands between the cow and the blizzard, just as good oak atande between the 

Diizeard ani me. 

Reat! eries the chief sawyer, and we muse for breath. i 

* * * 

Now our saw bites into the 1690's; into 1889, a drouth year in which Aybor 

; Day was first proclaimed; into 1887, when Wisconsin appointed ita first game 

wardens; into 1686, when the College of Agriculture held ite first short course 

for farmers; into 1885, vreceded by « winter “of unprecedented length ani 

severity"; inte 1663, when Dean ¥. H. Henry reported that the spring flowers at 

Madison bloomed 13 days later than average; into 1862, the year when Lake Mendota 

opened aemonth late following the historic "Big Suow" and bitter cold of uae 

Tt was Uikevice in 1881 that the ‘seonsin Agricultural Society debated the 

A question "how do you account for the second crowth of black oak timber that hag 

sprung wp all over the country in the last thirty years?” My oak was one of sae
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these, ,e debater claimed spontoneous generation, another claimd regurgitation 

of acorns by southbound pigeons. 

Reat! cries the chief sawyer, and we pause for breath. 

* * * 

Mow our saw bites the 1670's, the decals of Wisconsin's Carousel in wheat. 

Monday morning came in 1979, when chinch bugs, grubs, rust, ant aofl-exhaustion 

finally convinced Wisconsin farmers that they could not compete with the virgin 

prairies further west in the game of vheating land to ‘eathe I mepect that this 

form played ite share in this game, and that the sandblow just north of ay oak 

hat ite origin in over-wheating. 4% 

Thin same year of 1879 saw the first planting of carp in er cl 

alse the first arrival of quack-grase as a stowaway from Burope. On Ootaber Bfs- 

1879, six migrating prairie chickens wrehed on the rooftree of the eT 

Methodist Church in Matieon, and took a look at the growing city. On Novenber Hj, 

the markets at Madison were reyorted Ge glutted with duoke at 10 cents each. 

In 1878 a deer hunter from Sauk: Rapids, remarked prophetically, "the hunters 

‘ wun fe cnteenhev the deext. " 

On Hepteubor Hy 1877, two brothers, shooting ituskego Iake, bagred 210 blue 

winged teal in one day. ; 

In 1876 came the wettest year of resort; the rainfall piled up 50 inches. 

Prairie chickens declined, perhaps due to hard raina. 

In 1875 four hunters killed 153 prairie chickens at York Prairie, one \ 

county to the eastward. In the sane year the of Pish Commission planted Atlantic ; 

salmon in Devil's Take, 10 miles south of my oalke 

Tn 1874 the ftrat hiiincilicRORG? waned’ seins ‘the Wigheeli tweet ereana::3 Nines 4 

no such artifacts are buried in the oak now under saw$ 

In 1673 one Chicago fire received and marketed 25,000 prairie chickens. / 

a. The Chieago trade collectively bought 600,000 at $3.25 per dosene 

‘ Li
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In 1872 the Inst wild Wisconsin turkey was killed, two counties to the 

gouthvest. 

It 4@ appropriate that the decade ending the pioneer aarousal in sheat 

; should Likewise have ented the ploneer carousal in pigeon blood, One hundred and 

thirty six milifon pigeons are eatimated to have nested, in 1571, within a fifty- 

mile triangle spreading northwestward from my oak, and some may have neated in ite 

for it was then « thrifty sapling twenty fect tall. Pigeon hunters by scores 

plied their trade with net and gun, club ant galt-lick, ani trainloada of pre- 

spective pigeon ple move? contieass and eastward toward the cities. It was the 

last big nesting in Wisconsin, and nearly the last in any state. , 

This same yoar 187L brought other evidence of the march of empires the Toe 

Peshtigo Fire, which cleared a couple of counties of trees amd soll, anit the : 

Chicago Fire, said to have started from the protesting kick of a cowe 

In 1870 the meadow mice had already staged their march of empire; they ate ie 

up the young orchards of the voung state, avd then died. ‘they did not eat my : 

gak, whoge bark was already too touch and thick for micas ‘ 

It was Likewise in 1870.0 market qunner vonstody in the Awrtow Sportanan, 

of killing 6,000 ducks tm one seagon near Chicago. : 

Reatl erties the chief sawyer, and ve pouee for breathe ie 

* * a7 4 

Our sav now cute the 1460's, when thousands died te settle the question: is the | 

man-man counmuni ty lightly to be ¢4iauembered? Thay settled 1t, but they 44d not 

gee, nor do we yet see, that the same question apolies to the man-land community. 

Thi decade was not without its eropings toward the larger issue. In 1667 : 

Increase A. Lapham induced the State ‘ortioltural Soctety te offer prises for , 

: forest vlentations. In 1966 the last native Msconsin elk was killed. t2-2665, 
The gamer sevens IES) de oe at od ea ool, dar Hot Year Cy 

‘ rm Mair offered to buy from Es 

‘), his brother, who then owned the home farm thirty miles east of my oak, a sanc~ a 

_——_- aay for the wiIdflowrs that had eladtened his youth. Hie brother declined to oye ; Q 

ies >) ea
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art with the lend, but he could not suppress the idea; 1865 still stands in 

Wisconsin history as the birth-year of merey for things natural, wild, and free. 

% heave wee cut the core. Our set ms, reverses ite orientation in history; 

we ent backward scrose the years, dnd outward toward the for side of the stump. 

At ast there fs « tremor in the great trunk; the saw-kerf middemly widenos the 

saw is quickly milled as the savyers spring backward to asfety; all bands ory 

TMebert; my oak leena, groans, and crashes with earth-shaling thunder, to Ife : 

prostrate neronss the emigrant road which gave it births 

* » © : 

Now comme the job of ming wot. ‘The mul rings on stee} wedges as the x 

geotionsa of trunk are upended one by one, only to fall apart in fragrant slabs 

to ve corded by the roadside. 

Yhere ia an allegory for historians in the diverse functions of sav, wedge, 

and axe. 

The sav works only acros# the years, which 1¢ must deal with one by ont, 

in sequence. From each year the rakerfteoth mall little chips of fact, which | 

‘ atoumlate in little piles, called sawdust by woodamen ond arehives by histor- 

fana; both judge thg character of what lies within by the character of the 

samples thus made visible without. It is not until the transect is completed 

that the tres falls, and the stuw ylelds a collective view of a century. By 

- Ate fall the tree attests the unity of the hodge-podge called history. 

fhe wedge, on the other hant, works only in radial aplite; moh a split 

yields « anliective view of aivthe years at once, or no view at all, depend- : 

ing on the aikcfll with whieh the plame of the uplit is choste (If in doubt, 

‘let the section season for a year until o orack develops. Many a hastilyf 

artvertoedine Liew roasting in the woods, imbedded in uasplittable Cyoas-;ratn.) 

" : h i
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The axo functions only at an angle Magonal to the years, ant this only ' ‘ 

for the peripheral rings of the recent past. Tts aneeial function is te lop 

linbe, for which both saw and weilge are useless. \ 

The three tools are requisite to good oak, anil to good history. 

ae * me 

Meee things T sonter as Soe Atle singe aul the goed oak Musue to vod 4 

V 7 

coale on white aches. Those ashes, come spring Jt <2" yeturn to the orchard Ate 

at the foot of the sandhill. ‘They will come bask te me again, perhaps as red ve 

aprles, or perhaps an a spirit of enterprise in some fat October squirrel, who, : 

for yeasons uniaewm to himself, is bent on planting acorna, 4 

E tha 

‘ ey 
s Oe 

fee 

a see 3 P Vict’ Sioa cue as 

‘t eng fe: gi i ‘ ‘ ae 4 iu Ph g 3th hi tead ‘ 
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ne amitow does not mie a mumer, tut one skein of goose, Cleoving the 
~" gate of @ Merch thaw, de the apring. : 

A @Gawiinel, whistling apring to = thaw but later findlag hinsel? mistaken, we 

oan retrieve hie error by resuming hie winter silenee. A chipmuan:, omexging f 

for suntath tut finding a Wigarnt, has only to go tack: to ded. Bat a 

uigrating goons, staking two hundred miles of black night on the dhande of finding gi 

a hole in the lnke, has no enay hance for retrest. Mis arrival eueries the con- 

vietion of a prehet who has turned hie bridges. 

A Yanch moming ip only ag dim> aa he who walle 4a it without a glanae “ 

akyward, ear gogied for gases, I once new an eduented Ingy, banded Wy Pht io 

Dota Kagon, who told mo that she had never heant or seam the goose that twice a 4 hae 

year prodlais the revolving se.gone to her well-ineulated roof, To edmestion i 

. poselbly a process of trading awareness for things of lesser worth? the goose ‘ty 

; who trades hie ie soon a pile of feathers. ah 

_ Tho geese that prolate the seasons to our fam are aware Of many things, VAG 

ineluding the Waconsin statutes. toe seniionns Roeser {den smite even 0 st 
i high and haughty, with seoreely 2 honk ef recognition for their favorite aand- in 

dare and sloughe. "As a exow flica” is axsiod compared with thelr undevinting ; 

ain at the nearest big lake teanty miles to the southXyhere they loaf Wy day (BY 

on broad waters) and f42eh com by night fron the frechly-cut stublles. Novenbor & 

geene are ame thet every marsh and pond beletles from daw ti) dark with i 

hopeful guna, is 
Wandh goon are a different story. Although thay have bes shot at most a 

of the winter, as attested by their busiwhot-battered pinfons, they imow that bas 
the spring tres te now in effeot. ‘Thay wind the oxbows of the river, eutting pO 

| J). CEN Nia dee pt OSE a 
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Low over the now gunlons pointe and falunds, and gibbling to osch song bar a6 / 
to a long-lost friend. ‘they wenve low over the marshes ond meadows, greeting 

cagh newiyfioolted muddle and pool. Pinally, after a fev profform ehrelings 
of our mirsh, they set wing and glide tlently to the pond, bloc: Landing~gonry Se 

- Lowered aad sumpe white ageinet the far hill. One touching mater, our newly~ 

- gertwed gnests set up a honicing ond eplaghing that ghakew the Lest thought of | 

winter oat of the brittle enttsile, Our goose axe home again! 

T% Ao nt thie moment of each yaar that I wish I were a msieat, eye-desp if 

in the moreh. 

Ondo the fiset geese are in, thay honk a Glemorous invitation to exch 
On anes etree i, 

nigesting flock, and in few dye the smh fe full of them , ie the 

amplitude of our apring by two yunioticice: on tana of sheen pantie ant, | He 

i the munber of geose that stop. our reoont ts Oke geese orunted Sn on,/ivetl Aap i: 

; Ag in foXl, our apring geone wilse daily tripe to com, tut these are ne ‘ 

curroptitious snenkinge-out by aight; the flooise nove noteily to and fron ear af 
Ce 

atubbles through the day. Sach departure 1s preceded by loud gustatory detabe, Ny 

and each return by an even louder one. She returning flocks, once thoroughly i 

at hone, ontt their proffoma cirelings of the mrsh/, Toy tule out of the t 

a sky Like mgle leaves, side-slipping right and left to lose altitude, fect Me 

spraddled toward the shouts of wetescs Sstow, 1 sumpose the enming gabble | 

deal with the werite of the day's dinner. Thay are now eating the wete 

com which the snowfSaniot has protested over winter from comresdcing @rowe, 
eottontalls, moxdow mies, and pheasants. ts 

16 49 a conapiquous foot that the com studbles goleoted by goon for fending = 
are usually those ceoupying forner prairies. No man knows whether this Dias for uf 

ai i P 00 . 
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periods of silence whan one hears only the winnowing of anipe, the hoot of a 
Gietant owl, or the nngnl clugictng of some amorous eoot. hen, of « sudden, 

| & Strident hen resounts, and in an instont pandemonium echoss. ‘There is a 

Yeating of pinions on wmter, o sushing of dark prows propelled by dmrning 

paddles, anda geneml shouting by the onlookers of n vohensnt econtioversy, ' 
Finally some deep honker has his last word, and the noise subsides to that half} 

auditle amll~tallt which seldom cenges among geese. Onde again, I would I were 

& malyat! 

By the tine the ypasquer are in full bleon our goose-convention dwindles, 

and before May our marsh io ones again o mere emeay wetness, enlivened only 

ty redwings and mile. 
* * * 

(Te Ae an Avony Of MMatony that the enest powons should hue @scovared the anh 
Wnity of nations 4- Gate in 1983. the goons of the world have had tat notion 
for a Lenger time, and each March they otal their Lives on tte essential truth. . 

| In the beginning ther ws only the witty af the Leo Ghost. then falloweh 
the unity of the Varch thaw, and the northwarl heginm of the intemational 
geese. very March einee the Pleistocene the geese heve hontad unity from " 

Chime Sen to Siberian Steppe, fron Muhentes to Volga, fron Wile to Marmnsit, i 
from Ldneclnehive to Spitsbergen. awouy Marh singe the “Lelotoeans, the 
geene have honleed unity fron Currituck to Lobmdor, vntamakeet to Ungem, ~- 
Reeeiiinnn ait to Redtenn ‘iy, vemy item bo MAA nanty Poebenitin te 
Vaaicenaie, Snormento to Yukon. Sounone-et—Iairo mat have heant-tretehontetwms. — lL 

By thie intexnations comerae of goose, the wate corn of Midnoia te 

‘tarried through the elouds to the Arctic tundme, there to eonbine with the 
wante munlight of a mightless June to grow qoslings for all the lands betwoon, wy 
And im this ommnl baxter of food for Light, and winter wrath for mumner wy 

| Ralktadlay the whole continent receiven/ as net profit, a wikd yoon droped rent 

oh Aika Pe a eee : Se aS aie be ee Ad |
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Come High Water 

Aido—-heoyalé-- 

The same logic which causes big rivers always to flow past big 

cities causes cheap farms sometimes to be marooned by spring floods. 

\ Ours is a cheap farm, and sometimes when we visit it in April, we 

get marooned, 

Not intentionally, of course, but one can, to a degree, guess from 3 

weather reports when the snows up north will melt, and one can esti- 

mate how many days it takes for the flood to run the gauntlet of up~ 1 Pe 
river cities, ‘Thus, come Sunday evening, one mst go back ou” 

but one can't. How sweetly the spreading waters mummr condolence 

for the wreckage they have inflicted on Monday morning dates! How 

deep and chesty the honlcings of the geese as they cruise over corn- 

field after comncten tn proces of becoming a lakef, Every hundred 
yards some new goose flails the air as he struggles to lead the eche- 

lon in its morning survey of this new and watery world. 

The enthusiasm of geese for high alee is a subtle thing, and might 

be overlooked by those unfamiliar with goose-gossip, but the enthu- 

siasm of carp is obvious and unmistakable, Wo sooner has the rising 
flood wetted the grass roots than here they come, rooting and wallow= | 

ing with the prodigious zest of pigs turned out to pasture, flash- ; 

ing red tails and yellow bellies, cruising the wagon tracks and cow- 

i paths, and shaking the reeds and bushes in their haste to explore 

LS 

4 
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what, to them, is an expanding universe. 

Unlike the geese and the carn, the Levenetitat birds and mammals 

accept high water with philosophical detachment, A cardinal atop 

a river birch whistles loudly his claim to a territory which, but 

for the trees, can not be seen to exist. A ruffed grouse drums from 

the flooded woods; he must be perched on the high end of his high- 

est drumming log. Meadow-mice paddle ridgeward with the calm assur= 

ance of miniature miskrats. From the orchard bounds a deer, evicted 

from his usual daytime bed in the willow thickets, Everywhere are 

rabbits, calmly accepting quarters on wy hill which serves, in Noah's & | 

absence, for an Ark, 

fhe spring flood brings ug more than high adventure; it brings like- P 

‘ wise an unpredictable miscellany of floatable objects pilfered from \ 

wifriver farms, An old board stranded on our meadow has, to us, 

twiee the value of the same piece new from the lumberyard. Hach old 

board has its own individual history, always unicnown, but always to | 

some degree guessable from the kind of wood, its dimensions, its ¥ 

nails, screws or paint, its finish or the lack of it, its wear or | 

decay, One can even guess, from the abrasion of its edges and ends 

: on sandbars, how many floods have carried it in years past, 

Our lumber pile, recruited entirely from the river, is thus not only 

& collection of personalities, but an anthology of humen strivings ! 

: in upbrtver farms and forests. The autobiography of an old board ae 

4 is a kind of literature not yet taught on campuses, but any rivers mm |



: Be it 

bank fara is a library where he who hammers or saws may read at will. 

Come high water, there is always an accession of new books. 

| anne 

There are degrees and kinds of solitude, An island in a lake has 

| one kind, wut lakes have boats, and there is always the chance that 

one might land to pay you a visit, A peak in the clouds has another 

kind, but most peaks have trails, and trails have tourists. I know | 

of no solitude so secure as one guarded by a spring flood; nor do | 

the geese, who have seen more kinis and degrees of aloneness than 

I have, 

we bar : | 

So # sit on mp hill beside a new-blown pasque, and watch the geese | 

‘ go by. I 900 ay Toad divping gently into the waters, ant I conciudey ia 

(with inner glee wut exterior detachment) that the question of traf- | 

fic, in or out, 1s for this day atjMeasty debatable only anong carpe | 

| | 
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DRABA 

; Aldo_Leopold. 

Dertag thie the longest-«inter, of this the biggest-wary ti tite YL 
the -nomth-of_the-big- tay-H4-10 seluteny to-thiak nsom-Dewte, (ie amelost 
Dabber a ae e ere ra | : 

flover that Wovsy) Within a few weeke now Leute Werenibteautacclt nn citomid 

will sprinkle every sandy place with small blooms. 

if He who hopes for spring with upturned eye never secs so small a thing 

as Draba. He who despairs of spring with downcast eye steps on it, 

unknowing. He who searches for spring with his kmees in the md 

finds it, in abundance. 

Draba asks, and gets, but scant allowance of warmth and comfort; 

| it subsists on the leavings of unwanted time and space. Jotany books 

give it two or three lines, but never a plate or portrait. Sand too 

f poor and sun too weak for bigger better blooms are good enough for 

i Draba. After all 1t 1s no spring flower, but only a postacrint to a 

hope. 

' Draba plucks no heartatrings. Its perfume, 4f there is any, is 

lost in the gusty winds. Its color is plain white. TIts leaves wear a 

| sensible woolly coat. Nothing eats it; it is too emll. Wo poets 

sing of it. Sone dotanist once gave it a Latin name, and then forgot it. 

ve Altogether it is of no importance,-~just a small creature that does a 

? ganll Jod quickly and wall. 

f 

n |
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; When school children vote on a state bird, flower, or tree, Py ome Bet or A 

' making a decision; they are merely ratifying history. nme, nistory, tatane, | & 

| ime Maas tur ock seomiiske the chamicteristie tres of southem Wisconsin in, 4 Boll seca sel ane Toa ie eas teh i 008 a 
; toy Bar ock 18 the - 

only tree that can stand up to a prairie fire and live. a 

: ' Have you ever wondered why a thick crust of corky bark covers the whole a 

|. te, even to the smallest twigs? This cork 1s arwor. Bur oake were the shook 3 

: troops sent by the invading forest to storm the prairie; fire is what they had _ 

to fight. ach April, before the now grasses had covered the prairie with . - 
6 unburnable einai fires ran at will over the land, sparing only such old a 

” oaks as had grown waite too thick to scorch. Most of these groves of scattered “— 

. veterans, known to the ploneers as "oak openings", consisted of bur oaks. . s 

* Mnginsers did not discover insulation; they cepled it from these old : - 

. soldiers of the »rairie war. Botanists can read the story of that wir for =: 

- twenty thoussnd yeare. The record consists partly of pollen grains embedded a 

in peats, partly of relic plants interned in the rear of the battle, and there im 4 

: forgotten. The record shows that the forest front at times retreated almost to oe 

Iake Superior; at times 1t advenced far to the south. At one period it advanced a 

so far southward that spruce end other “rear guard" species grew te and beyond 2 

the southern border of Wisconsin; spruce pollen appears at a certain level in 7 

all peat bogs of the region. But the average battle-Line between prairie and ee 

_ forest was about where it is now, and the net outcome of the battle was a draw. 4 
One reason for this was that there were allies which non their support = 

fipst to one side, then to the other. “hus rabbite and mice sowed down the i a 
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year. duno beetles undermined the prairie sod in their grub stego, but defoliated a a) 

: the osks in theiy adult stege. But for this geaing and hawing of allies, and a 

: henge of the victory, we should not have today that rieh mosaic of prairie and ‘ ys 

% ay 
m forest soils which looks so decorative on a map. 1 ie 

‘ Jonathan Garver has left us a vivid word-picture of the prairie border in ee 
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ye SKY DANCE i 

I owned my farm for two years before learning thet the sky dence is to be 7 

seen fa ay woods openy evening in April and May. ace discovered it, my : 

| family and 1g icnane to misa even a single performance. te . 

The an begins on the first warn evening in April at exactly 6:50 p.m The x 

i curtain goes up one minute later oxch day until June 1, when the time is 7150. 

Take aitding somie is diatates by vanity, the jobdcitir dananting 0 romantic 
light intensity of exactly 0.05 foot-candles. Do not be late, and sit qistly, : é 

Rea Pay a tet-tha-aetiet fly away in a huff. @ 

The stage props, like the opening hour, reflect the temperiental demands of : ‘ 

; the performer. ‘the stage mst be an open anpithsatre in woods or brush, and in 3 
\ its center there met be a mossy spot, a streak of sterile sand, a bare outerop 4 

of rock, or a bare roadway. ‘hy the male woodcock should be such a stickler for ic 4 

i a bare dance-floor puzzled me st first, but i now thdni isis mattor of legs. see - 

_ The woodeock's legs are short, and bie struttings cannot be executed to advantage 2 
‘4 in dense grasa or weeds, nor could his lody see them there. I have more woodcocks a 

| . than most farmers because I have more mossy send, too poor to support grass. a 

‘ Knowing the place and the hour, you seat yourself under a bush to the east G 

| : of the denee-floor and wait, watching against the sunset for the woodcook's arrival. 3 
| He flies in low from some n@ighboring thicket, elichts on the bare moss, and at 3 

| once begins the overture: a series of queer throaty psents spsced about two : 

seconds spart, and sounding mich like the aummer call of the nighthawk. 2 

Suddenly the peenting ceases and the bird an in « series of " 

wide spirals, omitting a musical twitter. Up and up he goes, the spirels steeper ; 

and smaller, the twittering louder and louder, until the performer is only a speck - 

r in the sky. ‘Then, without warning, he tumbles like a crippled plane, giving $ 

- : 3 aa oe Pe Fi eae ata ‘ie yee
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“ : 
“ : 

{ voice in a soft liquid warble which a March bluebird might envy. At a few feet 

from the ground he levels off and returns to his peenting ground, usually to the , 

exact spot where the performance began, and there resumes his peenting. 

It is s00n too dark to see the bird on the ground, but you can see his ‘ 

. flights ageinet the sky for an hour, which is the usual duration of the show, ; 

roxeerté Qn moonlight nights, San? may continue, at intervals, as long as the . 

+ mon-@een, Urtinuc tks <hine. e ! 

| At daybreak the whole show is repeated. In early April the final curtain . 

falls at 5:15 a.m.; the time advances two minutes a day until dune, when the 7 

performance closes for the year at 3:15. Why the disparity in sliding seale? : 

Alas, I fear that even romance tires, for it takes only a fifth as mach light ts eo 

to stop the siqy dance at dawn as suttiong to start it at sunset. < gu 4 

4 w * * ra 

, It is fortunate, perhaps, that no matter how intently one studies the a 

. hundred little dramas of the woods and meadows, one can never learn all of the | x 

salient fadts about any one of them. ‘hat I do not yet mow about the sky dance ‘ re 

“4 is: where is the lady, and just what part, if any, does she play? I often see ‘e 

two woodeocks on a peenting ground, and the wo sometimes fly together, but they ce 

never peent together. Is the second bird the hen, or a rival male? 4 

é Another unknown: is the twitter vocal, or is it mechanical? My friend , . 

a Bill Feeney, once clapped a net over a peenting bird and removed his outer : ; 

primary wing feathera; thereafter tho bird peented and warbled, but twittered a 

4 no more. But one such experiment is hardly conclusive. : : 

f Another unknown: up to what stage of nesting does the male continue the 2 

sky dance? My daughter once saw a bird pesnting within twenty yards of a nest ; ¥ 

containing hatched eggshells, but was this his lady's nest? Or is this secretive “ 

fellow possibly Dbigamous without our ever having found it out? These, end many ae 
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. other questions, remain mysteries of the deepening dusk. ‘a 
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The drama of the sky dence is enacted nightly on hundred’of farns, the BS gt 
a Se 

owmers of which sigh for entertainment, but harbor the illusion that it is to a 

be sought in theatres. ‘They live on the land, but not by the land. ae 
ow BoD 3) te 

, : The woodcock is,living refutation of the theory that the utility of, game ; ew 

¢ birdy is to serve =s a target, or to pose gracefully on a slice of — Ho ie; Br 
ie ee aS ¢ "Oe 

| _ one would rather hunt woodcock in October than I, tut since senmning the sky eu e 

ie dance, I find myself onlling one or two birde enough. I mst be sure that, pie 

come April, there be no dearth of dancers in the sunset sky. “Ss 
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When dandoclions have set the mark of May on Wisconsin pestures, it is time 4 

to listen for the final proof of spring. Sit down on « tussock, cock your ears Ne 

at the sky, dial ont the bedlnm of mesdowlsrics and redwings, and soon you may “ 

hear it: the flight-song of the upland plover, just now buck from the Argentine, é 

-) If your eyes are strong, you may search the sky and see him, wings aquiver, 2 

circling among the woolly clouds. If your ayes are weak, don't try 46; just 3 

watch the fence posts. Soon a flash of silver will tell you on which post the = 

plover has alighted and folded hie long wings. “noever invented the word "grace" i “4 

must have dss scen the wing-folding of the plover. 3 , 

There he sits; his whole being says it's your next move to absent yourself 4 

from his domain. The county records may allege that you own this pasture, mt a 

. the plover airily rules out auch trivial legalities, He hea just flown 4,000 ; a 

‘ miles to reassert the title he got from the Indians, and until the young plovers 5 e 

are a-wing, this pasture i¢ his, and none may trespass without his protest. se 

r Somewhere nearby the hen plover is brooding the four large pointed ages, a 

which will shortly hatch four oroeocte chicks. Yrom the moment their down 4s tL 

dry, they sesamper through the grass like mice on stilts, quite able to elude a 

your cluxsy efforts to entch i a thirty days the chicks are full-grown; no Th . 

other fowl develops with equal speed. By sugust they have graduated from flying a 

: school, and on cool August nights you can hear their whistled signals as they set : 5 

wing for the pampas, to prove again the age-old unity of the ‘mericas. Hemis- ; 

phere solidarity is now among statesmen, but not mong the feathered navies of na 

; The upland plover fits easily into the agricultural countryside. He follows a: 

the black-and-white tuffalo which now pasture his prairies, and finds then aa : 

é fa ,
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a acceptable substitute for brown ones. He nests in hayfields as woll as pastures, a 

he 

wt unlike the Clumsy pheasant, does not get caught in hay nowersy, Well before Pf - 

ge 
the hay is ready to cut, the young plovers ara a-wing and away. In farm country, ae. 

the plover has only two real enemies: the gully ond the drainage ditch. Perhaps a 

we shall one day one these are our enemies, too, r je 

There was a timey in the early 1900's, when Wisconsin farms nearly lost * : 

# their immemorial timepiece} when May pastures greened in silence, and August ~ O- = : 

nights brought no vhistled reminder of impending fall. Universal gunpowder, oe 

plus the lure of plover-on-toast for post-Victorian banouets, had taken too ; - 

@reat a toll. ‘The belated protection of the federal migratory bird laws cane Bas 
oars 
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GREAT POSSESSIONS 

* Aldo—hesneld 

One hundred and twenty acres, according to the County Cleric, is 

the extent of my worldly domin. But the County Clerk is a sleepy 

fellow, who never looks at his record books before nine olelock, What 

they would show at daybreak is the question here at issue. 

Books or no books, it is a fact, patent both to my dog and myself, 

that at daybreak I am the sole owner of all the acres I can walk over, 

: It is not only boundaries that disappear, but also tne thought of being 

bounded. Expanses unkmown to deed or map are kmown to every dawn, and | 

if solitude, supposed no longer to exist in my county, extends on every 

hand as far as the dew can reach. How-fer—that—te;-fve-never-beon 

* able ~te—Learar —e 

Like other great landowners, I have tenants. They are negligent 

: about rents, but very punetilious about tenures. Indeed at every | 

daybreak from April to July they proclaim their boundarics to each | 

f’ other, and go acknowledge, at least by inference, their fiefdom to me, | 

This daily ceremony, contrary to what you might suppose, begins 

with the utmost decorum. Who originally laid down its protocols I 

do not Imow. At 3130 a.m., with such dignity as I can mster of a | 

; duly morning, I step from my cabin door, bearing in either hand my 

emblems of sovereignty, a coffee pot and notebook, I seat myself on a 

bench, facing the white wake of the morning star. I set the pot beside | 

mes I extract a cup from my shirtfront, hoping none will notice its | 

( informal mode of transport. 1 get out my watch, pour coffee, and lay 

t notebook on knee. This is the cue for the proclamations to begin. 

a 

i ae TO de) j
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A® 3:35 the nearest field sparrow avows, in a clear tenor chant, | 

that he holds the jackpine copse north to the riverbank, and south to 

the old wagon track. One by one all the other field sparrows within | 

earshot recite theiy respective holdings. There are no disputes, at | 

least at this hour, so I just listen, heping inwardly that their womenfolic 

acquiesee in this happy accord over the status quo ante. 

, Before the field sparrows have quite gone the rounds, the robin in | 

the big elm warbles loudly his ¢lein to the crotch where the icestorm | 

tore off a linb, and all appurtenances pertaining thereto (meaning, in | 

hig case, all the angleworms in the not-very-spacious subjacent lawn). 

The robin's insistent ¢aroling awakens the oriole, who now tells the 

world feapaiaarand AA of orioles} that the pendant branch’ of the elm ~ | c | 

» belongs to him, together with all fibre-benring mi leweed stalks nearby, a 

all loose strings in the garden, and the exclusive right to flash like 

4‘ a burat of fire from one of we a another, ‘ 

My watch says 3:50. The Indigo bunting on the hill asserts title ek 

y to the dead oak limb left by the 1936 drought, and to divers nearby bugs ¢° 

and bushes. He does not claim, tut I think he implies, the right to 

out-blue all bluebirds, and all the spiderworts that have turned their 

faces to the dawn, | 

Next the wren -- the one who discovered the kmothole in the eave of 

' the cabin -- explodes into song. Half a dosen other wrens give voice, and | 

now all is bedlam. Grosbeaks, thrashers, yellow warblers, bluebirds, | 

i vireos, towhees, cardinals ~- all are at it. My solemn list of performers, 

in their order and time of first song, hesitates, wavers, ceases, for 

5



4 

; 

my ear can no longer filter out priorities. Besides the pot is empty, 

and the sun is about to rise, I met inspect my domain before my title 

runs out, een 

We sally forth, the dog ana I, at random. He has paid scant respect 

to all these vocal goings-on, for to him the evidence of tenantry is not 

: gong, mut ascent. Any illiterate bundle of feathers, he says, can make a olf, 

noise in a tree. Wow he is going to translate for me the olfactory he, 

poems that who~knows-what silent creatures have written in the summer " y 

night. At the end of each poem sits the author ~~ if we can find hin. 

What we actually find is beyond predicting: a rabbit, suddenly yearning 

to be elsewhere; a woodcoek, fluttering his disclaimer; a cock pheasant, 

indignant over wetting his feathers in the grass. 

i Once in a while we turn up a coon or mink, returning lete from the 

night's foray. Sometines we rout a heron from his unfinished fishing, or 

surprise a mother wood duck with her convoy of ducklings, headed full-stean 

; for the ghelter of the pickerelweeds. Sometimes we see deer sauntering 

baci to thei thickets, replete with alfalfa blooms, veronica, and wild Uf 

lettuge. \MoR@ often we see only the interweaving darkened lines that 

lasy hoofs have traced on the silken fabric of the dew. 

I can feel the sun now, ‘the bird-chorus has run out of breath. the 

far clanic of cowbells beapeaks a herd ambling to pasture. A tractor 

roars warning that my neighbor is astir. The world has shrunk to those 

mean dimensions mown to county clerke. We turn toward home, and 

breakfast. 
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During every week from April to September there are, ten wild olants, (on the) i 

averare,) coming into first bloom, In June as many as a dozen snecies may burst i | 

their buds on a single day, No min can heed all of these anniversaries; no man | 

@an ignore all of them, He who steps unseeing on May dandelions may be hauled 

up short by August ragweed pollen; he who ignores the tuddy haze of April elms | 

may skid hie ear on the fallen corollas of June catalpas, Tell me of what vlant- : 

| birthdays a tan takes notice, and I will tell you a good deal about his vocation, i 

his hobbies, his hay fever, and the general level of his ecological education, f 

| ‘ ae" Yeas Hass Pirelie: j 

Bvery July I watch eagerly a certain country graveyard that I pass in 

driving to and from my farm, It is time for a prairie birthday, and in one cor= ’ 

ner of this graveyard lives a surviving celebrant of that onee imortant event. 4 

| It 49 an ordinary graveyard, bordered by the usual spruces, and studded with i 

| the usual oinkpgrnntite or whi tedmarble headstones, each with the usual Sunday J 

bouqet of red or pink gerentwas, It is extraordinary only in being trianmlar 

4netead of souare, and in harboring, within the sharp angle of its fence, « pin 

| ‘ point remant of the native prairie on which the graveyard was established in the 

1840's, Heretofore unreachable by scythejor mower, this yard-square relic of 

original Wisconsin gives birth, each July, to a man=high stall of compass plant g 

or atten? SA 1phtum, spangled with saucer=si ed yellow blooms resendling sun | o 

flowers. It is the sole remant of this plant along this highway, and perhaps Ky 

the sole remnant in the western half of our county, What a thousand seres of t 

Silvhiums Looked like when they tickled the bellies of the burfalo is a ques~ « 

\ tion never again to be answered, and perhaps not even asked, Hm 

RAN 4
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4th ; 
Thie year I found the Siiphium in firet bloom on a oy a week later than ; 4 

usual; during the last six years the wr om was, duly. ; 

then T mosed the graveyard again on August J, the fonce hat been removed / 

by a road crew, ant the J4inhiud out, It is eney now to prediet the future; for ‘2 

a few yours my Otiphtua will try in vain to rise above the moring mehine, ond f 

then 4t will dio, With it will die the prairie epoch, | 
al Laas 

The Highway Department says that 100,000 cars pass yearly over thin route : : 

during the three guar monthe when the Silrhium ie in bloom, In them must ride 

at least 100,000 people who hove “taken what te aalled history, and yerhans 4 

25,000 who have “taken” what te onlled botany. Yet I doubt whether a dozen have 

geen the Silvhtum, and of these hordly onm will notiee ite demise, If I were to 4 | 

tell a preacher of the adjoinine church that the road erew hoe been burning | 

, history books in his cemetery, under the guise of wowlne weade, he would be ye | 

mmared ond uncomprehoniing, How emia s wood be a book? Ra 
Thie 19 one 1ittle epleode in the funeral of the mative flora, watch in turn ; 

is one episode in the funeral of the floras of the world. Mechmized man, oblivi-+ £ 

ous of floras, 19 vroud of his progress in cleaning up the leniseane on which, : 

willy-nilly, he must lve out hiv daye, It might be wise to prohibit at once all ie | 
teaching of real botany and renl history, leat some future eitizen offer qualas 4 

about the floristie price of his good life. ; 

2 & ah 

| Thug it domes to pass that form nelighborhoods are good in provertion to the i 

poverty of their floras. My own farm was selected for its lack of goodness and i | 
| ite leck of highways; indeed my whole neighborhood lies in « backwash of the f . 

| River Progress, My road is the oricinsl wacon-track of the pioneers, innocent id i 

of grades or gravel, brugaings or bull dozers. “iy net ehbors bring'a ate to the 4. et 

| ri ay 
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County Agent. Their fencerows go unshaven for years on endy, Tnotr marshes are | 

‘aed thee dyked nor drained{, As between going fishing end going forward, they are 

prone to prefer fishing. Thus on weekends my floristic standard of living is 

; that of the bacloroods, while on week days I mbsist as best I can on the flora of 

the university farms, the university campus, and the adjoining suburbs. For a | 

decade I have kent, for pastime, a record of the wild plant species in first | 

bloom on these two diverse areas 

Snectes firgt blooming tnt Suburbs & Comma Reglward Farm 
April 14 26 

duly 25 56 
August 9 14 
September ih ad 

Total visual G1Ob,,ccccsecersccreseelaecrerssenscccessesevees eens ecRO 

It is apmrent that the backward farmer's eye ia nearly twice as well fed 

as the eye of the university student or business man, Of course neither sees | 

his florea as yet, so we are confronted by the two alternatives already mentioned: 

either insure the continued blindness of the vomilace, or examine the question of 

whether we cannot have both progress and plants. 

pArAy 
fhe shrinkage in the flora is due to a combination of clean-farming, woodlot 

grazing, and good roads, ach of these necessary changes of course requires a 

large reduction in the acreage available for wild plants, but none of them requires, 

nor benefits by, the erasure of species from whole farms, townships, or counties. 

There are idle spots on every farm, and every highway is bordered by an idle strip 

as long as it is; keep cow, plow, and mower out of these idle spots and the full 

native flora, plus dozens of interesting stowaways from foreigh varts, could be 

part of the normal environment of every citizen.
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The outstanding conservator of the prairie flora, fronieslly encuch, tows Ive 

Little and cares less about much frivolities: 1t 1s the railroad with tts fenced in 

Pight-ofway. Many of these railroad fences ware erected sefore the prairie had 2 

«boon plowed, ‘Within these Mnear reservations, oblivious of cinders, soot, and A 

“@itmual cleanup fives, the prairie flora still splashes its aelender of eolora, fi t | 

fom pink shooting-star din May to blue aster in Oetober, I have long wished to | 
: confront some hard-boiled ratlway wesldent with the vhyuleal evidence of his % 

goft~heartedness, I hove not done a beewuse I havan't met one. J) 

The railroads of course uw Plame~throwers and chemfexl sprays to clear the \ | 

track of weeds, but the cost of awh mecossary clearance is oti) tobhigh to | 
extend 4¢ such beyond the anf al reils, Perheps further dmprovementa are in Ag 

the offing, 

Mov 

fhe wramare of a bumen mbepecles is largely painless-~ to us if we know | 
| . little enough about 1t, A dead Chinoman is of Mittle fmeort to us whose aware= nie | 

| ness of things Chinese 1s bounied by an occasional dish of chow min, Waferieve i 
only for whet ve luow, ‘The eramre of Silpalum from western Mane County ix no om 

Gause for grief 1f one knows it only as « nawe in a botany bool. re 
Stiphium Arst booame » personality to we when I tried to dig one up to a 

move ay farm. It was Uke digetnc an onk siping, After half an hour of hot | pays 
grimy labor the mot «a9 otill onlerging, lilo a great vertical sweet potato, 7 

As fi oa I know, that Silchium root wont lear through to bedreek, I got no } 

Silphium, vat I learned by what elaborate underground strategeus it contrives 

to woather the proirie drotha, 

T next plantedstipiatua seeds, which are large, weaty, and taste Iike gun= ? 

flower seeds, They case up srowptly, but after five years of waiting the seed= 3 
} i 

Me ( a | 

Ap . iat IR hy ae
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lings are still juvenile, and have not yet borne a flower-stalk, Perhaps it 

takes a decade for a Silphium to reach flowering age; how old, then, was my 

pet plant in the cemetery? It may heve been older than the oldeat tombstone, 

which is deted 18490, Perhans it watched the fugitive Blackhawk retreat from the 

Madison lakes to the Wisconsin River; it stood on the route of that famous march, 

Certainly it saw the successive funerals of the local pioneers as they retired, 

one by one, to their repose beneath the bluestem, 

I once sav a power-shovel, while digzing a roadside ditch, sever the “sweet- 

potato” root of a Silvhium plant. ‘The root soon sprouted new leaves, and eventually 

4t again produced a flower-stalk, This explains why this plont, which never in- 

vades new ground, is nevertheless somtimes seen on recently-graded roadsides, 

Onee established, it apparently withstands almost any kind of mitiletion excent 

contimed grazing, mowing, or plowing. 

: Why does Silphium disappear from grazed areas? I once saw a farmer turn his 

; cows into a virgin prairie meadow vreviously used only sporadically for mowing 

wild hay. ‘the cows cropped the Silphium to the ground before any other plent was , 

visibly eaten at all, One can imagine that the mffalo once had the same prefer= 

ence for Silvhium, but he brooked no fences to confine his nibblines all sumner 

long to one meadow, In short, the mffalo's vasturing was discontimous, and 

therefore tolerable to Silphiua, 

\\ es 

It 4s a kind providence that has withheld a sense of history from the 

thousands of species of plants and animals that have exterminated each other to 

build the present world, ‘The same kind providence now wataneaes £8 from us, Yew 

grieved when the lest buffalo left Wisconsin, and few will grieve when the last 

Silphium follows him to the Iush far prairies of the never-never land.
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ye Some paintings become famous because, being durable, they are viewed by 

i . : successive generations, in each of which are likely te be found a few appreciative . 

/ I imow a painting so evanescent that it is seldom viewed at all, except by ° 

/ some wandering deer. It is a river who wields the brush, and it is the sane es 

river who, before I can bring my friends to view his work, erases it forever * 

. from human view. After that it exists only in ny mind's eye. 4 

| Like other artists, my river is tempermental; there is no predicting when o 

i the mood to paint will come upon him, or how long it will last. But in mid- : 

gunmer, when the great white fleets cruise the sky for day aftor flawless day, 4 

it 4g worth strolling down to the sandbars just to see whether he has been at : 

fhe work begins with a broad ribbon of silt brushed thinly on the sand of 3 

° a receding shore. As this dries slowly in the sun, goldfinches bathe in ite ‘ 

pools, and deer, herons, killdeers, raccoons, and turtles cover it with a lace- , 

work of tmcks. ‘here is no telling, at this stage, whether any thing further : 

a Eleocharis G 

| But when I gee the silt ribbon turning green TR Meneharies I watch i 

closely thereafter, for this is the sign that the river is in a painting mood, *§ 

Almost overnight tne Olecohanta becomes a thick turf, so lush and so dense that S 

| the meadow mice from the adjoining upland cannot resist the temptation. They move : 

i en magse to the green pasture, and apparently spend the nights rubbing their ribe 0 

| in its velvety depths}. A, maze of neatly tended mouse-trails bespeaka their enthus- # 

P 4asm. The deer walk up and down in it, apparently just for the pleasure of feel- A 

: ing 1t underfoot. ven a stay-at-home mole has tunneled his way seross the dry ye 

i tae to the Ghibiinnte riveen, whose he enn bisve aud temp. the vortadt eed te his 2 

| s heart's content. ’
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At this stage the seedlings of plants too numerous to count and too young 5 

: to recognize spring to life from the damp warm sand under the green ribbon. u 

a To view the painting, give the river three nore weeks of solitude, and a 

. then visit the bar on some bright morning just after the sun has melted the day-~ Thad. 

: break fog. “he artist bas now laid his colors, and sprayed then with dew. The : 

Oleacharis sod, greener than ever, is now spangled with blue mimlus, pinic dragon- 2 

| head, and the milk-white blooms of Sagittaria. Here and there a cardinal flower ‘ 

thrusts a red spear skyward. At the head of the bar, purple iron weeds and pale ; 

pink joepyes stand tall against the wall cf willows. And if you have come A 

quietly and humbly, as you should to any spot thab cen be beautiful only onee, a 

you may surprise a fox-red deer, standing knee-high in the garden of his delight. 3 

Do not return for a second tee the green pasture, for there is none. : 

Bither falling water has dried it out, or rising water has scoured the bar to o 

4 its original austerity of clean sand. But in your mind you my hang up your g 

picture, and 4%69/Alfy hope that in some other sumer/ the mood to paint may 2 

‘ eome upon the rivér. 
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By September, the day breake with Little help from birds, A song sparrow i 

may give a single half-hearted song, a woedeogk my twitter overhead en route rae 

| to his Gytine thicket, = Noured owl my teminate the night’s arqunent with one ba 

last wavering call, tut few other birds have anything to sny or sing about. a 

It 19 on somo, wut not all, of these misty autumn daybreake that one may ¥ 

hear the ¢horus of the quail. The ailence ia suddenly broken by a dozen contr: ito i | 

voles, no longer able to restrain their praiee of the day to cone. After a i 

brief minute or tuo, the mste loses as suddenly as it bagnn. i 

i Ta 

There is a peculiar virtue in the misie of elusive birds. Sougaters | 

that sing from top-most boughe are easily sean and as oasily forgotten; they é | 

have the mediocrity of the obvious. That one remembers is the invisible hemit 

thrush pouring eliver chords from impenetrable shadows; the soaring erane trumpet- | 

ing from behind a cloud; the prairie chicken booming from the mists of nowhere; . 

the quail's Ave Maria in the hugh of daw. Ho naturalist has ever seon the choral | 

act, for the covey is still on its invisible reost in the gros, and any attempt d | 

to approach autombieally induess silence, ae 

In June it is completely predictable that the robin will give voice when 

the light intensity reaches 0.01 candle-powar, and that the bedlan of other ¥ 

singers will follow in pro@ictable seqones. In sutwm, on the other hand, the hi 

robin ig silent, and it is quite unpredictable whether the eovey-chorus will 

oecur at all. ‘the dieappointment I feel on these mornings of silence perhaye s) 

shows thet things hoped-for have a higher value than things assured. ‘the hope ‘i 
of hearing qual is worth half a dosen rigings~tn-the-dark. 7 

ie \ é na a
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. My form always has one or more coveys in eutum, tut the daybreak chorus Ne 

| is usually distant. I think this 4s begsuse the coveys prefer to roost as far 

h os yonetthe Gre the: dug, shleie Enseonnty’ th hit Se even wine autent than ay | tia 
own. Gue Getober dawn, however, as 1 aatwhpping coffee by the outdoor fire, o 

shore burst into song hardly a stone's wise things They had reosted under a 

white pine @opse, possidly to stay ary during the hewy dews. 

Ye felt honored ty thie daybrenk hymn sung almost at our doorstep. Some- 
| how the Dluo autumnal needles on those pines become thenceforth biuer, and the 
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a RED LANTERNS ; 

ide- Leepelé— 
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Shere sre tuo ways to hunt sartwidses. 

one nara ofl vice Mined en CL ‘ad seueansasnalie, olf tie ve 

terrain to be hunted. This will take you over the ground where the birds 

ought to be. 

\ apres is to wander, quite aimlessly, fron one red lantern to 

: another. This will likely take you where the birds ,ctually are. ‘The lanterns 

| are blackberry leaves, red in October sun. | 

| Red lanterns have lighted my way on many a pleasant hunt in many a region, 

| wut I think that blackberries mst first have learned how to glow in the sand 

| counties of central Wisconsin. Along the little boggy streams of these friendly " 

) wastes, called poor by those whose own lights barely flicker, the blackberries burn 

| a richly red on every sunny day from first frost to the last day of the season. : 

1 very woodcock and every partridge has his private solarium under these briars. 

} Most hunters, not imowing this, wear themselves out in the briarlees serub, and | 

returning home birdless, leave the rest of us in peace. 

; E By "us" I mean the birds, the stream, the dog, and myself. The stream is 

: a lazy one; he winds through the alders as if he would rather stay here than 

reach the river. So would I. Every one of his hairpin hesitations means that meh 

more stroan bank where hillside briars adjoin danic beds of frozen ferns and jewel- 

weeds ‘on the boggy bottom. No partridge can long absent himself from such a place, | 

nor can I, Partridge hunting, then, is a creekside stroll, upwind, from one . 

| briar patch to another. bs ees | 
The dog, when he negemnatonn ia looks around to make sure I am within “\ 

gunshot, Reassured, he advances with stealthy caution, his wet nose testing 

the-atr> screening a hundred scents for that one scent, the potential presence 

of which gives life and meaning to the whole landscape. He is the prospector , 
mG 4 

' foe
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‘ of the air, perpetually searching its strata for olffactory gold, Partridge 

scent is the gold standard which relates his world to mine. 

My dog, by the way, thinks I have mech to learn about partridges, and 

being a professional naturalist, I agree. He persists in tutoring me, with 

the calm subbatins Bt ; & peneaanee of logic, in the art of drawing deductions 

fro: olsioctenmevtece. I delight in seeing him marys conclusion, in 

the form of a point, from data which are obvious to pare, bat speculative | 

to my uneided aye. Pervaps he hopes his dull pupil will one day learn to smell. | 

Like other dull pupils, I know when the professor is right, even though 

I do not know why. JI check my gun and walk in. like any good professor, the 

dog never leughs when I miss, which is often. He gives me just one look, and 

proceeds up the stream in quest of another grouse, 

pb 
Following one of these banks, one walks inal iae landscapes, the ue 

hillside one hunts from, and the bottom the dog hunts in. Thore is a special 

, charm in treading soft dry carpets of lyeopodiun to flush birda out of the bog, 

and the first test of a partridge dog is his willingness to do the wet work while 

you parallel hin on the dy bank. 

A special problem arises where the belt of alders widens, and the dog 

i , disappears from view. Hurry at once to a imoll or point, where you stand stock 

still, straining eye and ear to follow the dog. A sudden scattering of white 

throats may reveal his whereabouts. Again you may hear him breaking a twig, or 

splashing in a wet spot, or plopping into the creek. But when all sound ceases, 

ve ready for instant action, for he is likely on point. listen now for the pre~ 

monitory cluecks which + inked partridge gives just before flushing. Then 

follows the hurtling bird, or perhaps two of them, or I have !mown as many as 

six, clueking ent flushing one by one, each sailing high for his own destination 

in the uplends. Whether one passes within gunshot is of course a matter of 

he - chance, and you can sompute the chance if you have time: 360 degrees divided by 

i ;
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Ket 30, or whatever segnent of the circle your gun covers, Divide again by three or . 

four, which is your chance of missing, and you have the probability of actual 7 

feathers in the hunting coat. 

The second test of a good partridge dog is whether he reports for orders 

after such an episode. Sit down and talk it over with him while he pants. Then : 

: look for the next red lantern, and proceed with the hunt. 

2 ee ye aces vrings ws ascents : 

. other than grovae, each of which may lead to its own peculiar episode. When 

he points with « certain humorous expression of the ears, I kmow he has found a 

bedded rabbit. Once a dead-serious point yielded ac bird, but still the dog | 

stood frozen; in a tuft of sedge undar his very cont wee a fat sleepy acon, 

getting his share of October sun. At least once on each hunt the dog bays a : 

sunk, usually in sone denser-than-ordinary thicket of blackberries. Onee the q 

dog pointed in midstream; a whir of wings up~river, followed by three msical O<*°) 

; seveans, told me he had interrupted a woodduek!s dinner. Mot infroquontly he ; 

finds jagksnipe in heavily pestured alders, and lastly he may put out a deer, ; 

i bedded for the day on « high streautmni flanked by alder bog. Has the deor a a 

poetical wealmess for singing waters, or a practical lilcing for a bed that cannot 

. be approached without making a noise? Judging by the indignant flick: of his 

great white fleg it might be either, or both. 

Almost anything may happen between one red lantern and another. ‘ 

: aan : 

i _ At sunset on the last day of the grouse season, every blackberry blows out ‘) 

(his) Light. I do not understand how « neve bush oan be thus infallibly informed “ay 

; about the Wiseonsin statutes, nor have I ever gone back next day to find out. For | 
pect Lretion . i 

| the ensuing eleven months the lanterns glow only in my-mind!s-eye. I sonetines €. 

) hikate that the othiey- mente ‘wine conetitetel mainly ao 0 fisting interieds: velwese é 

at Octobers, and I suspset that dogs, and perhaps grouse, share the same view. Je . 
t Be le
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There are two idinds of hunting, ordinary hunting, and ruffed grouse hunting. 

There are two places to hunt grouse, ordinary places, and Adans County. 

There are two times to hunt in Adans, ordinary tines, and when the tamracks 

are amoky gold. ‘This is written for those luckless ones who have never stood, | 
$ gun empty and mouth agape, to watch the golden needles come sifting down, while 

the feathery rocket that kmocked them off sails unscathed into the jackpines. 

The tamracks change from green to yellow when the first frosts have brought 

woodeock, fox sparrows, and juncos out of the north. froops of robins are 

Stripping the last white berries from the dogwood thickets, Lehiehng the eupty 

stems ag a pink haze against the hill. The ereekside alders have shed their ‘ 

leaves, exposing here and there an eyeful of holly. Branbles are atkies, 
between you_and..the--siteach-Leaf.i¢-a-red-lanter, Lighting your footsteps 3 

grouseward. , 

' The dog imows what ie grouseward better than you do. You will do well to 
lV follow him closely, reading from the cock of his ears the story the breeze 

_ 4s telling. When at last he stops etock-still, and says with a sideward glance, 

Well, get ready," the question is, ready for what: A twittering woodcosk, or 

£ the rising roar of © grouse, or perhaps only a rabbit? In this moment of un- 

certainty is condensed meh of the virtue of grouse hunting. He who must know 

what to get ready for should go and hunt pheagants, 

® * a 
| 

Hunts differ in flavor, but the reasons are subtle. ‘The sweetest hunts 

| are stolen. Sexezame.tuowmge fo steal a hanty either go for into the wilder 
ness where né one has been, or else find some undiscovered place under every- c 

: body's nose. 
4 : ;



} ; 
2 m 

Few lmnters Imow that grouse exist in Adans County, for when they drive ‘j 
; through it, they seo only a waste of jackpines and scrub onke. This is because 

the highway intersects a series of west~running creeks, each of which heads in < 
& swamp, tut drops to the river through dry sand-barrens. Naturally the north a 
bound highway intersects these swamploss barrens, but just above the highway, me 
and Dehind the sereen of dry scrub, every creeklet expands into a broad ribbon fe 

ee of swamp, a sure haven for grouse. 
z ‘ 

Hore, cone Ostober, I sit in the solitude of my tanaracks and hear the ee 
‘ hunters’ cars roaring up the highway, hell~bent for the crowded counties to | 

the north. 1 cluckLe as I pieture their dancing speedoneters, their strained i 
fecen, thot? engor aves glued on the north hovteenyy A eock grouse: dre ; 
hts dottanod At the notes of tote ans} Hy dog grins as we note his diree- 
tion. That fellow, we ogrec, needs some exercise; we shall look hin up presently. 3 

, the tenamcks grow not only in the swanp, but at the foot of the bordering sj 
upland, where springs break forth. Bach spring hes beeome choked with moss, 4 
which forms 8 bogey terme. I call these termces the hanging gardens, for eae 

, out of their sodden mck the fringed gontiang have Lifted blue jewels. Such . 
an October gontion, dusted with tamrack gold, is worth a full atop and a . 

) long look, sven when the dog signals grouse ahead. : J 
Between each hanging garden and the creskside 1s a noss-paved doer trail, 4 

handy for the hunter to follow, and for tho flushed grouse to cross, <- in a a 
Split second. “he question is whether the bird and the gan agres on how a BS 
second should be split. If they do noth the next decr that passes finds a “ 

pair of empty shells to sniff at, but no feathers, 
& . 

; AVN ce 
: Higher up the crecklet I encounter an aban @t #4 1 try to read, 2 : fron the age of the young jackpines marching across an old field, how : ; a 

A he ea ks Petty me ee ae we
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) 3 : 
ig) long ago the luckless farmer found out that sand plains wore meant to grow a 

solitude, not com. Jaskpines tell tall tales to the unwary, for they put on 2 

several whorls of branches each year, instead of only one. I find a better 

chronometer in an elm seedling which now Blocks the barn door. Ite rinse at 

date back to the drouth of 1930. Since that year no man has carvied mili out 4 

of this bam. ; 
I wonder what this family thought about when their mortgage finally outgrew 3 

’ thelr crops, and thus gave the sigual for thelr eviction. ect” thouchts, ike ts 
| flying grouse, leave no trace of their passing, but some leave clues that outlast " 

the degades. Hoe who, in sone unforgotten April, planted this lilac, mst have “s 
thought pleasently of blooms for all the Aprile to eome. She who used this wash- 3 
board, its corrugations worn thin with many Mondays, may have wished for a " 

cessation of 211 Mondays, and soon. He 

¢ “using on such questions, I become aware of the dog down wy the spring, ‘“ 

pointing patiently these many mimntes. I walk up, apologizing for my inatten- , ; 

tion. Up twitters a woodeock, batlike, his salmon breast soaked in October 3 

sun. Thus goes the hunt. . 

is Web ‘ 
‘It's hard on such a day to keep one's mind on grouse, for they are ee 

separrted—by many distractions. I cross a buck tzack in the sand, and follow " 

in idle curiosity. The track leads straight from one Jersey tea bush to : 

| another, with nipped twige showing why. 7 
pe This reminds me of my om lunch, but before I get it pulled out of ay ew 

: game pocket, I see a circling hawk, high skyward, néeding idontification. : 
; I wait ti11 he banks and shows his red ta 1. 5 

| i reach again for the lunch, wut my eye catches a peeled popple. Here = 

‘ ® tuek has rubbed off his itchy velvet. How long ago? The exposed wood is * 

bs already brown; I conelude that horns mst therefore be clean by now. ae 
a4 os, ae 

s ee
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1 reach again for the lunch, but am interrupted by an excited yawp fron 2 

the dog, ond a crash of bushes in the swamp. Ont springs e buck, fleg aloft, ce 

horns shining, his coat a sleck blue. Yes, the popple told the truth. : 5 

Ghis time I get the lunch all the way out and sit down to eat. A iete— Aa, 

i 
ay Ae ot 

| chicksdes watches me, and grows confidential about hig lunch. He doesn't say a 

a what he ate, perhaps it was cool turgid ant eggs, or some other avian equiv re 

, alent of cold rosst grouse. 
+a 

laneh over, I regard a phalenx of young tamaracke, their golden lances pS 

thmsting skyward. Under each the nesdies of yesterday fall to earth} ot the ont 

; | 

" 

F tip of each the bud of tomorrow, preformed, poised, awaits another spring. —2ven- 

after-all-hie generation have passed to -theie-heppy-drumning 
groumtss This ~is~ Pig “ 

Sa eas i 

\ _ because, in his lest-trst for freedom, he dusted -my-eyes- with smoky gold. oe 

, ae 
eo 

- a 

| ; 

i a 

ie 
aa 5 oe 
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foo Barly 

Alde—taanele 

Getting up too early is a vice habitual in horned owls, atary, geese, 

and freight trains, Some huntere acquire 1+ from geese, and some 

coffee pots from hunters, It is strange that of all the mititude 

of creatures who must rise in the morning at some time, only these 

| few should have discovered the most pleasant and least useful time 

for doing it. 

Orion must have been the original mentor of the too~early company, 

for it is he who signals thewhiwe for too-early rising. It is time 

when Qrion has passed west of the zenith about as far as one should 

lead a teal. 

x Barly risers feel at ease with each other, perhaps because, unlike 

t those who sleep late, they are given to understatement of their own 

acliedlvements. Orion, the most widely travelled, says literally 

nothing. The coffee pot, from its first soft gurgle, underclaims 

the virtues of what simmers within, The owl, in his trisyllabic 

comientary, plays down the story of the night's murders, The goose 

on the bar, rising briefly to a point of order in some inaudible 

anserine dabate, lets fall no hint that he speaks with the suthority 

of all the far hills and the sea. 

The freight, I admit, is hardly reticent about his own importance, 

]



|



2. 

* 

} yet even he has a kind of modesty! his eye is Single to his own 

noisy business, and he never comes roarine into somebody else's 

Camp. I feel a deep security in this single-mindedness of freight 

trains. 
| 

Wh oe ae 
| 

fo arrive too early in the marsh is an adventure in pure listening; | 

‘ the ear roems at will emong the noises of the night, without let or | 

hindrance from hand or eye, When you hear a mallard enthusing | 

audibly over his soup, you are free to picture a score guzzling | 

among the duckweeds, When one widgeon squeals, you may postulate 

& squadron without fear of visual contradiction, And when a flock ' 

of bluebills, pitching pondward, tears the dark sillt of heaven in 

one long rending nosedive, you catch your breath at the sound, but 

there is nothing to see excent stars, ‘This same performance, in | 

daytime, would have to be looked at, shotiat, missed, and then | 
hurriedly fitted with an alibi, Nor could daylight add anything | 

: to your mind's-eye picture of quivering wings, ripping the firma= | 

ment neatly into halves. 
‘ 

The hour of listening ends when the fowl devartYon muted waaay for ge, 

wider. safer waters, each flock a blur against the graying Bast, 

Like many another treaty of restraint, the pre-dawn pact lasts only 

as long as darimess humbles the arrogant, it co mag as if the nn | | 

-er~the- typeof sittig-in-it, Were responsible for the daily retreat ¢ 

of reticence from the wordy. At any rate, by the time the mists are 

white over the lowlands, every roostew fis bragging ad lib, and every 

, ; kh bf | | 
C thes dis Z :
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corn shock, pretending to be twice as tall as any corn that ever grew, 

By sunpap every squirrel is exaggerating some fancied indignity to 

his person, and every jay ono ting falsely about suppositious dangede's 

te soclety, at this very moment discovered by him. Distant crows 

are berating of hypothetical owl, just to tell the world how vigilant y 

‘: crows are, and a pheasant cock, musing perhaps on his philanderings 

al ji 

| of byfdone days, beats the air with his wings and ##lis the wordy’ \ 
Cae . 

in raucous warning, that he oms this marsh and all the hens in it. 

& Nor are all these illusions of grandeur confined to the birds and 

beasts, tee By breakfast-time come the hoyks, horns, shouts, and 

whistles of the awakened farmyard, and finally, at evening, the ar Ff 4» 

1 radio, witieGabréet-Heatem, Then everybody goes to bed to relearn S\4 ZO 

the lessons of the night. 

4 : 
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IF 1 Waa NOE WIND 

The wind that makes misic in November corn is in a hurry. The stalice hum, % 

the loose husks whisk skyward in half-playful swirls, and the wind hurries on. 

. In the marsh long windy waves surge across the grassy sloughs, beat 

against the fer willows. A tree tries to argue, bare limbs waving, but there is % 

: no detaining the wind. 

4 On the sandbar there is only wind, and the river sliding seaward. livery 

| wisp Of gress 44 dsering thvelas on the sant. ‘fi wander over the bar toa Grit 

: wood log, where I sit and listen to the universal roar, and to the tinkle of : 

| wavelets on the shore. The river is lifeless: not a duck, heron, marshhawic, , 

or gull but has sought refuge from wind. 

HE We oh a ; 

Out of the clouds I hear a faint bark, as of a far-away dog. It is strange * 

how the world cocks its ears at that sound, wondering. Soon it is louder: the 

\ honk of geese, invisible, but coming oni 4 

a The flock emerges from the low clouds, a tattered banner of birds, dipping é. 

| and rising, blown up and blown down, blown together and blown apart, but advanc- Loayy 

: ing, ¢ho-wind—wreetiting-hauntmgt?-with-each~winnowing wing. When the flock is a 4 

| blur i the ian sky I “i the last honk, ‘ieiatheal taps for sumer. ( 

| He ete ae a | Thee é 

It is warm behind the driftwood now, for the wind has gone with tke geese. 

So would I - if I were the wind. : 

i 

: 
5 oh 
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) i nae ie | 1 /21/7 , 
| AXDTi-HtAND y : 

e "i 
| Tho Lord giveth, and the Lond talceth avay, wut fe te no longer the only [> ay 

‘ong to do 90. when some remote ancestor of ours invented the shovel, he besane - 
i 

a giver: he could plant a tree. And when the axe was invented, he became a ies 

| taker: he could chop it down. ‘hoover owns land hos thus assuned, whether he ie 

| knows it or not, the divine functions of crenting and destroying plants. a 

Other ancestors, less remote, have since invented other tools, but each : j 

of these) upon close semitiny, proves to be either an Clnhomation of, ov an 4 

{ egeessory to, the original pair of basic implements. We classify qurselves : 

into voontions, each of which eithor wields sone particular tool, or selle it, WM 

j or repairs it, or sharpens it, or dispenses advice on how to do soy by sueh : i 

| division of labors we avoid responsibility for the misuse of io tool anve our t et ‘eh 

own. Sut there is one vocation - philosophy ~ which Imows that all mem, ty what 4 

§ they think about oni wich for, in effect wield all tools, ne : y 

| \ determine, Wy their maner of thinking ond wishing, vhother 18 ‘e worthehile to | > 
7 wield any. ; 

* * # j ee 

y | Hoveribor ip, for mony reasons, the month for the axe. It i9 warm enough 4 1 

$0 grind an axe without freesing, tut cold enough to fell » tree in comfort. the it i 
loaves ave off the hurlwoods, a6 thet one can see just how the branches inter f t 

twine, and what growth egeurred lnst sunner. Without this clear view of treeteps, a 

one gannot be sure which tree, if any, noods felling for the good of the land. i 

; I have read many definitions of what is a conservationist, ond written not ‘f 

| sw tow myself, mt I quayect that the best one ie written not with a pen, but iH 
Bp with an axe. It i9 a mitter of what a man thinks about while chopping, or My 

whe deotding what to chop. A conservationist 49 one who te lucbly oware ay 
| [ that with ench stroke he is writing his signature on the fage ‘of his lend. : } 
V4 a 
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free anil equal. See ORE HORE SEE, FRG RAOUL Oy SHRED, Sh eee A ‘oad 

heve an g pylori bias; 1 always cut the birch to favor the pine. Why? i ts 

Well, first of all, I planted the pine with my shovel, whereas the birch , i od 

crawled in under the fence and planted itcelf. My bias ie thus to cone oxtont ey i | 

paternal, but this cannot be the whole story, for if the pine wore a natural ( ae 4 i 

seedling like the birch, I would veluc it oven more. So I must dig deeper for cia 

the logic, if any, behind uy dias. ae hin 
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and xed birch 49 scarce? 1 confess I dontt mow, My farm ia here, ‘oe. 

} ‘eidy the pine will live for a century, the birch for helf thaty do 1 fone f ae 
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many birches; am I snobbish shout having a woollet of distinction? The pine , 4 
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sh ef pO kee aa 
| responses to their beauty or utility, and their responses to his labors for or r i " 

against thom, a series of attritutes which constitute a charecter. 1 on amazed ie ‘a 

| to learn what diverse characters different nen impute to one and the same tree, ua 

me to me the aspen 1s in good repute because he glorifies October and he Wak 

j feeds my grouse in winter, wut to sone of my neighbors he ia 4 mere weed, perhaps | 

pecuuge he srouted 90 vigorously in the stumlote which thelr gmadfathers wore 

attempting to clear. (I cannot sneer at this, for I find myoclf disliking the Bt . 

; elma whose resproutings threaten my pines.) , a 

Again, the tamrank ia to ue a erent second only to white pine, perhaps — « . 4 

vecause he Ae nearly extinet in my tomship (underdog bias), or deguase he oprinkies hd 

: gold on Ootober grouse (gunpowder bias), or because he sours the ool] and enablea MY 

% At to grow the loveliest of, Orebides the showy lndyslipper. On the other hand, et 

foresters have excanmnicated the tamaragic beemige he grows too slowly to pay . a 

\ compound intersat. In order to clinch thie dispute, they also mention that he ae 

: sxoounds yeriodigally te eplavotics of samfly, vat this ie titty yours hence for ea 

i, wy tamratks, eo i will let ny granieon worry about 1t. Heanvhile my tamaracke = at 

are growing so luetily that wy epirite soar with them, swan, - bs | 

: , fo me an anelent cottonwood fa ‘he greatest of trees because in his youth he oe 

, shaded the wuffalo and wore a halo of pigeons, and I Like a young aottonwoed be~ om 

‘ couse he my someday becons ancient. ut the furner's wie (and henee the famer) f i 

: despigen ali cottonwoods beasnse in June the fousle tree clogs the screens with , ey 
: sotton. The nodern dogm is comfort at anyeoost. : t " i 

p i find my biases more nuncrous then those of uy nolghbors because I have i " ie ‘ 

i. individual icinse for many species which they lus) under one asnereive oatogory{) — ee 

: brush. Tus T stk tha Woo} partly Dec.use deer, rabaite, and mice are so avid \4 ek 

; to oat his square twige and greea bari aud partly because his corise-colorad Ae 

1 berries glor 20 mrnly againet November enow, I like the red dogwood because he a 

ih feeds October mwbins, and the prickly ash becausd wy woodgook take thely dxily — a < 

A / 7.4, a 
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Pea hs oa 

| | : : | : -—- gunbath under the shelter of his thoms. I like the hagel beamuse his Catober ae 

ry bons ola dimmer as etaaa ua yaad ast ym i 

,7 1 like the Bitteraveet because my fathor did, and betause the door, on daly % 

| ef enh yonry Degin suddenly to ont the nw loaves, and T have Leamed to pre ey 
T | cauh She enh We ty igeeete.. 3 cnet Gichinn & phan that wanigies my 6 ame 

| «professor, to bloesom forth anmally as & siecessful seer and prophet. | 

t | It is evident that our plant biases are in part trditionly, Jf your grand | 

ft father liked hickory nuts, you will like the hickory tree beeeuwo your father told 

| ' you to. If, on the other hand, your grandfather burned a log carrying a poison ¥ 

| ell aid deancinailite Whook Sh:'tee easton, yes wth Rbiktne the epedtiony, WA m 

matter with wast crimson glories it warns your eyes oach fall, \ 

It As also evident that our plant biases reflect not only voostions tut avon 

| | cations, with a delicate allocation of priority as Between indastyy and Andolence, 

‘| fhe faimor who would rather tant grouse then mile cows will not dislike hawthom, 

mo miter if 1 dooce Invade his pasture. The coom-tmnter will not dislike Dag 

wood, and I imow of quali hunters who bear no grodga seule ragweed, deapite their 

q anmual Bout with heyfover. Our diaats are indeed a senettive Anfier to our affecs 

tons, our tastes, sur loyaltina, our cenerosttios, and our mmnor of wasting 
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| A MIGHTY PORTRESS i 

\| Aldo-Leepeld a 

very farm woodland, in addition to yielding lumber, fuel and posts, should * 

; provide its omor a liberal education. “his crop af wisdom never foils, but it a 

is not alwys harvested. I here record some of the many lessons I have learned a 

| in my own woods. ai 

+ » * & fo 

| Soon after I bought the woods a decade ago, I realised that I had bought es 
yt +i 

| almost as many tree diseases as I had trees. My woodlot is riddled by #11 the vig 

ailments wood is heir to. I began to wish that Noah, when he loaded up the tas 
- Z a ' ‘ws ni 

Aric, had left the tres diseases behind. But ose S b pel 
tim samt Guatnats mods ming wwe Lot” a wn fou 5, wrrnguels® ur dre hake 

My woods is headquarters for a family of coons; few of my neighbors have Cota, 

any. One Sunday in Movember, after a new snow, I learned why. ‘The fresh track qt | 
i Ph fu 

of a coon hunter and his hound led up to a half~upreeted maple, under which one i 

of my coons had tekken refuge. The frozen snarl of roots and earth was too rocky oe 
; is 

to chop and too tough to dig; the holes under the roots were too numerous to ae 

, smoke out. ‘the hunter had quit coonless becouse a fungus disease had weakened “4 

the roots of the meple. The tree, half-tipped-over by a storm, offers an impreg~ Ka 

j nable fortress for coondom. Without this “bombproof" shelter, my seed stock of a 

coons would be cleaned out by hunters each year. a 

; My woods houses a dogen ruffed grouse, tut during periods of deep snow my i 

grouse shift to my neighbor's woods, where there is better cover, However, I ud 

; always retain as many grouse as I have oaks windthrown by sumer storus. These mm 

. summer windfalls keep their dried leaves, and during snows each such windfall a 

Ry harbors a grouse. ‘The droppings show that exch grouse roosts, feeds, and loafs a 

r . 
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for the duration of the storm within the narrow confines of his loafy canou- a 
flage, anfe from wind, owl, fox and hunter. ‘The cured oak lesvos not only serve : 
a8 cover, but for some curious reason, are relished as food by the grouse. ’ 

These oak windfalls are, of course, diseased trees. Without disease, few s 
oaks would break off, and hence few grouse would have down tops to hide in. % 

Diseased oaks alse provide another apparently delectable grouse food; oak | 

» galls. A gall is © diseased growth of new twigs which have been stung by a a 
gell-wasp while tender and succulent. In October my grouse are aften stuffed : . 

| with oak galla. as 

Hach year the wild bees load up one of my hollow oaks with combs, and i 

each year trespassing honey~hunters harvest the honey before I do, This is 5 
| partly because they are more skiliful than I am in “lining up" the bee trees, “ 

and partly because they use nets, and hence are able to work before the bees é, 

\ become dormant in fall. But for heart-rots, there would be no hollow oaks to o 
_  furmish wild bees with oaken hives. oe 

a During high years of the cycle, there Pa plegue of rabbits in my woods. a 

They eat the bark and twigs off of alnost overy kind of tree or bush I an " 
Fe trying to encourage, aad ignore almost every kind I would like to have less of. . 

(When the rabbit hunter plants himself a grove of pines or an orchard, the . 

| rabbit somehow ceases to be a game aninal, and begomes a pest inatexd.) 

The vabbit, despite his omnivorous appetite, ie an epicure in some respects. , “a 

; He always prefers a hand-planted pine, mpls, apple, or wahoo to a wild one, He WW 
also insists that certain salads be >reconditioned before he deigns to eat then. ‘ 

Thus he spurns red dogwood until it is attocked by oyster-shell scale, after 

which the bark becomes a delicacy, to be eagerly devoured by all the rabbits in 5 

the neighbofhood. ; ' 2 
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y ‘ A flock of a dozen chickadees spends the year in my woods. In winter, when ‘ Z 

vA j j we are harvesting diseased or dead trees for our fuelwood, the ring of the axe ; 2 

Lf ds @inner gong for the chickadee tribe. They hang in the offing waiting for 

| the tree to fall, offering pert commentary on the slomess of our labor. ‘hen 4 

the tree at last is dow, and the wedges begin to open up its contents, the chicka~ q 

| @ees draw up their white mpkins and fall to. very slab of dead bark 1s, to then, p 

p (oq treasury of eggs, larvae, and cooconty ¥or thom every ant~tunnsled heartwood 

i bulges with milk and honey. We often stand a fresh split against » nearby tree : 

i ; just to gee the greedy chicks mop up the ant-eggs. Ib lightens our labor to 

f know that they, as well as we, derive aid and confort from the fragrant riches z 

4 of newly split ock. 4 

But for diseases and insect pests, there would likely be no food in these Z : 

trees, and henes no chiekadees to add cheer vo wiatbe woods vs wn ae 

WD 7 

Many other kinds of wildlife depend on tree diseases. My pileated wood- : 

« petkers chisel living pines, to extract fat grubs from the diseased heartwood. pee 

7 My barred owls find surcease fron crows and jays in the hollow heart of an old a3 

; basswood; but for this @iseased tree their sundown serenade would probably be : : 

silenced. fy wood duoks nest in hollow trees; every June bringe its brood of sa 

downy ducklings to my woodland slough. All squirrels depend, for permanent ’ 

‘ dens, on a delicately balanced equilibriun between a rotting cavity and the sear 4 

: tissue with which the tree attempts to close the wound. ‘he squirrels referee 

a the contest by gnawing out the sear tigsue when it begins unduly to shrink the 4 

amplitude of their front door. is 

: The real jowel of my discase-ridden woodlot ia the prothonotary warbler. He ¥ 

g nests in an old woodpeaker hole, or other small cavity, in « dead snag overhanging 3 

i 
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Hos RAVGR ; 

Aldo _Lessols ; 

The wild things that live on my fazm are reluctant to tell me, in so many | 

words, how mich of my tovnshtp is included vithin their dejly or nightly beat. 1 | y 

an curious about this, for it gives me the ratio between the size of their universe 

‘ ick Sti el ait ols ‘nie. 4a: ceameandonaies odes tilda ean nanelues sipaath ee 4 

| of who is the aa thoroughly acquainted with the world in which he Lives, Move. 

; Like people, my animals frequently disclose by their actions wnt they | 

decline to divulge in words. 1% 1s difficult to predict when and how one of these ! 

dis¢losures will come to Light. i 

ot ; 
The dog, being ao hond with an axe, is free to hunt while the rest of us are i 

making wood, A sudden yip-yip-yip gives us notice that a rabbit, flushed from 

his bed in the grass, is headed elsewhere in a hurry. He makes a bee-line for ; 

a woodoile a quarter-mile distant, where he ducks between two corded stacks, a . 

, sefe gunshot ahead of his pursuer. The dog, sfter leaving a few aysbolic tooth~ | 

. marke on the hard oak, gives it up and resunss his search for some less canny 

cottontail, and we resume our chopping. 

This little episode tells me that this rabbit is familiar with all of the 4 

ground between his bed in the meadow and his blitz-sellar under the woodpile. | 

| How else the bee-linet Whis rabbit's home range is at least a quartermile ! 

in extent. | 

Ay | 
‘The chieksdees that visit our feeding station are trapped and banded each | 

winter, Some of our neighbors also feed chickadees, tut none band them By , 

noticing the furthest points from my feeder at which banded chickadees are seen, 

$ 

ve |



) ie Sa 

} ~ 2 f 

we have learned that the home range of our flock ig half-a-mile serose in winter, 

, but that it includes only areas protected from wind, 

In summer, when the flock hat dispersed for nesting, banded birds are seon | 

at greater distances, often mated with unbended birds. At this season the chicka- j 

dees pay no heed to wind, often being found in open wind-swept places. | 

| aln4 ve 

¢ The fresh tracks of three deer, clear in yesterday's anow, pass shrough our OK | 

woods. I follow tho tracks backward and find a cluster of three beds, clear of = 7 ( 

snow, in the big willow-thicket on the sandbar. Krave. 

«then follow the tracke forward; they lead to my neighbor's cornfield, 

where the deer have pawed waste corn out of the snow, and also tousled one of i 

the shocks, ‘The tracke then lead back, by another route, to the sandbar. 2 

route the deer have pawed at sone grass-tufts, nugzling for the tender green 4 

sprouts within, and they have elao drunk at a spring. My picture of the night's | 

routine is complete. ‘he overall distance from bed to breakfast is a mile, 

‘ prea, 4 

' Our woods alwaye harbors grouse, but one day last winter, after a deep 

and soft snow, I could find neither s grouse or a track of ons. I had about 

coneluded that my birds had moved out, when my dog came to a point in the leafy | 

top of an oak blown down last summer. ‘Three grouse flushed out, one by one. 

There were no tracks under or near the down top. Chvhnuniy these wante | 

had flown in, but from where? Grouse mst eat, especially in zero weather, so 4 

I examined the droppings for a clue, Anong much unrecognizable debris I found cyan 

bud-seales, snd also the tough yellow skins of frozen nightshade berries. 

In a thi¢ket of young soft maple I had noticed, in summer, an abundant : 

growth of nightshade, I went there, and after a search, found grouse tracks on . 

a a log. The birds had not waded the soft snow; they had walked the logs and picked 

{ Ne 

: 
3 ‘



coy = cae? i i 

GF 3 : 

: the berries projecting here and there within their reach. ‘This was a qartemnile ee 

! east of the down oak, 

That evening, at sunset, I sew a grouse budding in a popple-thicket a 

quarter-mile west. There were no tracks. ‘this completed the story. ‘These binda, ha phen 
A~ wir y 

for the duration of the soft snow, were covering their home range awing, Lot { r u 

afoot, and the rance was half-a-mile ccross.— a baa 

o i : ca » Cd 

Science imows little about home ranget how big it is at various seasons, 

what food and cover it mst include, when and how it is defended against trespass, i 

and whether ownership is an individual, family, or group affair. ‘These are the i 
i TM 

fundamentals of animal economics, or ecology. Avery farm is a textbook on animl : 

ecology; woodsmanship is the translation of the book. ‘ 
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To band a bird is to hold a ticket in a great lottery. Most of us hold F 

tickets on our own survival, but we buy them from the insurance company, which 

Imows too meh to sell us a really sporting chance. It 19 tana exercise Uf) 

in objectivity to hold a ticket on the banded sparrow that falleth, or on the Ga 

) banded chickadees that may some day vereaic trap, and thus prove that he is heypboeun 

still alive. : : 

The tyro gets his thrill from banding new birds; he plays a icind of game ; 

: against himself, striving to break his previous score for total numbers. But s 

to the old-timer the banding of new birds becomes merely pleasant routine; the 

' veal thrill lies in the recapture of some bird banded long ago, some bird whose ; 

age, adventures, and previous condition of sppetite are perhaps better mow to 

you than to the bird hinself. ! 

Thus in our family, the question of whether chickadees 65290 would survive 

¥ for still another winter was, for five years, a sporting question of the first ; 

j magnitude. ‘ 

ANA 
‘ Beginning a deeade ago, we have tmpped and banded nost of the chickadees on . 

our farm each winter. In early winter, the traps yield mostly unbanded birds; tu 

thess vierusflhay are mostly the young of the year, which, once banded, can | 

thereafter be "dated". As the winter wears on, unbanded birds cease to appear in 

the trap; we then mow that the local population consists largely of marked birds. 

We can tell from the band numbers how many birds are present, and how many of 

these are survivors from each previous year of banding. 

65290 was one of seven chickadees constituting the "class of 1937". ‘Atigetagies 

. %en he first entered cur trap, he showed no visible evidence of genius. like 

: , his classmates, his valor for suet was greater than his discretion. Like his Q rs
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Classmates, he bit my finger while being telen out of the trap. When banded and ‘i 

' released he fluttered up to a limb, pecked hig now aluminum anklet in mild annoy- 

ance, shook his missed feathers, cursed gently, and hurried away to catch up with 3 

3 the gang. It is doubtful whether he drew any philosophies? deductions from his | 
experience (such anal is not ants' eggs that glitters), for he was caught again iF 

three times that int winter. ° pS 

4 By the second winter our recaptures showed that the class of seven had 

shrunk to three, and by the third winter to two. By the fifth winter 65290 was 

the sole survivor of his generation. Signs of genius were still lacking, but of 

his extraordinary capacity for living there was now historical preof. ‘4 

During his sixth winter 65290 failed to reappear, and the verdict of "missing : 

in action" is now confirmed by his absence during four subsequent trappings. i 

_At that, of 97 chicks banded during the decade, 65290 was one of two contriv- ; 
ing to survive for five winters. _____ reached four years, ____ reached three 4 
years, _____, reached two years, and ss disappeared after their first winter. 

‘ The median of thie regression is __ years; hence if I were selling insurance to ; 

. chicks, I could compute the premium with assurance. But this would raise the 3 

problem: in what currency would I pay the widows? I suppose in ants! eges. a 

I know so little about birds that I can only speculate on why 65290 survived : 
his fellows. Was he more clever in dodging his enemies? What enemies? A | 

chickadee is almost too small to have any. ‘That whimsieal fellow called Bvolution, 

having enlarged the dinosaur until he tripped over his own toes, tried shrinking ; 

the chickadee until he was just too big to be snapped up by flyeatchers as an 

ay insect, and just feo little to be pursued by hawks and owls as meat. Then he ‘ 

regarded his handiwork, and laughed. lvezyone laughs at so small a tundle of a 
large enthusiasms. : 

The spsrrow hawk, the sereech owl, the shrike, and especially the midgot 3 
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saw-whet owl might find it worthwhile to kill a chicikades, but I've only once 

found evidence of actual mrder: 9 screech owl pellet containing one of ny 

Hh abl And be ua 

bands. Perhaps ‘they have a fellow-feeling for midgets. 
A 

. It seons likely that weather is the only killer so devoid of both humor and 

dimension as to kill a chickadee. I suspect that in the chickadee Sunday School, 

two mortal sins are taught: thou shalt not venture into windy places in winter, 

£ 

thou shalt not get wet before a blizzard. | 

I firet learned the second commandment one drizzly winter dusk while watching “2 

a band of chicks going to roost in my woods. The drizzle came out of the south, 4 
: * 

but I could tell it would turn northwest and bitter cold before morning. The ‘ 

chicks went to bed in 2 dead oak, the bari of which had peeled and warped into a 
, * 

; curls, cups, and hollows of various sizes, shapes, and exposures. ‘he bird 4 

selecting a roost dry against a south drizzle, tat vulncrable to a north one, ¥ 

would surely be frogen by morning. The bird selecting a roost dry from all sides : 
‘ 

. would awaken safe. This, I think, 1s the kind of wisdom which spells survival in ‘ 

chickdon, and accounts for 65290 and his like. s 
9 es 

The chickadee's fear of windy places is easily deduced from his behavior, ~ 
j 

In winter he ventures away from woods only on calm days, and the distance varies 

inversely as the breeze. I know several windswept woodlets which are chickloss : 3 

all winter, but are freely used at «11 other seasons. They are windewept because bine 

cows have browsed out the undergrowth. To the steamrheated banker who mortgages . 
: ; 

the farmer who needs more cows “9 need more pasture, wind is a minor nuisance, 

except perhaps at the Platiren corner. fo the chickadee, winter win? 4a the 

t boundary of the habitable world. If the chickadee had an office, the mxin | 

“over his desk would say: “keep calm". : 

His behavior at the trap discloses the reason. Turn your trap so that he 4 

< mst enter with even a moderate wind at his tail, and all the king's horses ; 

‘“g * i. 
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cannot drag him to the bait. ‘Turn it the other way, and your score may be good. ¢ 

Wind from behind blows cold and wet under the feathers, which are hie portable 5 

roof and air-conditioner. Nuthatehes, juncos, tree sparrows, and woodpeckers a 

likewise fear winds from behind, but their heating-plants and hence their wind- t 

tolerance are larger in the order named. Books on nature seldom mention wind; f 

they are written behind stoves. ; é 

< I suspect there is a third commandment in chickdom: thou shalt investigate i . 

every loud noise. When we start chopping in cur woods, the chicks at once appear, : | 4 

i ~and -stay_uatil—the—febtet tres Or riren log hes-empesed-new-insect-oges-or-pupae- | + 
; ! He 

ee. oo rental | | 4 "4 
chicks to—ctsun-before—ptrimg 1t 6m thesia” The discharre of a gun will like- f 4 

wise surmon chicks, but with less satisfactory dividends. i ta 3 

What served as thelr dinner-bell before the day of axes, mauls, and guns? | 

Presumably the crash of falling trees. In December, 1940, an ice-storm felled “ 

« an extraordinary number of dead snags end living limbs in our woods. Our chicks iS 

x scoffed at the trap for a month, being replete with the dividends of the storm. é 

QQ, = 

65290 has long since gone to his reward. I hope that in his new woods, 3 

| great osks full of ants' eggs keep falling oll day long, with never = wind to a 

ruffle his composure or take the edge off his appetite. And I neve still a 4 

; ww I 
wears aba band. 
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PINES ABOVE THE SNOW 

Aldo Leopeld 

\ 

| Acts of creation are ordinarily reserved for gods and poets, but humbler 

folk may circumvent this restriction if they know how. To plant a pine, mn 

; for example, one need be neifher god nor poet; one need only ow a 

shovel. By virtue of this curious loophole in the rules, any clodhopper 

‘way say; let there be a tree, and there will de one, mY 

\ £6 nie back be strong and his shovel sharp, there may eventually 

ve ten thousand, And in the seventh year he may lean upon his shovel, 

| and look upon his trees, and find them goods 

God passed on his handiwork as early as the seventh day, but I notice 

he has since been rather non-committal as to its merits. I gather either 

that he spoke too soon, or that trees stand more looking upon than do 

figleaves and firmaments. 

» ¢ & ‘ 

Why is the shovel regarded a ¢ a symbol of drudgery? Perhaps because 

most shovels are dull. Certainly all drudges have dull shovels, wut 

I am uncertain which of these two facts is cause, and which effect. I 

only know that a good file, vizorously wielded, makes my shovel sing as 

it sikices the mellow loam. I am told there is music in the sharp plane, sh Ces Y 

the sharp chisel, and the sharp scalpel, tt I hear it best in my shovel; 

it hums in uy wrigts as I plant a pine. I suspect that the fellow who 

tried so hard to strike one clear note upon the harp of time chose too 

difficult an instwement. 

| WA, | 
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It is well thet the planting season comes only in spring, for moderation 

is best in all things, even shovels. During the other months you may 

wnlehh (the peepee of Megmine SPP HS © plan ( 
. me seal new ones bane in May, when the terminal tad becomes "the 

' Candle*. Whoever coined that name for the new growth had sudtlety in 

his soul. "The candle" sounds like a platitudinous reference to obvious 

‘ facts: the new shoot is waxy, upright, brittle. But he who lives with 

pines knows that candle has a deeper meaning, for at its tip bums the 

eternal flame that lights a path into the future. May after May my pines 

follow their candles skyward, each headed straight for the zenith, and 

each meaning to get there if only there OF cia wink Wiabile the last lL 

trumpet blows. It is a very old pine who at last forgets which of his 

: many candles is the most important, and thus flattens his crown against 

the sky. You may forget, but no pine of your own phanting will do so in 

your lifotine. 

Wk 

If yo are thriftily inclined, you will find pines congenial company, 

for unlike the hand-to-mouth hardwoods, they never pay current bills out 

of current earnings; they live solely on their savings of the year before. 

In fact every pine carries an open bankbook, in which his cash balance is 

recorded by June 30 of each year. If, on that date, his completed candle 

has developed a terminal cluster of ten or twelve buds, it means that he 

has salted away enough rain and sun for a two-foot or even a three-foot 

thrust skyward next spring. If there are only four or six bods, his thrust 

will be a lesser one, but he will nevertheless wear that peculiar air that 

gees with solvency. 

\ 
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Hard yoors, of course,come to pines\/as they do to mon, and these | ¢ 

are recorded as shorter thrusts, i.e. shorter spaces between the successive 

whorls of branches. ‘These spaces, then, are an autobiography which he who 

walks with trees may read at will. In order to date a hard year correctly, 

you mst always subtract one from the year of lesser growth. Thus the 1937 

growth was short in all pines; this records the universal drouth of 1936. 

On the other hand the 1941 growth was long in all pines; perhaps they saw 
the shadow of things to come, and made a special effort to show the world 

that pines still lmow where they are going, even though men do not. 

When one pine shows a short year mt his neighbors do not, you may 

safely interpolate some purely local or individual adversity: a fire sear, 

& gnawing meadowmouse, a windburn, or some locgl bottleneck in that dark 

laboratory we call the soil. 

* * & 

There is mich small-talk and neighborhood gossip among stnaay fy paying © 4 

heed to this chatter, I learn what has transpired during the week when I am 

absent in town, andvsuecyimes-only-da-nyomiuthr-eye. Tus in March, when | ona 
the deer frequently browse white pines, the height of the browsings tells ¥ 

ne how hungry they are. A deer full of com is too lazy to nip branches 

more than four feet above the ground; a really hungry deor rises on his hind 

: legs and nips as high as eight fect. Thus I learn the gastronomic status of 

the deer without seeing them, and I learn, without visiting his field, whether 

( ‘ay wekgates bind handed tn hie: dosndioctens 

In May, when the new candle is tender and brittle as an asparagus shoot, 

a bird aldghting on it will often break it off. Rvery spring I find a few 
such decapitated trees, each with its wilted candle lying in the grass. It 

is easy to infer what has happetied, but in a decade of watching I have never 

‘4
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once geen a bird break a candle. It is an object-lesson: one need not 

doubt the unseen. 

Im dune of each year a few white pines suddenly show wilted candles, 

cab jal We OHO) as the. A pine woovil has bored into thei terminmat = 1 
eelnainiotion and deposited eggs; the grubs, when hatched, bore down along 

the pith and kill the shoot. Such a leaderless pine is doomed to frustme 

tion, for the surviving branches disagree among themselves as to who heads 

the skyward march. They all do, and as a consequence the tree remains a 

— 
ood? 

Re serene ceeded eal ata! lb 
& curious eoeerneny Se-enee only pines in full sunlight are bitten 

| by weevils; niet vines are ignored. soa are the hidden uses of adversilty. suk 

tn ostober SSited ail nr by ety abberatt aa when the tucks 3 
are beginning to “feel their oats". A jackpine about eight feet high, and etl 

standing alone, seems especially to incite in a buck the idea that the world 

needs prodding. Such a tree mst perforce turn the other cheek also, and 

auaigen weak the wires ter wenn, The only element of justice in such com 

bats is that the more the tree is punished, the more pitch the tuck carries 

away on his notesoeshiny antlers. 

The chit-chat of the woods is sometimes hard to translate. Once in 

midwinter I foundy in the droppings under a grouse roost, some half=digested . 
structures that I could not identify. They resembled miniature corn-cobs 
about half an inch long. I examined samples of every local grouse food I 

could think of, tut without finding any clue to the origin of the "cobs". 

Finally I cut open the terminal td of a jackpine, and in its core I found 

the answer. The grouse had eaten the buds, digested the pitch, rubbed off 

the scales in his gizzard, and left the cob, which was, in effect, the 

4 forthcoming candle. One might say that this grouse had been speculating in 

jackpine “tavanen/ | 
\ f
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The three species of pine native to Wisconsin (white, red, and jack) 

Giffer radically in their opinions about marriageable age. ‘The precocious 

jack pine sometimes blooms and bears cones a year or two after leaving the 

mrsery, and a few of my l3*year-old jacks already boast of grand-children. 

My l3jeyear-old reds first bloomed this year, tut my whites heave not yet 

; Dloomed; they adhere elosely to the Anglo-Saxon doctrine of freo, white, and 

twenty-one. 

Were it not for this wide diversity in social outlook, my red squirrels 

would be meh curtailed in their bill-of~fare, Bach year in midsummer they 

start tearing up jackpine cones for the seeds, and no Labor-Day picnic ever 

re SsGattered more hulis and rinds over the landscape than they dot under each 

. tree the remins of their anmal feast lie in piles and heaps. Yet there 

are always cones to spare, as attested by thelr progeny'{popping up among 

the goldenrods. 

Yew people imow that pines bear flowers, and moat of those who do are 

c too prosy to see in this festival of bloom anything more that a routine 
biological function. All disillusioned folk should epend the second week in 

May in a pine woods, and such as wear glasses should take along an extra 

handkerchief. The prodigality of pine pollen showld convinee anyone of the 

reckless exuberance of the season, even when the song of the iinglet has 

failed to do so. 

WHOA, 
Young white pines usually thrive best in. the absence of thoir parents. 

I know of whole woodlots in which the younger generation, even when pro- 

vided with a place in the sun, is dwarfed and epindled by its olders. Again 

; there are woodlots in which no such inhibition obtains. I wish I knew 
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whether such differences lie in tolerance in the young, in the old, or in © 

the soil, 

Pines, like people, are choosy about thely associates, and do not 

@ucceed in suppressing their likes and dislikes. Thus there is an 

affinity between white pines and dewberries, between red pines and flower 

ing spurge, between jackpines and sweet fern, When I plant a white pine 

in @ dewberry pateh, I can safely predict that within a year he will de- 

velop a husky cluster of buds, and thet his new needles will show that 

bluish bloom which bespeaks health and congenial company. He will oute 

; grow and outbloom his fellows planted on the dann tow with the same, care, 

in the same soil, ‘eat hss ee ini Ab genees 

In October I like to walk among these blue plumes, rising straight 

and stalwart from the red carpet of dewberry leaves. I wonder whether 

° they are aware of their state of well-being, I know only that I am. 

Pines have earned the reputation of being “evergreen” by the same de~ 

vies that governments use to achieve the appearance of perpetuity? over~ 

lapping terms of office. By taking on new needles on the new growth of 

; each year, and discarding old needles at longer intervals, the casual on- 

looker is led to believe that needles remain forever green. 

Hach species of pine has its own constitution, which prescribes a 

term of office for needles appropriate to its way of life. Thus the white 

pine retains its needles for a year and a half; the red and jackpines for 

two years and a half. Incoming neodles take office in June, and outgoing 

needles write farewell addresses in October. All write the same thing, iff 

the same tawny yellow ink, which by November,turns brow. ‘hen the needles 

fall, and are filed in the duff to enrich the wisdom of the stand. It is 

this accwmlated wisdom which hushe/gthe footsteps of whoever walks under 

‘ pines. 
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It is in midwinter that I sometimes glean from my pines something 

more important than woodlot politics, and the news of wind and weather, 

This is especially likely te happen on some gloomy evening when the snow 

has buried all irrelevant detail, and the mmsh of elemental dadness lies 

| heavy upon every living thing. Nevertheless, my pines, each with his 

r, burden of snow, are standing ranrod-straight, rank upon rank, and in the 

dusk beyond I sense the presence of Imnidreds more, At such tines I feel 

a curious transfusion of courage. 
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MARSHLAND ELEGY 

Alds—heopeid- 

A dewnewind stirs on the great marsh, With almost imperceptible 

slowness it rolls a bank of fog across the wide morass. Jike the white ; 

ghost of a glacier the mists advance, riding over phalanxes of tamaraci, 

sliding seross bog-meadows heavy with dew. A single silence hangs from 

herigon to horizon. 

Out of some far recess of the sky a tinkling of little bells falls 

soft upon the listening land. ‘Then again silence. How comes a baying of 

some sweet-throated hound, soon the clamor of a responding pack, Then 

@ far clear blast of hunting horns, out of the sky into the fog. 

High horns, low horns, silence, and finally a pandemonium of trumpets, 

ba! rattles, croaks and cries that almost shakes the beg with ite noarnese, 

but without yet disclosing whenee it comes. At last « glint of sun reveals 

_ the approach of a great echelon of birds. On motionless wing they energe 

from the Lifting nists, sweep a final are of sky, ani settle in clangorous 

déscending spirals to their feeding grounds. A now day hae begun on the 

crane marsh. : 

eae 

A sense of time lies thick and heavy on such a place. Yearly since 

the iceeage it has awakened each spring to the clangor of cranes. The 

peat layers which comprise the bog are laid down in the basin of on ancient 

lake. The cranes stand, 2s it wero, upon the sodden pages of their own 

history. These peats are the compressed remains of the mosses which | 

Clogged the pools, of the tamaracks wilch spread over the moss, of the 

| 
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evanes which bugled over the tamaracks since the retreat of the ice sheet. 

Am endless caravan of generations has wilt of its own bones this bridge 

into the future, thie habitet where the oncoming host again may live and 

breed and die, 

fo what end? Out on the bog a crane, gulping some luckless frog, 

ss gprings his ungainly tml into the air and fleile the morning sun with the 

mighty wings. ‘The tamaracks re~echo with hie bugled certitude, He seems 

to know. 

ee 

Our ability to perceive quality in nature begins, as in art, with 

the pretty. rt expands through successive stages of the beautiful to 

values ae yot uncaptured by language. The quality of cranes lies, 1 

4 think, in this higher gamt, as yet beyond the reach of words, 

his meh, though, ean be said: Our appreciation of the crane 

i grows with the slow unravelling of carth, history. His tribe, we now know, | 

stems out of the remote Bocene. The other members of the fauna in witch 2 

: he originated are long since entombed within the hille. When we hear his 

eall wo hear no mere bird. We hear the trumpet in the orchestra of 

evolution. He is the symbol of our untamable past, of that incredible j 

swoep of millenia which underlies and conditions the daily affairs of 

birds and men, 

And eo they live and have their being--these cranse=~not in the 

constricted present, tut in the wider reaches of evolutionary time. Their 

anmal return is the ticking of the goologicf\ clock, Upon the place of 

their return they confer a peculiar distinction. Amid the ondlese 

‘ i 
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nodiocrity of aqnae, a crane marsh holds a paleontological patent of 

“nobility, won in the march of aeons, ani revocable only by shotgun. the 

sadness discernible in some marshes arises, porhaps, from their once having 

harbored cranes. How they stand humbled, adrift in history. 

Some sense of this quality in cranes seens to have been felt by 

sportsmen and ornithologiats of all ages. Upon euch quarry as this the 

Holy Roman Baporor Prederick loosed his gyrfalcons, Upon such quarry as 

this once stooped the hawks of Kublai Khan, Marco Polo tells us: "He 

derives the highest ammsenent from sporting with cons and hawks, 7, I ¥ale, 

ee ee % 

are found ¢ranes in great numbers. He causes millet and other grains to 

Re com in enter thet the Mode may not wat.® 

; The ornithologist Bengt Berg, seeing cranes as a boy upon the Swedish 

heaths, forthwith made then his life work. He followed them to Africa 

iy and discovered their winter retreat on the White Bile, He says of his ‘ 

first encounter: "Tt was a spectacle which eclipsed the flight of the j 

roe in the Thousand and One Michts.” ; 

| 
| When the glacier came down out of the north, crunching hille and 

| gouging valleys, some adventuring rampart of the ice climbed the Baraboo 

| “Wketel Backes up aid’ formed a Taco'nant as-lone ag tie state, bordered on 
; the paak by cliffs of ice, and fed by the torrents that fell from melting : 

mountains, The shorelines of this old lake are still visible; its bottom 

| is the bottom of the great marsh, } 

: The lake rose through the centuries, finally spilling over east of 

: the Baraboo range. There it cut a new channel for the river, and thus 

> drained itself, no the residual lagoons came the cranes,. bugling the defeat 

. of the retreating winter, summoning the on-creeping host of living things to 

their collective task of mrsh~building. Floating bogs of sphagnum moss Nae
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Clogged the lowered waters, filled them. Sedge and leatherleaf, tamarack 

and spruce successivdély advanced over the bog, anchoring it by their 

root fabric, sucking out its water, making peat. The lagoons disappeared, 

but not the cranes. To the mose-meadows which replaced the ancient waterways 

they returned each spring to dance and tugle and rear thelr gangling 

sorrel-colored young. ‘These, albeit birds, arcnot properly called chicks, 

but colts, I cannot explain why. On some dewy June morning wateh then 

gembol over their ancestral pastures ot the heels of the roan mare, and 

you will see for yourself. P 

One year not long ago a French trapper in buckskins pushed his canoe 

up one of the moss-clogged creeks that thread the great marsh. At this 

attempt to invade their miry stronghold the ¢ranes gave vent to loud and 

" ptbela laughter. A century or two later Mnglishnen came in covered wagons, ; 

They chopped clearings in the timbered moraines which border the marsh, 

and in them planted corn and buckwheat. ‘They did not intend, like the 

, Great Khan at Chenganor, to fecd the cranes. But the cranes do not question 

. the intent either of glaciers, emperors, or pioneers. They ate the grain, 

and when sowe irate farmer failed to concede their usufruct in his corn, j 

they trumeted a warning and sailed across the marsh to another farn. 

There was no alfalfa in those days, and the hill-farme made poor 

hay lend, especially in dry years. One dry yoar domeone set o fire in 

the tamaracks. The burn grew up quickly to Dluejoint grass, which, when 

cleared of dead trees, made a dependable hay meadow. After that, each 

August, men umuoneet to cut hay. In winter, after the cranes had gone 

| South, they drove wagone over the frozen bogs and hauled the hay to their 

| | |
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farme in the hills, Yearly they plied the marsh with fire ani ax, ani 

in twe short decades hay neadows dotted the whole expanse. ; 

Bach August when the haymakers came to piteh their camps, singing 

ani drinking and lashing their teams with whip and tongue, the cranes 

whinnied to their colts and retreated to the far fastnesses. "Hed shitepokes" 

the haymekers called them, from the rusty hue which at that season often 

stains the battleship-gray of crane plumage. After the hay was stacked 

ani the marsh again their own the cranes returned, to call down out of 1 

October skies the migrant flocks from Canada. Together they wheoled 

over the new-cut stubdbles and raided the corn until frosts gave the signal 

for the winter exodus, 

These haymeadow days were the Arcadian age for marsh dwellers. Man 

and beast, plant and soil lived on and with each other in mtusl toleration, 

to the mtual benefit of all. ‘The marsh might have kept on producing hay 

i and prairie chickens, deer ané muskrat, ¢rane-music and cranberries forever. 

The new overlords did not understand this, ‘They did not include ; 

soil, plants, or birds in their ideas of mtuality, The dividends of such , 

a Balanced cconomy were too modest. They envisaged farms not only around, 

bat im the marsh. An epidemic of ditch-digging and land+booming set im. 

The maroh wae gridironed with drainage canale, speckled with new fields 

and farmateads. 

But crops were poor and beset by frosts, to which tho expensive 

ditches added an aftermath of debt. Farmers moved out. Peat beds dried, 

shrank, caught fire. Suneenergy out of the Pleistocene shrouded the 

countryside in acrid amoke., Wo man raised his voliee against the waste, 

: |
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only his nose egainst the smell. After a dry summer not even the winter 

snows Gould extinguish the emoldering marah. Great pockmarke were burned 

ints field and meadow, the scars reaching down to the sania of the old 

lake, peat-eovered these hundred conturies. Rank weeds sprang out of the 

athes, to de followed after a year or two by aspen scrub, the cranes 

were hard out, their numbers shrinking with the remnants of unburned 

meadow. Yor them, the song of the power shove) came near being an elegy. 

the high priests of progress knew nothing of cranes, and. cared less, 

0 What ie a species more or less among engineers? Whet good is an undrained 

marsh anyhow? 

Por a deeade or two crops grew poorer, ‘fires deeper, wood-fields 

: larger and erancs searcer year by yoar. Only reflooding, 4t appeared, - 

could keep the peat from burning, Meanwhile cranberry growers had, by 

plugging drainage ditohes, refleoded a few spots and obtained good yields. 

4 Distant politicians twgled about marginal land, over-production, unemployment ; 

relief, conservation, TBeonomists and planners came to look at the mrah. 

Surveyors, technicians, GCG's, bussed about, A counter-epidémie of 

reflooding set in. Government bought land, resettled farmers, plucged 

@itehos wholesale. Slowly the old bogs ate rewetting. The fire-pocks 

become ponds. Grass fires still burn, ut they can no longer burn the 

wetted soil. 

‘ A iff , AOD Shia, onee the CCC camps were gone, was good for cranes, but not oe 

eo the thickets of serub popple which apread inexorably over the old - 

barns, ond still less the maze of new roade which inevitably follow 

queens teametien. fo build a road is so mich simpler than to 

: 

i 
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than—te-think of what the country really needs. A readless marsh is \ 

@eomingly as worthless to the alphabetical conservationist as an undrained 

one wae to the empire-builders. Solitude, the one natural resource still 

undowered of alphabets, is eo far recognised as valuable only by 

ornithologists and cranes. : 

Ts always does history, whether of marsh or marketplace,-mbee-or ed 

sew, ond in paradox. The ultimate value in these marshes is wildness, amd | 

the crane is wildness inearnate. But all econservetion of wildness is | 

ie self-defeating, for to cherish we mst gee and fondle, ani when enough 

i) | . a inne seen and fondled, eins be no wunaebebes left te cherish, eg 

| ; 
/ Sone day, perhaps in the very process of our benefactions, perhaps 

f ' in the fullesd of geologic tine, the last crane will trumpet his farewell 

S f and spiral skyward from the great marsh, High out of the clouds will fall 5 

| i / f the sound of hunting horne, the baying of the phantom pack, the tinkle of 

WY 2 Little bells, and then a silence never to be brokea, unless perchance 

\ in sone far pasture of the Milky Way. : 

f 
I | 

| | 
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a A Fishing Idyl ty lek dtl 

| we 

: Ve found the main stream so low that the teetersnipe pattered a 

| about in what last year were trout riffles, and so warm that we could ; 

. duek in its deepest pool without a shout. ven after our cooling swim, fe 

| : waders felt like hot tar paper in the sun. : 

A The evening's fishing proved sa diseppointing as its anguries. 

F We asked that stream for trout, and 1t gave us a chud, That nicht we sat 

. under & mosquite smudge and debated the morrow's plan. ‘Two hundred 

| ‘ miles of hot, dusty road we had come, to feel agein the impetuous tug : 

J of o disillusioned brook or rainbow. Tere were no sein... : : 

a But this, we now yemkubernd, was « strosn of parts. High up near s 

' 3 ‘ the headwaters wo hed once seen a fork, narrow, deep and fed by cold Ee 

: 4 ‘ springs which gurgled out under its close-hemed walls of alder. het S 

, would a self-respecting tront do in such woather? Just what we did: go 

E ; In the fresh of the morning, when a hundred whitethronts had forgotten : 

2 At would avor again be anything but eveot and cool, I olinkg# dom the “a 
| i + dewy bank and otenpad into the Alder Fork. A trout wae rising just up- 

atrean, I paid out sw line - wishing 1t would always stey thus soft Ff 

and dry - and measuring the distance with a falee aast or two, Isid 

down a spent gnat exactly a foot above his last awirl. Forgotten now 

: : were the hot miles, the mosquitoes, the tgnominious chub. He took 4t 

SOF math one great gulp, and shortly I could hear him kicking in the ¥ 
k bed of wet older leaves at the bottem of the ¢reel. 5: 

J on 
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X Another, albeit larger fish, had meanwhile risen in the next pool, 

which lay at the very “head of navigation", for at its upper end the alders 

closed in solid phalanx. One bush, with ite brown ston laved in the 

middle current, shook with a perpetusl silent leughter, as if to mock 

at any fly which gods oy mon might east one inch deyond its outermost leaf. 
ee MS i 44% 

For the duration of a cigarette f sit on a rock midstroam--and watch 

, ny trout rise under his guardien bush, while my rod and Line hang drying 

on the alders of the sunny bank. Then-~for prudence's sake~-a little 

longer. ‘That pool 4s too anooth up there. A breeze is stirring end my 

| shortly muffle it for an instant, and thus make nore deadly sett that = 

perfect cast which I will shortly lay upon its bosom, 
St wadd towne --- 

Herestta@eses-~a puff strong enough to shake a brow miller off the 

\ laughing alder, and cast i$ upon the pool, where tish_nssteit—acith a ye i 

rosoundtng... no} (Gan ar_spel vhet-a—tvout-enys toe Wi llor? fT 

: sanlin} 

Roady now! Coil up the dry line ond stand midstream, rod in instant 

| readiness fen+re-trext-petsé. It's coming--a little premonitory shiver re 

in that aspen on the hill lets mo get out half a cast, and swish 1t gently 

back and forth, ready for the main puff to hit the pool. No more than 

half a line, mind you! ‘The sun is high now, and any flicking shadow 

overhead would forewara ay hunker of his impending fate. How! The last 

three yards shoot out, the fly falls gracefully at the feet of the laughing 

alder--he has it! I set hard to hold him out of the jungle beyond. He 

p rushes dowastream. ina few mimtos he, too, ia kicking in the creel. 

I sit in happy meditation on my rock, pondering, while my line dries 

' again, upon the ways of trout and nen. How Like fish we are ready, nay 

% eager, to seize upon whatever new thing some wind of circumstance shakes
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| down vpon the river of time! And how we rue our haste, finding the 

gilded uorsel to contain a hook, ‘ven so, I think there 1s some virtus 

in eagerness, whether its object prove true or false. How utterly dull 

would be a wholly prudent min, or trout, or world! Did I say a while 

ago that I waited "fer prudence's eake’? That was not go. The only 

prudence in fishermen is that designed to set the stege for teking yet 

44 another, and perhaps 4 longer, chance, 

fine to be at it nowe-they will soon stop tising. I wade waist 

; deep to hegi, of navigation, poke my head insoleatly into the shaking | 

, alder, and lovk within. Jungle is right! A goal black hole ahove, so 

cenopied in greenness you could not wave a fern, much less o rod, above 

its rushing depths. And there, almost rubbing hie ribs against the dark | 

bank, 2 great trout rolls lazily over as he sucks down a passing mg, 

if Hot a chance to ataik him, even with the lowly worm, 3ut twenty 

yards above I see bright sunshine on the wnder~randiher opening. Fish 

: a dey fly downstream? It cannot, Wut it mist, be done, | 

4 I vetreat and climb the bank. Neck deep in jewel-weed and nettles, : 

T detour through the alder thicket to the opening above. ‘ith cat-like 

) eare not to roil his Majesty's bath, I step in, and stand atock till 

Zor five mimtes to let things calm dom, The while, I strip out, ofl, | 

dry, and oo] upon my left hand thirty feet of line, I am that far 

} above the portal to the jungle. | 

Now for the long ghance? I Blow upon my fly to give 4¢ one last 

| fluff, lay it on the atrean at xy foot, and quickly pay out coll after 

| coil. Then, just as the line straightens out and the fly in sucked into 

the jungle, I walk quickly downstream, straining my eyes into the dark 

i: 5 vault to follow its fortunes. A fleeting glimpse or two as it passes a 

its 7
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speck of sunlight shows it still rides clear. It rounds the bend. In no 

tine--long before the roil of my walking has betrayed the ruse--it reaches 

the blacsic pool. TI hear, rather than see, the rush of the great fish; I 

| set hard, and the battle la on. 

No prudent man would risk » dollar's worth of fly and leader pulling 

® trout upstream through the ciant toothbrush of alder stems comprising 

» the bend of that creek. But, as T said, 20 prudent man is a fisherman, 

By and by, with meh cantious unreveling, I got him up into open water, 

and finally aboard the creal. 

( I will now confess to you that nono of those three trout had to be 
beheaded, or folded double, to fit their casket. What was big was not 

the trout, but the chance, “hat was full was not my ereel, but my 

nenory; Sald-of-the-wtnttthet-iniermmtte-treame-mee-nmie-of, Like the = 

ghitethroats, I had forgotten 1t vould ever again be aught but moming 
: on the Fork, 

' 

k | 
: t t
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| : Bvesy profession keepa a sm211 herd of epithets, and needs a pasture es F 

Ye “here they my ron at lange. ms economists met fiwl free mnge : ee 

es 3 ie ‘ 

E gonevhore for thelr vet aspersions, such as submarginal ity, regression, ae, 3 

and institutional rigidity. Within the ample reaches of the Sand oe | 

| Counties these economic texrmms~of-repromch find beneficial exercise, - 2% 

free pasturage, and Ammmity from the gedflies of critical rebuttal, = 
: aul 

: ae 
: Soil experts, Likewise, would have a hard life without the Sand cee, | 

P find a Living? me 

a Social planners have, of late years, come to use the Sand Counties ce 4 

a for s difforent, —— somewhat parallel, purpese. ‘the sandy region as ae 

a. aa ae 
Seppe Ot a pile arm, F pinering Gage wat Mien, ot Geos pees ee 

3 : 's aig 
Ms? dot maps where eaah dot represents ton dath-tubs, or five womeny! Fa 

re auxiliaries, or one mile of blaci~top, or 8 share ina Wooded Il, 
Me j ae 
R Such maps would becoue monotonous if stippled untforsly. ae 
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my : Yet in the 1930's, when the alphabetical uvlifts galloped like forty 

horsemen across the Big Flats, exhorting the sand farmers to re ; 

settle elsewhere, these beknighted folk did not want to go, even 

when baited with three percent at the federal land bank, I began 

to wonder why, and finally, to settle the question, I bought myself 

a sand-farm, 

Sometimes in June, when I see unearned dividends of dew hung on 

every lupine, I have doubts about the real poverty of the sands, | 

On solvent farmlands lupines do not even grow, much less collect a 

daily rainbow of jewels. If they did, the weed-control officer, | 

who seldom sees a dewy dawn, would doubtless insist that they be | 

cut. Do economists know about lupines? 

Perhaps the farmers who did not want to move out of the Sand Coun=- 

ties had some deep reason, rooted far back in history, for prefer= 

ring to stay. I am reminded of this every April when the pasque 

flowers bloom on every gravelly ridge. Pasques do not say mech, é 

but I infer that their preference harks back to the glacier which 

vat the gravel there. Only gravel ridges are poor enough to offer 

pasques full elbow-room in April sun, ‘They endure snows, sleets, 

and bitter winds for the privilege of blooming alone. 

There are other plants who seem to ask of this world not riches, but 

room. Such is the little Sandwort that throws a white lace cap over 

the poorest hilltops just before the lupines splash them with blue. 

Sandworts simply refuse to live on a good farm, even on a very gdéod 

yi
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farm complete with rock-garden and begonias, And then there is the 

little Iinaria, so small, so slender, and so blue that you don't 

even see it until directly underfoot; who ever saw a linaria except 

on a sandblow? 

Finally there is Draba, besides whom even Iinaria te tall and amle. YL 

I have never met an economist who knows Draba, but if I were one I 

would do all my economic pondering lying prone on the sand, with Draba 

at nose~length. 

There are birds that are found only in the sand-counties, for rea= 

sons sometimes easy, sometimes difficult, to guess. The Clay-colored 

Sparrow is there, for the clear reason that-he is enamored of jack= 

pines, and juckpines of sand. The Sandhill Crane is there, for the 

clear reason that he is enamored of solitude, ani there is none left 

i ‘ @lsewhere, Byt why do woodeocks prefer to nest in the sandy regions? 

Their preference is rooted in mo such mundane matter as food, for 

earthvorms are far more abumiant on better soils. After years of 

study, I now think I imow the reason, The male woodcock, while doing 

his peenting prologue to the sky dance, is like a short lady in high 

heels: he does not show uy to advantage in dense tangled ground<cev- 

er. But on the poorest sand-streak of the poorest pasture or meadow | 

c of the Sand Counties, there is, in April at least, no ground cover We 

? at all, save only moss, Draba, cardamine, sheep-sarrel, and Antennaria, ee 

all negligible impediments to a bird with short legs. Here the male j f 

woodcock can puff and strut and mince, not only without let or hin- \ 

drance, but in full view of his audience, real or hoped-for. This / 

' J ® 

z, if \ ,
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| little circumstance, important for anly an hour a day, for only one 

month of the year, perhaps for only one of the two sexes, and cer= 

tainly wholly irretekant to economic standards-of-living, determines 

the woodcock's choice of a home. 

the economists have not yet tried to resettle woodeocks. 
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| X% had magiced time in the limestone ledge singe the Paleoroic seas 

| covered the land. Time, to an atom locked in a rock, doos not pase. 

The Dreal: came when a bur oak root nosed down a crack and began 

prying and sucking. In the flash of a contury the rock decayed, and X 

‘ was pulled out and up into the world of Mving things. le helped wild a 

wis, which became an acorn, which fattened a deer, which fed an Indian, 

ali in a single year. 

| | 3 ¥ron his berth in the Indion's bones, X Joined agein in chase and flight, 

feast and famine, hope and fear. Ke felt these things as changes in the 

little chemical pushes and pulls which tug tinelessly at every ston. When 

tho Indian took hia leave of the pmirle, X moldered briofly undexground, 

only to onbexis on a sevond trip through the bloodstream of the land. | 
s. This timo it waa a rootlet of bluestem which sucked hin up and lodced | 

| hin in @ leaf, which rode the greon billows of the prairie dune, sharing 

the common task of howding sunlight. fo this leaf also fell an uncommon 

task: flicking shadows across oa plover's eggs. The eestatia plover, hover- 

ing overhead, petized praises on sonething perfect; parhops the egcs, porhape | 
; the shadows, or poxhapa the haze of pints phlox which ley on the pmirie. 

‘hon the departing plovors set wing for the irgentine, all the biue~ 

i. stems waved farewell with tall now tassels. When the first geese came out | 

. of the north and all the diuostens glowed wine-red, a forehanded deernouse ' 

gut the leaf in which X lay,and buried it in an underground nest, as if to 

hide a bit of Indian summer from the thieving frosts. But a fox detained the 

mouse, molds and fungi took the nest apart, and X lay in the #041 again, foot~ 

vy loose and, fancy-free. 

|
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Next he entered a tuft of side-onts gram, a buffalo, a buffalo chip, 

and again the soil. ext a splderwort, a rabbit, and an owl. Thenee a 

tuft of sporodolus. er ‘ ; 

ALL routines come to an end. This one ended with-o prairie fire, whieh 

vedueod the prairte plants to anole, gas, and ashes. Phosyhoms ana potash 

atoms stayed in the ash, tut the nltrogen atoms were gone with the wind. A 

, spectator might, at this point, have predicted an early end of the biotic 

drama, for with fires exhousting the nitrogen, the soil might well have lost 

ite plants and blown amy. 

But the pretrie hed two strings to its bow. Fires thinned ite grasses, 

wt they thickened ite stand of leguminous hawiees praivie clover, Push 

Clover, wild bean, weteh, Lend=plont, trefoil, and Baptisin, each carrying oan 

4ta own bacteria housed in nodules on ita rootlets. Sch nodule pwmed 

nitrogen out of the air into the plant, and then ultinately into the soil. 

Thue the prairle savings bank took in more nitrogen from its legunes than 

4t padd out to ite fires. That the prairie 4s rich is Imown to the hum 

; dlest dearmouse; why the prairie is rich is o question seldom asked in all 

the still lnpse of agen. pee or 4 

; Betwoon each of his excursions through the biota, X lay in the soil, 

4 and wns carried by the rains, inch by inch, downhill. living. plants re- 

si in isi fg dein iildg ‘nies REIR, or Sedbbckn toe to ae Lk 

decayed tissues. Aninals ate the plants ond ¢arried thom briefly ushil 

oy downhill, devending on whether they died or defecated higher or lower 

than they fed. No smimal was aware that the altitude of his denth ms more 

important than his manner of dying. Thais a fox eeught a gopher in a meadow, 

carrying X uphill to his bed on the brow of a ledge, where an oagle laid 

, him low. The dying fox sensed the end of his chapter in foxdom, but Rot 

| ; f
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the new beginning in the odyesey of an «ton, 

An Indion eventually inherited the oagle's plumes, and with them 

propitiated the Fates, whom he assumed hed a special interest in Indians. 

It dia not ooeur to him that they might be busy casting dice aginst 

gravity; thet mice and men, soile and songs might be merely ways to retard 

: the march of atome to the sex. Ki 

One year, while X ley in a cottonwood by the river, he we eaten by a 

beaver, an animal which always feeds higher then he dies. The beaver 

atarved vhon his pond dried up during « bitter frost. X rode the carcass 

down the epring freshoet, losing more altitude each hour than heretofore in 

a century. He ented up in the silt of a badinmter bayou, where he fod a 

crayfish, a goon, and then an Indian, who 1nd hin down to his last sleep 

in a mound on the riverbanie. One spring an oxbow aavoed the bank, and «fter 

one short week of freshet, X lay again in his ancient prison, the sea. 

An aton at large in the biota is too free to know freedom; an atom 

back in the sea hee forgotten it. For every atom lost to the soa, the 

prairie pulls another out of the decaying rocks, The only certain truth 

ie that ite creatures mst sucic hard, live fast, and die often, lest its 

losses oxeeed ite gains. 

ere 

It de the nature of roots to nose into eracke. thon ¥ wae thus released \ 

from the parent ledge, a new anim had arrived and begun redding up the : 

: prairie to fit his own notions of law and order. An oxtoam turned tho 

prairie sod, and Y bagan a succession of diasy annual trips through a new 

erase called wheat, 

| The ola prairie lived by the diversity of ite plants and animals, all
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of which were useful because the sum total of their cooperations and com- 

petitions achieved continuity, But the wheat farmer was a builder of 

categories; to him only wheat and oxen were useful, He saw the useless 

pigeons settle in clouds upon his wheat, and shortly cleared the skies of 

them, He saw the chinch bugs take over the stealing job, and fumed because 

here was a useless thing too small to kill, He failed to see the\/downward 

wash of over-wheated loam, laid bare in spring against the pelting rains, 

When soilewash and chinch bugs finally pat an end to wheat farming, Y and 

his like had already traveled far down the watershed. 

When the empire of wheat collapsed, the settler took a leaf from the 

old prairie book: he impounded his fertility in livestock, he augmented 

4t with nitrogen-pamping alfalfa, and he tapped the lower layers of the 

loam with deep-rooted corn, H#tih-tiegeche-hnitt-the-enpire-of-red- barns. Up 

‘ But he used his alfalfa, and every other new weapon against wash, ; 

not only to hold his old plowings, but also to exploit new ones, which, in 

turn, needed holding. 

So, despite alfalfa, the black loam grew gradually thinner, Erosion 

engineers built dams and terraces to hold it, Army engineers built levees « 

and wing-dems to flush it from the rivers, The rivers would not flush, but 

raised their beds instead, tims choking navigation. ‘So the engineers 

built pools like gigantic beaver ponds, and Y landed in one of these, his 

trip from rock to river completed in one short century. 

On first reaching the pool, Y made several trips through water-plants,
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i fish, and wsterfowl. Aut engineers woild sewers as well as dame, and dom 

then comes the loot of all the far hills anf the sea. The atoms which onee 

grew pasque-flowers to greet the rotusning plovers now lie inert, confused, 

Amprisoned in olly sludge. 

. Bote still nose among the rode. Rains still pelt the fields. Deer 

7 miee still hide thely souvenire of Indian sumer. Old man who helped destroy 

the pigeons atil recount the glory of the fluttering hoste. Black and 

white buffalo pasa in and out of ved barns, offering free rides to itinerant 

toms» 

. 

ay
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tt Co-monh-fare, te commemorate the funeral of a species, Thte-memesent vi 

: . symbolizes our sorroy, We grieve vecause m living man will see again " 

if the onmushi @ pholenx of victorious birds, sweeping a path for spring f 
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i, ani prairies of Wisco min, oft 4 

4 Mon ot{11 live who, in their youth, remember pigeons, Trees still . a 

live who, in their youth, were shaien by a living wind, Bat a decade a 

Hs heane eiily the eldeat| cake wilh rensuder, and at long last only the hills Me 

| will know, a 
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* breakfast on newe-mown wheat in Minnesota, and dine on blueberries in 4 
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; lash of wind ani weather, They live forever by mt living at all, 4 
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:. lees well-housed, well-fed, well-clothed than we ore, The strivines by P 
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7 creatures in the odyssey of evolution, This new kmwledge should have " 
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it object of its quest, ani that his prior assumptions to this effect arose 4 
‘ from the simple negessity of whistling in the dark, i 

/ These things, I say, should have come to ns, _I fear they have not ii 

i Gome to many, ‘4 
1 Yor one species to mourn the death of amther is a new thing under — 4 

\ Siw sun, the Cro-Magnon who slew the last mammoth thought only of steaks, "i 

vo The sporteman who shot the last pigeon thought only of his prowess, i 

re The satlor who @lubbed the last auk thought of nothing at all, But we, tet 
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‘ golden prothonotaries will shake golden pollen from the river-willows, i | 

DY Rerots will pose on these sloughs in August; plovers will whistle from \ 
‘ September sles, Hickory mate will plop into October leaves, an’ hail i 

will rattle in November woods. Tut no pigeons will pass, for there are A 

no pigeons, save only this flightless one, graven in bronze on this rock, | 

; Tourtats will reat thie insertption, wut thetr snoognte ifs a eee | 
ie Me cal buitnaient anemia Sy h , a tt fu 

a eae ay 

We. are told vy economie moralists that to mourn the pigeon is mre 3 

a nowtalgiat that if the pigeoners had not done away with him, the farmers j 

would ultimtely have been obliged, in self-defense, to do so, | 

Thi 1s one of those peculiar truths which are valid, but not for } 

\ the reasons alleged, ; { 

hi \ The pigeon was o biological storm, He was the Lightning that i 

played between two opposing potentials of intolerable intensity: the fat a 

» of the land and the oxygen of the air, Yearly the feathered tempest 4 

. roared up, down, and eeross the continent, sucking up the leden fruite ; . 

| of ®rest and prairie, wurning them in a travelling blast of life, Ike ! 

any other dhain-reaction, the pigeon could survive no dimimtion of his * 

‘ own furious intensity, when the pigeoners subtracted from his numbers, q 
i gad the plonsere Ghepped gaps iu the centimalty of Dds fuel, his flan My 

: qittered out with hardly a sputter or even a wisp of smoke, 2 

Today the Ifyo,oaks still flaunt their wurden at the sky, but the 4 

feathered Lightning is no more, Worm and weevil mot now perform a 

Slowly and silently the biological task which once drew timnder from the ae 
firmament, a 

me The wonder ie not that the pigeon went out, but that he ever survived oa 
yf | a 

dik Hien ta AS ai AS ES A MA In A a”
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, ) through oll the millennia of pre-Babbitian time, = hai 
{ or, 

sa 

h The pigeon loved his land: he lived by the intensity of his desire wie 

4 nf for clustered grape and bursting beechmt, ani by hie contempt of miles aa m. 

7 ani seasons, Whatever Wisconsin 444 not offer him gratis today, he y 

Aye: sought and found tomorrow in Michican, or Labrador, or Tennessee, His i i 

) love was for present things, ani these things were present somewhere; a i 

ss to find them required only the free sky, and the will to ply his wings, a 

mi fo love what wag is a new thing under the sun, unknom to most oa 
| 

iN 

- people and to all pigeons, To see Ameriea as history, to conteive of "a 

a. destiny as a becoming, to amell a hickory tree through the still lapse ae 

7 of ages, ~~ these things are possible for us, and to achieve them takes We 
om. F ‘a 

. ya only the free sky, «nd the will to ply our wings, In these things, and oe 
ae 

ia 

Le not in Mr, Bush's bombs and Mr, DuPont's nylons, lies objective evidence a 

ei" of our superiority over the waste, is 
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‘ Condensed from a paper in American 
i Forests, 492121214, 47 (Jan. 1943) 
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People who have never canced a wild river, or who have done so only with 

a guide in the stern, are apt to assume that novelty, plus healthful exercise, 

account for the value of the trip. I thought 90 too, until I met the two ; 

i eollege boys on the Flambeau, 

\ Supper dishes washed, we sat on the bank watching a buck dunking for water ‘ 

ue plants on the far shore, Soon the buck raised hig head, cooked his cars upstream, | 

as and then bounded for cover, 

| Around the bend now come the cause of his alarm: two boys in a canoe. 

, | Spying us, they edged in to pass the tine of day, 

yl “that tine is At?" was their first question, They explained that their 

a \ watehes had run deen and for the first time in theiy Lives there was no lock, ja 

: whistle, er radio to set watches by. Yor two days they had lived by "sun-tine, * ' 

‘ and were getting a thrill out of it. Wo servant brought them meals: they got 

4 their meat out of the river, or went without. Mo traffic cop whistled them off 

the hidden rock in the next rapids. Mo friendly roof kept then dry when they 

Uh niegieseed whether to pitch the tent, Mo guide showed them which camping spots : 

| offered a aightlong breeze, and which » nightlong misery ef mosquitoes; which | 
a firewood mde clean goals, and which only smoke. 

by Before our young adventurers pushed off downstream, we learned that both 

a were slated for the Army upon the conclusion of their trip. Mow the motif was 

F clear. Thie trip was their first and last taste of freedom, on interlude be- 

tween two regimentationst the campus and the barracks, ‘the olemental simpli- 

E cities of wilderness travel were thrills, not only because of thelr novelty, but 

_ Deceuse they represented eomplete freedon to make mistakes. ‘The wildemess gave 

a)



ie. i : ma 
hes vay 

ie ae 
them their first taste of those rewards and penalties for wise and foolish acts 

4 which every woodenan faces daily, tut against which civilisation has tuilt a thous 

sand buffers. These boys were "on their own" in this particular sense, 

Perhaps every youth needs an occasional wildemess trip, in order to leam 

the mooning of this partioular freedom. | 

My 

‘si When I was a small boy, my father uged to deseribe all choice cams, fish- 

! ing waters, ond woode as "nearly as good as the Flambeau," Then I finally . e 4 

: launched my own ¢nnoe in this legendary stream, I found it up to oxmectations an % 

ee? a river, tit as « wilderness it was on ite lest legs. New cottages, resorta, 4 

and highway bridges were chopping up the vild stretches into shorter and shorter ns 
t segments. To run down the Flambeau was to be mentally whip-saved between alter i 

\ nating impressions: m0 sooner had you built up the mental 4ltuston of belng in 
‘ the wilds than you sighted a boat-landing, and soon you were coasting past some 

; eottager's peonties. ; 

¢ Safely past the peonies, 2 buck bounding up the bank helped to restore the 

# wil@omess flavor, and the next rapids finished the Job. Bat staring at you 
beside the pool ahow Was a synthetic log-cabin, complete with composition roof, : 

> “Bide A Yee" signboard, and rastie pergola for afternoon bridge. 

q Poul Bunyan was too busy a man to think about posterity, but if he had been A 
, asked to reserve o spot for posterity to see what the old north woods looked Like, , 
E he likely would have chosen the Flanbeon, for here the cream of the white pine 

. grew on the same acres with the eream of the sugar maple, yellow birch and hen- 

r look, ‘This rich intermixture of pine and harlweods was and ts uncommon. ‘the 
y Flambea pines, growing on a hardwood sot) richer than pines were ondinortly 

Fi) Alu Ne mag, Sere 0 Leange tek Vabwitie. ahh 0é ehese 6 n quod ine-drtving 
bi } 
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, stream, that they were out at an early day, as evidenced hy the decayed conti 

tion of their giant stums, Only defective pines were snered, but there are 

enough of those alive today to punctuate the skyline of the Flambeau with many 

a green momiment to bygone days. 

The havéwood logging came much later; in fact, the last big hartwood company 

‘pulled steel” on its last logging milroad only @ decade ago. All that remaine 

a of that company today is a “land-office" in ite ghost-town, selling off its i 

' - @atovers to hopeful settlers. Thus died on epoch in Amerigan history: the 

epoch of cut out and get out. 

ny Ike @ coyote rumwging in the offal of a deserted comp, the post-logeing 

economy of the Flambeau subsists on the leavings of its om past. "Gypo* i | 

| : pulpwood cutters noge around in the slashings for the oeeasional small hemlook 

\ overlooked in the min logging. A portable sawmill crew dredges the riverbed for 

if sunken “desdheads", many of which drowned during the hell-for-leather logrdrives 

\ of the glory days. Rows of these mudsteined corpses are drawn up on shore at 

* the old landings; all in perfect condition, and some have great value, for no 

‘ _ ach pine exists in the ntti. aie today. Post and pole cutters strip the | 

Pe swamps of white cedar; the deer follow then around and strip the felled tope 

; 1 ‘of their foliage. Bverybody and everything subsists on leavings. 

: 80 complete are all these seavengings that when the modern cottager builds 

i di Neg Gel, he den Anette Lege dawed out Of sladpliles in Taso on Cragen, 

j and hauled to Wisconsin woods in a freight-car. The proverbial coals to New 

: Castle seem a mild ivony compared with this. 

: Bry . 

Yet there remaing the river, in a few spots hardly changed since Paul 

: -— Banyan's day; at carly dam, before the motor-boats awicen, one enn stil hear 
i it singing in the wildemess. There are a few sections of uncut timber, luckily 

oad 
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> state-owned. And there ie a considerable rement of wildlife: mskellunge, 

bess, ond sturgeon in the river; mergansers, black dueks, and wood ducks breeding 

in the sloughs; ospreys, eagles, and ravens cruising overhead. ‘lverywhere are ; 

deer, perhaps too many; I cou.ted 92 in two days afloat. A wolf or two still 

roams the upper Plembean, and there is « trapper who claims he saw a marten, ' 

in though no marten skin hae come out of the Flaubenu singe 1900. ee 

} Using these remants of the wilderness ae a meleus, the State Conservation 

Department began, in 1943, to rebuild « fifty-mile stretch of viver as a wild i)! 

; area for the use and enjoyment of young Wisconsin. ‘This wild stretch is set 

in a mtrix of state forest, but there is to be no forestry on the river banks; ha 

F and as few road crossings as possible, ‘Slowly, patiently, and sometimes expen- : 

i sively the Conservation Department has been buying land, remaving cottages, ward- | 

\ ing off unnecessary roads, and in genoral pushing the clock back, as far as poss- ( ; 

a ible, townnl the original wilderness. 

i | ALY 
4 The good soil which enabled the Vlanbeau to grow the best cork pine for ; 

. Pel Bunyan likewise enabled Aisk County, during recent decades, to sprout a 

” - @atizy industry. Those dairy farmers wanted cheaper electric power than that A 

a offered by local power companies, hence they organised a cooperative REA and ae 

: in 1947 applied for a power dam which, when built, would clip off the lower ; 

a reaches of a fifty-mile stretch in process of restoration as canoe-water : 

- There was a ghaxp and Vitter political fight, The Legislature, sensitive 

F to farnor-pressure but oblivious of wilderness values, not only ap roved the 4 

P REA dan, but doprived the Conservation Gonmission of any future voice in the : 

E _—— Aegposition of powar sites. Tt thus seoms Llely that the remaining canoe ; 

mh ie i i : |
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D 
TLLINOIS BUS RIDE 

: SOV 

A farmer and his key are out in the yard, milling a cross«cut saw 

through the innards of an ancient cottonwood. The tree is so large and so 

i old that only a foot of blade is left to ml on, finan ne ecm potoh 

tears na rinaatimtirenesormeltERcient 
see 

% Time was when that tree was a buoy in the prairie sea. George Rogers 

Clark may have camped under it; buffalo may have nooned in its shade, switch= ; 

ing flies. lvery spring it enneettetn as fluttering pigeonse It is the 

| vest historical library short of the State College, put once a year it sheds 

cotton on the farmer's window-sereens. Of these two facts, only the second 

F ie important. 

a, The State College tells farmers that Chinese elms do not clog screens, 

' and henee are prefezable to cottonwoods, It likewise pontificates on cherry 

preserves, Bang's disease, hybrid corn, and besutifying the farm home, ‘The 

only thing it does not know about farms is where they came from, Its job is } 

to make Illinois safe for soybeans. 

ee 
J aper subting vv O- sailing , 
Bate, Gomi Le~an-hour bus saéls’ along over a highway originally laid 4 

out for horse and buggy. ‘the ribbon of concrete has been widened and widened 

; until the field fences threaten to topple into the road cuts, In the narrow 

thread of sod between the shaved banks and the toppling fences grow the relics 

of what ence was Illinois: the prairie. 

“Yo one in the bus sees these relics. A worried farmer, his fertilizer 

t pill projecting from his shirt-pocket, looks blankly at the lupines, lespedezas,
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s of Bavtisias that originally pumped nitrogen out of the prairie air and into - 

his black loamy acres, He dees not distinguish them from the parvenu quack- : 

j grass in which they grow, Were I to ask him why his corn makes a hundred ‘ushels, : 

while that of non-prairie states does well to make thirty, he would vrobably 

anewer that Illinois soil is better. Yere I to ask him the name of that white 

“ spike of pea-like flowers hugging the fence, he would shake his head, A weed, 

likely. 

{7 A cemetery flashes by, its borders slight with prairie mecoons, There | 

are no puccoons elsewhere; dog-fennels and sowthistles supply the yellow motif ; 

for te 8 Salinieisins Puecoons converse only with the dead, : 

r Through the open window I hear the heart-stirring whistle of an upland 

plover; tive was wheu his forbears followed the buffalo as they trudged shoulder- : 

- deep through an illimitable zarien of forgotten blooms, ani diensitt weeping | 

(pome<aort—oimoritsoadeRs spies the bird and remarks to his father: there goes 

2 \« snipe. 
: 

kx ¥ 

‘ The sign saya “You are entering the Green River S011 Conservation District," 

‘ In smaller tyve is a list of who is cooperating; the letters are too small to : 

be read from a moving bus, It mst be a roster of who's who in conservation. ‘ 

; fhe sign is neatly painted. It stands in a ereekbottom pasture so short i 

you could play golf on it. Nearby is the graceful loop of an old dry creekbed. : 

- ‘the new creekbed is ditched straight as a ruler; it has been “uncurled" by 4 

the county engineer to hurry the run-off, On the hill in the background are * 

; contoured strip-crops; they save been “earled" by the erosion engineer to re~ ; 

4 tard the run-off. ‘The water mst be confused by so mich advice. ‘ 

. aber : 
Bverything on this farm spells money in the bank, The farastead abounds 4 

4 4 

i 4 si asa pie q 
. 

i
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:" in fresh paint, steel, and concrete. A date on the barn commemorates the 

founding fathers. the roof bristles with lightning rods, the weathercock is 2 

% proud with new gilt, Even the pigs look solvent, 

The old oaks in the wodlot are without issue, There sre no hedges, 

brash patches, fencerows, or other signs of shiftless husbandry. The corn- 

field has fat steers, but probably no quail, The fences stand on narrow ribbons ‘ 

' of sod; whoever plowed that close to barbed wires must have been saying "Waste 

| ‘ : not, want not", 

In the creskbottom pasture, flood-trash is lodged high in the bushes, ae 

; The creek banks are raw; chunks of Illinois have slonghed off and moved sea- 

; ward, Patches of gient ragweed mark where freshets have thrown down the silt | 

they could not carry, Just who is solvent? For how long? 

é oe * * : : 

i The highway stretches like a taut tape across the corn, oats, and clover 

oe fields; the bus ticks off the opulent miles; the vassengers tall and talk and 

‘ talk. About what? About Gem, baseball, taxes, son-in-laws, tigkemerebes, 

4 movies, motors, and funerals, tit never about the heaving groundswell of Illinois ae 

that washes the windows of the speeding bus, Illinois has no genesis, no his- a‘ 
: To them “ 

tory, no shoals or deeps, no tidea of life and death, Tllinois is only the 

¥ sea on which they sail to ports unknown, ‘ t 

, 

Be | 

; | 

| 

[
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i Wen I call to mind my oarliost impressions of-thie-vele-oftetm, I 4 

wonder whether the process ordinarily reforred to as growing up is not actually. 3 

@ process of growing down; whether experience, so much touted among adults as é 

the thing children lack, is not actually a progressive dilution of the essentials 3 

" by the trivialitios of living. This mech at lesst is mre? my esrliest impres- q 

-— ghons of wildlife and its pursuit retain a vivid sharpness of form, color, and ‘ 

; atmosphere which half a century of professional wildlife experiance hat failed ae 

} to obliterate, or to improve upon. i 

} Like most aspiring hunters, I was given, at an early age, 2 single-barreled “a 

; shotgun and permission to hunt rabbits. One winter Saturday, en route to my ; 

favorite rabbit pateh, I noticed that the lake, then covered with tee end snow, ; 

Wd had developed a smi “aizhole" at » point vhere a windmill @ischarged warn water A 

‘ from the shore. All duske had long since departed southward, bet I then and there ; 

cf formated my first ornithological lippetheates if there were a duck left in the ; 

region, he (or she) would inevitably, sooner or later, drop in at thie airhole. & 

I suppressed my appetite for rabbits (then no mean feat), gat down in the cold 

i snartweeds on the frozen md, and waited. » 

i. I waited all afternoon, growing colder with each passing crow, and with 3 

| : each rheumatic groan of the laboring windmill. Winally, at sunset, a lone black : 

t duck came out of the west, and without even a preliminary circling of the airhole, ; 

_ set his wings, and pitched downward. : 

4 I cannot remember the shot; I remenber only my unspeakable delight when my 4 

ei first duck hit the snowy ice with a thud and lay there, belly-un, red legs 4 

ae. ; 
Q pibtt 4 

os c aaa
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ne cee ‘ : oS 
9 ‘When my father gave me the shotgun, he said I might hunt partridges with 1 

7? it, wt thet I might not shoot them from treos. I was old enough, he said, a 

to leam wing-shooting. ; Ag 

= My dog was good at treeing partridge, and to forego a sure shot in the tree a 
hes yy ; a 

: tn faver of a hopeless one at the fleeing bird was my first exercise in ethical ae 

codes. Compared with a treed partridge, the devil and his seven kdingdous was * 
; 

! 

iy a mild temptation. <a 

a At the end of my second senson of foatherless partridge hunting I was ‘3 

£ walking, one day, through en aspen thicket when a big partridge rose with a 4 

F 4 roar at my left, and towering over the aspens, crossed behind me, hell-bent 3 - #4 

eS for the nearest cedar swamp. It was @ swinging shot of the sort the partridge- bee! 

; : hunter dreams about, and the bird tumbled dead in a shower of foathers and a 

ey golden leaves. aoe 

% I could draw = mapitoday of each clump of red bunchberry and aach blue Bie wr 
Ri wa 

ei aster which adorned the mossy spot where he Layy. polieae, wy first partridge =e 

x / on the wing. I suspect my present affection for banchberries and asters dates Ce “ 

 @ from that monent. 3 
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Re IT MOUNTAIN 

hes heoretd 

: When I first lived in Arizona, the White Mountain was a horseman's world. 

, Bxeept along a few main routes, it was too rough for wagons. ‘There were no 

: cars. It was too big for foot travel; even sheepherdersa rode. Thuis by elimina- 

r ‘. tion, the county-sized plateau imown as "on top" was the exclusive domain of the , 

mounted man: mounted cowman, mounted sheepmn, mounted forest officer, mounted 

trapper, and those unclassified mounted men of unknown origin and uncertain | 

‘ destination always found on frontiers. It is difficult for this generation to 

; understand this aristocracy of space based upon transport. : : 

No sueh thing existed in the railroad towns two days to the north, where a 

: you had your choice of travel by shoeleather, burro, cowhorse, buckboard, freight 

. wagon, caboose, or pullman. Hach of these modes of movenent corresponded to a q 

social caste, the members of which spoke a distinctive vernacular, wore distinctive 

a clothes, ate distinetive food, and patronized different saloons. Their only common 

a denominator was a democracy of debt to the general store, and 2 commnal wealth of 

Arizona dust and Arizona sunshine. 

As one proceeded southward across the plains and mesas toward the White ; 

- Vountain these castes dropped out one by one as their respective modes of travel 

became impossible, until finally, “on top", the horseman ruled the world. 

Henry Ford's revolution has of course abolished all this. Today the plane 

“hae given even the sky to Tom, Dick, and Harry. | 

_* * * 

In winter the top of the mountain was denied even to horsemen, for the snow i 

piled deep on the high mendows, and the little canyons up which the only trails 

ascended drifted full to the brim. In May every canyon roared with an icy torrent, 

: but soon thereafter you could “top out"--if your horse had the heart to climb half ‘ 

ae - ea | ie
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i a day through knee-deep md. 

In the little village at the foot of the mountain there existed, each spring, 

@ tacit cometition to be the first rider to invade the high solitudes. Many of 

us tried it, for reasons we did not stop to analyze. Rumor ran fast. Whoever did 

: it first wore = kind of horseman's halo. He was "man-of-the-year¥, '! < 
is The mountain spring, storybooks to the contrary notwithstanding, did not 

come with a rush. Baluy days alternated with bitter winds, even after the sheep 

had gone up. I have seen few colder sighte than a drab gray mountain meadow, 

: _Sprinkled with complaining ewes and half-frogen lambs, pelted by hail and snow. 

* Bven the gay nuterackers humped their backs to these Spring storms. a 

; AveVIN ; 
The mountein in summer had as many moods as there were days and weathers; 

= the dullest rider, as well as hia horse, felt these moods to the uarrow of his | 
2 bones. Lice Pies 

/ x 
‘ On a fair morning(the Mountain invited you to get down and roll in its new tk 

4 grass and flowers (your less-inhibited horse did Just this if you failed to keep 

8 tight rein). lvery living thing sane, chirped, and burgsoned. Massive pines 

and firs, storm-tossed these many months, soaked up the sun in towering dignity. 

AY Tassel-eared squirrels, poker-faced but enoting with voice and tail, told you 

insistently what you already imew full well: that never had there been so rare 

a day, or so rich a solitude to spend it in. 

An hour later, thunderhends may have blotted out the sun, while your erstwhile | 
paradise cowered under the impending lash of lightning, rain, and hail. Bleck 

: gloom hung poised, as over a bomb with the fuse lighted. Your horse jumped at ae 

every rolling pebble, every crackling twig. When you turned in the saddle to unlash 

your slicker, he shied, snorted, and trembled as if you were about to unfurl the 
, scrolls of an Apocalypse. When I hear anyone say he does not feat lightning, I :
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j still remark inwardly: he has never ridden The Mountain in July. 

. The explosions ard fearaome enough, but more so are the smoking slivers of 

: stone that sing past your ear when the bolt crashes into a rimrock. Still more 

so are the splinters that fly when a bolt explodes a pine. I remember one glean- 

ing white one, fifteen feet long, that stabbed deep into the earth at my feet and 

stood there humming like a tuning-fork. 

f It mat be poor life that achieves freedom from fear. 

; * we * 

% The top of the mountain was a great meadow, half a day's ride across, but do 

; not pleture it as a single cmon tre of grass, hedged in by wall of pines. a 
The edges of that meadow were scrolled, curled, and erenulated with an infinity : 

of bays and coves, pointe and stringers, peninsulas and parks, each one of which 

differed from all the rest. Wo man knew them all, and every day's ride offered 

: ® gambler's chance of finding a new one. I say "yéw" because one offen had the 

« feeling, riding into sone flower-spangled cove, that if anyone had ever been here 

a before, he mst of necessity have sung a song, or written a poen. 

This feeling of having this day discovered the incredible accounts, perhaps, a 

for the profusion of initials, dates, and cattle brands inseribed on the patient | 
bark of aspens at every mountain eamp-site. In these inscriptions one could, in 

any dey, read the history of Homo texanus ond his culture, not in the cold cate- 

gories of anthfopology, but in terms of the individual career of some founding 

father whose initials you recognized as the man whose son bested you at horse- 

trading, or whose daughter you once danced with. Here, dated in the 90's, was his 

Simple initial, without brand, inserived no doubt when he first arrived alone on 
the mountain as an itinerant cowpuncher. Next, a decade later, his initial plus 

F brand; by that time he had become a solid citizen with an "outfit", acquired by ‘ 

ar thrift, natural inerease, and perhaps a nimble rope. Next, only a few years old, ; 

Q you found his daughter's initial, inscribed by sone enamored youth aspiring not : ; ‘
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; only to the lady's hand, but to the economic succession. 

The old man was dead now; in his later yeare his heart had thrilled only 

to his banic account and to the tally of his flocks and herds, but the aspen 

C revealed that in his youth he too had felt the glory of the mountain spring. 

Ait 
Py The history of the mountain was written not only in aspen bark, but in its 

ig place-names. Cow-country place-names are lewd, humorous, ironic, or sentinental, 

: but seldom trite. Usually they are subtle onough to draw inquiry frow new arrivals, 

‘ whereby hangs that web of tales which, full spun, constitutes the local foli-lore. Le 

. For example, there was ‘fhe Boneyard", a lovely meadow where plucdfilis arched ; 

over the half-buried skulls and scattered vertebrae of cows long since dead. Here | 

| in the 1880's a foolish cowman, newly arrived fron the warm valleys of Texas, had 
A> trusted the allurements of the mountain summer and assayed to winter his herd on 

i mountain hay. “hen the November storns hit, he and his horse had floundered out, 

: but not his cows. | 

a Again, there was "The Campbell Blue", a headwater of the Blue River to which ‘ . 

an early cowman had brought himself a bride. The Indy, tiring of rocks and trees, ? 
a Cmaplatt pemanns } 

had yearned for a piano, ami A piano was duly fetched, There was only one mle f 

e in the county capable of packing it. and only one packer capable of the almost ' 

; superhuman task of balancing such a load. Bat the plano failed to bring content- 1 

ment; the lady decamped; snd when the story was told me, the ranch esbin was already 

a ruin of sagging logs. 

Again there was Frijole Cienega, « marshy meadow walled in by pines, under 

which stood, in my day, a small log cabin used by any passer-by as an overnight ; : 

camp. It was the unwritten law for the owner of such real estate to leave flour, | 

lard, and beans, and for the passer-by to replenish such stock if he could. But ’ 

rs .
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oy one luckloss traveller, trapped there for a week by storms, had found only beans, 2 

This breach of hospitality was sufficiently notable to be handed down to history 

as & place-name, i 

i Finally, there was "Paradise Ranch", an obvious platitude when read from a | 

. nap, but something quite different when you arrived there at the end of a hard 
, ride. It lay tueked away on the far side of a high peak, as any proper paradise | 

we should. Through its verdant mendows noandered a singing trout stream. A horse 
| left for a month on this meadow waxed so fat that rain-water gathered in a peol 

2 on hie back. After my first visit to Paradise Ranch I remarked to myself: what : 

, else gould you oall it? a 
o® * ef { 

. Despite several opportunities to do so, I have never returned to the White 

j Mountain. 1 prefer not to see what touriste, roads, saymills, and logging rail- 
roads have done for it, or to it. I hear young people, uot yet born when I ‘ 

first rode out "on top", enthuse about it ag a wonderful place. To this, with an 

y unspoken mental reservation, I agree. | 

By 3 
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ee AREAL : Wovenber 30, 1946 Hae 

ye 
BSCUDILIA ’ 

; Alde—Leopeld i . 

ay 
Life in Arizona was bounded under foot by grema grass, overhead by 

‘ sky, and on the horizon by Mecudilla. 1 } 

‘ fo the north of the mountain you rode on honey-colored plains, look ne 4 

up anywhere, any time, and you saw Bscudilla, a oy 

i To the east you rode over a confusion of wooded mesas, Hach hol~ Ly in | 

low seemed its own small world, soaked in sun, fragrant with juniper, yi | 

and cozy with the chatter of piflén jays, But top out on a ridge and : ow t 

) you at once became a specks in an immensity, On its edge hung Bacudilla. a 

\ No the south lay the tangled cenyons of Blue River, full of white~ t 

tails, wild turkeys, and wilder cattle, When you missed a saucy buck vy 

wawing his goodbye over the skyline, and looked down your sights to ' | 

: wonder why, you looked at a far blue mountaint lscudilla, fy, 

fo the west billowed the outliers of the Apache National Forest. q 

We cruised timber there, converting the tall pines, forty by forty, into y 

' notebook figures representing hypothetical lumber piles, Panting up a % 

canyon, the cruiser felt a curious incongruity between the remoteness ‘ 

; of his notebook symbols and the immediacy of sweaty fingers, locust 5 ! | 

. thorns, deer fly bites, ant scolding squirrels. Bat on the next riage Ah 

a cold wind, roarine across a green sea of pines, blew his doubts a ‘ 

away. On the far shore Inmg Hacudilla. | 

The mountain bounded not only our work and our play, but even our 4) ) 

attempts to get a good dinner, On winter evenings we often tried to i i 

ambush a mallard on the river flats, ‘The wary flocks circled the rosy aa 

west, the steel blue north, and then disappeared into the inky black Ng 

of Becudilla, If they reappeared on set wings, we had a fat drake for yi 

| o- 
* 

A ath 
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a 
‘" the dutch oven, If they failed to reappear, it was bacon and beans ot 

agains m1 

There was, in fact, only one place from which you did not see Uscu~- ue 

| @illa on the skyline: that wos the top of Bseudilla itself, Up there W 

i you could not see the mountain, but you could feel it, The reason was a0 

| the big bear. a 

‘ wihlay q 
O14 Bigfoot was a robber-baron, and Becudilla was his castle. Bach y) | 

spring, when the warm winds had softened the shadows on the snow, the a 

| ola grizely crawled out of his hibernation den in the rock slides and, é ; 

| descending the mountain, bashed in the head of a cow, Mating his fill, a i 

he clinbed back to his craga, and there swmered peseeably on marnotas iv 

conies, berries, ond roots, ‘ eae 

I once saw one of his ills, The cow's skull and neck were pulp, i 

as if she had collided head-on with a fast freight. u 

} Mo one ever saw the old bear, but in the muddy springs about the mt | 

base of the cliffs you saw his incredible tracks, Seeing them made Ni 

the most hard=bitten cowboys aware of bear, Wherever they rode they Hh 

saw the mountain, and when they saw the mountain they thought of bear. Bei 

Cam#ire conversation ran to beef, Batltes, and bear, Bigfoot claima  "  —— 1 

for his own only a cow a year, and a few square miles of useless rocks, ‘i uy 

but his personality pervaded the county. te 

Those were the days when progress first came to the cow country. ‘ by 

Progress had various emissaries, va 

One was the first transcontinental automobilist. ‘the cowboys i 

understood this breaker of roads; he talked the sane breezy bravado f. 

| as any breaker of bronchos. Lik
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They did not waerstand, Pout they listened to and looked at the | “ Ie 

pretty lady in black velvet who came to enlighten them, in a Boston } 

accent, about woman suffrage. i 

They marvelled, too, at the telephone engineer who strung wires on 

the junipers and brought instantaneous messages from tom, An old man an 

»é asked whether the wire could bring him a side of bacon. ; 

One spring, progress sent still another emissary, a government 

trapper, a sort of St, George pe oe seeking dragons to slay at iG 

f government expense. Were there, any destructive animals in need of 

L sleying? Yes, there was the big bear, t 

The trapper packed his mile anid headed for Bsoulilla, ie 

In a month he was back, his mile staggering under a heavy hide. ; 

There was only one barn in town big enough to dry it on, He had tried 

traps, poison, and all his usual wiles to no avail. Then he had erected 

a set-gun in a defile through which only the bear could pass, and waited, 

The last grizzly walked into the string and shot himself. i 

It was June. The pelt was foul, patchy, and worthless, It seemed 

to us rather an insult to deny the last grizzly the chance to leave a ; 

good pelt as a memorial to his race. All he left was a skull in the Me 

National Maseum, and a quarrel among scientists over the Latin name of ' 

the skull. 

Tt was only after we pondered on these things that we began to i 

wonder who wrote the rules for progress, ay 

* * & | ’ 

Since the beginning, time had gnawed at the basaltic Imlk of ls- ‘3 

qudilla, wasting, waiting, and building, ‘Mme built three things on ha 

f the old mountain, a venerable aspect, a community of minor animals and ‘sf 

) plants, and a grizzly. ‘a 

Ge age 

on Ti, niga ae
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The Congressmen who voted money to clear the ranges of bears were i t 
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captains of an invasion too sure of its own righteousness, te 
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4 THINKING LIKH A MOURA 

dlde-heepeld 

A deep chesty bawl echoes from rimrock to rimrock, rolls down the 

mountain, and fades into the far blacimess of the night. I is an 

outburst of wild defiant sorrow, and of contempt for all the adversities 
| of the world. j 

‘ livery living thing (and perhaps many a dead one as well) pays heed 

to that call. To the deer it is a rominder of the way of all flesh, 

| to the pine a forecast of midnight souffles and of blood upon the snow, 

: te the coyote a promise of gleanings to come, to the cowman a threat of 

red ink at the bank, to the hunter a challenge of fang against bullet. a 

: Yet behind these obvious and immediate hopes and fears there lies a 

deeper meaning, known only to the mountain itself. Only the mountain 

; has lived long enough to listen objectively to the howl of a wolf, 

Those unable to decipher the hidden meaning know nevertheless that 

it is there, for it is felt in all wolf country, and distinguishes that 

country from all other land. It tingles in the spine of all who hear 

wolves by night, or who scan their tracks by day. Even without sight or 

ry sound of wolf, 1t 1s implicit in a hundred small events: the midnight 

whinny of a packhorse, the rattle of rolling rooks, the bound of a 

fleeing deer, the way the shadows lie under the spruces. Only the 

ineduefible tyro can fail to sense the presence or absence of wolves, 

or the fact that mountains have a seeret opinion about then. 

cl 
My own conviction on this score dates from the day I saw a wolf die. 

We were eating lunch on a high rimroek, at the foot of which a turtulent
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river elbowed its way. We saw what we thought was a doe fording the 

torrent, her breast awash in white water. “hen she climbed the bank toward 

us and shook out her tail, we realized our error: it was a wolf, A half 

dozen others, evidently grown pups, sprang from the willows and all 

Joined in «4 weleoming melee of wmeging tails and playful maulings. What 

wat literally a pile of wolves writhed and tumbled in the center of open 

; flat at the foot of our rinmrock. 

In those days we had never heard of passing up a chance to kill a 

wolf. In a second we were pumping lead inte the pack, but with more 

exeitenent than agcuragys how to aim a steep downhill shot is always 

| confusing. When our rifles were empty, the old wolf was dow, and a pup : 

was dragging a leg into impassable sliderocks. 

We reached the old wolf in tine to wateh a fierce green fire dying in : 

her eyes. I realized then, and have known ever singe, that there was 

something new to me in those eyes--something known only to her and to 

} the mountain. I was young then, and full of trigger-iteh; I thought that 

: because fewer wolves meant more deer, that no wolves would mean hunters! 

paradise, yt after seeing the greon fire die, I sensed that neither the 

‘ wolf nor the mountain agreed with such a view. 

Sinee then I have lived to seo state after state extirpate its wolves. 

I have watched the face of many a newly-wolfleas mountain, and seen the 

south-facing slopes wrinkle with a maze of new deer trails. I have seen 

every edible bush and seedling browsed, first to anaemic desuetude, and 

then to death. I have seen every edible tree defoliated to the height 

of a saddlehorn, Such a mountain looks as if someone had given God a new 

i
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pruning shears, and forbidden Him all other exercise. In the end the 

starved bones of the hoped-for deer herd, dead of its own too-mch, 

| Dleagh with the bones of the dead sege, or molder under the high-~lined 

) junipers. : 

I now suspect that just as a deor herd lives in mortal fear of its 

, wolves, go does a mountain live in mortal fear of its deer. And perhaps 

with better cause, for while a buck pulled down by wolves can be replaced 

in two or three years, a range pulled down by too many deer may fail of 

ny replacement in as many decades. 

So also with cows. ‘The cowman who cleans his range of wolves does 4 

not realize that he is taking over the wolf's job of trimuing the herd to 

fit the range. He has not learned to think like a mountain. Hence we 

have duetbowls, and rivers washing the future into the sea. 

: eae ae 

} We all strive for safety, prosperity, comfort, long life, and dullness. 

The deer strives with his supple legs, the cowman with trap and poison, 

the statesman with pen, the most of a with machines, votes, and dollars, 

tut it all comes to the same thing: peate in our tine. A measure of 

: success in this 4s all well enough, and perhaps is a requisite to objective 

thinking, but too much safety seems to yield only danger in the long run. 

Perhaps this is behind Thoreau's dictum: In wildness is the salvation 

of the world. Perhaps this is the hidden meaning in the howl of the wolf, 

long mown among mountains, but seldom perceived among men. 

4
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The physics of beauty 48 one department of natural selence 941211 

in the Dark Ages. Not even the manipulators of bent space have tried 

$0 solve its equations. “werybody lmows, for example, that the autum 

2 landscape dn the north woods is the land, plus a red maple, plus a raffed 

grouse. In torna of conventional physies, the grouse represents only a 

milidonth of either the mase or the energy of an acre. Yet subtract the 

; grouse and the whole thing is dead. An enormoug amount of some kind of 

motive power has been lost. oe 

Tt is easy to say that the loss is all in our winds eye, but is 

there any sober ecologist who will agree? Me knows full well that there 

ip hag been an ecological death, the significange of which is inexpressible 

} ia terms of contemporary sclence. A Retiatee/ philos pher giaerseadey%y has 

; ealled this inponderable essence the gumonon of materiel things. It stands 

in contradistinetion to phenomenon which is ponderable and predictable, 

even to the tossings and turnings of the remotest star. 

The grouse is the mumenon of the north woods, the >luejay of the 

ey hickory groves, the whisig-Jack of the muslegs, the piioneve of the juniper 
: foothills. Ozmithologies) texts do not record these facts. Y appose 

they are new to s¢lence, however obvious to the discerning scientiat. Be 

that as it may, I here record the discovery of the mumenon of the Sierra 

Madre: the Thick-billed Parrot, 

He is a discovery only because so few have visited his haunts. Onee 

there, only the deaf and blind could fail to peresive his role in the 

nountain lie and landscape. Indeed you have hardly finished breakfast before 

$ ; 

;
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} the chattering flocks leave their roost on the rin hocks and perform a sort 

of morning drill in the high reaches of the dawn. Like squadrons of cranes 

thoy wheel and spiral, loudly debating with each other the qestion (which 

also pugsles you) of whether this new day which creeps slowly over the 

canyons is bluer and golder than its predecessors, or less so. The vote 

e being a draw, they repair by separate companies to the high meses, for their 

} breakfast of pine-seed-on~the-half-shell. ‘They have not yet seen you. 

Sut @ little later, as you begin the steep ascent out of the canyon, 

5 some shaxp-eyed parrot, perhaps a wile away, espies this strange creature 

puffing up the trail where only deer or lion, bear or turiey, are licensed 

; to travel, Breakfast is forgotten. With a whoop and a shout the whole 

f gang is awing and coming at you. As they girele overhead you wish fervently 

ti for a parrot dictionary. Are they demanding, what-the-devil business have 

you in these parte’ Or are they, like an avian chanber-of-conmeree, merely 

cy making sure you appreciate the glories of their home town, its weather, its 
citizens, and its glorious future as compared with any and all other tines 

and places whatsoever? It might be either or both. And there flashes 

through your mind the gad premonition of what will happen when the road is 

built, and this riotous reception committees first greets the towrist-with« 

a-gun. 

it is soon clear that you are a dull inarticulate fellow, unable to 

; respond by so much as a whistle to the standard amenities of the Sierra 

worm, And after all, there are more pine cones in the woods than have yet 

been opened, so let's finish brenicfast! This time they may settle upon 

some tree below the rimrock, giving you the chanee to sneal out to the 

edge and look dom. ‘There for the first time you see color; velvet green 

\f, uniforms with scarlet and yellow epanlets and bleck helmets, sweeping i 

es
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noisily from pine to pine, wt always in formation end always iu even 

manbers. Only once did I seo a gong of five, or any other number not 

} comprised of vairs. 

| I do net imow whother the nesting pairs are as noisy as these roistering 

‘ flocks which greeted ma in Sentember, I do know that in September, if there 

/ are parrots on the mountain, you will soon know it, As a proper ornithol- 

: ogiat, I showld doubtless try to describe the enll, It superfictelly 

regenblea that of the Pilon day, mt the mele of the pifloneros in soft and 

m, nostalgic as the hase hanging in their native canyons, while that of the 

t @uacamaja is louder and full ef the ealty enthusiaam of high comedy. 

: In springy Iam told, the pair hunte ur 2 woodpecker hole in some tall 

ak dead pine and performs its vactsl duty in temorary isolation, Bat what 

: ; woodpecker excavates a hole large enough? The Gnecamaja (23 tho natives 

euphoniously eall the parrot) is big an a pigeon, and hardly to be squeezed 

i into a flicker-loft. Doses he, with his own powerful beak, perform the 

} negessary enlargement? Or 1s he denendent on the holes of the Imperial 

Woodpecker, which is said to occur in these parts? Yo some future oxni~ 

thologieal visiter I beoueath the plenaant tasic of dincovertng the answer, 

 f
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e THE GRIER LAcOONS aa 
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Wek "Te de the part of windom never to revisit wilderness, for the ve | 

ae more golden the lily, the more certain that someone has gilded it, ‘To 9 i 

i y return not only spoils a trip, but tarnishes a memory, It is only in Ae Mi 

ve the mind that shining adventure remains forever bright, Yor this reason, ae Ws 

4 f have sever gone venk 00 the Delta of the Colorado since my brother ant Ca : 

\ I explored it, vy cance, in 1922, ‘ a 

1 4 ‘For all we could tell, the Delta had lain forgotten since Hernando f n ‘ 

: de Alarcon landed there in 1540. Waen we camped on the estuary which 4s ‘on 

1) kt said to have harbored his ships, we had not for weeks seen a man oF 2 : he 

y gow, an ax-out or a fence, Once we crossed an old wason track, ite ' ae 

Bi , maker unknown, and its errand probably sinister, Once we founda tin 

[ a ean; it was pounced upon as a valuable utensil, ‘ae Mh 

a Dawn on the Delta was whistled in by Gambel quail, which roosted re 

¥ in the mesquites overhanging camp, When the sum pooped over the Sierra any ; 

Madre, 1¢ slanted seross a Imndred miles of lovely desolation, a vast oe oh : 

i iiss ‘hh. nit WiAlnnepllen, whan ‘hey Sheesh: snabins,. Oa ialle doaay. ils, Yoko ag i 

| i‘ was bisected by the river, but in fect the river was nowhere and every- a 

: where, Zor he could not deaide which of a hundred green lagoons offered A 

the most pleasant and least speedy path to the Gul, So he traveled ie 

4 them all, and so @id we, He divided and rejoined, he twisted and turned, A 

‘ he meandered in awesome jungles, he all but ran in circles, he dullted oa 

with lovely grdves, he got lost and was glad of it, and so were wo, For = a 

He the last word in procrastination, go travel with a river reluctant to ea 
a lose his freedom in the sea, ; Aye 

\ ae 
a ; ho i 

\ ily Ha RW gh aPC ‘4 Gt A eee TL Hee Liltaah ins me id (i 

Ro) i ME Wi amin i 
Rash kt disc kak a el ho I a yet
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J "He leadeth mo by still waters” was only « phrase in a book until we ra 

had nosed our canoe through the green legoons. If David had not written a 

the psalm, we would have felt constrained to write our own, the still wa- mC 
ters were of a deep emerald hue, colored by algae, I suppose, but no we ee 

less green for all that, A verdant wall of mesquite and willow separated a 

y the channel from the thoray desert beyond, At each bend we saw egrets 10), 

standing in the pools shead, each white statue matched by its white " al 

reflection. Fleets of cormorants drove their black prows in quest f he 

" of skittering mlletay avocets, willets, and yellovlegs dozed one= bapten 

Legeed.on the bars} mallards, widgeons, end teal sprang skyward in “ttn Ne i 

alarm, 4s the birds took the air they acowmiated in » sm=ll eloud ahead, ; o | 

there to settle, or to break back to our rear, When a troop of egrets : hd 

ry settled on a far green willow, they looked like a premature snowstorm. ih 
All this wealth of fowl and fish was not for our delectation alone, p a 

s Often we came uyon a bobast, flattened to some halieimmersed drift- ‘ a 

wood lor, paw poised for millet, ‘Mamilies of raccoons waded the e ie 

shallows, munching water~beetles, Coyotes watched us from inland ae 

imolls, waiting to resume their breakfast of mesquite beans, varied, if 
hy’ I suppose, by an occasional orippled shorebind, duck, or quail, At ah 

i every shallow ford were tracls of burro deer, Ye always exanined bee ‘‘ 

these deer trails, hoping to find sign of the despot of the Delta, Va) 

etretentapt an i 
We saw neither hide nor hair of him, mt his personality pervaded a 

{ the wilderness} no living beast forgot his potential presence, for the a 

, price of wwariness was death, Mo deer rounted a bush, or stopped to \" Ai) 

nibble pods under a mesquite treo, without a promonitory sniff for @) ae 

‘ tigre. Mo campfire died without talk of him, No dog curled up for the a a i 

4 ee 
Bi i kh ea ehh cea ls Se an as a
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My night, save at his master's feet; he needed no telling that the king ( b 

of cats still ruled the night; that those massive pays could fell 4 

an ox, those jaws shear off bones like a guillotine, A 

By this timo the Delta has probably been mde safe for cows, i ( 

and forever dull for adventuring hunters, Freedom from fear has ag bys e 

arrived, but a glory has departed from the green lagoons. ‘ f f: 

When Kipling smelled the supper smokes of Amritsar, he should ; i; 

, have elaborated, for no other poet has sung, or smelled, thie green segs ‘i 

uy earth's firewoods, Most poets must heve subdsisted on anthracite, a i 

On the Delta one burns only mesquite, the ultimate in fregrant oe 

fuels, Brittle with » hundred frosts and floods, baked by a thousand u 

suns, the gnarled Ssrperiahable bones of these sncient trees lie ready~ A 

4 toshand at every camp, reedy to slant blue amoke across the twilight, M4 iy 

sing a song of teapots, bake 2 loaf, brown a kettle of quail, and Unt 

warm the shins of man and beast, When you have ladled a shovelful - i 

: of mesquite coals under the Dutch oven, take care not to sit down i: ? 

in that svot before bedtime, lest you rise with a yelp that seares 4 ‘i 

the quail roosting overhead. Mesquite coals have seven lives, e 

We had cooked with wattgba goals in the corbelt, we had sy 

‘ sumdged our nots with pine in the north woods, ve had browned j ‘ 

| venison ribs over Arizona juniper, but we had not seen perfection iM 

until we roasted a young goose with Delta mesquite, ‘ vs 

Taose geese deserved the best of brownings, for they had bested A 

us for a week, ‘Every morning we watched the cackling phalanx head ‘ 

sii del Abin nehity seine Shiney steitanie BRD ttnchs.’ Mek be 

rare provender in what green lagoon was the object of their quest? eG 
Bee, 

in ota 

ares ti j Te ‘ i ih Ce aN ik ae . 

Tle ial Saleh hole as Nc Uk Sade hu Cia Feta a



a 
} Again and agein we moved cam gooseward, hoping to see them settle, to i 

find their banquet board, One day at absut & a.m. we saw the phalanx re 

cirele, break ranks, sideslips, and fall to earth like maple leaves, Ylock 

after flock followed. At long last we had found their rendezvous, i 

Next morning at the same hour we lay in wait beside an ordinary= i) 

looking slough, its bars covered with yesterday's goosetracks, We were 

already hungry, for it had been a long tramp from camp, My brother was We 

eating 0 cold roast quail, The quat) was halfway to his mouth when mo une 

a @atkle from the sky froze us to suntitty, ten qmail hung in middate okt Ga i 

while the flock eireled at leisure, debated, hesitated, and finally ‘ 

Gune ing hat qual fell in the send when the guns spoke, and ali, the i 
geese we could eat lay kicking on the bar, As 

af More came, and settled. The dog ley trembling, We ate quail at r Hi 

i leisure, peering throws the blind, listening to the smll-talk, Tose 
geese were gobbling grovel. As one flock filled up and left, another ‘ 

arrived, eager for their delectable stones, Of all the millions of peb- - 

bles in the green legoons, those on this particular bar suited them best, % 

The difference, to a snow goose, was worth forty miles of flying, It het 

was worth a long hike to us. Ni 

Most amall game on the Delta was too abundant to hunt, At every camp i 

we Imne up, in afew mimtes shooting, enough quail for tomorrow's use, Ye 

Good gastronomy demanded at least one frosty night on the etringer as the i 

necessary interlude between roosting in a mesquite and roasting over i ‘f 

annette : i 
AUL game was of incredible fatness, very deer laid down so meh a a 

tallow thet the dimple along his backbone would have held a small pail Ue 

s of water, hod he allowed us to pour it, He didn't, Ae 

: aN 
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t4 The origin of all this oymlence was not far to seek, Bvery mesquite is 

and every tornillo was losde4 with pote, tho dried=up uma flats bore a 

an anmsl grass, the grain-like seeds of which could be scooped up by oe a “i 

the cupful. There were great patches of a legume resembling coffees (ie f a 

weed} if you walked through these, your pockets filled up with shelled o 

i Woanes il 5 laa ie 

T remeber one pateh of wild nelons, or ealabastas, sovering se- | i: 
veral acres of maflat, The deer and eoons had opened the frozen fruits, ih 

( exposing the seeds, Doves and quail fluttered over this banquet Like Vi 

fruit-flies over a ripe banana. a 

We could not, or at least did not, eat what the queil and deer did, If 

wut we shared their evident delight iu this milleand-honey wilderness, iN j 

\ Their festival mood became our mod} we all revelled in 2 commn aban- I 

dance and in each other's well-being, I cannot recall feeling, 4n ut 

. settled quuntry, » like sensitivity to the mood of the land, ms 

Comp-iceeping in the Delta was not all beer and sldttles, ‘the pro- he 

lem was water, ‘the lagoons were aaline; the river, where we could find a ‘y 

; 1t, was too midy to drink, At each new camp we dug a new woll. Most es 
wella, however, yielded only brine from the Gulf, We learned, the hard i Fe 

way, where to die for sweet water, ‘When in doubt about a new well, we a 

lowered the dog vy his hind legs, If he dreni: freely, it was the signal ne 

for us to beach the cance, kindle the fire, and pitch the tent, ‘then we Na 

sat at peace with the world while the quail sizzled in the Dutch oven, “A 

and the sun soni in glory behind the San Pedro Martir, Tater, dishes Cty im 

washed, we rehearsed the day, and listened to the noises of the nights a 

wy: ee 
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Never did we plan the morrow, for we had learned that in the wilder= ‘ 

ness some new and irresistible distraction 1s sure to turn up each day before 

breakfast, Like the river, we were free to wander, ' 

fo travel by plan in the Delta is no light matter: we were reminded of ‘ 

this whenever ve climbed a cottonwood for a wider view, ‘the view was so wide 

as to discourage prolonged serutiny, especially toward the Northwest, where a 

: white streak at the foot of the Sierra hung in perpetual mirage. ‘This was the ¥ 

great salt @esert on which, in 1829, Alexander Pattie died of thirst, exhaus- 

tion, and mosquitoes, Pattie had a plant to cross the Delta to California. ie 

Once we had a plan to portage from one green lagoon to a greener onee ; 

We knew it was there by the waterfowl hovering over it. ‘The distance was 300 : 

yards through » jungle of cachinilla, a tall spear-like shrub which grows 

in thickets of incredible density. ‘The floods had bent down the spears, 

, which opposed our passage in the manner of a Masedonian phalanx, We dis- 

i ereetly withdrew, persuaded that our lagoon was the prettier anyhow, 

Getting eaught in a maze of cachinilla phalanxes was a real danger Me 

which no one had mentioned, whereas the danger we had been warned against Hl 

failed to materialize, When we launched our canoe above the border, there 

} were dire predictions of sudden death, Far husiier craft, we were told, 

had been overwhelmed by the tidal bore, a wall of water which rages up the 

river from the Gulf with certain incoming tides, We talked about the bore, i 

j we spun elaborate schemes to ciroeumvent it, we even saw it in our dreams, ‘ 

with dolphins riding its crest and an serial escort of screaming gulls. it 

When we reached the mouth of the river, we hung our canoe in a tree and bas 

waited two days, but the bore let us down, It did not come. a4 

The Delta having no place~numes, we had to devise our own as we went. iy 

One lagoon we called the Rillito, and it 1s here that we saw pearls in the 0 

. Ate 
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sky. We were lying flat on our backs, soaking up November sun, staring idly a 

at a soaring buzzard overhead, Yar beyond him the sky suddenly exhibited if 

a rotating circle of white spots, alternately visible and invisible. A ki 

faint bugle note soon told us they were cranes, inspecting their Delta f 

and finding it good, At the time my ornithology was home-made, and I was 1a 

Ya pleased to think them whooping ¢ranes because they were so white. Doubtless 

they were sandhill cranes, but it doesn't matter, What matters is that we j i 

were sharing our wilderness with the wildest of Living fowl, We, and they, vi) 

f had found a common home in the remote fastnesses of space and tine; we were 

both back in the Pleistocene. Had we been able to, we would have bugled te 

back their greeting. Now, from the far reaches of the years, I see them Me 

wheeling still. _ 

’ 7 # | 

All thie was far away and long ago. I am told the green lagoons now ' 

} raise canteloupes, If so, they should not lack flavor, ’ 

Man elways kills the thing he loves, and so we the pioneers have killed : ¢ 

our wilderness. Some say we had to, Be that as it may, I am glad I shall i 

) never be young without wild country to be young in, Of what avail are forty 

freedoms without a blank spot on the map? 

A 
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SONG OF THE GAVILAN 

the song of a river ordinarily means the tune that waters play on rock, root 

and rapid. 

fhe Rio Gavilan has such a song. It is a pleasant music, bespeaking dancing 

riffles and fat rainbows laired under mossy roots of syeamore, oak, and pine, 

It 4s also useful, for the tinkle of waters so fills the narrow canyon that 

deer and turkey, come down out of the hills to drink, hear no footfall of 

man or horse. look sharp as you round the next bend, for it may yield you 

a shot, and thus save a heart-breaking climb in the high mesas, 

This song of the waters 4s andible to every ear, but there is other meic in 

these hills, by no means audible to all. ‘To hear even a few notes of it you 

mist first live here for a long time, and you mst know the speech of hills 

and rivers. ‘Then on a still night, when the qmpfire is low and the Plelades 

have climbed over the rimrocks, sit quiet), and listen for a wolf to howl, and 

think hard of everything you have seen and tried to understand, ‘Then you a 

may hear it = a vast pulsing harmony - its score inscribed on a thousand i 

t hills, its notes the lives and deaths of plants and animals, its rhythms 

spanning the seconds and the centuries. 

The life of evéry river sings its own song, but in most the song is long 

since marred by the discords of misuse, Overgrazing first mrs the plants 

and then the soil, Rifle, trap, and poison next deplete the larger birds 

and mammals; then comes a park or forest with roads and tourists, Parks 

are made to bring the msic to the many, but by the time many are attuned 

to hear it there is little left but noise. :
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There once were men capable of inhabiting a river without disrupting the 

harmony of its life. ‘They mst have lived in thousands on the Gavilan, for 

their works are everywhere, Ascend any draw debouching on any canyon and 

you find yourself climbing little rock terraces or check dams, the crest of 

one level with the base of the next, Behind each dam is a little plot of 

| soil that was once a field or garden, sub-irrigated by the showers which 

fell on the steep adjoining slopes. On the crest of the ridge you may find 

. the stone foundations of a watch tower; here the hillside farmer probably 

stood guard over his polkadot acrelets, Household water he mst have carried 

from the river. Of domestic animals he evidently had none, What crops did 

| he raise? How long ago? ‘The only fragment of an answer lies in the 300- 

year-old pines, oaks, or junipers which now find rootage in his little fields, 

: Evidently it was longer ago than the ace of the oldest trees, 

‘s The deer love to lie on these little terraces. They afford a level bed, 

free of rocks, upholstered with oak leaves, and curtained by shrubs, One 

bound over the dam and the deer is out of sight of an intruder, 

, One day, by aid of a roaring wind, I crept down upon a buck bedded on a dam, 

He lay in the shade of a great oak whose roots grasved the ancient masonry, 

His horns and ears were silhouetted against the golden srama beyond, in which 

grew the green rosette of a mescal. The whole scene had the balance of a 

well-laid centrepiece. I overshot, my arrow splintering on the rocks the 

old Indian had laid. As the buck bounded down the mountain with a goodbye 

wave of his snowy flag, I realized that he and I were actors in an allegory. 

Dust to dust, stone age to stone age, but always the eternal chase! It was 

: appropriate that I missed, for when a great oak grows in what is now my gar- 

den, I hope there will be bucks to bed in its fallen leaves, and hunters to
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stalk, and miss, and wonder who built the garden wall. — 

Some day my buck will get a 30-30 in his glossy ribs. A clumsy steer will 

appropriate his bed under the oak, and will munch the golden grama until 

it is replaced weeds, Then a Sonion will tear out the old dam, and vile 

its rocks against a tourist road along the river below, ‘Trucks will churn 

the dust of the old trail on which I saw wolf tracks yesterday, 

em 
fo the superficial eye the Gavilan is a hard and stony land, full of cruel 

slopes and cliffs, its trees too gnarled for post or sawlog, its ranges too 

steep for pasturage, But the old terrace-builders were not deceived; they 

knew it by experience to be a land of milk and honey. These twisted oaks 

and junipers bear each year a crop of mast to be had by wildlings for the y 

pawing, ‘The deer, turkeys, and javelinas spend their days, like steere in 

a cornfield, converting this mast into succulent meat. These golden grasses 

conceal, under their waving plumes, a subterranean garden of wee and = 

; tubers, including wild potatoes, Open the crop of a fat little Mearns's 

quail and you find an herbarium of mbsurface foods scratched from the rocky 

ground you thought barren, ‘hese foods are the motive power which plants 

' pamp through that great organ called the fauna, 

Every region has a human food symbolic of its fatness, The hills of the 

Gavilan find their gastronomic evitome in this wiset Kill a mast-fed buck, 

not earlier than November, not later than January. Hang him in a liveoak 

tree for seven frosts and seven suns, ‘hen cut out the half-frozen "straps" 

; from their bed of tallow under the saddle, and slice them transversely into
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steaks, Rub each steak with salt, pepper, and flour. ‘Throw into a Datch 

oven containing deep smoking-hot bear fat and standing on live oak coals. 

\ Pish out the steaks at the first sign of browning, ‘Throw a little flour 3 

into the fat, then ice-cold water, then milk, ley a steak on the summit of \ 

} a steaming sourdough biscuit and drown both in gravy. 

This structure is symbolic, The buck lies on his mountain, and the golden 

gravy is the sunshine which floods his days, even unto the end, 

Food is the contimum in the Song of the Gavilan. I mean, of course, not 

only your food, mt food for the'oak which feeds the buck who feeds the cou= 

| : gar who dies under an oak and goes back into acorns for his erstwhile prey, 

This is one of many food cycles starting from and returning to oaks, for the 

oak also feeds the jay who feeds the goshawk who named your river, the bear 

ki whose grease made your gravy, the quail who taught you a lemson in botany, 

and the turkey who daily gives you the slip, And the common end of all is 

to help the headwater trickles of the Gavilan split one more grain of soil 

off the broad bulk of the Sierra Madre to make another oak. 

prbsensy 
There are men charged with the duty of examining the construction of the 

plants, animals, and soils which are the instruments of the great orchestra. 

| These men are called professors, Bach selects one instrument and snends his 

life taking it apart and describing its strings and sounding boards. ‘This 

| :, process of dismemberment is called research, ‘The place for dismemberment is 

called a university. 

A professor may pluck the strings of his own instrument, but never ithat.of
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another, and if he listens for music he must never admit it to his fellows 

or to his students, Yor all are restrained by an ironbound taboo which de- 

crees that the construction of instruments is the domain of science, while 

the detection of harmony is the domain of poets, 

| Professors serve science and science serves progress, It serves progress s0 

well that many of the more intricate instruments are stepped upon and broken 

in the rush to spread progress to all backward lands, One by one thetarts 

are thus stricken from the sone of songs. If the professor is able to classi- 

fy each instwument before it is broken, he is well content. 

Seience contributes moral as well as material blessings to the world, Ite 

: great moral contribution is objectivity, or the scientific point-of-view, 

This means doubting everything except facts; it means hewing to the facts, 

let the chips fall where they may, One of the facts hewn to by selence is 

that every river needs more people, and all people need more inventions, 

and hence more s@lence; the good life depends on the indefinite extension 

of this chain of lezie, That the good life on any river fay likewise de 

' pend on the perception of its music, and the peenevvat ton of some msi¢c to ‘ 

perceive, is a form of doubt not yet entertained by science, 

Selence has not yet arrived on the Gavilan, so the otter plays tag in its 

pools and riffles and chases the fat rainbows from under its mossy banks, 

with never a thought for the flood that one day will scour the bank into the ¢ 

Pacific, or for the sportsman who will one day dismte his title to the ; 

trout. Tike the scientist, he has no doubts about his own désign for living. i 

He assumes that for him the Gavilan will sing forever.
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o-6 CHEAT TAKMS OVER 

ts _ dust as there is honor among thieves, so there is solidarity and cooper _ x . 

4 ation among plant and animal pests. Whore one pest is stopped by natural 3 

varriers, another arrives to breach the same wall by a new approach, In 

to the end every region and every resource gets its cuota of uninvited ecolog- ma 

: ical gueste. " 

U Thus the linglish sparrow, rendered innocuous by the shrinkage in horses, 4d 

-? was sueceeded by the starling, who thrives in the wake of tractors. The cheat 3 
nut blight, which had no passport beyond the west boundary of chestauts, is being a 

followed by the Dutch olm disease, with every chance of spreading to the west 1 

boundary of elms, ‘he white pine blister rust, stopped in its westward march es 

fs by the treeless plains, effected » new landing via the back door, and is now ‘ 

| romping down the Rockies from Idaho toward California. ox 

” Reologieal stowaways began to arrive with the earliest settlenents. ‘the “ 

“| Swedish botanist, Peter Kaln, found most of tho Yuropean weeds established 4n ‘ 
| New Jersey and New York as early as 1750. ‘They spread as rapidly as the settler's % 

. 4 plow could prepare a suitable seedbed. ‘ 3 

a Others arrived later, from the Vest, and found thousands of sqare milea 3 

i of ready-made seethed prepared by the trampling hoofs of range livestock. In ~ 

‘i such cases the spread was often so rapid as to eseape recording; one simply 4 

e woke up one fine spring to find the range dominated by a new weed. A notable s ae 

instance was the invasion of the intermountain and northwestern foothills by a 
downy chess or cheat grass (Bromus tectorun). 3 

4 ee 
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Lest you goin too optimistic an impression of this new ingredient of a 

: the melting pot, let me say that cheat ig not a grass in the sense of forming : 

a live sed. 1I¢ is an annual weed of the grasa family, like foxteil or erab- ; 5 

grass, dying eoch fall and reseoding that fall or the noxt spring. In Jurope 7 
its hebitet is the decaying straw of thatched voofs. ‘The Latin word for roof 3 $ 

is tectum, hence the label "Browe of the roofs". A plant that can make a 

Lo living on the roof of & house can also thrive on this rich tt arid roof of the a 
continent. 

Today the honey-colored hilis which flank the northwestern mountains a 

r derive their hue, not from the rich and useful bunchgrass and wheatgrass 

: whieh once covered them, but fron the inforior cheat which has replaced these ‘ 
Ba native grasses. ‘he motorist who enthuses about the flowing contours which lead 4 
| his eye upward to far sumsites is unaware of this substitution. It does not ; 

r i‘ cocur to hie that hille, too, cover ruined complexions with ecological facepowder. i 
the eeuse of the substitution is overgrazing. When the teo-great herds : 

, and flocks chewed and trampled the hide off the foothills, something had to cover : : 
: the raw eroding earth. Cheat did. 1 

: Milt aa = 

c 4 Cheat grows la dense stands, and esch stem bears a mage of prickly awns 3 

; Which reader the ature plant inedible to stock. To appreciate the predicament 2 

; of a cow trying to oat mature cheat, try walling through it in low shoes: All 2 
4 field workers ies heat country wear high boots. Nylons are here relegated to _ 

Tanning boards and concrete sidewalks. : ‘ 

: These prickly awas cover the outwan hilie with a yellow blonket as inflam a 

‘ mable as cotton-wool. It is impossible fully to protect cheat country from fire. 4 

As & consequence, the remnants of good browse plants, such as sagebrush and 4 

<4 ditterbrush, are being burned back to higher altitudes, where they arc loss useful oe 

+. Sah ® ‘ Boke a es Pg ee OS Se ee le
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| as winter forge. The lower frlmwes OF pine timber, neodod es winter cover for os 

; docr and Pints, are Miewlse being singed beale to higher Levels. a 

. fo 2 sumer tourint, the turning of » few bushes off the foothills may a 

: eects © yiinor loca. He is uware that, in winter, snow excludes both Mvostoak a 

: end genio fron the higher mountains. Tévestodlc con be fod on vallay ronchen, » 

u tat doer and oli mut find food in the foothills or starve. the habitable winter a 

a ing belt {s narrow, and the further north one goas, the greater te the Gisparity = “es 

- Detwoen the area of habitable winter rmge ant the ares of summer renge. Heneo ca 

r thene aosttertng foothtl1 slumps of bitterbmsh, sage, and ool:, now fast shrkale s 

E ing under the onslaught of cheat fires, are the key to wildlife survival in the ‘ 

; whole region. Besides, these seatterad wshes often harvor, under their nechani~ oy 

F @al protection, remnents of native perennial grasses. ‘hen the bushes are "a 

L® ome? off, these qzaas remiente succumh to Livestock. while sportsmen end stocie a 

nam, srrangle over who should move firat in casing the tunten on the wintor ranges 4 

Sheet grone ta lonving Love ant Loss winter range to wrangle about. foe. 

Boe MOLE a 
; Chast given rise to many miner ircitations, moat of then Loss important, ee 

3 perhaps, then starving deer or cheat-sores in a cow's nouth, Wat still worth & a 

a mentioning. Ohent invades olf alfelfs fields and dagrades the hay. It bhockades gp 

a nevigrhotahed dheklings fron mleing the vital. trek from upland nest to lowland fia. 

. water. It invades the lower fringe of Inmbored arese, where Lt choles out soode ao 

: “ Ling plncs and threatens oldsr reprodnation with the danger of quick fire. _ " 

= I ampartenced 0 atnor irritation myself when I arrived at = “port of a 

i: entry" on the northern Caltfernia borter, vhere my car and tagmee wore searchod a 

. by © quazentine officer. He explained politely that California waleomes touriate, i 

a ee ee ee a ee Oe
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4 but that she mst make sure their baggage harbors no plant or animal pests. I 3 

asked him what pests. He recited a long list of prospective garden and orchard oe 

afflictions, but he aid not mention the yellow blanket of cheat which already - 

: extended from his feet to the far hills in evory direction. : 
wee 3 

a As is true of the carp, the starling, and the Russian thistle, the cheat- i 

afflicted regions make a virtue of necessity and find the iuvader useful. Mew ‘ 

4 ly-sprouted cheat ie good forage while it laste; like as not the lanb-chop)you s 

Ss ate for lunch was nurtured on cheat during the tender days of spring. Cheat * 

; reduces the erosion whieh would otherwise follow the overgrazing which admitted <i 

| cheat. (This ecological ring-around~the-rosy merits iong thoughts.) : = 

: I listened carefully for elues on whether the West has accepted cheat as s 

F @ necessary ovil, to be lived with until kingdom come, or whether it regards a 

E cheat as a challenge to rectify its past errors in eemationny 1 I found the hope- © aa 

‘ lesa attitude almost universal. ‘Thore is, as yet, no sense of pride in the ‘ 

: a) husbandry of wild plants and animals, no senge of shame in the proprietorship ' y 

of @ sick landseape, We tilt windmills in behalf of conservation in convention 4 

= halle and editorial offices, wut on the back forty we diselaim even owning a lanes. a 

‘ ro 
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CLANDEBOYE 

HAusation, I fear, is learning to see one thing by going blind to 

another. 

One thing most of us have gone blind to is the quality of marshes. I 

' am reminied of this when, as a spetial favor, I take a visiter to Clandeboye, 

only to find that, to him, it is merely lonelier to look upon, and stickier 

to navigate, than other boggy places. 

} This is strange, for any pelican, duckhawk, godwit, or western grebe . 

| is aware that Clandeboye is a marsh apart. Why else do they seek it ot 

in preference to other marshes? Why else do they resent my intrusion with- 

| in its precincts not as more trespass, but as some kind of comic impropriety? 

t think the secret is this: Clandeboye is a marsh apart, not only in 

space, but in time. Only the uncritical consumers of hand-me-down history 

suppose that 1941 arrived sinmitaneously in all marshes, ‘the birds mow better, 

let a squadron of southbound pelicans but feel a lift of prairie breeze over 

Clandeboye, and they sense at once that here is a landing in the geological 

past, a refuge from that most relentless of aggressors, the future, With 

Ree. queer antediluvian grunts they set wing, descending in majestic spirals 

to the welcoming wastes of a bygone age. 

Other refugees are already there, each accepting in his owm fashion 

| his respite from the march of time, Jorster's terns, like troops of 

| happy children, s¢ream over the nud-flats juet as if the first cold melt 

| from the retreating ice-sheet were shivering the spines of their minnowy i 

prey. A file of santhill cranes bugles defiance of whatever it is that 

, Grenes distrust and fear, A flotilla of swans rides the bay in quiet 

dignity, bemoaning the evanescence of swanly things, From the tip of a 

4
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.? pink-billed fluffs of groonish-golden dow. A Virginia gail nearly a 
: brushed ay nose. The shadow of a pelican galled over a pints he which (v 

e a yollovkog alighted with wartLing whistler 1t cesurred to me that I an 
; Splia » pom ty dint of mighty sorebration, the yellorteg ols « better fue 

if one(ty JnetVUifting hin foot. | Yo 
i‘ - A minke slithered up the shore behind as, noge in air, trafling. : ¥s 

iy Mayah wrens mode trip afber trip to a imet in the valrushes, whence f 

. eeme the claoncr of nestlings. I wis uterting to doze in the sun when * 

A} there anorged from the open pool a wild ved eys, glaring from the head i 
3 : of a bird. Finding all quict, the silver body ome xgeds big as A goose, Sy 

: with tho Lines of © alin torpedo. Before f ws aimse of when or vhence, oy 
ES & second grub was there, and ou her broad bask rode to pearty-silver - 

y young, nently ouclosed dn a corral of bunped-up wings. all rounded « 3 

; 4 bend before I recovered my breath. And now I heard the bell, clear and 2 
: derisive, dehind the curtain of the reeds. i 
7 4 ei ot 48 

4. wonse of history should be the most precious gift of sclenge and : E 

4 of the arts, tut I suspect that the grobe, who has neither, knows wore i a 

. history then we do. ig din prinordial brain mows nothing of who won a 
: the Battle of Nastings, but it sobre to songe who won the battle of tine. wa 
iF : If the gece of men ware af old as the rate of grebes, we might better : a 

z grasp the duport of hie call. Think what traditions, prides, dtedeine, 2 

‘ end wisdons oven a few self-conscious generations bring to vet That a 
=i“ Pde oF ontimaty, then, impels this Mid, who wee a giube cous before ey 

. : thors was 4 mon. a 

a Be that us 48 my, the call of the grube in, by somo peculiar oi 
a ‘ authority, the sound which dontnates and unifies the mrailand chorus, e 
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3 What the grebe 1s saylag no now, wat my is that he 4s é 

; the vomeatater of the pral symphony. This ie muvet all the = / a 

L @iverse sounds, colors, suelis of a June forming aye announced rae 

. interpreted by his dagiatent bell. [8 is Are grebe who relates : 

3 tang of sun on groyng wheat to the teng/of lin on rotting buyAish; the oe 

Ps serenn of the Peoahin Gull to the ch@eping of cootiets; thud of the oe f 
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ic Barring love and war, few enterprises are undertaken with such 

: abandon, or by such diverse individuals, or with so paradoxical a 

e mixture .of appetite and altruism, as that group of avocations known as 

- outdoor reoreation. It is, by comson consent, a good thing for people 

i to get baci: to nature. But wherela lies the goodness, and what ean be 

done to encourage its pursuit? On these questions there is confusion | 

of counsel, and only the most uncritical minds are free from doubt. : 

ai : . . | 

. Recreation became a problem with a name in the days of the elder | 

Roosevelt, when the railroads which hed banished the countryside from : 
4 the city began to carey. tee city-dwellez, gn B BNESe, to the countryside. ( % 

: It began to be noticed that the greater the exodus, the smaller the per + | 

sy capita ration of peace, solitude, wild life, and scenery, ond the longer 4 

- the migration to reach them. i 

- # The automobile has spread this once mild and loeal predicanent to 

; the outermost limits of good roads--it hae mede scarce in the hinterlands 

Le something once abundant on the back forty. But that souething mst never 

od theless be found. like ions shot from the sun, the weelceenders radiate i 

from every town, generating heat and friction as they go. A tourist 

: i industry purveys bed and board to bait more ions faster, further. Ad- 

en vertisements on rock and rill confide to all and sundry the whereabouts ; 
Bo of new retreats, landscapes, hunting-grounds, end fishing-Jakes just 

4 beyond those recently overrun. Dureaus build roads into new hinter ! 

lands, then boy more hinterlands to absorb the exodus accelerated by the ! 

a yoads. A gadget industry pada the Dams against nature-in-the-ren; wood 

a craft becomes the art of using gadgets. And now, to cap the pyramid 
=F 
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y of banalities, the trailer. To him who seeks in the woods and moun- 4 

‘*) tains only those things obtainable from travel or golf, the present z 
' situation is tolerable. But to him who seeks something more, recreation ¥ 

hag become a self-destructive procese of seeking but never quite finding ’ ‘ 

, © mjor frustration of inechanized society. ; , 
. The retrent of ‘tis wilderness under the barmge of motorized tour- 

a ists is no logal thing; Hudson Bay, Alaska, Mexieo, South Africa are 

m4 giving way, South Amertoa and Siberia are next. Drums along the Mohawk 2 
a sai are now honke along the rivers of the world. Homo sapiens putters no : 

a more under his own vine and fig tree; he has poured into his ms-tank yr 

FP : the stored sotivity of countless creatures aspiring through the ages to “ 

_ Wigele their way to pastures new. Ant-like he swarms the continents, 

, This 19 Outdoor Reorestion, aa ign Latest Model, — \ s 
ea : * * “ “g 

by “ho now is the racroationiat, met what does he seek? A fow samples he ; ) 4 
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ee piller of society, automatic ready, trigger finger itching to bresi:, lags 

iy At need be, every law of commonwealth or commonweal to kill a Sian [ i tf “qh 
S That he is already overfed in no way dampens his avidity for gathering i 

4 . hig meat from God. Dp = z 

| Wandering in the near-by woods is another pillar, hunting rare \ e 

\ ferns or new fordiors. Because his kind of hunting seldom calis for (Le y Me 

1 theft or pillage, he disdains the killer. Yot, like as not, in his : 
= youth he was one. a 

: * At some near-by resort ia still snother nature~lover—the kind who A 

writes bed vorse on birchbark. lverywhere is the unspecialized motorist e
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a singer on the stage, despite the disparity of their agcoutrements, are : 

¢ doing the sone thing. Bach is reviving, in pley, a drama formerly 4n- ye 

ae hevent in daily life. Both are, in the last analysis, esthetic exercises. bag 

* * ee woe) S 

Fe Public policies for outdoor vecroation are controversial. Beually a 

| conscientious citizens hold opposite views on “CRS ig 

x should be done to conserve its rescurce-base. Thus the Wilderness Society - ; - 

: seoks to exclude roads from the hinterlands, end the ehenber of commerce ‘bens 

to extend them, both in the sane of recreation. The game~farmer kills Qe 

* Pestes and the bird-lover protects them in the name of shotgun and field- 

: glass hunting respectively. Such frotdons commonly lnbel each other z 

s with short and vgly uses, when, in fact, each is considering a diffe 2 

ei erent gomponent of the recreational process. As—I_shall ahowsahortiy, 3 

Ce “These components differ widely in their characteristios ov propertios. ~ 

ay A given policy may be trve ae but false for another. Oa I 

‘ It geome timely, therefore. to segregate the components, and to Mee J ‘ : 

: * examine the distinctive characteristics or properties of each. /: 

: We begin with the simplest and most obvious: the physical objects ; ps 

2 whieh the outdoorsman may seek, find, capture, and carry away. In this 2 

: eategory are wild ereps such as game and fish, and the symbols or tokens 4 

: : of achievement uth ag heads, hides, photographs, and specimens. a 

. All these things rest upon the idea of trophy. The pleasure they 4 

i. give is, or should be, in the seeking as woll as in the getting. ‘the a 

: trophy, whether it be a bird's egg, a noses of trout, a basket of mushrooms, s 

the photograph of » bear, the pressed specimen of a wild flower, or a a 
note tuoked into the cairn on a mountain peak, is a gertificate. It a 

| “ attests that its omer has been somewhere and done sonething--that he 4 

4 eS ee ee oe eee ee eee poe 
EtG Fe fe ey ie i See east ok “ee fork. il ERE Ea eee SN aE ‘oa
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if f has exercised skill, persistence, or discrimination in the ege-old ; 

4 feat of overcoming, outwitting, or reducing-to-possession. These ; 

connotations which attach to the trophy usually far exceed its physical 

value. ; 

; Bot trophies differ in their reactions to mes-pursuit. The yield 

of game and fish can, by means of propagation or management, be increased eS 

i. so as to give each hunter more, or to give more hunters the same amount. ‘ jsleho 

During the past decade a profession of widpiite management has sprung ~ Me i 

into existence. A 3Séén‘universities teach its techat unas ootnet ren | fies Ge 

: ; ' gearch for Digger and better wild animal crops. However, when carried Wi f r 

too far, this stepping-up of yields is sudject to a lew of diminishing <3 

returns. Very tntenat ve” gist! Se f1eh-mrmagenent lowers the unit value q 

of the trophy by artificialiaing it. 

. : Consider, for example, a trout, raised in a hatchery and newly 

, liberated in an over-fished stream. The stream is no longer capable of 

| natural trout production, Pollution has fouled its waters, or deforesta- | 

: e _ bioa end trampling have waraed or silted them. No one would claim that E 

this trout has the same value as a wholly wild one caught out of sone s 

unmanaged stream in the high Rockies. Its esthetic connotations ave : 

i : hee inferior, even though its capture my require skill. (Ite liver, one 

me authority edie. ie also so degenerated by hatchery feeding as to fore- 

| bode an early death.) Yet several over-fished states now depend almost 

entirely on such man-made trout. 

: All intergrades of artificiality exist, but as mass-use increases 

4% tends to push the whole gamut of conservation techniques toward the ‘ 

" artificial end, and the whole scale of trophy-values downward. : 

fo safeguard this expensive, artificial, and more or less helpless 

: trout, the Conservation Commission feels impelled to kil all sieens &.. e i
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Cs and tors visiting the hatchery where it was raised, and ell mergansers and 

: otters inhabiting the stream in which it 18 released. The fisherman perhaps 

: feels no loss in this sacrifices of one ind of wild life for another, but the 

ornithologist is ready to bitjoff ten-pemy nails. Artificlalised nanagenent 

has, in effect, bought fishing at the oxpenee of another and porhaps higher | 

recreation; 1% has paid dividends to one edtizen out of eapital stook belonging | 

é to all. ‘The same idind of biologios1 wildeatting prevails in game management. In | 

Burope, where wild-crop statisties are svailable for long periods, we even imow 

the “rate of exchange" of game for predators. Thus, in Saxony one hawk is killed for | 

: each seven gano-birds bacged, and ons predator of some kind for each three head of | 
femal) game. 

Damge to plant-life usually follows artificialiged management of animals-- | 

for exemple, damage to forests by deer. One may see this in north Germany, in 

; northe st Pennsylvania, in the Kaibab, and in dozens of other less publicized 

regions. In each ease over-abundant deer, when deprived of their natural enemies, | 

have made 1 Ampossidle for deor food~plants to survive or reproduce, Beech, maple, 

"and yew in Yorope; ground hemlock and white cedar in the eastern states; mountain 

mahogany and oliff-rose in the toasf‘ae deemfoods threatened by artificialised | 

/ deer. The composition of the florea, from wild flowers to forest trees, is gradually | 

 Ampoverighed, and the deer in turn are dwarfed by mlmutrition. There are no stags 

in the woods today like those on the walls of feudal castles. | 

On the English heathe reproduction of trees is inhibited by rabbits 

over-protected in the process of cropping partridges and pheasants. On | 

scores of tropical delanda both flora and founa have been destroyed by 

goate introduced for meat and sport. It would be hard to onlculate the | 

mitual injuries by and between sammls deprived of their natural predators, | 

; and ranges stripped of their natural food-plants. Agricultural erove : | 

.



r 7 oh ‘ iC caught between these upper and nethor millstones of ecological mis- a 

: - ; management are saved only at the cost of endless indemnities and 4 

: barbed wire. ¢ 
i We generalize, then, by saying that mass-use tends to dilute the | 

quality of organi¢ eam trophies “ee and fish, and to induce ual 

us danage to other resources such as nonfgame animals, natural vegetation, * ~] 

| and farm crops. 

The geme dilution and damaye 1s not apparent in the yield of 

"indivest' trophies, such as photographs. Broadly speaking, » viece 

: 4 of gqunery snapped by a dozen tourist cameras daily te not physieally J 

impaired thereby, nor does any other resource suffer when the rate | 

, increases to » hundred. ‘he camera industry is one of the few innocuous . 

parasites on wild nature. | 

v fe have, then, a basic difference in reaction to mags~use as be- . 

- tween two categories of physical objects pursued ag trophies, ; 

a * * * | 

; het us ‘aon consider another component of recreation which is nore : 

: ; subtle ond complex: the feeling of isolation in nature. ‘That this is 4 

ay sequiring a scarcity-value which 4s very high to some persons is attested 

: by the wildemess controversy. The proponents of wilderness have achter- ’ 
- : ed a compromise with the road~building bureaus which have the custody of : 
C sl National Parke and Forests. ‘They have agreed on the formal reserva~ 4 

Ps tion of roadless areas. Out of every dogen wild areas opened up, one’ : 

b may be offictelly proclaimed ‘wilderness,’ and roade tilt only to its ’ 

: edge. It ts then advertised as uniove, as indeed it 1s. Before long ; 
: its tralis are congested, it is being delled up to make work for 000's, 4 
ae or an unexpected fire necessitates splitting 1t in two with a road te if 

-~ haul fire-fighters. Or the congestion indueed by advertising uay whip 
ae ae



: \ up the price of guides and packers, whereupon souebody discovers that y 

the wilderness policy is undemocratic. Or the local chanber of commerce, | 

. at first quiescent at the novelty of a hinterland officially labeled as ; 

| twild,' tastes iis first blood of tourlst-money. Tt then wants more, 

wilderness or no wilderness. | 

In short, the very scarcity of wild places, reacting with the : 

. nores of advertising and pronotion, tends to defeat any delibemte effort 

to prevent their growing still more scarce. 

: It ie clear without further discussion that mags-use involves a 

| j direct dilution of the opportunity for solitude; that when we spoai of 

roads, damp-grounds, trails, and toilets as 'development' of recreational ; 

resources, we spoak falsely in respect of this component. Such accom | 

| modations for the crowd are nob developing (in the sense of adding or 

. ? creating) anything. On the contrary, they are merely water poured into | 

i the already-thin soup. 

‘ poe 
¥ c 

We now contrast with the isolation-gomponent that very distinct ‘ 

4f simple one which we may label 'frosh-alr and change-of-seene ' Mass~ 

3 use neither destroys nor dilutes this value. ‘The thougandth tourist who 

clicks the gate of the National Park breathes approxinately the same 

: air, and experiences the same contrast} with Monday-at-the-office, as does 

the first. One might even believe that the gregarious assult on the out~ ! 

doors enhances the contrast. We my say, then, that the frogh-oir and | 

change-of-scene component 1s like the photographie trophy-~1t withstands 

: mage-use without damge. 

* * we 

a We come now to another component: the perception of the natural 

of processes by which the land ond the Living things upon it have achieved 3 

¥ their characteristic forms (evel:tion) and by which they maintain their oe j 

: cdg SR erect ea Se The ot Ra
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‘a existence (ecology). That thing called ‘nature study,' despite the _ 

be shiver it brings to the spines of the elect, constitutes the first em- | 

bryonic groping of the mass-mind toward perception. ; 

The outstanding characteristic of perception is that it entails d 

no consumption and no dilution of any resource. ‘The swoop of a Save, 

for example, is perceived by one as the dram, of evolution, e another, iu 

‘s i. ada 6 ws ns frying-pan. The drama my thrill a hundred 

oui witnesses; the threat only one--for he responds with a “ 

shot-gun. . 

oe To promote perception is the only truly creative pert of recrea- 

tional engineering. 

This fact is important, and its potential power for bettering 'the 

good lige! only dimly understood. When Daniel Boone first entered into 

4 the forests and prairies of "the dari and bloody ground," he reduced { 

to his possession the pure essence of Noatdoor Anerica.' He didn't . 

* Gali it that, but what he found is the thing we now seek, and we here 

' deal with things, not names. : 

Recreation, however, is not the outdoors, but our reaction to it. y | 

4 Daniel Boone's reaction depended not only on the quality of what he saw, | 

but on the quality of the mental eye with which he saw it. Meologleal 

soience has wrought a change in the mental eye. It has disclosed origins : 
and funetions for what to Boone were only facts. It has disclosed | 

mechanisms for what to Boone were only attributes. We have no yardstick 3 

: to measure this change, but we may safely say that, as compared with the 

competent ecologist of the present day, Boone saw only the surface of 4 

things. ‘The inoredible intricacies of the plant and animal communi ty~- “4 

¢ the intrinsic beauty of the organism called Ameriea, then in the full : 

‘ bloom of her maidenhood--were ag invieible and incomprehensible to : 

Nh Daniel Boone as they are today to Mr. Babbitt, ‘The only true development a
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in American recreational resourdes 1s the development of the »erceptive _ 

ie faculty in Americans. All of the other acts we grace by that name are, 

at best, attempts to retard or mask the process of dilution. : 

Let no man jump to the conclusion that Babbitt mst take his 

Ph.D. in ecology before he can ‘see! his country. On the contrary, 

the Ph.D. may become as callous ag an undertaker to the mysteries at 

Py which he officiates. like all real treasures of the mind, perception a 

cen be split into infinitely small fractions without losing ite quality. 

The weede in a elty lot convey the same lesson as the redwoods; the 

3 farmer may see in his cow-pasture what may hot be vouchsafed to the 

scientist adventuring in the South §eas. Perception, in short, cannot 

be purchased with either learned degrees or dollars; it grows at home 

ag well as abroad, and he who has a little may use it to $d ane 

. age Guan ne who has much. As a search for perception, the recreational ? 

pee stampede is footless and unnecessary. " " 

‘ There is, lastly, a fifth component: the sense of husbandry. It : 

F is unknown to the outdoorsman who works for conservation with his vote | 

rather than with his hands. It is realised only when some art of 

a ” management is applied to land by some person of percention. ‘That is to 

. : say, its enjoyment is reserved for landholders too poor to buy their . 

sport, and lend administraters with a sharp eye and an ecological mind. : 

The tourist who buys access to his scenery misses it altogether; so 

also the sportsman who hires the state, or some underling, to be his 

: gauekeeper. ‘The Governnent, which essays to substitute public for 
: private operation of recreational lands, is unwittingly giving away to | 

its field officers a large share of what it seeks to offer its citizens. , 
We foresters and game managers might logically pay for, instead of being 

; paid for, our job as husbandmen of wild eropa. ‘ 

ay | =
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; That a sense of husbandry exercised in the production of crope i 

bh” may be quite as important as the crops themselves is realized to some 

extent in agriculture, but not in conservation. American sportsmen ‘ 

held in gall esteem the intensive game-cropping of the Scottish moors " 

and the German forests, ond in some respects rightly. But they overlook 

entirely the sense of husbandry developed by the Zuropean landholder in Z 

‘ the process of cropping. We have no such thing as yet. It is important. 

j When we conclude that we mst bait the farmer with subsidies to induce 

him to reise a forest, or with gate recolpts to induce him to raise game, 

we are uerely admitting that the pleasures of husbandry-in-the-wild are 2 

3 as yet unknown both to the farmer and to ourselves. : 

Scientists have an epigram: ontogeny repeats phylogeny. What they 

mean is that the development of each individual repeats the evolution- 

. > ¥ ary history of the race, This is true of mental ae well as physical ‘ 

. things. The trophy-hunter is the caveman reborn. Trophy-hunting is eI 

* : the prerogative of youth, racial or individual, and nothing to apole- 

_ gize for. ; 

Tho disquieting thing in the modern picture is the trophy-iunter 

? who never grows up, in whom the capacity for isolation, perception, and ‘ 

husbandzy is undeveloped, or perhaps lost. He is the motorized ant 

who swarms the continents before learning to see his own back yard, : 4 

: who consumes but never creates outdoor sstisfactiong. Yor him the 

recreational engineer dilutes the wilderness and artificializes its | 

trophies in the fond belief that he 1s rendering a public service. ; 

The trophy-recreationist has peculiarities which contrilmte in : 

subtle waye to his own undoing. To enjoy he mst possess, invade, 3 

é : 

€ 
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r appropriate. Hence the wilderness which he ¢annot personally see has i 

, no value to him. Henee the universal assumption that an unused hinter- ; 

land is vendering no service to society. To those devoid of inagi-~ : 
The 

nation, a blank piace on the map is a useless waste; to others, the 

most valuable part. (Is my share in Alaska worthless to me because . 

I shall nevey go there? Do I need a road to show me the arctic prairies, Groen . 

4 the Siooue pastures of the Yukon, the Kadiek bear, the sheep meadows be~ | Koa 2 
oeraesirnensmeatas as} 

hind MeKinley?) 
: 

It would appear, in short, that the mdimentary grades of outdoor 
sd 

bs vecreation consume their resource-base; the higher grades, at least 4 

to a degree, create their own satisfactions with little or no attri-~ ; 

tion of land or life. 1% is the expansion of transport without a di 

corresponding growth of perception which threatens us with qualitative 

is vankruptey of the recreational process. Recreational development isa : 

yy 
‘ job, not of building roads into lovely country, but of building re~ rs 

a ; 

w ceptivity into the still unlovely human mind. a 
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. Adapted fron an artiele in a Journal of Wildlife Mansgement 154 
Vol. 7, No. 1, Jamary, 1943 : 

WILDLIFE IN AMERICAN CULTURE | 

, | the culture of primitive peoples is often based on wildlife. Thug, : . 

the plains Indian not only ate buffalo, but buffalo largely determined his | 
architecture, dress, language, arts, and religion, 

i In civilized peoples the cultural base shifte elsewhere, but the eviture ' 

nevertheless retains part of its wild reots. tris Mitesh SiS 45S, the value of 
this wild rootage. 

a ae Ho one can weigh or measure gulture, hence I will waste no tine trying : 

to do go. Suffice it to say that by common congent of thinicing people, there 
are cultural values in the sports, customs, and experiences which renew contacts | 

| with wild things, I venture the opinion that these values are of three kinds. | 
, 5 First, there ig value in any experience which reminds us of our distinctive . 

national origina and evolution, i. e., which stimlates awareness of history. : 

i Such awareness is “aationaliem” in its best sense. For lack of any other short | 

‘name, I wilh eal this, in our case, the "split-redl value’. For example: a " 
boy scout has tanned a coonskin cap, and g0e8 Deniel-Booneing in the willow 

thicket below the tracks. He is re-enacting American history. He is, to that { 

" extent, culturally prepared to face the dark and bloody realities of the present. . 
Again: a farmer boy arrives in the schoolroon reeking of muskrat; he has tended . 

his traps before brealfast. He is reenacting the romance of the fur trade. i 

Ontogeny repeats phylogeny in society, as well as in the individual. : 
Second, there 1s value in any experience which reminds us of our dependency 

on the sofl-plant-aninal-nen food chain, and of the fundamental onganisatie.n of , 
the biota. Civilization has so cluttered this elemental man-earth relation with 3 

i gadgets and middle-men that awareness of it is growing dim. We fancy that industry 

3 esupports us, forgetting what supports industry. Time was when education moved £4 

a? 
f 

3 4
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Dn toward soil, not away from it. he mrsory jingle about bringing home a 
rabbit skin to wrep the baby bunting in is one of many reminders in folk- : 

lore that man once hunted to feed and clothe his family. } 

Third, there is value in any experience that exercises those ethical 

restraints collectively called "sportsmanship". Our tools for the pursuit of wild- 

life improve faster than we do, and sportsmanship is a voluntary Limitation in 

‘ the use of these armaments. It is aimed to augment the role of skill and shrink | 
the role of gadgets in the pursuit of wild things. 

A peguliay virtue in wildlife ethios is that the hunter ordinarily has no 

3 gallery to applaud or disapprove his conduct. whatever his acts, they are dic- 

tated by hia om conscience, rather than by a nob of onlookers. It is soseisas /* 
. %o exaggerate the importance of this fact. 

Voluntary adherence to an ethical eode elevates the self-respect of the 

. - Sportanan, tut it should not be forgotten that voluntary disregard of dkf code 
degenerates and depreves hin. Vor example: a common denominator of all sporting 

» codes is not to waste good meat. Yet it is now a demonstrable fact that Wisconsin 

|” doce immtere, tn thelr purmit of legal buck, kill and abandon in the woods at 

least one doe, fawn, or spike buck for every two legal bucks taken out. In other | oqyror mati lay 
words, half the hunters shoot any dear until a legal deer is killed. ‘The illegal . A . 

7 careagsés are left where they fpll. Such door iunting 1s not only without soeiar | fall 

| value, bat constitutes actual training for ethical depravity elsowhere. € 

Tt seems, then, that eplit-rail ond man-earth experiences have zero or plus 

values, tut that ethical experiences may have minus values as well. 

* * a 

| This, then, defines roughly three kinds of cultural mtriment available 

to our outdoor roots. It does not follow that ulture is fed. The extrac- : 

| ‘ tion of value is never automatic; only a healthy culture ean feed and grow. :
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" : Is culture fed by our present forms of outdoor recreation? 

h? The plonser period gave birth to two ideas which are the vexy essence ; 
a of split-rail value in outdoor sports. One is the "go-light* idea, the other ‘ 

the "one~bullet-one-buck" idea. The pionser went light of necessity. He shot 

with economy and precision because he lacked the transport, the cash, and the 

weapons requisite for machine-gun tactics. Let it be clear, then, that in their 

é y inception, both of these ideas were forced on us; we made s virtue of necessity. 

v4 4 : In their later evolution, however, they became a code of sportsmanship, a 

¥ fo self-imposed limitation on sport. On them is based a distinctively smerican 

Gi ‘an aen of celfeaedanes, Navhthosd, Woolert\, and mrkasanshp. then aie 
intangibles, but they are not abstrectione. Theodore Roosevelt was a great : 

sporteman, not because he hung up many trophies, but because he expressed this ; 

intangible American tradition in words any schoolboy could understand. A more subtle 

* and agcurate expression is found in the early writings of Stewart Haward White. It : 

is not far amiss to say that such men created cultural value by being aware of it, ‘ 

and by creating a patter for its growth. 

Then game the A otherwise known as the sporting~goods dealer. 

He has draped the American outdoorsman with an infinity of contraptions, all 

‘) offered ag aide to self-reliance, hardihood, wooderaft, or maxksmanship, but too 

often functioning as substitutes for them. Gedgets £111 the sebete, they dangle os 

from necic and belt. The overflow fills the auto~trunk, and aleo the tredler, 

Bach item of outdoor equipment grows Lighter and often better, tut the aggregate — 

poundage becomes tonnage. The traffic in gadgets adds up to astronomical sums, 

which are soberly published as representing “the economie value of wildlife." 

Bat what of cultural values? . 2 

As an end-case consider the duck hunter, sitting in a steel boat behind 

—) @omposiition decoys. A put~put motor has brought hin to the blind without if 

ae 2 

i : sigiaces oem |
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& exercise. Canned heat stands by to wars him in ease of a chilling wind. He 4 

talks to the passing flocks on a factory caller, in what he hopes are seductive Z 

tones; home lessons from a phonograph record have taught him how. ‘The decoys , 

work, despite the caller; a flock circles in. It mat be shot at before it 

sircles twice, for the marsh bristles with other sportsmen, similarly accoutred, 

; who might shoot first. He opena up at 70 yards, for his polychoke is set for ‘ 

infinity, and the advertisemonts have told him that Suner-2 shelle, and plenty ; 

of them, have a long reach. The flock flares. A couple of cripples scale off 

Ps P to die elsewhere. Is thie sportsman absorbing cultural value? Or is he just " 

feeding minks? ‘The next blind opens up at 75 yards; how else is a fellow to get 7% 

some shooting? This is duck shooting, “model Bsa. It is typieal of all oublie 2 

grounds, and of weany clubs. ‘Where os ae go-light idea, the one~bullet tradition? 

fe The answer is not a simple one. Roosevelt did not disdain the modern rifle; 

«Hide used Srenly: the Gieniimn yet, the siti sent, dchpleutel deete. | tenon 4 
a they used mechanical aide, in moderation, without being used by them. . 

} I do not pretend to imow what 1s modemtion, or where the Line is between is 
legitimate and illegitimate gadgets. 14 seems clear, though, that the origin of ‘ 

gadgets has much to do with their eultural effects. Homemade aids to sport or ‘ 

: - outdoor life often enhances, rather then destroy, the man-earth drama; he who kills q 

a trout with his own fly has seored two coups, not one. IT use many factory-made 

gadgets myself. Yet there mst be some limit beyond which uoney~bought aids to ‘ 

sport destroy the cultural value of sport. be 

es #€& é 

Not all sports have degenerated to the same extent as duck hunting. Defenders i 

; of the American tradition still exist. Perhaps the bow-and-arrow movement and the Z 

revival of falconry mark the beginnings of a reaction. The net trend, however, is : 

: Clearly toward more and more mechanization, with a corresponding shrinkage in 4 

- a 

i ee if git oe
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, cultural values, especially split-rail values and ethical restraints. ' a 

4 i have the impression that the Amorican sportsman 4s puscled; he doesn't a 

understand what is hapvening to hin. Bigger and better gndgets are good for < 

industry, so why not for outdoor recreation? {f+ hag not downed on him that | 

outdoor recreations are essentially primitive, atevistic; that their value. is a 4 

' gontrast-value; that excessive mechanization destroys contrasts by moving the 2 

‘ faatory to the woods or to the marsh. ; 

The sportemn has no leaders to tell hin what is wrong. ‘The sporting tt 

press no longer represents sport, it has turned billboanl for the gadgeteer. 

3 Wildlife adwinistrators are too busy producing something to shoot at to worry ‘ 

; mach about the cultural value of the shooting. Begause everybody fron Xenophon 

to Teddy Roosevelt said sport has vaiue, it is assumed that this value mst be 

indestructible. i. ex 

i Among non-gunpowder sports, the impact of mechanization has hai diverse ¥ 

Es effects. The modern field glass, camera, and aluminun bird-band have certainly 

: net detericrated the cultural value of ornithology. Fishing, bat for outboard i 

| paiteeey oh stantsinin dances, seen, loss severely mechanized than Imnting. On the ie 

other hand, motorized transport hes nearly destroyed the sport of wildemess 5 

; travel by leaving only fly~sapecks of wildemess te travel in. 

Fox-hunting with hounds, backwoods style, presents a dramatic instance aA 

of partial and perhaps hamless mechanized invasion. This is one of the purest , 

of sporta; it has real split-rail flavor; it has man-earth drana of the first 

water. ‘The fox is deliberately left unshot, hence ethical restraint is also o 

present. Bat we now follow the chase in Fords! ‘he voice of Bugle-anne mingles a 

with the honk of the flivver! However, no one is likely to invent a mechanical 7 

fox-hound, nor to serew a polycheke on the hound's nose. No one ia likely to vt 

‘ teach dog-training by phonograph, or by other painless shortcuts. 1 think the ™ 

_— @adgeteer has reached the end of his tether 1n dogdom. a
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It is not quite accurate to ascribe 411 the ills of sport to the inventor 

of physical aide-to-sport. ‘the advertiser invents ideas, anil ideas are seldom | 

as honest as physical objeets, even though they may be equally useless. One 

such deserves special mention: the "where-to-go" department. Knowledge of the 

whereabouts of good hunting or fishing is 4 very personal form of property. It ‘ 
, is like vod, dog, or gunt a thing to be loaned or given a8 a personal courtesy. : 

But to hawk it in the marketplace of the sporte column as an aid-to-clreulation 4 

seems to me another matter. To hand it to a1) and sundry as free public "service" ! 

‘ seems to me distinctly another matter, ven "conservation" departments now tell % 
. tom, Dick, and Harry where the fish are biting, and where a flock of ducks has 

ventured to alight for a meal. 

a ALL of these organized promiseuities tend to depersonalize one of the : | 

easentially personal elements in outdoor sports. 4 do not know where the line 

’ Lies between locitinnte and illegitimate practice; I am convineed, though, that | 
; ‘where-to-go" service has broken all bounds of reagon. | 

, If the hunting or fishing is good, the where-to-go service suffices to 

attract the desired excess of sportsmen. But if it is no good, the advertiser : 

mist resort to more forcible means. One such is the fishing lottery, in which a ae 

% féw hatchery fish are tagged, and a prise is offered for the fishe:man catching 

the winning number. This ourious hybrid betwoon the techniques of science and of | 
: the pool hall ingures the overfishing of many an already oxheusted lake, and 

brings a glow of civic pride to many a village Chanber of Commerce. 

It is idle for the professional wildlife managers to consider thenselves 

aloof from these affairs. The production engineer and the salesman belong to : 

| the same comany;: both are tarred with the same atick. ; 

' * * ae e 

Me Wildlife wagers are trying to reive gane in the wild by manipulating ite y 
‘2 environment, and thus to convert hunting from exploitation to cropping. If the ; 

. : a caine 2k.” eee ee
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. / conversion takes place, how will it affect cultural value? Tt mish be adm ttea 
Lal WAAAY, Pagre sak. teewten 688 exploitation are historicsily associated. 

Daniel Boone had scant patience with agricultural cropping, let alone wildlife i 
cropping. Perhaps the stubborn reluctance of the “one-gallus" sportsman to be 

| @ouverted to the eropping iden de an expression of his eplit-rail inheritance. 4 
Probably eropping is resisted because it is incompatible with one component of 

( the split-rail tradition: free hunting. . 
Mechanigation offers no cultural substitute for the split-radl values it - 

destroys; at least none visible to ae, Cropping or management does offer a 

“ . gubstitute, which to me has at least equal value: wild husbandry, ‘The 

| experience of managing land for wildlife crops hag the same value as any other 

form of farming; it is 2 reminder of the man~sarth relation. Moreover ethical ° 

restraints are involved; thus managing gane without resorting to predator-control 
4 calls for ethical restraint of a high orfer. It may be concluded, then, that game 

| erepping shrinks one value (split-rail) but enhances both of the others. 

® * * 
“ 

if we regard outdoor sports as a field of conflict between an undid 

| * vigorous process of mechanization and a wholly static tradition, then the outlook 4 
. for cultural values is indeed dark. Sut why ca pot our consept of sport grow 4 

with the seme vigor as our list of gadgets? Perhaps the salvation of culturel ; : 

Value lies in seizing the offensive. 1, for one, believe that the time is ripe. : 

‘Sportsmen can determine for thenselves the shape of things to come. e 

The last decade, for example, has disclosed a totally new form of sport x 

which does not destroy wildlife, which uses gadgets without being used by then, ‘ 
| which outflonica the problem of posted land, and which greatly incresses the human “a 

carrying capicity of a unit area. This sport knows no bag limit, no closed : 
 ¢\ Meason. Tt needs tenghers, but not wardens. It calls for a now voodoraft of the . 

# 
ae
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t : highest cultural value. ‘he sport I refer to is wildlife research. “ 

; Wildlife research started 2s a professional priesteraft. The more difficult © 

and laborious research problems mast doubtless remain in professional hands, but 

there are plenty of problems suitable for all grades of amateurs. in the field " 

of mechanical invention research has long since spread to anateurs. In the : 

biological field the sport-value of amteur research is just beginning to be , 

realized. ee ccaalleatis orinithal ogists ‘ 4 

Thus Margaret Morse Mice, s-hensewkfe, studied song sparrows in her back “ 

yard. She has become a world-suthority on bird-behavior, and has out fought and 

, out Wortced mony a professional student of social organisation in birds. Charles L. : 

Broley, a banker, banded eagles for fun. He discovered a hitherto unknown fact: 

thet some eegies nest in the South in winter, and then so vacationing to the 

north woods. Norman and Stuart Criddle, wheat ranchers on the Manitoba prairies, 

9 studied the founa and flora of their farm, and, eve Tocognt zed authorities on eC 

everything from local botany to wildlife cycles. Mlidiott 8. Barker, a cowman in . 

the Hew Mexico Mountains, has written one of the two best books on thet clusive 

cat: the mountain lion. Do not let anyone tell you that these people mde work | 

out of play. They simply realised that the most fun lies in seeing and studying | 

i the unlnown. ) : 

. Ornithology, memnnlogy and botany, as now known to most amateurs, are but 

kindergarten games compared with what is possible for (and open to) amteurs in 

these fields. One reason for this is thet the whole strmeture of biological 

education (including eduestion in wildlife) is aimed to perpetuate the professional : 

monopoly on research. {fo the amateur is allotted only mke-believe voyages of dis- 

covery, to verify what professional authority already imows. what the youth needs 

. to be told ig that o ship is a-tuilding in his own mental dry-dock, 2 ship with | 

‘ freedon of the seas. | 
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¥ In my opinion, the promotion of wildlife research sports ig the most Er 

br important job confronting the profession of wildlife management. eo 
2 & e| 

Wildlife has still another value, now visible only to a few ecologists, | 

; but of potential imoortance to the whole human enterprise. ; i ‘ 

i Wa now know that animal popalations heave behavior pettems of which the - 

& individee! animal is unaware, bat which he nevertheless helvs to exceute. Thus 4 

the rabbit is unaware of aycles, tut he is the vehicle for eycles. ‘ 

Yo cannot discern these behavior patterns in the individual, or in short aa 

2 periods of time. The most intense serutiny of an individual reobbit tells us x 

, nothing of cycles. ‘the cycle consept springs from a serutiny of the mass through = 

decades of history. 
= , 

Mis raises the disquisting question: do humn populations have behavior (ae 
> patterns of which we are umiware, but which we help to execute? Are mobe and ss ‘4 

; wars, wnrests end revolutions, cut of such cloth? : 
A 4 Many historians end philosophers versist in interpreting our mss behaviors * 

as the collective result of individual asts of volition. The whole subject-matter ; 

of diplomacy assumes that the polities? group has the propertics of an honorable  . pee ¥ 

ij person. On the other hend, some economists see the whole of society as a plaything yn 

for nroceseen, our lnowledge of which is largely exfrostt tanto, Melee e 
Tt is reasonable to auppose that our social proaesses have » higher volitional ‘4 

; content than those of the rabbit, tt it ie also reasonable to euppose that we, ag _ 

: . ® species, eontain population behavior patterns of which nothing is known because a 
( cirounstance has never evoked then. We may heve othera-the meaning of which we a 

4 This state of doubt about the fundanentals of mma population behavior sa 
gs Lents exoeptions! interest, and exceptional value, to the only available analoguet h 4
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i the higher animals. rrington, among others, has pointed out the cultural value Z 
Sd of these anim analogues. For centuries this rich library of imowLedge has been 

_ ¢  Amateessible to us beeause we did not mow where or how to lool: for it. Beology 

Yo is now teaching us to search in animal populations for analogies to our own 
f probleme. By learning how some small part of the biota ticks, we can guess how 

» the whole meghaniem ticks. The ability bo perceive these deeper meanings, and to 

iy appraise them critically, 4e the woodersft of the future. 
, } To sum up, wildlife once fed us and shaped our culture. It still yields 

L ie us pleasure for leisure hours, but we try to reap that pleasure by modern machinery 
pe and thus destroy part of ite value. Reaping it by moder mentality would yield 
; not only pleasure, but wisdom as well. 3 
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hs WILDERNESS 4 

; Aldo Leopold i 
a 

| Witaerncse 1s the raw usterial out of vhich man hes hammered tho artifact 

‘ galled civilisation. : ; 

Wilderness was never a homogeneous raw material. It was vory diverse, and 

ry the resulting artifacts are very diverse. These differences in the endrproduct ‘ 

are known as cultures, ‘he rich diversity of the world's cultures reflects a 

. @orresponding diversity in the wilds which gave then birth. = 

2% For the first time in the history of the Inman species, two changes are now A 

uF _ Ampending. One is the oxhaustion of wilderness in the more habitable portions 3 

| of the globe. The other is tho worldwide hybridization of cultures through modern i 

| transport and industrialization. Weither can be prevented, and perhaps should a 

) not be, but the question arises whether, by some slight emelioration of the 4 

impending changes, certain values can ve preserved which would otherwise be lost. i” 

/ Zo the laborer in the sweat of his labor, the maw stuff on his anvil is an 3 

a adversary to be conquered. 30 was wilderness on adversary to the pioneer. 2 

But to the laborer in repose, able for the soment to east a philosophical a 

| YO on ks wosAd, that eamo mum stuff ie something to be loved and cherished, be- a 

r case it gives definition and meaning to his life. This is a plea for the preser- 

vation of some tag-ends of wildemess, as moun pieces, for the edification of lea 

thogo who may one day wish to seo, fecl, or study the origins of their cultural “ 

: inheritance. _ 

i fhe Remmants a 

Many of the diverse wildernesses out of which we have hamuered Auerica are 4 

already gone, hence in any practical program the unit areas to be preserved met ' * 

Pe vary greatly in size, and in degree of wildness. 4 

. : No living man will see again the long-grass prairie, where a sea of prairie 4 

‘ a ; ee a
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| Flowers lapped at the stirrups of the pioneer. We shall do well to find « forty ‘ 

? here and there on which the prairie plants can be kept alive as species. “there a 

were a hundred such planta, many of exceptional beauty. Most of them are atte : 

unknown to those who have inherited their domain. 

But the short-grase prairie, where Cabeze de Nem saw the horizon under the “ae 

bellies of the buffalo, is still oxtant in a few spots of 10,000-acre size, albeit 4 

‘¥ severely chewed us by sheep, cattle, and dry-farmers. If the forty-niners are q 

J worth Cotinenorating on the walls of state capitols, 19 not the scene of their 

t mighty hegira worth commemorating in severs] national prairie reservations! 

e, Of the coastal preirie there is one block in Florida, and one in Texas, vat é 

oil-wells, onion fields, and citrus-groves are closing in, armed to the teeth 4 

with drills amd bulldozers. It is lassi eall. 2 

; No living men will see again the virgin pinerios of tho Lake States, or the : 

) flatwoods of the cogstal plain, or the giant hardwoods, of —the-deaie—and—bhowdys me 9 

; Gee; of these, samples of a few acres each will have to suffice. Sut there 6 4 

3 are still several blocke of mple-hemlock of thougand-acre size; there are sinting 7 

Vlocks of Appalachian hardwoods, of southern hardwood swamp, of cypress swamp, ia 

and of Adirondack: spruce. Yew of these tag-ends are secure from prospective “eP 

‘ cuttings, and fewer still from prospective tourist ronde. 4 *! 

. One of the fastest~-shrinking categories of wilderness is coastlines. Cottages _ 

: ? and tourist roads have all wt annihilated wild coasts on both oceans, and Lake 3 7 

Superior is now losing the last laxge romant of wild shoreline on the Great | 

hakes. No single kind of wilderness is more intimately interwoven with history, ; 

and none nearer the point of complete disapvearance, : : 

In all of North Amorica east of the Rockies, there is only one large area i 

. formally reserved as a wiidernesst the netico-Superior Intornationalfraste in ; : 

ay Minnesota and Ontarie. This magnificent block of cance-country, a mosaic of lakes 5 

: ond rivers, lies nostly 4m Canada, and can be about as large as Canada chooses ee 

b | 4
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? to make 1t, but its integrity is threatened by two recent developments: the growth te: 

pontoon equipped air planes, a 

>). of fishing resorts served by tydeapianes,' and a jurisdictional dispute as te : 

whether the Minnesota end of the area shall be 211 National Forest, or partly 3 

State Forest. ‘the whole region i 4A danger of power inpoundnonts, and this 2 

regrettable cleavage among preptnente of wilderness may end in giving power the | 

whip-hand. Z 
@N In the Rocky Mountain states, s score of areas in the National Yoresta, é 

varying in size from a hundred thousrnd to half a million ares, are with- is 

drawn as wilderness, and closed to roads, hotels, and other inimical uses. In | 

Me the National Parics the same principal is\recocmised, but no arecifie boundaries e 
: are delimited. Collectively, these federal areas are the backbone of the wilder 3 

ness program, but they are not as secure as the paper record might lead one to i x 

believe. loeal pressures for new tourist roads imock off a chip here and a f 

slab there. There is perennial pressure for extension of roads for forest fire a 

, control, and these ty slow degrees, become public highways. dle CCC enmps pre- ‘ 
: _ sented a widespread temptation to build new and often needless roads. lumber af 

shorteges during the war gave the impetus of military necessity to many road 4 

extensions, legitimate and otherwise. At the present moment, siti-tows and ski« “4 

hotels are being promoted in many mountain areas, often without regard to their ; 

: prior designation as wilderness. . “d 

x One of the most insidious invasions of wilderness is via predator-control. “ 

It works thugt wolves and lions are cleaned out of a wilderness area in the vi 

interest of big game management. The big game herds (usually deer or elk) then : 

inerease te the point of overbrowsing the range. Hunters met then be encouraged * 

: to harvest the surplus, but modern hunters refuse to operate far fron ® Gar, a 

i hence e road aust be built to provide access te the surplus game. Again and * 

. a again, wilderness areas have been split by thie process, but 1 still contimes, : 4 
The Rocky Mountain system of wilderness areas covers a wide gamt of forest a]
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; } types, from the juniper breaks of the southwest to “the et woods where i ts 

rolls the Oregon’, It is lacking, however, in desert areas ,\ probably because of | qe 

‘ak Militenged Wind af cetredion vuish Linkin the definition or “eeveery® bo - 5 

lakes and pine trees. ‘ : 4 

; In Canada and Alaska there are still large expanses of vinetss oounty i 

ih “Where nameless mon by nameless rivers wander Aya % 4 
ey and in strange valleys die strange deaths alone," : 

; A representative series of these\areas ean, and should, be kept \atany are “1 

a of negligible or negative value for evonomic use. Itiwill be contented, of course, = 

{ that no deliberate planning to this end\is necessary; that adequate areas will de! 

: survive anyhow. All recent history belies so conforting on assumption. liven if z 

wild spots do survive, what of their founa? The 5 Hoarand flartvon, thie several Le. 

races of mountain sheep, the pure form of : Woous pitiado, the Barren rouna Gotanty, te 

: the freshwater seals, and the whales axe wen now threntened. Of whkt use are wild , 

| areas destitute of theiy distinetive faunas? ‘The recently organized Aretie ee 

" Institute has onbarked on the industrialization of the Aretie wastes, with a 

exeelient chances of enough suscess to ruin then ae wilderness. a ig lest call, = 

; even in the far orth: i 4 

fo what oxtent Canada and Alaska will be able to see and grasp their oppor . 

- tunities is anybody's guess. Pioneers usually seoff at any effort to perpetuate 3 

pioneering. : 

Wilderness for Recreation : a 

Physical combat for the means of subsistence was, for unmunbered centuries, 4 

an economic fact. When it disappeared as such, a sound instinct led ug to pre- ‘ 

: serve it in the form of athlotic sports and games. ‘4 

; Physical combat between men and beasts wes, in like manner an economic fact, 4 4 

i. bs now preserved as hunting and fishing for sport. ; 

: Public wilderness arees are, first of all, a means of perpetuating, in sport ee
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| 4 form, the more virile and primitive skills in pioneering travel and subsistence. 

. Some of these skills are of genorslized distribution; the details have been 

- adapted to the American scene, but the aktll is worldwide. Hunting, fishing, and "a 

_ feot-travel by pack are examples. a 

; Two of them, however, are ag American as a hickory tree; they have been : © 

: copied elsevhere, but they were devoloped to their full perfection only on this * 

4 continent. One of these is cance-trevel, and the other is travel by pack-train. ‘ 

| Both are shrinking rapidly. Your Hudson Bay Indisin now has a put-put, end your ‘ 

nountaineer a Tord. If I had to make a living by eanoe or packhorse, I should ? 

" likely do likewise, for both are gruelling labor. But we who seck wilderness j 

travel for sport feotees a en eae to compete with mechanized sub- 4 

: stitutes. It is, path to execute 2 vortage to the tune of motor-launches, or | g. 
4 to turn out your bell-mare in the pasture of a summer hotel. It is better to 3 

. stay home. sg 

Wilderness areas are first of all o series of sanctuaries for the primitive , a 

a arte of wilderness travel, especially exnoeing and packing. en 

I suppose som@rwill wish to debate whether it is important to keep these "i 

primitive arts alive. I shall not debate it. Hither you imow it in your bones, - 

a or you are very, Very old. : a 

European bunting and fishing are largely devoid of the thing that wilderness . 

areas might be the means of preserving in this country. Suropeans do not carp, f 4 

eook, or do their own work in the woods if they can avoid doing so. Work chores f $ 

are delegated to beaters and servants, and a hunt carries the atmosphere of a J 

4 picnic, rather than of pioneering. The test of sill is confined largely to the % 

astual taking of game or fish. ae 

n There are those who deory wilderness sports as "andemocratic" ‘vesetehe the ‘ 

| @ recreational carrying capacity of a wilderness ig small, as compared with a golf a 

~ links or a tourist camp. The basie error in such argument is that it applies the %
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philosophy of mgs production to what is intended to counternct mass production, t 

The value of recreation is not a matter of ciphers. Recreation ia valuable in ‘ 

propertion to the intensity of ite experiences, and to the degree to which it 

: differs from and contrasts with workaday life. By these criteria, mechanized 

| outings are at best a milk-and-water affair. | 

Mechanized recreation already has seized nine-tenthe of the woods and moun- nS 

& tains; a decent resyect for minorities should dedicate the other thnth to wilder 4 
Ge 2 

; Wilderness for Science 

.” The most important characteristic of an organism is that capacity for internal | 
: self-renewal inown as health. Be 

There are two organisms whose processes of self-renewal have been subjected 

. to human interference and control. One of these is man himself (medicine and 

) public health). ‘The other is land (agriculture and conservation). i 

The effort to control the health of land has aot been very successful. It is 4 

. now genorally understood that when soil loses fertility, or washes away faster 2 

than it forms, and when water systems exhibit sbnormal floods and shortages, the “ be 

land is sick. ’ 

4 Other derangements are imnown as facts, but are not yet thought of as symptoms ig 

| of land~sickness. The disappearance of plants and animal svecies without visible 

cause, despite efforts to protect then, and the irruption of others as peste des- q 
pite efforts to contrel them, mst, in the absence of simpler explanations, be “ 

regarded sym>tons of sickness in the land-organism. Both are occurring too | Gy a‘ 

frequently to be dismissed as normel evolutionary events. é : 

i The status of thought on these ailments of the land is reflected in the ; ’ 

; fact that our treatments for then are still prevailingly local. Tus when a 4 
"= sofl loses fertility we pour on fertiliser, or at best alter ite tame flora and 3 

a a
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: fauna, without considering the fact that its wild flora and fauna, which built 7 
: the soil to begin with, may likewise be important to ite maintenance. It Was 3 

recently discovered, for example, that good tobacco crops depend, for some 

unknown reason, on the préfeondi tioning of the soil by wild ragweed. It does not gi 

cceur to us that such unexpected chaing of dependency may have wide prevalence a | 

When prairie dogs, ground squirrels, or mice increase to pest levels. we : 
poison them, tut we do not leok beyond the animal to find the cause of the irrup- Ps 

| tion. Wo assume that animal troubles mst have aninal enuges. The latest ; 
i scientific evidence points to dermngenonts of the fiat community as the real 

seat of rodent irruptions, but few explorations of this clue are being made. ; 
1 Many forest plantations are producing one~log or two~log trees on soil : 

which originally grew three-log and four-log trees. Why? Thinking foresters f 
| ” kmow that the cause probably lies not in the tree, tut in the micro-flora of ia 

the soil, and that it may take more years to restore tie soil flora than it 4 
“ took to destroy it. ‘ 

| Many Conservation treatuents are obviously suverficial. Floodacontrol dang pee 
have no relation to the cause of floods. Checl dams and terraces do not touch 

i a the couse of erosion. Refuges and hatcheries to maintain the supply of game and 4 
fish do not explain why the supply fails to maintain itself. : 1 

In general, the trend of the evidence indicates that in land, dust as in | 
the human body, the symptom may lie in one orgen and the cause in another. The 

practices we now call congervation are, to a large extent, local alleviations of ‘ 
biotic pain. They are necessary, but they mst not be confused with cures. The ‘ 
art of land-doctoring is being practiced with vigor, but the science of land- a 
health is yet to be born. q 

.* A science of land health needs, first of all, a baso-datun of nomality, a iS 

4 ? A
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i. picture of how healthy lend maintains itsolf as an orgenisn. be" 

We have two available norms. One is found where land physiology remains a 

largely norual despite centuries of humn occupation. I kmow of only one such : 

plage: soptheasiem Unrope. It is not likely thet wa shall fail to study it, 
.” fhe other and most perfect norm is wilderness. Paleontology offers abundant 

rs evidence that wilderness maintained itself for immensely long periods; that its 

! component species were rarely lost, neither did they get out of hand; that | 

| weather and vater tilt soll as fast or fastor than it was carried away. Wilder ‘ 

} ness, then, assumes unexpected importance as a laboratory for the study of land- 3 

; ; health. ? 

‘ One camot study the physiology of Montana in the Amazons each biotic F 

‘ province needs its own wilderness for comparative studies of used and unused / 

. land. It is of course too late to salvage more than a lop-sided system of wilder= ‘ 

. 9 ness study areas, and most of these remnants are far too small to retain their 2 

normality in ell respecta. Hven the National Parks, which min up to a million j 

. agres each in size, have not been large enough to retain their natural predators, 4] 

or to exclude animal diseases carried by livestock. Thus the Yellowstone has q 

lost its wolves and cougars with the result that elk are ruining the flora, ned 

* partioularly on the winter range. At the some time the griszly bear and the 

; mountein sheep are shrinking, the latter by reason of disease. 

While even the largest wilderness «rexs become partially deranged, it required 4 

only a few wild acres for J. B. Weaver to discover why the preirle flora is more e. 

; drouth~resistant than the agronomic flora which has supplanted it. Weaver found is 

that the prairie species practice "team work" underground by distributing thetr 3 

y root-systems to cover all Levels, wheress the species comprising the agrononic 4 

a rotation overdraw one level and neglect another, thus building up cumlative a 

o deficits. 1m imoortant agronomic principle emerged fron Yoover's researches. + 

ih ‘ope
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on ts 

at Again, it required only a few wild acres for Togrediak to tie ce 

discover why pines on old fields never achieve the sige or wind-firmess of pines So 

i: on uncleared forest soils. In the latter ease, the roots follow old roct-channels, sag 

: and thus strike deoper. 

‘ In many cases we literally do not kmow how good a performance to expect of 

> healthy land unless we have a wild area for comparison with sick ones. Thus | 

most of the earlyitmvellers in the Southwest describe the mountain rivere as sacs! 

: originally clear, tut a doubt remins, for they may, by accident, have seen then . 

: % at feworable seasons. Brosion engineers hed no base-datum until it was discovered 

: that suemtiy sinilar rivers in the Sierra tadre of Ohilualua, never greed oF Z 

|: used for fear of Indians, show at their worst a milicy hue, not too cloudy for a 

: trout fly. Moss grows to the water's edge on their banks. Most of the corres- 4 

c pending rivers in Arizona and New Mexico are ribbons of boulders. mosslees, soil- 

.? less, and all but treeless. The preservation and study of the Sierra Madre wild- 1 

, se erness, by an internations1 experiment station, as a norm for the cure of siek j 

| lands on both sides of the border, would be « good-neighborff enterprise well | 

worthy of consideration. Cee ae Ly | 

. Ym short all available wild areas, large or small, are likely to heave value % 

; : ag sama ter land-seience. Recreation is not their only, or even their principal, 

: utility. 

; Wilderness for Wildlife oe 

fhe National Parks do not suffice »s a moans of perpetuating the larger a 

carnivores; witness the precarious status of the griasly bear, and the fact (5g 

; that the park system is already wolfless. Neither do they suffice for a 

| mountain sheep; most sheep herds are shrinking. 7 ‘ 

ae The reagons for this are clear in some cases and obscure in others. The = 

parks are certainly too small for such a far-reanging species as the wolf. Many :
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Ya eee. 

' 10 : 

Ps animal species, for reasons unknown, do not seem to thrive as detached islands of 

population. 

The most feasible way to enlarge the area available for wilderness fauna is k 

: for the wilder parts of the National Forests, whieh usually surround the Parks, 3 

te function as parks in respect of threatened species. That they have not so 

o. funetioned is tragieally 1Mustrated in the case of the griazly bear. | 

 . In 1909, when I first saw the West, there were grigzlies in every major "te 

mountain mass, but you could travel for months without meeting a conservation | 

. officer. Today there is some kind of conservation officer "behind every bush", | 

: 4 yet as wildlife bureaus grow, our most magnificent nannal retreats steadily ua 

toward the Canidion border. Of the 6,000 grig#lies officially reported as i 

remaining in tn aS untae Seaton, 5,000 are dn Alaska. Only five 4 
states have any at all. ‘There seems to be a tacit assumption that if griszlies : 

e. survive in Consda and Alagka, that is good enough. It is not good enough for 4 

; me. ‘The Alaskan bears are a distinet species. Relegating grigalies to Aleska 3 
me i 

is about like relegating happiness to heaven; one may never get there. ‘ 

; Saving the griasly requires a series of large arene fron which roads and live- ; 

: stock are excluded, or in which livestock damage is compensated. Buying out ‘ 

; ? seattered livestock renches is the only way to ereate such areas, it despite 

; large suthority to buy and exchange lands, the conservation bureaus have accom- 

: plished virtually nothing toward this end. ‘he Forest Service has, I am told, ; 

& established one grissly range in Montana, but I iknow of @ mountain range in Utah , 

: in which the Forest Service actually prouoted a sheep industry, despite the fact 

L that 1% harbored the sole remant of grisclies in that state, | 

ic Permnent grigsly ranges and permanent wildemess areas are of course two 

gf nemes for one problem. To enthuse about elther requires a long view of conserva~ 2 

gf tion, and an historical perspective. Only those able to see the pageant of “ 2 

a evolution can be expected to value its theatre, the wildemess, or its outstanding a
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4 4 . 
« achievement: the grizzly. But if education really educates, there will, in time, : 

. be more and more citizens-who understand thet relies of the old lest add meaning 

: and value to the new. Youth 75 wadorn will pole up the “Missouri with Lewis and | 

a Clarke, or climb the Sierras with James Capen Adams, and each generation in turn | 

| will ask: where is the big white bear? It will be a sorry answer to say he | 

IS went under while conservationists weren't looking. 4 

3 Defenders of Wilderness . 

4 Wilderness is a resource which can shrink but not grow. Invasions ean be 

f arrested or modified in « mnner to keep an area useable either for recréation, 

‘ « or for science, or for wildlife, but the creation of new wilderness in the full 

+ sense of the word is imposeible. 

: | It follows, then, that any wilderness program is’ a rear-guard action, . 

: through which retreats are reduced to a minimum. ‘She Wilderness Society was 

BX: organized in 1935 "for the one purpose of saving the wilderness remants in Amor ] 

¥ tea", : : 

. Roy It does not suffice, however, to have such « society. Unless ‘there be wilder es 

i nes¢-minded men scattered through all the conservation bureaus, the soclety may 

i ; never learn of new invasions until the time for action has passed. Purthernore 

, a militent minority of wilderness-minded citizens mst be on watch throughout 

the nation, and available for action in a pinch. | 

: In Birope, where wilderness has now retreated to the Carpathians and Siberfa, 

every thinking conservationist benoans its loss. Even in Britain, which ~has ; 

less room for land-luxuries than almost any other civilized country, there is “ca 

Ee a vigorous if belated movement for saving a few small spots of souinyila lentes 

i. Ability to see the cultural value of wilderness boils dowa, ia the last 

attach. to a question of intelleetual humility. ‘The shallew-minded modern y 

‘s who has lost his rootage in the land assumes that he has already discovered what ss 

2 ed 
fi 3 | SA 8
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iy ds important; it is such who prate of empires, political or economic, that will 

' last a thousand years. It 4s omly the scholar who appreéiates that all history * | 
a ; 

consists of successive excursions from single starting-point, to which man 

returns again and again to organize yet another search for a durable seale of | 

values. It is only the seholar who unlerstands why the raw wilderness gives * 9 

wi definition and meaning to the human enterprise. 4 
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Books That Will Last 
‘These are all novels of distinction, but I suspect 

that some of the non-fiction of 1949 will prove 

more durable. There is John Gunther’s aching 
story of his son, “Death, Be Not Proud” (Harper, 
$2.50), which will outlast all his “Inside the World” 

books and most of the novels. There is Aldo 
Leopold’s “Sand County Almanac” (Oxford, $3.50) 

WITTE by a man in love with the rican wilder- 
ness, parts of which are likely to Be in many 

oe: = - - 

} anthologies. You may say as much of Joseph) 
Wood Krutch/s “The Twelve Seasons” (Sloane, $3),|. 
perceptions and meditations of a philosopher in the 
country. And Lucas Bridges’s ‘‘Uttermost Part of} 

the World” (Dutton, $10), his story of the Tierra 

del Fuego, south of South America, in which he was 

born and grew up, is likely, I think, to claim/a 
position among the classic accounts of far places.
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“A Sand County Almanac,” a dat 
lection of essays by the late Aldo 

Leone da great Wisconsin nat- 
Tralist, will be published in October 
by Oxford University Press. Dr. 
Leopold, who was chairman of the 
department of wild life conservation 
at the University of Wisconsin and 
a member of the Wisconsin conser- 
vation commission, was internation- 
ally known for his work. His most 
famous book, “Game Management,” 
published in 1932, is still a standard 
text for wild life students. He died 
at 62 of a heart attack Apr. 21, 1948, 
while fighting a brush fire on a 
farm neighboring his summer home 
near Baraboo. His last book will tell 
of his experiences with animals and 
plants at his week end refuge, his 
fight for conservation in Wisconsin 
and nationally, and his philosophy, 
“the extension of ethics from people 
to land.” 

H, RUSSELL AUSTIN,
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“A SAND COUNTY ALMANAC,” 
by Aldo Leopold (Oxford, $3.50, pp. 
226). 

A moving; informative little book, 
which restores to jaded senses the 
beauty of untouched wilderness, of 
marshes, and farming. The author: 
is a forester, professor of game. 
management at the University of 
Wisconsin, and a week-end farmer, 

pe shares his deep love of ntttan| 
eled places with us.
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Attuned to Nature 
A. SAND COUNTY ALMANAC. 

By Aldo Leopold. Oxford; 226 

pages, S00 
“We abuse land because we re- 

gard it as a commodity belonging 

to us. When we see land as a com-| 
munity to which we belong, we may 

begin to use it with love and respect, 

There is no other way for land to 

survive the impact of mechanized 

man, nor for us to reap from it 
the esthetic harvest it is capable, 

under science, of contributing to 
tulture.” 
Thus wrote Aldo Leopold, a great. 

iaturalist, He was a leader in con- 
servation when the battle was at 
its toughest, and his concept of 
conservation started below the 
grassroots. It moved upward 
through the topsoil to embrace 
every living thing, animal and vege- 
table springing from or living upon 
that soil and present in the waters 
flowing through it. And this iM 
the true and the only effective con- 
ception of conservation, 

He was the father of modern 
wildlife Management ahd was a 
consultant on this subject as well as 
on forestry for many states, While 
still a young man who had been 
enthusiastic as a hunter, he laid 
down the rifle for the note: book. 
His approach all the way along the 
line was the maintenance of the 
balance of nature. 

Mr. Leopold loved all that was 
natural, wild and free and his every 
sense was keenly attuned to nature 
and nature’s creatures. With all his 
scientific avocations he was gifted 
with the ability to write in a man- 
ner to make one see the cautious 
rising of a brook trout under a 
bush, or the graceful undulations of 
the marsh grass in the wind, even 
if one had never personally wit- 
nessed such things, 

For the haste and greed and in- 
lifference of humanity he has scant 
datience, but he is gently effective 
n the chiding which emerges from 
lis beautifully - written essays. 
“any a delight, many a sound bit 
‘£ knowledge and many a lesson 
wait those who will read “A Sand 
‘ounty Almanac.” 

IZAAK HUNTER,
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A SAND COUNTY ALMANAC and 

Sketches Here and There, by Aldo 
Leopold, illustrated with drawings by 
Ehartes"W. Schwartz, Oxford Univer- 
sity Press, New York, $3.50. 
Nature lovers and those interested in con- 
servation will like these essays on the 
ways of life of the wild creatures and the 
ever-renewing beauty and richness of the 
good earth. One of the world’s greatest 
naturalists, a leader in the conservation 

movement, professor of Game Manage- 
ment at the University of Wisconsin, a 
week-end farmer and wilderness lover, 
Aldo Leopold last year met his death 
fighting a grassfire in Wisconsin.
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A SAND COUNTY ALMANAC: Aldo Leopold; Oxford 
pp. 226; $4.00. ————— 

To Aldo Leopold “the opportunity to see geese is more im- 
portant than television, and the chance to find a pasque- 
flower is a right as inalienable as free speech.” ; 

Mr. Leopold believes that economic value is not the final 
or most important criterion for land conservation. He regrets 
the tendency to eliminate everything that is “uneconomic,” 
and points out that the assumed lack of profit in some 
“waste” areas has proved wrong. He cites the present 
scramble to re-flood muskrat marshes as a case in point. 

Mr. Leopold writes well and develops his theme with pas- 
sionate good sense. If he becomes a bit lyrical at times about 
ducks and such, it is an easy thing to forgive in a sincere 
nature lover. Mr. Leopold, who died in April 1948, was one 
of the pioneers in the U.S. forest service and originated the 
idea of establishing permanent “primitive” areas of woods 
and water. Charles W. Schwartz’ numerous illustrations are 
of superior quality. ’ Ellen Rogers.
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COUNTY ALMANAC. far-sighted men who ever inspired 
£ ues ‘ord, 226) our Forest Service to save some 
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the arrival of such books as A 1 ean aue Walden 

and County Almanac, help to 
keep me sane in an era of a 

The late Aldo Leopold, who was 
both a better writer and a better 
naturalist than Thoreau, felt 
much as I do about our over- 
populated, overmechanized, over= 
stimulated planet. He had nothing 
but pity for the wunobservant 
prisoners of civilization who popu- | 
late our teeming, striving cities, 
the bored sophisticates who have 
never lifted their eyes to wedge- 
shaped cavalcades of wild geese, 
who cannot interpret the hiero- 
glyphics on new fallen snow, and 
who think that a quail is some- 
thing that one eats on toast. ; 
¢—_______________@ 
| The Right to Live. id 
( 

As the author points out, while 
man destroys the topsoil, devas- 
tates the forests, mows down the 
wildlife, turns prairies into dust- 
bowls and continues to propagate 
his competitive kind with a 
fecundity which would embarrass 
the rabbit—flora and fauna which 
has at least an equal right to live 
upon this planet is being rushed 
to extinction, 

* * * 

To the economic determinists | 
Gncluding the Communists) Leo- 
pold gave during his lifetime an 
unassailable ecological answer. 
When the biota of any given area 
is in the balance we live happily. 
We have food, clothing and 
shelter; we have a biological rela- 
tionship with the other fauna and 
flora which allows human life to 
perpetuate itself without too much 

; SiIe. oN Beene 
aera anette ceria menctacmesirsn 

| Blind Greed. | 
© 

But when through blind, greedy 
‘self-centered materialism (either 
capitalistic or Communistic) we 
look upon this planet merely as an 
expendable and exploitable source 
of human gratification we quickly 
get the land out of balance and 
in the end doom our own species. 

Our rivers become clogged with 
eroded topsoil and sewage and in- 
dustrial debris. Our cut-over for- 
est land becomes nothing but a 
fire hazard. Floods and droughts 
mark our pathway to empire and 
oblivion. And the birds and beasts 
and flowers and trees which might 
have helped us to retain the fer- 
tility of our ravished terrestrial 
ball, flee before the savage attack 
of homo sapiens. ‘ 

Leopold was no -sentimentalist 
like Donald Culross Peattie. He 
was not a hermit or eccentric. He 
Was one of the most practical and
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‘He Needed 
Wi ings’ ild Things 

A Sand County Almanac and 
Sketches Here and There by 
Aldo Leopold. foxtord Uni- 
versity Press, $3.50. 

It would be easiest to put this 
down as a “nature book” and 
let it go at that. 

But “A Sand County Alma- 

nac” is more. It does have some 
of the most beautiful nature 
writing I have ever read but it 
also has some of the soundest, 

most powerful and most trench- 

ant writing on the need for 
soil conservation that we have 
yet had from an American. e 

No book that I have read in 
' 1949 has given me more pleas- 
ure than this volume and only 
four books—A. B. Guthrie’s “The 
Way West,” Bess Streeter Al- 
drich’s “Journey Into Christ- 

mas,” Joseph Wood Krutch’s 

“The Twelve Seasons” and Elea- 
nor Roosevelt's “This I Remem- 
ber’”’—have given me as much 

pleasure. 

And yet I know deep in my 
heart that “A Sand County Al- 
manac” is a book only for the 
“passionate few” who _ believe, 

with Aldo Leopold, that “the op- 

portunity to see wild geese is 
more important than television” 

and that “nothing could be more 

salutary at this stage than a lit- 
tle healthy contempt for a ple- 
thora of material blessings.” 

This book, then, sets down the 
“delights and dilemmas” of “one 
who cannot live without wild 
things.” It is the result of a life- 
time of thought and observation 
by a celebrated conservationist 

on his 120-acre, sandy farm in 
south-central Wisconsin, on trips 

through parts of the United 

States and into Mexico. 
Mr. Leopold’s book is divided 

into three parts. I liked all of 
them but I liked best his ‘Sand 
County Almanac.” Here Mr. Leo- 
pold, who held the chair of game 
management at the University of 
Wisconsin until he died in 1948 
while fighting a grass fire on a 
neighbor’s farm, has recorded, 

casually and lovingly, the sights 

and sounds of wildlife around 
him. Out of an essay on cutting 

down an oak tree he can make 
a moving history of Wisconsin 

conservation. He writes of wild 
geese, woodcock, song birds, 
grouse, hunting and fishing, the 
soil, trees, meadows, rivers, for- 

est glades. As a bird lover he is 
dear to my heart because though 
he admired and protected his 
grouse, he liked to hunt them, 
too. And though he thrilled 
every year to the wild geese, he 
found nothing wrong in hunting 
them as well. Above all, he knew 
the blessings of solitude. 

In the middle section of his 
book Mr. Leopold tells of hunt- 
ing and working trips into Iowa, 
Arizona, Illinois, New and Old 

Mexico and here, again, the em- 
phasis is on the necessity for un- 
relenting battle to save our re- 
sources. 

It is in the final section, “The 
Upshot,.” that Mr. Leopold 

groups four lengthy, pungent, as- 
tringent, sometimes despairing 

and always profound essays on 
conservation. Some people may 
find these essays too steep but 

they are worth the climb. For 
here one of our best conservation 
mind ranges powerfully over a 
tremendous subject. 

It makes me proud that a 
book as good as this has come 
from an American writer.—VPH
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A SAND COUNTY AL- > 
MANAC. By Aldo Leopold. Ox- ta 
ford, 226 pp. $3:30 fo 

The angry books descend a . 4 
upon me daily, like a menacing ] aq 
squadron of dive bombers. 
More books wing in on atomic ees bod 
warfare. More about Stalin and — 
John L. Lewis. More about So- : 
Gide Rasa: : ALDO LEOPOLD 

Luckily we live by a lake cities, the bored sophisticates 

and waterfall in the mountains who have never lifted their 

of New Jersey. As I unwrap eyes to wedge - shaped caval- 
the books a doe is mirrored cades of wild geese, who can- 
as she slips through the ever- not interpret the hieroglyphics 
greens to drink. A blue heron on new fallen snow, and who 
stands in the shallow water think that a quail is something 
SSE that one eats on toast. 

Leopold was no sentimental- 
ist like Donald Culross Peattie. 
He was not a hermit or ec- 
centric. He was one of the 
most practical and far - sight- 
ed men who ever inspired our 
Forest Service to save some 

| part of what was left of our 
dwindling wood lot. In his fi- 
nal job as professor of game 
management at the University 
of Wisconsin he inspired hun- 
dreds of young men to go forth 
and preach his philosophy. . 

At his farm near the Wis- 

consin River he himself spent 
his week-ends practicing what 
he preached. And his acute 
observation of every living 
thing upon that farm will 
make any amateur naturalist 
like this reviewer wonder if 
he can ever hope to become so 
closely attuned to wild goose 
and field mouse, muskrat and 
white - tailed deer, grouse and 
blue - winged teal as was Aldo 
Leopold the prophet of bal- 
anced ecology. His chapter on 
the sky dance of the woodcock 
tops all the nature reporting 
of our generation. It is a trage- 
dy that he did not live to see 
his book in print. To me it is 
more important than Thoreau’s 
“Walden.”
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‘Sand County Almanac’ Depicts Crowded 
Planet; Hudson Story Port Nat eT, uason ory Frorrrays INaTure 
"A labret He ALMANAC." By Aldo Leopold. New York,|his week-ends practicing what he 

xtord, $3.50, preached. And his acute observa-, 
“ tion of every living thin; on 

“THE BEST OF W. H. HUDSON." Edited by Odell Shepard. New/that farm will make any ama- 
York, Dutton; $4. a teur naturalist, like this reviewer, 

By STERLING NORTH wonder if he can ever hope to be- 

THE ANGRY books descend upon me daily, like a menacing eee ne ey esis to ee 

squadron of dive bombers. . e louse, muskra: 

More books wing in on atomic warfare. More about Stalin and ee eres cot erouee 2nd 
John L. Lewis. More about Soviet Russia. blue-winged teal as was Aldo 

© “quekily we live by a Iske and waterfall in’ the mountains of|/“coPOl the Prophet of balanced 
New Jersey. As I unwrap the books a doe is mirrored as she slips ee . 
se ae Sha _ through the evergreens to drink.|. His chapter on the sky dance 

‘A blue heron stands in the shal-'0f the woodcock tops all the 
low water awaiting an unwary betes. porte oF a 
trout. 2 ion. It is a tragedy that he did 

| We have had egrets this year, not live to see his book in print. 

an osprey and the 17-inch pileated ee it ae e important than 
‘woodpecker. It has been a banner eau’s Walden. 
|year for I have been able to! ,. Ss 

notograph at close range the; “8 THE years:go-by Ibecome 
downy young of America’s most|™0re impressed with W. H. Hud- 
beautiful waterfowl, the wood Rae eae ae nos ae 
duck. . S| 

Such interludes, together with aoe as a naturalist. 
the arrival of such books as “A was mankind’s loss as well 

Sand County Almanac,” help toj4S Hudson’s that 40 years of his 
keep me sane in an era of inter-|life were spent in poverty in Eng- 
national insanity. land dreaming about his first 29 

| SO ers ets happiness in South) 
ica. Thus “Green Mansions,” THE LATE Aldo Leopold, who eee ees ona ad othoe! 

was both a better writer and a - er} 

better naturalist than Thoreau,|Masterpieces were bound to be 
felt much as I do about our over- Dee ened by eee oan 

: y fresh and acute observation 

net A aa oe pity for the/of nature. 
unobservant prisoners of civiliza- Been we ee 

tion who populate our teeming,| ODELL SHEPARD has made 
striving cities, the bored sophisti-|@n interesting but arbitrary se- 
cates who have never lifted theirjlection from many of Hudson’s 
eyes to wedgeshaped cavalcades lesser known works which will 
of wild geese. ote the more ‘easily avail- 

As the author points out, while e volumes, 
man destroys the topsoil, devas-| But his choices are not always 
tates the forests, mows down tne|Hudson at his best, while his 

wildlife, turns prairies into dust~ chronological arrangement has a 
pe and ee to propagate|certain static quality which does 

s competitive kind with — do justice to so imaginati 
fecundity which would embarrass|an Si ae RANS 

the rabbit—fiora and fauna which E 

has at least an equal right to live ee te uaeen enthusiast will 
é out these random 

upon this planet is being rushed _ 

to extinction Pages about Patagonia, observa- 
; . sv tion on English larks and other 

: i Downl 
TO TEE economic determinicts|. Werner rn ae nen 

; pshire and 
(including the Communists) Leo-|Tanqs End episodes from “Far 

-|pold gave during his lifetime an Away and Long Aoavand oth 

unassailable ecological answer.| -atactio; nich 8 oa 
| When the biota of any given Be wncusaee ,Only. avails 
iJarea is in the balance we live ane 2 eae ere or in the 

volumes Collecte: orks. 
happily. We have food, clothing S | 

and shelter: we have a biologica:| Mr. Shepard feels Hudson was 

relationship with the other faura peas sh Se asworsy: than to 

and flora which allows human/?horeau in his love of nature—a 

life to perpetuate itself without/4 Comment which can only be 

Pep, eer ee ‘h blind, i: ce Sean) on wt when throug! ind, greedy $s effusions, even 
self-centered materialism (either/When good poetry (meaning 

‘\capitalistic or communistic) we|rarely) were pantheis‘ic generali- 
look ae this Planet fears as an aes Rees os any evidence of 
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of human gratification we quickiy| Actually Hudson and Thoreau 
get the land out of balance andjhave much in common, lovers of 
in the end doom our own species.|solitude and of nature, good ama-| 

Our rivers become clogged with|teur naturalists and good writers. 
enced topsoil and sewage.and in-|Thé world would have been far 
‘dustrial debris. Our cut-over for |less' interestin; it} " g without them. 
est land becomes nothing but air 
fire hazard. 

Floods and droughts mark our 
pathway to empire and oblivion. 
And the birds and beasts and 
flowers and trees which might 
have helped us retain the fer- 
tility ‘of our ravished terrestrial 
ball, flee before the savage attack 
of homo sapiens. 3 

Leopold was no sentimentalist 
like Donald Culross Peattie. He 
was not a hermit or eccentric. He 
was one of the most practical and 
far-sighted men who ever inspired 
our Forest Service to save somc 
|part of what was left of our 

dwindling wood lot. 
In his final job as professor of) 

|game management at the Univer- 
,|sity of Wisconsin he inspired hun 
,;dreds of young men to go fortt 
_jand preach his philosophy. 
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AT HIS FARM near the vie-| 

consin River he himself spent!
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An Almanac 
From Nature | 
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That Guides 
A SAND COUNTY ALMANAC: AND 
SKETCHES HERE AND THERE. By Aldo 
Leopold. (Oxford University Press, $3.50.) 

By BERNARD P. BRENNAN 
(Instructor, Pace College) 

In every generation Ameri- 
cans have been mystified by a 
small number of men who ap- 
pear to get extraordinary satis- 
faction from sympathetically 
observing the phenomena of 
nature: men who, like the two 
Roosevelts, Jefferson, Audu- 
bon, Thoreau, Pinchot, Emer- 
son and Longfellow, placed 
high. value on personal experi- 
ences in the outdoors. The 
public, however, remains mys- 
tified about students of nature; 
attempts to explain their pleas- 
ure have not been successful— 
perhaps on account of the sub- 
jective nature of their experi- 
ences. What writer, for exam- 
ple, can show convincingly how 
the sight of a migrating bird 
can be a meaningful experi- 
ence for a grown man? ’ 

But even men who count 
days in the wilderness as fail- 
ures if they return without a 
dead bird for a trophy may 
understand Aldo Leopold when 
he writes about the things he 
saw and heard'on his: Wiscon- 
sin farm. They will find that 
his love of the outdoors, com- 
ingfromawarm,human aware- 
ness (and not from eccentricity, 
or exclusiveness), is no citer 
ent basically from theirs, ex- 
cept that he gets more pleas-| 
ures out of his ways of enjoy- 
ing the wilderness. It is Leo- 
|pold’s achievement to be one 
[of the first to express success- 
fully the experiences of an in- 
[petigent lover of the outdoors. 
| Many of Leopold’s most inter- 
esting stories involve common 
birds and animals on the aban- 
doned farm that he bought for 
vacations and week-ends. Best, 
perhaps, is his story about the 
sky dancing ofthe woodcock, 
which he affirms takes place at 
hours determined by the vanit:§|({-=—=——————— 
of the bird, the woodcock insisyjlady with a Phi Beta Kappa 
ing upon “a romantic light of!key who had never heard or 
exactly 0.05 foot-candles.” Un-jseen the wild geese that twice 
fortunately, people care little|yearly proclaimed the seasons 
about the woodcock or its per-|to, her well-insulated roof. His 
formance, as. Leopold notes:|question at this point concerns 
“The drama of the sky dance is|school masters: “Is education 
enacted nightly on hundreds of|possibly a process of trading 
farms, the owners of which sigh|awareness for things of lesser 
for entertainment, but harbor|worth?” 
the illusion that it is to be} A warm expansiveness of 
sought in theaters.” spirit sets Leopold above writ- 

_ This feeling that make-be-jers who match his powers of 
lieve is the best form of enter-jobservation. This warmth and 
tainment is widespread, and|an uncommon skill with words 
Leopold tells of an educated'distinguish these essays.
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Leopold, Aldo Oxford 
ee A SAND COUNTY ALMANAC $3.50 

Essays - slight and charming enough~ which range from the descriptive to the 

Philosophical, and which would have very limited appeal to those who enjoy random bits of 
nature. The book falls into three sections:- Part I- the Almanac of a week-end refuge on 

@ Wisconsin farm, round the seasons; II- sketches taking issue with conservation as it is 
practised, based on some forty years of observation; III- his creed of conservation, as an 
extension of ethics from people to land. The second section expands the regional interest 
from the Wisconsin locale of the first section, to the far cry of Mexico to Manitoba. He 
pulls no punches in his attack on the degeneration of sports, with bigger and better gad- 
gets, in his opinion that most conservation is local alleviation, and that land health is 
better than land doctoring. But unfortunately, the general flavor of his writing, and the 
appearance of the book, with its charming sketches by Charles W. Schwartz, do not give one 

@ sense of actually challenging the reader.
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The Land: With Realism and Poetry 

Bookshelf 

eaeyo COUNTY, aa a Dalila 01 ed and all that it nourishes, Here, the essay 
ated by Charles W. Schwarts, (New YorkY Otjord oy the passenger pigeon stands out poign- 

Ere eat matte ; f antly. ‘We gitevl ,” he writes, “because 
Written by one who has long lived in and no living man will see again the onrushing 

loved the country, “A Sand County Al- phalanx of victorious bifds, sweeping a 
manac” is no sentimental journal put the path for spring across the March skies, 
sincerely experienced and keenly o served chasing the defeated winter from all the 

_ recordings of a skilled naturalist whose eye woods and prairies of Wisconsin.” And the 
for beauty is matched by his reson to it. essay entitled “Thinking Like a Mountain” 
Aldo Leopold was for many years with the will give not only the conservationist but 
United States Forest Service and did much the farmer and he sentimental lover of 
to formulate its National Forest Re nature much to ponder deeply. 

The book falls into three’ sections which - Inthe last section, “The Upshot,” Mr. 
bring the reader along with the writer's Leopold defines hi philosophy of conserva- 
essential purpose—persuading him towards tion and it is that of a practical man and 
a realization of the delights abo ing in a poet. He sees conservation as a state of 
the world of nature and convincin, him of — harmony between men and the land, and, 
the need for wisdom and practicality in far more than simply good economics, it is 
the preservation of that world. Ata time the extension of ethics and an ecological 
when a whole nation has beeame conscious conscience from people to land. “Conserva- 
of a growing water shortage, country and tion is getting nowhere,” he writes, “be- 
city dwellers alike may find their interest cause itis incompatible with our Abra- 
turning even more readily to the matter hamic concept of land. We abuse land be- 
of conservation of natural resources. cause we regard it} as a commodity belong- 

In the first section, “Almanae,”. Mr. ing to us. When we see land as a community 
Leopold writes of what he has observed and to which we belo: ig, we may begin to use 
much that he -has done at his week-end it with love and respect. There is no other 
refuge on a Wisconsin farm. Tales of hunt- way for land to survive the impact of 
ing and fishing are here as well as descrip- _ mechanized man, nor for us to reap from 
tions of flowers and trees, the banding of it the aesthetic a it is capable, under 
birds, the delight in predawn excursions; science, of contributing to culture.” 
and the writing is at all times unself-con- To read this book is not only to acquire | 
scious, unstudied and movingly beautiful. much useful information but to develop a 

‘The second section, “Sketches Here and keener eye and a sharper ear for the world 
There,” brings out more fully Mr. Leopold’s of nature and‘a greater respect for the land: 
concern for the preservation of the land < _ | ELIZABETH YATES
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“Sand County Almanac,” a col- 
lection of essays by Aldo Leopold, 
a leader in the conservatio# THOVe. 
imient, will be published by Oxford 
| University Press on Oct. 20. The 
jessays, which cover a period of 
\forty years, discuss his life and 
| studies on fis Wirconsin farm. 
The book is illustrated with draw- 
le by Charles W. Schwartz.
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LEOPOLD, ALDO. Sand County almanac; and, 
—firetehes here and there; il. by Charles W. 

Schwartz. 226p $3.50 Oxford 
574 Natural history—U.S. 49-11164 

“There are some who can live without wild 
things, and some who cannot. These essays are 
the delights and dilemmas of one who cannot.” 
(Foreword) The essays in the first section of 
the book are arranged by months, showing 
the changes in nature during a_whole year, as 
observed by the author on his Wisconsin farm. 
In the other two sections are personal experi- 
ences ranging over a wide expanse of country 
and forty years in time. The author was a 
leader in the conservation movement. 

“Aldo Leopold signed and dated the fore- 
word of this book only a little more than a 
month before his death last year. We may 
count ourselves lucky to have this final testa- 
ment of a man who was not only an expert in 
forestry, ecology and game management, but 
an exceptionally sensitive and subtle apprecia- 
tor and communicator of earth-values. ._. 
Every reading countryman will want to add 
this thoughtful and lovely book to his library.’’ 
Alan Devoe 

-+ Commonweal 51:77 O 28 '49 270w 

Kirkus 17:567 O 1 °49 170w 
“By a born naturalist, true sportsman and 

able writer. Delightful essays. . . Author de- 
velops a fine concept of conservation, not eco- 
nomic, but basically ethical, urging need for an 
ecological conscience. Recommended.” 

-+ Library J 74:1679 N 1 ’49 60w 
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“A SAND COUNTRY ALMANAC AND 

SKETCHES HERE AND THERE.” 

By Aldo Leopold. 226 pp. (Oxford Uni- 

versity Press. $3.50.) A notable natu- 

ralist and an ardent conservationist, 

Leopold tells here engagingly about his 

observations and experiences when he 

spent week-ends at his farm in Wis- 

consin, then his encounters and’ con- 

clusions when he met people largely op- 

posed to his ideas of conservation, The 
volume is an attractively printed one, 

with many excellent and appropriate 

drawings by Charles W. Schwartz.
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Sand County Almanac, Ce 
Sketches here and there; by Aldo 
Leopold. ‘This nattralist-author 
wes-ofitin believer in conservation. 
He had the ability to express in 
words his appreciation of the way 
of life of all wild things. As a boy 
he had spent much time in woods 
and fields while hunting and fishing; 
he became a forester; he took up 
the bow and arrow as a more sport- 
ing weapon than the rifle; finally 
he laid even the bow aside and used 
a notebook which has made this 
book possible. His life was lost 
fighting a fire on a neighbor’s farm. 
The present book of essays concerns 
what the author saw and did at 
his weekend refuge on a Wisconsin 
farm. 

* @
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LEOPOLD, Aldo. A Sand County Almanac, 
amd"Sketches Here and There. Oxford. 
10/27. $3.50. 

By a born naturalist, true sportsman and able 
writer. Delightful essays describe wild life in 
Wisconsin, some episodes pointing up the need 
for conservation. Author develops a fine con- 
cept of conservation, not economic, but basically 
ethical, urging need for an ecological con- 
science. Illustrated by Charles W. Schwartz. 
Recommended.
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,A SAND COUNTY ALMANAC. By | 

‘Aldo Leopold, Oxford Univer- | 

sity Prese==$3.50. 
An eloquent paturalist and 

inspired conservationist gives us| 

a book. comparable in spirit to} 

“walden.” 
|
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A SAND COUNTY ALMANAC 
AND SKETCHES HERE AND 
THERE. By Aldo Leopold. New 

York: Oxferd-Untverstty- Press; 
226 pp.; $3.50. 

E RECENT years we have had 
many books by professional na- 

ture writers without a firm skele- 
ton of ideas or a coherent philos- 
ophy to hold them together. Per- 
haps we have had too many such 
books, for they convey the general 
impression that a fondness for 
little birds, wild flowers and flow- 
ery prose is all there is to nature 

: ] is something — restate eens 
a man who was not only a devoted 
student of nature and a keen ana- 
lyst of ‘her ways, but was also an 
inspiring teacher, who, more than. 
any other single person, estab- 
lished the study of wildlife and 
game management on a scientific 

It is our misfortune that this first 
“nature book” of Aldo Leopold’s 
should also be his last testament, 
but it is obviously a testament of 
the beliefs of a lifetime rather 
than a simple book about birds, 
wood cutting and flowers. ‘These 
things are part and parcel of the _ 

Or ee heer te be toe a - tractive illustrations, closing the 

final section, “The Upshot.” Here 00k hurriedly when they discover 
we find the considered judgment this knotty philosophical problem. 

of @ man who devoted his life to in the last part. That will be a 
wildlife research, often of the most Pity, for these ideas were the 
practical sort, on the values of the ns life, and because of fhemeye 
wilderness and wildlife to our 4M Place this book on the shel 
complex modern civilization, and that holds the writings of Thoreau 
his eloquent plea for a sense” of and John Muir, —J.W.H. 

last is aptly stated in the phrase 
“ecological conscience.” It is not 
enough to do the economically 
right thing; we should also con-" 
sider our actions affecting land 
use and wildlife by ethical stand- 
ards. ; 

M* sportsmen and wildlife 

professionals will be unwill- 
ing to go along with the idea that 
a fish reared in a hatchery and 
released in a stream which could 
not normally produce that fish is 
esthetically less satisfying than a 
native fish in an unspoiled stream, 

| but in so disagreeing, they are ad- 
| mitting that the imitation is ac- 

ceptable. Perhaps it is true that 
half a loaf is better than none, 
but it. depends on your sense of 
values, and Aldo Leopold’s values 
were very exacting. In being so 
exacting, was he any more senti- 
mental than the great army of 
hunters and anglers who-~ fare 

_ forth armed to the hilt with the 
latest gadgets into norms farmer's 
back forty as if the whole of un- 
spoiled America were left? In 
this matter of wildlife and the 
wilderness, the middle road is not 
a compromise but another road 
entirely. Either we must stop 
tampering with what little wilder- 
ness is left, or turn it all into semi- 
domesticated parks with gravel 
walks, ashcans and public toilets. 

There will be many readers who 
will be contented with the charm- 

ing nature vignettes and the at-
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A SAND COUNTY ALMANAC And Sketches 
Here and There $3.50 G 
Aldo Leopold Oxford 

The best of the beautifully written essays by one of 
the world’s great naturalists, a leader in the conserva- 
tion movement, who died last year as a result of 
fighting a grass fire on his neighbor’s farm in Wis- 
consin. The 33 pencil drawings by Charles W. 
Schwartz are reproduced with the text by a new 
process.
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A Sand County Almanac. Aldo Leopold, Illustrated by 
Charles W. Schwartz. Oxford. $3.50. 

AN attractive miscellany of personal observations and 
meditations on outdoor life in Wisconsin, Manitoba and 
the Southwest. *
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Old Friends 

A SAND COUNTY ALMANAC 
by Aldo Leopold. Oxford 
Universtty. Ne YOPE$3 50. 

pes book has the flavor of old 
friends, old wine, and old books. 

It is the story of man’s relation to 

the land, and its creatures by which 

he lives. And it was written by a 
man who appreciated that relation- 
ship in all its phases, 

Aldo Leopold was born on an Iowa 
farm in 1887, became forest assist- 
ant with the U. S. forest service and 
helped formulate the national forest 
policy. A chair of game management 

was created for him by the Univer~ 
sity of Wisconsin. He was a well 
known and recognized authority in 

these fields until his death in 1948, 
“A Sand County Almanac” tells 

of wildlife doings on the Leopold 

farm during each month of the year. 
That is the first part of the book, 
The second part consists of adven= 
tures which convinced the author 
that comparatively few people were 
concerned about care of the land, 
The third part contains his ideas 
about what constitutes suitable en- 
vironment for human existence. 

~ “A Sand County Almanac” is high 
adventure under foot, homely phi- 

losophy, and musical writing, beau- 
tifully illustrated with excellent 
drawings by Charles W. Schwarta, 

th. L



Forester, Sportsman, ul Beyer: et paloma taatts inter- 
iont: ence with the balance of nature. 

wee ac ae he ‘“Upshot of the Matter” is set 
OUNTY and fQrth in Part III where he tries to 

Shee Here eet On “Make shift with things as they are” 
eee Bee New York. 1949. id, accepting the mechanized era, still 
$3.75. fimd ways to preserve wilderness areas 

“A Sand County Almanac” is more fi recreation and_ scientific use. He 

than just another entertaining account of aflalyzes outdoor recreation into com- 
the observations of a naturalist story ponent parts and concludes that the 
teller. Aldo Leopold, forester, sportsman, - of recreational development is not 
conservationist, and naturalist of note, alone “building roads into lovely country 
has given expression here not only to his i of building receptivity into the still 
experience as a student and lover of inlovely human mind. 
wild life but also his convictions that Added pleasure in reading Mr, Leo- 
history is recorded in the natural world pold’s book is given by the delightful 
as well as in the story of empires and sketches of wild creatures by Charles 

that man needs to be educated as to his W. Schwartz. 5 
rootage in the land and the cultural Rura N. Wetzet, 
values of the wilderness. Mt. Vernon, N. ny 

In his foreword Mr. Leopold says . 
“There are some who can live without 
wild things and some who cannot. These 
essays are the delights and dilemmas of 
one who cannot.” The sketches, some of 
which are reprints in whole or part, are 
arranged in three parts. The Almanac | 
is Part I where he relates the happen- 
ings at his “shack” on the Sand County 
farm where he and his family week-end 
and try to rebuild the land. 

The episodes he discusses are arranged 
by calendar months and the sportsman 
speaks in his comments on the habits | 
of game birds and the delights of fishing | 
while the forester makes observations on 
the trees in his wood lot or gives us a 
flashback on the hundred years spanned 
by a great oak that he felled after it | 
had been struck by lightning. The na- 
turalist mourns the vanishing flora and 
wishes that idle spots and highways 
might be found where the full native 
flora could be saved. 

In the second part, “Sketches Here 
and There,’ he recounts episodes over 
the years in different parts of the! 
country. The essays are poetic in their 
portrayal of the beauty of the wild 
places that fade away before the inroads 
of civilization and portray relentlessly
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close reading of Walden or the Journal makes most 
nature writers appear limited —an eye or an ear or 
a taste or a touch; but in Thoreau the senses are inte- 
grated and focused.” 

One wishes that the author might have had before 
him also for comparison Aldo Leopold’s A Sand 
County Almanac. In sensitiveness to nature, range 
of knowledge, and maturity-of viewpoint Leopold 1s 
pre-eminent, Would the dilemma with which 
Thoreau was confronted in the later years of his life, 
of the scope and the use to be made of his observa- 
tions, have been resolved for him had he possessed 
Leopold’s unrivalled understanding of the inter-re- 
lationships of living things? Would the maze of 
detail which in Thoreau’s later years seemed to clog 
his discernment have given him added power had he 
possessed the broad learning of modern ecologists?
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farm. Abruptly we began to cut the 
years of our predecessor, the boot- 
legger, who hated this farm, 
skinned it of residual fertility, 
burned its farmhouse, threw it back 
into the lap of the county (with 
delinquent taxes to boot), and then 

disappeared among the landless 
anonymities of the Great Depres- 
sion. Yet the oak had laid down 
good wood for him; his sawdust 

was as fragrant, as sound, and as 

pink as our own. An oak is no re- 
specter of persons. 

And so the record goes back through 

the years—through years of drought 
and of heavy rainfall, of sleet storms 

and of forest fires, back to the years of 
the first game laws, back to the last 

cougar in Wisconsin, the last lynx, the 

last passenger pigeons; back to the days 

when emigrant wagons first marked the 
road by the oak, and it won its battle | 

with the rabbits—who nibble so indus- 

triously the bark of *young oak shoots— 

and became a tree. “Every surviving 
oak,” Mr. Leopold says, “is the product 

either of rabbit negligence or rabbit 
scarcity.” 

The work of the sawyer Mr. Leopold 

compares to that of the historian: | 

From each year the raker teeth 
pull little chips of fact, which ac- 
cumulate in little piles, called saw- 

dust by woodsmen and archives by 
} historians; both judge the charac- 

ter of what lies within by the char- 
acter of the samples thus made 
visible without. It is not until the 
transect is completed that the tree 
falls, and the stump yields a col- 
lective view of a century. | 

Mr. Leopold’s oak, as we have seen, 
ne yielded both firewood and history. 

Lightning killed the big oak near the This incident appears in A Sand Coun- 
highway on Aldo Leopold’s “Sand Coun- ty Almanac, by Aldo Leopold, 2 book 
ty” farm in Wisconsin, one Summer !’Vve enjoyed as keenly as anything I’ve 
night. He let the tree stand for another read in years. The book consists of three 

year to season, and then in the late Fall Parts: one of around-the-year sketches 
he and a neighbor sawed it down. In of experience on the Wisconsin farm, 

A Sand County Almanac he describes like this of the old oak;, one of “Sketches 

the sawing, traces the century-long his. ere and There”—of Mr. Leopold's trav- 
tory of the tree as the saw cut through els and observations in Illinois and Iowa, 

the rings which recorded the years of i Arizona and New Mexico, in Oregon 
its growth: and Utah, and in Mexico; and one of 

It took only a dozen pulls of the more general consideration of our rela- 

saw to transect the years of our tion as human beings to those portions 
ownership, during which we had _ of the earth which we inherit and use. 
learned to love and cherish this This last part might be called a philos- 

e 4 THE ROTARIAN



ophy of land use, of man’s relation to 

the earth, of which the subjects treated 

in North American Waterfowl constitute 

a special case. 

Aldo Leopold was born on a farm in 

Iowa, spent much of his youth in hunt- 

ing and fishing. He entered the United 

States forestry service at an early age, 

and played an important part in shap- 

ing national forest policy. In later years 

he taught at the University of Wiscon- 
sin, in the fields of forestry and wild-life 

management. He died April 21, 1948, 

fighting a grass fire on a neighbor’s farm 

in Wisconsin. I feel a sense of personal 
deprivation in his death—that I know 

no way to tell him how much T like his 

book. 
For this is a book I shall come back 

to many times, a book I shall recom- 

mend to my friends and treasure for 

myself. It holds the first great requisite 

of good writing: the author has some- 

thing to say. His attention is fixed 

wholly on the experience he is present- 

ing—he isn’t worrying about the effect 

on the reader. He knows that if he can 

render that experience, whether of ob- 

servation or of reflection, with adequate 
clarity and power, the reader will be 

happy—as the reader is. This means 

that he isn’t trying to show off—that he 

ig never straining for effect or exhibit- 

ing his own cleverness. He has such 

mastery of words, and he is so sensitive 

an observer and so keen a thinker, that 

he carries his reader with him to see 
what he sees and share what he feels. 

I believe that Mr. Leopold was right 

in viewing the problem of land use as 
ultimately an ethical problem. We are 

obligated to future generations in the 

way we treat the land—whether to the 
“Young Sprout,” to see that he has ducks 

to shoot, as in the case cited by Mr. Day 

in North American Waterfowl, or in all 

the broader aspects of our relation to 

the soil, the forest, the wilderness. 
* * *
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| About Nature | 
A SAND COUNTY ALMANAC | 
‘AND SKETCHES HERE AND 
THERE. By Aldo Leopold. Ox- 
ford. $3.50. | 

The charm of the light and per- 
sonal essay is presented in this 
little book. 

Sand County is one of the. 
prides of Wisconsin, and the late 
Mr. Leopold, long-time connected 

with the state university, writes 
well of the birds, flowers, clouds, 
and streams of his beloved coun~ 

\ ty. 

“A&A Sand County Almanac” was 

written by one who believed in 
conservation of natural re- 
sources; its deep feeling and its 
evocation of the wonders of the 
out-of-doors strengthens the argu- 
ment of the author that the most 
precious features of natural life 
are all too subject to erosion and 
to careless destruction. 

The book is well-illustrated 
with many drawings,
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| NATURALISTS’ CALE 
By KARL P. SCHMIDT 

CHIEF CURATOR, DEPARTMENT OF ZOOLOGY 

T IS at the simplest observational level 
in natural history that one begins to 

keep a record of seasonal events—seasonable 

and unseasonable temperatures; winter 

visitants to one’s bird shelf; the arrival of 

the first robin and then the stream of 

transient bird migrants; the blooming of 

the earliest flowers and of those that come 
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NATURALISTS’ CALENDARS— 
(Continued from page 3) 

abroad, from which the great strength of 

the English and Scotch in the biological 

sciences is derived. 

A glance at the Museum’s library shelves 
reveals further exemplars of the naturalist’s 

calendar. A Year at the Shore (1865) by 
Philip Henry Gosse, carries seaside observa- 

tions through the year month by month. 

Round the Year, A Series of Short Nature 

Sketches (1896) is by the distinguished en- 
tomologist, L. C. Miall. The Biology of the 

Seasons (1911) is by J. Arthur Thomson, 

who wrote so voluminously on biological 

subjects that a work by him under some such 

title might have been predicted; he did, 
indeed, write a second book under this 

heading, Nature All the Year Round (1921). 

There is no likelihood of a dearth of volumes s 
to represent the naturalist’s calendar class 

of literary natural history. It is represented © 

in 1949 by distinguished works—The Twelve 

Seasons, by Joseph Wood Krutch, and A \ 
Sand Country Almanac, by the late Aldo 

Leopold, whose poignantly tragic death : 
while fighting a brush fire was somehow |} 

nobly fitting for a conservationist of such | 
force and note. How appropriate it is that | 

the current selection of the Natural History 

Book Club is a nature calendar from the 

Maine coast—Robert P. Tristram Coffin’s 
Coast Calendar.
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An Articulate Observer 

A Practical Naturalist 
Eyes Our Rui Wake 
A SAND COUNTY ALMANAC. he can ever hope to become so 
By. Age Leopold. Oxford. 226 closely attuned to wild goose and 
Pp. $3.50, field mouse, muskrat and Shea 

I er, ise and blue- 
HE BURLY: dons ee wea oa spaet Aldo Leo- 
me daily, like a menacing poia, the prophet of balanced 

squadron of dive bombers, More ecology. 

books wing in on atomic warfare. His chapter on the sky dance 

More about Sta- of the woodcock tops all the na- 
a, lin and John L. ture reporting of our generation. 

(= + ™ Lewis. More It is a tragedy that he did not 
— : 3 about Soviet live to see his book in print. To 

fos a Russia. me it is more important than 
- 4 Luckily we Thoreau’s “Walden.” 

os its live by -a lake —STERLING NORTH. 
fe) and waterfall 

_ le in the moun- 
_ tains of New 
— Jersey. As I 
_& unwrap the 
ry book a doe is 

LEOPOLD ___mirrored as she 
slips through the evergreens to 

drink. A blue heron stands in 
the shallow water awaiting an 
unwary trout. We have had 
egrets this year, an osprey and 
the 17-inch pileated woodpecker. 
It has beeria banner year, for 
I have been able to photograph 
at close range the downy young 
of America’s most beautiful 
waterfowl, the wood duck. 

Such interludes, together with 
the arrival of such books as “A 
Sand County Romance,” help to 

keep me sane in an era of inter- 
national insanity. 

The late Aldo Leopold, who 
was both a better writer and a 
better naturalist than Thoreau, 
felt much as I do about our over- 
populated, overmechanized plan- 
et. He had nothing but pity for 
the unobservant prisoners of civ- 
ilization who/ populate our teem- 
ing, striving cities, the bored so- 
phisticates who habe never lifted 
their eyes to wedge-shaped caval- 

cades of wild geese, who cannot 
interpret the hierogryphics on 
new-fallen snow, and who think 

that a quail is something that one 
eats on toast. 

Life in Balance 
AS THE author points out, while 

man destroys the topsoil, dev- 
astates the forests, mows down 
the wildlife, turns prairies into 
dust bowls and continues to prop- 
agate his competitive kind with 
a fecundity which would embar- 

Tass the, Kabbit florayand. fauna 
which have at least an equal right 
to live upon this planet are being 
rushed to extinction. 

To the economic determinists 
(including the Communists), Leo- 
pold gave an unassailable eco- 
logical answer. When the biota 
of any given area is in balance, 
we live happily. We have food, 
clothing and shelter; we have a 
biological relationship with the 
other fauna and flora which al- 
Jows human life to perpetuate 
itself without too much strife. 

But when through blind, 
&reedy, self-centered materialism 
(either capitalistic or communis- 

tic) we look upon this planet 
merely as an expendable and ex- 

ploitable source of human grati- 
fication, we quickly get the land 
out of balance and in the end 
doom our own species. 

Our rivers become clogged with 
eroded topsoil and sewage and 
industrial debris. Our cut-over 
forest land becomes nothing but 
a fire hazard, Floods and droughts 
mark our pathway to empire and 
oblivion, And the birds and 
beasts and flowers and trees, 
which might have helped us to 
retain the fertility of our ravished 
terrestrial ball, flee before the 
Savage attack of homo sapiens, 

He Left Disciples 
LLFOPoLD was no sentimental- 

ist like Donald Culross Peat- 
tie. He was not a hermit or ec- 
centric. He was one of the most 
practical and farsighted men who 
ever inspired our Forest Service 
to save some part of what was left 

of our dwindling wood lot. In 
his final job as professor of game 
Management at the University of 
Wisconsin, he inspired hundreds 
of young men to go forth and 
preach his philosophy. : 

At his farm near the Wisconsin 
River he himself spent his week- 
ends practicing what he preached. 
And his acute observation of 
every living thing upon that farm 
will make any amateur natural- 
ist like this reviewer wonder if
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ETE REOPENS ES EGE MEE SOLE SES SEE ENE ST 

WHEN WILD GEESE HONK IN THE FALLTIME winter 
winds are in the offing. This is one of many sketches in 
A SAND COUNTRY ALMANAC, by Aldo Leopold (Oxford 
University Press, $3.50). If you are‘iterestecttrrthe many 
moods of nature, or in wild life, this is your book.
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ANature Lover | 
° : 

And His Ideas 
By HELEN INFELD 

A Sand County Almanac. By Aldo 
Leopold; Oxford, 226 pp., $4. 

—Pleasant form of escap 
through awa-eness of nature’ ij 

offered by an author whose pater ony 

was much more than escape, Ald 
Leopold spent twenty-four year: 

in conservation service for the U.S. 

government. He_ died’ fighting a 

grass fire on a neighbor’s farm, 

By his writing, he helps the reader 

to relive moments when he has 

sensed the wonder of nature 
through his eyes, his ears, his 
nostrils. This awareness is intensi- 
fied by’ a happy use of language. 

Such sentences as “Draba (the 
smallest flower that blows) plucks 
at no heartstrings, I*- perfume, if 

any, is lost in the gusty winds,” 
and, “I step from my cabin door, 
bearing in either hand my emblems 
of sovereignty, a coffee pot and 
notebook,” adorn a simple and ori- 
ginal style which creates vivid 
images. 

The first two parts of A Sand 
County Almanac contain descrip- 
tions. of such aspects of natural 
life as the felling of an oak, a 
flight of geese, the sky dance of a’ 
woodcock, and canoeing in singing 

waters. These two parts can be 
savoured slowly, and with relish. 
Each reading will set a mood, re- 
call a lost experience, or quicken 
the senses for a new one. 

In the third part,” the author 
states his theory of conservation. 

To him, it .. not merely an eco- 
nomic necessity, It should be a 
development in man’s ethics: “a 
land ethic,” for “men are only 
fellow-voyagers with other creat- 
ares in the Odyssey of evolution.” 
Thus the interdependence of man, 
animals, and plants is related to 

man’s recent history. And man’s 

necessary concern for his surround- 
ings becomes something deeper 

than superficial, over-managed con- 

servation, Aldo Leopold argues well 

that too much management has 
failed in its effect on wild life 
itself. He sees the preservation of 
large, truly wild areas as essential, 
since even wolves and lions have 
their necessary role in natural bal- 
ance. 

For most of us, the chief value 
of this book lies in its descriptions, 
for the author was an artist whose 
writing offers us enjoyment of 
nature through perception. ‘The 
drawings by Charles W. Schwartz 

are completely in the mood of the 
book, and add to its effectiveness.
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This Volume 
“A SAND COUNTY ALMA= 

NAC AND SKETCHES HERE 
AND THERE,” by Aldo Leopold. 

lozfor,, SQ ————————_—_—_— 

Reviewed by Victor P. Hass 
If, by some incredible stroke of 

fortune, I could have had my 
choice of authoring any book pub- 
lished in America in 1949, this is 
the book I would have chosen. “ A 
Sand County Almanac” is one of 
the most beautiful, heart-warming 

and important nature books to 
appear in years. Perhaps only 

Joseph Wood Krutch’s “The 

Twelve Seasons” and Roy Bedi- 

check’s “ Adventures with a Texas 
Naturalist” can equal it in con- 

temporary nature writing. 

Aldo Leopold, for whom the 

University of Wisconsin created 
a chair in game management in 

1933, and who died in 1948 while 

fighting a grass fire on a neigh- 
bor’s Adams county [Wis.] farm, 

has set down here the “ delights 

and dilemmas” of one who could 
not live without wild things. To 
him, ‘the opportunity to see wild 
geese was more important than 

television. He was of that rapidly 
disappearing minority who felt 

that “ nothing could be more salu- 
tary at this stage then a little 

healthy contempt for a plethora 
of material blessings.” 

eee 

Mr. Leopold’s book is divided 
into three parts. The first is a 
lengthy, many-essayed account of 
life on his 120 acre farm in sandy, 
south central Wisconsin and of the 
amazing world of wildlife he ob- 
served there. Some of this is 
straight nature writing of geese, 
songbirds, pastures, wildfowling 
and yet he has made of the cut- 
ting down of a single tree a re 
markably vivid history of consers 
vation in Wisconsin from the be- 
ginning. 

In the middle section the em- 
phasis shifts to Mr. Leopold’s 
working and hunting trips into 
Iowa, Arizona, New Mexico, and 
old Mexico, but even here the pres< 

ence of his Wisconsin acres is 
never absent, and indeed one of 
the essays, “ Marshland Elegy,” is 
one of the most poetic and sensi- 

“ple pieces on the subject that I 
have ever read. 

eee 

‘The final section, “The Upshot,” 
contains a lifetime of powerful 
thinking on conservation. In four 
lengthy essays, pungent, astrin- 
gent, sometimes despairing and al- 
ways profound, Mr. Leopold has 
poured out the essence of a fine 
mind. Henceforth, it seems to me, 
no conservationist’s education will 
be complete until he has mastered 
the philosofical content of these 
pieces. 

The first class of readers 
may be compared to an hour- 
glass, their reading being as 
the sand; it runs in and runs 
out, and leaves not a vestige 
behind. A second class resem- 
bles a sponge, which imbibes 
everything, and returns it in 
nearly*the same state, only a 

little dirtier. A third class is 
like a@ jelly-bag, which allows 
all that is pure to pass away, 

and retains only the refuse and 
dregs. The fourth class may be 

compared to the slave of Gol- 
conda, who, casting aside all 
that is worthless, preserves. 
only the pure gems. 

COLERIDGE
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. Mi - it Of Aldo Leopold : 
_ Wimnorl = +++ : 
a < Sand County Almanac | 
. +++ a 
. Report A Quiet Novel / 

Eeemmoncnmememe| BY AUGUST DERLETH ]iesccaseseemcam 

\F A LEOPOLD — All of material blessings. Perhaps 
QO ee tralcts such a shift of values can be 

throughout Wisconsin and | achieved by reappraising things 
the Midwest generally realized | unnatural, tame and confined in 
that in the death of Aldo Leo- | terms of things natural, wild, 
poid Wisconsin lost one of its and free.” 

most able men in the field of +e > we 
conse! vation. Posthumous pub- : ALDO LEOPOLD in his 
lication of his: book. A SANDY cogent introduction to a 
COUNTY AL- x book which is certain to 

MANAC (Ox- eee bécome a minor nature classic, 
ford, $3.50) of- ce and a milepost in conservation 
fers ample ev- & * | literature, A persuasive writer, 
idence that his © Leopold makes one see and hear 
death deprived = gp the aspects of earth he sees and 
us also of an | #3 ae # | hears—the skunk coming from 

| author of no | 38 8) @y | hibernation in dead of winter, 
mean merit, =e the carp exploring the inundated 
for his book is Age jand, the gabbling of migratory 
one of those © 3 geese, the sky dance of the 
rare volumes © woodcock, though he did not live 
to which sen- 44 long enough to discover whether 
sitive and‘ in- aga the bird’s flight sound was of 
telligent read- 2 pinions or a twittering, the up- 
ers will turn 3 land plover, trout fishing, etc, 
again and Pe eee 
again. In a a THE SETTING of his almanac 
very real Derleth is Wisconsin; but his random’ 
sense A SANDY COUNTY AL- | sketches range from Wisconsin 
MANAC contains the essence of | throughout the Midwest to Ari- 

Aldo Leopold and his philoso- | zona, New Mexico, Mexico, Ore- 
| phy _gon, Utah, and Manitoba. These 

“THERE ARE SOME who can | are of a piece, and the closing 
live without wild things, and | section of the book is a natural 
some who cannot,” he writes in | oxtgrowth of the first two parts. 
the fsreword completed only a |-“Conservation isa, state-of har 
snort time before his untimely | mony between men and land,” 
death “These essays are the de- | holds Leopold, deploring that 
lights and dilemmas of one who | conservation still proceeds at a 
cannot... . For us of the minor- | snail’s pace while in many places 
ily, the opportunity to see geese | in the world countries thought 
is more important than televi- | to be far more backward than 
sion. and the chance to find a | our own have greater and more 
pasque-flower is a right as inali--| effective conservation laws in ef- 
enable as free speech .... We | feet. 
of the minority see a law of di- ‘ eae 

' minishing returns in progress; HIS ARGUMENT IS far more 
our opponents do not.” effective than many another 

A SAND COUNTY ALMA- | presented with more fanfare, 
NAC is divided into three parts, | Perhaps it is because:-he has so 
the first of which is a kind of | skillfully set the stage in his 
journx! of life on the author’s | opening sections. But quite 
sand ~farm. weekend refuge, | apart from. this superficial as- 
month by month, an account of | pect of propaganda, Aldo Leo- 
things seen and heard. The | pold has left behind him’ in a 

| second part consists of random | SAND COUNTY ALMANAC a 
sketches designed to show how | little book of essays which will 

| Leopo:! learned that most peo- | take its place on many shelves 
| ple were out of step, and how he | beside Thoreau, Hudson, Sharp, 
became the ardent conservation- |Burroughs and Peattie, 
ist he was. Finally, the third 
part sets forth a philosophy of 
conservation. 

“CONSERVATION IS _ get- 
ting nowhere because it is in- 
compatible with our Abrahamic 
concest of land. We abuse land 
because we regard it as a com- 
modity belonging to us. When” 
we see land as a community to 
which we belong, we may begin 
to use it with love and respect. 
There is no other way for land 

| to survive the impact of mecha- 
| nized man, nor for us to reap 

from it the esthetic harvest it is 
| capable, under science, of con- 
| trikuting to culture. 

| “THAT LAND IS a commun- 
ity is the basic concept of ecol- 

| ogy, but that land is to be loved 
and respected is an extension of 
ethics, That land yields a cul- 
tural harvest is a fact long 
known, but latterly often for- 
gotten, These essays attempt 
to weld these three concepts... . 
Nothing could be more salutary 
at this stage than a little 

thy contempt for a plethora
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Naturalist 
Hits Apathy 
A SAND COUNTY ALMANAC 

and Sketches Here and There: 
by Aldo Leopold: Oxford Uni-) 

Ver sity Presse S350, | 

Delightful essays and sketches 
concerning our wildlife, the fast 

vanishing American wilderness, 
and the serious conservation prob- 
lems of today. 

| The author is considered 
one of our foremost natural- 
ists. His writings about his 
life interest are of great val- 

ue. He died in April, 1948, a 

practical, working naturalist. 

He held various important posts 

with the U.S. forest service and. 
in 1928 founded “Wildlife manage-, 
ment.” 

Mr. Leopold’s book reveals a 
knowledge of wildlife and fores- 

try, together with the allied fields 
of animal and plant ecology. It is 
blended with a tolerant philoso- 

phy that makes his essays a pleas- 

ant excursion into our great wild-| 

life and forest preserves. They 
instill a burning desire to write 

one’s congressman a sharp note 

concerning our general apathy 
and bungling toward conservation 
in general, Illustrated with draw- 

ings by Charles W. Schwartz. 

—Sam Godfrey |
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Two Men Prai -1wo Men rraise 
| f 

Joy and Comfort | 

| . f 

Of Country Life 
| A SAND COUNTY ALMANAC’ 

| ‘AND SKETCHES HERE AND 
THERE, by Aldi eeapers. 
Oxford University * F 

COUNTRYMAN’S YEAR, by 
Haydn Pearson, Whittlesey 
Horsexe$350. 

By WILLIE McGHEE 

Two nature books for adults 
which are far more than just 
books about nature have appeared 
this month, when Nature puts on 
her October glory. In the autumn, 
mankind is again conscious of his 

brethern—the flora and fauna of 
the universe—in surroundings 
made spectacular, or pathetic, 
often by his own attempt to im- 
prove upon nature. 

oe 
Conservation. 

Not the least of man’s efforts 
has been expended in ‘what he 

calls “conservation,” Aldo Leopold, 

author of “A Sandy County Al- 

manac,” was for many years 4 

leader in the conservation move- 

ment, Acting in the forestry serv- 

ice for the U. S. government, he 

saw with more than a huntsman’s 

eye and loved all things that grew 

in the wilderness. 

Weekending on his Wisconsin 

farm, he learned the ways of 

‘wood folk, from grouse and glebe 
to muskrat and marten. The 

* flowers, too, on his sand farm 
and: the very soil itself taught 

him much that books could never 

jhave explained about the inter- 

dependent biotic chain, culminat- 

ing in man. 
Written with a naturalist’s love 

and breathed upon with a poet’s 
delight, “Sketches Here and 

. There,” which form the second 

; Part of his book, show that Leo- 
pold is certainly one of those per: 

. sons who “cannot live without 
‘ wild things.” From these record- 
; ings over a period of forty years, 

ending with his interest in, and 
study and teaching of, wild life 

? management, Mr. Leopold draws 
° the logical conclusion that until 
-. we love the land and respect its 

8 natural inhabitants, it has no 
chance to survive mechanization. 

- For in the land itself reside 
® aesthetic and ethical values not 
d yet measured by man in his ef- 

© forts at control. 
° e+ 
e “Countryman’s Year.” 

it Of much more homespun quall- 
t ty is the other book, “Country- 
Tr. man’s Year”—a season-cycle of 
th sketches by Haydn S. Pearson. 
tg This collection by the well known 
1e author of the country life sketches 
ss in “The New York Times” places 

its emphasis not so much on eco- 

ze logical principles as on rural 
is man’s contentment in his farm 
te surroundings. Sone. 

u___Yet Mr. Pearson is as much in 
| eneeenesyeamemnomee ne ee 
as edge as is Mr, Leo- 

} only the view) f 
Many reader will wane igete 
at the nostalgic remembrances 
brought to mind by the Country- 
man's descriptions of turnin; the 
grindstone, pitching eceeet . 
following the Jamplighter, or nd. 
ing through covered "bridges 
‘Women will remember with de- 
light the succulent dishes their 
mothers prepared from recipes 
for such foods as Indian Puddin 
here recorded by Mr, Pearson 
Others will wonder at the quaint 
New England names for things: 

“thank-you-ma'ams” . and “kiss. 
me-quicks”; “two wheeled demo- 
crats” and “fringe-tapped sur- 

reys”; “pungs” and “ ” Theis anes ‘carryails, 
essay 

contain homely bits of fae 
pertaining to the rustic Piet 

| beliefs or practices, such as the 
eee attendant upon whittling, 

e Sagacity evinced from the 
store-porch rockers, or the famil 

| loyalty surrounding a eeniaaul 
|lamp. All in all, “Countryman’s 
aes, furnishes seasonal ahine, | 

en for vicario’ ivi via'the Bae country living 

ae Aldo Leopold’s book, this 
e too has graphic illustrations. 

The former is accompanied by 
mid-page pen-and-ink aetchen. | 
chiefly of animals in characteris. ° 
tic poses; the latter by twenty- ‘ 

/nine full-page photographs of - 
nce New England scenes—past 

[and present—done tn rich ala
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A Sand County Almanac. Aldo Leopold. Illustrated by 

Charles W. Schwartz. Oxford Unidersity Press. $3.50. 

A TRO LED patDusiened and dated the foreword 
_& of this ook only a little more than a month before 

his death last year. We may counf ourselves lucky to 

have this final testament of a man who was not only an 

expert in forestry, ecology and game management, but 
an exceptionally sensitive and subtle hppreciator and com- 
municator of earth-values. | 

| His “almanac” is a gathering of sketches, magazine re- | 

prints, notebook jottings: a miscellany of’ Leopold’s ob- 

servations and meditations as he roamed the outdoors of 

his beloved Wisconsin or took an occasional trip “out- 

side,” to Manitoba, Arizona, Mexico. The prose is at 

once delicate and strong (being matched in these quali- 

ties by Charles Schwartz’s excellent drawings) ; and it 

abounds in terse epigrammatic observations. “A thing 

is right when it tends to preserve the integrity, stability 

and beauty of the biotic community. It is wrong when it 

tends otherwise.’ “Recreation is not the outdoors, but 

our reaction to it.” “The Lord giveth and the Lord 

taketh away, but He is no longer the only one to do so. 

When some remote ancestor of ours invented the shovel, 

he became a giver: he could plant a tree. And when the 

axe was invented, he became a taker: he could chop it 

down. Whoever owns land has thus assumed, whether 

he knows it or not, the divine functions of creating and 

destroying... .” 

Every reading countryman will want to add this 

thoughtful and lovely book to his library. © ALAN DEVOE.
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ro Soi, THAT SUSTAINS Us 
Charming Style Characterizes Collected Writings and Lec 

tures of the Late Aldo Leopold of the University of 
Wisconsin, Who Established Wildlife Manage- 

ment as a Science. 

A SAND BOUNDS SE MANAG: by and that is in the wildlife nianage- 
a - co S(o26 Sateen ment field. Dr. Leopold establishec 
Oxford Uni w York; |wildlife management as a scienc 

$3.50). in 1933, when a chair was createc 
- words so carefully chosen that|/for him at the University of Wis: 

the prose approaches poetry, the|consin. His volume “Game Man 
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ALMANAC.” * 

‘experiences on his Wisconsin farmjbeen accepted as the handbook of 
and a philosophy toward nature in|the profession, 

this collection of writings and lec- Wayne W. HANLEY. 
tures, published posthumously. Be=| 
cause of the far-reaching effect his 

thinking has had on nature con- 
servation, as well as for the beauty 
of expression, it is a volume that 

those interested in the natural 
World about them should not miss. 

Some thirty-five illustrations, in- 
cluding several full-page dra wines} 
by Charles W. Schwartz of Jeffer-| 

- gon City add to the value of the) 
book. The selection of Schwartz, a) 
biologist-artist for the Missouri) 
Conservation commission, to do the 
art work confirms the opinion of 
many Middle Westerners that he is 

—-ameng-the_country’s finest wildlife! 
artists. { 

Elements of Fertility. | 

Like all thoughts that contain|) 
elements of greatness, Dr. Leopold’s 
concept is simple. The idea evalu- 
ates land productivity not in terms 
of soil alone. He viewed productive 
land as a biotic community in which 
the plant and animal life and water 
resources which built it are essen- 
tial elements in maintaining fer- 
tility. 
The basic truth of the general as-| 

sertion gains common acceptance! 
among those who look toward land 
for the fuel that sustains life. The 
difficulty lies in application. By 
any standard of value or farming 
practice presently known, it would 
require a return to simple living 
and less annual yield from the soil. 
So far, the trend in agriculture, | 
even that of our modern practices 
that are so widely accepted as en- 
lightened, has been in the opposite 
direction, 

Waste of Land Values, 
‘The disputes concerning Dr. Leo- 

pold’s theories center largely on the 
individual’s concept of the manner 
in which humans shall survive. 
That we are burning the land-value 
candle at both ends is generally 
conceded. Some persons hope that 
scientific substitutions of animals! 
and plants eventually will create aj 
balance whereby soil fertility will be 
maintained and more economic 
products will inhabit the land. The | 
substitution of cattle for buffalo is 
an example, but not too good aoe 
since other ecological factors’ that 
controlled buffalo have been re-} 
moved from the range. There, of 
course, is another school of thought 
that has despaired of natural food 
production and looks to laboratory 
manufacture of chemical food as 
man’s salvation, 

The thinking of Dr. Leopold so 
far has gained only one stronghold 
a are erate ree Seen ee ee
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= floods, great droughts, the coming 

Land Loving of the starling, the beginning of 
f Arbor Day, the appointment of the 

A SAND COUNTY ALMANAC. , first game warden, the arrival of 

By Aldo Leopold.226 pp. New barbed-wire fences, the beginning 
York: Oxford University Press. of the dairy industry, the killing 

$3.50, of the last lynx, the last cougar, 

Dovewar ty the last wild turkey, the last elk in 

Wisconsin, the time when one small 

EDWIN: Wav TEALE village shipped 25,000 prairie 

A LEOPOLD, who died chickens to market, when a single 
fighting a grass fire on a market-gunner slaughtered 6,000 

neighbor’s farm hardly more than qucks in a season, when an 

a month after completing “A estimated 136,000,000 passenger 
Sand County Almanac,” a leader pigeons nested in a fifty-mile tri- 

in American conservation was angle in the state—all within the 
holder of the chair oe lifetime of a single tree. 

T 1s- x 
ie cou es Little profiles of wild creatures 

writer with a gift for beautiful and ‘he story of a banded chickadee, 
pliant prose. Even his contribu- the arrival of an upland plover 

tions to technical journals often ®t the end of its 4,000-mile flight 
werememorable because of the from the Argentine, the sky-dance 

distinction of his style. His book ©f the woodcock in the spring twi- 
is a quiet and enduring volume. light, with “the dancer demanding 
If you missed it in the clamor of # romantic light intensity of 0.05 
the holiday publishing season, it foot candles” before it takes wing 

will repay you to look it up. “A —such sketches are vividly drawn 

- Send County-Almanac” is a rare . Even an odyssey of the inanimate 

“addition to the library of any one the journey of an atom that 
who appreciates wise and beautiful “helped build a flower, which be-’ 

writing about nature. came an acorn, which fattened a 

“There are some,” the author ace which fed an Indian, all in 
s csi ESR a single year,” becomes an exciting 

observes in beginning his book. 2 4 onture. 
“who can live without wild things e 

and some who cannot. These But underlying all his delight in 

essays are the delights and di- the natural world was Leopold's 

Jemmas of one who cannot.” Such concern for its preservation. In 

sections as Marshland Elegy, The the latter part of his book, in sec- 

a, f Bees 

a a | 

ast ee, CU 

= Illustrations by Charles W. Schwartz 
From “A Sand County Almanac” REE = 

Green Lagoons, If I Were the tions like The Land Ethic and 

Wind, Flambeau, Thinking Like Wildlife in American Culture, he 
a Mountain and The Geese Re- stresses the need of extending 
turn are rich with love of the land, ethics to the land as well as to 
with understanding of wild crea- people. There can be no real love, 

tures, with fresh sidelights and respect or admiration of the land, «= “ Fe a 

original ideas. The book covers a he believes, so long as we think of =~ ae & 

broad range of subjects and ex- the value of land only in the eco- =. SD a Lb, , + 

tends, geographically, from Wis- nomic sense instead of in the , =| Weg a Fs 

consin to Mexico and Manitoba. philosophical sense. a . a a: 
The title is derived from a run- tie “winds ound. sunita one . oo . Waa : 

down, sand-county farm, on the ena aes a oy OR 
z : concludes, “wild things were taken = 4° %353 : 

banks of the Wisconsin River, fo: ted until b A { 

which, for many years, provided pated ae) PIO eee tee ee % 

the author with a week-end re- ‘© 9° away. with them. Now we "\)) ja] Tis a 
faa face the question whether a still ee Fao. 8 ch i 

higher ‘standard of living’ is worth me | OS : 

One of the earliest sections of the cost in things natural, wild ts ye ae e 

the book compresses eighty years and free. For us of the minority, ' . eg aes 

of the history of the region into the the opportunity to see geese is ‘ ee ae 
time required for a saw to hite, more important than television, < \ ~~ We q 

_ from bark to heart, into a fireplace and the chance to find a pasque- 4%, as i* 
log. As the saw cuts from ring to flower is a right as inalienable as os Oe : =  ), x 

ring through the oak, Leopold re- free speech.” ie ver & 
calls the events taking place when Se . Ss 
the rines were added to the trunk 2dwin Way Teale is the wuthor Vo - . e 5 

of the tree. Like a moving picture of “Grassroot Jungles,’ ‘Near “=. 4 : 
run in reverse, this panorama re- Horizons; the Story of an insect ~~ . <e oa 

veals great snows, great fires, great Garden,” “The Lost Woods,” ete. eee ree



The Nation 

Wild Geese—or Television 

A SAND COUNTY ALMANAC 
AND SKETCHES HERE AND 

THERE. By Aldo Leopold. Oxford 

University Press. $3:50°°°™ 

_ LEOPOLD, who died in 

1948 while fighting a grass fire 

in Wisconsin, had spent his life work- 

ing in forestry and wildlife manage- 

ment for the government, for the 

Sporting Arms Institute, and, finally, 

for the University of Wisconsin. The 
little essays which compose this volume 
were originally published in such ob- 
scure places as the Journal of Forestry 

and the Wisconsin Agriculturist and 

Farmer. Certainly they ought to get 

now a much wider audience, for Mr. 

Leopold is a nature writer who has both 

an original sensibility and a special 

humorous awareness of the paradoxes 
of conservation. 

There are some who can live without 
wild things, and some who cannot. These 

essays are the delights and dilemmas of 
one who cannot... . Wild things were 

taken for granted until progress began 
to do away with them. Now we face the 
question whether a still higher “standard 

of living” is worth its cost in things 
natural, wild, and free. For us of the 

minority the opportunity to see geese is 
more important than television, and the 

chance to find a pasque flower is a right 

as inalienable as free speech. 
These wild things, I admit, had little 

human value until mechanization as- 

sured us a good breakfast, and until 
science disclosed the drama of where 

they come from and how they live, The _ 

whole conflict thus boils down to a ques- 
tion of degree. We of the minority see a 
law of diminishing returns in progress; 
our opponents do not. 

The section from which the volume 
takes its name is a round-the-year ac- 
count of Mr. Leopold's own outdoor 
life. Most of the other essays turn 
around the problem he has stated, 
Progress, he says, seems to be the ex- 
change of one good for another; edu- 
cation the learning of some things at 
the cost of forgetting others. Conser- 
vation is an attempt to minimize the 
effects of reckless exploitation, but it 
can only minimize. We raise ducks so 
they can be shot; build roads to invite 
people into new solitudes—which van- 
ish as soon as the invitation is accepted. 
“Bureaus build roads into new hinter- 
lazds, then buy more hinterlands to 
absorb the exodus accelerated by the 
toads.” The therapeutic value of wild- 
ness and solitude is celebrated, and 
“recreation has become a self-destruc- 
tive process of secking but never quite 
finding, a major frustration of mech- 
anized society.” Contemplation is the 
only outdoor “activity” which does not 
desttoy the very things which make 
outdoor activity worth while, and con- 

templation is certainly the least popular 
hobby. 

No one could be less fanatical, more 

moderate, or more reasonable than Mr. 

Leopold. Obviously he went about his 
business in the best way he knew. But 
it is equally obvious that he had an 
uncomfortable feeling that he could 
never see very far ahead, and the dis- 

couraging suspicion that he was doing 
no more than fight a rear-guard action, 

JOSEPH WOOD KRUTCH
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_ @.,.) Choice Books of 1950 | 
2 Looking back over the many books he read in 1950, Mr. = 
= Frederick lists ten he remembers with especial pleasure. = 

= A Sand County Almanac, Aldo Leopold (Oxford, $3.50). Experience and = 
=° philosophy of a leader in conservation, written with positive distinction. = 
= The Autobiography of Will Rogers, edited by Donald Day (Houghton E 

= Mifflin, $3). Will himself: his shrewd and keen vision, his humor, his = 

= sound sense of values. = 
= The Violent Men, Cornelia Meigs (Macmillan, $4). Memorable and dra- = 
= matic composite portrait of the makers of the American Declaration of = 
= Independence. = 
= The Peabody Sisters of Salem, Louise Hall Tharp (Little Brown, $4). = 

=  Extraordinarily full and perceptive record of three remarkable women. = 

= Jonathan Edwards, Perry Miller (Sloane, $3.50). One of the finest criti- = 

= cal and biographical studies I have ever read. = 
= Of Men and Mountains, William O. Douglas (Harper, $4). What moun- = 
= tains mean and are to one who really knows them. = 
= Captain Sam Grant, Lloyd Lewis (Little Brown, $6). Human reality dis- = 

= covered in one of the most enigmatical figures in history. = 
= John Adams and the American Revolution, Catherine Drinker Bowen = 

= (Little Brown, $5). Another great American brilliantly revealed in the = 
~ setting of his times. = 

= These Hills Are Not Barren, George D. Taylor (Exposition Press, $2.50). = 
= Enjoyable and truly significant story of one American farm. = 

= The Story of a Stanley Steamer, George Woodbury (Norton, $3). Dura- = 
2 bly delightful account of a hobby and a family. = 
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/ Books of the Times 
By CHARLES POORE 

OU may have noticed that the gentle art way of taking all nature as his province without 
y of nature writing sometimes breeds fero- leaving Manhattan’s windowed mountain ranges. 

ciously pugnacious authors. The better The plant—and it certainly is a plant, in more 

to praise their leafy paradises they damn the senses than we need to blueprint here—was a 
pleasures of civilization to hell. A townsman who legacy. He found it in the not-quite-vacant 

buys their books to get a few vicarious hours apartment that he finally fell heir to when he 
in the quiet solitudes may find, instead, that he is came back from the wars. The previous tenant 

being loudly lectured obviously didn’t want _ i é 
erence as an ignoramus, athe thing. And nei- © % 9 | 

ee. —SeESiknave and a fool. ther, for a time, did gt a 
££ = == — Aldo Leopold, au-Mr. Parmenter. oe oe 

ft . thor of “A Sand It was in the way. | : 
f+... County Almanac,”* It was not spectacu- ye es e 
>  ~=—.__ and Ross Parmenter, larly interesting, In- f Eo 

ee author of “The Plant deed, the one most — ~C : 
— «Ge in My Window,’; give noteworthy thing -_ 
— ... us in their cheerful about it, since it was _e. —. A 

SD , 4. my 2nd perceptive booksa philodendron, was ff of o 
. a rather welcome that it was growing \gweq | ff 
oe = ie | change from that va- in an ordinary flower — — |. i 
re riety of battering. plot—instead of ina (eo 8 Ay 

_— |. They won’t clout you brass frying pan or — S| 
a over the head if you kettle, as most philo- 4 | 

* — can’t tell a philoden- dendrons do, in New a 
_ fe dron giganteum from York, where copper .. | 
8) oan outfielder on the cooking utensils are _ 

Dr. Aldo Leopold Philadelphia Athlet- invariably put to hor- or 
“Teer ics, They will educate ticultural uses. —Ross Parmenter 

you, all right. But they genially indicate that As the days went by, though, Mr. Parmenter 
readers, as well as plants and animals, may en- began to take an increasing interest in the plant. 
joy a state of tranquil welfare. He made a drawing of it one day. A few days 

Mr: Leopold's book, it is true, sometimes waxes’ later, when he wént back to his sketch, he noticed 
didactic, There are passages that disquietingly that the plant had heen going its wild way alone. 

‘suggest your personal responsibility for the dis- It had done a spot of growing, and it had re- 
appearance of the buffalo and the passenger sponded, with a kind of quiet briskness, to water 

pigeon from Wisconsin’s rural reaches. There's and to light. 
so much interesting wild life left, out there, Sue . 4s. 

though, and Mr. Leopold—a distinguished natu- Thriving Despite Prescriptions 

ralist who died last year while fighting a country Well, one observation led to another, And ob- 
fire—wrote about it with such informing exuber- servation developed into inquiry. A doctor 

ance, that you can’t help having a fine time read- dropped in to pay a social call, And—as so fre- 

ing his book, quently happens when doctors drop in to pay a 

. : social call—he was consulted professionally, in a 
World of Timeless Survivors conversationally casual way. 

His almanac of country living ranges through The doctor took a fork to the earth around the 

the centuries as well as the seasons. It leaves plant, which seemed to do it good, in the long 
nature absolutely no privacy whatever. On 120 run, though if any casual guest took a fork te 

acres that once belonged to a rugged individualist the amaryllises and callas we raise, we'd take a 

who informally brewed spirituous liquor out of fork to him. Then the doctor prescribed water 
the products of the earth, he found and identi- for the plant, injected, not by the gravity, or dump- 
fied and studied incredible quantities of birds a-tumbler-over-it, method, but by way of the 

and trees and fish and flowers and beasts, We saucer. That always seems professional as all 
hope the bootlegger who used to own that land getout, too. 

reads this book. The next steps (after the inevitable re-potting 

Mr. Leopold once .saw a power shovel, digging routine, of course) led Mr. Parmenter to pros 
a roadside ditch, -uproot.a plant that was one of fessional plant experts and to a multitude of 

the last links to the days of the Wisconsin books. He discovered what everyone who ever 

pioneers, just as in London,.the other day, an- consulted books about gardening ‘knows—that 

other shovel uncovered a Roman ruin. “It is a one good book is fine, but two good books, three 
kind providence,” Mr, Leopold wrote, “that good books, r more, can lead to a certain amount 

has withheld a sense of history from the thous- of confusion, as the various experts have their 

sands of plants and animals that have extermi- turns to speak their peculiarly contrasting 

nated each other to build the present world.” pieces. How do you suppose illiterate nature ever 
How long the process can go on, though, is an- manages to get along? 

other question. In later sections of his book Mr. In the course of a year, the plant in Mr. Par- 

Leopold discussed the problems of conservation menter’s window had given him all sorts of new 

with vigor. He was not the sort of a person who friends, new encounters, new ideas. He writes 

would shrink from the idea of hooking a trout or about his experiences with a fine, carefree humor 

shooting @ quail, and yet buys fish and meat with that makes excellent reading. 

the greatest equanimity. He liked to hunt and “Some people,” he remarks, “get to know too 
fish, in moderation. But he also knew that in- much about their plants to be any longer fit 
telligently planned moderation had to be far more companions for human gatherings.” Which is a 
generally applied if humanity was to survive on polite way of saying that they become infernal 
this plundered planet. bores. You'll find no trace. of that city-and- 

In “The Plant in My Window,” Ross Parmenter country malady in “The Plant in My Window” 

has found an astonishingly fresh and unusual or in Aldo Leopold's book, 

; roe Mpuomter, Uistrated by the author. 148 pagescOPOts. “Iriuatvdted ‘by Chaves Wh Sohinhthe eae hae 
elle $2250, Oxford University Press. $3.50.
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Right Off the Reel | 
| Rig By GORDON MAC QUARRIE 

Leopold’s Last Book Should Be a MUST 
Oe bright, brisk October morning several years ago, I drove 

out the river road from Portage and turned into a lane leading 
to Aldo Leopold’s shack close to the Wisconsin river. A short time 

before, Leopold had bought a rundown 

i fo farm of 120 acres “as a refuge from too 
7. «. & much modernity.” After a breakfast of 

4 _ . sourdough pancakes, baked on the hearth 
-_ oo ® of an old cowshed which Leopold had trans- 
Ge ee formed into his “shack,” we prowled the 
Tou a Py woods all day, poking into this and that, 
4 [a — and accompanied by his daughter, Estella, 

eo | and son, Carl, It was one of the most satis- 
jo oe fying days I can remember. Going with 
> ya f Leopold into the open was like being given | 

spss? a new pair of eyes. He was then in the 

‘Cordon MacQuarrie Process ‘of making that 120 acre farm as 
perfect a sanctuary as could be done by 

man, for wild life. When I left him after sunset and drove back 
along the river road in the pleasant dusk it struck me that I had 
just spent a day with a man who had attained as complete a civiliza- 
tion.ast had everknown. I’had| 7-7 3-7, 
mentioned to him that he should|—tracking deer, chopping an oak, 
write a book about the farm and|planting trees and game cover and 
the “shack.” He said, “I certainly|forever observing all wild life with 
intend to.” Then came the book, |the attitude of a game manager. The 
written before his untimely death|second part deals with his period as 
following overexertion in April, 1948,}a forester in the southwest. In the 
while fighting a grass fire on a/third part, Leopold comes to grips 
neighbor's farm. His wife collected|with the conservation movement, 
the new material, included some of |and what’s wrong with it. Someone 

his old essays, and here’s the book, |has already said of the book that it 

a Wisconsin product written by alis as personal as an old hunting 
man whose colleagues described him | coat. 

as the greatest of all teachers of 

wild life management. Need of New Concept 

Bible ot Conservation «(8 (@;0NSERY 4 TION is getiinenc: 
where because it is imeom- 

OA SAND County Almanac” is a| patible with our Abrahamic concept 
modern bible of conservation. |of lands,” Leopold wrote in the pref- 

Everyone in Wisconsin with any|ace. “We abuse land because we re- 
serious interest in the future of Wis-|/gard it as a commodity belonging 
consin’s soil, woods, fields and wa-|to us. When we see land as a com- 
ters, will want to own a copy of this|munity to which we belong, we may 

book, the final word from one of the | begin to use it with love and respect. 

|greatest men ever to teach at the|There is no other way for land to 
| University of Wisconsin. survive the impact of mechanized 

Besides being a scientist, Leopold|man, nor for us to reap from it the 
ie an articulate man, if not a cre-| esthetic harvest it is capable, under 
ator of prose poetry. “A Sand Coun- |science, of contributing to culture. 

ty Almanac” is easy to read. Leopold} “. ,. this much is erystal clear: 
‘thought and wrote with absolute] Our bigger and better society is now 
honesty. He let the chips fall where |like a hypochrondiac, so obsessed 

they may—as many in Wisconsin|with its own economic health as to 
will remember in the days whenjhave lost the capacity to remain 
Leopold fought against heavy publi¢|healthy. The whole world is so 
odds in the long, long deer contro-| greedy for more bathtubs that it has 
versy. As the years roll by it is in-|lost the stability necessary to build 
evitable that Wisconsin will come to/them, or even turn off the tap. 

respect and admire Leopold as|Nothing could be more salutary at 
much, say, as it now does another|this stage than a little healthy con- 
Badger of great renown, John Muir.|tempt for a plethora of material 

The book is in three parts. The |blessings.” 

first reveals Leopold as his students| Allin all—a great book by a great 
and friends knew him at the “shack” !and useful American,
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The Land 
Is Good 

A SAND COUNTY ALMANAC: And 
Sketches Here and There. By Aldo 
Leopold. Illustrated by Charles W. 
Schwartz. 226 pp. New York: Ox- 
ford University Press. $3.50. 

By HAL BORLAND 
HIS book looks as harmless 

7 as a toy glass pistol filled 
with colored candy. It turns 
out to be a .45 automatic fully 
loaded, 

Aldo Leopold was a conserva- 
tionist, a specialist in forestry 
and game management. He was 
also a philosopher and a poet at 
heart; though he took a dim 
view of professional poets and 
Philosophers. In this book is 
much of his poetic approach 

| to the out-of-doors. That’s the 
| candy in the gun. It also sum- 

marizes his philosophy of con- 
servation. That’s the powder 
and lead, the real thing. 

Unfortunately, Mr. Leopold 
did not live to see this, his last 
book, published. He died fight- 
ing a grass fire on a neighbor’s 
Wisconsin farm. His death was 
characteristic of the man—he 
spent his life trying to save 
grass and trees and flowers and 
birds and animals. 
The bogk is divided into three 

parts. Part I is a kind of alma- 
nac of things heard and seen 
during the rounds of. the 
seasons on his Wisconsin farm 
retreat. Here is outdoor prose 
writing at its best. It deals with 
natural. things,—with~hunting 
and fishing, with wind and 
weather. It sings. 

Part I is a series of episodes 
out of his long experience as a 
conservationist and ranges from 
Illinois to the Pacific, from 
Mexico to Canada. It has the 
same singing quality as Part I, 
but it digs deeper. It questions 
piecemeal conservation policies 
that merely compromise with or 
slow down forces of destruction. 
It sets the stage, in terms of 
personal experience, for Part. 
II, the summary of his beliefs. 

O- Part II he says, “Only 
the very sympathetic will wish 
to wrestle with the philosophi- |. 
cal questions.” It is heavy go- 
ing in some places, but’ chiefly 
because Leopold deals with big 

questions and opposes popular 
| solutions. He talks of biotic 
balances, wilderness cycle and 
economic health that takes in 
everything from weeds to food |. 
plants, moles to grizzly bears, 
rain to glaciers. 

He pleads for humility in 
mankind. He says that the dis- 
placements engineered by civili- 
zation are slowly killing off the | 
roots of civilization itself. 

This is a trenchant book, full 

of beauty and vigor and bite, a 
fit testament from and monu- 
ment to the man. All through 
it is his deep love for a healthy 
land, and his deep scorn for im- 
provised attempts at healing a 

sick land. It may not have the 
answers to all the problems it 

Poses, but Aldo Leopold knew 

that most of the pat, current, 

answers were wrong. He tells 
why in eloquent words. 

Writer on nature and rural 
life, Mr. Borland is author of 

“An American Year.”
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Wa: WE HAVE NO QUALIFICATIONS AS A LITERARY CRITIC, 
we have recently read a book which we would like to recommend 

to every one of our friends. It is entitled “A Sand County Alma- 
nac” and its author was the late Aldo Leopold, a naturalist who 

was a professor at the University of Wisconsin. Professor Leopold 

put into action what many of us dream of. He bought a farm in 
the county and spent most of his leisure time there. His story is 

not of farming, but of what nature does when most people are 

not looking. The first third of the story is a month-by-month 

account of the changing seasons and what field mice and rabbits 

and flowers and trees do as winter gives way to spring, as summer 

comes and autumn follows....For people a little tired ot books 

like “From Here to Eternity,” “A Sand County Almanac” will 

be refreshing. For those who study nature in sophisticated res- 

taurants and the theater, there is a simple kind of excitement in 

the goings on of bugs and plants. If you are a hunter or a fisher- 
man you will be fascinated by Professsor Leopold’s point of view 
on these sports....If you had Thoreau crammed down your throat 

before you were quite able to find him absorbing, you will be 

interested in these studies of a naturalist who relates nature so 
realistically to our society. If you have been interested in conser- 
vation and stream pollution and predator control, your eyes will 

pop when you read what this author has to say. If soil erosion and 
reforestation have ever held your attention, you will awaken with 

a start when you see these things from Leopold’s point of view. 
...Aldo Leopold wrote as one who loved nature, and as one who 

saw its destruction as one of the most serious threats to everyone 
who cares for solitude and far away places, but he was no slob- 

bering sentimentalist. He related social anger to the soil and to 
man’s prodigal disregard for natural resources and set down what 
he saw with the eye of the scientist....If you have ever fished or 

hunted or planted a farm or a garden, “A Sand County Almanac” 

will be fascinating reading. If you have not, look about you... 

your business, your home. You can scarcely move independent of 

a product from the wasting natural resources of this great country 
of ours. 
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The panel pictured below was made up from one of our top grade 

PAL DAO flitches. This choice Philippine wood, with its con- 

trasting dark and light color and cross fire figure, is finding great 

favor in interior and architectural paneling. 

AVERAGE WIDTHS: 8-14” AVERAGE LENGTHS: 8-16! 
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Color reproduction is the best means at our disposal for illustrating the appearance of this veneer. 

However, the finest reproduction cannot bring out the true beauty and character of the wood itself.



THICKNESS FOOTAGE THICKNESS FOOTAGE 

Ash (Rotary) 1/28 16,621 Red (Flat Sliced) 1/20 & 1/24 343,368 

Ash (Qtd. and F.C.) 1/28 500,459 CURRENT INVENTORY Red (Rotary) 1/20 65,960 
Ash Overlays 1/28 1,440 Red (Half Round) 1/24 12,702 

Ash Butts 1/28 7,085 FINE FACE VENEERS Red (Rift Sliced) 1/28 54,621 
Ash Swirl 1/28 12,536 Red (Flat Sliced) 1/28 13,649 

Aura Vera (Olon) 1/28 40,748 JUNE 35, 1952 White (Qtd. and Rift Sawn) 1/8 18,665 

Avodire 1/28 400,843 bg White (Qtd. Sawn) 1/16 2,616 

Bella Rosa 1/28 128,625 White (Rift Sawn) 1/20 19,539 

Birch (Rotary) 1/8 20,584 wine ee one Be Sliced) ia 2,624 

Birch (Sliced) 1/16 4,579 White (Flat Sliced) 1/24 30,051 

Birch (Rotary) 1/16 12,368 Ee ara White (Flat Sliced) 1/28 57,995 
Birch (Rotary) 1/20 88,690 Rosewood—East Indian 1/28 70,168 White (Rift) 1/28 996,324 

Birch (Curly) 1/28 18,690 Rosewood—Madagascar 1/28 10,464 
Bossewood 1/28 112,931 Santa Vera 1/28 11,564 WALNUT: 

Bubinga 1/28 64,992 Sapeli 1/20&1/28 496,306 Walnut (Sliced) 1/8 12,217 
Butternut 1/28 30,798 Satinwood (Sawed) 1/20 1,873 Walnut (Sliced) 1/28 3,885,210 
Catalpa (Qtd. Sliced) 1/28 1,401 Satinwood (Sliced) 1/28 152,213 Sap 1/28 270,263 
Cedar, Mexican (Swirl) 1/28 2,400 Sinora 1/28 913,146 Black Shorts 1/28 357,612 

Ceiba 1/26 12,893 Sucupiro d 1/28 1,018 Butts 1/28 874,877 
Cherry (Sliced and Half Round) 1/28 1,154,211 Sycamore (Qtd. and F.@) 1/28 & 1/20 84,014 Butt (Overlays) 1/28 8,627 
Cinnamonwood 1/32 8,736 Sycamore Mise. Thick 1,969 Claro (Sliced) 1/28 176,390 
Circassian (Faux) 1/28 11,903 Tamo 1/28 59,610 Claro (Half-Round) 1/28 54,330 
Ebony (Sawed) 1/20 13,514 Teak 1/28 80,485 Claro Butts 1/28 45,322 
Ebony (Sliced) 1/28 a) Tigerwood 1/28 280,223 French 1/28 43,635 
Emeri (Qtd. Sliced) 1/28 182,319 Yew 1/28 10,929 Mansonia 1/28 32,924 
Eucalyptus (F. C. & Half Round) 1/28 4,180 Zebrawood 1/28 189,786 
Gonzalo Alves 1/28 43,861 BURLS AND CLUSTERS: 
Guineawood 1/28 65,569 MAHOGANY: Acacia (Overlay) 1/28 11,408 
Gum (Sliced & Rotary) 1/16-1/20-1/48-1/35 42,103 African 1/8 4,905 Acacia (Myrtlewood) 1/28 234,817 
Gum (Red, Figured & Plain) 1/28 130,544 African 1/16 5,019 Carpathian Elm 1/28 17,478 

Grey Harewood 1/28 20,924 African 1/20 21,994 Cherry 1/28 3,263 

White Harewood 1/28 6,196 African (Sliced) 1/28 3,877,606 Madrone 1/28 24,655 

Imbuya 1/28 13,585 African (Sliced) 1/48 1,201,600 Maidou 1/28 5,154 

Troko 1/28 8,565 African (Half Round) 1/28 90,200 Maple 1/28 245,604 
Kelobra 1/28 115,025 African (Faux Swirl) 1/28 670,985 Maple Overlay 1/28 10,200 

Kewazinga 1/28 26,901 Cuban 1/28 302,831 Poplar 1/20 3,802 

Kingwood 1/20 1,240 Honduras 1/28 1,881,691 Poplar 1/28 22,137 

Koawood 1/28 7,761 Honduras (Half Rownd) 1/28 69,854 Redwood 1/28 163,420 
Lacewood 1/28 49,382 Honduras (Faux Swirl) 1/28 110,861 Thuya 1/28 45,673 
Laredo 1/28 30,265 Okoume 1/8 1,033 Walnut 1/28 34,431 
Laurelwood (East Indian) 1/28 114,732 Okoume 1/20 779,753 Walnut—Overlay 1/28 1,600 

Limba (“Korina”) 1/28 1,581,275 Okoume 1/28 62,821 Walnut, French 1/40 1,655 
Makore (African Cherry) 1/28 66,225 Philippine (White and Red) 1/20 16,214 
Movingue 1/28 15,011 Philippine (White and Red) 1/28 120,149 CROTCHES: 

Narrawood 1/28 7,281 Acacia (Myrtlewood) 1/28 567 

Obech 1/8 3,657 MAPLE: Avodire 1/28 17,374 

Obech 1/20 37,868 Australian 1/28 1,850 Avodire Swirls (Shell Cut) 1/28 25,580 

Ohia 1/28 1,177 Australian Butts 1/32 6,989 Cherry (Crotches) 1/28 2,010 

Orientalwood 1/28 195,057 Birdseye | 1/28 72,261 Mahogany (African) 1/28 169,597 

Padouk 1/28 148,125 Butts 1/28 2,526 Maidou 1/28 9,731 

Pal Dao 1/28 685,727 Curly (Rotary) 1/28 48,106 Oak 1/28 420 

Pao Rosa 1/28 14,048 Curly (Qtd. Sliced) | 1/28 16,505 Okoume 1/28 31,517 

Pecan (Qtd. Sliced) 1/28 97,620 Quilt 1/28 213,550 Prima Vera 1/28 1,071 

Pecan (Half Round) 1/28 15,059 Quilt Overlays 1/28 51,881 Princewood 1/26 381 

Peroba, Rosa 1/28 47,555 Plain (Sliced) 1/28 53,433 Rosewood (E. I.) 1/28 2,599 

Peroba, Blanca 1/28 57,645 Plain (Rotary) 1/28 261,555 Sapeli 1/28 482 

Persimmon 1/28 1,980 Tigerwood 1/28 9,897 

Pine (Knotty, Idaho, 16’ Long) 1/20 106,918 OAK: ’ Walnut 1/28 53,211 
Poplar (Rotary and F. C.) 1/8 & 1/20 546,462 English (Sawed) Various 16,284 Walnut (Crotch Overlay) 1/28 5,031 

Prima Vera 1/28 1,487,504 English (Sliced) 1/28 140,952 Walnut Claro 1/28 101,212 

Princewood 1/28 686,468 Red (Qtd. Sawn) 1/8 7,132 Walnut, French 1/48 BRIT 

Rosewood—Brazilian 1/28 43,993 Red (Flat Sawn) 1/8 16,406 Zebrawood 1/28 347 

THE ABOVE ITEMS ARE IN STOCK, SECURELY CRATED THE '‘BACON WAY‘’ AND AVAILABLE FOR IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT



We want to look our best! 

Prope wit sAy that they don’t do business with someone 

just because they like his looks. But, in fact, they do. They like 

the looks of a firm or an individual who is honestly trying to serve. 

Many of our customers do business with us because they like the 

looks of our crate of veneer, made at greater expense to bring a 

better looking product to your door. They like the looks we impart 

to the handling of an inquiry. They like our looks as it appears in 

our product “inside” the crate—well trimmed veneer, properly 

handled. ‘They like the looks of a guy who can smile and admit it 

when he’s made a mistake. They like the looks of a bill that’s 

detailed and correct. They like the looks of a shipment that gets 

there on time....Bacon customers like our looks. Actually, we take 

a lot of pains to look as we do. We spend hours in front of the 

mirror of customer opinion, and we try to have everything just so. 

Vain? Of course we're vain. We want to look our best in every 

business transaction. We want a good product and we want it to 

look like a good product. We want good salesmen and we want 

them to look that way. Not tailors dummies, not glamor boys, 

but men who have about them the look of real interest in meeting 

customers needs. Men who look as if they knew their business 

and act that way....If our mirrow shows us a complaint, we go 

after it as earnestly as a movie star goes after a gray hair.... Next 

time someone tells you he doesn’t do business with people just 

because he likes their looks, shake him down for details. Ask why 

he buys Standard gas Cor any other brand) from une station rather 

than another; why he buys standard brand gloves in one store 

and not somewhere else; why he walks three blocks down a busy 

street for one newsboy’s paper. He'll know down in his heart 

that it’s because he likes someone's looks—maybe not their physical 

looks but the looks of their way of doing business. And if that 

doesn’t shake him, ask him whose box he drops his coin into on 

tag day!
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Tropical sawmill where excellent textured Honduras Mahogany lumber is manufac- 
tured for R. S. Bacon Veneer Co. 
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R. S. BACON VENEER COMPANY 

Lumber Division 

MILL AT SUNMAN, INDIANA 

ee 

We list below some of the lumber items now available on our yard 

at Sunman, Indiana. 

DOMESTIC 

1 car 4/4 #1 and #2 Com. Walnut 

1 car 4/4 #1 Com. and Bir. Rift Sawn Red Oak 

1 car 5/4 #1 Com. and Btr. Pin. Sawn Red Oak 

1 car 4/4 #1 Com. and Btr. Qtd. White Oak 

FOREIGN 

Mahogany—we can also furnish firm textured genuine African 

Mahogany and Honduras Mahogany in 4/4 through 8/4 #1 

Com. and Btr. 

i 

Mill at Sunman, Indiana 

MANUFACTURERS OF BANDSAWN LUMBER 

Specializing in Foreign Woods 

Se 

Volume 2 * Number 3 * Published by 

R. S. Bacon Veneer Company * 4702 Augusta Boulevard * Chicago 51, Illinois 

WE SPECIALIZE IN RARE ITEMS FOR ARCHITECTURAL WOODWORK



Box 112, El Sereno Station 

Los Angeles 32, California 

August 5, 1952 

Mrs. Aldo Leopold 
2222 Van Hise Avenue 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mrs. Leopold: 

One of our readers thought you might 
be interested in a review of Mr. Leo- 
pold's A Sand County Almanac, and sup- 
plied us with your address. 

Sincerely, 

Editors MANAS
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S the grisly conflict in Korea continues, with hope of day rulers, they are not Machiavellians, and their calcula- 
f ae taking on more and more the aspect of a medie- _ tions seem consistently inept. 
val peasant’s blindly emotional prayer for a miracle, one is Further, we have no particular interest in theories of the 
struck by the passive acceptance of this wat by the Amer- _ cause of modern war which try to fix responsibility upon a 

- ican people. War itself is bad enough, but fatalistic toler- _ special caste of demons in human form. A far better ex- 
ance of a war which most people find difficulty in under- _ planation of the way wars originate was well put, we think, 
standing at all seems far worse. A war with ends that are by Norman Angell in Peace and the Plain Man (Harper, 
clear is at least understandable. It has concrete objectives 1935): 
for its reference-points. Such a war may not, it is true, take Governments become prisoners of their own propaganda. 
the people fighting the war to those objectives, but they They produce a certain type of mind or flow of emotions for 
at least think it will, so that the war has elements of ration- the purposes of war. But that flow cannot be turned off like 
a a tap when the war is over, as we shall see. The peace comes, 
aay and then governments are compelled to make a peace the sree ; & P 3 - 

The present fighting in Korea, however, has just enough don’t want to make, because the state of mind produced dur- 
superficial resemblances (one hopes they are superficial) to ing the war clamours for that kind of peace. And then that 
the ritualistic frontier actions described by George Orwell kind of peace makes more war. Or governments and rulers 
aN Highs to tart t fs and leaders become prisoners of their own Frankenstein mon- 
Ieee ‘four to s ee eve OL Duperson- sters in another sense: they end by believing their own propa- 
al anxieties. The personal anxieties about Korea are famil- ganda. 

tee ee gh. aie knows a Se S This is one setting of the problem. It helps us very little, 
SEO eee os eee ie Canna ty ale however, for governments, today, establish their own pub- 
in this war is almost the highest of any war in the history lim epint 2 : 

; ns ic opinion with considerable success. Nor are we here 
of the United States. The personal anxieties have to do : : : 

: : : endeavoring to inventory available plans and programs for 
with the lottery of death, disappearance, and disablement. . ce 
Bue pata bei tup with per.  StOPPing war now. Such plans and programs are in print, 
ut = oe = 2 eae = as eB ‘ - hea ri from the writings of Tolstoy to the essays of Jessie Wal- 
Bene eer eu petsonae Peteavement, u see lace Hughan and Evan Thomas, and we cannot hope to im- 
to believe that some meaning is fulfilled by his loss. It is ; : pare 

: ae : F prove upon them. The issue we should like to consider is 
the impersonal anxieties which constitute the deepest ‘ 

: : the tired acceptance of war by the great mass of the popula- 
threat to human society, for they take away a man’s sense ti re on | asleaeials 

£ meaning in the sacrifices brought by war. poe eal aon) sarees weds Dut neatly “everybody. thinks ee = a : that war is inevitable. Consequently, pacifist proposals fall 
border military actions between the great, rival on deaf ears. Pacifist ideas are simply unbelievable for 

Powers of Nineteen-Eighty-four are really a morbid sort of most people. 

psychological “toning up” process tacitly adopted by the Given the present state of public opinion, then, there 
tulers of these States in order to maintain the “right” ten- are only two practical roads to peace. One is simply to 
sion of fear and submissiveness in the people. Such fight- wait until war becomes so hideously destructive that it 
ing is like a narcotic doled out to an addict to keep him from wipes out all the material values for which men suppose 
falling apart. It has become the normal ration of war. Too they fight. We should then start all over again, after 

much war would destroy everybody, and too little would Ragnarok, living desolately among the wreckage of the 
relax the tendons of a social order built upon expectation institutions which supported war, but with no assurance 
of war, and lead, therefore, to chaos. Without any wat at that military power would not again become the great 

all, the people would discover the great void in their inner objective of the first tightly organized group or tribe. 
life, and would no longer obey the bureaucracy which ob- The other alternative is world conquest by a single 
tains its life from the people's fear of total war. power or group of powers, resulting in a single world State 
We are willing to concede that the resemblances are © —a solution envisaged by Bertrand Russell. Regarded in 

superficial, for the States of Nineteen-Eighty-four are ruled _ the abstract, this objective seems not entirely unreasonable, 
by calculating Machiavellians, and whatever the present- _ but its reasonableness exists only for peoples who can im-
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> Letter from our little state, since it grew as the center of a large Empire. b Raw materials are scarce in Austria and Austrian industries 
> Ec E N iL R A IE E U R O p E have little hope of competing with neighbouring coun- > tries—particularly Germany. Capital is leaving the coun- 
VIENNA.—Seven years after the war, and several years © (eo ike channels Howly) peqicace of after assistance by ERP, Austria is confronted with an eco- © ‘i eee ~ Russians and Western Allies oeOs nomic crisis. Explanation is not difficult. This small coun- ee ae sae UL 2 peace = Austria. try is still occupied by its “‘liberators’”—Americans, British, _S X true, however, as some politicians (not only Aus- 
French, and Russians—and Austria’s economic life is still trians) have emp hasized during ae MES ks, that the Aus- cut into four slices. Vienna is much too large a capital for ins popune has been Hing above its standard” and that the approaching crisis might be arrested by a return eS ee aa sim ie livin ? 

agine themselves as doing the conquering of the rest of the Gach - aesdpation ought to begin with the necessities 
— Sees conqsest would produce as much ele “Gf daily life. On the average, every person in the United 
devastation, among both Ege and defeated, as the physi- States of America buys three to five pairs of shoes yearly. cal devastation pictured in the first alternative. Europeans, on the average, buy one to-two pair, ‘The Aus. 

‘We conclude, then, that these alternatives are intoler- trian satisfied himself last year with 0.7 pair. A tota>-of—— 
able. But what can we do to avoid them? 700,000 pairs of shoes has been produced in Austria since ; Workers for peace have tried many methods of arousing 1945. Of these, 15% were exported, the rest bought by the populace to the horror of war. These methods seldom the domestic population. As practically all the shoes ac- 
work, and they work least of all when the horrors are quired by Austrians before World War II were either de- merely physical disasters of atrocities, destruction, disease, stroyed, confiscated, stolen, or out of fashion, only one 
and slaughter. Such horrors have to do with what men do tenth of the population is today in possession of a pair of to other men. They have no real educational value for the —_ shoes, 
reason that they always leave the psychological loophole Deluxe hotels depend upon foreigners for 95% of their which permits men to suppose that they and their loved business; only a small percentage of Austrians are able to ones will somehow avoid these horrors. The most effective take such holidays. Official Italian statistics compiled for education for peace that we know of is the education which al European countries show that the national incomes of leads a man to consider what he may do to himself whilehe Austria and Greece are the smallest of all. Actually, the 
and his country are fighting a war. There is no escape from money spent by the Austrian for the 0.7 pair of shoes forms 

this. an important part of his income. What little money he has 
Very few books and articles have dealt with war in these _ goes for the urgent needs of existence. 

terms. The idea is of course a theme in the works of men What has happened, then, to the enormous sums taken 
like Thoreau, Ruskin, Tolstoy, and Gandhi, but the great from the taxpayer, and the money which flooded in from 
mass of popular writing on war ignores this question almost _ overseas to build up the Austrian economy ? 
entirely. And the only way in which the common people To answer this question, one should keep in mind the 
will finally make their governments renounce war is, it geographical conditions of Austria. Not only are expenses 
seems to us, by first discovering for themselves what they _ for building roads much higher in these Alpine regions, 
do to themselves in going to war. but new maintenance costs arise practically every year, 

The psychiatrists, probably, will in time make important | when parts of the highways are washed away by snow, 
contributions to this subject. One book addressing itself to rain or storms, when avalanches destroy sections of the 
the question in national terms is Caroline Playne’s Newro- _tailway system and its tunnels, auxiliary plants and struc- 
ses of the Nations, issued by Seltzer in 1925. Another line — tures. These needs, combined with expenditures for the 
of attack on the ideology of war appears in the literature of rebuilding of stations, public and private edifices, factories, 
the radical movement. Perhaps the most searching analysis and schools which were destroyed in the war, swallow up 
of the causes of war is found in sources of this sort, but its large amounts of one. 
effect on the people at large is almost nil because of the way Apart from the swelling of bureaucracy and the deplor- 
in which a single class is blamed for the war—the wealthy, able fact—not typical of Austria only—that more and more 
property-owning “capitalist class.” It was only during civil “servants” cannot do their work without driving offi- 
World War II that a few radical thinkers began to abandon _ cial cars, there have been big investments in hydro-electric 
this oversimplification of the Marxist analysis and to make __ power-stations, dams, and other mammoth projects. As 
some new discoveries. The work of these writers was pub- _ most of these establishments will benefit only coming gen- 
lished almost exclusively in journals of dissent, and their _ rations, it is no wonder that this generation passes from 
thinking is usually expressed in the vocabulary of the one economic trouble to another. 
revolutionary tradition. For this reason, among others, While good political leadership cannot concentrate on 
such writing is still practically unknown to all but small the immediate ptesent and forget about the future, too 
minorities and handfuls of intellectuals. Yet we venture much “foresight” does not seem to work either. Accord- 
to say that a great evolution in humanitarian study of war _ ingly, the new Austrian Minister of Finance has stated that 
has been accomplished by these few unknowns—and that he now regards it as his task to bring assistance to those 
later generations will some day unearth their work and pub- _ trades which produce articles for daily consumption. 

(Turn to page 7) CENTRAL EUROPEAN CORRESPONDENT
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TREASURES IN BUREAUS heart of a man who lived all his life in tune with the wild 

Most of the books ordinarily received for critical discus- ants natural in the world around us. The second part 
sion evoke, at the outset, a melancholy sigh from the pro- is evaluation. The author, we Bia yenOrS lived a life 5, ch 
spective reviewer—especially if they are big books—and te se to his fellows, and rich in satisfactions to him- 

then, after they have been looked at, there is usually occa- sell He ee born ee and died in Oh appr riately 
sion for a deeper and somewhat more melancholy sigh, Se a ee 
implying that the book turned out to be just what was ex- ——— 
pected. The MANas policy, conceived in part to reduce In all, the most impressive thing about A Sand County 
this melancholy routine to a minimum, is to review only Almanac is the way in which the writer shows, without 
those books concerning which at least something worth effort or self-consciousness, that he has learned his values 
while may be said, either for or against. And even among from Nature. His prose has the quiet beauty of a pleas- 
these, the experiencing of quandary, of looking for an ant hillside at dusk. See how he regards being marooned 
“angle,” is not infrequent. by high Wisconsin waters, unable to go “to the office” of 

When, then, a book arrives that literally drives you tothe | a Monday morning: 

typewriter to tell about it, this Department would like to There are degrees and kinds of solitude. An island in a 
hang out a flag, if we had a flag, or a place to hang it. It lake has one kind; but lakes have boats, and there is always 
is probably no coincidence that some of the books which the chance that one might land to pay you a visit. A age in 
produce this reaction are by naturalists. We are thinking a cloud has another kind; but most peaks have trails, and 
of Henry Beston’s Outermost House, Ross Parmenter's trails have tourists. I know of no solitude so secute as one 
Plant in My Wandin deteances Germs of Mind i guarded by a spring flood; nor do the geese, who have more 

aE ULM y an oa. f Min it kinds and degrees of aloneness than I have. 
Plants. We might add Donald Culross Peattie s Flowering So we sit on our hill beside a newblown pasque, and watch 
Earth, even though it has never been noticed in these pages. the geese go by. I see our road dipping gently into the waters 

We now have another book to add to the list—A Sand and I conclude (with inner glee but exterior detachment) 

County Almanac, by Aldo Leopold, issued by the Oxford that the question of traffic, in or out, is for this day at least, 

University Press in 1949. There may be better books on eee a ce 
nature, but we have never encountered them. The “almanac” part of the book is a month-by-month 

Mr. Leopold was both amateur and professional in his chronicling of what may be found in forest, field and 
devotion to nature. One delightful thing about his writing, stream in the country surrounding a poor Wisconsin farm 
however, is that you will never suspect his professional which is doomed to economic failure, but fertile for the 
status from the text. Instead, you get the impression that _ discoveries of a nature-lover. There is humor, beauty, and 
here is a man who has grown to a love and a knowledge _ sheer wonder in these lines: 

of the natural world without benefit of academic training, Like other great landowners, I have tenants. They are 
and when you finally discover that he rose to high posts in negligent about rents, but very punctilious about tenures. 

the United States Forest Service; that he practically Indeed at every daybreak from April to July they proclaim 
“founded” the profession of wildlife management and their boundaries to each other, and so acknowledge, at least 

taught this subject in a university; and that, believe it or by inference, their fiefdom to me... . : 

not, for about four years he conducted wildlife surveys for ore sally OLED Ue Ug arta bat PAnGOrn geen 
" mR ; we turn up a coon or mink, returning late from the 

the Sporting Arms and Ammunition Institute;—when you night’s foray. Sometimes we rout a heron from his unfinished 
discover all.these things you can only conclude happily fishing, or surprise a mother wood duck with her convoy of 
that there are treasures hidden in government bureaus and ducklings, headed full-steam for the shelter of the pickerel- 
that an academic background doesn’t necessarily do a weeds, Sometimes we see deer sauntering back to the thick- 
nature-lover any harm. ets, replete with alfalfa blooms, veronica and wild lettuce. 

z Mote often we see only the interweaving darkened lines that 
Mr. Leopold is a serene man, but Hever 42 man whose lazy hoofs have traced on the silken fabric of the dew. 

peace of mind depends upon his obliviousness to the evil I can feel the sun now. The bird-chorus has run out of 

and stupidity that are in the world. He is, one may say, breath. The far clank of cowbells bespeaks a herd ambling to 

equal to them. He reports horrifying facts—facts, for ex- pasture. A tractor roars warning that my neighbor is astir. 
ample, about the perversion of even highly respected “con- The So ie ~~ oe a — = 
servation” programs to the artificial trophy-seeking of the On ES Cee ren tre eee eee 
modern hunter—without emotional disgust. He writes of No need to wonder how these sentences grew so free and 

these things as a doctor might describe the symptoms of a _clear—the analogy is plain enough: they grew like the liv- 

malignant disease. Instead of getting excited, he does ing things the author loved, for here is the distillation of a 

what he can to help. natural life. One learns from Mr. Leopold what it is to be 

Technically, the book has three parts, but actually it has a true sportsman, fisherman, hunter. There is no enmity ~ 

two. The first part is reverie, the enjoyment in mind and (Turn to page 4)
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SS REVIEW —(Continued) 

—  —— i} —_ i = to life in his fishing and hunting, only the sparkle of a 
\— /- | — fa —)—&— | —— a spirit at home in the woods: 

MIS =. |— ws Between each hanging garden and the creekside is a moss- 
NE SES pee deer trail, handy for the hunter to follow, and for the 

ee lushed grouse to cross—in a split second. The question is 
A A RE AO _— ee gs gun — = a ae should 

split. ie) 10 not, the next deer that passes finds a pair 

MAN — Sea ANY of ce pees to sniff at, but no Gates 3 

P20, Box 112261 Sereno Station The hunting described, incidentally, reminds one of that 
LOS ANGELES 32, CALIFORNIA done by the Indian, which included a sort of reverence for 

the natural economy. 

$5 a Year 15 cents a Copy Quite evidently, “life in the raw,” for Mr. Leopold, 
—————— was not found in the wilds, but in the haunts of human 

beings. There is a balance, a sense of measure, in the world 
CAPTIVES OF THEIR OWN PROPAGANDA of nature which speaks with far greater validity than the 

Two articles in recent issues of the Christian Century deal _panaceas of economists, the programs of reformers. Where, 
with the efforts of the Army and the Navy to win friends for example, is the system-builder who has grasped this 
and influence people—that is, to enlist the cooperation and _ profundity: 
support of the clergy. In January of this year, the Army put I have read many definitions of what is a conservationist, 
on a three-day program in the Pentagon for representatives and written not a few myself, but I suspect that the best one 
of all major denominations. It was called “Orientation — ee a 

Conference Z for Religious Leaders, ‘ and seventy-eight what to chop. A conservationist is ci oS is humbly pee 
clergymen listened to addresses by high government offi- that with each stroke he is writing his signature on the face 
cials, generals, and admirals (reported in the CC for March of the land. Signatures of course differ, whether written 
12 by John R. Wilkins). Then, on May 27, the Navy with axe or pen, and this is as it should be. 
offered a one-day “‘character-building seminar” at the U.S. From daily watching of wild life, he gained a great 

Naval Training Center at Great Lakes, Ill., which was tolerance of the “bad things” in nature. The dead and 
attended by 4oo clergymen. (Clyde E. Weaver and Chalmer decaying, the pest-ridden and insect-devoured trees are 

E. Faw described this gathering in the CC for July 2.) viands for other inhabitants of the forest. The grouse live 
Both these articles deserve careful reading. The military, on oak galls, the chickadees on the “treasury of eggs, larva, 

naturally enough, is interested in moral or religious educa- _ and cocoons” in the author's sickly woodlot. “All squirrels 
tion to the extent that it may be turned to the purposes for depend, for permanent dens, on a delicately balanced 
which military establishments exist. The Army program é (Turn to page 8) 
made it plain that universal military training is basic to) © Se 

military plans for the future (UMT had not been voted who says that war is becoming an obsolete institution. How 
down at this time). The article on the Navy conference re- then can character be built by promoting moral allegiance to 
ports: “Although conscription and UMT were rarely allud- an institution whose moral basis is so dubious? Can character 
ed to as such, there was a subtle assumption that they will be character when it is promoted within the confines of such 
be the norm for the future.” : structure? z 

‘Attic Pentacon. when aC. likoais dole eerie One is bound to wish that the thoughtful churchmen 
“ ewegooe bj ete ial » _2 who ponder these questions would add Simone Weil (see 
We teach to save life, but. Oe eS re - = lead article) to their reading about war. The union of 

was told by an acting chaplain that killing is not “murder eligi : : : 5 
gious ethics and revolutionary analysis sometimes makes 

when done at the command of another. He was told, fur- ful bifatian 
ther, that so “far as the idea of brotherhood is concerned, | * POWST¥ Com : 
that is a carry-over from Stoic philosophy and has no place 
in New Testament teaching.” At least some delegates heard MANAS is a journal of independent inquiry, 
this claim of the military spokesman with troubled minds. concerned with study of the principles which 

The character guidance program of the Navy elicited move world society on its present course, — 
similar reactions. Weaver and Faw report: with a Sa oe Bimeses =e 

: " may be capable of supporting intelligent ideal- 
“Men with good morals are better fighting men,” Rear ism under the conditions of life in the twentieth 

Admiral Francis F. Olds told us bluntly. . . . In the mimeo- century. MANAS is concerned, therefore, with 
gtaphed digest we found the same idea reiterated. This ex- philosophy and with practical psychology, in 

planation is typical: “Morality is basic in the cultivation of as direct and simple a manner as its editors and 
those personal qualities which make the ideal navy man... contributors can write. The word “manas’’ comes 
technical know-how and material resources are important, but from a common root suggesting “man” or “the 
these assets must be combined with character to produce a thinker.” Editorial articles are unsigned, since 

superior fighting man.” MANAS wishes to present ideas and viewpoints, 

These writers wonder if the program “is a mere exten- not personalities. 
sion of the navy’s indoctrination plan,” and conclude: The Publishers 

. ». our basic concern remains. It is not only the pacifist
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Se eee stripped of pretensions in the hills and mountains. Also, 

: ¢ H ] lL D REN the study of forestry contributes much more than a botany 
section in a Junior High School biology text. 

++. and Oursely es _ Of course, the best introduction to the beauties and the 
iiss the aecianiainns sensi eae instructiveness of the natural world comes through trans- A GREAT many teachers and educators, we suppose, often fusion of natural enthusiasm from parent to child. Always 

find themselves wanting to write of the benefits to the “© ™4Y tegard the youngster as forinnate who has epee 
young in contact with “Nature”—a propensity which we sie ne OF spending some time away from the city 
share. What one means by contact with “Nature,” how- and = = able eapplecals and benefit by the eo 
ever, can hardly be expressed adequately in words. We do met previded. The impo eo tater 
know that children may benefit wonderfully from years incidentally, can hardly be overestimated, and here the 
spent in the mountains, on a farm, or in a small fishing aesoa! enping programs ate likely to fall short of pee town, and perhaps we feel that many subtle forms of tion. The ideal entrance into woods and fields is either by 

growth best take place in such environments. But discus- oneself or with only pe OL twa others, and WE hope that, 
sion as to exactly how or why this occurs is difficult. Per- °. he Wee sate pees derdaps, si pate oe haps, instead of attempting to pin the matter down to a will be taken to afford this more isolated form of contact. 

formulation, we would do better to propose that children ee e ae eRe goo ome : ee gad 
need to feel at home in the “natural” world if they are to  ‘™P° 6 va a b SSO Oh S00 ee 
acquire adaptability for feeling at home in any other kind eiiiatis aa pt tt poy, COCOUTE INE ae TUNERS ous of world. We seem to want youngsters to know something which fire the child’s imagination in respect to woodland 

of the meaning of law, both moral and social. And recog- —— ae for thi ial 
nition of the laws or patterns of action and reaction evident _. ** ® fe i Fes oy ss Ee ee ay Spa era 
in the non-man-made world is surely the best preparation Bone ; ae sees d ie B o fat a ae eee 
for comprehension of the fact that a principle of law exists as Nader ae Se in all things. We should like now to call attention to Swiftwater, a stoty 

A national movement now in progress, led by the states of = a by . ini Boe : ah 
of California and Michigan, provides opportunities for  WOO¢Sman in Ais own right. f f (publishes by A-A- 
something called “school camping.” During the last school 2 ey sone of the 2 ae — 
year, the children of 67 of Michigan’s schools had at least well for adults and ten-year-olds. Without any of the ex- 
a week of school camping made possible bya law appro-  ©eSSIVE == maciality “wiih Satortnaniely —_ pies 
priating necessary funds. It is predicted that half of Cali- —— = f sate oe Bowne & ee = 
fornia’s schools will make similar provision by 1960. Neil te seemiiive appteciation of & woods eatthice stares by 
M. Clark gives these statistics and a comprehensive descrip- — 3 a be Be sf os os eS SUPP! = 
tion of a plan for school camping in the Saturday Evening Se ee) oe Feet ee py ou Cue ee Post for March 8, in an article, “Teacher Takes to the hazards of his surroundings. The Calloways of Swiftwater 

Woods.” This is apparently one of those movements which ce ae aes? Se but = is = Seas = = 
take place chiefly because of an instinctive conviction of GES ASS os sels 29 is eae 
their value on the part of numerous teachers. Mr. Neil by the desire to Soe life in afl ways po oer le and by an cominents: even greater desire to understand the beauties and wonders 

Convinced school-camping advocates see in camping an of the ways of the wild. (Also excellent, though chiefly 
opportunity to put new life into teaching, make it less dry and for older readers, is Conrad Richter’s series on frontier ex- 
textbookish, bring children closer to real-life ‘iences, rience, the first volume of which is currently available in g pec pe y heighten their interest in many subjects, including the land a pocket edition of The-Trees.) —— 
and the need for conserving it, teach work habits, recreational We have, naturally, no guarantee that every child will 
habits, social habits, health habits, encourage self-reliance and fi eae fasci pila ae f ee : 
problem solving, prepare them for an adult world, develo; ind special ascination in t aS: type of story, but it does desirable attitudes toward others and even actually simplify seem likely that any child who lives in a home where appre- 
and speed up the learning of the three R’s. They think of ciation for such literature is keen will gain something by 
going to camp, in fact, not as es days away from school but the perspectives which an enthusiastic parent, brother, or 
= oe ee Ss Sener a sister will reflect. It is difficult to keep alive an active appre- 
ae eee for feccsing doing, and they Taint that if a child ciation of the beauties of nature in the midst of city life, so 
has a strong motive, he'll learn faster than if his motive is that some reading of this type should be a beneficial influ- 
weak. ence in any home. 
We may with some certainty conclude that such oppor- Our schools have attempted to study nature “scientifi- 

tunities cannot do harm and may do a great deal of good, _ cally"—one of the less fortunate heritages of the Aristo- 
especially in providing new criteria for the child’s evalua- __telian tradition—but the classifying and microscope exam- 
tion of character and personality. Some children who do __ ining of the laboratory is a far cry from entering into the 
nat shine in the classroom become mature and respected _ heart and soul of Nature’s harmonies and beauties. We 
leaders in an environment where innate resourcefulness _ have little doubt that the admirable scenic photography of 
gains recognition, and where powers of observation are — many motion pictures and in Disney productions involving 
turned from books to the total environment. Some of the _ wild life, such as Nature’s Half Acre and Beaver Valley, 
youngsters who are more showy and popular in town are ; (Turn to page 8)
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RELIGION SC PP E-N CE EDUCATION 

Illusory Affiliations ents to avoid confusion among our youth. There is, of 

THE discussion in these pages of Erich Fromm’s Psycho- aE er logr: eg for does need to be uncon- 
analysis and Religion gave considerable attention to Dr. used. anid ig ep ee ee ees. Pas, 
Fromm’s rejection of the familiar ways of differentiating however, like Bertrand Russell, is convinced that there are 

between religionists and psychiatrists. Fromm holds that twOewats 12 PIVEeSe aleeady, oe wei cpposes 
there is only an artificial opposition between many votaries = _ ne iy oieer is against the 
of conventional religion and those of modern psychiatry nee : expedient — Ee ye gees = posers 

—not because Freud’s and Jung's first assumptions could —— i ane = 4 ei emendous ri P ee 

be reconciled with religious orthodoxy, as some so wrongly — Feee c oe a Wes eee eee 
think, but because genuine opposition can only be repre- wae - gr er EEE: 
sented by attitudes of mind in respect to methods of educa- & eae” es 3 hs’ loin dee f 

tion; and upon this point some religionists and psychia- a ——e E88 Se : Ss IRS e ESS 

trists may differ very little. Thus we have the suggestion, = xo + “ see Hee pe L €B° ae 
too, by implication, that some method of revaluating ac- a = 2 or: =e Boaky Chae ae eee 
cepted labels in the world of ideas must be developed, ao s oe son) =. an = a ie scien 
since the real debates have to do with basic assumptions in Oe one oe SCAR ee pay eecce 1 O8 a Pony 

respect to the nature of the human being and the educa- Gf couplets Eicon i sexpect to sherselection of teaches. 
tion of the human being—assumptions so basic that they Me se 2 8 eek ] ey = oe ae . ae aoe 
cannot be fully encompassed by any orthodoxy, religious, cations, tai thes puncipied,.tavona’, 2nd 4 ee Beau 
psychiatric, or otherwise — stand taken by Sarah Lawrence’s president 

: : : and faculty has done much to strengthen loyalty oath 
A crucially important controversy of the present deals see ; 

with the philoao pea and political acsing re education. ee 
There are those who believe that the individual must be : : ; 
conditioned to acceptance of ‘the good society” mea that nh — ies pen are ne 4 = ie 
the major psychological problem is one of adjustment to — a ee cae se oe ae 

the national and social status quo. A number of philoso- thing After a considerable amount a pressure to dismiss 
phers, psychologists and religionists alike actually hold overal faculty members charged with Communist lean- 

this view. Yet those who regard education as primarily 4 ings the Board of Trustees of Sarah Lawrence and Presi- 
process of “conditioning” or “adjustment” stand on rather gent Taylor declared: 

weak ground when it comes to championing freedom of An educational institution must teach its students to think 
thought. Nearly all educated men give at least lip service for themselves by giving them the knowledge on which to 
to the ideal of “freedom of thought,” but only those who base judgments. The teaching faculty of Sarah Lawrence 

reject the “conditioning” and “adjustment” theory of hu- Cllae seponsiis for oe nia i gsdeots of 
: one inteller indepen ence and mi ity. In carrying out AS. 

or P ee responsibility faculty members are expected to deal candidly 

te eo . ay selt-sty and honestly with controversial questions. Teachers who 
of “Democracy” have therefore maintained that complete meet the test of candor, honesty, and scholarly integrity may 
freedom of thought can only be beneficial when the threat not be deprived of any rights they hold as citizens of this 
of Communism has been obliterated, and that since the country, — the a to belong to any legal political 

United States may be required to fight a full-scale war ee ee et a ceth ea Gis UIC 

against Russia, “unity of opinion” is vital to satisfactory teacher as to political belief or to spy upon his activities that 
cooperation in preparation for war. Indoctrination, on this the educator differs from the outsider who wishes to investi- 

view, becomes a perhaps temporary but necessary blemish gate college faculties. The latter fails to understand the neces- 

d national lif sity that the teacher be free to have and to express his own 
on the good national life. : : : 

This is a viewpoint on man’s relation to society which i a : = — - se pesos tired © aS tain rules and to advocate certain economic or political dog- 

Bertrand Russell has derided at great length in articles in mas. E : 

the Manchester Guardian. Perhaps, since Mr. Russell is a Following these developments, the busy Legionnaires, 

mathematician, he cannot see how one can go in two Mr. Budenz, et al., must have been surprised to discover 

opposite directions at the same time. It is this contradic- . that the difficulties encountered by their pressure campaign 

tion, we think, which forthright opponents of loyalty were increasing daily. One of the members of their chosen 

oaths also have in mind, for the loyalty oath is a weapon committee, a high school history teacher, for instance, ap- 

for compelling conformity. Most of those who defend _ peared to reverse his position suddenly. This teacher ad- 

loyalty oaths argue that such means are necessary expedi- dressed a Legion Post in such a way as to indicate that his
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REHEARSAL FOR RAGNAROK allowed the French people at that time. The purity of her 
(Continued) thinking and writing is clearly the consequence of the in- 

lish it with unbounded admiration as representing the first tensity of her brief life, which was entirely—both intel- 
pioneering attempts to understand the war psychology and _lectually and practically—devoted to others. (Alfred 
to give new-found tools of peace-making to the world. Kazin’s article under “Books” in the New Yorker for July 
We have in mind persons like Dwight Macdonald, 5 18 an understanding appreciation of Simone Weil, to 

whose wartime essays have been quoted in these pages, and © Which may be added, for those who can obtain Politics for 
another writer, Simone Weil, whom Macdonald often pub- February , 1945, an editorial note on her life [p. 55]-) Miss 
lished in his magazine, Politics. Miss Weil, who died in  Weil’s most profound contribution, perhaps, is her Iiad, 
London in 1943 at the age of thirty-four, was, we have no the P een of Force, which finds philosophical depths in the 
hesitation in saying, a moral genius. Her death came part- Homeric epic which few would have believed possible. 
ly because she insisted upon eating no more than the ration Se in —— ee oe a ages res = 

ing the thirties, she rought the light of her brilliant an 
Ea e 2 

own thinking had advanced considerably during the fracas, _ CMpassionate mind to bear on modern war. The result 
stating that “Everyone who disagrees with the veterans is ae = aie . Se - = iS orgy 
not a Communist. Danger lies in the fact that we can’t es ee eae 0G LCAtSOM CuO a 
discuss subversive activities without involving the rights of _ het analysis seems both impersonal and unmistakable. She 
individuals.” The history teacher was, of course, immedi- writes as an internationalist, to whom the expression, 

ately disavowed by the Legion committee for such weasel national interest,” is a phrase with only historical signifi- 
words, but Sarah Lawrence's stand continued to have salu. ©@nce. The following is taken from a Politics reprint of an 
tary effect. The New York Times praised the Board’s dec- article first published in Paris in 1933 by Boris Souvarine: 
beak da New York C ilof Churches: supported Ultimately, modern war appears as a struggle led by all the 
aration, and a New York Council o MPenes SERB State apparatuses and their general staffs against all men old 
the position of the college. enough to bear arms. But while the machine used in Saoee 

In California, a distinguished committee, formed as the tion takes from the worker only his labor power and while 
“Federation for Repeal of the Levering Act,” has under- employers have no other von of constraint than dismissal 
liken a babe euucs ape WiGersm = concetine the new —a weapon that is somewhat blunted by the existence of the 
eee y pros 8 possibility for the worker to choose among different employ- 
loyalty oath involved in two proposed amendments to the ers—each soldier is forced to sacrifice his very life to the 
California Constitution (to be voted upon Nov. 4, 1952). needs of the total military machine. He is forced to do so 
One effective leaflet issued by the Committee contains a — = a of ce pot the peel of ane 

s ‘ ine: wht e state power Olds Over his head, In view Oo: AS, 

a — fo Steker ae: Hepes: it makes little difference whether the war is offensive or de- 
a es = — oat = — Pi the — a Ses Seca —— ieee = is oe to 

2 = eo employ this method since the enemy also employs it. 
T told them, ‘I am a Christian and shall show forth Christi- The great error of nearly all studies of war, an error into 
anity amongst you this day.’ . . . Christ commands me not to which all socialists have ag has been to consider war as 
swear. . . . I never took any oath in my life. . . . then I was an episode in foreign politics, when it is especially an act of 

put ree) a tower, - I NTL a as = te interior politics, and the most atrocious act of all. 
my boay was greatly swelled, and my limbs much numbed. We are not concerned with sentimental considerations or 

Thus in 1664 George Fox witnessed against the loyalty with a superstitious respect for human life. We are concerned 
oath of his day. As a result of his sacrifice and that of many here with a very simple fact, that massacre is the most radical 
others, the requirement for a loyalty oath was eventually fi f ee id-the-coldicre a t ‘i 2 7, orm oO: Oppression an ie soldiers do not merely expose 
lifted in England. : z = themselves to death but are sent to death. And since every 

. soe me aaa fei andl incites apparatus of oppression, once constituted, remains such until 
StALES 0} Ee 0 Ol es : it is shattered, every war that places the weight of a military 
challenged by the imposition of special loyalty oaths. Many = 
enero es and other state employees have lost Ae be COMIC TST oF eae though arin 

their jot rather en sei te = oaths. ee are be- be led and directed by revolutionists. As for the exterior 
— Goo ee he a ee ysicians, lawyers, Com- effect of such a war, that is determined by political relation- 

Y peices a . s 5 ships established in the interior. Arms wielded by the appara- 
Propaganda and politics have now led the California tus of the sovereign State cannot bring liberty to anybody. 

Legislature to consider eliminating the regular oath of alle- Simone Weil wrote this when she was twenty-four years 
giance to the federal and state Constitutions, previously re- old. Not only the power and assurance of her discussion 
quired of all public officials and employees, and to set in are impressive, but the factual basis as well, for she pro- 
its place an outright oath of conformity, which pr ohibits ceeds, in this article, to document her general proposition 
subversive ideas, but which, in the worst reactionary tradi- by citations from the histories of the French and Russian 
tion, neglects to define them. revolutions. 

These are real issues, in which points of philosophy, re- One thing more. While Miss Weil writes out of an in- i which points of philosophy ne thing 
ligion, psychology, and politics focus with disturbing clar- _ tensive background of revolutionary analysis of Western gion, psy By: Pp 8 s & ty y 
ity—issues so fundamental that they can be seen to cut _ society, we should never forget that, for almost a century, ty : ree : ? ty, LOrg : ry: 
through a great many previous “‘allegiances,” and to illus- | men and women of altruistic tendencies have been drawn gh a 8) y P 8 E ) Y 
trate the importance of Dr. Fromm’s remark to the effect _into the radical movement as apparently the only practical 
that many of the labels worn so proudly must be recog- way of overcoming the sufferings of the great masses of y : peu 8; yo 8 8 & Sses | 
nized as both superficial and misleading by fully self- mankind. The thoughtful man who neglects to familiarize 
conscious man. himself with the thinking of the radical tradition—and this
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is not a difficult task—will probably never really under- 
stand the major social phenomena of the present epoch. 
Surely, it is the sincerity of the radical movement of the 

past, as a minority protest against man’s inhumanity to ZB : 

man, and the seriousness of its undertakings, which nur- TO READERS 

tured such clear perceptions as the following: 

Our visions of security, now that scientific man has nature : 

under lock and key, are Nicseculig in the destruction which ~~ — ley > — a — 

war-making man is bringing on himself. If the danger is addresses of friends who may be prospective read- 
gteat, it is no doubt partly because of the power of the weap- ers. Three sample copies will be sent without charge 

ons technology has put into our hands. But weapons do not és 

go off by themselves, and it is unfair to blame on inert matter MANAS PUBLISHING COMPANY 

a situation for which we ourselves bear full responsibility. Box 112, El Sereno Station, Los Angeles 32, Calif. 

The most disastrous wars have something in common which, as y 

though it may comfort some observers, is their real danger: 

they have no definable aims. Throughout history, the most REVIEW—(Continued) 

desperate wars have been those which were fought for noth- ie . ; ‘i 

ing. This paradox, when we come to understand it better, may equilibrium between a rotting cavity and the scar tissue 

prove to be one = the keys to history. It is certainly the key with ae the ee Se to close the Paes The 

to our own period. uirrels referee the contest awing out the scar tissue 

When a conflict has a well-defined aim, each side can calcu- on it begins unduly to nee the ameter of their 
late the cost and decide mashes ie De Fe amenliy . front door.” 

compromise is more profitable to either an a victory. ui , : 

ifa tate has no ey we have nothing to al or Man s attempts to help nature along can. become quite 

weigh, or compare; compromise is inconceivable; we can only ludicrous. When, for example, the mountain stream no 

judge a battle’s importance by its sacrifices, and as these sacri- longer supports enough trout to satisfy the hordes of in- 

fices lexus ask for new ones, wars would never stop if vading fishermen, the universities study and plan for re- 

a nk poe snare ene oe ae = stocking the stream. The streams are polluted and ravaged 

appeared in Paris in 1937, reprinted in Politics for March, by deforestation and tramping feet. Then sone ere 

1946.) trout — aE the pee regeee with ee de- 
r a mn 

This, in a social sense, is what we do to ourselves when Gen ae if ee = ae ue Te wale a 

we participate in wars we do not understand. As time ot end here: 

passes, the social neurosis must inevitably become personal, To safeguard this expensive, artificial, and more or less 

creating in individual terms the psychological and moral helpless trout, the Conservation Commission feels impelled 

disasters which, thus far, we are able to recognize only to kin all herons and terns visiting the hatchery where it 

when they are called to our attention by modern psychiatry. was raised, and all mergansers and otters inhabiting the 

This, quite literally, is the murder of souls, the strangula- stream in which it is released. The fisherman perhaps feels 
z no loss in this sacrifice of one kind of wildlife for another, 

tion of the love of men for one another, and the replace- but the ornithologist is ready to bite off ten-penny nails 

ment of normal emotions with the searing frenzy of suspi- Artificialized management has, in effect, bought fishing a 

cion and hate. And if we do this to ourselves, what, in the expense of another and perhaps higher recreation; it has 

reality, are we fighting for? This is the question that men paid dividends to one citizen out of capital stock belonging to 

must face, must answer honestly, before there can be an all. The same kind of biological wildcatting prevails in 
cad tomar game management. 

Mr. Leopold’s illustrations go on and on, till you almost 

turn sick at the human race and its version of “recreation” 

CHILDREN —(Continued) and “sport.” One finds relief from the depression of what 

b : f lect man has done to nature only in the author's own attitude, 

may be far more valuable to children than formal classes hich sees in service to the natural world—the service of 

in biology and botany. the husbandman—the highest kind of “recreation.” As he 

As we confessed at the outset, one can do little more puts it: 

than take note of this field of interest and appreciation, The Government, which essays to substitute public for 

recognizing that any particular recommendations will repre- private operation of recreational lands, is unwittingly giving 

sent but poorly the psycholo, gical benefits which may result away to its field officers a large share of what it seeks to offer 

from the striving to become, in however small a way, a nee i — a es a — 
philosophic naturalist. 

eA aay ei 0 eing pal Or, Our job as husbandmea 0: 

SUBSCRIPTION RATES _ We have not begun to do this book justice. The reflec- 

1 Year $5 2 Years $8 3 Years $12 tions of the closing pages, dealing with the ethics of the 

Readers are invited to send in the names of friends man-land relationship, are so rare, and so self-evidently 

who might be interested in subscribing to MANAS. just, that no one should fail to consider them; yet they are 

Free sample issues _will be mailed on_request. so organically grown from the rest of the book—the part 

(Bound copies_of Volumes 1—4 now ovailable) filled with the living facts of the forest—that it would seem 

IAS PUBLISHING COMPANY mutilation to tear them logse. This is a book that 

P.O. i El — Station, Los Angeles 32, Calif. san fing exit .
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Native Iowan Wrote of Woodland Dramas 
By Ogden G. Dwight. ties of the outdoors, the flight of geese, first starling in 1923; storms and prairie 

Tie) Regisiee's Literary “waltae: the mating dance of the woodcock—“the and forest fires; early conservation laws. 

A. LEOPOLD was something more —jundred little dramas. of the woods and “We cut 1905 when a flight of goshawks 

than an Iowa-born University of Wis- meadows.” ate up the local grouse. ... We cut 1896, 

piDOeh TROL CEsORy A AM analy eee Leopold’s prose was somtimes mannered, When 25,000 prairie chickens were shipped 
conservationist, for- gy wut hechad Toute ti to market from the village of Spooner 
estry and wildlife || #777 | but he had a marvelously Percepne <v® alone.” ‘In 1877, he recalled, on Sept. 10, 

expert. : = and pen. “two brothers, shooting Muskego lake, 

He was'a philos- gf . In one singular chapter about cutting  pagged 210 blue-winged teal in one day’; 
ORB E eee BAEC _. down a tree, he used a unique literary de- —_jn 1872 the last Wisconsin wild turkey was 

and reflective one. | vice to record the history of the entire killed, in 1866, the last native Wisconsin 
Born in 1886 in § 7 2 conservation movement: elk. 

ee ae me i . é “Fragrant little chips of history spewed Then, he wrote, “the saw now severs 

ropa); he”. fashe ee - a from the saw cut. ... We sensed that 1865, the pith-year of our oak,” the year 

{ee ke ea teae _ oe these two piles of sawdust were something ag Naturalist John Muir first sought 

guished career, He | more than wood: that they were the inte- 0 establish a wildlife sanctuary—‘‘the 

peeved Patureraua aS 3 grated transect of a century; that our saw _birth-year of mercy for things natural, 

all the word im- | -Z if : was biting its way, stroke by stroke, dec- wild, and free.” 

plies are divine a ¢ ade by decade, into the chronology of a Aldo Leopold truly understood the land 

gifts for the good Leopold. lifetime, written sat concentric, annual and his own small segment of it, and it 

and-enjoyment of men—but he strove to rings of good. oak is tragically ironic that he fell victim to 
tell these men to practice moderation in ‘ As the cut grew deeper and deeper, he the very thing he fought all his life to 

use of natural resources before they were recalled the depression, the mad stock preserve—nature. He died Apr. 21, 1948, 

squandered beyond reclamation, market; “the demise of the state’s last of injuries suffered fighting a grass fire 

Leopold’s reflections are set forth in a marten in 1925” and the arrival of its on the acres he loved so well. 

posthumously published collection of his e 
essays, “A Sand County Almanac” (Ox- + 

ford University Press, $3.50). They com- I OW to R e u Cc e We e a I. 

prise descriptions of his sandy 120-acre 

farm and woodland retreat; his travels in Gi C . | t E q e aT 

the west and southwest, and a statement | + t 

of his philosophy of conservation. | IV e oO u p e Ss a n 5 m ° 1 ° n s e s 

ae a. ous oa By Alton L. Blakeslee. pees, 2. ence degree of empathy, 

plied to those savants who rarely left NEW YORK, N. Y. (#)—“Sorry,” says which means abiilty to put yourself in an- 

their books and studies—Leopold was a the clerk, “no marriage license until you other's shoes to know how he feels. 3.) 

good woodsman and a man who loved to  Pas8 your emotionality toBE Ability to love another more tenderly than 

hunt and fish, in moderation. b cee ta sine a ee wou yourself. 4, An intimate knowledge of your 

Spendthrift sport saddened him. Speak- iP ih Nata te a PE mood swings or cycles. Most people have 

ing of the now extinct passenger pigeon : “It’s an emotions test,” says the clerk, cycles of ups and downs in moods, feel- 

which used to darken midwestern skies, he  “*°U have to take it under our new law. ing gay at one time, depressed at another, 

wrote: The idea is to cut down on wedded war, py. Render says,’ The swings vary in de- 

“Our grandfathers were less  well- and divorce. gree and frequency in different people. It 

housed, well-fed, well-clothed than we are. “You're old enough to get married. But helps to know when you're heading down. 
‘The strivings by which they bettered their . Maybe one or both'of you'arenit emo- ‘That "may be a tip to see ai comedy instead 
lot are also those which deprived us of _ tionally grown up enough yet. Maybe,” the of a tragedy in the movies or on TV, or 

pigeons. Perhaps we now grieve because lerk adds glumly, “you’re mismatched to have a party, to avoid things that. 

we are not sure, in our hearts, that we emotionally.” He waves a thumb: “Two might get you down even more. Know- 

have gained by the exchange. The gadgets  400rs down, to the left, for the emo- ing your spouse's mooi cycle ‘also helps. 
of industry bring us more comforts than  “onality test.” 5. Most important, readiness to admit 
the pigeons did, but do they add as much Such might be the scene someday at § (01. mistakes, to apologize and then do 
to the glory of the spring?” the marriage license mandow under a law something to make amends. 

Of outdoor sports, he wrote further: Propped By fy PSY G easel, DE. Saree 3} ert iepal shoved : ‘ _ Bender, director *of the National Insti- "Other pecmiaces Sven saris), Feaponsh: 
BDOT ANE PRORE OD CAR er sent e tute for Human Relations here. bilities, living within income, willingness 

sents sport; ae has turned milpoard for the “Marriage is a tough but satisfying job,” ‘to talk out and compromise differences 

gadgeteer. Wildlife administrators are too he says, “Too often it’s made miserable and ability to forgive without holding re- 

busy. alters esilenss po ranaay, Baste or is wrecked by emotional instability of sentment. 

wreak tnt te cual ate of» te hutand or wits bth All tne. things canbe measure by 
T GAR Edetroyild<iile sport. OF @idernees ‘According to our estimates, the basic psychological tests. If you score high on 

eure oay leavin, ete far toate of vale cause of divorce in ‘more than 90 per cent these points, you’re emotionally stable. 

aetnaua karteavel an” of all cases is emotional instability.” The divorce rate has been rising fair- 

a That means childish emotions, lack of ly steadily since 1900. If the rate con- 

But “A Sand County Almanac” is not a insight or failure to grow emotionally. tinues, it’s been predicted that there will 

browbeating diatribe on non-conservation. Dr. Bender lists five main atrributes of be more divorces than marriages each 

It contains stirring reflections of the beau- emotional stability: 1. Ability te keep a year by 2000 A, D.
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Address communications to Mrs, Helen Ullrich, Poultry Editor, Drovers 
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. ONE AMONG MANY course, after the birds are old enough 
4 want to tell you about a heart-|to eat whole grain, grit should be 

warming and enjoyable book I have |available at all times. ~ 
just read. The name of the book is| Grit should be rather insoluble. 

not startling, nor Soft material, such as marble or or- 
even intriguing, [js |dinary limestone, powders quickly, _ 
but once you've [i/(j—aq =| |and the birds must eat large amounts 
reads Wy youl 4 {])||| |of the material for replacement, 

never, ne ee ane i - qi — again, is called [iii alll 
“Sand County | i oe i Feed Bags ; 
Almanac.” It is a eg | WH Many feed companies are asking 
satisfying plunge |i diilllil |people to return the used feed bags. 
into the unknown, i, | / | The tight situation regarding the 
“taken for grant: |{JM@ @||\\||| |supply of feed bag materials has not 
ed” world — that ee mi improved. In fact, at the present 
world of Nature | time it is worse. K 

| with which we _ The price of cotton and burlap is 
have been pro- ke responsible for the present ee of 

‘vided, and which a tay feed sacks. It is important for each © 
most of us have poultryman to return to his dealer 
forfeited or tor- Mrs. Ullrich every possible feed bag in the best 
saken. It ) is’ a. : possible condition. 
deftly giuted plunge, wherein a per-| Not only will he help ease the crit- 
son blithely pepe EAC as a re-|ical situation, but will increase his 
fresher yen he thinks he already |income by taking advantage of the 
knows. All at once he is at a depth |higher prices paid for bags in good 
where he must either sink or swim. |condition. Return your bags to your 
‘The whole book is a subtle chal-|dealer as soon as you have emptied 

lenge to one’s intellect and _ the!}them, 4 
imagination e pee with the desire + 4 

oO understan e teeming messages |. % 
that are so aptly put, It deals with)  ,, Nice Words 
the amazing dehghts and dilemmas of I read your column and enjoy it 
wild life in the corn belt states. One| besides being benefited by itso many 
finds himself savoring and mulling | times. This is a nice newspaper but 
over each sentence in order to absorb|! take it on account orig ee good 
all the flavors. The thought-provok-|¢olumns and the Househo! age. Jn 
ing chapters mount in crescendo until | fact, the pre seems so much like 
one’s mind has taken on an awakened | friend I can’t bear to use it like 
and”a lasting sense to the needs and|1 would other newspapers. I have 
obligations of world conservation, |50x after box of them stored away 
The last part of the book, reset and used to run through them for 
contains a lifetime of deep an Roe poultry remedies and eae but I 
ful thinking on this subject. 1 believe have so many now it would be like 
every farmer would be a better farm-|!ooking for a needle in a haystack. | 
er alter reading this book, and every |! still have hopes of filing them in 
city man a better man. scrap-books some day. I am enclosing 

‘To any nature lover, “Sand County |a self-addressed envelope and if you 
|| Almanae” is priceless. It is predicted |have the time I would really appre- 
{lto become an American all-time class-|Ciate you sending me the name of 

1c ranking with Thoreau’s “Walden,” |the lady that wrote in your column 
and the wisdom it contains puts it|this spring ee the difference 

‘lin a category with Ben Franklin’s between Dewlap and Toulouse geese.’ 
ee Hlsnes eeu te —Mrs. C. B., Kansas. 

Ironically enoug! e author, Al heen ad ech . 
Leopold, lost his life while fighting} Boy, 13, Swims 11/, Miles 

_|a grass fire in Wisconsin. The book 2 
lis published by the Oxford Press at to Save 3 Playmates 

0 | $3.50 and is available at most book-| ,SEATTLE, Wash., Aug. 28.—A de- 
res, ed 13-year-old boy swam a mile 

sae alf through choppy waters and 
What the Gizzard’s For strong tides to save the lives of three 

Maat  avwan--- wa. Alineine tn «
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America's Ab f the Land 
A SAND COUNTRY ALMANAC, by : in it, Leopold has driven through 

Aldo Leopold. (Oxford Univ. Press, ee illic, fact to truth. Yet measured by 
$3,505 eee oe — j ; this standard, there is almost no 
HIS is a deceptively modest §  — area in which we have made 

T oct: both in physical pro- | i Bey On rune Conor y Avon DrOET ess 

i d because Aldo a ee ne eh re Une 
portions ani —  — RR CUétthosse concerned with conserva- 

Leopold approaches his subject @ <a oe = tion have developed a new 

matter simply, poetically and | Bowe y _ = = understanding‘of and attitude to- 
with the humility of one who 9 ee fo ord the land. 
knows how little man knows of || . 7, 5 as 
his relationship to the world he —  ## , R. LEOPOLD shows that the 
lives in. Do not be deceived by | 8 ue D greatest group of would-be 

this modesty. Dr. Leopold is one | es conservationists are the 60,- 
of the great naturalists and @ | 000,000 or so plain people who 
philosophers of our time; a man — rd seek outdoor recreation in any of 

ho died too soon. The final ee vf its myriad manifestations. There 

chapters of “A Sand Country ©.  , are the trophy seekers; the kill- 

Imanac” constitute the most = oF ers of game or the less predatory 

rofound statement yet made on Le a collectors of photographs, flower 
he tremendously vital subject of ie oo specimens or other tokens of 
onservation. ea having “been places and done 
The book is divided into three CPA things.” But mass pursuit and 

parts: A series of seasonal es- ALDO LEOPOLD artificial management increas- 
says from the little abandoned ingly depreciate the quality and 
Wisconsin farm where Aldo and LDO LEOPOLD came from value of the trophy; as witness 
his family found “refuge from A: family of Iowa outdoors- the fishermen in eastern states 

modernity”; episodes from his men. In 1909 he went to lining up their cars at the hatch- 
life and work in forestry, wild- Arizona and New Mexico with the ery at dawn on March morhings, 
life management and ~ ecology, U, S. Forest Service and there- ready to follow the trout-plant- 

from Canada to Mexico; and at after until 1928 followed the pro- ing trucks out to the polluted 

the end his philosophical con- fession of forester. Then he en- streams onthe deforested water- 

clusions drawn from these experi- tered the field of wildlife man- shed, there to cast for liver-fed 

ences. agement, which he helped to trout which have that day been 

Reading the first essays, this found and in which he’became an liberated. 
text is constantly in mind, “. .. acknowledged leader. The second Wildlife and wilderness have 
for they have eyes and see not.” set of essays covers these years always been of specific import- 

Aldo Leopold had, in its most spent as a manager of wild land ance in our American culture, as 
ultimate sense, a faculty of see- and the life which inhabits it. exemplified by what Leopold 

ing which in most of us is sadly It is the last four essays in the calls. the “split-rail’’ virtues, 
lacking. He was a keen and book which state Dr. Leopold’s There is the need for solitude, 

curious observer of things in na- mature conclusions and his the “code of the sportsman,” the 

ture, understanding and measur- “philosophy of conservation.” “go light, one bullet” idea. 

ing their significance in the Sportsmen will not like all these Mbene,) he fears; shive® been’ all 

broader scene. Of the month of conclusions. Farmers, lumber- but idesweayed ie the: éxploitive 

March he says, “A cardinal, men, cattlemen and other ex- bureau and® Ghamber vot. Com- 

whistling spring to a thaw but ploiters of the land will shrug. merce and by the sporting goods 

Jater finding himself mistaken, and say these things are im- gadgeteer. Note the road pushed 

ean retrieve his error by resum- practical. Yet it is doubtful that into Pia tae wilderness; (hs 
5 ; - + 
ing his winter silence. A chip- any of these can successfully plane alighting on the last lake, 

munk, emerging for a sun bath challenge a single one of the a Tah tent terfowl i gunners slaughtering waterfow 
but finding a blizzard, has only cepts which Dr. Leopold has set in Cannda--and Maxed, x Game. 

to go back to bed. But a wild down. 3 : managers work to provide game, 

goose, staking two hundred “Conservation,” he says, “is a wild or artificial, to kill; sports- 

miles of black’ night. on the state of harmony between man »4, without leadership ae 

chance of finding a hole in the and land.” where, take their ideals from ; : , 
(frozen) lake, has no easy chance Think down to the heart of this gadget advertisements 

of retreat. His arrival carries statement and you will see that i 

the conviction of a prophet who nothing need be added to it, nor x Poe AR 
has burned his bridges.” can anything be subtracted; that AND managers, of both tame 

and wild lands, suffer most 
“ from the outworn concept that 

land ts-2-personal_commodity to 

‘> exploited at will. And in the 
Mq, true conservation is impos- 

qple without the development of 
cc, land ethic’’ now almost non- 
¢pstent. Man must learn that 

e is not the conqueror of the 

ind community, but merely a 
itizen of it. How can he do this, 

vyhen even his teachers have not 

vet learned what ‘‘land” is? It is 

the sum total of soil, water, air, 
sun and all the wild or domestic 
fauna and flora found within a 
given land community. 3 

It is energy flowing upward 

through the land pyramid; with 

sun as the motive force, soil and 

water as the base, and plants 

and animals as the complex 

ascending layers. When we have 

learned what land is, says Leo- 
pold, and have developed a co- 

operative and ethical attitude to- 
ward it, Conservation will be- 
come possible, but hardly before 

this. 
LEONARD HALL. |
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BOOKS AND THINGS 
Pe BOO By LEWIS GANNETT a | 

A SAND COUNTY ALMANAC. By Aldo Leopold. | bombs, lies objective evidence of our superiority 

Oxford. 226 pages. $3.50. over the beasts, 

6¢T HERE are two spiritual dangers in not own- The Years of an Oak Tree 
: ing a farm,’ Aldo Leopold wrote. “One is| Cutting a lightning-struck oak on his Wisconsin 

the danger of supposing that breakfast comes from sand-county farm, Aldo Leopold followed his cross- 

the grocery and the other that heat comes from the | cut saw through the years: Twelve years, mostly 

furnace. . . . For us of the minority, the op- | sapwood, were his own years on that farm. Then 

portunity to see wild geese is more important than | he cut into the years of the bootlegger who had 

television, and the chance to find a pasque-flower | burned the old farmhouse and disappeared among 

is a right as inalienable as free speech.” the landless anonymities of the Great. Depression. 

% a . ‘The saw cut on, back to 1925, the year of Wiscon- 

Aldo Leop old, of Wisconsin, America sin’s last pine marten; 1923, the year of the state’s 
’ That is the spirit in which Aldo Leopold, forester, | frst starling; 1915, when a foolish Governor pon- 
professor of game management at the Univetsity of tificated that “state forestry is not a good business 

‘Wisconsin, week-end proposition”; 1909, when smelt were first planted 

farmer and wilder- ac. in the Great Lakes; 1899, year of the last passenger 

ness-lover wrote this c . pigeon; 1896, when one village, Spooner, sent 25,000 

moving little book. ric prairie chickens to market; 1893, year of the storm 

Aldo Leopold died@ = @ = 8 = = | that killed the bluebirds; 1890, when the Babcock 
fighting a neighbor's = ——sS( | Milk Tester began making Wisconsin America’s 

gras sifite | iy ee oe oe «= —S=| Dairyland; 1887, year of the state’s first game 

spring of 1948, Tam Myf * wardens, Soon ’the saw’s chips came from the 
sorry, for I should] ) 4% «=| 1870s, when Wisconsin had its carousal in wheat, 
like to have known] | . _ leaving the sand counties gray, and when the first 

him. I do not recall a. factory-made barbed wire was stapled to oak treess 
ever:hearing his name 7 |__| from 1866, when the last native Wisconsin elk was 
until I stumbled on  . . killed, and 1865, the core year, and the year when 
this book. To read it _ ae | John Muir tried to buy his home farm, thirty miles 

is a deeply satisfying | r fs east of Mr. Leopold’s cabin on the Wisconsin River, 
adventure. This was | i - as a sanctuary for the wild flowers that had 

a man who wrote = 9 gladdened his boyhood. 
sparsely, out of in- - . That is the finest tree-cutting I have ever read. 
tense feeling and= =. : f 
long experience. He The Shovel and the Ax Make Man a God | 

loved wilderness; he “The Lord giveth, and the Lord taketh ey, 

was eccentric enough ~ ‘Aldi Leopold but He is no longer the only one to do so,” said 

to have learned to ee Aldo Leopold. ‘When some remote ancestor of 

hunt with bow and arrow; he knew American his- | ours invented the shovel, he became a giver; he 

tory in terms of buffalo grass and cheat-grass, | could plant a tree.” (Mr. Leopold planted pines on 

sand-hill crane and starling, bison and Model T, | his sand farm.) “And when the ax was invented, | 

bur oak and jack pine. Occasionally, in his effort | he became a taker; he could chop it down. Who- 

to set on paper his sense of the organic relation | ever owns lands has thus assumed, whether he 

of soil and the “biota,” the fauna and flora of knows it or not, the divine functions of creating 

which man is a part, words seemed inadequate to | and destroying plants.” Man, in Mr. Leopold’s 

his thought; sometimes he wrote like Thoreau and | View, has played God recklessly in America. He 
Muir at their best, which is no mean praise. wanted us to learn to “think like a mountain,” and 

Wisconsin, two years ago, dedicated a monu-. not to let our rivers wash the future into the sea. 

ment to the great dead race of passenger pigeons | 4 yellow compass plant in an untended cemetery, 

which once had clouded its skies, Aldo Leopold | Telic of the golden waves that once washed the 
wrote then: \ bison’s bellies, was more important to him than a 

"ror one’ species to” motiin phe, death: of pace ONE appchine...Roucation, he feared, \was 
another is a new thing under the sun, The “learning to see one thing by going blind to 
Cro-Magnon who slew the last mammoth | another.” We have become blind to marshes, un- 
thought only of steaks. The sporstman who touched wilderness, bunchberries and partridge. 
shot the last pigeon thought only of his You will find here no statistics about erosion, no 
pre The sailor who clubbed the last auk screaming warnings to “do something” about 

ight of nothing at all. But we, who have the soil. Aldo Leopol 1 
’ lost our pigeons, mourn the loss. Had the aie lo} Leopold was primarily. concerned) 

funeral been ours, the pigeons would hardly with the importance of feeling something. He him- 
have mourned us. In this fact, rather than in _ | S¢/f felt deeply, and his feeling gives a rich texture 
Mr. du Pont’s nylons or Mr. Vannevar Bush’s | 0 this too short book.
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Our Stewardship of the Earth 
“A Sand County Almanac” - a aecording to the County Clerk, is 

By da Leopold, = \the extent of my domain... Ex- 
Oxtora (averse —Prese. : cS 5 = anses unknown to deed or map 

aisanein ee aS e known to every dawn, and Sol- 
Reviewed by A. W. Schorger SS ‘ itude, swpposed no longer to exist 

i ee 2 if my country, extends on every 
The fundamental resource of | a d_as far as the dew can reach.” mankind is the land with its flora 8 . “Like other great landowners, T 

and fauna, and we are fortunate ae eee ee ve tenants. They are negligent indeed to be called to account for! # oe jout rents, but very punctilious 
our stewardship in “A Sand Coun- oo S oe about tenures. Indeed at every ty Almanac. ] i - me = | daybreak from April to July they 

This book of essays was writ- eo Poe laim their boundaries to each 
ten by a scientist, sportsman, and cM Se ee er, and so acknowledge, at least. zeaious conservationist. vo 5 | = | iy inference, their fefdom to me.” 

Through years of patient study | [ae 3 fF _—S | | His charming appreciation of 
of plasts, bitds, and mammals,|,; | 3 |. |wature is seen in the solitary walk 
Aldo Leopold developed his phi- i 2%  _—S=—| dr in the pursuit of ruffed grouse 
losophy of the oneness of all na-|| | 2 ~—Ssiona bright October day, when the 
ture. Man is but a segment yet}! = % -  —_—_|meedles of the tamarack are gold- the one disrupting force. Below) = 4% = = * |bn and the leaves of the black- 
him are an infinite number of in- —  F-  |berry are “red lanterns.” The terdependent organisms from|i: = = = — = = |Woodeock “dances” in the sky at draba, the) lowly plant, to the)) ee 8 Wilight, and in autumn that pe- 
lordly buck of Leopold’s admired Le 4 \euliar daybreak chorus of the 
Galivan. 4 i = |tuail is heard. : 

Fine Writing, Attitude rr Sought a Pattern 
‘The beok is divided into three co srs He set himself the task of de- 

parts comprising sketches of the ALDO LEOPOLD termining a pattern most effective 
sandy country on the Wisconsin The late Aldo Leopold was (for cecnservation and nothing 
river where “the shack” is locat-| 4 University of Wisconsin pro- |could deflect him from this pur- 
ed, essays on areas studied from] fessor of wildlife manage- pose. He points out that the pres- 
Mexico to Canada, and messages| ment and member of the state nt attempt to cater to widely di- 
on conservation, The exquisite] ¢onservation commission, : fein outdoor interests ends 
Ree by Charles W. Schwartz ith pleasing none. 
nhahce our pleasure in the vol-|admirable attitude towards life. k For him, “Conservation is a 

‘ume.. Riches, he infers, are but a state |State of harmony between men 
The essays contain some espe-|of mind: ‘and the land.” 

cially fine writing and show an! “One hundred and twenty acres,) The greatest of sports is re 
- | search in wildlife, the unravelling 

of the multitude of complexities 
in the biotic community. He de- 
plores that land is used purely for 
the owner’s self-interest with no 
thought for the coming genera- 
tions; asd that federal policies in| 
conservation aré based solély on 
monetary gain and in the end 
must fail. It is foreseen by hiin 
that true progress will come only 
when the ethics of conservation 
leads him to voluntary practise.
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Nature Yields Fine Volume 
A SAND COUNTY ALMANAC,|out farm in the vicinity of Madi-)incisive, quotable criticism, not of 

and Sketches Here and There. By|son, Wis. From a January thaw) man’s intelligence (he is too smart, 

Aldo Leopold. Illustrated 6y|which “uncurls” the hibernating)really) but of his utter ignorance 

Charter"Wro'Schwariz. New York:\skunk, to the travels of the De-|of the problem of dealing with 
Oxford University Press. $3.50. _|cember chickadee, this section packs! his natural environment—an igno- 

jin many nature observations, bol-|rance so tragic in its consequences, 

By ROY BEDICHEK |stered with a sound nature philoso-|since man’s acquisition of tech- 
Author of jPhy- Part Il, Sketches Here and) niques during the 1ast two cen- 

“adventures With a Texas Naturalist” |There, broadens the stage to in-|turies in the application of*steam 
s ‘elude other states and counties, but/and electric power to machinery 

Aldo Leopold spent the first half |preseryes the record of a keen/|has magnified his ability to do harm 
of his long professional career in jand sympathetic eye, as well as|into that of a veritable Franken- 

the United States Forest Service, |the viewpoint of the philosophic/stein. It has been something like 
and most of the last ‘half of it as {Student of nature. Leopold has here/giying a smart and aggressive 

5 = \|greater scope for indulging his en-|boy a tommygun instead of a toy 

professor of wild life management'/thusiasm for the virgin wilderness pipe! for Christmas. 

in the University of Wisconsin. He |of which he is enamored. Part UI,| Professor Leopotd is often caus-_ 

is held in high respect by all im-|The Upshot, contains binder ma-|tic but never sour. He laments, 

portant conservation authorities,|terial, giving some unity to that)he sheds tears, he protests, he ad. 
and, I am told by one who knows,!which goes before—otherwise, in-|monishes, all more in sorrow than 

his old students remember him|deed, only a series of random|jin anger—a Jeremiah with a sense 
with great affection. He wrote lit-|sketches. of humor, prophesying doom in a 
tle, he lived much, and the present} It is in this third part of the/spirit of quiet resignation. All in 
volume is a distillation from a rich|book that the author expands and|all, it’s a good book with a sound 
and observant life on his Sandjexpounds in greater detail and|conservation philosophy, detailing! 

County farm and in the wilder}more consecutively a conservation|/no second-hand experience not a 
parts of North America, which, by|philosophy, but not so ponderously|quote of a reference in it. fresh 
the way, were rapidly becoming|as my big worded statement might|from the mint of a ieeiiond and 
far too tame to suit him. '|suggest. He conceives of life as a| original mind 

He died last year at the age ofjunity and of man’s interference| fight full-page, a score of half- 
sixty-one while fighting a grass-|with its more fundamental pro-| page, and several quarter-page line 
fire on a neighbor’s farm. “jeesses as fraught with danger, not|drswings of nature subjects by 

f ES or , [only to other life on this earth, but/Charles W. Schwartz enrich the 
‘This work is a lively and authori-|also to his own precarious foothold/ volume. Faithful to life, quiet in 

tative treatment of a wide variety|here, The divine order is a music| manner yet spirited in “execution! 

of nature topics, obsessed through-|into which man and man alone in-| they not only depict with accuracy 
out with the tragedy of a sick, per-|troduces discordant notes. Leopold|and feeling their speciale*jects 
haps incurable land. The style is/deplores an ignorant tinkering with|but reflect the wistful and philoso- 
sententious, the imagery picsjan organism the nature and im- phic mood in which the book is 
turesque, the humor grim or play-|plications of which the tinkerer) written 
ful, by turns. The disastrous impact} perceives so dimly, or not at all. aS ea ae 
of mechanization upon our national ea 
resources is the major theme run-| The writer is first of all an ecol- 
ning throughout these sketches, In-|0gist, seeing with clear vision how 
ereasingly, nature-books tend to be-|#ll life on this planet is bound to- 
come elegies. Here we find a la-|gether, and how one part cannot 
ment for draining certain peat-|become disorganized without send- 
bogs, which eventually burned into|ing a tremor through the whole 
ghastly holes producing general des-|Structure. He never tires of de- 
olation; for the vanishing wilder-|Scribing life chains and depend- 
ness; for the “cut and get out" /encies, or of citing convincing ex-| 
treatment of forests; for the music}amples of how so-called “‘science”’| 
of singing rivers murdered by|has committed atrocities beyond) 
motorboats; for the extinction of belief; and of how human greed| 
the grizzly; for the overwhelming) kills the goose that lays the golden| 
of relic areas. The nature writer|egg—not one, but thousands of} 
laments because he believes with|them, 
Thoreau that “in wildness is the| If I might select one quotation 

salvation of the world.” giving the author’s basic contention 

This book is no jeremiad, how-|and “the source of all our woe,” I 
ever. Description of the quiet pleas-| would take this short paragraph: | 
ures of tinkering about the author’s| ‘There is as yet.no ethic dealing} 

sandy acres on week ends, and joy-|with man’s relation to land and to| 
ful accounts of experiences in the|the animals and plants which grow] 
wilds of Chihuahua and Sonora,/upon it. Land, like Odysseus’ slave 
Mexico, as well as in the wilder|girls, is still property. The land- 
areas of this country and of Can-jrelation is strictly economic, en- 
ada, not yet accessible to automo-|tailing privileges but not obliga-! 
bile, enliven Leopold’s pages. tions.” * | 

ae ‘ ee | 
The first and main part of his}. 1 should like also to quote what 

work recounts journal fashion, by|Leopold says about the gadget- 
months, the time spent on a worn- burdened duck hunter, and also, as 
—— a sample, one of several short 

prose-poems wherein, indulging a 
‘vein of mystic musing, he tells what! 
he hears in the “Song of the, 
Gavilan,” a river of Mexico as yet, 
innocent of motorboats and pump- 
guns, But quotations, once begun, 
could hardly be stopped, for “one 
drink calls for another.” 

Indeed, there is not a chapter in 
the book that does not contain an
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A SAND COUNTY ALMANAC, by Aldo! 3 
Leopold, 226 ill. New York: Oxford Uni- fo hl 

versity Press. eS), / e _ oc he : 

Peses from a bottle is a sad, unsatisfac- Fld ao 

I have sat in the shivery early morning sun. 7, ~ eel 

shine of the Chisos Mountains aad watched the | Be i fy et 

tiny highland deer mince across|a slope, down) NW a a 

an arroyo, and up a hogback on the other side, oo! oo, wa. wa 

on their way to feed high up on Juniper Flats. Cae Ga ee 

Watching those deer, with no rifle in my hands, ee ae ee 

with none of the thrill of the huter’s hot blood, | i " | f 

I have been drunker than I ever got on hundred | i ce ae ] 

proof whisky. Se EB = SS 

If IS SOMETIMES hard for a thinking man: r t : 8 | 

to feél that he belongs, that it is right for him ; 9. a wi ee : 

to be where he is. Watching deer, there in the | cea Ht ae 

protected netional park, a thinking man realizes | Gis iy ft. e “tiie, 

that here are some animals that do belong, ani- { swine i ee 

mals that threaded the rough |country before) = WRF, gh _ eS 

men ever knew there was a Chisos Mountain iC i ee a Pt, a 

range, before men ever knew there was ani. ee ad oe 

America. { bo ce  _. a 

And man knows that they, unlike the deer foe. arr 

down on the Edwards Plateau, down in the; | Se Ll 

Nueces brush, are likely to last, because they 1. aa ee | 

cannot be shot at. And man, to whom the. ulti fo be eh 

mate rightness is intoxicating, knows that here; oe 

is something ultimately right. i »- Te... Aes 

Deer and mesquite browse and the new acorns a : a i 

of the Emory oak, never to be bothered by ee as ee ge 

man, never to pe butchered, never to be sent ing a a ae) 

pump-hearted, quivering retreat by the spit of £ oF aa ee a 

a .30-30 rifle. Lo 2 | _ 

ALDO LEOPOLD either never visited or chose — , |.  f. A oo 

not to write about the Chisos country, which is; “FG eg 

the nearest to a wilderness that Texas has left. ¢. ee Cc ees 

Perhaps he thought it too tame. Perhaps he | yy ee 

never discoyered it. | oo  Sd6hCLUCUlU 
But he does write, intoxicatingly, about other! ee 

wilderness areas, near wilderness. areas andj) Bin Fe 

wastelands. . j fo FD 
About the wilderness at the mouth of.the | { S A Jae a 

Colorado of the West, in Mexico just above the PP pa tlle! sae ee 

Gulf of California. He never found “the great: a s Le ae ie x ie ae 

jaguar, el tigre,” but “No deer rounded a bush, (4's fo ae oy A ae a ae 

or stopped to nibble pods under a mesquite tree, / oe ee tee C4 ai 

without a premonitory sniff for el tigre. No #7. Lo ae coe ees ad 

campfire died without talk of him, No dog curled Wy oh oy de ae ae 

for the night, save at his master’s feet. . .” @i gy fe Me gaa it be. Aes a | a | Rs. 

enUne ae MOUNTADT Esoudilla and. ite ; ae Gar eke acme || 

royal inhabitant, Bigfoot e grizzly. Bigfoo' d 

killed only one cow a year, bashing in its head. a EARTH: DESPOILED, RAVISHED 

But Escudilla to a whole region in Arizona sad, unsatisfactory way to get drunk 

meant grizzly, the only one left. Then one June yr YOU LOOK at matters the way Leopold 

the government trapper came down from Escu- does you will realize that man, who carries 

dilla with a grizzly pelt big as the side of a around a burden of what psychology calls un- 

barn. Escudilla means bear no more. justified guilt, really does have cause for feeling 

And he writes intoxicatingly about the won- guilty. He and his forebears, Leopold makes it 

ders right under the feet of the farmer of Wis- plain, have despoiled and ravished and wrecked 

consin, wonders which few see and fewer rumi- the earth, and where wilderness was once utter 
nate on. 5 { perfection each step away from it lessens the 

But the Aldo Leopold variety of intoxication, perfection until there can finally be only ruin, 

like that which comes from a bottle, is not with- unless man wakes up to what he is doing. 

out its after effects. t - It is sad that Aldo Leopold could stay around 

Because Leopold goes further than just the no longer to help fight a fight that can’t be 

nature lover, just the naturalist, just the wilder- delayed. much longer. - Ao j 

ness rover. He is not just a reporter on what he He died in the spring of 1948, shortly after 

sees, He is an ecologist and the things he sees this book was eeneetan: He died in action, so 

and the portents he sees worry him, They will to speak, fighting a grass fire in Wisconsin, 

worry you too, and make you think, Ae W. D. BEDELL,



Th : Canada, Oregon, and Utah where h 

e Count iews ie io ry Magazine Reviews no 6 traveled in his youth. His plea is 

“for the preservation of some tag- 

an ounty Almanac ends of wilderness—for the edifica- 

tion of those who may one day wish 

a ce author of those who can live without wild ‘© 5° feel, or study the origins of 
AL : ee eae i ” 

oie of We ee eng: aay oee, things and those who cannot. These their; culturalsinheritance. 

petay: Vos pee ee essays are the experiences and dilem- Few of us realize that our lives are 

Weoa sine uaseha me masiof one who Cannok?. so crowded with trivialities that we 

the department of wildlife man- These are the words of Aldo Leo- miss the great pageant of life con- 
agement from its founding in pold whose “Sand County Almanac” stantly staged around us. Leopold 

Bo ae ee * ae is a masterpiece of poetic writing and asks, “Is education possibly a process 

je Le ; - 7 - i i ig tn gn 2 ee stringent humor mingled with in- of trading awareness for things of 

forestry VEL both donahe tense insight and understanding of lesser worth? The goose who trades 

US Ronee conics and became the virgin forests and the raped farm his is soon a pile of feathers.” 

associate director of the U. S. lands. Watching the little chickadee, the 

of Products laboratory at Se ee author wonders why—That whimsi- 
oh . 1098. ee > . 

adison in the years 1924-28. a =. cal fellow called Evolution, having 
He conducted game surveys for C—O, larged the di il he tri 
the Sporting Arms and Manu- CC Sea eel — he wipes 

Jacturers Institute before com- ~_ over his own toes, tried shrinking the 

ing to Wisconsin. At his death, rr chickadee until he was just too big 

a colleague of his, Paul L. Er- = __ be snapped up by flycatchers as 
ee what a it may be - an insect, and just too little to be 

Ss , 2. eee 

Oe ee an F = —_—i—C_CCCOpursued by hawks and owls as meat. 
else, has been responsible for f Ss -F-  .. hen . : 

the expansion and refinement of SS en ie tegatded iis banarwark and 

wildlife management as such is i E eS i. laughed. Everyone laughs at so small 

Inown today." : BD (/_ enter of large enthusianns 
“There are two kinds of people: ‘a »" — The life-like black and white crayon 

—. scattered throughout the book, add 
re ee ee 8 awe 

RTH ee ae eg [ -— - Oo oo greatly to its charm. 

 ——re—eS This book will delight those who 
| Oe : 

MADISON SILOS | SS 2 love the land and give a deeper ap- 

Four Bier Buy fa sRavin Silce Piel Aldo Leegela ial a ay those who . know it. 

ne of the greatest values in “re- 

or aoe yernee You will follow the trail of the newed contacts with wild things” is 

fi a} nahe, “strensen plump bellied skunk on a wintry stroll that which “reminds us of our de- 

be, Na Madison Con- in January, hear the phalanx of geese pendency on the soil-plant-animal- 

i, sree ee return in March, and see the wood- man food chain—We fancy that in- 

Ls Ty better in every cock dance at dawn, all on the au- dustry supports us, forgetting what 

| Be aaa ee thor’s farm in the sand area of Adams supports industry.” 

| los on farms county, Wisconsin. “a 5 : 
= Rene ae A eesti ‘ : Sand County Almanac” by Aldo 

7 erayceee-w ie 0 ae , one of the world’s [Leopold is published by the Oxford 
i tandl oe aturali ak re . ' : : 

: oF cae ee baie naturalists, has preserved, for University Press, New York City, 

a 77] service over the pos erity, a picture of the ancient and costs $3.50. 

= years. wilderness, now departed, in Arizona, —Anne Blakeley 

Eo oraer your 
— Madison Silo for 
. 1950... now . - 
-— — =| and save sub- 
a stantially, Write Over a quarter the oldest 
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WILDLIFE RESHARCH NEWS LETTER ; 

For students and cooverators of the 
Department of Wildlife Management, University of Wisconsin 

HOT FOR PUBLICATION i oan 
No. 38 5, Madison, Wisconsin : October 15, 1949 _ 

A SAID COUNTY ALMANAC 

To many neovle, the annearance of a new essay by Aldo Leovold has al- 

ways been an event; to them and to a great many others, the mublication of 

this new dook! represents a narticularly notable occasion. 

‘ Here for the first time we have a rich collection of Professor Leonold's 
varied writings, forty-one essays in all, some of then old favorites (like 
Marshland Elegy, Odyssey, ani The Green Lagoons), others new (like Draba, 
January Thaw and Good Oak). There are prose poems on ecology, penetrating 
comments on modern society, lucid analyses of current conservation vroblems, 
eloquent defenses of wildlife and wilderness in American culture, and spirited 
calls for new ethics and new »atterns of thinking... In every way, this is a 
stimlating and. invigorating book. 

It-is much more than that too. It's a very personal book -- as nersonal 
as an old hunting coat. Through its nages runs a delichtful sense of humor, 

a frank delight in nature, and a wisdom that is always balanced by extrene 

modesty, It is in short, Aldo Leopold himself. 5 

The three parts of the book are equally varied in scope ané treatment. 
"Part I: A Sand County Almanac" is Professor Leopold as Wisconsin students 
knew him at The Shack, tracking deer, chopping an oak, planting pines, 
watching geese, and listening to-woodcock. - : 

"Part Il: Sketches Here and There" rewroduces his reactions to the 
Southwest, the Middle West, the Northwest, Mexico, and Manitoba. Here is 

Leonold the hunter, the forest service officer, the ecologist, the conserva-— 

tionist and Leopald the poet sensing the beauty of a continent and observing 
its destruction. The scenes shift rapidly and tirelessly, from the author's 
Soyhood to the.inmediate present; they sun un a lifetime of tteen observations. 

"Part III: The Upshot" is Professor Leovold!s penetrating analysis of 
the conservation movement, where it stands today, why it is failing, and how 
-- in the long run -- it must try to succeed. The four essays have apneared 
before: Conservation Esthetic, Wildlife in American Culture, Wilderness, 
an’ The Land ™thic; in a few vlaeces they have been revised by the euthor. 
Here is the voice of a great leader, hewing new nathways to ceanture the 
hunen mind, rallyine the forces 2f conservation, and urgine us to action. 
The whole effect is one of eloduence and insviration. 

This, then, is no easy book to sum un. It is at once a delight and 
a challenge, charming and instructive, modest and yet forceful, superbly 
written and "deen digring." ‘Yisconsin students heve long recognized 
Professor Leovold as one of the University's eteatest teachers. This is 
his final message. Mo one can read this book, esnecially The Land Ethic, 
without réalizing that it is the vori of a-sreat American. 

Ta SAND COUNTY ADNATAC and SUDIOHES HURE A) THERE. “By Aldo Leonold; illus- 
trated by Charles VY. Schwartz. Oxford University Press, New York, 7..¥. 
Publication date October 27, 1949; $3.50.



Conservation Volunteer, 13(77):19. July-August 1950. 

A SAND COUNTY AIMANAC by Aldo Leopold, Oxford University Press, New York, 
1929; 226 pages (illustrated) $3.50. 

Here is a book for conservationists, farmers, and friends of the land. 

It is a volume for those who love their state and nation and want them to 
continue great and strong. It is a book for those who appreciate exquisite 

writing; you may read it for style, put from it take a message of utmost 
importance. 

The late Dr. Leopold, who was one of the country's outstanding con- 
servationists before death cut him down as he fought a brush fire in 1947, 

. divided the book into three parts. The first part "A Sand County Almanac" 
and the second mart, "Sketches Here and There" will increase your apprecia- 
tion of the wholeness of nature and will prepare you for the philosophy of 
the third part, "The Upshot," a discussion of conservation aesthetics, 
wildlife in American Culture, wilderness areas, and land ethics.



lowly louse but glorified it. Figure 34, for example, depicts his third book north of North America’s 38th parallel, be- 

the louse of the southern sea elephant and the drawing at fore heading south again for a lifetime of tropical research, 
least (we have not seen the living louse!) is a thing of because The Log of the Sun as a perpetual calendar of na- 
beauty. The same may be said for 124 pages of figures il- ture within the familiar frame of our own four seasons, and 

lustrating the type species of all of the genera of Anoplura as writing about nature, set a standard no writer may flout 
of the world and each of the species that occurs on man and hope to stay current. 

and on domesticated animals. Another reason to thank the few of our top nature writers 
The general reader will find the discussion of “the prob- who have given us such books: they remind us we needn’t 

lem of the Pediculi of man” to be the most fascinating part go to tropic jungles after the material for great nature 
of the book. When Professor Ferris finished this part of the writing. We're glad Beebe went down from Bronx Park to 

manuscript he facetiously proposed an alternative title. the Edge of the Jungle and on inside; but we're fortunate, 

“The Sucking Lice, with special reference to the species too, that Donald Culross Peattie, for instance, stayed home. 
attacking man and the other apes.” As a result of his studies An Almanac for Moderns reminds us that nature is still 

of “head” and “body” lice of Europeans, Eskimos, Hindus, quite current in and around Washington, D.C. 
Arabs, Negroes, American Indians, Chinese, and various Since we were under reading age when Beebe’s Log 

monkeys, gibbons, ete., the author accepts only four forms was already ten years current, we couldn't give it its full 
of the genus Pediculus which have a reasonable claim to 45-year test before writing this piece — anyhow, it’s two 

be recognized as SDe SS: One of these CCE On. chimpan- other books we're attempting to review. These, pursuant 
zees, two ecour: primarily on monkeys of the family Cebi- to the vicissitudes of an editor’s life, have been allowed to 

dae and one aS intimately associated with man. The latter, suffer their two-year test before appearing in this column. 
known scientifically as Pediculus humanus, also occurs on The point we wish to make is that Aldo Leopold’s Sand 

monkeys and gibbons aoc evans The human louse, County Almanac and Joseph Wood Krutch’s Twelve Sea- 
though treated as a single entity, is extremely variable. For gong will stand nok merely a two-year test but, in our esti- 

example, the lice from Negroes in Africa are ey darkly mate, a 45-year test if our great-grandchild will give us 
pigmented, their bodies are compact and their length is back our spectacles long enough for us to make it. For the 
scarcely more than half the length of the European body present, both these books are just as fresh this week as 
louse. Other specimens show every degree of gradation be- when the review copies hit our desk. We had intended in 

a the two extremes. The author concluds that these fact—a confession—just to skim through, this second read- 
Pediculi may VAY well have begun to develop into geneti- ing, hitting the highs; but not to read again every word, at 
cally differentiated forms upon the various races of man the pace of full enjoyment, was impossible. 

. . . But as their hosts have intermingled with each other Tee ena ae beck ities aad 

the opportunity for the intermingling of the parasites has : Pa 2 Sp ieee ee % one . Bi aus TG < 
also occurred. Thus we arrive at a condition among the cae a oyrtee 0, am see a ota at ae 

parasites which may rather closely parallel the condition é aa eh, o feces | a a ie Me eid 
found among Rieie Hoste?! Roeent L. Uawcm and aut! BOE of many other boo ‘s) turne EP. in tne ront 

rank of writers on nature — except perhaps to those who 
Division of Entomology and Parasitology, knew him as New England country gentleman and author- 
University of California, Berkeley ity on Henry David Thoreau (his latest title before The 

Books of years Twelve Seasons). With Mr. Krutch it is not a matter of 

being exposed to nature on country week ends, however. 

A SAND COUNTY ALMANAC and Sketches Here and He a ae those who, like Aldo io have the con- 

There. By Aldo Leopold. Oxford University Press, New viction of man’s identity with nature, born of living with it, 
York. 1949. xiii + 226 pp., 33 pencil drawings by Charles confirmed by observation and philosophical reflection. The 

Schwartz. $3.50. Twelve Seasons came out of reflection on nature and man. 

THE TWELVE SEASONS: A Perpetual Calendar for the Mr. Krutch’s calendar starts with April — it is late March 

Country. By Joseph Wood Krutch. William Sloane Asso- or early April when the Spring Peeper begins to peep in 
ciates, New York. 1949. 188 pp., chapter-head and tail- southern Connecticut. If you, too, have lived through one 
piece decorations by Armin Landeck. $3.00. or more Northeastern winters, you will agree with the frogs 

a ; that it is more logical to begin the new year with the vis- 
Who follows the lines [of these essays] must expect to ible and audible reawakening of life about us, than with 

find moods as varying as the seasons; to face storm and an arbitrary day on which “nothing happens except to the 
night and cold, and all other delights of what wildness still calendar.” Men live too much by abstractions, Mr. Krutch 
remains to us upon the earth.” holds: witness the absurd and inaccurate formula by which 

Prefacing thus the fifty-two essays of The Log of the Sun we labor to determine Easter — “how much easier it is to 
(New York, 1906), William Beebe called tune for a kind of celebrate the Day of the Peepers instead, and how much 
book, aptly, if not to current ears somewhat primly, cata- more meaningful too! On that day something miraculous 

logued by his own subtitle, A Chronicle of Nature's Year. and full of promise has actually happened, and that some- 
If we apply the test of currency, we must rate The Log, thing announces itself in no uncertain terms. 

by comparison with High Jungle (New York, 1949), early Coming round to his last month, March — “an end and a 
Beebe; but we are bound to turn up some side conclusions beginning”—he reminds us that Julius Caesar gave us Jan- 
about the perpetual currency of Beebe. Judging The Log uary 1, on the ground that it would take the Roman citizens 
on its own as example of a literary class, the nature almanac ten days to sober up after the solstitial feast of the Satur- 

or calendar, we may be most grateful William Beebe wrote nalia! (This is not so far-fetched, Mr. Krutch, considering 
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Wilderness again they have listened, taken representatives of interested 

Eprror, Pacific Discovery groups into the Area, but they still need more convincing. 

Sm: Ruth Hopson’s article, so beautifully “set-up,” with its 

Pacific Discovery for September-October 1951 is a won- pictures so finely iepr oduced, will certainly help in this. It 
derfully fine number, and most interesting to me. My should also acquaint those who can truly appreciate this 

husband and I took a hiking trip in the Three Sisters Wil- country with its eustence and its need of friends. : 
derness Area country thirty years ago, well before it had What a rare article is that of Harry C. James. It, with a 

Heonectneide asia Punitive Area We have loved! that quotation from Howard Zahniser . . . and Dr. Hopson’s 

country ever since, and have spent many happy hours in it. article, make a very effective statement of wilderness 

We had rejoiced in the farsighted wisdom of the U. S. values. Thank eu for all of this. 
Forest Service in setting it aside to remain permanently _Borys Malkin’s photo makes e fine cover, and as usual 
in its natural state. So when we discovered that they his article on. his amazing African trip is very good reading, 
planned to remove a hundred square miles to the west, we We appreciate . . . his letter on the Three Sisters Wilder- 

joined with others in an effort to tell them why we did not ness Area. Ror M. Onranx (Mrs. Kart W.) 
think it was wise. They are good friends and fine people, Eugene, Oregon, 16 October 1951 

the state in which a good many American citizens choose Our lumber pile, recruited entirely from the river, is . . . 
to spend the Christmas-tide.) an anthology of human strivings in upriver farms and for- 

Lest the devout among present readers accuse Mr. ests. The autobiography of an old board is a kind of litera- 

Krutch a priori of irreverence, from the quote above relat- ture not yet Pugh on campuses, but ay, riverbank farm 

ing to Easter, it should be said without more ado that what wail pone a eevatee eee BEA aE ene 

stands forth from these chapters — and they are full of de- Toke Be y 

lightful humor as well as intriguing observations on meloid ; 
beetles, rain, protozoa, cats, and snow — is a profound The wind that makes music in November corn is in a 
sense of man’s ineluctable relation to the greatest of mys- hurry. The stalks hum, the loose husks whisk skyward in 
teries: Life is whole, and man is a part, as He who said half-playful swirls, and the wind hurries on. In the marsh, 

“Consider the lilies” knew. When man remembers this, and long windy Ny EVeS SU Ee aes the grassy sloughs, beat 

lives by it, there is harmony; he is at peace with the world ae ioe aw eae Ea te ies pate a . 
and feels most completely at home in it. Then he can say, elouds 1 hear a faint bark, as of a far-away dog. .. . Soon 

at winter’s end: it is louder: the honk of geese, invisible, but coming on. 
Thave been living through a year, not merely existing in an The flock emerges from. the low clouds, a tattered banner 

abstraction called time. This year has meant to me partici- et birds, dipping and BSE: blown up and blown down, 
pation in a cycle, the awareness of an ebb and flow, of OWE together and blown apart, but advancing, the wind 

being part of a vital and complex process. To me July and wrestling lovingly with each winnowing wing . . . 
August, January and February, have been epochs, each One could quote from every page. 

with a character of its own; seasons during which appro- The Almanac ending, we come, in Sketches Here and 
priate business was done by me and by hundreds of other THoee to oe masts whee LeGnoll est eetcals his philos 
creatures fascinatingly like and fascinatingly unlike what Mae Par mee Loe Pa 
I am. At this moment I am standing on the threshold of a sophical kinship wth Krutch. “Tt Bee out y ince Darwin 
new year waiting to begin a new cycle of months forever gave us the first glimpse of the origin of species. We know 
familiar and forever new. ... now ... that men are only fellow-voyagers with other 

s . creatures in the odyssey of evolution. This new knowledge 

ee oe eden os pote eet given us, . cae a ia kinship oe 
4 i" e ellow-creatures; a wish to live and let live; a sense o: 

eee Fa ses i een wonder over the magnitude and duration of the biotic en- 

See UN eR Ss Uk, 2 ; 3 eee terprise.” 

traditio n, His name » indelibly linked with the true con- Last comes The Upshot, a summary of the mature think- 

setyari Ona) EUKOUEH yise use, (GE lour forest andy game rc ing of a seasoned conservationist on the much disputed 

pe Ta aratre poke Shae Re OO ethics of conservation. Here, for one, is the essay “Wildlife 
Pata oe ee oe ee ee ee Bor in American Culture” which PD was privileged to run 

servation editor, A Starker Leopold, held a chair of game (July-August 1949). The closing essay, ae ead Ethic,” 

manag enient created for him by the University of Wiscon- is a manifesto. “Conservation is a state of harmony be- 

Sines. run-down sand farm in central Wisconsin. His tween men and land.” ... “A system of conservation based 
ce eke its ae 7 oe —o os solely on economic self-interest is hopelessly lopsided.” . . . 

TES DIGS AUMOB ES ne Beso) COCCOC AS, BUC Chlexacees, us “Tt is inconceivable to me that an ethical relation to land 
hunts, its snow and sun, its woodcutting, its memories of can exist without love, respect, and admiration for land.” 
bison, passenger pigeons, and pioneers. ie Wee aawe. 

To quote from such a book 3 subtle cruelty, yet the best Here, then, are two thoughtful men, each writing from 
way to hint at the author's philosophy and poetry: his own experience about the thing we call Nature, with 

The same logic that causes big rivers always to flow knowledge, humor, wisdom = together reflecting man’s 
past big cities causes cheap farms sometimes to be ma- deepest insights into his oneness with all life. These books 
rooned by spring floods. Ours isa cheap farm . . . are for all our years. D.G.K. 
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Grange, Wallace Byron Penrose, Harald 
THE WAY TO GAME ABUNDANCE—Of in- I FLEW WITH BIRDS © Illustrated—A test 
terest to all nature lovers, naturalists and sports- pilot of many years standing, Mr. Penrose is 
men, and told in interesting, non-technical lan- also an orinthologist. This book tells of his ob- 
guage, this book explains how wild creatures live, servations of birds in flight from an aeroplane, 
why the number of game species fluctuates vio- and of the difficulties involved. 
lently from time to time, and what may be done October 3 (Scribner) $6.00 
to create wildlife abundance. 

October (Scribner) $5.00 

~/ Leopold, Aldo Stanford, J. K. 
Fie SAND COUNTY ALMANAC © Illus. by THE AWL BIRDS * Illus. by A. M. Hughes— 

Charles W. Schwartz—One of the world’s great An Englishman, sensitive to nature, landscapes, 
naturalists recounts what he did and saw at his birds, etc., writes of his delight in the return 
weekend refuge on a Wisconsin farm, Actually of the avocet, the most spectacular of shore birds, 
his essays are an expression of his philosophy to his marsh after an absence from England of 
on conservation; the extension of ethics from almost 150 years. October (Devin-Adair) $2.00 
people to land. October (Oxford) $3.50 

Peattie, Donald Culross ’ \ G 

Rp Ron One OF the eo 5 as i. Mite eta Cay GREEN MANTLE Illus. with endrickson—One of the country’s leading na- M ° Mlus. 
ture writers presents an inspired interpretation of Photographs—A description of the various forms 
the American Past 1p, te pe of the tradition a one atc: ond ft eae aay 
of our primeval abundant forests. istory i : 

October (Houghton) $3.50 since the Great Ice Age. (Macmillan) $5.00 
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Aul, Henry B. Holme, Rathbone, Editor 
HOW TO BEAUTIFY AND IMPROVE YOUR DECORATIVE ART 1949 + Illustrated —The 
HOME GROUND « Illus. by the Author—A second volume of this famous international annual 
guide to what the well-dressed house will be of modern interiors and exteriors, also of modern 
wearing, containing plans, sketches, arrangements, fabrics, china, glass, silverware, household equip- 
plantings, terrace ideas, and tree installations. ment and gadgets, October (Studio) $7.50 

October 18 (Sheridan) $3.50 (ane taeney 
1" 

Brown, Sam, Editor CHINESE HOUSES AND GARDENS * Edited 
by Shao Chang Lee—An informal and intimate 

FOU YOUR BOMe WEORKSHOR, 1 i survey of the symbolic and decorative art of 
Hs. wie, Drain gs——Descripes. L008 plans, 1ay- Chinese life, with possible applications to Ameri- 

out, necessary tools and how to use them in can interiors. Size, 944x124; 
i ‘kshop in compliance with the needs t 1 4 ps : creating a worl October (Hastings) $7.50 

of the average homeowner. Uaidman Hugh 

October 15 (Popular Mechanics) $2.50 HOW TO BUILD YOUR OWN HOUSE— 

This book enables a husband and wife team to 
Evans, F. B., and Dorothy Sara build any style house, allowing from one to 
101 WAYS TO INCREASE THE VALUE OF three bedrooms, on the basis of working twenty- 
YOUR HOME ©* Illustrated —The basic and four weekends and a two-week vacation. 
practical suggestions contained in this book will c October 5 (Harper) $5.00 
not only increase the value of the house, but also (Continued on page 92) 
increase the owner's comfort and enjoyment. a. 

October 10 (Garden City) $1.50 ah ee aa as hee 
wie PEE wee 

Gannon, Ruth i me in 
COLOR IN WINTER FLOWER ARRANGE- *| Hi eal eal rays 
MENTS—Miss Gannon reveals the secret of suc- AS 3 (ee 
cessful arrangements of natural dried flowers eae wo. Be UAE il = ue . 
which need not entail any painting or artificial e tore tiga 
preparation in order to be used during the winter ore bee hats 
months for wonderful color effects. from How To Buitp Your Own Houss, 

October (Studio) $2.50 by Hugh Laidman 
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A delightful book by the Middle West’s 
great naturalist 

— 

YA SAND COUNTY 

~~. ALMANAC 
eS Ndi) _. “And Sketches Here and There 

werd ie a - oc Bie 

4 = -by ALDO LEOPOLD ar 
ALDO LEOPOLD is known and honored wherever people truly love the land. He 

had the ability to express in words of exceptional beauty an appreciation of the way of life of all 

wild things. This book is the best of his writings. Ranging from minute observations of nature on 

his beloved Wisconsin farm to his theories that have helped revolutionize conservation in America, 

A SAND COUNTY ALMANAC is a permanent delight for every reader for whom a landscape holds a 

promise—and a secret. With 33 pencil drawings by Charles M. Schwartz, reproduced by a brand 

new continuous tone process. October 20. $3.50 

The book that makes modern art 
understandable 

; ’ LAYMAN’S GUIDE 9 
TO MODERN ART £75 

Painting for a Scientific Age a. | 
aa 

by MARY C.RATHBUN and BARTLETT aca 

H.HAYES, Jr. oom 
eat Ps 

This amazing book explains modern art to the layman in terms that make ny aiL.* 
sense. By visual example the authors demonstrate just what the abstract me ay . 
conception of art means and how it is used to depict invisible forces, ideas, ( > ne ON 

phenomena. For instance, they place side by side a Petty cartoon and an Peo FP 

El Greco to illustrate how “distortion” can be used for emotional effect. by. Wh \ 4 : F : ar WON 
‘They draw on the great art of all times and places, as well as comic strips e/ WV gM 

and photos, to show how modern art can be an intelligible, enjoyable ay; ‘ i} 
experience for everybody. With 100 illustrations, 17 in full color. 4 fi\ 

October 20. $4.00 Ra 
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SSN TEMPLATING the wonders of earth | 
eS, JT) and sky is likely to inspire reverence | 
V ———) i: in the most secular-minded, and, in 
B, BF QL] 1653, Oxford took note of this fact 
e4 (EER ASS with the publication of Ralph Austen’s 

BA RS eat S| THE SPIRITUAL USE OF AN ORCHARD, 
(Oe) or GARDEN OF FRUIT TREES. 
SSSI Although never a member of the 

: University, Austen was a practical gardener at Oxford— 
which may account for his work having gone into four 
editions despite contemporary objections to its heavily 
moral tone. 
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A History of Horticulture 

in America to 1860 
By U. P. HEDRICK 

“This is a remarkable book since it is authoritative and at the same _ 
time fascinating to any reader with the faintest interest in agricul- 
ture, horticulture or gardening . . . U. P. Hedrick has re-created the 
history of the advances in horticulture and has woven them com- 

pletely into the fabric of our daily lives and culture.” 
: —Lovis BROMFIELD. Illustrated. $7.50 

pot ples ee gy ag ag 

_The Land of the Crooked Tree 
: By U. P. HEDRICK 

A glorious remembrance of America’s youth by a man who shared 

it, “Not even Audubon is more vivid.” EDWIN Way TEALE. $4.00 

~ A Sand County Almanac 
By ALDo LEOPOLD 

Tlie intimate, personal observations of a great and much-loved 

American naturalist. “He wrote like Thoreau and Muir at their 

best...a deeply satisfying adventure.”"—Lewis GANNETT. 
“ Illustrated. $3.50 

wow wy 

Bird Life 
3 By Epwarp A. ARMSTRONG 

Important aspects of bird life all over the world discussed in detail 
by a noted English ornithologist. With 42 line drawings and 24 
photographs, $2.50. Write for descriptive circular of OXFORD 

Bird Books. : 

A Guide to Bird Watching _ 
By Josrpu J. HICKEY = 

A comprehensive, beautifully written discussion of the techniques | 

of bird watching which will enrich the enjoyment of tyro and pro- | 

fessional. A full-size book, excellently illustrated. $3.50 | 

At all bookstores | 

OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS- /‘7 Wey 
114 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK 11, N. Y. PoE
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| 4. or ae mutes and illustrated ... a delightful ‘ 
alle . . . It demonstrates that Aldo Leopold was : : 

ae a fine writer as well asa dette aie naturalist.” ae By ALDBDO LEOPOLD : 

Ve —JOHN KIERAN : 
ze Ks ee j Aldo Leopold is known and honored wherever people truly love the 

(i na ae ean a “man land. The personality that charmed all who knew him, or read him, — Le 
tle: With 33 —FAIRFIELD OSBORN comes through on every page of this, his best, most intimate writing. Wee 
Ws pencil drawings “What he has to say is of interest to everyone who .. . His gift of expression places him with such writers as Fabre and 

IR || ».by Charles W. Schwartz claims in any way to be nature lover, sportsman, Thoreau. Thus A SAND COUNTY ALMANAC is a permanent delight for , 
: $3.50 or conservationist.” —EDWARD H. GRAHAM every reader for whom a landscape holds a promise — and a secret. 

=e © 1k Oxford University Press + New york 11 + On sale at all bookstores ; ; 
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ty America's Abuse of the Land~ 
Wr. : 

A SAND COUNTRY Ae i in it, Leopold Has driven through 
Aldo Leopold. (Oxford Univ, fact to truth. Yet measured by 
$3.50.) ; Mer : R this standard, there is almost no 

HIS is a deceptively: modest oe avea in which we have made 
T ee: both in phyiieal pro- eo woruneaee eeeveties progress 

mes os oe in America. Nor we until portions and because Aldo eo “Ss thowa- eal Sauk ecules 

Leopold approaches his subject et fa ed tion have developed a new 

matter simply, poetically and Maat kk " understanding of and attitude to- 

with the humility of one who i A Pm F ward the land. 
knows how little man knows of ee ee , ree 
his relationship to the world he Qn tee" Pd R. LEOPOLD shows that the ¢ 

lives in. Do not be deceived by 4 be D greatest group of would-be f 

this modesty. Dr. Leopold is one ™ wet * conservationists are the 60,- bh 

of the great naturalists and i 000,000 or so plain people who r 

philosophers of our time; a man aay seek outdoor recreation in any of b 

who died too soon. The final ee y its myriad manifestations. There t 

chapters of “A Sand Country x F ra are the trophy seekers; the kill- 

Almanae’ constitute the most > ee ers of game or the less predatory 
profound statement yet made on Ff ’ collectors of photographs, flower 

the tremendously vital subject of se specimens or other tokens of t 
conservation. mf having “been places and done gs 

The book is divided into three PO A things.’ But mass pursuit and 
parts A series of seasonal es- ALDO LEOPOLD artificial management increas- 

says from the little abandoned ‘ ingly depreciate the quality and t 

Wisconsin farm where Aldo and LDO LEOPOLD came from value of the trophy; as witness 
his family found ‘refuge from A: family of Iowa outdoors- the fishermen in eastern states c¢| 

modernity”; episodes from his men. In 1909 he went to lining up their cars at the hatch- 
life and work in forestry, wild- Arizona and New Mexigo with the ery at dawn on March mornings, | 
life management . and ecology, U, S. Forest Service and there- ready to follow the trout+plant- 

from Canada to Mexico; and at after until 1928 followed the pro- ing trucks out to the polluted | 

the end his philosophical con- fession of forester. Then he en- streams on the deforested water- 

clusions drawn from these experi- tered the field of wildlife man- shed, there to’cast for liver-fed 

ences agement, which he helped to trout which have that day been 4g, 

Reading the first essays, this found and in which he became an liberated AND managers, of both tame 

| text is constantly in mind, “. . . acknowledged leader. The second Wildlife and wilderness have oj and wild lands, suffer most 
for they have eyes and see not.” set of essays covers these years always been of specific import- d oo. the harwark concept that 

Aldo Leopold had, in its most spent as a manager of wild land ance in our American culture, as i land is a personal commodity to 

ultimate sense, a faculty of see- and the life which inhabits it. exemplified by what Leopold d i ay attad y will, And in the 

ing which in most of us is sadly It is the last four essays in the eajls the “‘split-rail” virtues, s - appeengiela alee te impos- 

lacking. He was a keen and book which state Dr. Leopold's There is the need for solitude, f a e a ee davalopment pa 

curious observer of things in na- mature conclusions and his the “code of the sportsman," the w rT , : BS “hee aisoat none 

ture, understanding and measur- ‘philosophy of conservation.” “go light, one bullet” idea. h ee Bees . ee must learn that 

ing their significance in the Sportsmen will not like all these These, he fears, have been all ne is not the conqueror of the 

broader scene. Of the month of conclusions, Farmers, lumber- but destroyed by the exploitive ° jand community, but merely & 

March he says, “A cardinal, men, cattlemen and other ex- toa and Chamber of Com- t , . 

istli 
. ? citizen of it. How can he do this, 

, Whistling spring to a thaw but ploiters of the land will shrug ji erce and by the sporting goods P' when even his teachers have not 
later finding himself mistaken, and say these things are im- gadgeteer. Note the road pushed ™ yor learned what “iand® iat It is 

can retrieve his error by resum- practical. Yet it is doubtful that into the last wilderness, the Ti Gee. sum! total of Roll, wateraalr, 

eee ease silence A chip any jof these: can sucossarylly plane alighting on the last lake, 4 sun and all the wild or domestic 
munk, emerging for a sun bath challenge a single one of the con- gunners slaughtering waterfowl § fauna and flora found within a 

| but finding a blizzard, has only cepts which Dr. Leopold has set th Canade, and. Mexico, Game P given land community. 

Be eo beck eee, But a wild cont ii cue q Managers work to provide game, & It is energy flowing upward 
goose, staking two hundred Conservation,” he says, “is @ Vig op artificial, to kill; wports. | Pe Ncs tua land ayramids with 

miles of black night on the state of harmony between man 1. without leadership any- P as >, soil and 
” ' . sun as the motive force, soil at 

chance of finding a hole in the and land. where, take their ideals from t J ‘ he base, and plants 
(frozen) lake, has no easy chance ‘Think down to the heart of this 7400’ a avcrticome CHR eee Be the ee ee, 

gadget advertisements. and animals as the complex 

of retreat His arrival carries statement and you will see that @ nt idee When we have 

the conviction of a prophet who nothing need be added to it, nor a ; ascending layers. : x 

has burned his bridges can anything be subtracted, that parent en, re at 4p es aid, » developed a ec 

———— eit 
pperstle’ and ethical attitude to 

ward it, Conservation will be 

come possible, but hardly before 
this 

LEONARD HALI. 
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From Washington Post, Sunday, December 18, 1949 

( An Articulate Observer 

A PRACTICAL NATURALIST EYES OUR RUINOUS WAKE 

by Sterling North 

A SAND COUNTY ALMANAC. By Aldo Leopold. Oxford, 226 pp. $3.50. 

The angry books descend upon me daily, like a menacing squadron of dive 

bombers. More books wing in on atomic warfare. More about Stalin and John 

L. Lewis. More about Soviet Russia. 

Imckily we live by a lake and waterfall in the mountains of New Jersey. 

As I unwrap the book a doe is mirrored as she slips through the evergreens 

to drink. A blue heron stands in the shallow water awaiting an unwary 
trout. We have had egrets this year, an osprey and the 17-inch pileated 

woodpecker. It has been a banner year, for I have been able to vhotograph 

at close renge the downy young of America's most beautiful waterfowl, the 

wood duck. 

Such interludes, together with the arrival of such books as "A Sand 
County Romance," help to keep me sane in an era of international insanity. 

The late Aldo Leopold, who was both better writer and a better natural- 
ist than Thoreau, felt much as I do about our overpowmlated, overmechanized 

planet. He had nothing but pity for the unobservant prisoners of civiliza- 

tion who povulate our teeming, striving cities, the bored sophisticates who 

have never lifted their eyes to wedge-shaped cavalecades of wild geese, who 

cannot interpret the hierogryphics on new-fallen snow, and who think that a 

quail is something that one eats on toast. 

Life in Balance 

As the author points out, while man destroys the topsoil, devastates 
the forests, mows down the wildlife, turns prairies into dust bowls and con- 

tinues to propagate his competitive kind with a fecundity which would embar- 
rass the rabbit, flora and fauna which have at least an eaual right to live 

upon this planet are being rushed to extinction. 

To the economic determinists (including the Communists), Leopold gave 

an unassailable ecological answer. When the biota of any given area is in 

balance, we live happily. We hsve food, clothing and shelter; we have a 

biological relationship with the other fauna and flora which allows human 

life to verpetuate itself without too mich strife. 

But when through blind, greedy, self-centered materialism (either 

capitalistic or communistic) we look upon this vlanet merely as an expend- 

able and exploitable source of human gratification, we quickly get the 

lend out of balance and in the end doom our own svecies. 

\
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( Our rivers become clogged with eroded topsoil and sewage and industrial 
debris. Our cut-over forest land becomes nothing but a fire hazard. Floods 
end droughts mark our pathway to empire and oblivion. And the birds and 

beasts and flowers and trees, which might have helped us to retain the fer- 
tility of our ravished terrestrial ball, flee before the savege attack of 
homo sapiens. 

He Left Disciples 

Leopold was no sentimentalist like Donald Culross Peattie. He was not 
a hermit or eccentric. He was one of the most practical and farsighted men 

who ever inspired our Forest Service to save some part of what was left of 

our dwindling wood lot. In his final job as professor of game management 

at the University of Wisconsin, he inspired hundreds of young men to go 
forth and preach his vhilosophy. 

At his farm near the Wisconsin River he himself spent his weekends 
practicing what he preached. And his acute observation of every living thing 

upon that farm will make any amateur naturalist like this reviewer wonder if 
he can ever hope to become so closely attuned to wild goose and field mouse, 

muskrat and white-tailed deer, grouse and blue-winged teal, as was Aldo 

Leopold, the prophet of balanced ecology. 

His chapter on the sky dance of the woodcock tops all the nature re- 

porting of our generation. It is a tragedy that he did not live to see 

his book in print. To me it is more important than Thoreau's "Walden."
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A Wisconsin Philosopher us to learn to “think like a mountain” |, 
Aldo Leopold was a forester and and not to let our rivers wash the future 

professor of game management at the — into the sea. But we cut away our | 

University of Wisconsin. He died a_ forests like a prodigal and never 
year ago last spring fighting a grass fire. | thought of replacing them until the 

( Now a little book has been published stark results of our carelessness faced 

that he wrote and it has attracted the | us. And we permitted the waters to |, 

keen interest and admiration of nature carry our priceless soil wherever they | 

lovers across the continent. J would, with a shrug of our shoulders as |, 

When Wisconsin, two years ago, | though nothing could be done about it |; 

‘i dedicated a monument to the carrier. until, again, we were faced with a bur- | 

pigeons which once oO Loa | den and Sg ; a ae and a 

but are no more, Mr. Leopold wrote: we commenced to do what we mig 

“For one species to mene ge death — have done long decades before. | 
of another is a new thing under the sun, | z * a 

The Cro-Magnon who slew the last mam- _ Here, in Mr, pipes a bese eRe 
moth thought only of steaks. The sports- — , structive and practical philosopher, | 
man who shot the last pigeon thought sees value in land, in trees, in water, | Y 

only of his prowess. The sailor who — and in the inhabitants of the forest and 

Pears: last ae acuely of ae | is pained while the rest of us waste our 
pb BY aU BRE es (0 DANE Obl OUP eon, substance, thinking not of the morrow 

: mourn the loss. Had the funeral been p 
x ours, the pigeons would hardly have and content to let the morrow take care | 

mourned us. In this fact, rather than in of itself. i 
~. Mr. DuPont’s nylon or Mr. Vannevar Mr. Leopold’s practical side may ; 

“2” Bush’s bombs, lies objective evidence of be found in his expression: 

* our superiority over the beast. “There are two.spiritual dangers in 
a Mr, Leopold not only performed his not owning a farm. One is the danger of 

duties at the university but whenever he supposing that breakfast comes from 
could he got out into the country, and — the ErOrery : ie the a tee | 

i i i comes from the furnace. 
ecm ssi ae ra i minority, the opportunity to see wild geese i 

5S Chine! P y is more important than television, and ithe y 

Wisconsin forests that were no more, chance to find a pasque-flower is a right 
was of more worth and interest than the as inalienable as free speech.” 
counting house or the stock market. Philosophers of his breed have 

Reviewing his book, Lewis Gannett double sight or at least some senses that | 
of the New York Herald-Tribune re- are not common to the rest of humanity. || 
veals how Mr. _Leopold followed the Fortunately Mr. Leopold put down his |! 
story of Wisconsin nature back from the thoughts in writing. And ‘more for- i 
bootlegger who burned some old farm tunately still, they have found publica- 
house and disappeared in the great de- tion and appreciation. Hl 
pression, and then: i 

“He cut back to 1925, the year of 
Wisconsin’s last pine marten; 1923, the 
year of the state’s first starling; 1915, 
when a foolish governor pontificated that 
‘state forestry is not a good business 
proposition;’ 1909, when smelt were first 
planted in the Great Lakes; 1899, year of 
the last passenger pigeon; 1896, when one 
village, Spooner, sent 25,000 prairie chick- 
ens to market; 1893, year of the storm that 
killed the bluebirds; 1890, when the Bab- 
cock Milk Tester began making Wisconsin 
America’s dairyland; 1887, year of the | 
state’s first game wardens. Soon the chips 
came from the 1870s when Wisconsin had | 

. its carousal in wheat, leaving the sand 
countries gray, and when the first factory- 
made barbed wire was stapled to oak 
trees; from 1866, when the last native 
Wisconsin elk was killed, and 1865, the | 
core year, and the year when John Muir | 
tried to buy his farm home, 30 miles east 
of Mr. Leopold’s cabin on the Wisconsin 
river, as a sanctuary for the wild flowers | 
that had gladdened his boyhood.” 

ao EA That is history, but the kind of 
_ history that is not too often presented. 
- It is a story of a great state, not so much 

of its people as of its gifts from Heaven 
and whatshaphened to them. And it 
shows how people in different genera- 
tions view their problems or the events 

{ that pass in review before them. 
God, Mr. Leopold insisted, wanted
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: Re Pp or t A Quiet Novel 
Vormmemccumenes:| By AUGUST DERLETH] siee2cemmereren 

( (. ALDO LEOPOLD — All ( [ “THAT LAND IS a commun- | } 3 \Y genuine conservationists ity|is the basic concépt of ecol- | 1 
tnroughout Wisconsin. and {| 08%, but that land is to be loved } 

| the Midwest generally realized .| and:respected is an extension of | ¢ 
that in the death of Aldo Leo- :| ethies. That land yields a cul- t 

| pold Wisconsin lost one of its tural harvest is a fact long | ¢ most able men in the field of known, but latterly often for- | ¢ vonservation. Posthumous pub- gotten, These essays attempt | t | lication of his book. A SANDY. to weld these three concepts... | 4 | COUNTY AL es Nothing could be more salutary | ¢ | MANAC (Ox. Gay at this stage than a little | t ford, $3.50) of- pe healthy contempt for a plethora | £ fers ample ev- #* SEE J ene that ne ae _ 
leath deprive gee 

us also of an (#2 of material blessings. Perhaps 
‘author of no fe 4 such a shift of values can be 
mean merit, © - al achieved by reappraising things 
for his book is 4m | unnatural, tame and confined in 
one of those . terms of things natural, wild, rare volumes 4 and free.” 
to which sen- 4 ++ + ‘ sitive and in- Lae re ALDO LEOPOLD in his 
telligent read- a cogent introduction to a + 
ers will turn ; | book which is certain to | 
again and 4 become a minor nature classic, | 
again. In a a and a milepost, in conservation _ 
very real Derleth literature. A persuasive writer, 
sense. A SANDY COUNTY AL- Leopold makes one see and hear } 
MANAC contains the essence of the aspects of earth he sees and 
Aldo Leopold and his philoso- hears—the skunk coming from 
phy hibernation in dead of winter, 
“THERE ARE SOME who can the carp exploring the inundated 

Nive without wild things, and land, the gabbling of migratory 
some who cannot,” he writes in | geese, the sky dance of the E 
the foreword completed only a woodcock, though he did not live 
Short time before his untimely long enough to discover whether 
death “These essays are the de- the bird’s flight sound was of | | lights and dilemmas of one who pinions or a twittering, the up- 
cannot... . For us of the minor- land plover, trout fishing, ete. ily, the opportunity to see geese aa esa ob , | 
is more important than televi- THE SETTING of his almanac 
sion. and the chance to find a is Wisconsin; but hisrandom | | 
pasque-flower is a right as inali- sketches range from Wisconsin | 
enable as free speech... . We throughout the Midwest to Ari- 
of the minority see a law of di- zona, New Mexico, Mexico, Ore- i 
minishing returns in progress; gon, Utah, and Manitoba. These | 
oul opponents do not.” are of a piece, and the closing } 

A_ SAND COUNTY .ALMA- section of the book is a natural 
NAC is divided into three parts, outgrowth of the first two parts. | 
the first of which is a kind of “Conservation is a state of har- ~ | 
journs} of life on the author’s mony between men and land,” bi} 
sand farm weekend refuge, holds Leopold, deploring that 
month by month, an account of conservation still proceeds at a | 
things seen and heard. The | snail’s pace while in many places | 
second part consists of random in the world countries thought | ‘| sketches designed to show how! to be'far more backward than  ~ ‘| Leopo: learned that most peo- our own have greater and more. 
ple were out of step, and how he | effective conservation laws in ef- _ \ || became the ardent conservation- | fect, : { ‘| ist he was, Finally, the third | , Keay ae 
part sets forth a philosophy of — HIS ARGUMENT IS far more 

{| Conservation. | effective than. many another 
’ a presented with, more fanfare. CONSERVATION IS get- Perhaps it is because he has so ting nowhere because it is in- | ¢ skillfully set the stage in his | compatible with our Abrahamic | ’ opening sections. But quite concent of land. We abuse land | | apart from this superficial as- 

because we regard it as a com- | | pect. of propaganda, Aldo Leo- ‘|, Modity belonging to us. When pold has left behind him in a we see land as a community to SAND COUNTY ALMANAC a | }| which we belong, we may begin | little book of essays which will | o use it with love and respect. take its place on many shelves 
|| There is no other way for land beside ‘Thoreau, Hudson, Sharp, .| 0 survive the impact of mecha- Burroughs and Peattie. 3| ized man, nor for us to reap k Wg geet { y| from it the esthetic harvest it is | Pr ;| Capable, under science, of con- { 4 ;| Wibkuting to culture. i
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A Sand County 

AND SKETCHES HERE AND.THERE 
By pier putes 

ALDO LEOPOLD 

Illustrated by 

CHARLES E. SCHWARTZ



ORDER FORM 

MASELEY’S INC. 

24 East Mifflin St. 
Madison 3, Wisconsin 

Please send M€..cercconnncopy (ies) of A SAND 

COUNTY ALMANAC at 3.50 each. 

(1) Charge my account. ( Payment enclosed. 

A Sand County Almanac will be a permanent 

delight to the reader who has a true appreciation 

of the land, who will relish the extraordinary 

information about the ways of nature with 

which this book is filled. To read these essays 

is to develop a deeper awareness of the land 

and its wildlife and a sharper eye and ear for 

its sights and sounds. The sketches vary from 

a charming description of a small wild flower 

to a thoughtful expression of the author's phil- 

osophy on conservation. The book has been 

handsomely illustrated with pencil drawings. 

248 pp. 33 illus. $3.50 
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ALDO LEOPOLD 
One of the world’s great naturalists, Aldo 

Leopold was a leader in the conservation move- 
ment. He also had the ability to express in words 
of exceptional beauty the way of life of all wild 
things. Writer, lecturer, teacher—in each of 
these capacities Aldo Leopold showed unmis- 
takably that conservation is the extension of 
ethics from people to land; that until we love 
and respect the land, there is no chance for it 
to survive the impact of mechanized land-use 
or for us to reap from it the esthetic harvest it 
is capable of contributing to culture through 
science. 

Aldo Leopold introduced the idea of setting 
aside certain forest areas as permanently pro- 
tected wilderness and acted as consultant for 
many states. The University of Wisconsin 
created a chair of game management for him 
in 1933—a position he still held in-April 1948, 
when he died fighting a grass fire on a neigh- 
bor’s farm in Sand County, Wisconsin. 

CONTENTS 
Part I. A SAND County ALMANAC: January Thaw; 
Good Oak; The Geese Return; Come High Water; 
Draba; Bur Oak; Sky Dance; Back from the Argen- 
tine; The Alder Fork; Great Possessions; Prairie 
Birthday; The Green Pasture; The Choral Copse; 
Smoky Gold; Too Early; Red Lanterns; If I Were the 
Wind; Axe-in-Hand; A Mighty Fortress; Home 
Range; Pines above the Snow; 65290. 

Part II. SkeTcHES HERE AND THERE: Marshland 
Elegy; The Sand Counties; Odyssey; On a Monument 
to the Pigcon; Flambeau; Illinois Bus Ride; Red Legs 
Kicking; On Top; Thinking like a Mountain; 
Escudilla; Guacamaja; The Green Lagoons; Song of 
the Gavilan; Cheat Takes Over; Clandeboye. 

Part III: THE UpsHor: Conservation Esthetic; Wild- 
life in American Culture; Wilderness; The Land Ethic.
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The intimate revelations 
of a famous friend 

° 

«of American forests 

= <i aS o : : ng _ ALDO oa : 

(aS LEOPOLD 
|e, “| A Sand County 

\ Me = Almanac 
[a And Sketches Here and There 

HE personality that charmed all who knew or heard 

or read Aldo Leopold comes through on every page 

of this wise and delightful book—the “credo” of a 

life-long worker for the forests of America and their wild 

life. 

( Ido Leopold reviews forty years’ worth of experiences— 

revealing, amusing and tragic—with the friends and foes 

of conservation. In graphic “prose poems” of insight and 

beauty he gives detailed observations of wild life on a 

mid-western farm. He defines what his burning love for 

the forests and their creatures really meant—not only to 

him but to all who want an unspoiled America. 

A SAND COUNTY ALMANAC is a permanent delight 

for everyone who loves the forests and its denizens. Here 

is an inspiring, informative, invigorating memorial to the 

man who helped revolutionize conservation in America. 

With 33 drawings by Charles W. Schultz 

At all bookstores * $3.50 

OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS 
114 Fifth Avenue e New York 11, N. Y.
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And at Moseley’s you're sure to find Madison’s most 
complete selection, whether it be Fiction, 

Historical, Sports, or just any book 
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| Sand Country Almanac Mary " Cosmopolitan World Atlas 
\ by Aldo Leopold ‘ “se splee one “ by Rand McNally 

Essays arranged in journal my hi n vit aly by A brand new and up-to-date 
style by Wisconsin’s favorite story of the Mother of Jesus, by atlas. complete in every detail, 
atu eeceneegs.g0. 1 Author oF Me, Nexans, $12.50 
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We have received a copy of “A Sand : 
County Almanac”, by Aldo Leopold 
(Oxford University Press, $3.50). 

“To him who in the love of nature 
Holds communion with her forms more 

visible 
She speaks a various language... ” 
wrote William Cullen Bryant, and it is 
strikingly evident that Mr. Leopold had 
an abundance of that love as he entered 
the field and stream and forest, and was | 
not only able to understand the language | 
of nature, but had the gift to transfer it 
to ink and paper that thousands of oth- 
ers might enjoy the interpretation. 

A Sand County Almanac is a collec- 
tion of nature stories and essays’ drawn 
from years of close association and love 
of nature. It ends with a plea for the 
conservation of our land, wild life, flow- | 
ers and forests, with many good sug- 
gestions and plans to that end. 

A Sand County Almanac will not ap- | 
peal to a great number of people (more 
is the pity), but to those that love our | 
forest and streams and wild animals and | 
fowl this book will be a treasure which | 
they can go to often for comfort and | 
inspiration. 22) 

{
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Between the Bookends | 

Our St dship of the Earth | 
“A | County Almatiac” =~} ge ee faaccording to the County Clerk, is 
~ Pee Leopold. _ ) oe the extent of my domain . . . Ex-|/ 
Oxford University Press 3 : panses unknown to deed or map) 

2 ‘ Te EER gs ae : = |are known to every dawn, and sol-| 
1 Reviewed by A. W. Schorger | _ é : = | itude supposed no longer to exist 

( i | : == jin my country, extends on every 
The fundamental resource of ee * | hand as far as the dew can reach.” | mankind is the land with its flora 8 = “Like other great landowners, I} 

and fauna, and we are fortunate 3 oe == |have tenants, They are negligent indeed to be called to account for oo — = |about rents, but very punctilious|; 
our stewardship in ‘A Sand Coun- - Se. : | jabout tenures. Indeed at every| 
ty Almanac.” | oe. [| daybreak from April to July they 

This book of essays was writ- oe == |proclaim their boundaries to each 
ten by a scientist, sportsman, and oe other, and so acknowledge, at least 
zeaious conservationist, ee =" |by inference, their fiefdom to me.” 

Through years of patient study | [eae 3. |  _. | His charming appreciation of}, 
of plaats, birds, and mammals,| 5 = _, {nature is seen in the solitary walk }, 
Aldo Weopold developed his phi- i >? » _ Jor in the pursuit of ruffed grouse { 
losophy of the oneness of all na-|°  & ee son a bright October day, when the | 

' ture. Man is-but a segment yet} § = 4% "ae -_-_ {needles of the tamarack are gold-| 
the ose disrupting force. Below; - 44a = =  ~ fen-.and the leaves of the black- 
him are an infinite number of in-|) sherry are “red lanterns.” The 

| terdependent organisms from es woodeock “dances” in the sky at draba, the lowly plant, to the C r—isS , jtwilight, and in autumn that pe-/ 
lordly buck of Leopold’s admired culiar daybreak chorus of the ‘ Galivan. j = |quail is heard. ; ; | 

me Fine Writing, Attitude FE —S Sought a Pattern 
The Boag is divided ae three bo . He set himself the task of de-) 

parts comprising sketches of the ALDO LEOPOLD termining a pattern most effective 
sandy country on the Wisconsin The late Aldo Leopold was for censervation and nothing | 

cy river where “the shack” is locat-| University of Wisconsin pro- could Geflect him from this pur- 
-ed, essays on areas studied from| fessor of wildlife manage- /Pose., He points out that the pres- | 
Mexico to Canada, and messages} ment and member of the state’ |eMt attempt to cater to widely di-| 
on conservation. The exquisite} conservation commission, versified outdoor interests ends 
drawings by Charles W. Schwartz } i with pleasing none. 
enhance our pleasure in the vol-|admirable attitude towards life.| For him, “Conservation is a}, 
ume. f Riches, he infers, are but a state state of harmony between men 

: f The essays contain some espe-|of mind: pad the land.” — 
cially fine writing and show an| “One hundred and twenty acres,| The greatest of sports is re-| ‘ 7 \ kearch in wildlife, the unravelling || 

of the multitude of complexities | 
in the hiotic community. He de- 
plores that land is used Buy, for |, ( the owner’s self-interest with no|) 
thought for the coming genera-| 
tions; acd that federal policies in|, 
conservation are based solely on|, 
monetary gain and in the end}. 
must fail. It.is foreseen by him] 
that true progress will come only |* 
when the ethics of conservation]. 
leads him to voluntary practise,



( A SAND_COUNTT, ALMANAC, by. jany standard of value or tarmning 
lo Pp Y |practice presently known, it woul id 

Ghats Wat arte (oe Se: lrequire a return to simple living 
P f , | $3.50), and less ee from the soil. 

Hh q I” ‘words so carefully chosen that|So oe fa i laeiterryiae <a 
PO ON ; 5 By even that of our i 

An ry) 7 the prose approaches poetry,’ the that are so widely accepted as en-| 

Nia icky » j late Dr. Aldo Leopold has related) that ate so widely atcehee ae 
1 ie VAMAO GL) AMF ITLL (72 experiences on his Wisconsin farm aa ce , has been in the oppostt 

Wy: } p oO i PI yt M | and a philosophy toward pete in BAeeetion. ‘ 

df 
‘this collection of writings and lec- Waste of Land Values. 

Mea } ETIC LEA ; OR ERCY tures, published posthumously. Be-| The disputes concerning Dr, Leo- 

tt i fa ; + cause of the far-reaching effect his|pold’s theories center largely on the | 

« if " To SOIL THAT SUSTAINS Us thinking has had on nature con-|individual’s concept of the manner 

Naat a servation, as well as for the beauty|in which humans shall survive. / 

‘Charming Style Characterizes Collected Writings and Lec- Ce Eee ‘eam eeeve ety oe ae 

tures of the Late Aldo Leopold of the University of | Wop. about, thet shod [ _miss,|conceded. Some persons hope that 
cs Wisconsin, Who Established Wildlife Manage- me thirty-five illustrai Jons, in-'scientific substitutions of animals 

j Kh ment as a Science. y f ’ 
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; SET Bees ae ee ats es rupert 
the ONE or CHARLES W. SCHWARTZ’s DRAWINGS FOR “A SAND County | 

ALMANAC.” f a 

eluding several full-page drawings,) and plants eventually will create 

by Charles W. Schwartz of Jeffer-| balance whereby soil fertility will be 

son City add to the value of the|maintained and more economic 

book. The selection of Schwartz, a|products will inhabit the land. The 

Holoete en for the Missouri|substitution of cattle for buffalo is 

Conservation commission, to do the|an example, but not too good a one! 

art work confirms the opinion of|since other ecological factors that 

many Middle Westerners that he is|controlled buffalo have been re-| 

among the country’s.finest wildlife|moved from the range. There, 0 

artists. ue is another school of thought 
Flements of Fertility. that has despaired of natural food 

Like all thoughts that contain |Production and looks to laboratory 

elements of greatness, Dr. Leopold’s Manufacture of chemical food as 
concept is simple. The idea evalu- ™an’s salvation. 
ates land productivity not in terms _The thinking of Dr. oe se 

of soil alone. He viewed productive far has gained only one stronghold 

( and as a biotic community in which|and ae in the wildlife manage- 
_ the plant and animal life and water Ment field. Dr. Leopold established 

resources which built it are essen-| Wildlife management as a science 
tial elements: in maintaining fer-jin 1933, when a chair was created 
‘tility.’ (eae Si ‘ for him at the University of Wis- 
“The basic truth of the general as-|consin. His volume “Game Man- 

_sertion, gains ‘common. acceptance agement,” published in 1936, has 
among those who look toward land|been accepted as the handbook of 

\ bi at fuel that: sustains life, The|the profession. SN 
difficulty lies in application. Byl - | Wayne W. HAN.ey,
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A SAND COUNTRY ALMANAC, by Aldo Leopold. (Oxfor 
Univeral ssseit-20) .. If you are interested in the many | 
moods of nature, or wild nS this is your book. |
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final section, “ The Upshot,” 
( | Bali a lifetime of powerful 

thinking on conservation. In four 
| Jengthy essays, pungent, ae 

Lia gent, sometimes despairing a tae | 
ike he | ways Bates Mee a fre’ (| Critic Wishes rire ou me cous os ee 

9 i. no ponseivauonist = ei 
\ K T . lete until he 

He d ritten | the’ philosofieal content of these 
| | pieces. See ene 

This Vol | is Volume | 

“A SAND COUNTY ALMA- 
NAC AND SKETCHES HERE | 
AND THERE,” by Aldo Leopc | 
Oaford, $3.50.)- (0 25 {049 | 

Reviewed by Victor P. Hass | 
If, by some incredible stroke of | 

fortune, I could have had my | 
choice of authoring any book pub- 
lished in America in 1949, this is 
the book I would have chosen. “A 
Sand County Almanac” is one of 
the most beautiful, heart-warming 
and important nature books to 
appearin “years. Perhaps only 
Joseph Wood Krutch’s “The 
Twelve Seasons” and Roy Bedi- 
check’s “ Adventures with a Texas 
Naturalist” can equal it in con- 
temporary nature writing. 

Aldo Leopold, for whom the 
University of Wisconsin created 
a chair in game management in 
1933, and who died in 1948 while 
fighting a grass fire on a neigh- 
bor’s Adams county [Wis.] farm, 
has set down here the “ delights 
and dilemmas” of one who could 
not live without wild things. To 
him, the opportunity to see wild 
geese was more important than 

television. He was of that rapidly 
disappearing minority who felt 
that “ nothing could be more salu- 
tary at this stage then a little 
healthy contempt for a plethora 
of material blessings.” 

eoee 

Mr. Leopold’s book is divided ~ 
into three parts. The first is a | 
lengthy, many-essayed account of } 
life on his 120 acre farm in sandy, 
south central Wisconsin and of the 
amazing world of wildlife he ob- 
served there. Some of this is 
straight nature writing of geese, | 
songbirds, pastures, wildfowling 
and yet he has made of the cut- 
ting down of a single tree a re- 
markably vivid history of conser= 
vation in Wisconsin from the be- 
ginning. 

In the middle section the em- 
phasis shifts to Mr. Leopold’s 
working and hunting trips into 
Iowa, Arizona, New Mexico, and | 
old Mexico, but even here the pres- | 

ence of his Wisconsin acres is 
never absent, and indeed one of 
the essays, “ Marshland Elegy,” is 
one of the most poetic and. sensi- 
ble pieces on the subject that I | 
have.ever..read.,
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Book: of the Week | i Love of All Life 
& ) , in “A Sand County Almanac,”|! Revealed if% Book I discovered a side to io Leo-|} . a 

AS jold’s nature with which I was]. A_SAND COUNTY ALI AC AND Pp ; ; "ft SKETCHES HERE E. By S* not entirely familiar, Leopold al a Aldo Leopold. 226 pp. New. : Ox- | {yy ways meant to me the very ulti-|’) ford University Press. $3 
~ mate in technical knowledge of Pay Here is a book admirers of William | 

» game management and wildlife) Beebe or of the Irish naturalist, Rob- 
‘Of conservation. In this new book, ert Gibbings, can scarcely fail to en- 

published by Oxford University t joy. For the author, also a celebrated | 
2 Press at $3.50, I have found Aldo naturalist, is at once their peer as a 
SS Leopold, the poet, philosopher|& writer of distinguished prese. Until he Bia the ideale L pot) his life more fen eae 380, 

& ‘ ali 2 ighting a grass fire, io )pol 
& a Pa eS Saas cores iad ecupied the chair of “game man- |, + f J Lcaeein agement” created for him by the Uni-'|, ~& them is to develop a deeper ap- | versity of Wisconsin. _ ie. yj Preciation™ for ‘the: Tand “arid its). | The book is divided into three parts, ? SE wildlife and a Keener eye and’ eat} the first two being indicated in the Book Ny for sights and sounds. Charles title; the third, under the capiet, ae ook o. ‘i Wr ecnwarte aids to The book's} | Upshot,” which the author feare 

In “A ee a interest with his fine illustrations. wi wane find so ee od ae fe . ido Leo- viewer’s opinion real ‘ 
t oe 1 Ade on I was) book, if not the most entertaining. Flee Te Me Tc onbld all Compiled from the author’s many con- | not entirely familiar. - ulti, ‘ tributions to wild life and scientific | ways meant to me the a iY ee sy, “A SAND COUNTY ALMANAC,” | journals, amounting to finely wrought mate in technical knowledge | by Aldo Leopo%d (Oxford, $3.50, pp. essays, the book does not éasily lend game management and wildlif | _ 226), \ itself to a review. 
conservation. In this new Ba ak noe, informative aie paces “Sand ae Almanac” is a roll - which 0 the months of one year on a smi ues ten Pas ce iATao £ Scheauty of untouched wilderness, of backwoods farm in one of the Sand oe eee t, philosopher “marshes, and farming. The author counties of Wisconsin, chosen for its Peter 2 | oF a forester, professor of game thin soil, its isolation from motor and the naturalist. lightful mien eee ea at tae unieersity of trucks, and its freedom from tourists. | The book is a ool To rea “sa ASU eae baits t's Its crop consists of wild flowers and | tion of Leopold's essays. q a ——— ; shrubs, game birds, deer, trout, of them is to develap a deeper o oe h ol | course, and a few predators such as | preciation for the Jand and its co fF ‘ US TAC | r i mink, nusbanded as thoughtfully as | 
wildlife and a keener eye and ea = their prey. The man loved the wilder- |, for sights and one ee ees ee me 5 he < 'W. Schwartz adds to the boo ie U. S. Forest Service—he loved a \ i illustrations. wild things, particularly he loved interest with his fine il i ] ruffed grouse. Two quotations set this aS es eS eee | forth: “There are two kinds of hunt- ! 

ing: Ordinary hunting and ruffed 
grouse hunting—and again, “Every- 
body knows * * * that the North Woods 
is the land, plus a red maple, plus a 
ruffed grouse.” 

Part Two recounts thrilling experi- 
ences with wild life in Mexico, a West and in Manitoba, while P. rt | 
Three is concerned wholly with con- 
servation of land, water and all living 
things. Much is‘said here of the “Con- 
servation Ethic,” of ecology, of the 
“Biola” and biotic processes. Most of | 
the land in our country, the author 
believed, is “sick”; erosion sure to 
continue, He had little confidence in 
Government husbandry and a healthy 
aversion for alphabetical agencies with | 
but little regard for Chambers of Com- 
merce. Only when society develops a] 
truly conservation ethic; when ad 
He is husbanded because of is ical | ™ 0 do so and not because of economics; 

| KECKLER, a The Great Dane. Judy te ated West eae 
. Co. 1949. $3. : i “ epee discussion of the history, breeding, as the pollution of streams is only now } 

care, training and exhibiting.” Il LG need ee Sp eee ie } % as e author believed, we get on 
LEAHY, Frank. Notre Dame Football. Prentice | See aie eee en without || Hall. 9/6. $3. ‘ bei 7 * tion eing touched by the man’s zeal for piinutg peel eter ne fe eat | all living things. On putting it down | Diets y i | Seretely pe eam oe to | : mi e familiar lines, the substance 

ILD, Aldo. A Sand County Almanac, of which must surely have been his ! 
Dod e ches Here and There. Oxford. Pee ns ec eae ea] 27. $3.50. Qustos May : e e: 10 S| ! ( Be naturale een sportsman “and” able | All things both great and small; | 
writer. Delightful essays describe wild life in For the dear God who loveth us ! 
Wisconsin, some episodes pointing up the need | He made and loveth all. ; for conservation. Author develops a fine con- The exquisite illustrations of Charles 
cept of conservation, not economic, but basically W. Schwartz, one must add, are thor- 
ethical, urging need for an ecological con- | oughly in keeping with the spirit of 
science. Illustrated by Charles W. Schwartz the book. anh: 
Recommended. ee : ee ’ 

Chatanoogusimes
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TwoMenPraise SS 
| i d 

A FS at the nostalgic remembrances 
( 3 4] brought to mind by the Country- | 

Z £ dD man’s descriptions of turning the 
f ee 7 | grindstone, pitching horseshoes, — 

. yj — following the lamplighter, or rid- | 
p Ou ly e ing through ‘covered bridges. 

i fr | Women will remember with de- | 
A SAND COUNTY ALMANAC | light the succulent dishes their 

E LL Cree BERR AND | mothers prepared from recipes 

THERE, by Aldo Leopold. for such foods as Indian Pudding 

“cena Oxford University Press, G50. | here recorded by Mr. Pearson. 
"3 maaan Others will wonder at the quaiat | 

GOUNTRYMAN’S YEAR, by New England names for things: | 
Haydn Pearson. , Whittlesey “thank-you-ma’ams” and ‘“kiss- 

| House. £30: /6 Vy mequicks’; “two wheeled deme | 
ecrats” and “fringe-tapped  sur- 

et ERLE [ reys”; “pungs” and “carryalls.” — 

Two nature books for adults These short essays frequently 
which are far more than just contain homely bits of philosophy 
books about natire have appeared ~ pertaining to the rustic man’s 
this month, when Nature puts on beliefs or practices, such as the 
her October glory. In the autumn, logic attendant upon whittling, | 
-mankind is again conscious of his \ the ‘Sagacity evinced from -the-| 
brethern—the-flora. and fauna. .of store-porch rockers, or the family — 
the universe—in surroundings loyalty surrounding a kerosene | 
made spectacular, or pathetic, a Jamp. All in all, “Countryman’s — 
often by his own attempt to im- y ‘Year” furnishes seasonal enjoy- 
prove upon nature. Y ‘men for vicarious country living | 

e+ s via. the armchair. | 
Conservation. ‘ a “Like Aldo Leopold’s book, this 

Not the least of man’s efforts ‘ne too has graphic illustrations. 
has been expended in what he ‘The former is accompanied by | 
calls “conservation.” Aldo Leopold, mid-page pen-and-ink sketches, | 
author of “A Sandy County, Al- | chiefly of animals in characteris- 
manac,” was for many years a | \ tic poses; the latter by twenty- 
leader in the conseryation move- nine full-page photographs of 
ment. Acting in the forestry serv- typical New England scenes—past 
ice for the U. S. government, he and present—done in rich sepia 
Saw with more than a huntsman’s | tones. \ } 
eye and loved all things that grew rahirieteiereroeees fl 
in the wilderness. } 
Weekending on his Wisconsin | 

farm, he learned the ways of 
wood folk, from grouse and glebe 

, to muskrat and marten. The 
~ flowers, too, on his sand farm 
and the very soil itself taught 
him much that books could never 
have explained about the inter- 
dependent biotic chain, culminat- 
ing in man. : te — = “ ia 

: 4 * ty * Rig hereon OSE ees joes joxs We LA “V4: ON THIS WEEK'S BOOK LIST ] 
and breathed upon a poet’s | Tyg Frti0N 7 cathe Pie tn ace a 
delight, “Sketches Here and |g) art Hatth Abldes.” by Geore R, Stew. we NONSFICHON SN = 
There,” which form the second >} would Haspen if ihe hemag on what —_“Edueation of a Humanist,” by Albert 
part of his book, show that Leo- | almost ‘entisely: wiped’ outs” Sl feel timpartanes teat sducatigh a 
pold is certainly one of those per- ~ pan, Pe ot Glovannt Boc- world “today. ile alee aaa | 
sons who “cannot live without Stare gecorative drawings bY 8 fn 6d, tc wand ‘Theres by Alto 
wild things.” From these record- RE i acre f new enition Yorn a ie by one of the world’s | 
ings over a period of forty years, od] Hiteras ‘oalary, eat enn i "Stich in, india.” by Gervee ending with his interest in, and a.iThe Merry Miracle by ry Mian, on Rte: cow, duindulsm's conslomers- 
study and teaching of, wild life if sic a eae ee % of dndia's pon atone Le 
management, Mr. Leopold draws ) | gon verted @ nnery into @ 1 DiGSinn= Cieorne cee yy reports,” by I 

_the logical conclusion that until vane tavuinis Gslelety Conionel Suter nate ore ot 
we love’ the land and respect its | Berenfore'Howes A site ei report Maen io makes 8 Der | 
“natural inhabitants, it has no | on cay euis tin ai the cour- — Die The Lox ely. Warton,” by k hleen. | 
chance to survive mechanization. | Went. Mhatavas, Soe eaeeb en % rane oF ats 
For in the land itself reside ‘Sm A humarist bie lence in 1778 when ‘Captain Cook “dis- | 

etic ethical values not OY for aneebrich combore ae eases ene vote Bie In RE panto Coy 
i Stor ‘the § SS Row teh Karig and rfl ; “petite 8 ts story ER Ee Seetlhl | [peiutetant title Me Teteaa® — purths le Grange” py Laure cpm. | eae acne meme cn. Sabet ah iaairad | ty if the other book, "Camntry- S) aaa Ati prams ek: PUR Ga ot aE et oe | ; ; : whose moth BSS by i et i man's Year’—a season-cycle of i meres mee ners De ture of tte arent Conteccomplete 

sketches a S. Pearson. | | An "At ie Sniae hirer one. Eklund. in. exe prom, contempor ras j 

Babee ah age aE | | sae ade MEN gtaDimzettom, Biles at hare in “The New York Times” places | - | neaetbelvery, Man,s,Fonna” br Bruce Soifes’ soak onthe Confederate | 
i fetotaala not 9 much @n e00- | EE rou ror ae his off Cia ha te 

ical principles as on rural Tiny rhe Seetet of the Hidden Room,” edited by John Chapman wep, | 
man’s contentment in his farm | Witietane terihe oniae ioe grout Sy oa cineks beet, Fe 
surroundings. 4 1. a ‘beeps Spee See ths hy ore ‘ mE 
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is Life in Balance 
Ane Tieulate Ob q -S.THE author points out, while _ 

( Letitdhal culate Observer 2 as the topsoil, dev- | 
ae aah! ° 7 i ° 4) astates the forests, mows down 

A Practical Naturalist _ ee eae a. L Ue od } dust bowls and continues to prop- 
ee ; é: ‘ agate “his competitive kind with 

vi) Ns : A ak | a fecundity which would embar- 
: es ur ous ée€ ragg:the rabbit, flora and fauna 

Pe ago is E a w e at least an equal right 
-A.SAND COUNTY ALMANAC. can ever hope to become so to live upon this planet are being 
x Be Aldo Leopold. Oxford. 226 ely attuned to wild goose and | rushed to extinction, 
Pp, $3.50, ed : pe muskrat ae me i ‘To the economic determinists 

Pe! $ leer, grouse and blue- | ‘including the Communists), Leo- 
pu StETY OuoeS Gasca fas 2 ed teal, as was Aldo Leo-— pold gave an unassailable eco-_ 

"me daily, like a menacing Bold, the prophet of balanced logical answer. When the biota 
‘squadron of dive bombers. More ecology. of any given area is in balance, — 
‘books wing in on atomic warfare, His chapter on the sky dance we. live happily. We have food, — 

jos More about Sta- of the woodcock tops all the na- | ¢ and shelter; we have a 

j Ee lin and John L. re reporting of our generation. pee i relationship with the — 
‘fe “4 Lewis. More It is a tragedy that he did not fauna and flora which al- — 

4 about Soviet live to see his book in print. To ih human life to perpetuate 
eg] Russia. _ e it is more important than | If without too much strife. _ 

a Pa Thoreau’s “Walden.” I But “when through blind, | 
2% live by a lake © —STERLING NOR’ zi gréedy, self-centered materialism 

Se a and waterfall oa , (either capitalistic or communis- 
_ in the nue _we look upon this planet 

_ tains of Ne merely ‘as an expendable and ex-@ 
7 Jersey, As aidtable source of human grati- & 
. ~ unwrap ficdtion; we quickly get the land 

a eta book a doe out of balance and in the end / 
LEOPOLD mirrored as sh on our own species. 

slips through the evergreens tof Our rivers become clogged w’ 
drink, A blue heron stands in’ ea, tenet and sewage an. 

the. shallow water awaiting an industrial debris. Our cut-over | 
unwary trout. We have had "forest land becomes nothing but 
egrets this year, an osprey and — ‘a fire hazard. Floods and droughts 
the-17-inch pileated woodpecker. _ ' mark our pathway to empire and 
It has-been a banner year, for _ oblivion. And the birds and 
I haye been able to photograph — beasts. and flowers and trees, — 

at close range the downy young ‘which might have helped us to 
ofs ae most beautiful — ' retain the fertility of our ravished 

waterfowl, the wood duck. ae ee ball, flee before the 
i Ich interludes, together with Savage attack of homo sapiens. | 

ie arrival of such books as “A + . 
‘Sand County Romance,” help to He Left Disciples | 
keep me sane in an era of inter- LEOPOLD was no sentimental- 
national insanity. M ist like Donald Culross Peat- 

. Mhé late Aldo Leopold, who tie. _He was not a hermit or ec- _ 
both a better -vriter and a centric. He was one of the most _ 

Deter natural than Thoreau, © practical and farsighted.men who _ 
felt much as I do about our over- ever-inspired our Forest Service _ 
Populated, overmechanized plan- to save some part of what was left ' 
et: He had aun but pity for of our dwindling wood lot. In © 
a She ‘prisoners of civ-. his final job as professor of game 
lization who populate our teem- management at the University of 

ing, striving cities, the bored so- Wisconsin, he inspired hundreds _ 
‘phisticates who have never lifted of young men to go forth and | 

t eyes to wedge-shaped cayal- preach his philosophy. i 
eades of wild geese, who cannot — At his farm near the Wisconsin _ 

ret the hierogryphics on River he himself spent his week- 
new-fallen snow, and who think | ends practicing what he preached. 
that a'quail is something that one — And ‘his acute observation of 
eats on toast. | every living thing upon that farm 

will make any amateur natural- 
ist like this reviewer wonder if
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Of Country Life 
«A SANDY COUNTY ALMANAC | 

a ID SKETCHES “ I j 
THERE, by Alda Paotalld. 
Oxford University PrassoGg 

_ COUNTRYMAN’S YF" 
: Haydn Pearson. Whitilese. 

f House. $3.50. i 

j By WILLIE McGHEH, | 
Two nature books for $ 

which are far more thar jist 
books about nature have appen fe 
this month, when Nature alts 
her October glory. In the a n. 2 ae . 
mankind is again consciou; Cou t ’ | @ 
brethern—the flora and fauma)of ws im , mi 
the universe—in surrounding . pn * Baden sradteeiier ” ‘of ‘tle ‘Continued From Page Four 

often by his own attempt to a _ tuns with nature as is Mr. Leo- 
GRAVE; HAGE DSEUP Cs . o coglan! i pold; only the viewpoint wary 

Tt ae ab | Many reader will smile inwardl; 
Conservation. 9 at the nostalgic remembrance: 

Not the least of man’s efforts | brought to mind by the Country- 
has been expended in he | ‘man’s descriptions of turning the| 
calls “conservation.” Aldo Leopold, ' grindstone, pitching uePaschoed| 
author ot “A Sandy C ry )Al- | i following the lamplighter, or rid- 
manac,” was for many ye a , ing through eovered bridges, 
leader in the conservation move- “Women will remember with de- 
ment. Acting in the forestry serv- ‘light the succulent dishes their 
ice for the U. S. government, | he mothers prepared from recipes 
saw with more than a huntsman’s for such foods as Indian Pudding 
eye and loved all things that grew here recorded by Mr. Pearson. 
in the wilderness, ae _ Others will wonder at the quaint 
Weekending on his Wisconsin , New England names for things: 

farm, he learned the ways of “thank-you-ma’ams” and “kiss- "| 
wood folk, from grouse and glebe ; Me-quicks”; “two wheeled demo- | 

, to muskrat and marten. The | crats” and “fringe-tapped Surg 
flowers, too, on his sand farm » reys”; “pungs” and “carryalls.” 

and the very soil itself taught ; These ‘short essays frequently — 
him much that books could never | contain homely bits of philosophy 

_ have explained about the inter- ., Pertaining to the rustic man’s_ 
dependent biotic chain, culminat- beliefs or practices, such as the 

' ing in man. | logic attendant upon whittling, | 

Written with a naturalist’s love _ the sagacity evinced from the | 
' and breathed upon with a poet’s store-porch.rockers, or the family 

delight, “Sketches Here and loyalty surrounding a kerosene 
; There,” which form the second — lamp. All in all, “Countryman’s 
i part of his book, show that Leo- Year” furnishes seasonal enjoy- 

pold is certainly one of those per- men for vicarious country living j 
sons who “cannot live without via the armchair. , 

| wild things.” From these record- ‘Like Aldo Leopold's book, this | 
ings over a period of forty years, one too has graphic illustrations. — 
ending with his interest in, and The former is accompanied by 
study and teaching of, wild life mid-page pen-and-ink sketches, | 
Management, Mr. Leopold draws chiefly of animals in characteris- | 
the logical conclusion that until tic poses; the latter by twenty- | 
we love the land and respect its nine~ full-page photographs of 
natural inhabitants, it has no | typical New England scenes—pas' 
chance to survive mechanization. and present—done in rich sepig 
For in the land itself reside tones. | 
aesthetic and ethical values not & ul 
yet measured by man in his ef- 
forts at control, 4 

+o 
“Countryman’s Year.” | 

Of much more homespun quali- 
ty is the other book, “Country- 
man’s Year’—a season-cycle of 
sketches by Haydn §. Pearson. 
This collection by the well known 
author of the country life sketches 

{ -in “The New York Times” places 
its emphasis not so much on eco- 
logical principles as on rural 
man’s contentment in his farm 
surroundings. ¥ | 

Yet Mr, Pearson is as much in |
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A fe POO! By LEWIS GANNETT es | 

A SAND COUNTY ALMANAC. By Aldo Leopold. bombs, lies objective evidence of our superiority 
Oxford. 226 pages. $3.50. over the beasts. z 

TD HERE are two spiritual dangers in not own- The Years of an Oak Tree 
ing a farm,” Aldo Leopold wrote. “One is Cutting a lightning-struck oak on his Wisconsin 

the danger of supposing that breakfast comes from | sand-county farm, Aldo Leopold followed his cross- 

the grocery and the other that heat comes from the | cut saw through the years. Twelve years, mostly 

furnace. . . . For us of the minority, the op- | sapwood, were his own years on that farm. Then 
portunity to see wild geese is more important than | he cut into the years of the bootlegger who had 
television, and the chance to find a pasque-flower | burned the old farmhouse and disappeared among 

is a right as inalienable as free speech.” the landless anonymities of the Great Depression. 

‘ w 2 i The saw cut on, back to 1925, the year of Wiscon- 
Aldo Leop old, of Wisconsin, America 'sin’s last pine marten; 1923, the year of the state’s, 

That is the spirit in which Aldo Leopold, forester, | frst starling; 1915, when a foolish Governor pon- 
professor of game management at the University of tificated that “state forestry is not a good business 

‘W:.consin, week-end proposition”; 1909, when smelt were first planted) 
‘ farmer and wilder- 2 in the Great Lakes; 1899, year of the last passenger! 

ness-loyer wrote this 7 A = pigeon; 1896, when one village, Spooner, sent 25,000 
moving little hook. Yr. 3 - prairie chickens to market; 1893, year of the storm, 

Aldo Leopold died @@g@ ==] | that ‘Killed the bluebirds; 1990, when the Babcock 
fighting a neighbor's dit = | Milk Tester began making Wisconsin America’s 
grass fire in the gy — _ #2 | Dairyland; 1887, year of the state’s first game 
spring of 1948, I am ew = wardens. Soon the saw’s chips came from the 
sorry, for I should ee. . 3 1870s, when Wisconsin had its carousal in wheat, 
‘like to have known a i leaving the sand counties gray, and when the firs 

- him. I do not recall hh factory-made barbed wire was stapled to oak trees;, 
ever hearing hisname — oS from 1866, when the last native Wisconsin elk was 
until I stumbled on = ll killed, and 1865, the core year, and the year when 

; this book. To read it  . — - John Muir tried to buy his home farm, thirty miles 
is a deeply satisfying _ r 2 east of Mr. Leopold's cabin on the Wisconsin River, 
adventure. Thiswas gg as a sanctuary for the wild flowers that had 
a man who wrote — ” gladdened his boyhood. 
er Ph Bay | . That is the finest tree-cutting I have ever read. 

s et oe : 
long exnerience. He The Shovel.and the’dx Make'Man a God 
‘loved wilderness; he “The Lord giveth, and the Lord taketh away, 
was eccentric enough , Gas Dehsold but He is no longer the only one to do so,” said 
to have learned to iP Aldo Leopold. “When some remote ancestor of 

hunt with bow and arrow; he knew American his- | ours invented the shovel, he became a giver; he) 
tory in terms of buffalo grass and cheat-grass, | could plant a tree.” (Mr. Leopold planted pines on 
sand-hill crane and starling, bison and Model T, | his sand farm.) “And when the ax was invented, 
bur oak and jack pine. Occasionally, in his effort | he became a taker; he could chop it down. Who-|| 

_ to set on paper his sense of the organic relation | ever owns Jands has thus assumed, whether he 
of soil and the “biota,” the fauna and flora of | knows it or not, the divine functions of creating 

which man is a part, words seemed inadequate to | and destroying plants.” Man, in Mr. Leopold’s| 
'\ his thought; sometimes he wrote like Thoreau and | View, has played God recklessly in America. He 

© Muir at their best, which is no mean praise. wanted us to learn to “think like a mountain,” and|: 
Wisconsin, two years ago, dedicated a monu- not to let our rivers wash the future into the sea. 

ment'to the great dead race of passenger pigeons | 4 yellow compass plant in an untended cemetery, |' 
which once had clouded its skies. Aldo Leopold | Yelic of the golden waves that once washed the|! 

wrote then: bison’s bellies, was more important to him than a]: 

For one species to mourn the death of eon mowing machine. Education, he feared, was|- 

another is a new thing under the sun. The learning to see one thing by going blind to 
| Cro-Magnon who slew the last mammoth another.” We have become blind to marshes, un- 
\ thought only of steaks. The sporstman who touched wilderness, bunchberries and partridge. 

shot the ae Pea EE ee a a You will find here no statistics about erosion, no 
prowess. e sailor who clubbed the last aul reaming i « % 

\ thought of nothing at all. But we, who have aan ao ena ae ey leh | 
lost our pigeons, mourn the loss. Had the | ith the import gual ee) cancer 
funeral been ours, the pigeons would hardly portance of feeling something. He him-| 

“have mourned us. In‘ this fact, rather than in _| Self felt deeply, and his feeling gives a rich texture 
Mr. du Pont’s nylons or Mr. Vannevar Bush’s | t0 this too short book. 
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whole conflict thus boils down to a ques- 
tion of degree. We of the minority see a 
law of diminishing returns in progress; 
our opponents do not, _ 

Wild Geese—or Television _ The section from which the volume 
A SAND COUNTY ALMANAC takes its name is a round-the-year_ac- 
‘AND SKETCHES HERE AND _ count of Mr. Leopold’s own outdoor 
THERE. By Aldo Leopold. ‘ord life. Most of the other essays ee 

University Press. $3.50. — ie problem he oa 
LDO y rogress, he says, seems to be the ex- 

7 A i9a6 Cees who died — change of one good for another; edu- | 
sa Wisconsi 2 a ghti ne oe ee cation the learning of some things at 
een pete rene wis Uke work. the cost of forgetting others, Conser- 

ing in forestry and wildfife manage- vation is an attempt to minimize the 
meas i ay f periment, fori the effects of reckless exploitation, but it 
a a 8 U ie : ae _and, finally, can only minimize. We raise ducks so 

. ae Oe Mivessity of: Wisconsia, ‘Te they can be shot; build roads to invite 
cai aes which compose this volume people into new solitudes—which van- | 
were originally published in such ob- ish as soon as the invitation is accepted. 
scure places as the Journal of Forestry “Bureaus build roads into new hinter- _and the Wisconsin Agriculturist and lands, then buy more hinterlands to 

co segue rare £0 ect absorb the exodus accelerated by the 
eae ae x eh, audience, for Mr. roads.” The therapeutic value of wild- 

se i j a Be ea. as has both ness and solitude is celebrated, and 
iia me WE ae 5 + nace “recreation has become a self-destruc- 
bea eG ad ee PAea gars | _ tive process of seeking but never quite 
Sion finding, a major frustration of mech- 

There are some who can live without anized society.” Contemplation is the 
wild things, and some who cannot. These only outdoor “activity” which does not essays are the delights and dilemmas of destroy the very things which make 
oe ee d 2 Pins eee were outdoor activity worth while, and con- | egan 4 nislawar with them Mee coc tne templation is certainly the least popular 
question whether a still higher “standard hobby. ; | of living’ is worth its cost in things No one could be less fanatical, more _ 
acts as and free, For us of the moderate, or more reasonable than Mr. 
See te cae to see geese is Leopold. Obviously he went about his 
Gia onane renee ie ss ake business in the best way he knew. But | 
ht inaliccdide et face apeadh. : it is equally obvious that he had an | 

These wild things, I admit, had little uncomfortable feeling that he could 
human value a ee - never see very far ahead, and the dis- | sured us a good breakfast, and unti : i | 
science disclosed the drama of where ate ae oe 

‘they come from and how they live. The cata The ae
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Eagle Eye on Books | ESTABLISHED 1988 He dW ritten 
A SAND COUNTY ALMANAC, by} BArclay 7-537! Thi V 1 max . Published by the 
Mea iaiveriy; Pree, New PRESS CLIPPING BUREAU is Vou 
York. Bs Roe 165 Church Street - New York | See 
Reviewed by Bob ing o! e SRS eared ‘gue x 

| Eagle. | SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF. | “Swag Aas? COUNay re 
“There are some who can ive} CALL-BULLETIN AND THERE,” by Aldo without wild things and some who CED ten aee | GS eee by Leopold. 

cannot. These essays are the de-|, Dane : x ve lL) $3.50.) 

lights and dilemmas of one who | Reviewed by Victor P. Hass — 
‘cannot,” wrote Mr. Leopold in his DEC 2 1 1949 If, by some incredible stroke of ‘introduction, His book, however, will) o) yarein eats ‘oke of | 

please more than the lover of wild), cama eed tune, could have had my — 

things. For it will stand asa beacon) | “A SAND COUNTY | choice of authoring any book pub- 
in man’s eo to find his place| A SAND COUh | lished in America in 1949, this is 
in the scheme of things. ALMANAC \ | the book I would have chosen. | 
“Tt is rarely that a scientist is an By Aldo Leopold | - Sand County Almanac” is one 

able writer. To express facts and! ‘prereset \j the most beautiful, heart- 
ideas with scientific accuracy and 3 » often | | aid’ Iniportant | Garuce ae 
poetic charm is a rare gift indeed.| gently humorous essays on a| | pO} ks to 
That gift was Mr. Leopold’s in full diversity of subjects, ranging | | appear in vasttad Cerhane only 
measure. He viewed his surround-| from the animal world through - Joseph Wo itch’s “The 
ings with the trained eye of a the annual sequence of seasons | Twelve Seasons” and Roy Bedi- 
biologist and Supe beeen to problems of conservation | check’s “‘ Adventures with a Texas 

bees io ow oe patine’ inat| and man’s need for recre Naturalist” can equal it in con- 
Pelee rer aitncahe. Rodis a delights in primitive surroundings. temporary nature writing. 

“Bere is reading to be done by a Aldo Leopold, for whom the 
ackling fire, with apples and pop- University of Wisconsin created 

corn at Bay ee Ree | en a chair in game management in 
steeped in wood smoke and pipe Ee eR ied i 

fobaceo. ‘They bristle with phrases | ; ae bs who ee 1948 while. 
to be read aloud and pay N t | t te a E grass on a neigh- — 

Eminent in his chosen field of | QTuras i r's Adams county [Wis.] farm, 
conservation, the author was a dis- as set down here the delights 
senter. He viewed our wildlife, agri- ® and dilemmas” of one who could 
culture and industry with the eyes) It Ss pat y not live without wild things. To 
of an ecologist and liked not seat him, the opportunity to see wild 

Re Be We eo ree ene A SAND COUNTY ALMANAC) — geese was more important than 
Or kecn cle'ar the eeanntoria Gf Ian and Sketches Here and There: _ television, He was of that rapidly 
sickness out of our basements; yet! by Aldo Leopold: Oxford Uni- disappearing minority who felt 
we treat only the symptoms, gt a versity Press: $3.50. bald a eae could be more salu- 
disease. y * Delightful essays ani at stage then a little 

Beginning his professional career} conc eae reepeteiches healthy contempt for a plethora 
in 1909 with the U, fxr Ray vanishing American wilderness, of material blessings.” 
a See aran sae Be aoe bel and the serious conservation prob- eee 
coming professor of game manage- lems of today. Mr. Leopold’s book is divided 

ment at the University of Wisconsin! The author is considered into three parts. The first is a 
in 1933. Most of the essays in the one of our foremost natural. | Jengthy, many-essayed account of 
book were published first in tech-| ists. His writings about his life on his 120 acre farm in sandy, 
nical journals and wild life maga-| life interest are of great val- south central Wisconsin and of the | 
zines. Perhaps symbolically, he died) ue. He died in April, 1948, 2 amazing world of wildlife he ob- 
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( Extracts from: LEOPOLD: A SAND COUNTY ALMANAC 

"For years, I have been noticing fragmentary writings by the late 
Aldo Leopold-~-usually buried in scientific publications---which 
were outstanding. They always made me wish for just such a volume 
as you have produced. It is a beautifully written and thoughtful 
book." : 

Edwin Wey Teale 

"A SAND COUNTY ALMANAC is one of the most delightful books published 
in recent years. The author was a great American, a great naturalist 
and one of the great forces of good American Agriculture." 

Louis Bromfield , 

"The book is a revelation of the intimate feelings of a man who fully 
senses the wonders of nature. Further it sings with Aldo'Leopold's 
very special and rare sense of ethics and philosophy." 

Fairfield 8sborn 

"A SAND COUNTY ALMANAC is a delightful book, beautifully written 
and illustrated. It demonstrates that Aldo Leopold was a fine writer 
as well as a distinguished naturalist. I mich regret that he didn't 
live long enough to know the appreciation with which this book is i 
bound to be received." 

John Kieran 

"It will be a keen satisfaction to the many persons who knew and 
admired Aldo Leopold to find that his essays---classics in their 
field---have been gathered into a single handy volume. The book is 
pleasing to the eye and hand, with the delicate pencil drawings of 
Charles W, Schwartz splendidly reproduced by a special new process. 
Leopold wrote with a philosophic and facile pen, and what he had to 
say is of interest to everyone who claims in any way to be nature 
lover, sportsman, or conservationist. A SAND COUNTY ALMANAC marks 
Leopold as one of America's best nature observers and secures his 
position as the foremost conservation critic of his day." 

Edward H. Graham 

"I found SAND COUNTY ALMANAC excellent reading. Mr. Leopold main- 
tains the great tradition of the American naturalist-author, but 
he is definitely modern. He shows himself both learned in the ways 
of nature and wise in their interpretation with reference to } 
civilization and man. Outstandingly he sees man and nature bound 
up as one, so that his thinking is always environmental. It is a 
fascinating book. . 

George R. Stewart



Dallas, Tex. News 

( Dec. 4, 1949 
By Roy Bedichek 

Aldo Leopold spent the first half of his long professional career in the 
United States Forest Service, and most of the last half of it as professor of 
wild life management in the University of Wisconsin. He is held in high res- 
pect by all important conservation authorities, and, I am told by one who 
knows, his old students remember him with great affection. He wrote little, 

he lived much, and the present volume is a distillation from a rich and ob- 
servant life on his Sand County farm and in the wilder parts of North America, 

which, by the way, were rapidly becoming far too tame to suit him. 

He died last year at the age of sixty-one while fighting a grass-fire on 
a neighbor's farm. 

This work is a lively and authoritative treatment of a wide variety of 

nature topics, obsessed throughout with the tragedy of a sick, perhaps incur- 

able land. The style is sententious, the imagery picturesque, the humor grim 
or playful, by turns. The disastrous impact of mechanization upon our national 
resources is the major theme running throughout these sketches. Increasingly, j 

nature books tend to become elegies. Here we find a lament for draining 
certain peat-bogs, which eventually burned into ghastly holes producing general 
desolation; for the vanishing wilderness; for the "cut and get out" treatment 
of forests; for the music of singing rivers murdered by motorboats; for the 

extinction of the grizzly; for the overwhelming of relic areas. The nature 
writer laments because he believes with Thoreau that "in wildness is the salva- 

( tion of the world." 

This book is no jeremiad, however. Description of the quiet pleasures of 
tinkering about the author's sandy acres on week ends, and joyful accounts of 
experiences in the wilds of Chihuahua and Sonora, Mexico, as well as in the 

wilder areas of this country and of Canada, not yet accessible to automobile, 
enliven Leopold's pages. 

The first and main part of his work recounts journal fashion, by months, 

the time spent on a wornout farm in the vicinity of Madison, Wis. From a Janu- 

ary thaw which "uncurls" the hibernating skunk, to the travels of the December 
chickadee, this section packs in many nature observations, bolstered with a 

sound nature philosophy. Part II, Sketches Here and There, broadens the stage 
to include other states and counties, but preserves the record of a keen and 
sympathetic eye, as well as the viewpoint of the philosophic student of nature. 

Leopold has here greater scope for indulging his enthusiasm for the virgin wild- 
erness of which he is enamored. Part III, The Upshot, contains binder material, 

giving some unity to that which goes before -- otherwise, indeed, only a series 
of random sketches. 

It is in this third part of the book that the author expands and expounds 
in greater detail and more consecutively a conservation philosophy, but not so 
ponderously as my big worded statement might suggest. He conceives of life as 
a unity and of man's interference with its more fundamental processes as 
fraught with danger, not only to other life on this earth, but also to his own 

precarious foothold here. The divine order is a music into which man and man 
( alone introduces discordant notes. Leopold deplores an ignorant tinkering with



Dallas, Tex. News (cont.) 

an organism the nature and implications of which the tinkerer perceives so 

dimly, or not at all. : 

The writer is first of all an ecologist, seeing with clear vision how all 
life on this planet is bound together, and how one part cannot become disorgan- 
ized without sending a tremor through the whole structure. He never tires of 
describing life chains and dependencies, or of citing convincing examples of 
how so-called "science" has committed atrocities beyond belief; and of how 
human greed kills the goose that lays the golden egg -- not one, but thousands 
of them. 

If I might select one quotation giving the author's basic contention and 
"the source of all our woe," I would take this short paragraph: 

"There is as yet no ethic dealing with man's relation to land and to the 
animals and plants which grow upon it. Land, like Odysseus' slave girls, is 
still property. The land-relation is strictly economic, entailing privileges 
but no obligations." 

I should like also to quote what Leopold says about the gadget-burdened 
duck hunter, and also, as a sample, one of several short prose-poems wherein, 
indulging a vein of mystic musing, he tells what he hears in the "Song of the 
Gavilan," a river of Mexico as yet innocent of motorboats and pump-guns. But 

( quotations, once begun, could hardly be stopped, for "one drink calls for 
another." 

Indeed, there is not a chapter in the book that does not contain an in- 

cisive, quotable criticism, not of man's intelligence (he is too smart, really) 
but of his utter ignorance of the problem of dealing with his natural environ- 
ment -- an ignorance so tragic in its consequences, since man's acquisition of 

techniques during the last two centuries in the application of steam and electric 
power to machinery has magnified his ability to do harm into that of a veritable 
Frankenstein. It has been something like giving a smart and aggressive boy a 

tommygun instead of a toy pistol for Christmas. 

Professor Leopold is often eaustic but never sour. He laments, he sheds 

tears, he protests, he admonishes, all more in sorrow than in anger -- a 

Jeremiah with a sense of humor, prophesying doom in a spirit of quiet resigna- 
tion. All in all, it's a good book with a sound conservation philosophy, de- 
tailing no second-hand experience, not a quote of a reference in it, fresh 
from the mint of a critical and original mind. 

Eight full-page, a score of half-page, and several quarter-page line draw- 
ings of nature subjects by Charles W. Schwartz enrich the volume. Faithful to 
life, quiet in manner yet spirited in execution, they not only depict with 
accuracy and feeling their special subjects, but reflect the wistful and philo- 
sophic mood in which the book is written. 

(



BACK AT OFFICE AFTER ABSENCE OF THREE WEEKS DELIGHTED WITH BOOK BY LEOPOLD. 

EVERYONE INTERESTED IN CONSERVATION AND NATURE SHOULD NOT ONLY READ IT BUT 

REFLECT ON ITS BASIC PHILOSOPHY. CONSERVATION TODAY SUFFERS FROM TWO EXTREMES 

ON THE ONE HAND EXTREME SENTIMENTALISTS, ON THE OTHER HAND AN EFFORT TO SELL 
IT BY PUTTING IT ON AN ECONOMIC BASIS, ONE OF PURELY MATERIAL ADVANTAGES. 

LEOPOLD POINTS OUT THAT THERE ARE OTHER REASONS FOR ENJOYING AND PRESERVING 

THE WORLD OF NATURE. ETHICS AND SOUND BIOLOGY ARE COMBINED. 

LUDLOW GRISCOM 
Oct. 25, 1949 

{ 
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The Commonweal 
Oct. 28, 1949 
By Alan Devoe 

Aldo Leopold signed and dated the foreword of this book only a little 
more than a month before his death last year. We may count ourselves lucky 
to have this final testament of a man who was not only an expert in forestry, 

ecology and game management, but an exceptionally sensitive and subtle 
appreciator and communicator of earth-values. 

His "almanac" is a gathering of sketches, magazine reprints, notebook 
jottings: a miscellany of Leopold's observations and meditations as he roamed 
the outdoors of his beloved Wisconsin or took an occasional trip "outside," 
to Manitoba, Arizona, Mexico. The prose is at once delicate and strong (be- 

igg matched in these qualities by Charles Schwartz's excellent drawings); and 
it abounds in terse epigrammatic observations. "A thing is right when it 
tends to preserve the integrity, stability and beauty of the biotic community. 
It is wrong when it tends otherwise." "Recreation is not the outdoors, but 
our reaction to it." "The Lord giveth and the Lord taketh away, but He is no 
longer the only one to do so. When some remote ancestor of ours invented the 

shovel, he became a giver: he could plant a tree. And when the axe was in- 
vented, he became a taker: he could chop it down. Whoever owns land has thus 
assumed, whether he knows it or not, the divine functions of creating and 
destroying...." 

\ Every reading countryman will want to add this thoughtful and lovely book 
to his library. 

(



Trees Magazine 

Nov.-Dec. 1949 

There are two kinds of peoples: those who can live without wild things 
and those who cannot. These essays are the experiences and dilemmas of one 

who cannot. So wrote Aldo Leopold in the introduction to this collection 

of his writings, ranging from a brief description of a wild flower to a 
philosophical discussion of land conservation. 

Aldo Leopold, one of the world's great naturalists, was a leader in the 

conservation movement. He also had the ability to express in words of ex- 

ceptional beauty his appreciation of the way of life of all wild things. In 
this book have been gathered the best of what might well be called his 
prose-poems. 

The essays are grouped in three parts. Part I, "Sand County Almanac," 
is concerned with what Leopold did and saw at his week-end refuge on a Wis- 
consin farm. 

Part II, "Sketches Here and There," recounts some of the episodes in his 
life that taught him, gradually and sometimes painfully, that few shared his 
concern for preservation of the land. These episodes, scattered over the 

continent and through forty years of time, show how and when he first en- 

countered some of the issues that bear the collective label "conservation." 

Part III. "The Upshot," expresses in logical terms some of the ideas 
\ whereby Leopold, as a dissenter, rationalized his dissent. In them he shows 

that the basic fallacy in conservation is the attempt to define it as merely 
good economics when it is much more than that; it is the extension of ethics 

from people to land. And until we love and respect the land, there is no 
chance for it to survive the impact of mechanized land-tse or for us to reap 
from it the esthetic harvest it is capable of contributing to culture through 

science. 

A Sand County Almanac will be a permanent delight to the reader who has 
a true appreciation of the land, who will relish the extraordinary information 

about the ways of nature with which the book is filled. To read these essays 

is to develop a deeper appreciation for the land and its wild life and a sharper 

eye and keener ear for its sights and sounds. 

(



St. Petersburg Times 
Dec. 27, 1949 

The angry books descend upon me daily, like a menacing squadron of dive 
bombers. More books wing in on atomic warfare. More about Stalin and John L. 
Lewis. More about Soviet Russia. 

Luckily we live by a lake and waterfall in the mountains of New Jersey. 

As I unwrap the books a doe is mirrored as she slips through the evergreens to 
drink. A blue heron stands in the shallow water awaiting an unwary trout. We 
had egrets this year, an osprey and the seventeen-inch pileated woodpecker. It 
has been a banner year for I have been able to photograph at close range the 

downy young of America's most beautiful waterfowl, the wood duck. 

Such interludes together with the arrival of such books as "A Sand County 
Almanac" help to keep me sane in an era of international insanity. 

The late Aldo Peopold, who was both a better writer and a better naturalist 
than Thoreau, felt much as I do about our overpopulated, over-mechanized, over- 
stimulated planet. He had nothing but pity for the unobservant prisoners of 
civilization who populate our teeming, striving cities, the bored sophisticates 
who have never lifted their eyes to wedge-shaped cavalcades of wild geese, who 

cannot interpret the hieroglyphics on new fallen snow, and who think that a 

quail is something that one eats on toast. 

Leopold was no sentimentalist like Donald Culross Peattie. He was not a 
( hermit or eccentric. He was one of the most practical and far-sighted men who 

, ever inspired our Forest Service to save some part of what was left of our dwind- 

ling wood lot. In his final job as professor of game management at the Univers- 
ity of Wisconsin he inspired hundreds of young men to go forth and preach his 

phildsophy. 

At his farm near the Wisconsin River he himself spent his week-ends pract- 
icing what he preached. And his acute observation of every living thing upon 
that farm will make any amateur naturalist like this reviewer wonder if he can 
ever hope to become so closely attuned to wild goose and field mouse, muskrat 
and white-tailed deer, grouse and blue-winged teal as was Aldo Leopold the 
prophet of balanced ecology. His chapter on the sky dance of the woodcock tops 

all the nature reporting of our generation. It is a tragedy that he did not 
live to see his book in print. To me it is more important than Thoreau's 
"Walden." 

{



Houston, Tex. Post 

Dec. 18, 1949 

( 

Drinking from a bottle is a sad, unsatisfactory way to get drunk. 

I have sant in the shivery early morning sunshine of the Chisos Mountains 
and watched the tiny highland deer mince across a slope, down an arroyo, and 
up a hogback on the other side, on their way to feed high up on Juniper Flats. 
Watching those deer, with no rifle in my hands, with none of the thrill of the 
hunter's hot blood, I have been drunker than I ever got on hundred proof whisky. 

Why? 

It is sometimes hard for a thinking man to feel that he belongs, that it 

is right for him to be where he is. Watching deer, there in the protected na- 

tional park, a thinking man realizes that here are some animals that do belong, 

animals that threaded the rough country before men ever knew there was a Chisos 
Mountain range, before men ever knew there was an America. 

And man knows that they, unlike the deer down on the Edwards Plateau, down 

in the Nueces brush, are likely to last, because they cannot be shot at. And man, 

to whom the ultimate rightness is intoxicating, knows that here is something 

ultimately right. 

Deer and mesquite browse and the new acorns of the Emory oak, never to be 
bothered by man, never to be butchered, never to be sent in pump-hearted, quiver- 

( ing retreat by the spit of a .30-30 rifle. 

Aldo Leopold either never visited or chose not to write about the Chisos 
country, which is the nearest to a wilderness that Texas has left. Perhaps he 

thought it too tame. Perhaps he never discovered it. 

But he does write, intoxicatingly, about other wilderness areas, near 

wilderness areas and wastelands. 

About the wilderness at the mouth of the Colorado of the West, in Mexico 

just above the Gulf of Oalifornia. He never found "the great jaguar, el tigre," 
but "No deer rounded a bush, or stopped to nibble pods under a mesquite tree, 
without a premonitory sniff for el tigre. No campfire died without talk of him. 
No dog curled for the night, save at his master's feet..." 

About the mountain Escudilla and its royal inhabitant, Bigfoot the grizzly. 
Bigfoot killed only one cow a year, bashing in its head. But Escudilla to a whole 
region in Arizona meant grizzly, the only one left. Then one June the govern- 
ment trapper came down from Escudilla with a grizzly pelt big as the side of a 
barn. Escudilla means bear no more. 

And he writes intoxicatingly about the wonders right under the feet of the 
farmer of Wisconsin, wonders which few see and fewer ruminate on. 

But the Aldo Leopold variety of intoxication, like that which comes from a 

bottle, is not without its after effects.



Houston, Tex. Post (cont.) 

Because Leopold goes further than just the nature lover, just the natural- 
ist, just the wilderness rover. He is not just a reporter on what he sees. 

He is an ecologist and the things he sees and the portents he sees worry him. 
They will worry you too, and make you think. 

If you look at matters the way Leopold does you will realize that man, who 
carries around a burden at what psychology calls unjustified guilt, really does 
have cause for feeling guilty. He and his forbears, Leopold makes it plain, have 
despoiled and ravished and wrecked the earth, and where wilderness was once utter 
perfection each step away from it lessens the perfection until there can finally 
be only ruin, unless man wakes up to what he is doing. 

It is sad that Aldo Leopold could stay around no longer to help fight a 
fight that can't be delayed much longer. 

He died in the spring of 1948, shortly after this book was completed. He 
died in action, so to speak, fighting a grass fire in Wisconsin. -- W. D. Bedell. 

(



New York Herald Tribune 
Dec. 4, 1949 

An eloquent naturalist and inspired conservationist gives us a book comp- 

arable in spirit to "Walden." 

Wisconsin Conservation Dept. 

Nov. 21, 1949 

A compilation of many articles by this nationally known Wisconsin con- 
servationist. The University of Wisconsin created a chair of game management 

for him in 1933 -- a position he still held in April 1948, when he died while 

fighting a grass fire on a neighbor's farm in Sand County. 

The book is divided into three parts, the first two are largely essays 

about the ways of nature, while part three is devoted more directly to the 

conservation theme. To read these essays is to develop a deeper awareness of 
the land and its wildlife and a sharper eye and ear for its sights and sounds. 

( 

Independent Woman 
Dec. 1949 

Nature lovers and those interested in conservation will like these essays 

on the ways of life of the wild creatures and the ever-renewing beauty and rich- 
ness of the good earth. One of the world's greatest naturalists, a leader in 
the conservation movement, professor of Game Management at the University of 

Wisconsin, a week-end farmer and wilderness lover, Aldo Leopold last year met 

his death fighting a grassfire in Wisconsin. 

{



Nature Magazine 

Jan. 1950 

| 

It is, I believe, something added that makes an almanac out of a calendar, 

and it is much that Aldo Leopold has added in making for us his Sand County Al- 
manac, which he completed just before his life was cut short two springs ago in 

what seemed its prime. He has left us many contributions, and this volume called 
completely A Sand County Almanac and Sketches Here and There is, as it were, a 
last testament. We shall be discussing it again, but we note now for its 
seasonal interest that the first of the book's three parts is this almanac -~ 
a collection of descriptive and reflective essays written as from the shack up 
in Sand QGounty, Wisconsin, where with his family he found refuge "from too much 
modernity." (The volume's second part comprises the "Sketches Here and There" 
telling of episodes "over the continent and through forty years" and presenting 
"a fair sample of the issues that bear the collective label: conservation." 
The concluding part presents four great philosophical essays -- "Conservation 
Esthetic," "Wildlife in American Culture," "Wildefness," and "The Land Ethic" -- 
under a collective title "The Upshot.") The whole book is in effect a reappraisal 
of "things unnatural, tame, and confined," a reappraisal of these "in terms of 
things natural, wild, and free," and a proper introduction is provided by the 
"shack sketches" arranged by months into "A Sand County Almanac." 

Omaha, Neb. World-Herald 

( Jan. 1, 1950 

. - - If, for some reason, I had to dispose of all my 1949 books but one, I would 

choose to keep "A Sand County Almanac." It is a simple book and yet a powerful 
one: the record of one man's years on a relatively barren mid-Wisconsin sandy- 

soil farm and of his love for the life on that farm. .. 
Victor P. Hass



Wisconsin Conservation Dept. 

November 30, 1949 

Aldo Leopold's last book, "A Sand County Almanac and Sketches Here and 
There," illustrated by Charles W. Schwartz and published by Oxford University 
Press was released in late October. Gordon MacQuarrie in The Milwaukee Journal 
calls this book "a modern bible of conservation" and A. W. Schorger, in a re- 
view for the Wisconsin State Journal states that "the fundamental resource of 
mankind is the land with its flora and fauna and we are fortunate indeed to 
be called to account for our stewardship in 'A Sand County Almanac.'" 

Probably there is no better way to explain or introduce this book than to 
quote its "Foreword" written by Aldo Leopold only a month before his death. At 
this time he was a member of the conservation commission and Professor of 

Wildlife Management at the University of Wisconsin. This foeward, dated March 4, 

1948, undoubtedly was one of the last things he wrote for publication. It is 

reprinted here from this copyrighted book through the kind permission of the 
Oxford University Press. (There follows a full quote of the Foreword.) 

(
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geod nature wetting, today, by the superb quality of such a book as this. 

That the book will be widely read by those interested in netural 

history, wild ite, ecology, and first rate nature writing, is a foregone __ 

conclusion. It is to be hoped, however, thet 1t will also become well 

lmown among intelligent people who, in one way or another, influence the 

destiny of the peoples of the world. Leopold the philosopher has quite as 

important a message as Leopold the ecologist; perhaps it is more important 

since it is told in such beautiful and persuasive prose that it might even 

penetrate the carapace of words and fixed ideas thet seem te be almost a 

genetic hand-me-down from three generations of Beonomic Man. I sincerely 

hope thet it will be read by everyone interested in conserving our soil and 

waters the processes thet are basie to what we are trying to asequitheh, 

their inter-releationships, and the significance of those inter-relationships, 

will be made clearer to most of us by Leopold's wisdom, Some of the essay, . 

nany times reprinted, have already become classics; we gre fortunate to 

have them now, between covers. ; 

The book is sure to be read with mixed joy and sorrow by everyone 

' who was fortunate enough to heve his life touched by Alde Leopold. There 

will be joy in finding in this volume so much of one of the greatest human 

beings it has been the fortune of most of us to lmews through the sensitive, 

often poetic prose come the simplicity of _the men, omd the kindliness, humor, 

wisdom, \uumility and, perhaps most of all, his own joy in the Great 

Possessions that nature offers to those who approach it with understanding. 

And sadness there must also be that Leopold's life was cut off at the 

beginning of whet might well heve been its most productive decade. 

Charles 8, Schwartz's exquisite illustretions are almost worthy 

of the text, and thet is high praise, indeed, -- William Vogt. 7
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